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INTRODUCTION
Throughout human history various socio-economic systems have taken place, either evolving
further or failing. All economic systems in human history have either been versions of the
economic system based on trade, versions of the centrally planned economic system or
combinations of both. Economic system, defining the functioning of the economy, which
through production and distribution of products and services enables the satisfaction of
needs of the general population, is one aspect of the socio-economic system. The relationship
between the general population and the leadership of society is another aspect of it.
Throughout human history different versions of democracy or dictatorship have formed,
determining how societies were led and to which extent the general population was able to
influence actions of the leadership of these societies.
The prevailing socio-economic system in global society currently takes the form of the
market-monetary democratic system. An economy within this system is based on trade and
on the use of money as means of exchange. Wider society within this system is organized in
a way that the general population influences how society is run by periodically electing key
individuals within the leadership of society. The existence of trade results in competition
between individuals, groups of individuals and between countries. The global marketmonetary economy gradually evolved into the form it takes today, however, its fundamental
characteristics remain the same as in early trade-based economies, where expected benefits
from trading products and services represented the basis for decisions regarding what to
produce, how to produce it and who would ultimately use the products and services produced
in society. Money as means of exchange made trade more efficient and opened up new
possibilities in the development of trade-based economies.
The market-monetary economic system has throughout history enabled human society
to prosper, as it has to a certain degree stimulated scientific research and technological
development, ultimately translating into the increasing productivity of production processes
through the implementation of technologies and the accumulation of means of production.
Progress of human society has therefore resulted from basic scientific research and
technological development and from the implementation of new technologies and the
accumulation of means of production in production processes. In the economy as a whole,
the implementation of new technologies and the accumulation of means of production
enabled a gradual increase in the production of products and services using the same amount
of natural resources and human input, directly or indirectly representing inputs into all
production processes within the economy. The market-monetary economic system to a
particular degree (through a limited scope of scientific research and technological
development and a limited scope of the implementation of newly developed technologies)
stimulated the increase in productivity of production processes and enabled the progress of
the economy and wider society. Throughout history, some centrally planned economic
systems have also enabled the progress of society through the increase in productivity, yet
have generally been limited in economic complexity, resulting in the market-monetary system
enabling this progress to reach a higher level, thus eventually becoming the prevailing
economic system in global society.
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The market-monetary system is based on trade and the prerequisite for trading
something lies in the value of that something. In order for something to be valuable and
traded, it must not to be abundant, as the price of anything in abundance is zero. Scarcity is
therefore a fundamental requirement for trade to exist in the first place, making it impossible
for everything produced in the economy to be done so in abundance, as it would in this case
essentially mean that there would be nothing to trade. Such a system requires scarcity to take
place in order for it to function. Furthermore, scarcity is interconnected with inequality
between individuals in the ability to acquire products and services, therefore such a system is
unable to satisfy the needs of all individuals within the general population equally.
Individuals in society are required to benefit from trade in order to be able to purchase
products and services as means of satisfying their needs, therefore such a system requires a
constant production of products and services in order for individuals to constantly gain
income directly or indirectly from production processes, and in turn constantly spend their
income on products and services, thus closing the circle. As a well-performing economy is
essential for the stability of society, this essentially means that the performance of the
economy ultimately has to be considered a priority. The leadership of society therefore has
to consider the prioritization of economic performance in its decisions. Regardless of the
level of its development, a market-monetary economy is always characterized by inequality in
purchasing power. Furthermore, as economic performance tends to be awarded higher
priority over the harmful impacts on the environment and mankind, such externalities cannot
be expected to be prevented in all cases.
Furthermore, as individuals in society possess a constant urge to satisfy their needs by
purchasing products and services and using them, this results in individuals who are unable
or unwilling to supress their desire to satisfy some particular needs generally to prefer to
receive their incomes as soon as possible. As individuals directly or indirectly receive their
incomes from production processes, decisions regarding every aspect of these production
processes tend to be aimed toward realizing profits sooner rather than later, enabling
individuals to receive incomes sooner. This results in a general short-term orientation of the
economy, which translates into the inability of the economy to pursue some long-term goals
and also translates into the economy being inclined toward developing around finite inputs,
most notably natural resources, potentially resulting in economic instability and therefore in
social instability, if the depleted input cannot be replaced as an input and if certain production
processes fail to produce.
As the global economy develops, various other flaws of the market-monetary economic
system are becoming increasingly apparent. As money is used as means of exchange, this adds
to the instability of the economy and to the unpredictability of its performance through time,
which translates into fluctuations in economic performance, ultimately causing periodic
increases and decreases in the level of social stability. If money is originally issued as credit at
interest, constant economic growth is required, for in the opposite case, instability of the
economy and society take place.
As short-term economic performance is generally a priority considered over preventing
externalities or over reducing long-term risks of economic instability due to dependence on
a finite input, as well as being a priority over the realization of particular long-term goals,
potentially bringing substantial benefits to the economy and wider society in the long run,
such an economic system does not maximise the chances of the long-term survival and
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prosperity of mankind. As any form of leadership has to ensure social stability, and as high
economic performance tends to increase the level of such stability, the leadership generally
tends to prioritize economic performance and is thus unable to significantly mitigate the
abovementioned tendencies originating from the fundamental characteristics of the marketmonetary economic system.
The abovementioned characteristics of this economic system originate from the
existence of trade, and although some reforms can be conducted by the leadership, its main
characteristics have to remain steadfast, for in the opposite case trade would have to be
abolished and the economy would cease to function.
The market-monetary democratic system can in the long run develop according to its
tendencies, therefore never complying with the definition of a sustainable socio-economic
system presented in this book. If the economy within this system would develop to a state
that would cause social instability, the system would at a particular point in time either have
to be replaced by the centrally planned system (with either a democratic or dictatorial
leadership) or by a combination of the centrally planned and the market-monetary system. In
the latter case part of the economy would be a centrally planned economy and part of the
economy would be a market-monetary economy, the latter being re-established, generally
through the transfer of asset ownership, which would be a disruptive process. All these shifts
from one socio-economic system to another or toward the re-established socio-economic
system are forms of transition, their shared characteristics all being that they are conducted
abruptly and that they are disruptive, in every case representing a particular risk of the
occurrence of social instability. Only if an exact target of transition is determined, gradual
transition toward a system, other than the abovementioned systems, can take place. At no
point in human history has such type of transition taken place.
At this point the question arises whether the market-monetary democratic system is the
most sustainable system possible and whether the only alternatives are either the centrally
planned system or a combination of the centrally planned and the market-monetary system,
coupled with either democratic or dictatorial form of leadership. Such alternative systems
have throughout history been replacing the market-monetary economic system in cases where
social instability has taken place due to its fundamental characteristics and tendencies in the
development of an economy within this system through time. Before tackling this question,
however, we have to define what a sustainable socio-economic system actually is. Broadly
defined, a sustainable socio-economic system is:
“A socio-economic system, which maximises the chances of the
long-term survival and prosperity of mankind”

The market-monetary economic system due to its previously mentioned fundamental
characteristics differs greatly from the abovementioned definition. As trade, representing the
core of such an economic system, would have to be abolished in order for these
characteristics to be changed, it is clearly impossible for the market-monetary economic
system to reach a state that complies with the abovementioned definition.
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Furthermore, as centrally planned economies are managed centrally by individuals with
decision-making powers, who are always vertically organized, and as such economies can due
to such leadership being unable to manage an economy that exceeding the maximum level of
complexity reach only a limited level of complexity, becoming unstable if exceeding this
maximum level, such systems also fail to comply with this definition.
As no socio-economic system in history has thus far been able to reach the state where
it could comply with the definition of a sustainable socio-economic system, the closest
approximation of an alternative socio-economic system that would be able to comply with
this definition would have to be determined. If it would with a sufficient level of certainty be
determined that such a socio-economic system could function and could be established,
transition toward such a system should take place.
The only option for developing the sustainable socio-economic system (in the following
text the term “Sustainable System” will be used when referring to it) is to conduct
multidisciplinary research, applying the scientific method in its every aspect, in order to
determine the closest approximation of a socio-economic system, complying with the
definition of “a socio-economic system, which maximises the chances of the long-term
survival and prosperity of mankind”. Therefore, defining the exact criteria and applying them
in all aspects of this socio-economic system in order for it to comply with this broad definition
would be a prerequisite for developing it.
In this book a set of criteria will be defined that would represent the foundation on
which the Sustainable System would be developed. All the criteria, defining what a sustainable
socio-economic system actually is, would be applied with equal priority in all aspects of this
system. This set of criteria will be called “the Principle of Sustainability”.
Establishing a socio-economic system with all the criteria of the Principle of
Sustainability applied in all its aspects would be impossible without designing it as a whole
and establishing it as such. Such a design would represent the target for the transition (the
term “the Transition will be used from now on when referring to it) to aim for. Furthermore,
this systemic design would have to be coupled with rules, defining every aspect of the
Sustainable System and representing the basis for such a system to, when once established,
develop further without any of its aspects breaching any criterion of the Principle of
Sustainability.
If we compare every type of socio-economic system in human society throughout history
with the Sustainable System, we find that they were all defined by rules, significantly less
complex than those which would ensure that the Principle of Sustainability would not be
breached in any aspect of the system. These simple rules do not ensure that the Principle of
Sustainability would not be breached. Some characteristics of these systems are, as a result of
these simple rules, in direct conflict with particular criteria of the Principle of Sustainability,
such as inequality in attaining the satisfaction of needs, which is necessary to take place in any
market-monetary economy.
Both, the market-monetary and the centrally planned economic system, are established
at a certain point in time and economies within both systems without a significant level of
planning evolve through time, either based on ownership and trade in a market-monetary
economy or based on judgement of individuals managing a centrally planned economy,
generally without a detailed plan of future development.
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The Sustainable System cannot be established in a manner that would abruptly cease the
functioning of an existing system and that new rules would be determined, under which the
Sustainable System would develop, ultimately leading to it being fully established. The only
possibility to establish such a complex system would first be to systemically develop it as a
whole, then to determine steps, which would have to be conducted in a subsequent manner
during the Transition, and finally to conduct the gradual Transition, the ultimate goal of which
would be the fully established Sustainable System. Throughout the period of the gradual
Transition, the existing socio-economic system and an economy within this system would
have to function on, satisfying needs of general population and supporting the process of the
Transition.
Developing the closest approximation of the Sustainable System and conducting the
Transition would represent a complex and lengthy process unlike any processes of transitions
in history. Research processes, which would have to be conducted when determining the
closest approximation of the Sustainable System, would have to involve various branches of
science and engineering, as all aspects of mankind and our natural environment would have
to be considered and as all available and potential technologies would have to be considered
when designing such a system.
Ultimately, if the level of technological advancement would permit it could be
determined that the Sustainable System could function to an acceptable degree, allowing for
the Transition to occur, meaning that it could function to such a degree that the Principle of
Sustainability would not be breached to an extent where society would become unstable at a
point of the Sustainable System being fully established. Whether or not the current
technologies at our disposal allow for the Sustainable System to function can only be
determined by conducting the research necessary for creating the design of the fully
established Sustainable System. If the design would prove that technologies, which could
enable the functioning of the Sustainable System to an acceptable degree, are not yet available,
the design of the Sustainable System would then prompt institutions within the existing
economy to develop particular new technologies before the Transition would commence.
These developments could also be instigated by institutions functioning or being established
during the Transition itself. If determined that the level of technological advancement does
not yet permit for the Transition to begin, the latter would be postponed, with the Sustainable
System’s design kept in store for future implementation.
If the scientific method would be applied in all phases of the research, thus determining
the closest approximation of the Sustainable System, its concept would, compared to any
other opinion-based proposed alternatives, represent the most credible proposal of an
alternative system, being designed to be sustainable. Due to the highest possible level of
credibility the concept of the Sustainable System and the concept of the Transition would
have the highest chances of being internalized and supported by a large share of the general
population compared to other concepts of alternative systems and transitions toward them,
which would be developed based on opinions of individuals or groups of individuals
developing them.
Conducting the research aimed toward determining the closest approximation of the
Sustainable System would therefore be required. This book focuses on defining the research
required to develop such a system and offers a proposal of a research organization, which
would through applying the scientific method in all aspects of the research determine the
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closest approximation of the Sustainable System and the Transition. In this book the term
“the Institute” will be used when referring to this research organization. The Institute would
represent the primary source of information regarding the Sustainable System and steps
needed to establish it before and during the Transition and would be limited to providing
information only. It would be a completely independent organization and its research
processes would never be influenced in a way that they would not comply with the scientific
method.
This book will provide an overview of the research processes required to take place
within the Institute, an overview of its organizational structure and realistic proposals
regarding its actual founding. As the purpose of this book is to actually make a change in the
real world, it aims toward providing the reader with an understanding of the characteristics
of the Sustainable System, the purpose of the Institute and the possibilities of the Transition
toward the Sustainable System. This knowledge should be sufficient for the reader to
potentially start actively conducting projects or participating in projects, aimed at realizing the
establishment of the Institute, which could possibly enable the Transition to take place in the
future.
The concepts presented in this book have been developed by means of determining
logical connections between the latest scientific research results regarding mankind and the
natural environment and observable phenomena that have taken place throughout the history
of human society.
Besides defining the mentioned research processes, this book will explore the
possibilities of the Transition from the market-monetary democratic system toward the
Sustainable System as well as explore all other possible types of transitions, some of them
having historically taken place in different societies. This book’s aims are also to provide the
reader with the concept of the Transition, which indicates that the latter could be successfully
conducted.
A brief overview of the Sustainable System, with its characteristics determined by
logically deducting what it would be like if the Principle of Sustainability would be applied in
all its aspects, will be provided to the reader, as well as a brief comparison between the
Sustainable System and the market-monetary democratic system. The characteristics and
tendencies in the development of an economy and wider society within the market-monetary
democratic system and also within other possible socio-economic systems have been
determined in this book by means of specifying logical connections between observable
phenomena within the global socio-economic system.
At no point in history any attempts of developing a socio-economic system that would
comply with the definition of a sustainable socio-economic system have been made and no
similar transitions have been attempted. Only varieties of transitions, analysed in this book,
other than the Transition toward the Sustainable System, have historically taken place. None
of these transitions were gradual transitions toward a pre-determined target, but were
characterized by abrupt changes in rules and by the development of the economy and wider
society that ensued according to these new rules. Transition with the existing system
perpetuating during the course of transition and ceasing to exist only after a new socioeconomic system has been fully established is only possible by designing a target system and
by in detail defining steps, which would have to in a subsequent manner be conducted in
order to establish it.
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Furthermore, economic science conducts its research within the framework of the
market-monetary economic system and does not broaden the scope of this research. A new
type of multidisciplinary research would have to be conducted by an independent research
institution, which we call the Institute. If it would with a sufficient level of certainty be
determined that the Sustainable System could function and be established in an acceptable
amount of time, efforts aimed toward the Transition commencing should be conducted.
Although at this stage the concept of the Sustainable System and the concept of the
Transition toward it remain theoretical, the aim of this book is to illustrate that the chances
of the Sustainable System’s functioning and the Transition toward it being successfully
conducted exist. Due to the Sustainable System’s extremely high potential for increasing the
chances of the long-term survival and prosperity of mankind, the possibility of the Sustainable
System being established should be explored by the Institute and therefore efforts should be
devoted toward establishing such a research organization.
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STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK
This book is divided into three main parts, primarily aimed at providing the reader with the
understanding of the definition of the Sustainable System and the Transition, which include
the research processes required to be conducted by the proposed Institute in order to design
the Sustainable System and design the steps required to be conducted in order for the
Sustainable System to be established, the possibilities for conducting the Transition, an
outline of the organizational structure of the Institute, and the possibilities for establishing
the Institute and acquiring resources required for its research. Although the book’s structure
is designed around this primary purpose, in parallel and at appropriate instances it also
includes other information that provides the reader with additional knowledge.
Additional information provided throughout this book aims toward providing the reader
with a brief understanding of the Sustainable System itself as well as with a brief
understanding of the differences between the Sustainable System and the market-monetary
democratic system. Within addition, this book also provides for an understanding of the
possible types and most probable courses of transitions from all possible types of socioeconomic systems to all possible types of socio-economic systems, along with providing an
overview of the possibilities and the description of the most probable scenario of the
Transition from the market-monetary democratic system to the Sustainable System. This
knowledge should suffice for the reader to understand the purpose of the proposed Institute
and its concept to such a degree that it would allow him/her to actually participate in the very
process of establishing it.
Prior to Part One, the chapter called “The Principle of Sustainability defined” will define
the criteria that would need to be applied in all aspects of the socio-economic system in order
for it to function according to the definition of a sustainable socio-economic system, being
“a socio-economic system, maximising the chances of the long-term survival and prosperity
of mankind”.
Part One, called “Designing the Sustainable Socio-Economic System”, will aim toward
defining the primary characteristics of the research processes, needed to be conducted within
the proposed Institute, and toward providing a brief overview of the fundamental parts of
the Sustainable System, which we call “Elements of Society”. Production, Institutions, the
General Framework of Society, Cities, Transport and Energy will be the six Elements of
Society described in this chapter. The chapter concludes with a brief overview of the
Sustainable System as a whole, with a brief comparison between the Sustainable System and
the market-monetary democratic system and with an overview of the tendencies in the
development of an economy within the market-monetary democratic system through time.
The definition of the approach toward the analyses conducted in this book and the
description of part of the terminology used in these analyses are provided at the beginning of
this chapter.
A brief description of the Elements of Society and the Sustainable System as a whole
will be supplied based on a logical determination of their characteristics if the Principle of
Sustainability would be applied in all aspects of the socio-economic system.
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As the characteristics of the research processes, needed to be conducted within the
Institute, will be defined, along with outlines of all Elements of Society being presented, the
reader should understand the purpose behind these research processes. Furthermore, as a
brief comparison between the Sustainable System and the market-monetary democratic
system will be provided, the reader should be able to roughly understand the concept of the
Sustainable System as well as the main differences between the latter and the marketmonetary democratic system.
Part Two, called “Transition”, consists of the analysis of plausible types of transition and
some of which have occurred in the past. Before conducting the analysis of the characteristics
and the most probable course of the Transition from the market-monetary democratic system
to the Sustainable System, this chapter will provide the analysis of transitions from all possible
socio-economic systems to all possible socio-economic systems and provide the description
of most likely courses of these types of transition. The purpose of this chapter is not only to
define the Transition toward the Sustainable System, but also to provide the reader with a
comparison between this type of transition and other possible types of transition, ultimately
enabling him/her to understand the uniqueness of the Transition toward the Sustainable
System.
Part Three, called “The Institute”, will include an outline of the organizational structure of
the proposed Institute and the description of requirements for it to be established and to
conduct its research. This chapter will provide the final piece of information, needed by the
community of dedicated individuals to start conducting steps toward the Institute actually
being established and commencing its research.
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THE PRINCIPLE OF SUSTAINABILITY DEFINED
Defining the criteria, none of which would have to be breached in any aspect of the Sustainable System, would
be a prerequisite for its design. This chapter will define the eleven criteria of the Principle of Sustainability,
which would define what the Sustainable System actually is and serve as its foundation. Every aspect of the
system would be designed around a set of criteria of the Principle of Sustainability.
By definition, the Sustainable System is a socio-economic system, maximising the
chances of the long-term survival and prosperity of mankind.
In order for this system to maximise the chances of the survival and prosperity of
mankind, the criteria of the Principle of Sustainability should not be breached in any way.
However, a particular criterion could be breached to a certain extent only when not breaching
it would cause breaching another criterion or if it would not be technically possible to prevent
its breaching at a particular point in time. If this would be the case, such breaches would have
to take place short-term, with the Sustainable System having to strive toward none of the
criteria of the Principle of Sustainability being breached in the long run.
Then systemically developing these criteria, the place to start would be the natural
environment as the habitat of the human species. Two aspects of the natural environment
would have to be considered: its ecosystems, in interconnection forming the global
ecosystem, and natural resources, some of which would be extracted by human society.
Minimising the irreversible damage made to the natural environment contributes toward
maximising the chances of the long-term survival and prosperity of mankind. As Earth’s
ecosystem is an extremely complex system of interconnected sub-ecosystems, the changing
of one can potentially affect other ecosystems as well. The changing of one ecosystem can
possibly affect mankind and its prospects of survival and prosperity. Therefore, irreversible
damage to it would have to be avoided. If damaged, Earth’s ecosystems could either
rejuvenate naturally, or this could be done by human society by means of institutions and
products. The point to which Earth’s ecosystems may be damaged would therefore beside
the possibilities of natural regeneration also be determined by the implementation of
technologies in products or Institutions, potentially repairing the damage.
Based on the abovementioned, the first criterion of the Principle of Sustainability can be
defined:
Criterion 1: Number of cases, where the damage is made to the
natural environment beyond the point of irreversibility, has to be
limited to the bare minimum.

The same logic applies for natural resources that human society uses in production processes.
The use of natural resources lowers their availability for other uses, which can range from
being used as inputs in production processes, to being directly consumed by people (e.g. the
air we breathe), therefore representing means of needs satisfaction, or to being used by other
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species of flora and fauna, which are integral parts of Earth’s ecosystems. In the latter case
the complete depletion of particular natural resources can damage ecosystems.
As particular natural resources have particular regeneration rate or are finite, the rate of
extraction of natural resources should not exceed the rate of their regeneration (which could
potentially be accelerated by products or institutions, such as for example by planting trees).
The regeneration rate of natural resources is determined by their natural regeneration rate
and by possibilities of implementation of technologies in products or institutions, which
could potentially accelerate the rate of their regeneration.
Based on the abovementioned the second criterion can be defined:
Criterion 2: Number of cases, where the extraction rate of natural
resources exceeds their regeneration rate, has to be limited to the
bare minimum.

After defining the two criteria regarding the natural environment as mankind’s habitat, we
have to move toward defining which criteria, taking mankind as species into consideration,
would have to be applied in every aspect of the Sustainable System.
In order to maximise the chances of the survival and prosperity of mankind, the
Sustainable System would have to strive toward satisfying all human needs for all members
of society. Although all aspects of the Sustainable System directly or indirectly enable the
satisfaction of human needs, we will at this point focus on aspects, which directly relate to
the satisfaction of needs of all members of the population.
Ranging from physiological to psychological needs, human needs are determined by
biological characteristics of people. Every individual strives toward the satisfaction of all
needs. If a need is not satisfied, drives take place, motivating him/her to satisfy needs by
acquiring whatever is perceived as means to do so. Unsatisfied needs can have undesirable
consequences for the survival and reproduction of people and can endanger the stability of
society, which can especially be the case if needs are not satisfied for all individuals within the
population equally. In such cases, individuals not having needs satisfied, can strive toward
acquiring means of needs satisfaction from individuals, having them satisfied. We can
introduce the third criterion by defining aspects of the Sustainable System, which directly
correlate to the satisfaction of human needs:
Criterion 3: The satisfaction of all human needs for all members of
society has to be maximised and enabled equally for all.

The cohesiveness of society (its members cooperating and striving toward a common goal),
is a prerequisite for it to have the highest chances of functioning and progress. Later in this
book the characteristics of human behaviour that impact the chances of society being
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characterized by cooperation and striving toward a common goal by all members of society
will be analysed.
A prerequisite for a cohesive society would be the satisfaction of all needs equally for all
members of society, for if one individual’s need is unsatisfied while the same need is satisfied
for another individual, this could potentially cause the first individual to strive toward
acquiring the means of satisfying that need by taking it away from that another individual.
This would lead to competition, making cohesive society impossible.
Another prerequisite for a cohesive society is the presence of conditions resulting in all
members of society voluntarily contributing time and effort toward a common goal. In the
case of non-voluntary contribution, society can become unstable. Furthermore, if any force
is used in order to ensure that individuals in society contribute, inevitably some needs are not
satisfied, which represents a breach of the previous criterion of the Principle of Sustainability.
The cohesiveness of society can therefore be ensured by the application of Criterion 3 and
by the application of an additional criterion:
Criterion 4: Conditions have to be present that enable the
maximum level of voluntary contribution by members of society
toward achieving the goals of society as a whole.

Up to this point, it has been asserted that the Sustainable System would need to preserve
ecosystems within the natural environment and preserve natural resources. If we consider an
individual and the purpose of a socio-economic system for an individual, the Sustainable
System would need to satisfy the needs of an individual to a maximum degree. If we consider
society as a whole, in order for it to be cohesive, meaning that all members of society strive
toward a common goal, needs of all members of society would have to be satisfied to the
same degree and conditions would have to be present to enable voluntary contribution of
members of society toward a common goal. In this case no destabilizing competition would
take place.
Up to this point static aspects (at a point in time) of the Sustainable System have been
defined, however, in order for the system to be truly sustainable, criteria have to be defined,
ensuring the maximum chances of its functioning and progress dynamically through time.
From this point on criteria as something to be applied in order to maximise the chances of
human society’s survival and prosperity through time will be defined.
Ensuring the day-to-day functioning of the Sustainable System, determining its future
development and implementing changes in it would have to be conducted based on the best
knowledge available.
Maximising the creation of knowledge, determining closest approximations of the truth
regarding mankind and its environment (e.g. scientific research) and enabling the closest
approximations of optimal solutions to problems regarding any aspect of the Sustainable
System to be implemented would tend to improve society’s chances of survival and progress.
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A prerequisite for the closest approximations of solutions to problems to be possible to
be determined would be the application of the scientific method in every aspect of the
research aimed toward determining the closest approximation of a solution to a problem.
Furthermore, maximising the creation of knowledge and minimizing time from the
creation of this knowledge to its implementation into the sustainable socio-economic system,
if solutions, possible to be determined using this new knowledge, could result in more optimal
functioning of the system, would further improve the chances of the survival and progress
of society.
Maximising the creation of knowledge and minimizing time between the creation and
implementation of new technical solutions, which are based on this newly created knowledge,
is interconnected with maximizing the spread of this new knowledge among the general
population.
All knowledge available in society would have to be accessible by all members of society.
Furthermore, their willingness to acquire this knowledge would have to be maximised in
order for the spread of knowledge among the population to be maximised.
Along with maximising the spread of knowledge among the population, a prerequisite
for maximising the creation of knowledge and its implementation in the Sustainable System
would also be the maximisation of the number of individuals, who would use this knowledge
as a basis to further create new knowledge, or contribute toward the implementation of
technical solutions based on this new knowledge in society.
Furthermore, not hindering access to knowledge to any individuals in society would
improve the cohesiveness of society, as not having access to knowledge can result in tensions
among those individuals who possess knowledge and those who do not have access to it.
Possessing knowledge is linked to the satisfaction of particular needs (e.g. some emotional
needs or the need for safety, as defined by Abraham Maslow) and unequal access to
knowledge essentially means unequal possibilities for needs satisfaction.
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Based on the abovementioned two additional criteria can be defined:
Criterion 5: Access to all knowledge in society has to be provided
for every individual in society equally and conditions have to be
present that enable the maximum spread of knowledge among
the population.

Criterion 6: The creation of knowledge, representing the closest
approximation of the truth regarding mankind and its environment
and potentially enabling the closest approximations of solutions to
problems regarding any aspect of society to be determined has to
be maximised and the time between the creation of this
knowledge and its implementation into society has to be
minimised.

In order to maximise the chances of the functioning and progress of society, solutions to
problems regarding any of its aspects would have to be determined that would represent the
closest approximations of optimal solutions at a given moment. The scientific method would
therefore have to be applied in research processes aimed toward determining the closest
approximations of optimal solutions to problems, while the quantity and quality of knowledge
being considered by these research processes would have to be maximised.
Application of the scientific method would therefore be a prerequisite for determining
the closest approximation of a solution to a problem. As every scientific research evaluates
arguments provided to it, the chances of the closest approximation of a solution to a problem
being determined are further increased if the number of arguments provided to a particular
research process is maximised.
In order to maximise the amount of knowledge considered in these research processes,
every individual in society would have to be able to provide arguments to research processes
aimed toward solving any problem. Furthermore, the willingness of individuals in society to
provide their own arguments to research processes would have to be maximised.
The quantity and quality of knowledge provided to and considered by the research
processes striving toward determining the closest approximations of solutions to problems,
would therefore have to be maximised.
Furthermore, if every individual in society would be able to provide arguments to
mentioned research processes and therefore be able to influence the functioning and progress
of society, the level of cohesiveness of society would be increased, for no individual would
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be excluded from the problem-solving and decision-making processes, ultimately determining
the functioning and progress of society and therefore impacting his own life.
If an individual is excluded from this process, tensions can arise among individuals who
are able to influence the problem-solving and decision-making processes and those who are
not, and so the cohesiveness of society becomes endangered. Not being able to influence
these processes is ultimately linked to the lack of satisfaction of some needs and therefore
inequality in the ability to influence them essentially means inequality in the ability to satisfy
needs.
Based on the abovementioned two additional criteria can be defined:

Criterion 7: By providing arguments to research processes aimed
toward determining the closest approximations of solutions to
problems regarding any aspect of society and being based on the
scientific method, every individual in society has to be able to
influence all these research processes and therefore influence all
decisions regarding changes, implemented in any aspect of
society. Willingness of individuals to provide arguments to these
research processes has to be maximised.

Criterion 8: Research processes aimed toward determining the
closest approximations of optimal solutions to problems regarding
any aspect of society and representing the basis for decisions
regarding changes implemented in society have to consider all
arguments provided and determine the closest approximations of
optimal solutions to problems by considering these arguments,
ultimately accepting or rejecting them based on the scientific
method.

Members of society are human beings, which reproduce and evolve through generations.
Individuals pass their particular characteristics on to their children via genetic material. In
order to maximise the chances of the survival and prosperity of mankind, human
reproduction must not be hindered by any aspect of the sustainable socio-economic system.
Furthermore, the Sustainable System would also have to provide conditions enabling the
most natural and healthy reproduction and relations between parents and children in order
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for children to have the maximum opportunity to be brought up to become physically and
psychologically healthy adults.
Furthermore, as traits of individuals, who pass genes on to their children determine the
traits of future generations, and as the mating process is guided by natural human behaviour,
through understanding of exactly which characteristics of the human species maximise the
chances of the survival and prosperity of mankind, organized by the Sustainable System,
through understanding natural human behaviour, which guides mating process between two
individuals, and through implementing mentioned knowledge in all aspects of the Sustainable
System, the chances could be minimised that individuals with traits desirable for the survival
and prosperity of mankind would have lower chances of reproduction than individuals
without these traits.
Based on the abovementioned, two more criteria can now be defined:

Criterion 9: The chances of natural and healthy reproduction
processes occurring and the chances of relations between parents
and children being natural and healthy, enabling children to have
maximum opportunities to be brought up to become physically
and psychologically healthy adults, have to be maximised.

Criterion 10: The chances of conditions taking place that would
cause lower chances of reproduction of individuals with traits
desirable for the survival and prosperity of mankind, organized by
the sustainable socio-economic system, compared to individuals
without these traits, have to be minimised.

Finally, the chances of the functioning and progress of society would, besides the previously
mentioned criteria, be further increased by applying optimization and efficiency in its every
aspect. Applying optimization and efficiency would mean that any form of unnecessary waste
of resources would have to be avoided.
Ultimately natural resources and human resources are used as inputs into all Production
Processes and Institutions. Avoiding inefficiencies would ultimately maximise the chances of
the survival and prosperity of mankind as more products and services and/or products and
services of higher quality could be produced and used with the same amount of inputs.
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Based on the abovementioned, the final criterion of the Principle of Sustainability can be
defined as follows:
Criterion 11: Optimization and efficiency has to be maximised in
all aspects of society.

The so far mentioned criteria of the Principle of Sustainability define the characteristics of a
socio-economic system, which make it sustainable and compliant with the definition of “a
socio-economic system, maximising the chances of the long-term survival and prosperity of
mankind”.
In some cases applying one criterion is a prerequisite for not breaching another, which
essentially means that all the criteria are interconnected. The satisfaction of physiological
human needs for everyone is for example a prerequisite for individuals to willingly contribute
toward goals of society, as they do not direct efforts toward the satisfaction of physiological
needs in this case (according to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, physiological needs are highest
on the hierarchy, and therefore an individual strives to satisfy these needs before the ones
lower down on the hierarchy).
With the eleven mentioned criteria, the socio-economic system, which aims toward
preserving Earth’s ecosystems, toward preserving natural resources and toward satisfying all
human needs for all members of society equally, has been defined. Such a socio-economic
system would enable a cohesive society, characterized by individuals willingly performing
roles in society and therefore willingly contributing toward the common goal of society.
Furthermore, such a system would maximise the level of creation of knowledge and its spread
among the general population, ensure that research processes aimed toward solving problems
regarding any aspect of society would take into consideration as much knowledge (through
arguments, provided to research processes) as possible, and ensure that decisions regarding
changes having to be implemented in society would be made based on the closest
approximations of optimal solutions to problems. Such a system would ensure healthy
reproduction of the human species and would not hinder the reproduction of individuals
with traits desirable for maximising the chances of the survival and prosperity of mankind.
Finally, such a system would ensure optimization and efficiency in all aspects of society. Only
if all the eleven criteria would be applied, the socio-economic system could truly be
sustainable.
Although the Sustainable System would have to strive toward not breaching any criteria
of the Principle of Sustainability, insignificant breaches can be expected, as perfection is
difficult to achieve. However, breaches to an extent that would endanger the functioning and
progress of society itself should never be permitted.
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PART ONE

DESIGNING THE SUSTAINABLE SOCIOECONOMIC SYSTEM

[Type here]

1 THE APPROACH USED IN THE ANALYSIS AND THE EXPLANATION OF
TERMINOLOGY RELEVANT FOR MAKING THE COMPARISON BETWEEN
THE SUSTAINABLE SOCIO-ECONOMIC SYSTEM AND THE MARKETMONETARY DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM
In this chapter an overview of the approach used when analysing the Sustainable System and
conducting the comparison between the Sustainable System and the market-monetary
democratic system will be provided. Also the main terminology used will be defined.
Throughout the course of reading this book, it might prove useful for the reader to return to
this chapter or the Glossary of Terms at the end in the case of particular terminology not
being clear.
Due to the fact that the Sustainable System would be designed as a single system,
changing through time only if a closer approximation of its optimal design would be
determined, a different approach is required when analysing this system, than when analysing
the market-monetary democratic system, which is based on trade and ownership and
constantly evolves through time.
In this chapter an overview of the fundamental components of the Sustainable System,
which will be called the Elements of Society, will be provided. Furthermore, an overview of
the Sustainable System as a whole and a rough comparison with the market-monetary
democratic system will be provided. Concepts of the Elements of Society and the Sustainable
System as a whole have been created based on logical conclusions regarding their
characteristics if all criteria of the Principle of Sustainability would be applied.
Furthermore, as the purpose of this book is to define research processes needed to be
conducted by the proposed Institute in order to design and in the case of the Transition
taking place establish the Sustainable System, this chapter will provide an overview of the two
research phases needed to be conducted by the Institute. Both phases would ultimately be
aimed toward creating a detailed design of the Sustainable System and a detailed design of
steps in a subsequent manner needed to be taken throughout the course of the Transition in
order to establish the Sustainable System.
Besides the description of the two phases, the role of the Institute during the Transition
will also be defined.
Before defining the Elements of Society, a brief explanation of differences between the
analysis of the Sustainable and the analysis of the market-monetary democratic system will be
provided. The Sustainable System would be radically different than the market-monetary
democratic system, as it would be possible to design it as static at a particular point in time,
and therefore as a single system. Such a design would be impossible in the market-monetary
democratic system, which is dynamic in nature.
As the Sustainable System would be designed as a whole, analysis of this system has to
be based on dividing it into building blocks. The six building blocks would be the General
Framework of Society, Production, Institutions, Cities, Transport and Energy. Each of these
building blocks is considered as a separate Element of Society.
As the General Framework of Society would determine the relations between the general
population and Institutions, the roles of which would be to solve problems regarding any
aspect of society and to implement changes in society this Element of Society could be
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directly compared with the democratic framework of society in the market-monetary
democratic system. The other five Elements of Society could be directly compared to the
economy in the market-monetary system (with a market-monetary economy). As will be
analysed further, the building blocks of all Elements of society would ultimately be tangible
products, Production Processes and Institutions.
Tangible products would be produced, their use enabled, and recycled or discarded after
the end of their service life by Production Processes. Products would either be directly used
by individuals in the general population, therefore satisfying their needs, or serve as inputs
into Production Processes, thus being transformed into other products. Particular
technologies would be implemented in tangible products.
Production Processes would transform inputs into tangible products and particular
technologies would be implemented in Production Processes. Inputs could be natural
resources, tangible products, means of production (themselves being tangible products,
enabling production, but not being transformed into other products, e.g. a machine in a
production facility), transport, energy or human input. The productivity of Production
Processes would determine the amount of output produced with a particular amount of
inputs, and productivity would depend on technologies implemented and on means of
production accumulated (e.g. machines in a production facility being upgraded to produce
more with less).
Institutions would be groups of individuals, each performing a particular role in the
Institution, ultimately as organized groups of individuals performing particular roles in
society. All roles in society would be performed by Institutions, consisting of individuals with
firmly defined roles. Institutions would use tangible products when performing their roles.
Particular technologies would be implemented in Institutions, determining their functioning
and the performing of roles. Institutions could perform roles, directly aimed toward the
satisfaction of individuals’ needs, could provide human input into production processes, or
could perform particular roles, required for the functioning of the Sustainable System (e.g.
Institutions, which would make up the General Framework of Society).
When these building blocks are determined, a direct comparison with the marketmonetary democratic system becomes possible.
The foundations of the Sustainable System would be radically different from those of
the market-monetary democratic system, and therefore the approach when analysing it has
to be different. A market-monetary economy is based on trade (using money as means of
exchange), private ownership (in large share of the economy) and on trading anything of
value. An economy and wider society within this system are ever-changing in contrast with
the Sustainable System, which would be designed to be static and change only if a closer
approximation of optimal design would be determined.
The definition of the Sustainable System is broader than the definition of a socioeconomic system, when referring to any socio-economic systems in history (such as when
referring to either the market-monetary or the centrally planned economic systems with either
democratic or dictatorial frameworks of society).
The Sustainable System would consist of the design of products, Production Processes
and Institutions (representing the fundamental building block of the five Elements of
Society), designed in a manner that the breach of all the criteria of the Principle of
Sustainability would be minimised. In addition, the Sustainable System would also consist of
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rules, developed in a manner to enable the system to perpetuate through time, while all the
criteria of the Principle of Sustainability would be breached to minimal possible extent. The
Products, Production Processes, Institutions and rules would therefore be included in the
definition of the Sustainable System.
All the socio-economic systems that have ever existed in human societies essentially only
consisted of rules that enabled their perpetuation through time. Definition of the marketmonetary democratic system therefore does not include products or production processes,
but however includes rules (such as laws). Rules governing the economy in this system and
rules governing the framework of society in this system (relationship between the general
population and the democratically elected government) therefore represent the marketmonetary democratic socio-economic system.
When referring to the Sustainable System, change in the design of a tangible product
representing part of a particular Element of Society would be considered as change in this
socio-economic system. Change in the design of a tangible product in the market-monetary
democratic system would however not represent a change of the socio-economic system as
tangible products are not included in the definition of this system. Change in rules governing
the Sustainable System and change in rules, governing the market-monetary democratic
system would in both cases represent a change of the socio-economic system.
Although the analysis of the centrally planned economic system is not the prime focus
of this book, this system will be mentioned whenever relevant. At this point though, it has to
be mentioned that what the term “centrally planned system” essentially means is that the
decision-making power regarding the economy is not in the hands of individuals who own
Economic Subjects (see Glossary of Terms or the definition, provided later in this chapter),
but instead in the hands of the leadership of society, where individuals with decision-making
powers manage all aspects of the economy. As no or little private ownership is allowed
(whenever private ownership is allowed, a hybrid between centrally planned economy and
trade-based or market-monetary economy takes place), little or no trade takes place. All
aspects of society are therefore managed by the leadership, which results in individuals in
leadership positions possessing decision-making powers regarding the economy and society
as a whole.
Every large society needs to have a particular structure, defining relations between the
general population and groups, making decisions concerning particular aspects of society. In
the democratic system, the general population appoints representatives by means of voting,
which attributes them with the decision-making power regarding particular aspects of society.
In the Sustainable System, the General Framework of Society would determine this
relationship. It would consist of web of Institutions, each performing a particular role, and
would determine their firmly defined relations between each-other. These Institutions would
solve problems, make decisions and implement changes in all aspects of the Sustainable
System. The General Framework of Society would determines the relationship between this
web of Institutions and the general population, essentially meaning that it would determine
how the general population could influence actions performed by this web of Institutions.
In the market-monetary democratic system, individuals in positions of leadership possess
decision-making powers regarding particular aspects of society, however, they possess only
limited decision-making powers regarding the economy, which is largely a separate aspect of
society. Individuals in the economy, who own Economic Subjects, ultimately make the
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decisions, determining the functioning of the economy. In the Sustainable System however,
no decision-making power would be tied to a person and no division between managing
society as a whole and managing the economy would take place, as all the Elements of Society
would be systemically developed, making the Sustainable System a single system. Determining
closest approximations of optimal solutions to problems and implementing changes in all
aspects of the Sustainable System would be performed by Institutions, forming the General
Framework of Society where no individuals would be decision-makers.
If we focus on direct comparison between the Sustainable System and the marketmonetary economic system, radical differences in their foundations make direct comparison
difficult, yet still possible to some extent. In order to conduct this comparison, terminology
used in economic theory will have to be applied, yet modified to a certain degree in order to
make the comparison clearer.
Ultimately every society has to produce particular tangible products and provide
(produce) services. Either natural resources, human input or both (everything tangible
produced is essentially a natural resource being transformed through human activity)
represent direct or indirect inputs into production processes; producing products, making
them available for use and recycling or discarding them, as well as providing services.
As the economy grows an increasing number of production processes are established
through time, more technologies implemented and more means of production accumulated,
resulting in more and more products and services and/or products and services of higher and
higher quality being produced and used by human society. In the abovementioned case,
assuming that no new natural resources are discovered, that the number of individuals within
the general population does not increase and that skills of individuals providing human input
do not improve, the number and/or quality of products and services, directly or indirectly
used by an individual on average (“indirectly” means that products and services are inputs
into production processes, or that they are provided to Economic Subjects owning
production processes), grows.
If the number and/or quality of products and services produced in production processes
with the same amount of inputs increases, productivity of these production processes
increases, and economic growth, based on this increase in productivity is called “Real
Growth”. If, however, more inputs are used for more products and services produced and/or
for products and services of higher quality, Extensive Growth takes place. Long-term
economic growth is, unless new natural resources are discovered and/or the population
grows (more human input available) and/or skills of individuals providing human input are
improved, possible only if Real Growth and Extensive Growth take place in parallel,
therefore if inputs saved by increased productivity are used to produce more products and
services and/or products and services of higher quality. Whenever such growth takes place,
the number and/or quality of products and services traded in the economy grows and
individuals on average tend to be able to directly or indirectly use more products and services
and/or products and services of higher quality. At this place it is necessary to mention that
whenever a market monetary economy will be analysed it will be assumed that no natural
resources are discovered and that the size of the population, as well as skills of individuals
providing human input stay the same.
For the sake of clarity during the analysis all producers within the economy will be
divided into two groups. The first group will be producers increasing production of products
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or services either without using additional inputs (by means of increasing their productivity)
or using inputs previously saved by production processes that have previously increased their
productivity. These producers make investments, resulting in Real Growth. The second
group will be producers, increasing production of products or services using additional
inputs. These producers make investments, resulting in Extensive Growth and demand for
products or services they produce is always based on abundant credit within the economy
and being short-term. Although in reality the abovementioned division into two groups
cannot be made, it will be used in further sections of this book in order to illustrate particular
principles. This division is based on the generalization that the speed of increasing output
while using higher amount of input is generally higher than the speed of increasing
productivity of production processes and introducing new or improved products and services
using the saved inputs. Due to higher speed of increasing production, generally whenever
demand increases rapidly (credit-based demand), producers tend to increase production in
the quickest possible manner (generally resulting in Extensive Growth). Therefore, whenever
production increases due to abundant credit in the economy, it will be assumed that producers
increase this production based on increasing the amount of inputs (which tends to be true in
reality), representing Extensive Growth.
A direct comparison between Production Processes within the Production Framework
(see Glossary of Terms) and selected Institutions from the web of Institutions, and economy
in the market-monetary economic system, is possible to some extent. Production Processes
within the Production Framework produce tangible products, enable their use, and recycle or
discard them after the end of their service life. Roles of particular Institutions could be
compared to services in a market-monetary economy. However, although some Production
Processes within the Production Framework could be considered as services in economic
theory (such as transport as a Production Process), they would be considered as an integral
part of the Production Framework in the Sustainable System.
When referring to products and services in a market-monetary economy, we consider
them as directly comparable to some products and services in the Sustainable System.
However, due to the fundamental differences between both systems, they do not include the
same categories. Some services (e.g. marketing research services, providing companies with
information relevant for the selling and marketing of products and services) do not take place
in the Sustainable System, where trade would not exist. Some roles of Institutions in the
Sustainable System (e.g. roles aimed at ensuring a minimal breach of a particular criterion of
the Principle of Sustainability) are not among services provided in a market-monetary
economy.
In order to make a clear comparison, we have to simplify the definitions of production
processes, products and services in both systems. We can regard Production Processes within
the Production Framework as processes of transforming inputs into products and services,
along with enabling the use of products and recycling or discarding them after the end of
their service life and regard Institutions as a kind of production processes, transforming
inputs into services (inputs being tangible products, used as means of production and human
input). A simplified comparison with production processes in a market-monetary economy,
producing products and services, enabling their use and recycling or discarding them is
therefore possible.
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If we use the abovementioned definition, both systems’ production processes, which
produce products and services, use the same categories of inputs: natural resources in raw
form, tangible products, means of production (being tangible products themselves),
transport, energy and human input. Furthermore, particular technologies are implemented in
all production processes.
However, as ownership and trade are characteristics of the market-monetary system, this
profoundly impacts the approach and terminology used when analysing this economic
system. In this book the term Economic Subject will be used when referring to entities in the
economy that have to cover their expenses with revenues, and generally have to strive to
profit from every trade in order to remain part of the economy. Although the term Economic
Subject is an abstract term, we use it to simplify our analysis. All Economic Subjects are
ultimately owned by individuals and individuals themselves can be Economic Subjects
(essentially individuals owning themselves as Economic subjects). An example of an
Economic Subject, owned by one or more individuals, is a company conducting its business
with profit as a goal or, in the case of it being a non-profit organization, at least having to
cover its expenses with revenues.
The market-monetary system is based on trade, using money as means of exchange. In
order for trade to be possible, anything traded has to be scarce. Traded products and services
have to be scarce in order for their price not to be zero, therefore potentially enabling
production processes to cover expenses incurred when producing them. Furthermore, as
anything traded has to be scarce, this also includes some natural resources in raw form (such
as land for example).
Anything, being possible to be owned and having potential to produce value, is
considered an asset in economic theory and all assets can be converted into money as means
of exchange (also considered an asset) and traded for other assets and services. Natural
resources, production processes, tangible products, technologies, or other knowledge, can
potentially be owned and either have value and/or represent utility to a particular Economic
Subject (such as, for example, tangible products that can be used immediately) or have the
potential to produce value (e.g. ownership share of a company that owns a particular
production process).
The term “asset” is a wide term. Assets among anything with potential to produce value
include goods, being a narrower term. The term “goods” is used in economic theory to
describe anything tangible, representing utility to a user or buyer, or in some cases something
intangible, being provided to a user or buyer through means of storage (such as particular
information, provided in printed version). Goods include tangible products for example.
At this point we have to mention that the term “good”, used in economic theory in
various versions (such as consumer goods, being defined as anything tangible or in some
cases intangible, providing utility to the consumer and satisfying his wants, or such as
producer goods, defined as providing utility to producers, essentially defining inputs) is the
term used when referring to a particular group of assets or services. In some cases it overlaps
with the term assets (such as scarce natural resources as producer goods) or products. In
order to avoid confusion, the term “good” will not be used in this book. Furthermore, in the
case that a particular group of goods is defined as satisfying human wants, generally being
infinite and possibly created deliberately by a particular Economic Subject (such as by
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marketing communication), the term “want”, being part of this definition, is not suitable for
our analysis, as our analysis is largely based on considering the satisfaction of human needs.
Referring to the abovementioned, it would be more suitable for our analysis if instead of
using the terms “consumer goods” and “services” when analysing the means of satisfying
human needs, we would use terms products and services (as the vast majority of means of
needs satisfaction are products and services, leaving a small number of natural resources as
such means), and if instead of using term “producer goods”, we would use the definition of
inputs in line with the terminology used when analysing the Production Framework, such as
natural resources, tangible products, means of production (tangible products), transport
(services), energy or human input.
When analysing the ownership of particular inputs or other tangibles or intangibles,
having the potential to produce value, such as for example the ownership of products, natural
resources, technologies, or the ownership of marketing know-how (all having potential to
produce value), it would be more suitable to use the term “assets”.
The term “assets” will be used instead of goods when referring to anything of present
and potential future value, which can be owned, in order to conduct clear analysis. However,
when considering the effects of money supply on the economy, assets, which are actually
traded in the economy, will be referred to, therefore the term “Traded Assets” will be used,
describing all assets traded through money as means of exchange.
Traded Assets and services are everything traded in the economy by all Economic
Subjects (e.g. by all individuals, companies or other organizations) and money in circulation
has to enable this trade at a particular general price level. As Traded Assets include all
products traded in the economy, by using the term Traded Assets, we refer to all products
being traded, including all other assets, besides products, which are actually being traded in
the economy. When wanting to point out that anything traded has been at a particular point
in time or will be at a particular point in time produced by production processes, the terms
“products” and “services” will be used (assuming that all products and services in the
economy are actually traded).
Products and services are traded by Economic Subjects, and as Economic Subjects could
be individuals or companies, products and services could be ultimately used as means of
satisfying individuals’ needs, or used as inputs into production processes, or ultimately being
transformed into particular assets (such as services being transformed into marketing knowhow). Products and services traded for these purposes represent all products and services
traded in the economy.
Assets within the economy have their particular number and real value. Real value is in
certain cases difficult to determine, however an approximation can be determined. As assets
are everything, which can be owned and possesses the potential to produce value, this
potential determines the real value of an asset.
If a particular asset is a tangible product, the real value of this asset is the price of the
product on the market. If an asset is a share in a production company, the real value depends
on the potential of this company to produce products and trade them at a particular price.
Although it is difficult to establish the real value of a company, it can be estimated not to be
lower or higher than a particular value (a company, producing millions of products and
turning over billions of monetary units in profit per year without the burden of debts would
certainly have the real value above 1 monetary unit).
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Ultimately, as the production of products and services lies in the very core of the
economy, real values of assets are linked to their potential to directly or indirectly produce
value from trading products and services. If a particular patent is an asset, its real value is
linked to the potential of technology that has been patented to enable production and trade
of a particular product.
When analysing the relationship between money supply and everything traded in the
economy, we are comparing the amount of money in circulation with the number and/or real
value of all Traded Assets and services in the economy. The amount of money in circulation
has to enable trading of Traded Assets and services at particular prices.
Whenever economic growth takes place, this essentially means that the number and/or
quality of products and services produced and traded in the economy increases. If a new
product for example is introduced and if all existing products and services remain the same
in number and quality, this means that the number of products and services in the economy
has increased. Money supply has to increase in order for this additional product to be placed
on the market. If the quality of an existing product increases (everything else in the economy
stays the same), this essentially means that its utility to a consumer also increases, which can
occur as a result of new features being added to the existing product. Thus the value of this
product increases and money supply has to enable the introduction of the upgraded product
with higher real value to the market. When analysing the relationship between money supply
and products and services traded in the economy as a whole, we state that money supply has
to increase whenever the number and/or quality of all products and services in the economy
as a whole increases, therefore whenever economic growth takes place. At this point it should
be noted that in such case we assume, that number and prices (based on real values) of all
Traded Assets, other than products in the economy, stay the same.
However, in the economy as a whole, Traded Assets and services are traded and money
supply has to enable all Traded Assets and services to be traded at particular prices, connected
to their real value. If for example, the productivity of a particular production process
increases, resulting in its ability to produce more products with the same amount of inputs
and resulting in the increase in profitability for the company that owns this production (prices
of products remain the same on the market) the value of this company on the stock market
also increases. As one share is an asset, this company can either issue new shares and existing
shares retain their price, or can issue no new shares issued and the price of its shares increases.
In either case, as the real value of shares (Traded Assets), which represent ownership of the
company, increases, their price should increase as well. If so, money supply is required to
grow in order for deflationary pressures not to take place (assuming that everything else in
the economy remains unchanged). At this point we can see that the increase of the number
of products in the economy results in the increase of the real value of Traded Assets so as to
reflect their potential to produce value.
Although real value is difficult to determine, we can estimate that prices of all Traded
Assets and services in the economy would tend to settle at a price that reflects their real value,
if the amount of money in circulation would increase perfectly proportionately with real
economic growth, based on the increase in productivity of production processes. In this book
no estimates of real values of any assets or services traded in the economy will be provided,
but only the term “real value” will be used in order to describe that a particular asset or service
indeed has real value, and that the price of this asset or service should reflect its real value. If
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money supply increases disproportionately with the increase of real values and/or the number
of Traded Assets and services, their prices tend to rise above the prices, which would tend to
remain unchanged without this disproportionate increase in money supply.
Whenever the amount of money in circulation increases disproportionately with the
number and or/real value of Traded Assets and services in the economy, this results in
upward pressure on the prices of particular Traded Assets and services. However, the
inflation rate (rate of change in prices of particular Traded Assets and services) is measured
based only on prices of particular products and services, while various assets are excluded.
Institutions in a particular economy determine which products and services are included in
this selection. The term “Basket of Products and Services” will be used when referring to this
selection of products and services. At this point, it has to be mentioned that in economic
theory this selection includes goods and services, yet as these goods are essentially products,
we will consider that it includes products and services only.
In economic theory, natural resources, production processes, products, technologies
(possible to be implemented in products, services and production processes), means of
production and also certain assets that have the potential to generate value for production
processes (more specifically for Economic Subjects, which own production processes, such
as for a company that owns a production facility), are assets which can be considered as
“capital”. The term “capital” can for example include the value of a brand or specific market
information, offering competitive advantage. Such assets will not be analysed in this book, as
they are essentially specific for an economic system, based on trade, and would not take place
within the Sustainable System, thus a comparison would be irrelevant. Due to this fact, the
term “capital” will not be used in this book, as other terms suffice for all the analyses, which
will be conducted.
As the economy grows, so does the combined value of all assets and services. If a
production process is owned by an Economic Subject and if this production process sells a
higher and higher number of products and services, which bring higher and higher revenues
and profits, value of assets, representing ownership of this Economic Subject (such as shares
of a company) grows as well. With the economic growth the number and/or real value of
Traded Assets and services grows and money supply has to increase in order to enable their
trade at a particular price level.
Every individual in a market-monetary economy is an Economic Subject and (unless he
trades accumulated assets) incomes are required for him/her to cover his costs, necessary for
the satisfaction of his needs through exchanging assets for products and services as means of
needs satisfaction.
Production processes owned by Economic Subjects are ultimately sources of incomes
of individuals. Individuals can either own Economic Subjects and receive incomes based on
profits being distributed to owners, or receive incomes based on being employed by
Economic Subjects and providing human input to production processes (trading one’s own
time and effort). Only these incomes are considered as being directly received from
production processes, and incomes, received by supplying products and services to
production processes, are considered as being indirectly received from these production
processes, as any product or service, used as input, requires a particular production process
to be produced. An example of this would be an individual providing consulting services to
an Economic Subject (a company) which owns a particular production process, in which case
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an individual essentially provides human input and uses means of production (such as a
computer for example) to produce information that is sold to this Economic Subject. In this
case, an individual receives income from the ownership of the Economic Subject (essentially
from owning himself/herself), which owns the production process, which produces the
aforementioned consulting services.
As has been described earlier in this chapter, different fundamental characteristics of the
market-monetary democratic system require a different approach when analysing this system
compared to the analysis of the Sustainable System. As an economy and wider society within
the market-monetary democratic system are dynamic, a dynamic analysis is required. The fact
that they are dynamic, essentially, compared to the Production Framework and the network
of Institutions in the Sustainable System, means that production processes and products and
services constantly change in a market-monetary economy, which requires the analysis of
factors that influence these changes through time.
Production in both systems, however, follows the same logic. This means that ultimately
natural resources and human input directly or indirectly represent inputs into production
processes, producing products, enabling their use and recycling or discarding them after the
end of their service life, as well as providing services (the term “services” is used when
referring to roles, performed by certain Institutions and when referring to the output of
particular Production Processes). However, as the decision-making processes regarding how
to produce and what to produce differ between the Sustainable System and the marketmonetary economic system, a different approach to the analysis is required.
At this point it is necessary to mention that when referring to individuals, in every case
both sexes are referred to (e.g. when using the term “he”, “he/she” is referred to).
We shall now proceed with the definition of the Elements of Society as building blocks
of the Sustainable System and the basis for research processes, aimed toward designing the
Static Design of the fully established Sustainable System.
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2 DEFINING THE ELEMENTS OF SOCIETY
Due to specific characteristics of different aspects of the Sustainable System, it is practical to
divide it into parts, each separately considered, yet ultimately systemically designed to form
the Sustainable System. We call these parts Elements of Society, and in this book we will
divide the Sustainable System into four main Elements of Society and two sub-Elements of
Society (all considered as Elements of society, totalling six in the Sustainable System). The
four main Elements of society are: Production, Institutions, the General Framework of
Society and Cities, while the two sub-Elements of Society are Transport and Energy.
Transport and Energy are considered as sub-Elements of society due to particular aspects of
Transport and all aspects of Energy being integral parts of the Production Framework (the
web of Production Processes in Production as an Element of Society). They are analysed
separately due to their specific characteristics and importance for the functioning of the
Sustainable System.
All Elements of Society would ultimately consist of tangible products, Production
Processes or Institutions, all employing particular technologies and representing the building
blocks of the Sustainable System.
Production
Production as an Element of society would be a web of Production Processes producing
tangible products, enabling their use and recycling or discarding them after the end of their
service life. Each tangible product would throughout its life require the following Production
Processes: Production (producing a product), Distribution (enabling access to the product
for particular Production Processes, Institutions or individuals), Maintenance (enabling its
use for a particular purpose, not only repairing products, but also providing everything
required for the product to actually be used, including for example providing energy to the
product if required for its use), Recycling or Discarding. Each of the mentioned Production
Processes would be connected to production, use and expiration of a particular tangible
product.
Production as an Element of Society would be a web of Production Processes
transforming inputs into outputs. Some Production Processes would produce inputs for
other Production Processes, and some Production Processes would produce, distribute,
maintain, recycle or discard tangible products, being used by society (individuals and
Institutions), which would be the purpose of the Production Framework.
Every Production Process would employ the use of particular technologies (technology
development would be conducted by outside Institutions) and would use all or some of the
following inputs: natural resources, tangible products (being ultimately transformed into
output), means of production (not being transformed into output, but enabling its
production, such as machines in a production facility), transport (provided by a Production
Process, considered a sub-Element of Society), energy (provided by a Production Process,
considered a sub-Element of Society) and human input (provided by Institutions as in every
case individuals would perform roles through Institutions).
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All Production Processes would be developed as a single system and designed to be as
efficient as possible. Change in one Production Process would ultimately impact some or
even all other Production Processes.
Figure 1: An outline of the Production Framework
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Figure 1 illustrates how each product requires different Production Processes throughout its
service life and how each of these Production Processes requires inputs. It shows how no
Production Processes, producing products, enabling their use and recycling or discarding
them, use raw natural resources as inputs. However, as inputs into these Production Processes
also require Production Processes which supply them, eventually raw natural resources
represent inputs into particular Production Processes, being vertically connected to
Production Processes, producing the end products, enabling their use by either individuals or
Institutions, and recycling or discarding them. Figure 1 also illustrates that particular
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technologies are implemented in all products, Production Processes and Institutions,
providing human input.
Institutions
Every individual, contributing to the Sustainable System by performing particular roles,
would be able to do so through Institutions, being groups of individuals, who would in an
organized manner perform their respective roles in order for the Institution as a whole to
perform its role in society.
Every role in society, requiring human activity would be performed by Institutions as
units. Their organizational structures and functioning would be defined by strict rules and
their size would be limited (in terms of number of members).
Institutions would perform various roles. To mention just a few possible roles performed
by Institutions: Some Institutions would provide human input into Production Processes,
others, being integral parts of the General Framework of Society, would perform particular
roles required for the General Framework of Society to function, some Institutions would
conduct scientific research and technology development, while others would educate and
train individuals. Then there would be those Institutions that would conduct roles that would
prevent the Principle of Sustainability from being breached, and those that would directly
provide services to individuals within the population (directly satisfying their particular
needs).
Organizational structures of Institutions and roles, that individuals would perform within
them, would be designed in a manner that would enable individuals to be motivated to
perform these roles (by enabling them to satisfy their needs that would otherwise be left
unsatisfied). Furthermore, their designs would be based on the availability of individuals who
would be able and motivated to perform particular roles. Furthermore, Institutions would
themselves influence this availability (such as education and training Institutions and
Institutions conducting communication and activities, aimed toward enabling and motivating
individuals to perform particular roles).
Institutions would use tangible products and human input (individuals performing roles)
in order to perform their roles. Tangible products would be produced, distributed,
maintained, recycled or discarded by Production as an Element of Society. As Institutions
would essentially use these products as inputs, as they would make use of certain technologies
and as they would use human input as an input, they could be regarded as forms of production
processes, however, they will not be considered as such in this book.
The General Framework of Society
Every large society requires a firmly defined stricture, which defines relations between the
general population and some form of leadership. The General Framework of Society would
consist of a web of Institutions, performing particular roles, ultimately aimed toward
problems regarding any aspect of the Sustainable System being identified, closest
approximations of solutions to these problems being determined, decisions regarding
changes, needing to be made, being taken, and these changes actually being implemented.
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The General Framework of Society would include firmly defined relations between the
general population and this web of Institutions, essentially meaning that it would be defined
how members of the general population could influence the problem-solving processes
conducted by these Institutions, how they could influence the decisions taken by these
Institutions or how they could participate in these Institutions by performing roles within
them.
Cities
Cities would represent primary habitats for the general population. Cities would essentially
be groups of tangible products (a building for example is a tangible product), which would
need to be produced, distributed, maintained, recycled or discarded by Production as an
Element of society.
Transport
Transport essentially means changing the location of a tangible product or an individual. If
the output of Transport would be changing the location of a tangible product, it would be
conducted via a Production Process, which would utilize particular technologies and
transform inputs into outputs (a transported product).
However, if an individual would be transported, Transport would essentially represent a
product being used by an individual, ultimately being transported from location to location.
This would essentially mean that Transport would not be a Production Process, but rather a
tangible product being used (e.g. a train) which would involve four or five Production
Processes: production, distribution, maintenance, recycling or discarding.
Thus Transport as an Element of Society includes transport of tangible products via a
Production Process, the output of which would be transporting a tangible product (in this
case Transport as Production Process would represent an integral part of the Production
Framework), and also includes the transport of an individual, conducted by a tangible product
(in this case Transport is not considered as part of the Production Framework).
Energy
Energy would be an integral part of the Production Framework as it would provide energy
to a particular Production Process. However, due to its vital role in the functioning of the
Sustainable System (without use of energy, other than human labour, large human societies
would have very limited possibilities to develop), and due to energy production and
distribution being characterized by specific technical requirements, it is considered as a
separate Element of Society.
Energy production and distribution are Production Processes, which utilize particular
technologies. These Production Processes would transform inputs into energy and supply it
as an input to other Production Processes.
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3 THE TWO PHASES OF THE RESEARCH
As this book aims to define the research processes which would need to be performed within
the Institute in order to ultimately create a detailed design of the Sustainable System and
detailed design of steps needed to establish it (both designs making the gradual Transition
possible), this chapter will provide a rough description of the two phases of the research. For
practical reasons, the research would be divided into two phases in order to make the research
processes as efficient as possible and adapted to fit the most likely availability of resources
during the phases of the research.
At a point of establishing the Institute, the concepts of the Sustainable System and the
Transition would be theoretical concepts, indicating that the Sustainable System could
possibly function and be established. In this phase, the tendency that a small share of the
general population would internalize these concepts, and either directly or through public
pressure on government support the Institute with resources, would exist. Only after a rough
design of the Sustainable System would be created by the research processes within the
Institute, applying scientific method in every aspect, the concept of the Sustainable System
would cease to be strictly theoretical. As the design of all aspects of the Sustainable System
would be created in a systemic manner, as the scientific method would be applied in all aspects
of the research, and as certain concepts would be tested, such a design would with a sufficient
degree of certainty indicate that the Sustainable System could in fact function if established.
After this design would have been created, a higher share of the general population
would tend to internalize the concept of the Sustainable System, thus supporting the Institute
and making it possible for the Institute to acquire more resources from the economy.
Resources would probably be limited in the initial phases of the research. Due to this
fact the research processes would during this time have to be largely theoretical, generally not
being extensively tested, as the latter would require a substantial amount of resources. In
order for a larger share of the general population to internalize the concept of the Sustainable
System and support the Institute, a rough design of the Sustainable System as a whole would
have to be created as soon as possible in order to present it to the public, allowing the
perception that this concept is no longer strictly theoretical, but that it has to a sufficient
degree been scientifically proven that such a socio-economic system could function if only it
would be created in more detail. This would be accomplished during the second phase of the
research.
The abovementioned would logically lead to the research processes being divided into
two phases, the first phase being a more theoretical one, compared to the more detailed and
empirically proven second phase. The first phase would lack detail and would be aimed
toward creating the rough design of all Elements of Society. This rough design of the
Sustainable System as a whole would be presented to the general population.
Furthermore, research divided into two phases would also be a more practical solution
than including all the details in the initial design, as the rough design, created in the first phase,
would represent the basis for further detailed research. In this manner the risk of errors,
which could occur in the case of an excessive amount of details being included in early phases
of the research, would be lowered. If the scientific method would be applied in all aspects of
the research, such errors would be eventually corrected, yet a high number of errors being
corrected would represent inefficiencies in the allocation of limited resources available to the
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Institute and would prolong the time until the rough design would be possible for public
presentation, consequently prolonging the time until the creation of the final detailed design
of the Sustainable System.
Research would therefore be divided into two phases: the first phase creating the rough
design of the Sustainable System, and the second phase creating the detailed design of the
fully established Sustainable System (the term Static Design will be used when referring to it)
and the detailed design of the steps needed to be in a subsequent manner conducted in order
to establish it (the term Dynamic Design will be used when referring to it). During the second
phase, a detailed list of rules would need to be created in order for the Sustainable System to,
after being fully established, perpetuate through time without breaching the Principle of
Sustainability (the term Rules will be used when referring to it).
The first phase of the research would be dominated by branches of basic science and a
share of applied sciences, most notably engineering, would increase during the second phase,
as more practical solutions to problems would have to be determined.
It would be practical to create only a global model of the Sustainable System during the
first phase, and create multiple versions of the Static and Dynamic Design, including versions
for particular countries, during the second phase, which would represent the basis for the
Transition, conducted by a particular country alone.
As technologies would be implemented in products, Production Processes and
Institutions (ultimately representing the building blocks of all Elements of Society), multiple
versions of the Sustainable System’s design could be created, based on different technologies.
It would be practical that during the first phase of the research a rough design based on
already developed technologies would be created, and only if such a rough design of the
Sustainable System would indicate that further technological development would have to be
conducted in order for the system to function, requirements for technologies, having to be
developed, would be stated during the first phase.
Possibilities of technological development are determined by means of basic scientific
research results. If these results would indicate with a high level of certainty that certain
technologies could be possibly developed, these technologies could be considered as
alternatives to already existing ones (term “potential technologies” will be used when referring
to these technologies).
If it would be determined during the first phase that existing technologies would not
enable the Sustainable System to function, a rough design, which would include some
potential technologies would be created, and this rough design of the Sustainable System
would, with a sufficient level of certainty, indicate that such a socio-economic system could
function if particular technologies would be developed. This design would be presented to
the public and later serve as basis for the second phase of the research.
Requirements for potential technologies to be developed would represent targets for
institutions within the existing economy, to develop such technologies after a point, when
the level of support, provided to the Institute, would rise and/or after the Transition would
take place. As potential technologies would be identified based on the high probability that
they could be developed, this would indicate that the Sustainable System could function, if
before or during the Transition these technologies would be developed. The development of
such technologies would therefore be included into steps, needed to be conducted in order
for the Sustainable System to be established (Dynamic Design). Their development could
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take place within the Existing Economy or the Parallel System, which will be analysed further
in the chapter about the Transition.
The Institute would during the second phase, due to more details being included
compared with the first phase, add more technologies to the design and possibly add some
potential technologies whenever existing ones would not suffice for the Sustainable System
to function. Furthermore, besides the detailed design, largely based on already developed
technologies, additional versions of the Static and Dynamic Design would be created, being
based on potential technologies instead of only currently developed ones, whenever potential
technologies would enable closer approximation of optimal design. These additional versions
of the Sustainable System would represent targets for development of technologies for
institutions in the existing economy and/or Parallel System.
The point after which particular aspects of the Sustainable System would not be
researched into detail any further would be logically determined for every separate research
process, given the nature of the research during the first phase and the limitations regarding
resources. However, every aspect of the design, created during the first phase, would have to
with a sufficient level of certainty indicate that it would function as an integral part of the
Sustainable System.
As possibilities for testing concepts would be limited during the first phase, some
concepts would have to be developed as theoretical models, created to a point when it would
be possible to with a sufficient level of certainty estimate that these concepts could function
in practice. The characteristics of a product for example, would be determined to a point that
it would satisfy a particular need of an individual, and recommendations for technologies
used in the actual production of such a product, in enabling its use and in enabling its recycling
or disposal, would be provided. No further details would be included, as researchers, mainly
representing branches of basic science, would not possess the expertise to create a more
detailed design, and as no resources would be available to actually create a prototype.
If such a concept of a product would be created and technologies used in its production
determined, it could be possible to assert that such a product could indeed be produced and
put into use. This outline of a product would serve as the basis for the second phase of the
research, when engineers would design such a product and design the Production Process
ultimately producing it, furthermore, when they would determine exactly which technologies
would be utilized and/or possibly also create a prototype, proving or disproving its
functioning.
The same approach would be suitable when designing all aspects of the Sustainable
System, such as when designing Production Processes during the first phase, which could
only be designed to a point, when their general characteristics would be determined and
recommendations regarding technologies utilized provided, without any prototypes being
created. The same would hold true for Institutions, where main types could be roughly
designed and tested (some level of testing would be required even during the first phase in
order to with a sufficient level of certainty determine whether Institutions would function),
using real people in simulated environments. These designs would provide a basis for subtypes of Institutions being designed and tested during the second phase.
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3.1 The first phase of the research
In order to create a rough design of the Sustainable System, which by definition maximises
the chances of the long-term survival and prosperity of mankind, the Institute would during
the first phase use the latest scientific research results regarding people and our natural
environment. These research results would represent the basis for the design of all the
Elements of Society. All this would be carried out in a logical systematic manner (formal
sciences such as logic and systems theory for example would probably be involved in research
processes). Latest technologies, along with some potential technologies would be considered
when designing products, Production Processes and Institutions, representing the building
blocks of all the Elements of Society.
The Institute could in some cases determine that particular topics, required to be
researched in order for the design of the Sustainable System to be created have not yet been
sufficiently researched or that research results failed to determine with a sufficient degree of
certainty the closest approximation of truth. Depending on resources (mainly funds)
available, the Institute could strive toward researching a particular problem further (for
example some psychological aspects of humanity, with the potential to significantly impact
the design of Institutions) by involving outside institutions (such as universities or institutes)
or individuals, or by researching a particular problem internally.
If in later phases of the research, scientific research results, originally representing the
basis for the design of the Sustainable System, would change as a closer approximation of the
truth would be determined, the design of the Sustainable System would also have to change
(e.g. during the second phase of the research, the design, originally created during the first
phase, would have to change) as the closest approximation of an optimal design of the
Sustainable System would have to be created by the Institute. However, if such research
results would change in the final phases of the Transition (when the Sustainable System would
almost be established), it would probably prove more efficient to establish the Sustainable
System as originally planned and change it later on.
The basis for the rough design of the Sustainable System would therefore include the
latest scientific research results regarding people and our natural environment. In this chapter
it will be determined which would be the focal topics during the research.
The primary purpose of the Sustainable System would be the satisfaction of human
needs (see the term “Needs” in the Glossary of Terms). All physiological and psychological
needs would have to be considered, as would the conditions required for all needs to be
satisfied.
Human needs are finite and can be placed into a hierarchy based on the importance for
the survival and reproduction of the human species, indicating general tendencies regarding
prioritizing the satisfaction of certain needs over others.
As human needs and conditions, needed to take place in order for them to be satisfied,
would be determined during the research, the means of satisfying particular needs could
roughly be determined, ultimately providing the basis for product design, designs of
Production Processes and designs of Institutions, which would directly or indirectly satisfy
human needs.
The latest scientific research results regarding human needs, regarding conditions,
needing to take place in order for them to be satisfied, and regarding where particular needs
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are on the hierarchy of human needs would have to be considered as the basis for designing
the Sustainable System. In this book the Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs will
be referred to, which provides an intuitive overview of how people prioritize the satisfaction
of particular needs. However, it should be emphasized that the hierarchy of needs can differ
slightly from individual to individual and from point in time to point in time. Yet for the sake
of simplification, these differences shall not be included in this book, as Maslow’s hierarchy
suffices.
In the Sustainable System, human needs would be directly satisfied by tangible products,
by roles, performed by Institutions (roles, aimed toward satisfying needs of particular
individuals), and by roles performed by individuals within Institutions. Roles in Institutions
would be designed to satisfy particular needs through their characteristics and through the
social environment within an Institution, and would generally be impossible to satisfy outside
Institutions, which would represent the basis for the very motivation to perform these roles
in the first place. All other needs would be satisfied to the highest possible degree by the
system itself without considerable effort required to be made by an individual. As mentioned
before, it would only be possible to satisfy certain needs by performing roles in Institutions.
On the basis of every individual striving toward satisfying all needs, this in itself would be a
factor, motivating individuals to perform roles in Institutions. All this would have to be taken
into consideration when designing roles in Institutions and the organizational structures of
Institutions.
As all needs and conditions needed to be present for them to be satisfied would be
identified, tangible products, roles performed by Institutions, and roles performed by
individuals in Institutions, could be designed so as to guarantee the maximum level of
satisfaction of all human needs for all individuals in society.
Besides the abovementioned research results regarding human needs and their hierarchy,
the latest scientific research results regarding all other aspects of human behaviour would
have to be considered. Social behaviour, models of motivation (deeply interconnected with
the satisfaction of needs and their hierarchy), reproductive behaviour and all other aspects of
human behaviour would have also have to be considered.
A detailed distinction between natural human behaviour and learned human behaviour
would have to be considered in order to evaluate which aspects of human behaviour are
relatively fixed and which could be influenced by concepts and values, internalized by an
individual through interaction with the environment.
Special emphasis would have to be placed on research of psychological traits, as part of
natural behaviour (therefore determined for a particular individual at birth), which could be
placed into finite number of groups, certain portions of which within the population could
be estimated due to a largely random distribution within global society. In this book the term
“Trait Groups” (see the term Trait Groups in the Glossary of Terms) will be used when
referring to these groups. Furthermore, special emphasis would have to be placed on Trait
Groups influencing the natural desire to perform particular tasks and determining talents to
perform them, along with influencing the interaction and interpersonal relationships with
individuals, characterized by particular Trait Groups. An example of Trait Groups are
personality types. When using the term “personality type” the theory of psychological types,
originally developed by Carl Gustav Jung, and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator personality
inventory, based on the former’s theory of psychological types are referred to.
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Trait Groups, a certain percentage of which within the general population could be
estimated, could be used as basis for the development of Institutions, as the number of
individuals of a particular Trait Group as potential candidates for certain types of roles in
Institutions could be determined. If Trait Groups would be considered, characteristics of
particular roles in particular Institutions could be designed in a way that these roles would be
naturally appealing for individuals of a particular Trait Group. Furthermore, if an optimal mix
of Trait Groups would be considered in organizational structures of Institutions, this would
determine their functioning and the satisfaction of needs of their members, as Trait Groups,
particular members are characterized by influence interaction and interpersonal relationships
between them. In the case of meaningful interpersonal relationships forming between
members, some of their needs could be satisfied (e.g. certain social and emotional needs).
All other aspects of human behaviour would also have to be considered when designing
Institutions, as these would essentially be groups of individuals, the behaviour of which would
determine their functioning. Based on the latest scientific research results regarding human
behaviour, concepts of Institutions would be created in the first phase and also the
functioning of the main types of Institutions would be proven or disproven through
conducting experiments using real individuals in simulated environments.
Human society is an integral part of the natural environment. The latest scientific
research results regarding the natural environment would have to be considered as basis for
the design of the Sustainable System.
Special emphasis would have to be placed on Earth’s ecosystems and on the maximum
level of impact on any ecosystem without causing serious and/or unpredictable
consequences. As human society would inevitably impact some of the Earth’s ecosystems,
not impacting them beyond this limit would have to be considered in all aspects of the
Sustainable System’s design. As Earth’s ecosystem is extremely complex and as consequences
of impacting a certain aspect of it are in some cases unpredictable and not yet understood by
science, impacting any aspect of Earth’s ecosystem would have to be limited to what is fully
understood by science and with a sufficient level of certainty determined to have no serious
consequences for other aspects of Earth’s ecosystem.
Ultimately, natural resources are direct or indirect inputs into Production Processes
within the Production Framework. Their extraction rate would have to be lower than or equal
to the rate of their regeneration. The overview of all natural resources and their regeneration
rates would represent the basis for the design of the Production Framework.
Suitable locations would have to be determined for the development of Cities, which
would represent primary habitats for humans. An overview of potential locations and their
potential to satisfy human needs would have to be conducted and locations sorted from most
suitable to least suitable based on natural attractiveness of a particular location, resulting in
individuals naturally wanting to inhabit such a location.
At any location throughout the world, factors, which could potentially hinder the
satisfaction of needs, most notably particular dangers, potentially negatively impacting human
health, would have to be identified and protection from these factors considered when
designing the Sustainable System.
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3.2 The second phase of the research
The beginning of the second phase of the research would be characterized by a substantial
increase in resources, required to conduct the research, in part due to different nature of the
research, and in part due to the Static and Dynamic Design being created in multiple versions.
The first phase of the research would create the rough design of the fully established
Sustainable System, representing the basis for the detailed design, which would be created
during the second phase. Limits regarding the level of details, which the design, created in the
first phase, would include would have been imposed by limitations regarding human
resources and other resources available to the Institute during this phase. As shall be
described further in the chapter about the Transition, at the beginning and during the first
phase no rough design would yet have been created, resulting in a relatively small share of the
population having internalized the concept of the Sustainable System. Due to low public
pressure, probably no government support of the Institute’s research would yet have taken
place. With the lack of government support, resources would tend to be limited during the
first phase and therefore limits regarding the level of details, included in the design, created
during the first phase, would have to be considered. The first phase would, however, create
an outline of all relevant aspects of the Sustainable System, making it possible to estimate
with a sufficient level of certainty that the Sustainable System would function if established.
The second phase, however, would be a more detailed continuation of the first phase,
characterized by the increased application of applied sciences, most notably engineering. As
the sheer number of tasks in creating the detailed design would increase, so would the number
of researchers and other resources required. The design, which would be created during the
first phase, would tend to be largely theoretical, characterized by a low amount of testing of
concepts, consisting mainly of experiments, proving or disproving theoretical concepts of the
main types of Institutions through experiments, using real individuals in simulated
environments. This would be necessary in order to with a sufficient level of certainty
determine that these main types of Institutions, and therefore the web of Institutions, could
function. As human behaviour would play an important role in Institutions, and as the latter
is an extremely complex issue, testing through experiments would be required to prove the
viability of the designs of Institutions.
As the amount of testing would have to substantially increase during the second phase
(for example prototypes would have to be created and tested to prove or disprove the
functioning of particular engineering solutions), this would tend to result in a substantial
increase in products and services required by the Institute to conduct the research.
The end result of the second phase would be the design of the Sustainable System,
created in such detail that every Production Process, tangible product and Institution would
be designed to an extent that it could be established in the real world through a sequence of
steps, also defined in detail during the second phase. In other words, the design of all
Elements of Society would be created in a detailed manner, with level of details sufficient for
them to actually be established. Furthermore, as the Sustainable System would have to
perpetuate through time without breaching the Principle of Sustainability, detailed rules,
covering every aspect of the Sustainable System and enabling its development through time,
would have to be created.
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The term “Static Design” shall be used to describe the detailed design of the fully
established Sustainable System, while the term “Dynamic Design” shall refer to the steps,
necessary for the Sustainable System (defined by the Static Design) to be established. The
term “Rules” shall cover the series of rules governing every aspect of the Sustainable System
and enabling it to perpetuate through time without breaching the Principle of Sustainability.
Once the Static Design would have been created in detail, the Dynamic Design would
have to be created. However, as the process of the Transition would be highly unpredictable,
the Dynamic Design would have to be designed in such a manner that it would be able to
constantly change, depending on a particular situation, largely defined by availability of
resources, possible to be acquired from the existing economy. The concept of the Transition
and the concept of parallel economic systems shall be analysed in Part Two, the chapter on
the Transition.
The Dynamic Design would be used as a reference during the Transition, defining the
steps needed to be conducted at particular points in time. It would be designed to minimise
the timespan until the Sustainable System could be established. Minimizing time until the
Sustainable System could be established would contribute to maximizing the chances of the
long-term survival and prosperity of mankind, meaning that the process of the Transition
would have to be as efficient and quick as possible.
Change in one aspect of the Dynamic Design (e.g. replacing one input into a Production
Process with another, or replacing a particular Institution with a service acquired from the
existing economy) would, due to the Dynamic Design being systemically developed, impact
many other aspects of it, possibly even all its aspects, and influence the timespan until the
Sustainable System could be established.
The complexity of the Static Design and Rules would be extremely high, while the
complexity of the constantly changing Dynamic Design would be even higher. So in order to
ensure manageability of all the designs, extensive use of information technology would have
to take place, enabling their creation and their use during the Transition.
The Static Design, Dynamic Design and Rules would be created in multiple versions.
They would have to be geographically divided and divided based on implemented
technologies. First these designs would be created globally and would use currently available
technologies. They would then be divided into countries, as it would be more likely that the
Transition would take place in particular countries independently, than the global Transition
taking place on a mass scale.
As technologies would be developed, a more optimal design of the Sustainable System
could be developed, as could also the steps needed to be taken in order to establish it. These
changes would later on be implemented in both the Static and Dynamic Design, and
depending on the phase the Transition would be in, these changed designs would determine
how to proceed with the Transition in order for it to be most efficient, quick and have the
highest chances of success.
Due to the fact that technological development is largely based on the results of basic
scientific research, in some cases such results would indicate with a high degree of certainty
that certain technologies could be developed if such development was to take place.
Technologies, identified as such, could serve as basis for additional versions of Static and
Dynamic Design.
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These designs would indicate the benefits of implementing potential technologies as the
basis for targets, provided to research and development institutions before and/or during the
Transition, thus increasing the likelihood of such technologies being developed. Prior to the
Transition, universities and institutes in the existing economy could therefore conduct
additional research and development. If particular technologies would be developed before
or during the Transition without targets being provided by the Institute, the Static and
Dynamic Design, used during the Transition, would be changed if this could result in a closer
approximation of the optimal design of the Sustainable System, and/or in steps being possible
to be conducted more efficiently, shortening the duration of the Transition.
The constant changing of the Dynamic Design would therefore not only be based on
the availability of resources, but also on new technologies being developed, prompting the
Static Design to changes, which would in turn require the Dynamic Design to change too.
The same would however hold true if new scientific research results would point toward
a closer approximation to optimal design of the Sustainable system being possible (e.g. new
scientific research results regarding particular aspects of human behaviour), for these results
would directly translate into technologies, possible for implementation (e.g. in the case of
new findings about human behaviour, the design of Institutions could change).
Before continuing to the overview of the detailed Static Design, the detailed Dynamic
Design and the detailed list of Rules, we have to point out that the rough design, created
during the first phase of the research, would not be fixed, but could possibly change if flaws
in the rough design would become apparent after the creation of the detailed design has
commenced.
3.2.1 An overview of the detailed Static Design
The Static Design would by definition represent a detailed design of the fully established
Sustainable System, designed to be able to perpetuate indefinitely, provided there would be
no changes in population numbers or the environment, including changes in natural
resources. The Sustainable System would be designed to change only if a closer
approximation of the optimal design would be determined.
The Static Design would essentially be a detailed design of all tangible products,
Production Processes and Institutions. All Elements of Society would consist of either one
of the three mentioned aspects of the Static Design: Production as an Element of Society –
a web of Production Processes and tangible products, Cities as an Element of Society – a web
of tangible products, Transport and Energy as Elements of Society – Production Processes
or products being used (transport of individuals), Institutions as an Element of Society – a
web of all Institutions, each performing a particular role in society (using tangible products
and human input), and the General Framework of Society also being a web of Institutions in
particular relations amongst each-other.
During the first phase of the research products, Production Processes and Institutions
would be designed as a rough outline of each of them, based on the purpose that each one
of them would serve.
The first phase would identify human needs and the means of satisfying these needs. In
some cases, the means of satisfying particular needs would be determined as being tangible
products. As conditions, needed to be met for the satisfaction of a particular need, would be
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determined, a tangible product would be defined to have characteristics, required for it to be
able to satisfy a particular need. For example, a winter coat would be defined as having to be
warm and of all sizes, satisfying physiological needs during winter. During the second phase
of the research, an exact design of such winter coat would be created, taking into
consideration characteristics defined during the first phase.
During the first phase mostly basic sciences would be represented and rough
characteristics of tangible products would be defined. In some cases guidelines regarding
technologies implemented in these products would be provided. During the second phase,
researchers in fields of applied sciences, a large number of these being experts from
engineering branches, would be able to choose the precise technologies that would be used
and to create detailed designs.
Each Production Process would also be defined during the first phase according to its
purpose and its rough characteristics would be determined, along with recommendations
regarding technologies being provided. A production facility, for example, would be defined
as being able to produce a particular number of specific tangible products per year, with
inputs defined. This Production Process would represent an integral part of the Production
Framework, designed as a single system. During the second phase, all details regarding this
production facility would be designed and exact technologies, being implemented in it,
defined. Its inputs would also be determined in detail; for example, a tangible product,
representing input, would be designed in detail and would represent the basis for the design
of the Production Process producing it. Exact roles, individuals would perform in this
Production Process, along with exact profiles of these individuals, would also have to be
determined, as these would represent the basis for the design of the Institution, which would
provide human input. Subsequently, the Production Processes, producing inputs, enabling
their use and recycling or discarding them after end of their lifecycle, could be designed in
detail.
As the Sustainable System would be designed as static, its Production Framework (web
of Production Processes) would also have to be designed as static, not necessary having to be
changed through time. For example, in contrast with a factory in a market-monetary economy
that constantly changes alongside its economy, a factory in the Sustainable System could be
designed in a manner to remain unchanged through time, unless a more optimal solution
regarding its design would be determined. The capacity of a factory producing tangible
products could for example be designed to enable the replacement of products that would
have ceased to perform their function and would have to be recycled or discarded. As the
service life of products can be determined, so can these capacities.
Same would hold true for Institutions, which would be designed to perpetuate
unchanged through time, taking into consideration the periodic replacements of individuals
performing particular roles within Institutions (no individual would perform a particular role
indefinitely, and furthermore, duration of performing a particular role by a particular
individual could roughly be predicted based on his Trait Group).
When designing Institutions, characteristics of particular roles that Institutions would
perform in society would have to be defined. In parallel, roles performed by individuals within
particular Institutions would have to be defined. These roles would be defined based on
predicted availability of individuals of particular Trait Groups (shares of individuals of
particular Trait Group could be predicted in the general population, furthermore it would be
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possible to make these predictions during the first phase, as largely basic scientific research
would be required to do so) and based on identified motivating factors, needed to take place
in order for individuals to be motivated to perform these roles. After Institutions would be
designed in detail, each final type of Institution would have to be tested to prove or disprove
hypothesis that it would function as designed, as human behaviour, largely determining the
very functioning of Institutions, is a complex issue.
During the first phase rough outlines of the main types of Institutions would be created,
based on roles needed to be performed by them in society. Roles, being performed by
individuals in these main types of Institutions, would be roughly defined and estimates of the
availability of individuals who would perform them, conducted. This would also include
rough estimates of factors that would need to take place in order for individuals to be
motivated to perform these roles.
During the second phase, types of Institutions designed during the first phase, would be
divided into sub-types, and individual Institutions would be designed. It would be specified
exactly how they would be organized, the roles would be specified in detail, as well as the
exact profiles of individuals performing them. In contrast to organizational structures of
companies (workplaces and internal processes within a company), which constantly change
as market conditions change, Institutions could, as mentioned before, be designed once and
not change through time, unless a closer approximation of an optimal design of an Institution
would be determined.
Although all types of Institutions designed during the first phase would be tested using
real people in simulated environments, each sub-type, created during the second phase, would
have to be additionally tested according to each Institution’s specific characteristics. As
flawless functioning of Institutions would be essential for the overall functioning of the
Sustainable System, the risks of errors in their designs should be minimised by testing them
extensively.
The extensive amount of testing, requiring an extensive amount of resources, would
generally take place during the second phase of the research. Besides testing of all types of
Institutions, testing of tangible products and Production Processes would also have to take
place according to possibilities. Although it would be impossible to test all products and
Production Processes due to limited resources, conducting simulations or testing parts of
products and Production Processes separately and not as a whole, could represent the
possibility of estimating with a sufficient level of certainty that they would in fact function as
designed.
A detailed Static Design would have to take into consideration potential errors and thus
be designed as relatively flexible, without needing major adjustments in cases of errors. For
example, capacities of Production Processes would have to be designed to enable a slight
increase or decrease of output without any changes in designs of Production Processes having
to be made if it would through time be determined that more or less products would have to
be produced, used, recycled or discarded. The same approach would have to be used when
designing Institutions, allowing for slight deviations regarding the availability of individuals
performing particular roles, not to impact the organizational structure and the role performed
by an Institution as a whole.
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3.2.2 An overview of the detailed Dynamic Design
The Dynamic Design would determine which steps would need to be taken during the
Transition in a subsequent manner in order for the Sustainable System, as defined by the
Static Design, to be established. The Dynamic design would determine which products would
at particular points in time have to be produced, used, recycled or discarded after the end of
their service lives. Furthermore, it would determine which Production Processes would have
to be established at particular points in time, which capacities they would have to have, for
which periods of time they would have to function at certain capacities, and when would they
have to lower their capacities or cease to function. The same would be determined for
Institutions.
The Dynamic Design would define steps, aimed toward the accumulation of products
through time (e.g. gradually building Cities), toward establishing the Production Framework,
eventually reaching the state, determined by the Static Design, and toward establishing the
web of Institutions, also eventually reaching the state, determined by the Static Design.
Capacities and types of Production Processes and Institutions would be designed to change
through time as the Transition would progress. For example, a Production Process,
producing means of production for many other Production Processes (such as producing
machines, used by various production facilities), would have to have large capacities in order
to produce a sufficient number of these means of production in the shortest amount of time
possible in order for the Transition to progress as quickly as possible. However, as the total
quantity would be produced and as each of these means of production would have a long
service life, the capacities of Production Processes producing them, would have to be
lowered.
As every tangible product would be designed at a highest degree of recyclability, the
means of production (being tangible products themselves), used as an input into the
previously mentioned Production Process, the capacity of which would have to be lowered,
would have to be recycled.
Types of Institutions and roles, needed to be performed by them, would also change
through time. For example, in order to establish particular Institutions as quickly as possible,
the number of Institutions providing education and training would have to be higher prior
and during the process of educating and training individuals for a newly established
Institution. Education and training Institutions would after this point have to be lowered in
numbers, while individuals performing roles in them would have to be transferred into other
Institutions, and the products, education and training Institutions would have used, would
have to be either transferred elsewhere, or recycled or discarded.
The creation of the Dynamic Design could only commence after the detailed Static
Design would be complete, the latter being the target for the Transition. The Dynamic Design
would be created so that the target (Static Design) would be fixed, while steps would remain
open to change according to circumstances at particular points in time.
As the Dynamic Design would represent the basis for the Transition, we will further
analyse it in Part Two, the chapter on the Transition.
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3.2.3 An overview of the detailed list of the Rules
During the second phase, detailed rules would be created as an integral part of the Static
Design, defining actions performed by individuals as well as all aspects of Institutions. These
rules would ultimately be aimed toward ensuring that the Sustainable System would
perpetuate through time without breaching the Principle of Sustainability.
Every large human society requires rules, which define actions which may or may not be
conducted by individuals, as well as rules which define institutions that prevent such rules
from being breached. Furthermore, it requires rules that define processes of changing rules
through time.
For the sake of illustration, we will mention laws, statutes or regulations in the marketmonetary democratic system, defining all aspects of the socio-economic system. One such
aspect is money. It is essentially defined by a set of rules in the form of laws. Institutions
enable money to perform its function; allowing or prohibiting particular actions of individuals
that could potentially hamper monetary functioning, such as counterfeiting for example.
Therefore, by enforcing these rules, the functioning of an economy and wider society within
this socio-economic system is enabled.
Rules in the Sustainable System would define in detail the internal organizations of
Institutions, the roles performed by these Institutions, and the actions of individuals within
the general population. Breaching such rules would be prevented by particular Institutions,
and changing rules in the event that more optimal solutions would be determined would be
conducted through processes also defined in detail by rules.
Rules would, however, be an integral part of the Static Design only, not defined for
Institutions and individuals during the Transition, the steps of which would be defined by the
Dynamic Design. As a particular leadership of society would be established during the
Transition, it would define particular rules and enforce compliance with these rules, while the
Institute would most likely be the only institution providing proposals regarding these rules.
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4 THE ROLE OF THE INSTITUTE DURING THE TRANSITION
The Role of the Institute would be to conduct research and provide information necessary
for the Transition from the existing socio-economic system to the Sustainable System. It
would not perform any other activity than conduct communication and provide information.
In this chapter, an overview of the research, conducted within the Institute and roles,
which would be performed by the Institute during the gradual Transition toward the
Sustainable System, will be provided. In Part Two a detailed analysis of this gradual Transition
will be conducted, which will include the analysis of the Existing System and a Parallel System.
At this point we have to mention that the Institute would, during the time of conducting
research regarding any aspect of the Transition, provide information to and communicate
with leaderships and/or particular institutions in both systems as well as communicating with
the general population, by doing so influencing concepts and values, internalized by
individuals.
The Transition to the Sustainable System would be possible from all socio-economic
systems, including the market-monetary democratic system and centrally planned dictatorial
socio-economic system, as long as the Existing System would not directly hinder the
Transition or fail to satisfy the needs of the general population to the extent that social
instability would occur. However, as the market-monetary democratic system is the prevailing
socio-economic system in the modern world, we will analyse the Transition from the marketmonetary democratic system to the Sustainable System.
At a point when the second phase of the Institute’s research would be complete, meaning
that the Static Design (the design of the fully established Sustainable System) and the
Dynamic Design (the design of steps, necessary in order to establish the Sustainable System,
defined by the Static Design) would be completed and designed in multiple versions (global
and national designs, along with multiple versions based on different technologies), enough
information would be available to start the gradual Transition toward the Sustainable System.
The Institute would assist the Transition, ultimately conducted by individuals or groups
of individuals, not included in the organizational structure of the Institute. The Institute
would not actively conduct the Transition in any other way than by providing information to
individuals or groups of individuals conducting this Transition, and by communicating
concepts and values to the general population or specific target groups of individuals.
Due to its scientifically sound research processes, the Institute’s level of credibility would
tend to be higher than the level of credibility of individuals and/or groups of individuals, not
involved in the Institute’s research, and communicating concepts of alternative socioeconomic systems and concepts of transitions toward these systems, created based on their
opinions.
The role of the Institute during the Transition could be to some extent compared to that
of the Strategic Government in the fully established Sustainable System, as research processes
in the Institute and the Strategic Government would be designed to determine the closest
approximations of solutions to problems. However, the profound difference between roles
of the Institute and those of the Strategic Government in society would be that the Institute
would not take any decisions and not implement any changes in society, but would be limited
to providing information to and communicating with individuals and/or groups of
individuals conducting activities necessary for the Transition, and would probably be
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democratically elected. These individuals and/or groups of individuals would have decisionmaking powers during the Transition.
Such a division of roles in society (in a democratic society) would be necessary due to
concepts and values that are internalized by the general population in such a society. These
concepts and values create the perception that trusted individuals or groups of individuals are
necessary to represent interests of the entire population; make decisions and make changes
in society. Democratically elected individuals or groups of individuals (the general population
deciding who would represent their interests and which activities would be conducted by
these representatives in order for their interests to be satisfied) would therefore probably
represent the preferred option regarding society being led throughout the process of the
Transition.
Furthermore, as the Transition from the Existing System, characterized by a constantly
changing economy and wider society, would require quick decision-making, which could be
possible only if the decisions would be based on opinions of decision makers, decisionmaking would be the responsibility of individuals with decision-making powers who would
make decisions and implement changes during the Transition.
As opinion-based decision-making represents a high risk of error, this risk would be
minimised by the Institute, striving to provide relevant information that decision makers
would require, and striving toward maximising the internalization of the communicated
concepts and values.
However, as information, provided by the Institute, would represent the closest
approximation of truth or optimal solutions to problems, the Institute would through its
communication of concepts and values, being to a large extent in line with reality, strive
toward maximising the general population’s perception that individuals and/or groups of
individuals, conducting the Transition, would serve their interests best if considering
information, provided by the Institute.
The Institute would also through its communication of concepts and values strive
toward raising the level of the general population’s understanding of transitional goals and
necessary steps to achieve these goals – the ultimate goal being establishing the Sustainable
System.
The Institute would through its communication contribute to the formation of culture,
promoting the behaviour of the general population, which could be beneficial for the
Transition. As culture is formed in part by institutions (in this case by the Institute) and in
part by individuals in society, individuals in society would through time tend not to create
and share concepts and values that would be radically different from those communicated by
the Institute, as these concepts and values would be closest approximations of reality and
would promote behaviour that would actually benefit individuals in society.
By taking information communicated by the Institute into consideration, individuals and
groups of individuals elected by the general population would essentially represent interests
of the general population. Following the Transition and full establishment of the Sustainable
System, the Institute would cease to perform its role in society and be replaced by the Strategic
Government, which would from that moment on be responsible for solving problems,
making decisions and implementing changes regarding any aspect of the Sustainable System.
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4.1 Tasks performed by the Institute`s teams during the Transition
The transition phase (activities conducted by the Institute during the Transition) would be
supported by research teams from the first and second phase, which would conduct
additional research if required.
As the transition phase would be focused on determining the possibilities for moving
toward the Sustainable System defined by the Static Design, activities conducted by teams
that would be part of the transition phase within the Institute would be radically different
from those, conducted by teams that would be part of the first and second phase. As
economies and other aspects of societies in different countries would constantly be changing,
research and other activities would have to adjust to these changes.
During the Transition, the research would to a large extent consist of analysing the
current situation in various regions or countries, which would be conducting the Transition.
Furthermore it would consist of analyses of possibilities of a Parallel System (a system,
necessary to conduct steps toward the Sustainable System) being established and performing
its role during the Transition, and analyses of possibilities of acquiring resources from existing
economies. Within these research teams, the share of various social sciences, such as
economics, law, international relations or political sciences, would tend to increase, compared
to their share in the research teams, performing activities during the first and second phase.
Due to much focus being directed at human behaviour in target regions or countries,
especially at learned behaviour, shaped by concepts and values that local cultures consist of,
psychology would play an important role in the research and in the activities conducted by
the Institute during the transition phase.
Static and Dynamic Designs, developed globally and for each country separately prior to
the Transition, would represent the basis for the Transition in a particular country, region or
worldwide. Besides providing information regarding the target of the Transition and steps
toward establishing the Sustainable System, the Institute would actively evaluate the situation
in a particular society (country), where the Transition could potentially take place or would
have already begun, and determine projects needed in order to move this particular society
closer toward the Sustainable System. These projects would be based on the Dynamic Design.
Projects, which the Institute would determine are needed, would, except for projects
aimed toward the general population’s internalization of particular concepts and values
(communication to the general population conducted by the Institute’s teams directly), be
conducted by individuals or groups of individuals not considered members of the Institute.
However, the analyses of requirements for such projects being conducted and
communication with individuals or groups of individuals intrusted to conduct these projects
would be conducted by the Institute, which would not be directly involved in any of the
projects.
The role of the Institute in these projects would be to determine which projects would
need to be conducted, to provide information regarding these projects to the general
population and/or target groups of individuals, and to support individuals or groups of
individuals, conducting these projects, with information during the projects’ execution.
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4.1.1 An overview of tasks performed by the Institute`s teams before or during the
Transition in a particular society
Task 1: Determining the current situation in a particular society and the possibilities
of initiating the Transition or continuing it if it has already commenced
As will be analysed further in this chapter, the Transition toward the Sustainable System
would require the gradual establishment of the Production Framework, web of Institutions,
and tangible products, together ultimately forming all the Elements of Society.
Ultimately, natural resources and human input would be direct or indirect inputs into
Production Processes, forming the Production Framework (producing and enabling the use
of tangible products), or direct or indirect inputs into Institutions, while performing their
roles in society.
In order for the Transition to take place, products, services, natural resources, human
input, scientific research results and technologies would ultimately have to be provided by
the existing economy in order for products, the Production Framework and the web of
Institutions to gradually be established in the shortest time possible. Without this support,
the duration of the Transition would be extremely long. Besides providing these resources,
the existing economy would have to enable the satisfaction of needs of the general
population.
The Institute would evaluate the possibilities for the Transition to take place and for it
to be supported through time in a particular society (by its country’s economy and through
government support) by evaluating aspects of this society, relevant for starting or continuing
the Transition.
By evaluating a particular political and economic situation and the concepts and values
internalized by the majority of the population (culture), along with evaluating the potential
for acquiring of resources, the Institute would determine the possibilities for the Transition
to begin or continue. Furthermore, if considering a particular country, the political and
economic relations of this country with other countries would be evaluated by the Institute,
as support of the Transition or hindering it could potentially be conducted by a country’s
international environment.
After conducting an analysis of the current situation in a particular society, the Institute
would use this information to evaluate possibilities for particular projects to be carried out
(this would be conducted under task 2).
Task 2: Determining exact projects needed to be conducted in order to establish the
Sustainable System and determining the requirements for these projects to be
successfully conducted
Projects, needed in order to proceed toward the fully established Sustainable System would
be based on the previously created Dynamic Design.
If for example it would be determined that a particular Production Process, transforming
inputs into a particular tangible product would have to be established at a certain point in
time during the Transition, the Institute would determine requirements for such a Production
Process to be established and would use results from the analysis of the current situation in
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a particular society (task 1) to evaluate the possibilities of these requirements to be met. For
example, if land would be required for such a Production Process to be established, the
Institute would use results from the analysis of political and economic situation to evaluate
whether land could potentially be provided by the government or by a particular organization.
The Institute would therefore use results from previous research (Dynamic Design) and
through additional research evaluate requirements for particular steps of the Transition to be
conducted, and the possibilities for these requirements to be met in a particular society.
After the feasibility of particular projects would be determined by the Institute, it would
through communication strive toward the execution of these particular projects (task 3).
Task 3: Conducting communication, aimed toward projects determined under task 2,
eventually to be conducted
The Institute could potentially conduct a wide range of activities in order for projects to be
conducted by individuals or groups of individuals outside the Institute. However, as the
Institute would be limited to communicating information and would not have decisionmaking powers in society, it would generally strive toward concepts and values that would be
necessary for projects to be conducted, to become internalized by the general population and
individuals or groups of individuals, who would potentially be actively conducting activities
beneficial for the Transition. These groups of individuals would most notably be the
leadership of the Parallel System, institutions in the Parallel System, as well as the government
and particular institutions in the Existing System.
Through communicating concepts and values (along with information, specific for a
particular project), the Institute would essentially strive toward conducting projects in cases
when individuals or groups of individuals outside the Institute would not strive toward
conducting them, due to concepts and values not being sufficiently internalized or due to
information, relevant for the project’s execution, not being available.
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5 AN OVERVIEW OF THE ELEMENTS OF SOCIETY
5.1 Production
By Production as an Element of Society the production of all tangible products, required in
order for the Sustainable System to function, enabling their use and recycling or discarding
them after the end of their service life, is referred to. The term “production of products” will
be used when referring to the production of products, their enabled use and recycling or
discarding them after the end of their service life, all of which requires Production,
Distribution, Maintenance, Recycling or Discarding in the form of Production Processes.
In essence, everything tangible, produced by human society, would be produced by
Production as an Element of Society through Production Processes, which would transform
inputs into tangible products, using means of production and utilizing particular technologies
to do so. Everything tangible, produced by Production Process would therefore be a product,
which would by itself utilize a particular technology.
As all Elements of Society would be developed in a systemic manner, Production as an
Element of Society would be developed as a single system of interconnected Production
Processes and products.
When using the term “Production Framework”, we refer to an interconnected system of
Production Processes and inputs into these Production Processes. The second phase of the
research would involve developing the static Production Framework, meaning a Production
Framework at a particular point in time when the Sustainable System would already be
established and fully functional.
At this point we will define the primary task of the Institute’s research when designing
Production as an Element of Society.
Primary task: Taking all the criteria of the Principle of Sustainability as a basis,
develop the Static Design of the Production Framework at a point in time when the
Sustainable system would already be established and fully functional. The Production
Framework would have to be developed in interconnection with other Elements of
Society as a single system
The Static Design would initially be created as a global design with the latest, already
developed technologies as a basis and then additional versions with potential technologies
would be developed for each country separately. The Static Design of the Production
Framework would essentially mean that the Production Framework could perpetuate
indefinitely unchanged (assuming that no new natural resources would be discovered and that
the human population would not change), meaning that all Production Processes would have
capacities that would be sufficient to constantly replace products after the end of their service
life.
The Static design would assume that all means of production for all Production
Processes would already have been produced, being fully functional and used by these
Production Processes, ultimately producing all tangible products, needed to be used by
individuals and Institutions in quantities required.
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In order for the Production Framework to perpetuate unchanged through time, service
lives of means of production in all Production Processes within the Production Framework,
and service lives of all tangible products produced, would have to be considered. Therefore,
the capacities of all Production Processes, conducting the maintenance of means of
production and other tangible products, recycling or discarding them, producing replacement
products and distributing them, would have to be considered.
If for example a tangible product would have a life duration of 10 years, the Static Design
would consider optimal capacity to be at 10% of the total quantity required by society in order
to produce 10% of replacement products each year. This would result in no over or undercapacity needed to take place. If the capacity of this Production Process would be 50% of all
products per year, all replacement products would be produced in two years. In this case the
Production Process would remain inactive for the next 8 years. As an optimal capacity would
be determined, it would be assumed that all products used by society would already have been
produced by Production Processes with same capacity in the last 10 years, therefore 10% of
the total number of products reaching the end of their service life in one year following the
establishment of the Production Framework as defined by the Static Design.
All Production Processes enabling these products to be used and taken care of after the
end of their service life would have to be designed by taking into consideration the
abovementioned life duration of products and the rate of removing and replacing them.
Maintenance, as mentioned in the previous example, would have to be designed in a manner
to maintain the product to sufficient extent, so that its service life would be 10 years.
Production Processes, recycling or discarding this product, would have to be designed to
enable recycling or discarding 10% of products per year. Production would then produce
10% of the replacement products per year and Distribution would distribute 10% of these
products per year.
As means of production are essentially tangible products, replacement of means of
production would be included in the Production Framework’s design in an identical manner
as other tangible products.
As all Production Processes would be designed to have such capacities, their inputs and
Production Processes enabling inputs to perform their functions in Production Processes,
would be designed according to such capacities.
The Production Framework would therefore be designed to perpetuate through time
without the implementation of new technologies or the accumulation of means of
production, furthermore producing identical products in identical quantities.
As the chance of error in the design of all Elements of Society would exist, the
Production Framework would be designed as flexible, meaning that the decreases or increases
of outputs would be possible without changing any Production Processes within the
Production Framework.
The Static Design of the Production Framework would represent the basis for the
Dynamic Design, also developed during the second phase. The Dynamic Design would
include requirements for Production Processes to strive toward a static (target) state of the
Production Framework (considering higher capacities of Production Processes to produce
means of production as quickly as possible in order for the Sustainable System to be
established as quickly as possible, and these capacities being lowered after all means of
production would be produced).
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In the Sustainable System, changes in all Elements of Society and therefore in Production
as well, would be conducted through problem-solving and decision-making processes. The
latter would be conducted by the General Framework of Society and changes would be made
only if a closer approximation of an optimal design of any aspect of the Production
Framework would be determined.
Every tangible product would through its lifetime, unless it could be completely recycled,
therefore not requiring discarding as a Production Process, require five Production Processes
to take place: Production, Distribution, Maintenance, Recycling and Discarding. Each of
these Production Processes would require inputs in order to produce outputs. All these types
of inputs and Production Processes shall be described.
Input 1: Tangible product or natural resource
Production Processes would require previously produced tangible products or raw natural
resources as direct inputs. If a previously produced product would be used as an input,
Production as an Element of society would provide this input. If a natural resource in raw
form (such as an uncut tree for example) would be used as an input, it would not be
considered under any Element of Society, but rather as part of the natural environment, and
therefore its use would be limited by the criterion of the Principle of Sustainability, which
requires the rate of extraction of natural resources below the rate of their regeneration.
If a particular Production Process that would use tangible products as inputs would have
to increase its speed of production, it would, besides increasing the amount of other inputs,
have to increase the number and/or quality of tangible products or the amount of raw natural
resources entering the Production Process during a particular time period.
If such a Production Process would use natural resources in raw form as an input, it
would have to increase the amount of natural resource entering the Production Process
during a particular time period. The quantity of extracted natural resources and the time in
which this quantity would be extracted, would determine the speed of extraction, ultimately
being limited by the Principle of Sustainability. As natural resources would ultimately
represent direct or indirect inputs into all Production Processes, the rate of extraction would
limit the possibilities of the production of products for the Production Framework as a whole.
Input 2: Means of production
Means of production are tangible products, which are not transformed into the final product
and are not transformed or destroyed in the Production Process during first use, but instead
gradually through time. Means of production would be products, which would enable a
Production Process to produce its output. Examples of means of production are machines,
used to produce tangible products, facilities, where products are stored, or vehicles, enabling
the transportation of products.
If a particular Production Process, using means of production as an input, would have
to increase its output, the intensity of using the means of production would have to increase.
Changes in this intensity essentially mean shortening or prolonging time, during which the
fixed quantity of output is produced. In some cases increasing the intensity could shorten
their service life.
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Some of the Production Processes, directly enabling the means of production to perform
their functions as inputs into Production Processes, would have to increase the amount of
their inputs in order to increase the intensity of their use, such as Maintenance as a Production
Process, enabling the increased use of the means of production by another Production
Process.
Input 3: Transport
Transport, as input into a Production Process, would essentially represent the output of
another Production Process defined as transport of a particular mass from one location to
another location in the form of an input. As transport of tangible products would be
considered as such an input, only tangible products would be transported by Transport
(Element of Society) as a Production Process. If individuals, including those who would via
Institutions provide Production Processes with human input, would be transported, they
would by definition not be transported by the Transport as a Production Process (e.g. use of
a train as means of production for transporting particular products would be considered as
transport conducted by a Production Process), but instead a product would be used to
transport them (such as a train being considered a tangible product, being used). If for
example the transportation of tangible products would be required by Distribution as a
Production Process, train and railroad tracks as means of production would be used, electric
energy as an input for the train to move would be used, and human input would be used to
operate the train and load cargo on and off.
If a particular Production Process that would provide transport as an input to another
Production Process would have to increase its output, it would have to transport more mass
from location to location within a particular timeframe, therefore would have to increase the
intensity of the use of means of production (means of transport, such as a train). This intensity
would determine the mass transported from a point A to point B in a certain period of time.
Input 4: Energy
Energy, being a direct input into a Production Process, would conduct work that is measured
in joules or any other measurement of energy. Production and Distribution would be
Production Processes, generally used in order for Energy (Element of Society) to perform its
role of providing energy as an input into Production Processes.
In order for Energy to perform its role of providing energy as an input into Production
Processes, potentially five Production Processes would be required. Energy production could
be performed by Production Processes, transforming raw natural resources (such as using
wind as an input) or products into usable forms of energy (such as extracting oil from the
ground or refining it). Energy distribution would consist of those Production Processes which
would be needed for energy to be available for a Production Process, using it.
This would be achieved by using various inputs, such as using transport as an input,
needed to transport energy from one location to another. During this process, energy would
have to be stored by means of a tangible product, e.g. an oil tanker. Distribution would be
used to transport energy (e.g. transporting electricity). Means of production, used in
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Distribution as a Production Process, could include facilities, where energy would be stored
prior or after transport, or wires, transporting electricity.
Energy as an Element of Society and an input into Production Processes would include
only Production and Distribution as Production Processes, and both of these Production
Processes would use particular inputs.
The amount of energy provided to a Production Process at a certain point in time would
be a variable, changing according to requirements for energy. Power, measured in watts,
which are joules per second, could therefore change. If a Production Process would require
certain amount of energy in joules in order to produce a certain output, time in which a fixed
amount of energy would be supplied to this Production Process, could either be shortened
or prolonged. If time in which certain amount of energy would have to enter this Production
Process would be prolonged, Production and Distribution of energy would be impacted in a
way that both could afford to have a lower capacity. If a particular Production Process that
would use energy as an input would have to increase its output, the time in which a fixed
quantity of energy would have to enter this Production Process would have to be shortened
and the capacities of Production and Distribution of energy would likely have to be increased.
Input 5: Human input
Unless fully automated, Production Processes would require human input in the form of
work hours at a particular intensity of work provided by people. As the human species would
provide human input, the use of this form of input would be limited by various criteria of the
Principle of Sustainability.
As any group of people performing particular role in society in an organized manner
would be regarded as an Institution, human input would be provided to Production Processes
through Institutions, the role of which would be to enable particular Production Processes
to function. If a production facility, for example, would require supervisors of machines, an
Institution would provide people, who would perform particular tasks in this production
facility.
Institutions as an Element of Society would therefore provide this input and ensure that
individuals, capable and motivated to perform their roles, would be provided as an input into
Production Processes. If the need for human input would be determined or if it would be
determined that there is a high probability of it being needed in the future, Institutions would
perform education and training of potential members, and therefore provide capable
individuals to Institutions, members of which would perform roles in Production Processes.
Institutions would be designed to enable individuals to conduct roles that they would
desire and would be naturally talented to perform, therefore maximising chances that their
members would perform roles in particular Institutions voluntarily, as is required by one of
the Principle of Sustainability’s criteria. The design of Production Processes would therefore
have to take into consideration that chances of individuals performing roles in Institutions
voluntarily would have to be maximised, which means that roles individuals would perform
would be designed according to their personal preferences and talents. Undesirable roles, for
which Institutions would not be able to attract individuals without providing them with
outstanding motivating factors (if a person would not be motivated to perform a role,
particular Institutions could motivate him with providing additional motivating factors, most
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notably providing access to particular products and/or services), would have to be excluded
from the designs of Production Processes by replacing them with means of production. This
illustrates how Elements of Society would be designed as a single system.
The number of work hours per day would have to be below or equal to the maximum
number of hours per day allowed, and the intensity of work during this time would also have
to be below the maximum allowed intensity of work in order not to breach any criteria of the
Principle of Sustainability. Examples of such breaches would be damaged health, or human
reproduction being hindered by failing to maintain a life-work balance. However, human
input would have another limitation; it would be necessary to provide individuals who would
desire it, the opportunity to work above or at the minimal work hours per day as well as above
or at the minimal intensity of work (work hours per day at zero intensity cannot be considered
as work or activity), for it is activity which satisfies human needs. Designs of Production
Processes would therefore have to include requirements for the minimum work hours per
day, the maximum work hours per day and limitations regarding the intensity of work.
If a particular Production Process using human input would have to increase its output,
work hours could be prolonged to a maximum number of hours per day and intensity of
work could be increased to a maximum intensity. Additional education or training could be
provided to members of Institutions, which would enable their higher performance, and/or
the number of people performing particular types of roles could be increased. Of course this
would only be possible if Institutions would be able to attract these people in the first place.
After having described inputs into Production Processes, the Production Processes that
would be required for the production of a particular product, for enabling its use by either
individuals, or Institutions, or by Production Processes (as an input) throughout its service
life, and for recycling or discarding it after its service life would have expired, will be defined.
Production Process 1: Production
Production of a tangible product transforms inputs into a tangible product that is ready for
use.
Production Process 2: Distribution
Distribution enables the changing of a product’s physical location from the location of
production to the location of use, determines who would have access to this product and
provides this access.
Production Process 3: Maintenance
Maintenance maintains a product throughout its service life; essentially enabling its use.
Maintenance does not only include repairs, but also enables the product’s use, such as for
example providing energy to a vehicle.
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Production Process 4: Recycling
Recycling first changes the location of a product from the location of its use to the location
of its recycling. It then transforms this product into usable parts, molecules or chemical
elements after the end of its service life, essentially producing inputs, possible to be used by
other Production Processes.
Production Process 5: Discarding
Discarding changes the location from the location of its use or the location of its partial
recycling to the location of its discarding, and conducts the necessary activities that ensure
that products or parts of products, which can no longer be used by any Production Process,
any Institution or any individual, do not breach any criterion of the Principle of Sustainability
(e.g. causing the environmental damage).
5.1.1 An overview of the Production Framework
When we consider the Production Framework as a whole, we can notice that as Production
Processes require inputs, every input requires some of the five mentioned Production
Processes in order to perform its function and ceases to exist after the end of its service life.
A tangible product entering a Production Process as an input would have to be produced in
a form that would allow it to be used as an input, would have to be distributed to the
production facility (location changed and determined that this particular Production Process
would use this product as an input), would have to be maintained throughout its time in a
warehouse (moisturized for example in order not to dry out), its packaging would have to be
recycled and parts of its packaging discarded.
The Production Framework would be a tree-like structure of interconnected Production
Processes, requiring inputs, which again would require Production Processes in order to
perform their functions as inputs. If we analyse all Production Processes down the tree-like
structure, ultimately Production Process producing particular inputs, would use either raw
natural resources or human input.
If we analyse the Production Framework as a whole, only two, to a certain extent fixed,
inputs into this Production Framework would be natural resources and human input, the use
of each would be limited by the Principle of Sustainability.
Everything besides natural resources and human input would be Production Processes,
using means of production to transform inputs into outputs. The state of technology
determining possibilities of Production Processes to transform inputs into outputs, along
with the level of accumulation of means of production, would determine how many tangible
products and products of which quality could at any given time be produced, used and
recycled or discarded, given the availability of natural resources and human input.
The progress of technology, enabling more efficient production and the increase in the
level of accumulation of means of production (means of production have to be produced
before their use, which requires a particular share of the total capacity of the Production
Framework), lowers the amount of time in which a particular quantity of tangible products is
produced, their use enabled and recycled or discarded.
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Time, in which tangible products become available for use by people, essentially
represents the true economic cost, for the shorter this time is, the higher the chances
of the long-term survival and prosperity of mankind are.
If production, distribution, maintenance, recycling or discarding of a particular tangible
product would be technically possible given the availability of natural resources and human
input, such product could be produced, made available for use, and finally taken out of use.
Only time, in which this could be achieved, would determine if the production and use of
such a product would be a viable option, given limitations of the Production Framework as
a whole. If time would be too long for the production and use of this product to be a viable
option, an alternative product could be considered or the development of new technologies
started, allowing for certain Production Processes to increase their productivity, which would
shorten this time.
Minimising time in which a particular quantity of products would be produced given the
availability of natural resources and limits regarding the rate of their use as well as the
availability of human input and limits regarding its use would have to be prioritized as defined
by the criterion of the Principle of Sustainability, which requires maximising optimization and
efficiency in all aspects of society.
However, optimizing Production Processes (increasing their productivity) by the
development and implementation of new technologies and by the accumulation of means of
production represents means of minimizing this time only if natural resources and human
input are fixed. As new natural resources could be found and their extraction started, and as
the size of human population, along with their level of education and training could change,
both natural resources and human input would not be entirely fixed inputs and could change
either by chance or by targeted efforts, such as by conducting the research of potential natural
resources or by conducting targeted education and training of individuals, who would provide
human input.
The Production Framework would be interconnected and changeable. If one Production
Process would fundamentally change (e.g. due to the implementation of a new technology),
this would impact other Production Processes as well. Furthermore, as outputs can change,
so can inputs, as well as the capacities of all Production Processes.
Quantities of products produced, if persisting at an increased or decreased level for a
longer period of time, could impact a particular Production Process in the long run. If it
would prove to be more efficient to implement a different technology in a particular
Production Process in the event that the quantity produced would have to remain at an
increased level for a longer period of time, the Production Process could immediately change
by starting to utilize new technologies. If no new technologies, enabling the increase in
productivity of this Production Process would exist, targets would be provided to Institutions
which develop new technologies. Means of production could also be changed in order to
increase productivity.
Figure 1 in chapter “Defining the Elements of Society” illustrates main characteristics of
the Production Framework.
The Production Framework would have to produce every tangible product required
either by a particular Element of Society (or being a fundamental part of it, such as a particular
part of City infrastructure) or by particular individuals in order for their needs to be satisfied.
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In the case that not all tangible products required by human society could be produced and
used at a particular point in time (possible to be produced and used later if the productivity
of Production Processes was to increase), the production and use of products, which would
directly or indirectly satisfy human needs that are located higher up on the hierarchy of needs,
would be prioritized.
The Production Framework would be developed systemically along with all other
Elements of Society. In order to apply optimization and efficiency, all Elements of Society
would have to be adjusted when finalizing the Static Design. An example of this would be
that the distances between homes of individuals, who would use a particular product, and a
production facility, producing this product, would be minimised, thus minimizing the
distance this product would have to travel. For example, this would impact the City design
and the Production Framework design, along with the Transport as an Element of Society.
However, such optimization would be conducted only if it would not breach any other
criterion of the Principle of Sustainability (e.g. the production facility being too close to a City
and its noise negatively impacting the health of inhabitants).
In order for optimization and efficiency to be applied, products would have to be
designed to have maximum durability and be easily recyclable. Therefore, Production
Processes enabling these products to perform their function, would have to be as
standardized as possible in order not to waste natural resources and human input.
Furthermore, as recyclability lowers the environmental impact, the latter would have to
be ensured to the highest degree possible. Finally, another criterion of the Principle of
Sustainability requires that time between the creation of knowledge and its implementation
into society would have to be minimised. Taking implementation of new technologies into
consideration: In order to minimise time between creation of new technologies and their
implementation into the Production Framework, high level of recyclability of products would
make the implementation of new technologies easier, as opposed to the situation where
products would not be recyclable and it would be more efficient to prolong the
implementation of new technologies until after the service life of these products would have
expired, for it would prove inefficient to discard usable products.
5.2 Institutions
Every group of individuals that would perform a certain role within the Sustainable System
in an organized manner would be regarded as an Institution. As the role of each Institution
would be important for the functioning of the Sustainable System, their internal
organizational structures would have to minimise the chances of flaws whilst conducting
these roles.
The Institute would during the second phase create the Static Design of Institutions,
defining their roles and organizational structures, while considering the availability of human
resources for each Institution.
At this place we will define primary task of the Institute’s research when designing
Institutions as an Element of Society.
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Primary task: Taking all criteria of the Principle of Sustainability as a basis, develop
the Static Design of Institutions at a point in time when the Sustainable System would
already have been established and would be fully functional. Institutions would have
to be developed in interconnection with other Elements of Society as a single system.
The Static Design of Institutions would be designed as a web of Institutions at a point in time
when the Sustainable System would already have been established. This web of Institutions
would have to be designed to perpetuate through time without changing.
Institutions would consist of people and would use tangible products. These tangible
products could be products needed by Institutions to perform their roles and would include
products needed for supporting their members, such as food or clothing. The Static Design
would, among other factors, be created based on number of individuals within the general
population, characterized by particular Trait Groups (as the share of a particular Trait Group
within the general population could be estimated, absolute numbers could be known), largely
determining their natural preference for performing particular types of roles and the natural
talents for executing them. Roles would be designed according to the availability of
individuals of particular Trait Groups. Furthermore, other aspects of human behaviour would
be considered, maximizing the level of motivation to perform roles.
As the Static Design of Institutions would have to enable the functioning of the
unchanged web of Institutions indefinitely through time, this means that the duration of
performing a particular type of role by a particular individual of a particular Trait Group
would have to be considered and the flow of institutions’ members between Institutions
enabled. An individual, characterized by a particular Trait Group, performing one type of
role, would for example be estimated to perform this role for 2 years before wanting to move
to another Institution or leave all Institutions for a particular period of time, while another
individual, characterized by different Trait Group, would perform a particular type of role for
10 years. Support Institutions would have to be designed to enable this flow. For example,
Institutions, providing education and training, would educate and train enough individuals to
enable such a flow to be possible.
Research would have to be conducted in respect of a person’s preferences regarding the
duration of particular roles to be performed during his lifetime in order to design Institutions
so as to enable the changing of roles and include requirements for particular members to be
replaced after performing a role for a particular period of time.
If a particular type of person, performing a particular type of role, would be predicted to
perform this role for 10 years and if education and training required for him to perform this
role would take one year, the capacity of Education and Training Institutions would be
calculated to enable them to accept, educate and train 10% of the total number of people,
performing a particular type of role. If such Institutions would have the capacity to educate
and train 50% of the total number of people, performing this type of role, they would educate
and train this number of people in two years, thus failing to function for the next 8 years. It
would be assumed that the education and training of people, who would perform roles at a
certain point in time, when the Sustainable System as defined by the Static Design would be
established, would have been conducted for the past 10 years by Institutions, providing
education and training, characterized by the abovementioned capacities. This requirement
would be part of the Dynamic Design.
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As Institutions would use tangible products, quantities of products used by Institutions
and their service lives would have to be included into the Static Design of the Production
Framework and capacities of Production Processes, required for products to be produced,
used, recycled or discarded and replacement products produced and distributed, calculated in
the most optimal manner.
As a chance of error when designing the Elements of Society exists, Institutions would
have to be designed in a manner to allow for increases or decreases in the numbers of
members or in duration and intensity of their work by a certain percentage, without necessity
to change organizational structures of Institutions themselves.
As human effort would be essential for the functioning of the Sustainable System, and
as people would perform roles in Institutions, the availability of capable and motivated
individuals who would perform these roles, would represent a key factor considered in their
designs. The process of designing Institutions would have to take all the criteria of the
Principle of Sustainability into consideration. Research results regarding people, most notably
regarding all aspects of human behaviour, would have to represent a basis for designs of
Institutions. In order to design them in a manner which would maximise the chances of
individuals voluntarily contributing toward goals of society by performing roles in
Institutions.
Taking into consideration the criterion of the Principle of Sustainability, which requires
conditions that would maximise the chances of voluntary contributions of individuals to
society, as well as the criterion which requires the maximization of needs satisfaction of all
members of society equally, it can be concluded that the design of Institutions would have to
aim toward roles in these Institutions being perceived by individuals as attractive. Therefore,
potential members of Institutions would generally have to be motivated to perform these
roles voluntarily, without requiring any additional motivating factors. In order to achieve this,
the entire Sustainable System would have to be designed around this requirement.
Moreover, beside individuals being motivated to perform these roles, they would also
have to be capable of performing them. Beside education and training being required for an
individual to be capable to perform a particular role, psychological traits (most notably Trait
Groups) of individuals would have to be considered in the design of roles and organizational
structures of Institutions.
Any motivating factors that could cause the breaching of the Principle of Sustainability
would have to be avoided when designing Institutions, except in the short run, when benefits
of a particular role would logically outweigh the consequences of breaching a particular
criterion of the Principle of Sustainability. As such roles could take place for a short period
of time, long-term efforts would have to be conducted in order to replace them (e.g. the
development of technologies, allowing the replacement of such roles and the replacement of
individuals with means of production). Even if particular roles would exist that might not be
appealing for individuals and some additional motivating factors would be needed (such as
products and services exclusively provided to individuals performing these undesirable roles),
the Sustainable System’s Static Design could still be considered valid, as the breach of the
Principle of Sustainability would in this case be estimated to be low enough for the stability
of society not to be endangered. After the Sustainable System would be established, efforts
would have to be made to automate such roles.
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Scientific research results regarding human behaviour would include the following:
natural human behaviour (part of human behaviour determined at birth), the processes of
shaping learned human behaviour (part of human behaviour shaped entirely through
interaction with the environment via the internalization of concepts and values), the influence
of internalized concepts and values (learned human behaviour) on an individual’s perception
of himself and his surroundings world , and how the perception of a particular situation
triggers natural human behaviour in a way that drives of various strengths take place,
motivating an individual to behave in a certain manner. An overview of human psychological
traits relevant for the design of Institutions would be provided.
Human needs and their hierarchy (in this book Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is
referred to), based on the importance of a particular need for the survival and reproduction
of the human species, along with conditions needed to be met for a particular need to be
satisfied, would represent a basis for analysing human behaviour. It is vital to note that the
satisfaction of needs relating to the survival and reproduction are more important than
striving toward less vital ones.
The finite number of Trait Groups determined at birth and distributed throughout the
population as a whole can be identified. The latest research results regarding possible Trait
Groups would represent a basis for the design of roles and organizational structures of
Institutions.
By taking these research results as a basis, it would be possible to through a representative
sample estimate the percentages of particular Trait Groups within the global population.
The importance of Trait Groups lies in the fact that they determine the natural talents
for performing particular tasks as well as the natural preferences to conduct them in the first
place. Trait Groups therefore determine which role an individual would be talented to
perform and would have a natural inclination to do so. As percentages of Trait Groups within
the general population could be estimated, Institutions and roles that their members would
perform could be designed based on this data. Thus it would be possible to determine the
absolute number of particular individuals of specific Trait Groups, which would represent
the basis for determining the absolute numbers of particular types of roles that may be
performed within Institutions.
By designing roles and organizational structures of Institutions in this manner, the
chances that most talented people would perform particular roles and would be naturally
inclined to do so would be maximised.
Drives, motivating a person to behave in a certain manner, are ultimately connected to
the satisfaction of needs. Human behaviour evolved in a way that maximises the chances of
an individual’s survival and reproduction. The higher the needs are on the hierarchy, the more
important they are for the survival of a person as an organism as well as for his reproduction.
Where a particular need that is important for the survival or a particular need that is important
for reproduction is placed on the hierarchy can possibly differ among people. However, there
is a tendency that some human needs, such as the need for food and water, are higher up on
the hierarchy than other needs, like those important for human reproduction (as long as
“reproduction” does not mean the survival of already existing children, the survival of
potential parent is considered a priority). In any case, all needs connected to the sheer survival
or reproduction of an individual are high up on the hierarchy of needs.
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The need for food is therefore higher on the hierarchy than some social or emotional
needs. Thus, if the need for food is not satisfied, this drives a person to behave in a manner
he perceives to be beneficial for the satisfaction of this need. This drive is stronger than those
motivating a person to behave in a manner, which would satisfy particular emotional needs
for example. The strength of drives therefore determines the motivation to behave in a
particular manner. The perception of means of needs satisfaction is largely influenced by
learned behaviour. If a person, for example, perceives a store as means of satisfying his need
for food, strong drives take place, motivating this person to go to that store.
The strength of drives would be important in the design of Institutions due to the
influence they have on the motivation of a person to behave in a certain manner, possibly in
a manner to voluntarily perform a role in an Institution, if this would satisfy his needs. In this
case, no stronger drives than these would have to take place, potentially demotivating an
individual to voluntarily perform a role in an Institution.
Human behaviour evolved so that a person strives toward the satisfaction of needs that
are higher on the hierarchy of needs before striving toward satisfying the needs lower down.
However, a person strives toward the satisfaction of all needs, which would play a crucial role
in the design of Institutions.
For example, if the need for food is not satisfied and if money is perceived as means of
satisfying this need, a strong drive motivating a person to earn money would take place. If a
particular workplace could potentially satisfy a particular emotional need for this person and
would be perceived as such, yet would not represent the means of earning money, drives,
motivating a person to perform his role on this workplace would be weaker compared to the
drive that would motivate him to earn money elsewhere. It can therefore be concluded that
the satisfaction of the physiological human need through acquiring money (the perceived
means of satisfaction of this need) may be a priority considered.
The same principle would apply also if the need for food would be satisfied, as in the
market-monetary system money is perceived as scarce and therefore a person would tend to
perceive that the lack of money in the future may prevent him from satisfying his need for
food. As money would in this case be perceived as means of satisfying the need for safety
(Maslow), drives motivating a person to earn money, would be stronger than those motivating
him to perform a role at an unpaid workplace, only potentially satisfying his emotional needs.
This simplified example from the market-monetary system, where money is perceived as
means of satisfying physiological needs and perceived as scarce (as it is actually scarce), causes
the perception that the scarcity of money might, despite current availability, possibly take
place in the future. In the event that physiological needs, along with other needs lower down
on the hierarchy, are already satisfied, money is perceived as means of satisfying the need for
safety, thus the drives motivating a person to earn money, are stronger in comparison to the
drives that motivate a person to satisfy certain needs, lower down on the hierarchy, such as
social or emotional needs.
As the Sustainable System would be designed as a whole, opportunity to make use of
natural human behaviour, characterized by a person’s tendency to strive toward satisfying all
his needs, when designing roles of Institutions, would exist. Roles could be designed in a way
that they would represent the means of satisfaction of needs of individuals conducting them,
and be perceived as such. If all other needs, the lack of satisfaction of which could potentially
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result in drives demotivating an individual to voluntarily perform a role in an Institution
would be met, drives, motivating an individual to perform such role, would be strongest.
The previously mentioned simplified example from the market-monetary system
illustrates how characteristics of this economic system influence motivation to behave in a
certain manner. As needs high on the hierarchy are not satisfied and as earning money is
perceived as a behaviour which ultimately results in the satisfaction of these needs, a person
tends not to be motivated to perform unpaid roles which could satisfy his emotional needs
instead of enabling him to earn money.
The Sustainable System would be designed to maximise the level of satisfaction of all
needs for all members of society, and some of these needs could only be satisfied by
performing roles in Institutions.

A person strives toward the satisfaction of all his needs. If all his needs, except those
which could be satisfied by performing a role in an Institution, would be satisfied, a
person would then strive toward satisfying these other remaining needs. As he would
perceive performing a particular role in an Institution as means of satisfying these
needs, drives would take place, motivating him to perform this role. As all other needs
would be satisfied by the Sustainable System without his effort, no drives, stronger
than those motivating him to perform this role, would take place.
As an individual may be naturally talented and inclined to perform certain types of roles, if a
role would be designed to comply with his Trait Group, performing such a role would satisfy
various needs, primarily some emotional needs relatively low on the hierarchy, especially
needs for self-actualization (Maslow).
As Institutions would be designed as groups of people striving together toward a
common goal, the level of cohesiveness of society would be maximised as cohesiveness would
take place in Institutions, meaning that all members of Institutions would in cooperation
strive toward common goals of an Institution and therefore toward goals of society. Such an
environment could by itself satisfy various needs that could not be satisfied outside such
cohesive groups, such as in informal groups outside of Institutions.
This type of social environment would resemble tribal society, where natural human
behaviour evolved. The human species evolved to form deep interpersonal relationships in
such cooperative groups. Social and emotional needs could be satisfied to a maximum extent
in groups, in cooperation striving toward common goal, which represents another
opportunity for Institutions to motivate individuals to perform roles.
As concepts and values, promoting cooperation between individuals would also be a part
of particular Institution’s micro culture, this cooperative environment would also be
reinforced through learned behaviour. In order to enable the highest probability of
cooperation and meaningful interpersonal relationships forming between members of
Institutions, which would further increase the chances of the satisfaction of some of their
social and emotional needs, designs of Institutions would include an optimal mix of Trait
Groups. As individuals of a particular Trait Group can cooperate and form meaningful
interpersonal relationships better with individuals of particular Trait Groups than with others,
this optimal mix would enable the highest chances of cooperation and the satisfaction of their
members’ needs.
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As a person strives toward the satisfaction of all needs, a general tendency would exist
that people would want to perform roles in Institutions as long as performing these roles
would not hinder the satisfaction of other particular needs. If for example the intensity and
duration of work per day would exceed a particular level, causing negative impact on health
or leaving no time to spend with family, thus negatively impacting a person’s chances of
reproduction, the satisfaction of needs that are high on the hierarchy of needs would be
hindered. If so, strong drives, demotivating a person to perform a role would take place,
motivating him to satisfy these needs, the precondition of which would be not performing
his role in an Institution.
The perception of roles in Institutions as means of needs satisfaction would be a
prerequisite for drives that would motivate a person to perform these roles taking place. As
perception is influenced by learned behaviour, global culture would, through concepts and
values that an individual would internalize, enable such a perception. Global culture in
cooperative society, such as society, organized by the Sustainable System would inevitably
form in a manner to include concepts and values which would enable the perception of the
importance of performing roles as means of satisfying one’s needs, as well as means of
contributing to society.
However, at this point we have to mention that as an individual tends to prioritize his
own needs over those of society (except in situations of extreme crisis), the perception of
performing roles as means of satisfying needs would be a prerequisite for a person being
motivated to perform them.
Needs, satisfied by performing roles, suitable for person’s Trait Group, and by
interacting with people in a cohesive group could generally not be satisfied outside of
Institutions. As the Sustainable System would be designed to maximise the level of
satisfaction of all needs for all members of the population, as is required by the Principle of
Sustainability, it would be necessary to enable performing roles in Institutions for every
member of the population who would desire to do so. A minimum number of work hours
per day and minimum intensity of work when performing particular roles would have to be
part of Institutions’ design.
Although a particular individual could potentially desire to join a particular Institution,
ultimate decision regarding individuals who could join a particular Institution would have to
be conducted by members of this Institution. If firm rules that would exclude personal
opinions, would be used in this selection process, furthermore if the selection processes
would be conducted in a transparent manner, chances of errors in judgements and chances
of conflicts with rejected candidates would be minimised. The selection process would start
with the pool of potential members, previously educated and trained to some extent. As it
would be previously understood by members of the population that roles in Institutions are
available, decisions would be made for one to educate and train oneself prior to entering this
pool of candidates. Also active members of other Institutions could be included in the pool
of candidates, as the flow of individuals between Institutions would be enabled.
As individuals would differ in capabilities necessary for performing particular roles, some
individuals would not be able to join particular Institutions. Only the most capable individuals
would be accepted into Institutions in the Strategic Government, the roles of which would
rank as highly important for the functioning of the Sustainable System. The importance of
roles performed by particular Institutions for the functioning and progress of the Sustainable
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System would tend to translate into criteria regarding the selection of candidates. This means
that potential members, rejected by particular Institutions, would eventually be accepted into
Institutions with less strict criteria.
The fact that Institutions would be ranked based on their importance for the functioning
of the Sustainable System, this would mean that in situations when the most important
Institutions would require new members or when such Institutions would have to be newly
formed (such as Institutions within the Strategic Government, number of which would
constantly change), these Institutions could, if no other possibilities would exist, potentially
source members from least important Institutions, which could in extreme cases even cease
their functioning.
In order to ensure that every member of society who would be willing to perform a role
in Institutions would have the opportunity to do so, the design of the web of Institutions
would have to take into account potential errors. A safety margin would have to be included
in the design. If an unpredicted change in the number of members was to occur, other
Elements of Society would not be impacted. This means that more members than the
minimum number of members could be accepted into these Institutions without causing any
changes in their organizational structures and functioning, along with no changes required in
other Elements of Society.
However, if such a safety margin would not suffice, new Institutions could be formed as
other Elements of Society would also include safety margin. If a new Institution would be
formed, Production would be flexible enough to produce new buildings and equipment
without major changes in its Production Processes.
The process of designing Institutions would be aimed toward creating types of
Institutions, which could be duplicated in the Sustainable System or be able to perform
different roles with slight modifications.
At this point, the four groups of Institutions, which would have to be designed in order
for the Sustainable System to function and develop through time, will be defined.
First group: Institutions, which would ensure the functioning of the General
Framework of Society
Designed to enable the functioning and progress of the Sustainable System, the General
Framework of Society would in its essence be a group of Institutions, which would by
performing their particular roles enable the Sustainable System to function and ensure its
progress. This group of Institutions would determine solutions to problems regarding any
aspect of society, determine necessary changes in all Elements of Society, implement these
changes and furthermore determine and implement the necessary changes in the Rules,
including the Rules regarding the General Framework of Society.
An Institution, as part of the Strategic Government, which would coordinate research
processes needed for determining the closest approximation of an optimal solution to a
particular problem, could be considered an Institution from this group.
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Second group: Institutions, which would ensure the functioning of all Production
Processes within the Production Framework
The Production Framework, forming Production as an Element of Society, would ensure the
production, distribution, maintenance, recycling or discarding of any tangible product within
the Sustainable System. The functioning of Elements of Society would therefore be enabled
by Production Processes within the Production Framework as tangible products would be
needed for Elements of Society to function. Institutions, which would provide human input
into Production Processes, enabling them to transform inputs into outputs, would essentially
be responsible for the production, use, and recycling or discarding of any tangible product in
society (unless a particular Production Process would be fully automated).
An Institution, for example, providing human input in a form of providing machine
supervisors to a largely automated Production Process, could be regarded as an Institution
from this group.
Third group: Institutions, which would conduct scientific and technological research
and transfer knowledge.
Three types of Institutions would be included in this set of Institutions. The first type would
be Institutions that would conduct basic and applied scientific research, ultimately resulting
in new technologies being developed.
The second type would be Institutions, which would educate the public regarding the
results of basic and applied scientific research and new technological developments.
Furthermore, these Institutions would provide individuals with the knowledge of how to
search for information and conduct one’s own research.
The third type of these Institutions would be those training individuals to be able to
conduct particular roles in particular Institutions.
Fourth group: Institutions, which would ensure that the Principle of Sustainability is
not breached, and ensure the cohesiveness of society
The fourth set of Institutions would include those that would not belong to any of the three
mentioned categories, and would be needed to prevent any aspect of the Sustainable System
from breaching the Principle of Sustainability, so that society would remain cohesive. This
set of Institutions would include many different types of Institutions, differing greatly in their
roles and organizational structures.
At this point it has to be mentioned that due to the importance of not breaching the
Principle of Sustainability the existence of such set of Institutions would be vital.
One part of Institutions from this set of Institutions would oversee actions and the
functioning of other Institutions in order for them not to breach the Principle of
Sustainability. These Institutions would be called “Monitoring Institutions”. Another part of
Institutions from this set of Institutions would perform particular tasks to support other
Institutions in order for them to perform their tasks without breaching the Principle of
Sustainability or would directly ensure that particular aspects of the Sustainable System would
be in compliance with the Principle of Sustainability. These Institutions would be called
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“Operative Institutions”. Institutions could perform the role of Monitoring and Operative
Institutions simultaneously.
Institutions ensuring the cohesiveness of society would perform tasks needed to be
performed in particular situations in order for society to function. An example of such a task
would be intervention in the case that an Institution would experience a shortage of people
to perform particular roles. By conducting targeted communication, therefore informing
particular groups of people about these roles, such Institutions would aim toward creating
interest to perform them and therefore ensuring that a sufficient number of capable and
motivated individuals would join Institutions that would indicate a shortage of members.
The same type of Institutions would intervene in situations where undesirable roles
would occur for a short period of time in particular Institutions. Additional motivating factors
in the form of products and services could potentially be used to motivate potential members
of these Institutions to perform such roles, until performing these roles would no longer be
necessary. Due to offering exclusive products and services to a particular group of people
and not to others, tensions would tend to appear, as some individuals would have access to
these products and services, while others would not. These same Institutions or particular
Monitoring Institutions would have to oversee the offering of such products and services and
the impact of this form of additional motivation on social stability, as unequal access to
products and services could result in such instability.
If the need for health would not be satisfied to the maximum possible extent, a breach
of the Principle of Sustainability would occur. In this case, hospitals as Institutions would be
used, representing Institutions from the group of Institutions charged with preventing such
breaches.
An Institution, monitoring the functioning of Institutions in the Strategic Government
in order to prevent the breach of any of the Principle of Sustainability’s criterion, which could
occur in the case of errors in their functioning, would be included in this set of Institutions.
Our final example would be an Institution, which would provide the general population
with access to works of art as means to satisfy some emotional needs. Such an Institution
would therefore prevent the breach of the Principle of Sustainability by ensuring the
satisfaction of particular (generally emotional) needs of individuals.
5.3 The General Framework of Society
The General Framework of Society would define relations between the general population
and Institutions, which would through time solve problems regarding any aspect of society
and determine and implement changes in the Sustainable System. Every society, larger than
tribal societies, where personal acquaintance between all members of society is not possible,
needs formal leadership in order to prevent it from becoming fragmented.
The design of the General Framework of Society would be based on the requirement
that no criterion of the Principle of Sustainability is breached. Its design would be based on
requirements that all solutions to problems would at a particular point in time have to
represent the closest approximations of optimal solutions to problems, furthermore that the
speed of implementing the necessary changes would have to be maximised.
At this point the primary task of the Institute’s research when designing the General
Framework of Society as an Element of Society will be defined.
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Primary task: Taking all criteria of the Principle of Sustainability as the basis, develop
the Static Design of the General Framework of Society when the Sustainable System
would already have been established and would be fully functional. The design of the
General Framework of Society would have to define relations between the general
population and Institutions, which would solve problems and make decisions
regarding changes, needed to be implemented in any aspect of society, while also
enabling that each change, determined as necessary to be implemented, would
represent the closest approximation of an optimal solution to a problem, and that
these changes would be implemented as quickly and efficiently as possible. Relations
between the general population and these Institutions would have to be designed in
a manner that the level of cohesiveness of society would be maximised. The General
Framework of Society would have to be developed in interconnection with other
Elements of Society as a single system.
As the General Framework of Society would essentially determine relations between
Institutions as part of the General Framework of Society, creating the Static Design of the
General Framework of Society would essentially mean creating the Static Design of
Institutions forming it and being part of the Static Design of the web of Institutions as an
Element of Society. The Static Design of Institutions would consist of a web of Institutions
when the Sustainable System would already have been established and this web of Institutions
would be designed in a manner that would perpetuate unchanged through time.
As the possibility of errors when designing Elements of Society would exist, these
Institutions (as all other types of Institutions) would have to be designed in a manner to allow
for increases or decreases in the number of members or in hours and/or in the intensity of
their work to a particular percentage.
The General Framework of Society would define roles of Institutions that would solve
problems, make decisions regarding changes needed to be implemented in society, and
implement these changes. It would define the outline of their functioning and their internal
processes, and would define how the general population would be involved in the problemsolving processes within these Institutions.
Institutions forming the General Framework of Society would be designed to determine
the closest approximations of solutions to problems, representing the basis for decisionmaking regarding changes needed to be implemented in the Sustainable System and
implementations of the changes. These Institutions would have to be the only institutions,
making decisions and implementing changes in any Element of Society or in the Rules.
The criterion of the Principle of Sustainability, requiring that research processes aimed
toward determining the closest approximations of optimal solutions to problems regarding
any aspect of society and representing the basis for decisions regarding changes implemented
in society, have to consider all arguments provided and determine the closest approximations
of optimal solutions to problems by considering these arguments, ultimately accepting or
rejecting them based on the scientific method, would represent the basis for the design of
these research processes.
Another criterion of the Principle of Sustainability requires that by providing arguments
to research processes aimed toward determining the closest approximations of solutions to
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problems regarding any aspect of society and being based on the scientific method, every
individual in society has to be able to influence all these research processes and therefore
influence all decisions regarding changes, implemented in any aspect of society. This criterion
also requires that willingness of individuals to provide arguments to these research processes
has to be maximised. This criterion would represent the basis for determining the relationship
between the general population and Institutions coordinating these research processes This
essentially means that every individual within the general population would have to be able
to provide arguments to the research processes aimed toward determining the closest
approximations of optimal solutions to problems regarding any aspect of society, while
particular Institutions would have to conduct communication, maximizing their willingness
to provide these arguments.
As the General Framework of Society would be designed based on these two criteria of
the Principle of Sustainability, this framework would have to include a set of Institutions
coordinating problem-solving processes using the most reliable method of determining the
closest approximations of optimal decisions, which is the scientific method.
Every research process in this set of Institutions would be based on a problem regarding
any aspect of society which would need to be solved, as without problems the Sustainable
System would not need to change. The scientific method is a method of determining the
closest approximation of the truth or the closest approximation to an optimal solution to a
problem based on arguments provided to the scientific debate. The main characteristics of
these arguments are, in order to comply to requirements of the scientific method, that they
have to be based on observable and verifiable facts, that they have to include a sufficient level
of logic, that experiments, the results of which are provided as arguments to a particular
scientific debate, have to be replicable, and that technical solutions have to be tested to an
extent that would include sufficient certainty of their functioning.
If the scientific method is properly applied, every possible problem can be researched
and the closest approximation of an optimal solution to this problem determined at a certain
point in time. If changes implemented in the Sustainable System would represent the closest
approximations of optimal solutions to problems, the chances of the functioning and
progress of society would be maximised.
In order to comply with the Principle of Sustainability’s requirement that every member
of the general population would have to be able to influence the mentioned problem-solving
processes; arguments, provided by any individual in society (including members of
Institutions that would form the General Framework of Society) would have to be considered
and ultimately either accepted or rejected following the scientific method. By enabling this,
the chances that sufficient amount of information would be provided to scientific debates
would be maximised and therefore the chances that the closest approximation of the truth
would be determined in each debate would be maximised.
As scientific debates would include provided arguments and counter arguments, either
supporting or rejecting original arguments, ultimately the closest approximation of an optimal
solution to a problem could be determined through rational consensus. Every member of the
population would have to be able to provide original arguments or counter arguments and
these arguments would then be considered in these debates.
Such a process, however, would have to be coordinated by Institutions conducting
problem-solving processes within the General Framework of Society. The term “Strategic
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Government” will be used when referring to such Institutions. Together with supporting
Institutions, the Strategic Government would identify problems, which would be in line with
reality and needed to be solved (from range of problems, possibly communicated by any
member of the general population or any Institution), determine which arguments (from
which branches of basic or applied sciences) would have to be provided to the research
processes, and attract such arguments through particular Institutions, conducting
communication to target experts or Institutions, stating the need for arguments as well as
motivating them to provide their own arguments.
Prompting arguments would also be conducted by communicating the need for
additional research to be carried out by Research and Development Institutions in order to
gather additional data and/or prove or disprove a particular hypothesis.
Institutions as integral parts of the Strategic Government would at a certain point in time
determine when rational consensus regarding the closest approximation of an optimal
solution to a problem would have been determined. If no rational consensus would take
place, additional research would be needed in order for the closest approximation of an
optimal solution to be determined with a sufficient level of certainty, as required by the
scientific method.
Along with every individual being able to provide arguments to the research processes,
every individual would also have to be able to communicate problems regarding any aspect
of society. Such problems would be (by following rigorous rules) determined by support
Institutions of the Strategic Government as in line with reality or not, thus determined if they
are to be solved or not. In this manner, the chances that problems would be identified and
solved would be highest. Problems would have to be rejected in accordance with strict rules
(excluding personal opinions), which would determine the characteristics of realistic
problems and those problems that are not in line with reality. An explanation for the rejection
would also have to be provided. Such a process would have to be conducted transparently
and communicated to the general population as the perception would have to take place that
no problems are rejected based on personal opinions of individuals being part of the Strategic
Government. As the general population would be able to communicate problems to the
Strategic Government and provide arguments to problem-solving processes, and as every
communicated problem or argument would have to be considered, every individual would be
able to influence these problem-solving-processes regarding any aspect of society, ultimately
impacting their own lives.
In this manner, the level of cohesiveness of society would be maximised as every
individual would have the option to contribute toward a common goal of society and would
generally not feel excluded from decision-making processes, which, after all, would impact
his own life. Indirectly, this perception would play a role in preventing the breach of the
Principle of Sustainability’s criterion, which requires the presence of conditions that allow for
the maximisation of voluntary contribution by members of society toward a common goal.
As the perception of non-exclusion from the problem-solving and decision-making processes
in society is a prerequisite for this criterion not to be breached, the General Framework of
Society, enabling the participation of all members of the general population in these
processes, would be a suitable aspect of the design of the General Framework of Society.
No decision-making would be tied to a single person or be based on this person’s
decision-making power, for this would violate the scientific method. The general population
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would therefore not appoint a particular person by entrusting him with the power to solve
problems and make decisions regarding any aspect of the Sustainable System, as problemsolving and decision-making processes would be conducted by the Strategic Government,
where no individual alone would have decision-making power.
The fact that the general population would be able to provide arguments to the research
processes, with none of these arguments rejected without reason (possible reason being only
that an argument is not in line with reality and therefore not being compliant with the
scientific method) and rejections being conducted transparently, would essentially represent
“true democracy”, meaning that the general population would actually be involved in all
decisions that would impact their lives.
As the number of problems needed to be solved, and therefore the requirements for
Institutions coordinating problem-solving processes, would increase or decrease through
time, Institutions in the Strategic Government would form or cease to function according to
the number of problems being solved and requirements for them to be solved. The Strategic
Government would therefore be able to adjust to requirements of problem-solving and would
be able to make decisions regarding changes needed to be implemented in any aspect of the
Sustainable System without being overwhelmed by tasks at hand.
As problem-solving, decision-making and the implementation of changes in the
Sustainable System would be extremely important processes, there would simply be no room
for errors. The functioning of the Strategic Government would be monitored by particular
Monitoring Institutions, which would, in the event of errors, report a problem to the Strategic
Government. The Strategic Government could, due to design of its problem-solving
processes, solve problems regarding its own functioning, as its problem-solving processes
would not be tied to opinions of any particular person and therefore no personal interests
could influence these processes.
As Institutions could be newly formed when a particular problem would need to be
solved, influence of any interests of any person on the forming of new Institutions and on
the appointing of their members would be removed by a randomly selected group of existing
members of Institutions of the Strategic Government starting this process according to
predefined rules. The process of forming new Institutions and appointing their members
would therefore be done in accordance with strict rules, which would prevent personal
opinions of this group of individuals to play any a role in this process. The Strategic
Government would therefore be able to determine the closest approximation of an optimal
solution to any problem without the risk of personal interests influencing the problem-solving
processes, which would even enable solving problems regarding the Strategic Government’s
own functioning.
Finally, the process of implementing changes in the Sustainable System, if a closer
approximation of an optimal solution would be determined through problem-solving
processes performed by the Strategic Government, would have to be designed based on the
criterion of the Principle of Sustainability, which requires that the time between the creation
of knowledge and its implementation into society has to be minimised. As a closer
approximation of an optimal solution could be regarded as “new knowledge” and as the
implementation of this solution into society could be regarded as the “implementation of new
knowledge”, minimising this time by creating a process of implementing changes in a way
that these changes would be implemented as quickly and efficiently as possible, would be
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required in order not to breach this criterion. Institutions, designed differently than those
belonging to the Strategic Government, would have to be used in order to make this process
as quick and efficient as possible, as the problem-solving processes in the Strategic
Government that would have to comply with the scientific method would by their design be
slow. Institutions, being able to take day-to-day decisions when implementing changes, would
have to be used and therefore Institutions, following instructions regarding implementation
of changes, provided by the Strategic Government, while having limited decision-making
power, would have to be used.
According to a particular change, needed to be implemented, a set of Institutions would
have to be newly formed and their members selected as response to new changes (similarly
to any Institution being newly formed in the Strategic Government) by random group of
individuals, following strict rules. When referring to these Institutions, coordinating processes
of implementing changes, while strictly following instructions, provided by the Strategic
Government, and having limited decision-making power, the term “Operative Government”
will be used. As the Operative Government would coordinate the implementation of changes,
a final set of Institutions, appointed by the Operative Government, would have to be used,
which would either be in direct contact with Institutions, where changes would have to be
implemented, or cooperate with Institutions, which would be implementing changes, or
implement changes by themselves. The term “Executive Teams” will be used when referring
to these Institutions, the roles of which would be to directly implement changes in the
Sustainable System, having no or little decision-making power and having to follow strict
instructions provided by Institutions of the Operative Government.
As Institutions would form the General Framework of Society, these Institutions as an
Element of Society would have to be designed in interconnection with other Elements of
Society in order to be able to perform their roles. If for example an Institution would require
information system which would process data needed for conducting scientific debates and
enabling the general population to participate in these debates by providing arguments,
Production as an Element of Society would have to produce, distribute, maintain, recycle or
discard hardware and software, needed for such an information system to work.
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Figure 2: An outline of the General Framework of Society and its Institutions
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Figure 2 illustrates processes of identifying problems, processes of solving problems within
the Strategic Government, and processes of implementing changes in the Sustainable System.
This figure also illustrates the relationship between individuals from the general population
(some being members of Institutions) and all Institutions in the Sustainable System, including
the Strategic Government. All individuals from the general population and all members of
Institutions (including members of Institutions as part of the General Framework of Society)
could communicate problems and by providing arguments participate in problem-solving
processes.
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5.4 Cities
Cities would essentially be systems of tangible products, produced, distributed, maintained,
recycled or discarded by Production as an Element of Society. Cities as systems of tangible
products would be designed to satisfy human needs, along with enabling all other Elements
of Society to function. As Cities would be centres of human life and represent the main
habitats for people, geographical location of a particular City would determine to which
extent human needs would be satisfied by the natural environment and to which extent by
the use of tangible products. This would be important due to the human species having
evolved in such a way that our needs can be satisfied better in a particular natural environment
compared to other, less suitable environments. Less suitable environments would for example
require more extensive use of products to satisfy human needs, such as colder climates with
less sunlight per day requiring more extensive use of heating elements and/or artificial
sunlight.
As the Sustainable System would be designed as a whole, Cities would also have to be
designed as a whole and would not randomly change through time, but instead change only
if more optimal solutions to problems regarding any of their aspects would be determined
through problem-solving processes within the Strategic Government (as described in the
previous chapter).
At this point the primary task of the Institute’s research when designing Cities as an
Element of Society will be defined.
Primary task: Taking all criteria of the Principle of Sustainability as a basis, develop
the global Static Design of Cities at a point in time when the Sustainable System
would already have been established and would be fully functional. Cities would have
to be developed in interconnection with other Elements of Society as a single system.
The global Static Design of Cities at a certain point in time would essentially represent the
most optimal global design of Cities as geographically distributed systems of tangible
products. Although the Static Design would be created globally, representing the most
optimal layout of Cities in terms of geography, additional versions of this design, being
created separately for each country, all probably representing a less optimal layout in terms
of geography, would also be created. Furthermore, versions with already developed and
potential technologies would be created.
Cities would be groups of tangible products, the production of which would be
conducted by the Production Framework; therefore the Static Design of Cities would be
interconnected with the Static Design of the Production Framework. All tangible products,
being integral parts of Cities, would have to be produced, distributed, maintained, recycled or
discarded, and replacement products produced and distributed in order for Cities to
perpetuate unchanged through time as determined by the Static Design.
As the possibility of error in the design of any Element of Society would exist, Cities as
habitats for people would have to be designed in a manner that would allow for the decreases
or increases in the population without any changes having to be made in the actual designs
of Cities themselves.
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Before we continue, it has to be defined which products would actually be considered as
parts of a City. Such products would generally be products, which would be durable and
access to which would potentially (although not necessarily) be provided not only to one
individual or one Institution, but to multiple individuals or Institutions. Furthermore, such
products would not be considered as parts of any other Element of Society. Any building
within a City for example would be considered as part of a City. As an individual would live
in the building, the tooth brush he would use would not be considered as part of a City, but
instead part of Production as an Element of Society, as it would be meant to be used only by
this individual and then recycled. If an Institution would conduct its activities in this building,
the same principle would apply. A pen, used by member of an Institution, would also be
considered as part of Production as an Element of Society as it would be meant to be used
by members of this Institution only and then recycled. A city lamp, being a durable product,
would be a part of a City as it would be used by various, nonspecific people. A road inside a
City or vehicles on this road would, however, although being integrated into the City’s design,
not be considered parts of this City, but rather as parts of Transport as an Element of Society,
which would be developed as a single system with this City.
As Cities would be habitats for people, their designs would have to start with the most
suitable locations, which a particular number of people would inhabit. In later phases these
locations would be adjusted in a way that would enable the functioning of all Elements of
Society as a single system in a most optimized and efficient manner, while minimising the
breach of all criteria of the Principle of Sustainability.
A City’s design would start with taking previous research conducted by the Institute into
consideration. The most suitable locations for the human species would have already been
identified during the creation of the Static Design, and also predictions would have been
made regarding the size of the population at the predicted time of the Sustainable System
being established. Such numbers, however, would only be rough predictions and a margin
for error would have to be included in the design. These predictions would have to consider
trends in the economy and wider society within the existing socio-economic system, which
would perpetuate until the Target State of the Sustainable System would be established. As
the actual size of the population could deviate from the predicted size, just like all Elements
of Society, Cities would have to be designed to allow unpredictable changes in sizes of their
populations in particular percentage of their total populations without requiring changes of
their designs to be made. Yet if unpredictable changes were to occur, as all other Elements
of Society would also be designed to allow for changes, Cities could be enlarged to allow for
increases in their populations.
After the size of the global population would roughly have been determined and after
locations where Cities as main habitats for people could be established would have been
pinpointed (these locations would have to be determined based on previously conducted
research of locations, most suitable for the human species in terms of their potential for the
satisfaction of some physiological and psychological needs), Cities could start being designed.
If we only consider the criterion of the Principle of Sustainability, which requires maximising
the level of optimization and efficiency, if the natural environment would satisfy human needs
to a greater extent, the natural environment would disburden the Production Framework or
Institutions as tangible products or services would otherwise have to be used to satisfy human
needs in environments that would be less suitable for the human species.
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Moreover, if two Cities would be located in two different natural environments, the first
being more appealing for people and by itself satisfying human needs to a higher extent (such
as a coastal location with a warm climate and a lot of sunlight per year), and the second being
radically less appealing and by itself satisfying needs to a lower extent, people would tend to
want to inhabit the first location. If it would not be possible that all the people would inhabit
the first location due the City not being able to accept so many inhabitants, tensions would
tend to occur, potentially resulting in social instability, as one group of people would have a
significant advantage in needs satisfaction over another group. As tensions are in conflict
with the Principle of Sustainability, such a situation would have to be avoided by equalizing
the level of needs satisfaction in both Cities through enabling the use of tangible products
and/or through Institutions conducting roles directly connected to the satisfaction of
individuals’ needs in order for people to find living in both Cities equally appealing. As the
natural environment could hardly be completely simulated by products (such as replacing
natural sunlight with artificial sunlight or replacing the sea with pools), inhabitants of a City
in a less appealing location would probably have to have access to products or services,
satisfying other needs to a greater extent than the extent to which these other needs would
be satisfied for the inhabitants of a City in a more favourable environment, in order for both
locations to be equally appealing. Yet this could unlikely be carried out completely without
breaching the Principle of Sustainability, for this would mean that individuals without access
to these products and services would not have these needs satisfied like they would if these
exclusive products and services would be used, as otherwise such products and services would
not play a role in an individual’s desire to reside in a less appealing location than in a more
appealing one.
In the event that the entire global population would exceed the number of people still
possible to fit into Cities in most suitable and appealing locations, such a breach would be
required to ensure stability of society in terms of every member of society being able to
inhabit a desired City. In order for exclusive products and services to affect individuals’
motivation to inhabit a City, the lack of satisfaction of needs, which could be satisfied by
using these products and services, would deliberately have to be included in the design of the
Sustainable System. Needs low on the hierarchy could potentially be included in this group
of needs. In any case, such a breach of the Principle of Sustainability would have to be avoided
by considering all options available.
As the version of Static Design, which would include potential technologies would be
created, it would represent targets for the development of new technologies (before or during
the Transition) aimed at opening new possibilities to inhabit locations by means of products
satisfying human needs on particular locations, making such locations more attractive, or
aimed at opening new possibilities to establish Cities on previously uninhabitable locations.
The process of determining inhabitable locations would rely on already available
technologies, while some locations, determined as uninhabitable due to the lack of
appropriate technologies (such as a location, which could not provide enough water for a
City to function, but after the development of needed technology becoming inhabitable),
could later be labelled as inhabitable if particular potential technologies were to be developed.
Targets could be provided to Research and Development Institutions to develop such
technologies even during the Transition, or at the latest after establishing the Sustainable
System, making it predictable that such technologies would be developed and particular Cities
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moved, as every tangible product would be designed to be recyclable to maximum extent and
therefore recycling parts of Cities would be possible to be conducted efficiently.
The abovementioned illustrates how various possibilities would exist, and ultimately,
even if a short-term breach of the Principle of Sustainability would have to take place in order
to ensure social stability, advances in technology could open up new possibilities, resulting in
solutions, not causing a breach of the Principle of Sustainability.
Cities would be designed to allow for changes in their populations according to personal
preferences and access to a home would be provided to another person if the previous
inhabitant were to choose to move to another City. Changes of permanent residence, along
with temporary changes in population (due to various reasons, such as temporary
requirements of particular Institutions, housing their members for the duration of a particular
project, or seasonal tourism) would have to be considered in a City’s design, and therefore
unused capacities included in the design, allowing for unpredictable changes in population.
Such flexibility would be required to prevent tensions occurring in situations where
individuals would not be able to inhabit location they would prefer at a given moment.
However, as mentioned before, the design of a City would, besides unused capacities, have
to include the enlargement of a City without this affecting the existing City’s design, e.g. in
the event of an increase in population beyond its capacity, allowing for this unpredictable
increase of population by being enlarged. As all Elements of Society would be developed as
a single system, the flexibility of all Elements of Society would have to be included in the
design to allow for production of tangible products and an increase in the number of
Institutions in the event where a particular City would have to be enlarged.
Various aspects, aimed toward minimising the breach of the Principle of Sustainability
would have to be included in the design of Cities. To mention just a few, minimising the
impact on the environment could potentially require the location of a City to be reconsidered
or a City’s design to include measures for the environmental preservation. Impact on human
health would have to be considered when designing intra city transport, as noise and pollution
for example can have a negative effect on human health. As the Principle of Sustainability
requires maximising optimization and efficiency, production facilities producing products
used by inhabitants of a particular City would have to be located nearby in order for distances
to be minimised. If a production facility could not be moved to a different location, moving
the very location of a City closer to the production facility would have to be considered, if
this would not breach any other or even the same criterion of the Principle of Sustainability.
Finally, focusing on optimization and efficiency, we can note that a particular minimal
size of a City would ultimately have to take place in order for this City to function. Possibilities
of Institutions meeting the requirements of a City’s functioning would largely be determined
by the distances people would be able to travel using particular means of transport. If for
example a City would have too few inhabitants, Institutions, the roles of which would be to
ensure the functioning of a particular aspect of this City, could not attract enough members
from the City itself. A simplified example would be that of a City with 1000 inhabitants and
only 50 (5%) of these inhabitants would be suitable to work in a fire fighting institution that
would require a minimum of 100 people to be able to protect a City with 3000 inhabitants
from fire. This Institution would have to be located near or inside a City in order to quickly
respond to fires. Such an Institution could not exist in a City of such a size, as it would have
to transport people daily from another City 6 hours’ drive away. It would therefore not be
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able to recruit enough members as no individual would desire to drive 12 hours per day.
However, if a City would have 2000 inhabitants, with 100 inhabitants (5%) suitable to be
members of this fire fighting Institution, this Institution could exist in this City and could
recruit enough members to support a City of this size.
Although this example is simplified, it illustrates that a particular minimal size of a City
would have to exist in order for it to function, for people, being members of Institutions,
would inhabit a City and particular Institutions would require these people. When developed
as a single system, with all other Elements of Society in place, the optimal size of a particular
City could be determined.
5.5 Transport
People and products would need to be transported by means of transport within City
boundaries and outside the Cities. Transport would be essential for the functioning of all
Elements of Society and would also be characterized by an extensive use of energy.
Optimization and efficiency would therefore be especially important when designing
Transport.
Transport of products would be a part of the Production Framework as an input into
another Production Process. Transporting a product from point A to point B would require
a Production Process, with output being the transported product. By referring to means of
production in the Production Process that performs transport, we essentially mean means of
transport.
Transport of individuals would not be conducted by a Production Process, but instead
by a product used by individuals. The production of this product, making it available for use
and recycling or discarding it after the end of its service life, would however be conducted by
Production Processes.
At this point the primary task of the Institute’s research when designing Transport as an
Element of Society will be defined.
Primary task: Taking all criteria of the Principle of Sustainability as a basis, develop
the Static Design of Transport when the Sustainable System would already have been
established and would be fully functional. Transport would have to be developed in
interconnection with other Elements of Society as a single system.
When a product would be transported, Transport as an Element of Society would be an
integral part of the Production Framework. This means that the definition of the Static
Design of Transport as an Element of Society would be identical to the definition of the
Production Framework’s Static Design, with the exception of output being a transported
product.
The Static Design essentially means that Transport, as a set of Production Processes or
products used by individuals, would be designed so as to take place at the time when the
Sustainable System would be fully established, and would without any changes perpetuate
through time.
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The Static Design of Transport would be developed as a global design with technologies
already available at the time of designing it and additional country-specific versions including
potential technologies would also be created.
As the possibility of error in the design of any Elements of Society would exist, Transport
would be designed to be flexible, meaning that decreases or increases in outputs in certain
percentages of the total output would be possible without changes being required in any
means of production used by any Production Process or in products used by transported
individuals.
The means of transport or products used by transported individuals could take various
forms and would depend on what would be transported. If people would need to be
transported, a train and railroad tracks would be regarded as means of transport (product
used) and in order for this train to operate, Production, Distribution, Maintenance, Recycling
or Discarding as Production Processes would need to be included during the train’s service
life.
If electricity would be distributed from an energy production facility to a City, the
Transport would be regarded as input into the Production Process distributing electricity only
when a tangible product as means of energy storage would be transported. An example would
be the transport of charged batteries. However, if the electric grid (wires and transformers)
would be used to transport energy, this electric grid would essentially represent the means of
production of Distribution (of energy) as a Production Process, not including Transport.
Despite being part of the Production Framework or product used, Transport is
considered a separate Element of Society due to its importance for the functioning of the
Sustainable System and its sheer scale in society. Movement of mass requires energy. The
more complex the Production Framework would become through time, the more mass
would probably need to be transported, requiring more energy in the event that technologies
utilized in Transport would remain the same.
Transport in terms of inputs used in Production Processes that would perform transport
or enable means of transport to be used by individuals, would not only impact the Production
Framework as a whole, but also enable or even disable the functioning and progress of the
Sustainable System as a whole in the event that technologies used in Transport, could not
prevent the breach of the Principle of Sustainability. An example of such technology would
be one enabling the use of heavily polluting means of transport only, inevitably causing harm
to people and the environment.
The development and implementation of technologies used in Transport would have to
be considered a priority due to the importance of Transport for the Production Framework
and therefore the Sustainable System as a whole. For example, if Transport would enable
quick movements of people between Cities, it would lower demands for capacities of Cities,
as less need for housing temporary visitors would be required due to them being able to travel
quickly enough to visit a City and leave in a single day. However, quick and efficient transport
of people would enable efficient communication between them due to the possibility of
quickly visiting particular people. As personal communication is more natural than
communication through means of communication (e.g. a video call), such form of
communication is generally more effective and interpersonal relationships are easier to be
established in this way. Quick and efficient transport would improve the level of cohesiveness
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of society due to more personal contact between members of Institutions or members of the
general population being possible.
Efficiency of Transport could not be pursued if any other criterion of the Principle of
Sustainability would be breached. Speed of transport, for example, could not be pursued if
danger for human health (e.g. danger of accidents) would be present, therefore technologies,
minimising the breach of any criterion of the Principle of Sustainability would have to be
developed and implemented.
5.6 Energy
Energy would be required for Production Processes in the Production Framework to
function, and the more energy would be available to be used as input into Production
Processes, the more possibilities for Production Processes to be developed would exist.
Energy as an Element of Society would be part of the Production Framework as an input
into another Production Process. Energy would be considered as a separate Element of
Society due to representing the very foundation of the Production Framework. Therefore,
the availability of energy performing work in Production Processes would significantly
influence limits in the level of development of Production as an Element of Society.
At this point we the primary task of the Institute’s research when designing Energy as
an Element of Society will be defined.
Primary task: Taking all criteria of the Principle of Sustainability as a basis, develop
the Static Design of energy production and distribution when the Sustainable System
would have already been established and would be fully functional. Energy
production and distribution would have to be developed in interconnection with other
Elements of Society as a single system.
Energy as an Element of Society would be an integral part of the Production Framework,
which means that the definition of the Static Design of Energy as an Element of Society
would be identical to the definition of the Static Design of the Production Framework, taking
into consideration that output would be energy in the form required by Production Processes.
The Static Design would essentially mean that Energy as a set of Production Processes
would be designed to take place when the Sustainable System would be fully established, and
would without any changes perpetuate through time. The Static Design would assume that
all means of production for all Production Processes would have already been produced,
would be fully functional and would be used by Production Processes, ultimately providing
energy required by Production Processes.
The Static Design of Energy as an Element of Society would be developed as a global
design with technologies already available at the time of designing it. As the possibility of
error in the design of any Elements of Society would exist, Energy as an Element of Society
would be designed to be flexible, meaning that decreases or increases in outputs in a certain
percentage of the total output would be possible without changing any means of production
in any Production Processes in Energy as an Element of Society.
As energy is stored in various natural resources, such as energy chemically stored in
particular molecules (e.g. hydrocarbons), or energy stored in atoms (and released through
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nuclear fission or fusion), or energy stored as potential energy (such as water at altitude,
releasing energy when lowered), or energy in a form of kinetic energy (energy stored in
moving mass), the production of energy essentially means transforming the means, in which
energy is stored into energy, which could be used to perform work in Production Processes.
As Production Processes that would produce energy would generally be characterized by the
use of natural resources, the production of energy would be heavily dependent on the
availability of natural resources in the form of means in which energy would be stored, and
technologies would have to be utilized to transform these means into forms of energy usable
for Production Processes as an input.
Generally speaking, Production and Distribution of energy would be Production
Processes, used in order for the Energy to perform its role as an input into Production
Processes.
Energy production could be performed by Production Processes, transforming natural
resources or products into usable forms of energy (such as extracting oil from the ground or
refining oil already extracted from ground). Energy distribution would be a Production
Process needed for energy to become available for those Production Processes which would
require it. Energy distribution would use various inputs, such as transport as an input, needed
for the transport of means of energy storage (e.g. oil barrels or charged batteries) from one
location to another. Means of production, used in Distribution as a Production Process,
would for example include facilities, where energy would be stored prior, during or after
transport.
Other Production Processes, such as Maintenance, would not be considered as
Production Processes directly connected to Energy as an Element of Society, but would
enable inputs into energy production or distribution to perform their function. If a barrel
would represent a product used as means of energy storage by the distribution of energy as a
Production Process, it would be maintained to perform its function as an input. If a
transformer would be used in the distribution of energy, it would be maintained to perform
its function as a means of production (input). Same would hold true for Recycling and
Discarding as Production Processes.
The development and implementation of technologies used for the production of energy
would be due to the abovementioned considered a high priority in order to enable production
of the highest amounts of energy with a minimal breach of the Principle of Sustainability, as
the availability of energy would significantly impacts the possibilities of development of the
Production Framework.
As energy is stored in various means throughout the universe, with high probability that
not all means have yet been discovered by science, along with technologies not yet been
developed to enable the production of energy from these means, Energy as an Element of
Society would be characterized by constantly being influenced by Research Institutions,
conducting basic scientific research and exploring new possibilities regarding energy
production from various possible means of energy storage.
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6 AN OVERVIEW OF THE SUSTAINABLE SOCIO-ECONOMIC SYSTEM, AN
OVERVIEW OF THE MARKET-MONETARY DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM, AND A
COMPARISON BETWEEN BOTH SYSTEMS
The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of the Sustainable System, logically determined to be created
by the Institute, taking into consideration that the Principle of Sustainability would have to be applied in all
its aspects.
Also provided will be an overview of the market-monetary democratic system, originating from the TradeBased Production System (the term used when excluding money as means of exchange in order to point to trade
as the reason for certain phenomena), in order to provide the reader with an understanding of the differences
between the two socio-economic systems. In addition to an overview of the characteristics of the market-monetary
democratic system, an overview of main tendencies determining the development of a market-monetary economy
through time shall also be provided.
6.1 An overview of human society, characterized by the Trade-Based Production
System as the economic system, and an overview of the main characteristics of the
Trade-Based Production System
The currently prevailing market-monetary democratic system is a product of a long evolution
of the socio-economic system, having started at a point in time when human species started
to implement technologies which enabled a more efficient production of food, leaving
humans with free time and energy to pursue other activities.
With the arrival of agriculture, the environment stopped being the main source of food
and the immediate environment of tribal societies stopped being a limiting factor in the
maximum number of individuals in such societies. Human societies started to grow in
numbers, and first permanent settlements appeared.
As technologies were developed and were implemented in agriculture, the production of
food became more efficient in terms of labour required and therefore some members of
society could pursue other activities. Besides producing food, members of society could start
producing other products and providing other services (the term “production of products
and services” will be used later in this chapter). Furthermore, free time enabled such societies
also to conduct scientific research and to develop new technologies.
Psychological traits of the human species evolved through a long period of time so as to
maximise the chances of the survival and reproduction of mankind. As small tribal societies
were the prevailing form of human society throughout history, human behaviour evolved in
such societies. Behaviour of human species evolved to generally prioritize the survival and
reproduction (reproduction including an individual ensuring survival of his children) of each
individual before the survival and reproduction of others, however, as an individual’s chances
of survival and reproduction were higher in a tribe than on his own, human behaviour evolved
in a manner that individuals were motivated to strive toward ensuring the survival of the tribe
as a whole. By doing so, they indirectly maximised their own chances of survival and
reproduction.
As the sharing of resources between members of society maximises the chances of a
society’s survival and prosperity, human behaviour evolved so that as long as members of
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society are acquainted, cooperation and the sharing of resources between members of society
is possible.
On the other hand, the sharing of resources with members of other tribes, who an
individual is not acquainted with, does not necessarily maximise the chances of an individual’s
or his tribe’s survival, as members of the other tribe might not provide anything beneficial
for the individual’s survival and reproduction and for his tribe’s survival and prosperity in
return, due to their psychological traits generally not motivating them to share with
individuals they are not acquainted with.
Human behaviour evolved in a way that an individual becomes motivated to share
resources or cooperate in any other manner with other members of society due to his own
chances of survival and reproduction being maximised by doing so. Although some form of
competition, such as competition in mating, existed in tribal societies, these societies were
characterized by cooperation and resources were shared between their members.
Tribal societies were cohesive, meaning that members of a tribe shared resources among
themselves and that a tribe as a whole strived toward a common goal. However, as other
tribes potentially represented competition for resources essential for survival, a certain level
of competition was present between individuals from different tribes.
Human behaviour evolved in a manner that would maximise the chances of an
individual’s survival and reproduction by enabling him to be motivated to behave in a certain
manner in certain situations. In order to understand the impact of natural human behaviour
on society, it should now briefly be analysed how selected aspects of human behaviour work.
The model, which will be used to describe the process of a person becoming motivated
to perform a particular action in order to achieve a particular goal will consist of concepts
such as learned human behaviour, natural human behaviour, the satisfaction of needs, the
means of needs satisfaction, and drives ultimately motivating a person to perform particular
actions.
Every human being has needs, essentially representing whatever a human being requires
in order for his psychological and physiological health to be maximised, in order for him to
live as long as possible and in order to have maximum possible chances of reproduction.
Depending on the importance of a particular need for an individual’s survival and
reproduction at a particular moment (this importance of needs can vary from person to
person and can also differ in regards to the same person between one point in time and
another), needs have a hierarchy of importance. Drives motivating a person to behave in a
way, aiming toward satisfying a particular need high on the hierarchy, are generally (exceptions
are possible) stronger than drives motivating him to satisfy needs lower on the hierarchy. If
a particular physiological need, such as the need for water, is not satisfied, as is not a particular
social need, a drive motivating an individual to satisfy his need for water would be stronger
than the one motivating him to satisfying this particular social need. This would result in an
individual performing actions aimed toward the satisfaction of the need for water first.
Ultimately, every individual strives toward the satisfaction of all needs, and whenever a need
is not satisfied, drives take place, which motivate him to do so. A drive is a psychological
state, which occurs when a particular human need is not satisfied. This psychological state
motivates a person to behave in a particular way, aiming toward satisfying this need. As
mentioned before, the strength of drives is ultimately connected to the position of a need not
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being satisfied on the hierarchy of needs. Drives, however, are present when a particular need
is not satisfied and also when a person becomes motivated to behave in a particular way.
Human behaviour is divided into natural human behaviour and learned human
behaviour. Natural human behaviour is a part of human behaviour that an individual
possesses from birth and does not in any aspect acquire through interaction with his
environment. Learned human behaviour is part of human behaviour that an individual
acquires solely through interaction with his environment.
Drives, which take place at a moment a particular need is not satisfied, are due to needs
not being part of learned human behaviour, triggered solely based on natural human
behaviour. Drives motivating a person to behave in a particular manner, aiming toward
satisfying a particular need, are triggered by natural human behaviour, however, learned
behaviour influences the perception of means of needs satisfaction, determining how natural
behaviour is triggered and which drives ultimately take place. If we consider hunger as a drive,
present when the need for food is not satisfied, this drive, originating from natural human
behaviour, motivates an individual to seek food. A drive motivating a person to go to a
particular supermarket is however influenced by learned human behaviour, which due to past
experience influences the individual to perceive the supermarket as means of satisfying the
need for food. In this case natural behaviour is triggered in a way that drive is produced
motivating an individual to go to a particular supermarket, the prerequisite for which were
concepts internalized by this individual (learned behaviour).
In short, as a result of interaction with the environment, learned behaviour impacts the
perception of means of needs satisfaction, triggering drives that motivate an individual to
perform particular actions in order to satisfy his needs. Whenever a need is not satisfied,
natural human behaviour triggers drives, the strength of which is correlated to the position
of this need on the hierarchy of human needs, with drives being stronger when needs higher
on the hierarchy are not satisfied. In this book the processes of motivation will be explained
using this model.
As human behaviour evolved through time in tribal societies, Trait Groups (see term
“Trait Group” in the Glossary of Terms) determined at birth (therefore part of natural human
behaviour) evolved to ensure the cohesiveness of human societies.
A Trait Group is a set of interconnected psychological traits that are determined at birth
and therefore represent a part of natural human behaviour. Trait Groups influence an
individual’s behaviour and most notably influence the types of roles (roles with particular
characteristics) that an individual is naturally inclined to perform and possesses the right
talents to do so. Shares of each Trait Group within the human population can roughly be
determined, as Trait Groups are arguably randomly distributed within the human population.
A Trait Group of an individual also determines his interactions with individuals of other Trait
Groups, essentially meaning that an individual of a particular Trait Group can more
effectively communicate and form relationships with individuals of particular Trait Groups
than with individuals of other Trait Groups.
The chances of the survival and prosperity of tribal societies were maximised if their
members performed different tasks and shared amongst each other. Natural human
behaviour evolved in a manner that enabled the division of tasks without strict rules being
established within a tribe. This division was based on an individual’s preferences and talents
determined at birth, resulting in an individual voluntarily striving to perform a particular task
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within his tribe. The set of psychological traits determined at birth, which we call Trait
Groups, enabled the division of tasks within a tribe. Furthermore, as individuals of a particular
Trait Group communicated and formed relationships differently with individuals of particular
Trait Groups than with individuals of other Trait Groups, a Trait Group as part of natural
behaviour determined subgroups within a tribe, which needed to take place in order for the
tribe to have maximum chances of survival and prosperity.
An individual of a particular Trait Group naturally desires and is talented to perform
activities or roles with particular common characteristics. A wide range of possible roles to
be performed by an individual of a particular Trait Group can exist, with all potential roles
having particular characteristics in common.
As an individual of a particular Trait Group is naturally motivated to perform particular
activities and/or to communicate and form relationships with individuals of particular Trait
Groups, this fact indicates that drives can take place motivating him to strive toward
performing these activities and/or toward communicating and forming relationships with
individuals of particular Trait Groups. The presence of these drives, triggered by natural
human behaviour, points to needs not being satisfied without performing the
abovementioned actions.
Without performing these desired activities or communicating or forming relationships
with individuals of particular Trait Groups, some of an individual’s needs (most notably some
social and emotional needs, along with needs for self-actualization) are not being satisfied,
prompting an individual to strive toward satisfying these needs. If these needs cannot be
satisfied, drives motivating him to do so persist. This psychological mechanism enables the
performance of various roles and the forming of subgroups within human society.
Natural human behaviour developed in a manner, which enabled the cohesiveness of
small tribal societies, members of which were personally acquainted. It therefore enabled the
division of tasks, along with enabling subgroups appearing within tribal societies.
However, learned human behaviour plays a vital role in an individual’s perception of
means of satisfaction of his needs, ultimately influencing his processes of motivation to
conduct particular actions. Ultimately, drives motivating an individual to behave in a manner
that would enable the cohesiveness of society, enable the division of roles within it and enable
the forming of subgroups, depend on an individual’s perception of means of needs
satisfaction, determined by his past and current interaction with the environment, therefore
by learned behaviour.
The set of concepts and values, internalized and communicated further by members of
a particular society, is regarded as culture within this society. Culture as a set of concepts and
values is through time developed by individuals in society, is passed to other individuals, and
these individuals through their actions and communication pass it on to other individuals. A
common characteristic of cultures tends to be that concepts and values representing the basis
of a particular culture if internalized reinforce individuals’ behaviour in line with behaviour
perceived by the majority of the population to be beneficial for the functioning of society.
In tribal societies, where cooperation and sharing was inevitably perceived as desirable
behaviour for the functioning of society, culture promoting such behaviour developed and
individuals internalized the concepts and values forming this culture. As they internalized
these concepts and values, they behaved in this manner and communicated these concepts
and values further. As an individual interacted with his environment, he perceived sharing
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with other individuals as beneficial as he, based on previous experience and internalized
concepts and values, expected that sharing with other people would ultimately result in other
people sharing with him. By doing so, his physiological needs for example are expected to be
satisfied by sharing resources with others and receiving food in return. This reciprocal
behaviour is possible if sharing is perceived as means of satisfying needs in the future.
Furthermore, as such behaviour is emotionally rewarded by other individuals and as social
bonds between an individual sharing and other members of society are expected to be
strengthened, particular social and emotional needs are expected to be satisfied by sharing.
As for example the satisfaction of social needs can be linked to reproduction (e.g.
strengthening bonds with potential mates), drives motivating an individual to share can be
very strong based on expectations of satisfying social needs.
Such mechanisms are not possible in a society where individuals are not acquainted, as
an individual perceives that sharing with other individuals would not ultimately result in his
needs being satisfied, for it would not be expected that they would share something in return
and that social bonds with them would be strengthened. In such a situation, learned behaviour
prevents drives motivating an individual to share from taking place.
A society, an individual inclined toward cooperation and sharing interacts with, has to
be characterized by culture, consisting of concepts and values, which, if internalized, can
cause the perception that cooperative behaviour would ultimately result in the satisfaction of
an individual’s needs. Whenever such conditions are not present, natural behaviour no longer
by itself enables the cohesiveness of society, as learned behaviour (internalized concepts and
values) causes the perception of such behaviour not leading to the satisfaction of an
individual’s needs.
The previously described psychological mechanism, which evolved in small tribal
societies, no longer by itself enabled the cohesiveness of societies that were larger than the
maximum size where personal acquaintance would be possible. After the advent of agriculture
and growth of societies’ populations, a socio-economic system defined by particular rules and
characterized by institutions enforcing these rules would inevitably have to take place in order
to prevent such societies from breaking up.
The size of populations, exceeding numbers still making personal acquaintance between
individuals possible, no longer allowed for human behavioural traits to ensure sharing
between members of society. Trading something of (perceived) value for something of value
between individuals or groups of individuals inevitably took place, and as in every trade
situation both parties tend to strive toward maximising benefits from trade, meaning receiving
as much as possible when trading something of value, trade causes competition instead of
cooperation through sharing. Therefore, sharing is essentially eradicated by the introduction
of trade.
A prerequisite for trade to take place is ownership and protection of ownership. Trading
societies require a form of leadership that would protect ownership of anything of value (the
term “assets” will be used for anything of value and/or anything with potential to produce
value when referring to the market-monetary economic system). Societies, the economic
systems within which were based on competition, could no longer function without a strong
leadership, which through its institutions enforced ownership and prevented an individual or
group of individuals from taking something of value without trading something of value in
return.
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The fact that something has value and that it can be traded for something else of value
requires it to be scarce. Whatever is freely available for everyone in society cannot be traded
for something of value and therefore cannot be part of an economy within the economic
system, which we call the “Trade-Based Production System” (this term is referred to when
pointing out that trade is the reason for particular phenomena and not money as means of
exchange). With the advent of trade, scarcity inevitably takes place, translating into the
impossibility that all output of an economy within the Trade-Based Production System is
available for everyone in society, inevitably resulting in inequality in asset ownership.
At this point, terminology shall start being used that is more in line with the terminology
in economic theory. The terminology used from this point on has already been explained in
chapter 1 of Part One, and also in the Glossary of Terms.
Anything produced by an economy within the Trade-Based Production System has to
be scarce in order for its price when traded not be zero, therefore being less than the costs
of production. Although particular products or services could be available for every
Economic Subject (ultimately for every individual in society) based on a particular Economic
Subject (most notably the leadership of society) subsidizing their production or buying these
products or services and freely distributing them to every individual, all products and services
cannot be available for every individual in society, as it is impossible for any Economic
Subject to have assets available to subsidize production of every product and service. In such
a scenario, the economic system would cease to be trade-based and would instead become
the centrally planned system.
Scarcity is ultimately interconnected with inequality in accumulated assets, as inevitably
some individuals (when analysing inequality in accumulated assets the focus will be on
individuals in society instead of on Economic Subjects) cannot afford to trade assets or
services of sufficient value to afford particular assets or services (if everyone could afford
them, they would stop being scarce and cease to represent a part of the economy). As certain
individuals perform better as Economic Subjects and therefore accumulate more assets than
others in the same period of time, inequality in accumulated assets increases through time.
As ownership has to be protected in an economy within the Trade-Based Production
System, unless at some point the leadership of society prohibits further accumulation of assets
(for example through taxation), some individuals accumulate assets further.
The Trade-Based Production System inevitably causes competition in trading assets and
services. For example, if a product is traded, Economic Subjects with lower costs of acquiring
or producing products they put on the market tend to profit more or are able to sell them at
a lower price (taking the market share from their competitors) and therefore accumulate
assets at a faster pace than their competitors. Economic Subjects with more accumulated
assets tend to have advantages in costs of acquiring products or in costs of producing
products they put on market, as they can possibly acquire them in higher quantities and at a
lower price, or are able to invest more into production processes, resulting in lower costs of
production per unit of product, outcompeting competitors, which are unable to do so.
Economic Subjects with more accumulated assets tend to have various advantages in
trade and tend to accumulate assets at a faster pace than Economic Subjects with less
accumulated assets, which contributes to the rise in inequality in accumulated assets through
time if ownership of assets is protected and not interfered in by the leadership of society. At
this point it should be pointed out that as money as means of exchange and the impact of
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money supply on trends regarding inequality in accumulated assets have not yet become part
of the analysis, the latter still involves the Trade-Based Production System.
As every individual is essentially an Economic Subject, the lack of his performance in
trading could potentially threaten his existence if physiological needs could not be satisfied.
The success of the Trade-Based Production System has throughout history been the result of
such a system creating an environment, which strongly motivates an individual to play the
role of an Economic Subject and to participate in the production of products and services,
representing means of satisfaction of needs of the general population. However, such
economic system is competitive and due to scarcity and inequality does not satisfy needs of
all individuals in society equally.
As products and services produced by the economy are means of satisfaction of human
needs, inequality in accumulated assets (some assets can be traded for products and services
as means of needs satisfaction) results in inequality in the level of needs satisfaction between
members of society.
As scarcity is perceived as ever present, as it is expected to perpetuate, and as needs for
safety are relatively high on the hierarchy of needs, strong drives tend to take place motivating
an individual to protect himself from scarcity by accumulating assets to the highest extent
perceived as necessary, as accumulated assets are perceived as means of protection from
scarcity.
An economy within the Trade-Based Production System cannot function with high
safety net provided by the leadership of society (meaning that the leadership provides a large
number of products and services and/or products and services of high quality to individuals
who do not trade anything of value in return), as such intervention would remove the
incentive for participating in the economy as an Economic Subject. Furthermore, an
extremely high safety net is not possible as the leadership of society has low purchasing power
compared to the total value (in terms of all prices combined) of all the Traded Assets and
services in the economy.
The safety, which the leadership of society provides can vary, yet an upper limit always
exists. The leadership cannot remove inequality in accumulated assets and scarcity of the
majority of products and services, as this would undermine the foundations of the TradeBased Production System, resulting in the economy becoming planned, meaning that the
leadership of society would organize production and distribution of products and services
directly. The feasibility of such a partially or completely planned economy will be analysed
later.
The lower the safety provided by the leadership of society the higher the risk of an
individual not having needs high on the hierarchy of needs satisfied if not receiving sufficient
benefits from trade. As survival and reproduction are essentially at stake in such
circumstances, and as benefiting from trade is perceived as means of satisfying these needs
(learned behaviour influencing perception), an individual is strongly motivated to benefit
from trade and therefore to perform a role as an Economic Subject.
Human behaviour evolved so that an individual’s outstanding achievements (indirectly
indicating his high capabilities) are perceived as desirable by other members of society (as
they are beneficial for the survival and prosperity of the human species) and therefore social
status of such an individual tends to be raised. A high social status tends to raise an
individual’s chances of reproduction, as capabilities are a factor considered by potential mates
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(the perception of the importance of this factor varies between genders and between different
individuals). Additionally, a high social status tends to result in a higher level of satisfaction
of particular needs, most notably some social or emotional needs, along with resulting in
higher chances of other individuals sharing resources with a person of higher social status. In
the Trade-Based Production System, individuals who perform better tend to accumulate
more assets, which indirectly indicates their higher capabilities (e.g. higher cognitive
capabilities). A tendency therefore exists that such an individual is perceived as being highly
capable, which tends to influence his social status. Concepts and values forming culture in
such a system tend to enable such a perception.
The strength of drives motivating an individual to strive toward attaining a higher social
status through displaying high capabilities varies from individual to individual. Individuals,
who experience strong drives motivating them to strive toward high social status, tend to
strive toward accumulating more assets as they are perceived as means of acquiring high social
status. The perception of accumulated assets as an indicator of high capabilities tends to take
place as a consequence of interaction with culture, which promotes the accumulation of
assets. As such behaviour is actually beneficial for the functioning of an economy within the
Trade-Based Production System and therefore for the stability of society itself (an individual
motivated to accumulate assets tends to be motivated to perform his role as an Economic
Subject), concepts and values promoting such behaviour tend to form culture in such a
society.
The Trade-Based Production System requires competition between individuals in
society, leading to an individual having to weigh his options of sharing with other individuals
or not, which is similar as when considering sharing with members of another tribe. As the
system is competitive and as concepts and values forming culture in such society promote
competition, an individual tends to perceive competitive behaviour as desirable even in
circumstances where individuals are personally acquainted.
A competitive society results in interpersonal relationships being more difficult to be
established than in a cooperative society, where human behaviour originally evolved. In such
an environment, the satisfaction of social needs tends to be hindered.
In a tribal environment, where Trait Groups and other aspects of natural behaviour
evolved so as to maximise the chances of survival of the human species, roles needed to be
performed by individuals were generally aligned with shares of particular Trait Groups within
the population. The alignment of shares of particular types of roles within a typical tribe with
shares of individuals of particular Trait Groups enabled individuals to voluntarily perform
roles they naturally desired and were talented for, and therefore performing these roles led to
their needs being satisfied.
As the Trade-Based Production System essentially forces individuals to perform
particular roles, not necessarily having characteristics, which individuals having to perform
them naturally desire and are talented for performing them, in such a system it is inevitable
that some needs, which can be satisfied only by performing a role suitable for an individual’s
Trait Group, are not satisfied for a certain share of the population.
In the Trade-Based Production System, due to inequality and scarcity, some needs, which
can potentially be satisfied by products and services, remain unsatisfied for a particular share
of the population. Moreover, as characteristics of roles that individuals perform are
determined based on the desire for maximum profitability of an Economic Subject providing
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individuals with an opportunity to perform particular roles (such as offering employment),
the tendency that a share of the population performs roles not in line with their Trait Groups
exists, resulting in particular needs (most notably some emotional needs, some social needs,
and needs for self-actualization) not being satisfied for a certain share of the population. As
the system is competitive, needs, which can potentially be satisfied through interpersonal
relationships inevitably tend not to be satisfied for a certain share of the population due to
the fact that in a competitive environment forming of interpersonal relationships is hindered
by psychological mechanisms that consider a competing individual as a member of a
competing tribe.
As needs are not satisfied for some members of the population, some individuals strive
toward acquiring the perceived means of satisfaction of their needs by taking them from other
individuals. Tensions within society therefore tend to take place.
Ultimately, the economy satisfies human needs through products and services.
Production of products and services (the term “production of services” will be used instead
of the term “providing services” in order to analyse it in parallel with production of products),
making products available for use through distribution and maintenance, along with recycling
them or discarding them, has at times when the Trade-Based Production System developed
and when the sustainability of the economic system had not been considered, been regarded
as the primary purpose of the economy.
The willingness to trade something of value for products or services is based on the
potential buyer’s desire for a particular product or service and on his purchasing power
(largely depending on his accumulated assets). In such an economic system products and
services, which are produced, are selected based on desires of individuals with a particular
purchasing power. Due to inequality in accumulated assets the selection of products and
services produced in the economy is not in line with the requirement for the needs satisfaction
of every member of society. Desires of potential buyers with the highest purchasing power
ultimately determine the selection of products and services to be produced. These desires do
not necessarily reflect particular product’s or service’s potential to satisfy needs, but instead
reflect the perceived satisfaction of needs, which could in some cases be influenced by the
Economic Subject producing or trading a product or a service (such as modern marketing
communication). Additionally, desires can be based on drives motivating an individual to
protect himself from scarcity (e.g. through accumulating products expected to hold value
through time) or on drives motivating him to raise his social status (e.g. through purchasing
luxury products or through accumulating large quantities of particular products).
Based on the abovementioned, it can be concluded that the tendency exists for excessive
production of products and services, compared to needs of individuals being satisfied by
them (production of products and services ultimately purchased by individuals, who already
have needs satisfied to a high level, while part of the population does not have their needs
high on the hierarchy satisfied).
The fact that production processes represent the very core of an economy within the
Trade-Based Production System, the fact that production processes are owned by Economic
Subjects, which are ultimately owned by individuals with their individual interests, as well as
the fact that individuals provide human input into particular production processes, result in
interests of these individuals influencing decisions what is produced and how it is produced.
As individuals receive benefits from these production processes and as these benefits
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represent means of satisfaction of their needs, furthermore as particular needs have to be
satisfied continuously and therefore individuals potentially having to continuously receive
benefits (which is the case in an economic system, where the leadership of society provides a
low level of safety), however generally preferring to receive them sooner than later, the
tendency for a short-term orientation of production processes exists.
Individuals, who rely on constant incomes from production processes (such as
employees in a production process), cannot postpone receiving these benefits for a long time,
as their needs high on the hierarchy (such as the need for food) can potentially not be satisfied
during the period of not receiving benefits. Individuals, who are not in such a position due
to having more accumulated assets, however, tend to be interested in accumulating assets
further and in receiving benefits as quickly as possible (such as owners of a production
process interested in receiving a share of the profits regularly and are not willing to postpone
receiving them for long periods of time).
Due to the limited lifetime of a human being and due to particular goals an individual
has at particular points of his life and/or at particular points of lives of his children,
postponing receiving benefits (enabling him or his children to reach these goals) in order for
a production process to invest into projects potentially bringing benefits after a long period
of time, while not providing short-term benefits, cannot be conducted indefinitely.
Production processes in the Trade-Based Production System therefore generally cannot
pursue goals bringing benefits only after a long time.
Large scale projects or the implementation of new technologies, resulting in a significant
number of production processes being negatively impacted and therefore resulting in a
significant number of owners and employees losing their incomes or their previous
investments, are not feasible in an economy within the Trade-Based Production System. Such
projects are thus not in the interest of production processes currently producing and trading,
along with not being in the interest of the leadership of society potentially experiencing a high
level of public pressure in the event of a significant number of individuals in society losing
their incomes and/or accumulated assets (loss of assets due to reduced values of production
processes they own).
A well-performing economy is considered as a priority by Economic Subjects as well as
by the leadership of society. As performance of the economy is essential for social stability,
hindering short-term economic performance in order to prevent Economic Subjects from
causing harm to people or to the environment, or in order to pursue long-term goals, is
generally not feasible in an economy within the Trade-Based Production System.
The abovementioned causes the tendency to consider harmful effects on people or the
natural environment as externalities, which tend to be disregarded until Economic Subjects
incur costs and/or lower revenues (resulting in lower profitability) as a direct consequence of
causing these externalities.
The primary institution in society preventing externalities is the leadership of society,
which has the power to stop particular externalities from occurring. However, in the
democratic system, public pressure determines the leadership’s options regarding the
prevention of externalities. The leadership can pass laws and enforce them through its
institutions. When deciding whether to do so or not, it weighs the severity of externalities
(severity of harm to people or to the environment) and the consequences of preventing them
for economic performance. If for example a factory, which employs small numbers of people,
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would seriously damage the health of people living nearby, public pressure would tend to take
place in favour of closing down the factory (or demand investments to be made in order to
prevent this damage to human health). This public pressure would probably be stronger than
potential public pressure in the case of loss of this small number of workplaces and the loss
incurred by owners of the factory. If damage to human health would be moderate and if the
number of workplaces lost if closing down the factory would be high, public pressure could
potentially be stronger in the case of loss of a large number of workplaces than public pressure
in favour of preventing pollution. In this case, the leadership would probably not take action
to prevent this type of externality.
The options of the leadership regarding the prevention of externalities are therefore
limited. Furthermore, as national economies have to remain competitive against other
national economies, regulated by separate leaderships and each having its own attitude toward
externalities, options of preventing externalities to a degree, which would cause significant
economic costs to Economic Subjects, and/or to a degree, which would cause them to lose
international competitiveness, would be limited. As the position of the leadership in its
country and the position of the country in the international environment are impacted by the
performance of the country’s economy, hindering economic performance would tend not to
be perceived as desirable by the leadership.
Every production process directly or indirectly (through other production processes,
providing inputs) uses natural resources. Depletion of natural resources (the rate of their
extraction exceeding the rate of their regeneration) is considered as an externality and this
externality tends to be prevented only if Economic Subjects depleting a particular natural
resources incur costs and/or lose revenues (resulting in lower profitability) as a direct
consequence of this depletion during their orientation period. As costs are ultimately
determined by the price of a natural resource, and as this price is based on supply and demand,
until natural resources are plentiful, their prices tend to be low compared to when natural
resources are approaching complete depletion.
Until a particular natural resource is plentiful and its price considered low, it would be in
the interest of production processes to use it as an input if it would prove to be the best
alternative in terms of the ratio between price of inputs and price of output. Raising the price
of this natural resource by restricting its use (possibly conducted by the leadership) would
therefore hinder performance of production processes.
As an institution able to intervene in the case of depletion of a natural resource, the
leadership, just as when considering other externalities, has to weigh the importance of
preventing the depletion against the negative impact on economic performance. Timing plays
a role in such decision-making, and if depletion of a particular natural resource is considered
in the near future, potentially having harmful consequences for the economy if being
depleted, the leadership could intervene in its price and/or in its availability through various
means.
However, as a more likely scenario is that the orientation of the leadership and that of
production processes using a particular natural resource, are shorter-term than the period
until actual depletion of this natural resource, it tends to be depleted to a point when its price
actually rises above the maximum price still enabling profits for production processes using
it.
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As short-term performance of the economy is a priority over long-term strategic goals
regarding the depletion of natural resources, natural resources tend to be extracted at a
maximum possible rate if they enable lower costs of production than alternative natural
resources enabling production of the same output.
As production processes and the leadership tend to be short-term oriented, in the case
of a particular natural resource being useful as an input for a large share of production
processes in the economy (representing the best option compared to alternative inputs) and
this natural resources being abundant and not expected to be depleted for a long period of
time, significant investments tend to be made through time into production processes,
resulting in the development and implementation of technologies and in the accumulation of
means of production in these production processes, so as to use this natural resource as an
input. Furthermore, as production processes, which could use an alternative natural resource
are not being established and as investments into the development and implementation of
new technologies, along with into the accumulation of means of production used in these
alternative production processes, are not being made, a large share of the economy essentially
develops around a natural resource, which will eventually be depleted. If the case of its
depletion, extremely harmful consequences for the economy and wider society could occur,
as the economy would not be able to quickly adapt to the use of alternative natural resources
as inputs.
Trade in products and services leads to competition in their production. If only one
producer would produce a product or service, the price he could charge when trading it could
be as high as buyers would be willing to pay. If strong desires for this product or service,
along with high purchasing power of potential buyers, would exist, profit potential would
tend to be high, as the price would be determined by one producer. In the case that the price
of a particular product would not be kept low by the only producer (e.g. a production process
owned by the leadership of society as the only producer pricing a product low due to strategic
reasons), high profit potential would tend to lead to competitive production processes being
established, resulting in downward price pressure.
Competition is a characteristic of the Trade-Based Production System and as it takes
place, production processes producing a particular product or service are multiplied. A
tendency exists for production of all such products and services not to be optimized due to
multiple production processes not reaching economies of scale equal to theoretical
economies of scale in the event that one production process would produce the total quantity
on the market. Economies of scale most notably take place due to more efficient means of
production used when production quantities are higher (higher quantities make it economical
to purchase more efficient means of production, which are able to produce a product or
service at a lower cost per unit, ultimately lowered due to savings in inputs).
Multiplying production of a single type of product or service (products and services of a
single type tend to be moderately modified by separate producers in order to distinguish them
from competition) leads to multiplication of research and development, therefore to multiple
investments being made into similar research and development. Scientific research
(representing basis for technological development) and development of technologies
conducted by a single research department (or an institute) would be more efficient compared
to these processes being conducted multiple times in parallel research departments, not
sharing resources and research results. As competition tends to take place in the production
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of the majority of products and services in the economy (due to monopolies tending to attract
new competitors and due to monopolistic production processes owned by the leadership
reflecting its share of the economy in terms of its purchasing power, which tends to be small
in an economy that is to a high extent trade-based, not planned), the development of new
technologies tends to be multiplied in production processes developing and producing the
majority of products and services within the economy.
Furthermore, as production processes have to be competitive, resources are placed into
retaining a competitive edge (e.g. resources placed into sales and marketing departments or
into market research), therefore the fact that competition exists means that additional
products and services have to be produced (e.g. market research as a service and products
used as inputs into the production process producing this market research as an output) and
that resources have to be placed into their production.
The fact that production processes are generally short-term oriented due to individuals
preferring receiving short-term benefits over receiving them in the long run, investments tend
to be made so that this goal is achieved.
This short-term orientation reflects on the development of new technologies and on
their implementation, along with reflecting on the accumulation of means of production in a
way that new technologies are only gradually being developed and implemented, and that
means of production are only gradually being accumulated. A tendency exists for the
development and implementation of new technologies, along with the accumulation of means
of production, to reflect the interests of producers to retain a competitive edge, while realizing
the highest short-term profits. The abovementioned technology development and
implementation and the abovementioned accumulation of means of production tend not to
be conducted to the extent that is technically possible or most efficient in the long run.
Minimising investments to a point where the selling price and sales quantities of a product or
service remain sufficiently high for profits to be maximised is a logical approach toward
maximising short-term profits.
As production processes considering making investments are short-term oriented and as
investments tend to be aimed toward maximising short-term profits, technological progress
and accumulation of means of production tend to be hindered in the Trade-Based Production
System.
If we focus on product design (services will at this point not be considered), the
development of new technologies aimed toward improvements of existing products or
toward introductions of new products tends to be gradual and tends to reflect the interest for
maximising short-term profitability.
Product design tends to reflect the interest for short-term profitability through
minimising costs of production to the point where the selling price remains high enough for
short-term profitability to be maximised. This reflects in products’ features and in their
durability (we can regard combination of both as quality), both tending to be below what is
technically possible. In the case of designing a product in a way that it would be as technically
advanced as possible, the increase in costs of production compared to a product, which would
not be so technically advanced, could exceed the increase in selling price (tending not to
increase proportionately with the increase in product’s quality as a consequence of the buyer’s
perception of a product, possibly influenced by his lack of understanding of all aspects of the
product and/or by the fact that his desires have been triggered by marketing communication).
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Product design in the Trade-Based Production System is impacted by the fact that all
production processes connected to a particular product throughout its service life tend to be
short-term oriented. As production, distribution, maintenance, recycling and discarding are
the five production processes connected to a product throughout its service life, they all
impact the design of a particular product.
The fact that each of the five production processes strives toward maximising its shortterm profitability, the fact that it is possible for them to be interconnected in terms of
ownership and the fact that Economic Subjects owning production processes in an economy
within the Trade-Based Production System consider externalities or depletion of natural
resources only if they incur direct costs and/or lower revenues as a direct consequence of
causing these externalities or the abovementioned depletion, have a profound impact on
product design.
If maintenance is a separate production process, maximising its profitability, and if
production and maintenance are connected in terms of ownership and/or in terms of sharing
profits, the design of a product created by the production process producing it could reflect
this in a way that the product requires more maintenance than technically possible, if this
characteristic of the product does not negatively impact its selling price and/or sales quantities
to an extent that overall profitability of both production processes is lowered.
If recycling is a production process, which is in terms of ownership and/or sharing
profits not connected to the production process designing and producing a product, product
design might not include the maximisation of its recyclability, therefore the product (or large
share of its parts) would have to be discarded after the end of its service life. This lack of
recyclability represents suboptimal conservation of natural resources (indirectly contributing
to their possible depletion), as products (intermediary products), ultimately requiring natural
resources as an input when produced, would not be reclaimed through recycling.
As externalities are not considered by Economic Subjects owning production processes
unless costs are incurred and/or revenues are lowered as a direct consequence of causing
them, product design reflects this through potentially causing externalities (such as pollution
when used) if buyers do not consider this externality damaging enough to prompt them to
pay less for the product or buy less products.
Interests of distribution (e.g. requiring multiple versions of the same type of product in
order to pursue a particular distribution strategy or sourcing and selling products in a way
that these products have to travel long distances) and interests of discarding (e.g. discarding
as a production process being interconnected in terms of ownership with the production
process designing a product and producing it, resulting in product not being designed as
recyclable) can also influence product design. The tendency that some products in the
economy are not as durable as technically possible, requiring more maintenance than
technically possible and not being as recyclable as technically possible, essentially means that
resources tend to be wasted in an economy within the Trade-Based Production System.
Short-term orientation of Economic Subjects limits possibilities of new products or
services being introduced. Investments required for their introduction and the level of
disruption of the economy determine the feasibility of their introduction despite their
potential long-term benefits to the economy and/or wider society.
Accumulated assets, which could be invested into production processes needed for a
new product or service to be introduced (the term “project” will be used for this), tend to be
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preferred to be invested into production providing short-term benefits to investors than to
be invested in a way to provide long-term benefits. The amount of expected benefits
determines the attractiveness of such investments, yet limits regarding time lag between an
investment being made and benefits being reaped exist due to owners, employees and
suppliers of production processes requiring or wanting to receive benefits periodically, each
having their own latest acceptable point in time when benefits have to be received. If for
example a particular Economic Subject would be deciding whether or not to make an
investment into a project, potentially bringing in first profits after 30 years, it would not be
possible for this Economic Subject to accept such a time lag (excluding the possibility of
external borrowing) due to its employees and suppliers demanding benefits to be received
during this time. It would therefore be decided not to make such an investment. However,
even if employees and suppliers of this Economic Subject would accept such a time lag, its
owners would tend to choose investing into and existing production process providing them
with first profits after one year even if these profits would be lower.
The level of disruption of the economy, potentially caused by the introduction of a
particular product, determines the feasibility of its introduction. The willingness of investors
to invest into introduction of this product, the resistance of producers, which could
potentially be negatively impacted if these were introduced, and the interests of the leadership
ultimately determine whether this product would be introduced.
The tendency exists that investors, which already are producers of existing products, the
level of competitiveness of which could potentially be lowered in the case of the new product
being introduced, tend not to be interested in investing into production of this new product,
as such investment could potentially cause loss of previously made investments. These
producers tend to put pressure on the leadership, as protection from losses or bankruptcy
could possibly be ensured through the leadership’s intervention.
If introduction of a new product would have a profound negative impact on existing
production processes, ultimately resulting in the loss of work places and therefore in the loss
of incomes of individuals, and if it would be impossible to replace these lost workplaces by
new production processes, the leadership would tend to hinder the introduction of this new
product by means available in order to avoid social instability caused by the rise in
unemployment.
A prerequisite for the introduction of new products and services and for improved
productivity of production processes (more output with less inputs used) is, besides the
accumulation of means of production, the development of new technologies and their
implementation. Technologies are the result of applied research, meaning research, which
includes a particular application of research results as its primary goal. When considering
making investments into new technological development, the potential selling price and/or
the potential sales quantities of products and services, these new technologies would be
utilized in, are weighed against amounts of these investments. Technologies, which enable
maximum profits, tend to be developed.
As Economic Subjects can potentially realize profits by investing into the development
(applied research) and implementation of new technologies, Economic Subjects conducting
business with profit as their main motive can potentially make such investments.
However, a prerequisite for applied research to be conducted are the results of basic
scientific research. The latter is aimed toward understanding the human species and the
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environment without a particular application as the end goal. Funding of such research is
usually not provided by Economic Subjects conducting business for profit, as results of such
research tend not to directly result in technologies, which could be implemented and enable
the realization of profits.
Economic Growth based on increased productivity of production processes and on
introductions of new products and services and/or on increased quality of products and
services using inputs saved by production processes having increased their productivity
represents economic growth, which could be sustained for long periods of time (Real
Growth). A tendency exists for basic scientific research to be funded by the leadership in
order to ensure long-term economic performance and international competitiveness of the
domestic economy, in order to provide employment opportunities for experts in fields of
basic science, and also in order to stimulate sales of production processes producing products
and services that are required for basic scientific research (such as producers of research
equipment).
Investments into basic scientific research enable reaping short-term benefits for the
economy primarily through domestic production processes being stimulated and through
employment for experts in particular fields being enabled. However, investments into this
research primarily enable reaping long-term benefits for the economy as results of basic
scientific research represent the basis for Real Growth.
The leadership tends to be short-term oriented and the short-term functioning of the
economy tends to be a priority considered. Investments into basic scientific research can
potentially provide long-term benefits to the economy, generally not considered a priority
over short-term benefits to the economy. Funding therefore tends to be provided for
projects, providing short-term benefits to the economy or representing means of attaining
the leadership’s strategic goals (such as for example defence of a country) before being
provided for basic scientific research. Although funding of basic scientific research tends to
take place to some extent, the amount of this funding tends to be relatively low in respect of
other expenses the leadership has.
Let us now begin with the analysis of the general framework of society, meaning the
relationship between the general population and institutions solving problems, making
decisions regarding changes having to be implemented in society and implementing these
changes. In an economy within the Trade-Based Production System, decisions regarding
production of products and services are primarily in the hands of a large number of owners
of Economic Subjects (the leadership of society tends to have the decision-making power in
production processes representing a minor share of the economy).
As the economy tends to grow in complexity, decision-making regarding production
processes being in hands of a large number of individuals is necessary in order for the
complexity of the economy to be able to grow.
However, as the Trade-Based Production System is competitive, the leadership is
required to ensure social stability, which would in the case of no leadership tend to break
down due to competition being the foundation of society. Such a society requires an
institution that ensures social stability by solving particular problems, by making decisions
regarding changes needed to be implemented in society and by actually implementing these
changes. The process of appointing members of such an institution has to be defined by rules.
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The characteristics of its problem-solving and decision-making processes also need to be
defined by rules in order for society to remain stable.
In a society where the economy represents the means of satisfaction of needs of the
population and where the economy constantly changes, the speed of necessary decisions
determines the required characteristics of the problem-solving and decision-making processes
in the leadership. In order for the leadership to be able to reach decisions quickly, decisionmaking power has to be tied to a person having authority to make decisions in his particular
field. The leadership consisting of individuals with decision-making powers, who can make
quick decisions necessary in a society with a constantly changing economy, represents a
suitable form of leadership within such society.
The fact that a person with the decision-making power can determine solutions to
problems based on his opinion means that it is not necessary that these solutions represent
the closest approximations of optimal solutions to problems, which could be determined only
by applying a method designed to determine the closest approximations of optimal solutions
to problems (the scientific method).
Whenever the leadership consists of individuals with decision-making powers, the speed
of problem-solving and decision-making is high relative to the speed of problem-solving and
decision-making when the scientific method would be applied in problem-solving and
decision-making processes. People with decision-making powers have to either enjoy a
sufficient level of public support in order for tensions in society (the general population
demanding changes in the leadership) not to take place.
Support by the general population essentially means that a group of individuals or a
single individual, representing the leadership of society, has to be trusted by a sufficient share
of the general population in making decisions regarding changes needed to be made in
particular aspects of society that they find appropriate.
A single leader with complete decision-making power regarding any aspect of society can
be appointed by the general population and can possibly be highly autonomous in his
decisions. High level of autonomy would be possible in the case of the mandate of this person
not being limited, as a limited mandate would impact his decisions, possibly being aimed
toward gaining public support.
A dictatorship is a form of the abovementioned leadership. Establishment of a dictatorial
leadership can either be based on a high level of public support when appointed, or such
leadership can take power without a high level of public support. However, a dictatorial
leadership in any case has to protect its position by means of using some level of force
(primarily through institutions enforcing its position in society, most notably the police and
army), as its autonomy in decision-making would be hindered in the case of it having to
constantly consider public opinion. However, the lowest level of public support, still making
it possible for a dictatorial leadership to hold its position in society tends to exist. Such
leadership cannot sustain its position if level of public support drops excessively. This
essentially means that a dictatorial leadership is never completely autonomous in its decisions.
A dictatorial leadership has its advantage in being very flexible and being able to quickly
make decisions, yet the risk of decisions not representing the closest approximations of
optimal solutions to problems and the risk of suboptimal decisions being made for a long
period of time exist, as such leadership is highly autonomous in its decisions and as the general
population is generally not able to replace the dictatorial leadership without using force.
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Reduction of the risk of suboptimal decisions being made and the risk of suboptimal
decisions persisting for long periods of time is possible through establishing democracy as a
process of the general population periodically appointing key individuals in the leadership,
the latter being voted in by the majority of the general population. This essentially means that
the elected leadership enjoys the trust of the majority of the general population, which elected
individuals to make decisions in line with their interests for the periods of their mandates.
Such an approach limits the autonomy of the leadership in making decisions through
limiting mandates of key individuals in the leadership, and therefore through making it
necessary that the general population favours decisions made by this leadership in order for
it to be re-elected. In some cases, however, shortening mandates in cases of extremely
suboptimal decisions or illegal actions are possible, further reducing the risk of suboptimal
decisions being made.
However, the extent to which the general population is informed about the traits of
candidates on elections and about the appropriateness of actions promised to be conducted
by these candidates, and the extent to which the general population understands the
abovementioned, determines whether the majority of the population would favour a
candidate, who would actually make decisions that would satisfy their interests in the future.
It is unlikely that the whole general population would be informed about and/or completely
understand the abovementioned, resulting in the risk that a part of the population would vote
for a person or a group of people, who would not represent their interests in the future.
The democratic election process is essentially based on the assumption that if the
majority of the population votes for a candidate, the chances of this individual making the
decisions, representing the closest approximations of optimal solutions to problems, are
highest. However, the perception of traits of a particular candidate and the appropriateness
of his promised actions for the satisfaction of voters’ interests could vary greatly between
individual voters, and furthermore may be influenced by communication conducted by
Economic Subjects supporting a particular candidate during the election process. Such a
perception could be influenced and the tendency exists for Economic Subjects able to invest
the most into this communication to be able to influence this perception to the highest
degree.
The democratic election process is essentially based on the general population
appointing the most trusted individual or group of individuals to a particular position in the
leadership and within limitations previously determined through social consensus (such as
the constitution or particular laws, determining the leadership’s autonomy in decisionmaking) his or their personal opinions representing the basis for the decisions being made.
Such a system of appointing the leadership creates the perception within the general
population that they are able to influence decisions regarding changes needed to be made in
society. Although the level of involvement of the general population in the decisions made
by the democratic leadership tends to be higher than in the case of dictatorial leadership, the
risk of an unsuitable candidate being appointed is high due to the previously mentioned
possibility of an imperfect perception of the candidate’s traits and his promised future actions.
Furthermore, this risk is also raised by the fact that a voter has to decide between the limited
number of candidates, entering the final election. This limited number is necessary in order
for too much information not to be communicated to the public and therefore all relevant
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information not reaching voters (extensive communication needs to be conducted by each
candidate during the voting process).
In a competitive system it is unlikely that all individuals in society would have identical
interests and therefore it is unlikely that one person could make decisions that are in the
interest of all members of the population. Unless all members of the population vote for the
same candidate (highly unlikely), some voters are excluded from influencing the leadership’s
decisions due to their candidate not having been elected. This inevitably causes that interests
of one part of the population are not represented, raising the level of social instability.
All forms of leadership, where individuals in the leadership have the decision-making
power and where decisions are based on their opinions, share the same basic characteristics,
however, the level of involvement of the general population in selecting the individuals as
members of the leadership, in decisions being made, and in rules determining particular
aspects of society (laws for example), can vary. All such forms of leadership carry a particular
risk of suboptimal decisions being made, as no requirement for a method, designed to in
every case determine the closest approximation of an optimal solution to a problem,
representing the basis for the closest approximation of an optimal decision (the scientific
method) exists in such forms of leadership. However, the speed of decision-making is high
and in a society, which constantly changes due to the Trade-Based Production System or the
market-monetary system being a dominant economic system, this speed is important and its
benefits for the functioning of the economy and society could to some degree outweigh the
risk of suboptimal decisions being made, making it appropriate for managing a society with
such an economic system.
Up to this point, it has been assumed that the Trade-Based Production System is a
dominant economic system in society. If such an economic system is established, decisions
regarding which products and services are produced and how are made primarily by a large
number of owners of Economic Subjects, and the leadership of society solves a limited scope
of problems, generally not interfering with the economy beyond enabling conditions for its
functioning.
However, the possibility exists that the leadership removes the Trade-Based Production
System by establishing a centrally planned economy, not based on trading assets and services.
It could do so by removing ownership as the basis for trade, and by starting centrally
managing production, distribution, maintenance, recycling and discarding of products and
production and distribution of services. In this case the leadership of society becomes an
institution, which makes all the decisions regarding changes needed to be made in all aspects
of society and through other institutions implements all these changes.
Such a system has advantages in the speed of making decisions, in its flexibility (quick
implementations of changes) and in the scale of projects, possible to be conducted. It can to
a certain degree remove scarcity of products and services as price mechanism demanding
scarcity in order for the economy to function does not exist. In such a system, ownership is
no longer required, as products and services are strategically selected to be produced and
distributed among individuals in the population.
However, an economy within such an economic system has limitations regarding its
growth in complexity, as decisions are still tied to particular individuals, inevitably being
vertically organized. In such an organizational structure, the risk of imperfect information
flowing between individuals in different layers within the hierarchy is high and the more layers
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there are, the higher this risk. This represents a limit in the number and complexity of
problems that such organizational structure can solve and therefore with growth in the
complexity of the economy, the risk of decisions not representing the closest approximations
of optimal solutions to problems rises.
Such an economic system, however, is appropriate when the flexibility of the economy
is important, such as in times of war, natural disasters, or extreme instability of society,
requiring the economy to adapt quickly to new circumstances, to satisfy the needs of the
general population to a degree where the stability of society is ensured and to quickly achieve
certain strategic goals.
Such a system can enable quick establishment of production and distribution of products
and services, essential for either the satisfaction of physiological needs of the general
population (such as food) or for achieving particular strategic goals (such as the production
of weapons in times of war). Furthermore, such a system can in some cases enable an efficient
increase the speed of economic progress through strategic development of new technologies.
Depending on the circumstances, the approaches required for motivating individuals in
the population to contribute human input into production processes can vary. In times of
extreme crisis, the likelihood that members of the population would voluntarily contribute is
high as natural human behaviour evolved in a way that when crisis is perceived, strong drives
motivating an individual to contribute to others, and strong drives motivating an individual
to cooperate with others, tend to take place, enabling the cohesiveness of society in the event
of crisis.
However, in cases when not enough human input can be provided voluntarily, force in
a form of individuals receiving products and services essential for the satisfaction of
physiological needs only in the event that they provide human input (e.g. payment in a form
of coupons representing means for buying food) or even in a form of threat of violence (such
as threat of prison if not providing human input in times of war) can be used. Unless most
human needs are satisfied, leaving only the needs the satisfaction of which is only possible
through providing human input into production processes unsatisfied, measures such as
influencing the perception of the purpose of performing roles in production processes (such
as through communication conducted by institutions forming a culture, which influences the
perception of roles as highly important for the well-being of society and/or as means of the
satisfaction of one’s own needs) or measures such as forcing individuals to perform roles, are
necessary in order to motivate individuals to contribute.
Historically, centrally planned economies could reach the level of complexity needed to
satisfy physiological needs of all members of the population and/or to wage wars, however,
not being able to increase their complexity far beyond the mentioned level. Such an economy
is unable to reach the level of complexity required to satisfy all needs of all members of the
population to a level that only needs high on the hierarchy, possible to be satisfied through
performing particular tasks (such as some social and emotional needs and needs for selfactualization), would remain unsatisfied, as the level of complexity possible only in the
Sustainable System would be required to achieve this.
Such an economic system, however, cannot ensure economic growth indefinitely, as at
a particular point the leadership becomes overwhelmed by the number and complexity of
problems needed to be solved. The centrally planned system is appropriate in times of crisis
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as it ensures the short-term functioning of society, yet inappropriate if long-term progress of
society is the goal.
If the leadership is overwhelmed by the number of problems needed to be solved and if
suboptimal decisions are made, the tendency that not all individuals in the population have
their interests satisfied exists. If the leadership is held responsible for interests of this share
of the population not being satisfied, this part of the population can possibly strive toward
removing the leadership from position. This then raises the need for force to be used by the
leadership in order to prevent its removal from power.
Culture through its concepts and values influences an individual’s perception of his
environment and of himself if he internalizes these concepts and values through interaction
with culture. A tendency exists that in every society culture through its concepts and values
promotes behaviour of individuals that is in line with what is generally perceived as desirable
behaviour for the functioning of society.
Culture forms through institutions communicating concepts and values to the general
population and through individuals in the general population communicating their
internalized concepts and values to other individuals.
As institutions in an economy within the Trade-Based Production System are generally
Economic Subjects with their own individual interests, the tendency exists for this
communication to reflect their interests. If for example an Economic Subject producing and
trading a particular product conducts communication to the general population, it would
probably communicate concepts and values promoting behaviour of target individuals, which
would be in line with its interest for high sales quantities and high selling price (e.g. marketing
communication). If the leadership communicates to the general population, concepts and
values it would communicate would tend to reflect the primary interest of the leadership,
which is the performance of the economy. Concepts and values the leadership would
communicate, would tend to promote behaviour perceived by the leadership of society as
beneficial for economic performance. Such concepts and values could, for example,
encourage entrepreneurship (which could contribute to economic growth), or could possibly
create desires for particular assets or services, the demand for which the leadership would be
interested in stimulating.
Institutions in an economy within the Trade-Based Production System tend to promote
competition through concepts and values they communicate. As the economic system is
competitive, self-interest tends to be encouraged to a greater extent than cooperation
(although to some extent cooperation could be encouraged by the leadership, especially in
times of crisis, when mutual help between people would be required). Generally, the majority
of all communication conducted by Economic Subjects is based on their own interests. It
therefore reflects concepts and values promoting behaviour desirable for the economic
performance.
Individuals in the general population, however, are the second source of concepts and
values that form culture. Concepts and values promoted by individuals do not necessarily
reflect their individual interests, but reflect their perception of the behaviour desirable for
themselves and people they communicate these concepts and values to. If parents, for
example, communicate concepts and values to their children, these concepts and values
would promote behaviour, which parents would perceive as desirable for their children’s wellbeing.
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Concepts and values internalized and shared by individuals generally to some degree
promote behaviour desirable for the functioning of the economy. If for example parents
teach children that competition and striving toward owning more assets is desirable
behaviour, they would do so based on their perception of what kind of behaviour is desirable
for their children. Such behaviour actually increases the chances of their needs being satisfied
in the Trade-Based Production System. In this case these values also promote behaviour
desirable for economic performance. However, concepts and values communicated by
individuals do not necessarily reflect concepts and values communicated by institutions,
which depends on whether individuals internalize these concepts and values or not. If for
example an Economic Subject trading cigarettes would communicate values of smoking as
being desirable, individuals would not necessarily internalize these concepts and values and
communicate them further, but would instead communicate concepts and values they
perceive as desirable. In this case they could communicate values of not smoking being
desirable behaviour.
Ultimately, culture in the Trade-Based Production System reflects the ability of
institutions to achieve the internalization of concepts and values, which they communicate,
by the general population, and also reflects the ability of the general population to gather
contradictory information from its own sources. However, as the Trade-Based Production
System has particular characteristics (such as competition, scarcity and inequality), concepts
and values reflecting these characteristics tend to be communicated by institutions and by
individuals as well as they are all parts of the same economic system. Behaviour not in line
with these foundations (such as cooperative behaviour) would generally not be beneficial for
individuals, therefore these concepts and values tend not to be extensively communicated by
neither individuals nor institutions.
Up to this point money has not yet been considered as means of exchange in order to
point out that trade and ownership of assets are the causes of the so far mentioned
characteristics of the economic system we call the Trade-Based Production System. However,
money as means of exchange adds to the complexity of an economy within the Trade-Based
Production System, as it opens new possibilities of trade and ownership of assets. In order to
compare a socio-economic system consisting of the economic system based on trade (with
either democratic or dictatorial framework of society), with the Sustainable System, it is not
necessary to include money into this comparison. Therefore, before beginning with the
analysis of the market-monetary system, an overview of the Trade-Based Production System
and its main characteristics will be provided and the main tendencies in the development of
an economy within this system through time will be pointed out.
The Trade-Based Production System automatically forms in human societies, when
specialization of work and trade take place, and evolves through time. As such a system
essentially forces individuals to participate as Economic Subjects by producing and trading,
it is a convenient invention, which quickly mobilizes production and distribution of products
and services, required for the satisfaction of needs of the general population.
The Trade-Based Production System originates from times of extreme scarcity, when
the survival of society depended primarily on products and services the economy produced.
It was a convenient invention, which efficiently solved the problem of extreme scarcity by
mobilizing the population to produce. As production of products and services is essential for
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the survival and prosperity of society, it is logically a priority considered by human society,
overshadowing possible externalities.
However, once the Trade-Based Production System is established, it perpetuates and the
economy within this system cannot to a significant extent be disrupted without causing
instability of society. As its main characteristic is the requirement that individuals in society
have to benefit from trade in order to satisfy their needs, instability of society occurs if a
considerable share of the population loses income from trade, most notably income from
trading their own work for assets and services.
As the performance of the economy becomes a prerequisite for the stability of society,
the primary goal of the leadership is to ensure high economic performance. The leadership
therefore tends not to consider preventing externalities as a priority over economic
performance.
Economic Subjects tend not to consider externalities as long as they do not incur costs
and/or lost revenues (resulting in lower profitability) as a direct consequence of causing them.
An Economic Subject would tends not to strive toward preventing externalities if its profits
and accumulation of assets would be hindered by doing so.
Once the Trade-Based Production System is established, a society, subdued to the
performance of the economy, strives toward maximising the production of products and
services, while preventing externalities to a limited extent. One such externality is the
depletion of natural resources, ultimately directly or indirectly required by production
processes. As the attractiveness of use of particular natural resources is determined by their
price for production processes, efforts aimed toward preventing their complete depletion
tend not to be made until prices of natural resources rise (which tends to be the case when
particular natural resource nears its depletion). An economy based on trade tends to deplete
natural resources, which are at a point in time considered as most cost-efficient alternative by
a particular production process. Whenever price of a particular natural resource is lower than
its alternatives, investments tend to be made into the development and implementation of
technologies and into the accumulation of means of production enabling the use of this
particular natural resource in production processes. If a particular natural resource is used as
an input by a large share of production processes and if considerable investments are being
made into these production processes through time, the economy essentially develops around
this natural resource. If such a resource is depleted, large disruptions to the economy can
occur, as investments into using an alternative resource need to be made, which can in some
cases be impossible.
Whenever trade takes place in the economy, scarcity is a characteristic of everything
traded, and if a particular asset or service is not scarce, it cannot be part of such an economy.
As ownership is a prerequisite for such a system to function, it has to be protected. If
ownership is protected, and furthermore if the accumulation of assets is not hindered by the
leadership, some individuals inevitably accumulate more assets than others through time and
therefore inequality in accumulated assets takes place. As Economic Subjects with more
accumulated assets generally have advantages over Economic Subjects with less accumulated
assets in accumulating assets further, inequality in accumulated assets tends to increase
through time.
Which products and services are produced and how they are produced is determined by
their profitability for the producer and by desires of individuals, who are willing to pay the
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price, enabling the producer to realize higher profits than alternatives. Desires of buyers with
a sufficient purchasing power are the basis for production. The satisfaction of needs of all
individuals in the general population is not considered by such a production system. As
inequality in accumulated assets rises, the gap in the purchasing powers of individuals rises.
Individuals, who already have most of their needs satisfied (individuals with more
accumulated assets), gain purchasing power further. Products and services produced for such
individuals increasingly fail to satisfy needs of individuals using them (as they already have
most of the needs, possible to be satisfied by products and services, satisfied) and their
production could therefore be considered as a waste of resources, focusing on products and
services as means of satisfaction of human needs.
Due to inequality in accumulated assets and therefore inequality in purchasing power,
needs are not satisfied for all individuals in the population equally. Furthermore, although the
Trade-Based Production System enables quick mobilization of production of products and
services, being a prerequisite for the satisfaction of human needs, it does not satisfy the needs
of individuals in the population equally, and through time cannot evolve toward a system,
which would be oriented toward maximising the level of satisfaction of all needs of all
individuals in the population equally.

Although the Trade-Based Production System is useful for quickly mobilizing the
production of products and services, its characteristics, such as scarcity of everything
traded, increasing inequality in accumulated assets, disregarding externalities,
depletion of natural resources, and furthermore, the possibility of the economy and
society developing around a finite natural resource, make such a system unable to
ensure complete stability of society and to be sustainable.
The Trade-Based Production System is based on competition between production processes
with costs of production impacting their profitability and market share (market share tends
to be increased if lower costs translate into lower prices). Production processes therefore tend
to strive toward reducing costs of production by increasing their efficiency in terms of inputs
used for a particular amount of output.
Productivity of production processes increases through the development of new
technologies and their implementation in products, services and production processes, and
through the accumulation of means of production. The tendency exists for production
processes to invest into increased productivity, resulting in technological development and in
the accumulation of means of production, which consequently leads to a moderate rate of
Real Growth. Perpetuation of Real Growth is therefore a characteristic of the Trade-Based
Production System.
Economic growth essentially means a greater number of products and services and/or
products and services of higher quality being produced and traded through time. Economic
growth can be achieved either through increased productivity of production processes and
simultaneous introductions of new products and services and/or introductions of products
and services of higher quality, using saved inputs (Real Growth), or can be achieved through
increasing output by using more inputs (Extensive Growth). In the long run, economic
growth has to be based on Real Growth unless no new natural resources are discovered and
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start being extracted and no increase in the size of the population and/or in skills of
individuals providing human input into production processes occurs.
Increased productivity tends to result in the amount of human input required for
production of the same amount of output being reduced through time. If productivity
increases and if less human input is required to produce existing products and services, new
products and services and/or products and services of higher quality have to be introduced
and new production processes have to be established and/or existing ones expanded,
requiring additional human input to an extent that individuals having lost employment due
to increased labour productivity get employed, so that employment remains at the same level.
If this is not the case, the level of social instability may rise as individuals lose incomes.
An economy within the Trade-Based Production System essentially does not need to
grow unless increased productivity resulting in lower requirement for human input takes place
and/or lending at interest occurs. If lending at interest takes place, a borrowing Economic
Subject needs to repay more after a period of time. If no economic growth occurs, it is not
possible to repay more than was borrowed, resulting in the transfer of ownership (seizing
collateral) by the lender. Lending at interest is theoretically possible without money as means
of exchange, and it will therefore be considered as a characteristic of the Trade-Based
Production System.
An economy within the Trade-Based Production System needs to grow constantly in
order to outweigh for loss of human input required as productivity of production processes
increases, or in order for transfer of ownership to be prevented in the case of lending at
interest.
Although the level of satisfaction of human needs can be increased by the growing
number and/or quality of products and services produced and used by human society, in the
case of inequality in accumulated assets increasing at a higher rate than economic growth
does, not all economic growth correlates to increased level of satisfaction of human needs, as
part (an increasing share of the total output within the economy) of products and services is
distributed to individuals who already have most of their needs satisfied and as part of
individuals in the population do not receive products and services they require for the
satisfaction of needs high on the hierarchy.
Due to short-term orientation of Economic Subjects, investments into the development
and implementation of new technologies, tend to be suboptimal compared to funds available.
Furthermore, as basic scientific research is a prerequisite for applied scientific research,
ultimately resulting in new technologies, and as basic scientific research is generally funded
by the leadership, the fact that the latter’s priority is to ensure short-term economic
performance results in investments into basic scientific research not being considered a
priority and results in basic scientific research not being conducted to a maximum extent
possible considering resources available.
6.2 A comparison between the Trade-Based Production System and the Sustainable
System
The Trade-Based Production System is an inevitable consequence of the necessity for trade
in times of scarcity. In such times it enables quick mobilization of individuals to produce
products and services necessary for the satisfaction of human needs.
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As production of products and services is a prerequisite for needs satisfaction, increasing
this production, along with creating conditions for the development and implementation of
new technologies, is a logical place to start when society is in early stages of its development
and faces extreme scarcity, and when there is the lack of knowledge regarding possibilities of
production of products and services (lack of technologies).
The Trade-Based Production System is essentially a system, which enables the
abolishment of extreme scarcity through production of products and services, however, its
main characteristics cannot be changed. These characteristics are scarcity, rising inequality in
accumulated assets (and therefore inequality regarding satisfied needs), externalities not being
regarded as a priority over economic performance, inefficiencies in the use of resources in
production (mainly due to multiplication of production processes for production of the same
types of products and services and due to general characteristics of product design based on
short-term orientation of production processes), suboptimal allocation of resources into
scientific research and into the development of new technologies, and the tendency of
complete depletion of some natural resources before replacing them with other natural
resources as inputs, along with the tendency of the economy to develop around finite natural
resources.
An economy within the Trade-Based Production System is, however, due to competition
being the basis for its functioning and due to superior technologies tending to represent
competitive advantage, characterized by some level of technological progress, coupled with
progress in basic science (as basic science is a prerequisite of technological development), yet
resources allocated into research and development tend to be suboptimal.
Despite its previously mentioned characteristics, which cause such a system to be
unsustainable (it breaches the Principle of Sustainability), the Trade-Based Production System
is appropriate in early stages of societal development as it ensures the stability of society and
its scientific and technological progress.
As receiving benefits from trade is a prerequisite for the satisfaction of needs (in the case
of low safety provided by the leadership), individuals tend to be strongly motivated to
participate in an economy within such an economic system. In times when other forms of
motivation are not possible, the Trade-Based Production System possibly enables social
stability (if no breakdown of society occurs during this period due to the development of the
economy according to its primary tendencies). However, at a point in time when scientific
and technological progress reaches a level that enables the Sustainable System to be
established and to function, it becomes possible for individuals to become motivated to
contribute to society in a different way, essentially meaning that the Trade-Based Production
System becomes obsolete.
Although unsustainable and causing various externalities when established in society, the
Trade-Based Production System bridges the period between extreme scarcity and the point
in time when science and technology reach a level when the Sustainable System becomes a
viable option.
However, the Trade-Based Production System cannot be transformed into the
Sustainable System due to its fundamental characteristics being in conflict with the Principle
of Sustainability. Although small modifications increasing its compliance with the Principle
of Sustainability are possible, it is not possible for the Trade-Based Production System to
become the Sustainable System, as ownership of assets would have to be abolished, which is
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impossible due to ownership and trade representing the very foundations of this system.
Removing scarcity would disable trade, as price of abundant products or services would be
zero, making production impossible.
The Trade-Based Production System, coupled with democracy as a form of relationship
between the general population and the leadership, along with possible planned economies,
together with dictatorial leaderships of society, are not sustainable socio-economic systems,
for such a system would have to be designed to maximise the chances of the long-term
survival and prosperity of mankind. This essentially means that such a system would have to
be designed based on the Principle of Sustainability.
A point in time when developments in science and technology reach a level when the
Sustainable System becomes possible, determines the point of the Trade-Based Production
System (or the market-monetary system), along with the centrally planned economic system,
with either democratic or dictatorial leaderships, becoming obsolete, and also determines the
point when efforts toward establishing the Sustainable System should be made. Starting to
strive toward the Sustainable System being established as soon as possible is necessary in
order for the chances for any characteristics of the current system to cause the instability of
society to be minimised.
The shift from a production system, which prioritizes production of products and
services, to a socio-economic system, which as a whole strives toward not breaching any
criterion of the Principle of Sustainability, therefore does not prioritize production of
products and services, but determines requirements for their production in accordance with
all other goals of society (defined by the Principle of Sustainability), becomes possible at the
previously mentioned point in time. Whenever the state of science and technology reaches
the level when the Sustainable System becomes possible to be established and to function,
trade and ownership as means of stimulating production are no longer necessary.
Trade becomes unnecessary when the state of science and technology reaches the level
potentially enabling the cessation of scarcity through the implementation of technologies into
products, production processes and Institutions in a way that enables the use of natural
resources and human input so as to provide products and services that would be able to
satisfy needs of the entire population to a level sufficient for human input to be possible to
be provided to production processes without a mechanism which would force individuals to
provide it in order to satisfy their needs high on the hierarchy.
The fact that the Sustainable System would be developed as a single system means that
its establishment would have to be gradual in order for it to take final form and develop
further. Before fully established, the phase of the Transition from the Existing System would
have to take place (which will be analysed in the chapter about the Transition). The level of
complexity of the process of establishing it, compared to the level of complexity of the
process of establishing the Trade-Based Production System, would be significantly higher as
a highly complex systemically developed socio-economic system would be able to function
only if its target state would be established (established to a level where the entire population
of a particular area could join this system).
The design of the Sustainable System would take a wider range of factors into account
than the Trade-Based Production System, which prioritizes production of products and
services, and furthermore requires this production to grow, while regarding environment and
human species as lower on the hierarchy of priorities. The Sustainable System would be based
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on considering the environment and human species as primary two factors considered (as
defined by the Principle of Sustainability), and the definition of the Sustainable System would
be a “socio-economic system, which maximises the chances of the long-term survival and
prosperity of mankind”. As the Principle of Sustainability is defined taking this definition into
account, and as it would be applied in all aspects of the Sustainable System, the characteristics
of such a system would greatly differ from the characteristics of the Trade-Based Production
System and an economy and wider society within this system, most notably in the fact that
production of products and services would be limited to the requirement that the Principle
of Sustainability is not breached, instead of being a priority considered.
If we focus on production and use of products and services, which require Production
Processes and Institutions to be produced and/or provided, ultimately directly or indirectly
requiring natural resources and human input as inputs, the Sustainable System would not
require increases of the number and/or quality of products and services (comparable to
economic growth) if no closer approximations of optimal requirements for products and
services would be determined. Production of products and services would be determined in
accordance with all other aspects of the Sustainable System and would not be considered as
primary means of satisfaction of human needs and desires, but considered only an integral
part of the system, designed to satisfy human needs (with desires not playing a role when
defining requirements for products and services).
Before continuing to the direct comparison of production of products and services in
both systems, production frameworks in both systems will be briefly illustrated.
When analysing the Trade-Based Production System or the market-monetary economic
system, all production in the economy is defined as a web of production processes
transforming inputs into outputs (products and services), which could either be used by other
production processes as inputs or be used directly by individuals in society. Every product,
service and production process has a particular technology implemented in it. Production
processes use means of production, human input, products, energy and transport as inputs.
When analysing the Sustainable System production of tangible products is defined the
same as in the Traded Based Production System or in the market-monetary system (the
abovementioned web of production processes is called the Production Framework).
Institutions in the Sustainable System are defined as groups of individuals performing
roles in society in an organized manner. The roles, which Institutions perform, could be
regarded as services, and processes of providing these services (performing roles) could be
regarded as production processes transforming human input and products (Institutions use
products to perform their roles/services in society) into output, being a service (role).
Particular technologies are utilized in this “production process”. Using such an approach, a
direct comparison between the production of products and services in the Trade-Based
Production System and the Sustainable System can be conducted.
The fact that the Sustainable System would be developed systemically and the fact that
it would not randomly develop through time, except if more optimal solutions regarding any
of its aspects would be determined, would open new possibilities regarding motivating
individuals within the general population to contribute their time and effort to society.
In contrast to the Trade-Based Production System, where benefits from trade are means
of satisfaction of human needs, meaning that an individual is essentially forced to participate
in the economy by trading time and effort, in the Sustainable System, the possibility that the
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system provides the means of satisfaction of the majority of needs to every individual in
society would exist without an individual being required to contribute time and effort in order
to have these needs satisfied.
Human needs have a hierarchy of importance for an individual’s survival and
reproduction. Furthermore, every individual strives toward the satisfaction of all his needs.
Whenever a need higher on the hierarchy is not satisfied, stronger drives take place motivating
an individual to satisfy this need instead of unsatisfied needs lower on the hierarchy. Due to
the abovementioned facts, in the Sustainable System, the possibility of enabling voluntary
contribution of time and effort of individuals toward goals of society exists. It becomes
possible to achieve this through offering an individual an option of performing a role in an
Institution, with the performance of this role representing means of satisfaction of the only
remaining unsatisfied needs.
In the Sustainable System, trade and scarcity (a prerequisite for trade) would not take
place and therefore no individual would be required to benefit from trade in order to satisfy
his needs. Furthermore, no individual would have to accumulate assets in order to protect
himself from scarcity. Drives motivating an individual to strive toward benefiting from trade,
which are strong due to survival, reproduction and safety being at stake, would no longer
exist, as the perception of necessity of assets and services being received as benefits from
trade and the perception of necessity of assets being accumulated would no longer exists. In
the Sustainable System, needs, which in the Traded Based Production System require benefits
from trade to be satisfied, would in the Sustainable System be satisfied by the socio-economic
system itself, not requiring any effort from individuals.
If benefits from trade are necessary for needs high on the hierarchy to be satisfied,
furthermore if the need for safety is unlikely to be satisfied (as scarcity is perceived to be
present and that it will perpetuate in the future, and as accumulated assets are perceived as
means of protection against scarcity), strong drives persist, motivating an individual to benefit
from trade and to accumulate assets. Drives motivating an individual to satisfy needs lower
on the hierarchy tend to be weaker, unlikely to motivate an individual to strive toward the
satisfaction of these needs instead of striving toward benefiting from trade and toward
accumulating assets.
Whenever needs high on the hierarchy are satisfied, an individual strives toward
satisfying his remaining unsatisfied needs lower on the hierarchy, which if considered in the
design of the Sustainable System, represents an opportunity to motivate individuals in society
to perform roles in Institutions voluntarily, primarily based on the satisfaction of their own
needs, which would be possible to satisfy only by performing roles in Institutions.
However, creating conditions to achieve this would be possible only in a system designed
systemically and not being possible to randomly change, as organizational structures of
Institutions would have to be static in order for drives demotivating an individual to perform
a role in an Institution not to kick in.
In the Trade-Based Production System, creating conditions that enable the voluntary
performing of roles in the economy is unlikely even without considering benefits from trade
as a necessity for the satisfaction of needs high on the hierarchy. As economic conditions
constantly change, and as organizational structures of production processes constantly
change (based on ever changing demand for products and services they produce), it is
practically impossible for an organizational structure of a group of individuals providing
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human input (such as employees of a company), comparable to a firmly defined
organizational structure of an Institution in the Sustainable System, to be established and to
perpetuate through time. Due to these constant changes, it is impossible to in every case
create conditions that would motivate an individual to perform a role voluntarily with the
primary goal of the role performance being the satisfaction of his own needs low on the
hierarchy of needs. Whenever drives demotivating an individual to perform such a role (such
as strong drives demotivating an individual to perform a role at a workplace, which negatively
impacts his psychological and/or physiological health, therefore hindering the satisfaction of
his needs high on the hierarchy) take place, other forms of motivation have to be used to
motivate him to do so.
Through developing organizational structures and characteristics of Institutions so that
role performance would satisfy individuals’ needs, not possible to be satisfied outside of
Institutions, voluntary contributions of individuals toward goals of society would be made
possible as an individual strives toward satisfying all of his needs. In a systemically designed
socio-economic system such designs of particular Institutions would be possible.
As has been explained earlier, throughout human evolution Trait Groups developed that
had enabled an individual of a particular Trait Group to naturally desire and was talented to
perform tasks with particular common characteristics in society. Such a psychological
mechanism enabled the division of roles in society based on natural preferences and talents
of individuals, essentially voluntarily taking over performing particular roles. As Trait Groups
are determined at birth and as they are arguably randomly distributed throughout the
population, shares of particular Trait Groups within the population can be estimated,
representing an opportunity for Institutions to be designed in a way that would include
numbers of particular types of roles (roles with common characteristics) in accordance with
numbers of individuals of particular Trait Groups in society. By aligning characteristics of
roles with Trait Groups, Institutions would enable the satisfaction of an individual’s needs by
means of performing a particular role, which he naturally desires and is talented for.
A Trait Group does not determine the exact role desired do be performed by an
individual, but rather the main characteristics of such a role. A wide range of roles could be
performed by an individual of a particular Trait Group, as long as all these roles would have
particular characteristics in common. Institutions could therefore have a wide range of roles
performed by individuals of particular Trait Groups, opening up possibilities to include a
significantly higher number of different roles than the number of Trait Groups into the design
of the web of Institutions.
Organizational structures of Institutions would have to be designed to enable an optimal
mix of Trait Groups, as individuals of a particular Trait Group can communicate and form
interpersonal relationships with individuals of particular Trait Groups better than with
individuals of other Trait Groups.
Institutions would have a limited number of their members and their designs would be
created taking natural human behaviour into consideration. Institutions in the Sustainable
System would represent primary units in which individuals would perform roles in society.
They would enable the satisfaction of particular needs for every individual by means of
performing these roles. In instances when such form of motivation would at any point not
be possible, yet it would still be required that a particular highly important role in an
Institution would have to be performed by an individual, exclusive products and services
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could be offered to a particular individual (while avoiding an excessive breach of the Principle
of Sustainability) in order to motivate him to perform such a role in short-term, until a more
optimal solution would be determined (primarily the automation of such a role) and the need
for such additional motivation to no longer be necessary.
Various needs, most of them being low on the hierarchy of needs, could be satisfied
solely by performing a role in an Institution. Most notably needs for self-actualization, some
emotional and some social needs, could be satisfied by performing a role, consistent with an
individual’s Trait Group, and by interacting with a social environment consisting of
compatible individuals in terms of Trait Groups (optimal mix of Trait Groups). Furthermore,
as an Institution would be a group of people, who would in cooperation strive toward a
common goal, this would by itself satisfy particular social and emotional needs, generally
impossible to be satisfied through casual interpersonal relationships outside of Institutions,
but instead only in cohesive groups.
As the Sustainable System would be designed so that all needs, except those which could
be satisfied through performing roles in Institutions, would be satisfied by the socioeconomic system itself without any effort required from an individual to have these needs
satisfied, no drives stronger than drives motivating an individual to perform a role in an
Institution, which he would perceive as means of satisfaction of particular needs, would take
place. As an individual generally strives toward satisfying all of his needs, individuals in society
would tend to strive toward performing roles in Institutions voluntarily as there would be no
other means of satisfaction of the remaining unsatisfied needs.
As natural human behaviour evolved in a manner that after a particular period of
inactivity drives take place, which motivate an individual to be active instead of being inactive
(which has in history maximised the chances of the survival and prosperity of the human
species), a tendency would exist for an individual (depending on his Trait Group) to strive
toward being active by performing roles in Institutions. Furthermore, as role performance in
Institutions would represent the means of needs satisfaction, an opportunity for every
individual to be able to perform particular roles would have to be provided in the Sustainable
System in order for no needs being left unsatisfied for anyone within the population.
However, as the Sustainable System, characterized by a highly efficient Production
Framework (the efficiency of the Production Framework will be explained later) and by a
highly efficient web of Institutions in terms of human time and effort required for particular
output in the form of roles performed by Institutions (this efficiency would be high due to
most capable and motivated individuals performing roles within Institutions and due to the
optimal mix of Trait Groups, resulting in the tendency for individuals to cooperate to the
highest extent possible), it would be unlikely that the sheer day-to-day functioning of the
Sustainable System would require all individuals within the population to participate in
Institutions to a maximum extent they would desire (the maximum time of work per day and
maximum intensity of work during this time), additional Institutions would have to be
included into the Sustainable System’s design to enable all individuals, who would want to
perform roles, to perform them and have their needs satisfied (the minimum time of work
per day and minimum intensity of work during this time would have to be enabled for every
individual, who would desire to perform a role in an Institution).
As science and technology enable progress of human society, a logical approach,
enabling the maximisation of the chances of the survival and prosperity of human society,
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would be that abovementioned additional Institutions would perform roles that would enable
scientific and technological progress. Human resources, exceeding the human resources
required to ensure the day-to-day functioning of the Sustainable System would therefore be
allocated into Institutions, the roles of which would be aimed toward conducting scientific
research, development of new technologies and implementation of new technologies
(including newly found solutions to problems regarding particular aspects of society). While
this would maximise the chances of the survival and prosperity of human society, it would
also enable all individuals, who would want to perform roles in Institutions, to do so,
therefore maximising the level of needs satisfaction for all individuals in the population.
Finally, due to the importance of roles performed in Institutions, ultimate decisions
regarding accepting individuals into or removing them from Institutions would have to be
performed by members of these Institutions, following strict rules when doing so, as
individuals capable of performing particular roles would have to be selected. However, based
on the importance of roles of particular Institutions for the functioning of the Sustainable
System, criteria for the selection of members would have to be defined by rigid rules in order
to make sure that most important roles would be performed by sufficiently capable
individuals. If a particular individual would not be able to join a particular Institution due to
not meeting the minimum criteria, other opportunities would have to be available for this
individual (Institutions of lower importance for the functioning of the Sustainable System
would be characterized by less strict criteria for the selection of members).
Externalities, such as negative impact on the environment and human species, represent
a breach of the Principle of Sustainability, and would therefore not take place in the
Sustainable System (or if such negative impact on a particular aspect of the environment or
human species would at a particular point in time be impossible to be prevented, a solution
would be sought, eventually resulting in such negative impact being prevented). The same
would apply for the depletion of natural resources, which would be avoided to the maximum
possible extent.
As the Sustainable System would aim toward maximising the level of satisfaction of all
needs for all members of the population equally, the selection of products and services
produced would be based on their potential to directly (e.g. products directly used by
individuals) or indirectly (e.g. products enabling the functioning of the Sustainable System)
enable the satisfaction of human needs.
The selection of products and services would therefore be based on needs directly or
indirectly satisfied by them, prioritizing the satisfaction of needs higher on the hierarchy of
needs if theoretically at some point a trade-off between the introduction of a particular
product or service and the introduction of another product or service would have to occur
due to shortage of resources. Production and enabling the use of products and services
satisfying needs higher on the hierarchy for all individuals in the population equally would be
prioritized and production and enabling the use of products and services satisfying needs
lower on the hierarchy would be postponed.
The selection of products and services would not be based on desires of individuals with
higher purchasing power, as it is in the Trade-Based Production System. As the selection of
products and services produced and used in the Sustainable System would be determined
strategically, no resources would be wasted for the production of unnecessary products and
services in terms of their potential to directly or indirectly satisfy human needs.
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If we focus on product design, it would not reflect short-term orientation of production
processes (production, distribution, maintenance, recycling and discarding), along with not
reflecting their connections in terms of ownership. Products would instead be designed to
systemically make all the production processes involved in production, use and recycling or
discarding of these products as efficient as possible.
As competition would not take place in the Sustainable System, and as the interest for
short-term profitability would not determine investments into improvements of products,
products would be designed by taking long-term efficiency into account, essentially meaning
that they would generally be as technically advanced as possible, instead of gradually being
improved to a minimum extent required to enable the production process to maintain
competitive edge and to maximise short-term profitability, as tends to be the case in the
Trade-Based Production System.
As services are essentially roles performed by Institutions and as Institutions use
products and human input as inputs, the fact that products would in the Sustainable System
be produced by the Production Framework means that we can at this point focus on the
Production Framework, which would produce products only, and exclude services from our
analysis. As the entire Production Framework would be developed systemically, no individual
interests of any Production Processes would play a role in decisions regarding investments
into means of production, and into the implementation of technologies into Production
Processes and products.
Whenever new products would be developed and whenever these new products would
need to be produced and their use enabled, true cost of production determining the feasibility
of production and of enabling the use of these new products, would essentially be represented
by the time between the development of products and making them available for use by
human society, as shortening this time essentially raises the chances of mankind surviving
and prospering. An upper time limit for the introduction of every new product would tend
to exist, determining the feasibility of introduction of this new product. If production of a
particular product would technically be possible, only the consideration of time required for
its introduction would determine the feasibility of the latter. If all products determined to be
needed to be introduced could not be introduced simultaneously without exceeding the
maximum amount of time, still acceptable for the introduction of a particular product, the
potential of particular products to directly or indirectly satisfy the needs on particular
positions on the hierarchy for all the individuals in the general population equally, would
represent the basis for determining the introduction of which product would be prioritized
(the priority would be higher for products satisfying needs higher on the hierarchy).
All Production Processes in the Production Framework would be possible to be changed
virtually unlimitedly through implementing new technologies, yet natural resources and
human input (generally regarded as unchangeable resources) would be possible to be changed
only to a limited extent. As depletion of natural resources would be prohibited by the
Principle of Sustainability, finding new natural resources (and starting their extraction) and/or
implementing particular technologies in Production Processes, products or Institutions,
which could increase their regeneration rates (e.g. artificial planting of trees, increasing the
regeneration rate of wood as a natural resource) could enable the use of greater amounts of
this natural resource in a particular time period. The same would apply to human input. As
the limits to its use would be imposed by the Principle of Sustainability, the highest and lowest
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share of the day, along with the highest and lowest intensity of work during this time, would
have to be considered when using human input. The effect of work at the same intensity
could be raised through targeted education and training of individuals, who would provide
human input into Production Processes, resulting in their capabilities being raised. However,
both, natural resources and human input would be changeable to a lower degree than
Production Processes, which could freely be changed if it would prove that different
technologies could be utilized in particular Production Processes, enabling the increase in the
efficiency of the Production Framework as a whole.
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Figure 3: Limiting factors in the flexibility of the Production Framework
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-Discoveries of new natural resources
-Technologies being implemented in
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increase regeneration rates of natural
resources

Human input
(Limiting factor)

-Their use is limited by the maximum
and minimum time of role performance
per day and the maximum and minimum
intensity of work during this time
THEIR USE CAN INCREASE IN
THE CASE OF:
-Population growth
-An increase in skills of individuals

Figure 3 illustrates limiting factors in the Production Framework and the possibilities of
changing these limiting factors.
The fact that most human needs for all individuals within the population would be
satisfied without the necessity for individuals to contribute human input into Production
Processes (also without any other effort being necessary) opens new possibilities regarding
the optimization and efficiency of the Production Framework as a whole. Long-term
orientation of Production Processes would therefore be possible, as no benefits would have
to be paid to their owners or their employees, as is the case in the Trade-Based Production
System.
The development and implementation of new technologies and the production and
enabling of the use of means of production (considered as investments in the Trade-Based
Production System) could take the long-term perspective into account, not having to consider
the interest for short-term profitability as is the case in the Trade-Based Production System.
Long-term orientation of the Production Framework, along with long-term orientation
of Institutions developing new technologies, open up new possibilities to increase the
efficiency of the Production Framework.
Product design would include long-term consideration of the efficiency of the
Production Framework as a whole, generally resulting in characteristics and features of
products that would maximise the long-term efficiency of the Production Framework (e.g.
maximum durability of products requiring minimum maintenance and being as recyclable as
possible). The requirement for maximising the efficiency of all Production Processes
connected to production and the use of products (Production, Distribution, Maintenance,
Recycling and Discarding) would therefore in the Sustainable System be incorporated into
the product design.
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As products would be developed in the above described manner, resources would not
be wasted for production of products replacing products, which would be obsolete in terms
of their features and/or design, or replacing products, not anymore being economical to
maintain, such as can be the case in the Trade-Based Production System. Furthermore, as all
products would be designed to be as recyclable as possible, natural resources would be
conserved to a maximum extent through acquiring raw materials or reclaiming usable parts
from recycled products.
As all products would be designed to be as recyclable as possible, this would open up
new possibilities for the flexibility of the Production Framework in the case of more optimal
solutions being determined through time (such as new technologies being developed and
their implementation in the Production Framework being necessary). As primarily means of
production (such as production machines) would be subject to change in the case of different
technologies implemented into Production Processes, the fact that means of production
would essentially be products designed to be easily recyclable, the level of flexibility of the
Production Framework would be high, as existing means of production would be possible to
be easily recycled and as new means of production could easily replace them, making
implementation of new technologies quick. The Production Framework would be able to
change fairly quickly every time a closer approximation of an optimal solution to any aspect
of it would be determined (generally arising from new technologies being developed).
The level of flexibility of the Production Framework would be considerably higher than
the level of flexibility of production processes in an economy within the Trade-Based
Production System, where previous investments are generally lost if a production process
radically changes or if a production process goes bankrupt due to new technologies being
implemented in newly established competitive production processes. The fact that
production processes have owners, previously having made investments, and the fact that
employees have to receive benefits from these production processes, lower the level of
flexibility of the production system. Particular new technologies are difficult to be
implemented in the case they are disruptive to existing production processes, meaning that if
these technologies were to be implemented, owners could lose on previous investments
and/or employees and/or owners could lose benefits in the case of lowered profitability or
bankruptcy of a production process. If owners and employees would have no other means
of receiving income, such disruptions would raise the level of social instability.
With the abolishment of trade, competition ceases to exist and multiplication of
Production Processes producing the same type of product, along with multiple versions of
the same type of products being produced (in order to differentiate products from
competitive products), are no longer the case. The economies of scale of Production
Processes are increased, making the Production Framework considerably more efficient than
the web of production processes in an economy within the Trade-Based Production System.

The efficiency of the Production Framework (in terms of inputs used for particular
amount of output in the Production Framework as a whole) would in the Sustainable
System be considerably higher than the efficiency of the web of production processes
in an economy within the Trade-Based Production System due to product design
aiming toward maximising the efficiency of all Production Processes involved in
production, the use and the removal of products from use (production, distribution,
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maintenance, recycling and discarding). Furthermore, economies of scale would be
higher due to the absence of competition and multiplication of Production Processes
producing the same type of product.
As short-term orientation of Production Processes would not take place due to
individuals not receiving benefits from Production Processes, the long-term
efficiency of the Production Framework would be considered through technologies
being developed and implemented, and through means of production being
accumulated.
As the Production Framework would be maximally efficient, the time required
for the production of new (or improved) products and making them available for use
would be minimised, maximising the chances of the long-term survival and
prosperity of mankind.
The Production Framework would due to Production Processes using means of
production designed to be easily recyclable be highly flexible. The implementation of
new technologies could therefore be conducted quickly and everything technically
possible would be feasible.
In the Trade-Based Production System, natural resources and human input are considered as
inputs, the availability of which, compared to demand (reflecting in their price), determines
the characteristics of Production Processes (in terms of technologies implemented in them)
using them. This manifests itself in the tendency for excessive use of natural resources if
available (as the price of a natural resource determines its attractiveness for use), and in the
tendency for excessive use of human input whenever its supply is high (investments into
means of production replacing human input are unattractive in the case that they would result
in higher costs than when using human input). In contrast, the Sustainable System would
limit the use of natural resources and human input in respect of all the criteria of Principle of
Sustainability.
The only exception regarding the automation of Production Processes (replacing human
input with means of production) could occur when no alternatives for particular individuals
who would desire to perform roles that could be performed by providing human input into
Production Processes would exist. In order to enable role performance for such individuals,
an excessive amount of human input could be used.
In economic terms, maximising the efficiency of the Production Framework essentially
means maximising Real Growth (more output produced by the same amount of inputs) if
saved inputs would be utilized for introductions of new or improved products. Based on the
so far mentioned characteristics of the Production Framework it could be concluded that the
latter would constantly aim toward Real Growth.
In the Trade-Based Production System, Real Growth generally tends to take place, as
increases in productivity of production processes improve their competitiveness. However,
as will be described later, with regard to the market-monetary economic system (when money
is used as means of exchange, deviations of economic growth from Real Growth are most
noticeable), a market-monetary economy tends to grow in part based on Real Growth and in
part based on credit-based Extensive Growth (using more inputs for more output), being
unsustainable in the long run.
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An economy within the Trade-Based Production System is required to grow whenever
an increase in productivity or lending at interest takes place anywhere in the economy (which
is especially the case in the market-monetary economic system, where money is issued at
interest). Economic contractions manifest themselves in lost investments, lost incomes and
transfers of ownerships between individuals in society.
The Production Framework in the Sustainable System, however, would not need to grow
and would grow (in terms of increased productivity and introductions of new or improved
products) only if more optimal solutions to problems (problem could also be a newly
developed technology) regarding any aspects of the Production Framework would be
determined through problem-solving and decision-making processes in the Strategic
Government. More optimal solutions would probably in largest part originate from newly
developed technologies, which would have to be implemented in society, from discoveries of
new natural resources, from growth of the population, and from improved capabilities of
individuals performing roles in Institutions (increased primarily through education and
training). The Production Framework would be, unless more optimal solutions would be
determined, static and could perpetuate unchanged indefinitely unless the availability of
natural resources and human input would change or if the size of the population would
increase.
Due to the Production Framework not being required to grow, depletion of natural
resources and externalities would not occur, as is the case in the Trade-Based Production
System, where growth in production of products and services enables social stability (through
providing incomes to individuals), and where the tendency that economic growth is
prioritised over the depletion of natural resources and externalities exists. Due to the
Production Framework not being required to grow, depletion of natural resources and
externalities could be prevented.
In both, the Trade-Based Production System and the Sustainable System basic scientific
research results and technologies (ultimately developed based on results of basic scientific
research), are drivers of economic progress, by being the basis for introductions of new
and/or improved products and services, as well as by being the basis for increases in
productivity of production processes.
As has been mentioned earlier in this chapter, increases in productivity and introductions
and/or improvements of new products and services take place gradually in the Trade-Based
Production System as investments into these are made based on short-term profitability being
the goal. Furthermore, in the market-monetary system (which will be analysed later),
investments into increased productivity in particular economic situations do not enable the
realization of the highest short-term profits, therefore resources tend to be placed elsewhere
in the economy. The same applies for investments into implementation of new technologies
into products and services (improvements of existing products and services and/or
introductions of new products and services), which are aimed toward enabling the highest
short-term profitability and do not necessarily take place if the highest profitability could be
realized by placing funds elsewhere in the economy.
Especially in the market-monetary system, where volatility of the economy tends to be
higher than in the Trade-Based Production System, the implementation of new technologies
tends to be suboptimal compared to resources available (in terms of money available for
investments) and tends to take place slowly.
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The development of new technologies is subject to the same tendencies as the
implementation of the aforementioned new technologies, where resources (funds available)
can be potentially placed elsewhere in the economy if proving to be more profitable in
particular economic situations.
As investments into basic scientific research are by the leadership considered a lower
priority than those enabling short-term economic performance and as the leadership is the
primary Economic Subject, which funds basic scientific research, the development of basic
science tends to be suboptimal, compared to resources (funds) available.
The Trade-Based Production System and the Sustainable System differ greatly in terms
of resources placed into basic and applied scientific research (applied research ultimately
resulting in new technologies being developed).
As the number and/or quality of products and services produced would not need to
grow in the Sustainable System, once the sufficient number of products and services and/or
products and services of sufficient quality would be produced and used by human society
(the day-to-day functioning of the Sustainable System being fully enabled), all excess
resources would be placed into basic and applied scientific research (including new
technological development), along with being placed into the implementation of new more
optimal solutions to problems.
Once scientific research results and new technologies would enable more optimal
solutions regarding any aspect of the Sustainable System, changes would have to be
implemented into products, Production Processes and Institutions. If resources at this point
would have to be placed into implementations of these changes, resources would temporarily
be placed into mentioned implementations instead of being placed into research and
development.
In the Sustainable System, any scientific research result and any newly developed
technology that would enable a more optimal solution regarding any aspect of society would
be implemented as quickly as possible. The possibility of a more optimal solution would
represent a problem needing to be solved by determining the possibilities of implementing it
and by actually implementing it into Elements of Society as quickly as possible.
Due to placing considerably more resources into scientific research and into the
development of technologies, as well as into the implementation of new technologies, the
level of progress of society organized by the Sustainable System would tend to be
considerably higher than that of society organized by the Trade-Based Production System.
The Sustainable System would be developed and would function as a single system,
making it necessary that problem-solving and decision-making processes would be conducted
by a single General Framework of Society. As opposed to an economy within the TradeBased Production System, coupled with the democratic framework of society, where a large
number of Economic Subjects make decisions regarding the economy and where the
leadership is only in charge of aiming toward creating economic conditions enabling
economic growth and ensuring social stability, in the Sustainable System only one set of
Institutions would solve problems and make decisions regarding all aspects of the system
(including the aspects comparable to an economy within the Trade-Based Production
System).
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The General Framework of Society in the Sustainable System would be developed based
on all criteria of the Principle of Sustainability, which would result in a specific form of this
framework.
If decisions are made by individuals with the decision-making power (based on their
personal opinions) a high risk of suboptimal decisions being made exists. Individuals, having
this decision-making power, would not be included in groups of Institutions solving problems
and making decisions regarding changes to be implemented in the Sustainable System. This
set of Institutions would be called the Strategic Government.
The fact that no individuals would have decision-making powers in the Sustainable
System would essentially mean that no individuals could be elected by the general population.
This would represent a need for a different form of involvement of the general population in
the problem-solving and decision-making processes, impacting their own lives.
In order to enable such involvement, the General Framework of Society would have to
enable direct involvement of all individuals from the general population by means of
providing arguments to the problem-solving processes in the Strategic Government.
As all individuals in the general population would be given the opportunity to participate
in the processes of finding the closest approximations of solutions to particular problems,
with arguments being accepted or rejected by communities of individuals and/or Institutions
(peer reviews), following the scientific method, not only that such relationship between the
general population and the Strategic Government would represent actual involvement of all
individuals in the population in decisions that would impact their lives (as opposed to the
option of electing an individual, trusted most among a group of candidates to represent the
interests of voters), but would also maximise the number of arguments provided to processes
of finding solutions to problems. Maximising the number of arguments provided to these
problem-solving processes would contribute toward maximising the chances of the closest
approximations of optimal solutions to problems being determined and the closest
approximations of optimal decisions being made.
The form of the General Framework of Society, logically developed if all criteria of the
Principle of Sustainability would be applied, would be that the Strategic Government,
comprised of a group of Institutions coordinating processes of finding solutions to problems
and making decisions regarding changes, having to be made in particular aspects of the
Sustainable System, would represent the only problem-solving and decision-making body.
As no individuals in these Institutions would have decision-making power, members of
such institutions would only coordinate the processes of finding solutions to problems. They
would have to consider all arguments provided by any individual from the general population
and enable that the closest approximation of an optimal solution to a particular problem
would always be determined. Furthermore, they would identify a point when such closest
approximation would be determined, and would ultimately make the decision regarding
which changes would need to be implemented in the Sustainable System.
The number of problems and requirements for finding solutions to these problems
would vary from time to time, making it necessary for a number of Institutions in the Strategic
Government to constantly adjust to these problems.
In the case that new problems would arise, new Institutions would be formed and the
number of Institutions would shrink when the problems would drop in number. The Strategic
Government would therefore be flexible to a practically unlimited extent. Such flexibility
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would enable it to manage the theoretically unlimited complexity of the Sustainable System,
making it the most optimal form of managing this system. Besides the ability to manage high
complexity, the risk of errors in research processes and in implemented changes would be
extremely low, as the scientific method would be applied.
As the Strategic Government would be slow in its problem-solving and decision-making
processes, it would generally not be able to make day-to-day decisions required when
implementing particular changes in the Sustainable System. The General Framework of
Society would therefore have to consist of the Operative Government, having to follow
guidelines provided by the Strategic Government and having limited autonomy, with the
possibility of basing certain decisions on the opinions of individuals (in order to enable the
day-to-day management of implementing decisions) from Institutions of the Operative
Government.
Executive Teams, having to follow guidelines provided by the Operative Government,
would represent the group of Institutions actually implementing changes into any aspect of
the Sustainable System. This group of Institutions would have very limited autonomy in
decision-making.
Finally, culture, which through its concepts and values impacts the perception of
individuals regarding their environment and themselves, forms in part through
communication performed by institutions, and in part through communication between
individuals. A comparison will be made how culture forms in society organized by the
democratic Trade-Based Production System and how it would form in society organized by
the Sustainable System.
Communication by institutions is in the Trade-Based Production System conducted by
Economic Subjects and by the leadership and its institutions. The concepts and values
communicated by Economic Subjects tend to promote behaviour of individuals desirable for
the satisfaction of interests of these Economic Subjects. As communication generally requires
investments to be made by these communicating Economic Subjects in order to reach a large
share of the population (e.g. the media), communication is generally regarded as an
investment, weighed against the expected increase in sales quantities and/or prices. Behaviour
of individuals, targeted by this communication, therefore has to change in a manner that
enables higher profits.
Furthermore, as the leadership prioritizes economic performance, concepts and values
it communicates tend to promote behaviour, desirable for economic performance and
therefore for the interests of particular Economic Subjects.
Besides institutions, individuals tend to shape culture through communicating further
concepts and values which they have internalized internalize or have created. These concepts
and values do not necessarily reflect the interests of all Economic Subjects, however they do
tend to reflect the characteristics of the competitive Trade-Based Production System.
Concepts and values communicated by individuals tend to promote behaviour, which they
perceive as desirable for themselves and for those to whom these concepts and values are
communicated. However, behaviour not in line with the characteristics of the Trade-Based
Production System is generally not desirable for individuals themselves (e.g. sharing with
unacquainted people, not likely to give anything in return, would be harmful for an individual,
as would not striving toward accumulating assets), thus concepts and values promoting such
behaviour tends not to form culture.
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In short, culture in a society organized by the Trade-Based Production System forms in
part through individuals internalizing and sharing concepts and values originally
communicated by Economic Subjects (based on their individual interests), and in part
through individuals communicating their own concepts and values. In cases when concepts
and values communicated to individuals by Economic Subjects, are actually not in line with
the interests of these individuals (such as promoting the use of products that are harmful for
an individual), the level of availability of additional information (conflicting with the
information communicated by Economic Subjects) determines whether or not these
concepts and values would ultimately be internalized by the general population.
Communication tends to be more effective when investments are made into it. If
communication of concepts and values, opposing those of Economic Subjects, which make
substantial investments into communication, is not profitable and therefore if no funds are
available to invest into such communication, the general population can possibly not have
access to these opposing concepts and values. As no additional information is available to
them, they can potentially internalize concepts and values promoting the behaviour that is
actually not in their own interest. Due to the fact that the effectiveness of communication is
correlated to costs incurred when conducting it, due to the fact that Economic Subjects,
which expect realization of higher revenues if concepts and values which they communicate
are internalized, tend to make considerable investments into their communication, and due
to the fact that communication of concepts and values, opposing the concepts and values
communicated by Economic Subjects tends to be unprofitable and not to be sufficiently
funded, individuals tend to internalize concepts and values communicated by Economic
Subjects to a higher degree than concepts and values communicated by individuals (opposing
concepts and values).
Culture in the democratic Trade-Based Production System tends to promote behaviour
desirable for the functioning of an economy and wider society within such a socio-economic
system, most notably promoting competition, accumulating assets and trading assets for
desired products and services, which do not necessarily satisfy needs to a significant extent.
Although in the Sustainable System culture would form by following the same principle,
no concepts and values, which would be in line with interests of institutions communicating
them, but actually not being in line with interests of individuals these concepts and values
would be communicated to would form culture.
Communication of concepts and values in the Sustainable System would be conducted
by Institutions, applying all criteria of the Principle of Sustainability in their communication.
In the Sustainable System, concepts and values communicated by Institutions would always
be in line with reality, most notably aimed toward maximising the understanding of the closest
approximation of the truth regarding the environment and the human species and aimed
toward maximising the understanding of the true characteristics of the Sustainable System
itself.
As concepts and values communicated by Institutions would in every case be in line with
reality, part of the culture formed by individuals themselves would in the long run not deviate
from these concepts, for concepts and values not in line with reality would gradually be
overshadowed by concepts and values which would be.
In a cooperative and cohesive socio-economic system there would be no conflict
between interests of any Institutions and interests of individuals, and therefore there would
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not be in any Institution’s interest to communicate concepts and values, which would not be
in line with reality or which would promote behaviour not in the interest of particular
individuals. If for example an Institution would communicate concepts and values promoting
participation in an Institution by performing roles, concepts would be communicated, which
would explain true characteristics of this Institution, true characteristics of roles potentially
being performed in it, and the fact that needs could be satisfied for individuals if performing
such roles. Furthermore, values would be communicated, such as values promoting role
performance as desirable for an individual and for society as a whole. No concepts and values
not in line with reality would be communicated, as understanding true characteristics of
Institutions, true characteristics of roles in Institutions, and needs, which could be satisfied
for an individual if performing a particular role, would enable behaviour of individuals that
would not only be desirable for them, but also for Institutions and therefore for society as a
whole.
As concepts and values not in line with reality would in a highly informed society
eventually be overshadowed by concepts and values which would be in line with reality,
culture, including for example concepts and values promoting competition or accumulation
of assets (potentially such concepts and values would still form culture during the Transition
into the Sustainable System), could not persist as these concepts and values would not be in
line with the true characteristics of the Sustainable System, which would not require
competition and which would not be based on ownership and trade.
As such culture would shape individuals’ learned behaviour, influencing their perception
of the environment and themselves, no drives would take place that would prompt them to
behave in a manner that would be undesirable for the functioning of a cooperative, cohesive
socio-economic system. As for example no concept of scarcity or value of accumulating assets
being desirable behaviour in order for an individual to protect himself from scarcity would
be internalized, role performance in Institutions would be perceived as the sole means of
satisfying all remaining needs, left unsatisfied. No drives would therefore take place that
would demotivate an individual to perform a role voluntarily, such as is potentially the case
in the Trade-Based Production System, where unpaid work tends to be perceived as not
desirable, as it is perceived that it would be more beneficial to place effort into paid work,
aimed toward accumulating assets.
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6.3 The market-monetary democratic system and the main tendencies in the
development of an economy within this system through time
The comparison between the democratic Trade-Based Production System and the
Sustainable System, which has been conducted earlier, is more straightforward than the
comparison between the market-monetary democratic system and the Sustainable System, as
adding money as means of exchange does not change the main characteristics of the TradeBased Production System, but adds to the complexity of the economy.
In this chapter, a brief description of the characteristics of the market-monetary system
(in essence characteristics of the market-monetary democratic system, yet focusing on the
economy, not on the democratic framework of society) will be presented. The characteristics
that will be mentioned in this chapter are caused solely by money being used as means of
exchange. Furthermore, this chapter will also include the analysis of tendencies in the
development of a market-monetary economy through time. Although deviations from these
tendencies can occur in short-term, in the long run it is likely that a market-monetary
economy develops according to tendencies caused by fundamental characteristics of the
market-monetary democratic system.
The market-monetary economic system shares all the characteristics mentioned earlier
in this chapter with the Trade-Based Production System, but as money is used as means of
exchange and represents a store of value (money is essentially an asset, which can either be
withheld by the owner or can be spent), it opens up new possibilities for trade and
simultaneously adds to the complexity and volatility of the economy. Furthermore, as global
society is divided into sovereign states with national economies using different currencies,
exchange rates further add to the complexity and volatility of global economy.
Scarcity is a prerequisite for any trade to take place and plentiful asset or service would
be impossible to be traded as its price would be zero. The same holds true for money as
means of exchange. However, as money is essentially an asset, which Economic Subjects in
the economy agree on to represent means of exchange, it is necessary that issuing it and the
protection of its value is conducted centrally by the leadership and its institutions. Its scarcity
has to be ensured by central institutions in order for money not to become abundant and lose
its value, which would cause extensive damage to the economy.
Whenever money is used as means of exchange, the amount of money in circulation has
to enable trade of all Traded Assets and services in the economy at relatively stable prices. In
the event that money becomes too abundant, prices of these Traded Assets and services tend
to rise, as nominal amount of money in circulation significantly exceeds the sum of all prices
of all Traded Assets and services in the economy. However, in the event that money becomes
too scarce, this tends to cause downward price pressures.
As money is an asset by itself and therefore represents a store of value, Economic
Subjects, having accumulated money, can decide to either withhold it for a period of time or
spend it. The perception of Economic Subjects regarding the future value of money
determines whether they would decide to spend or to withhold it. If money is expected to
lose value in the future, they tend to be inclined toward spending it for Traded Assets and
services, and if money is expected to gain value in the future, they tend to be inclined toward
withholding it. The amount of money in circulation, along with the perception of Economic
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Subjects regarding price levels in the future, determines inflationary or deflationary pressures
in the economy, having a profound impact on the performance of the economy.
If moderate inflationary pressures take place, it is expected that prices would moderately
rise in the future and Economic Subjects tend to be inclined toward moderately spending
money, therefore not being inclined toward spending it as quickly as possible. If so, this would
tend to cause considerable upward pressure on prices of Traded Assets and services.
If prices rise moderately, price levels in the future are fairly predictable and future
planning is possible by producers of products and services. If so, they are can make
investments into future production.
However, if prices rise rapidly, which can occur in the case the perception of Economic
Subjects regarding future prices is that they will likely rapidly rise, as well as them being
inclined toward spending money, accepting higher and higher prices while doing so, future
planning can become impossible for producers. This would cause disruptions in production
and therefore supply of products and services would stagnate or be lowered.
If prices are perceived by Economic Subjects to likely decrease in the future, they tend
to withhold money as store of value, which causes lower demand for products and services,
and in turn causes producers to lose revenues. This affects incomes of owners and employees
of production processes, lowers the demand in the economy and therefore causes downward
price pressures on Traded Assets and services. Deflation therefore causes economic
contraction.
Inflationary or deflationary pressures are determined by the rate of adding money into
circulation and by the perception of Economic Subjects regarding future prices. If money is
added into circulation at the same pace for a relatively long period of time, it is unlikely that
the perception that prices would likely increase significantly in the economy (excessive
inflation rate) would take place. Adding money into circulation therefore has to be gradual
and stable in order for the perception of relatively stable future prices to form.
In order for a moderate inflation rate to take place, the increase in money supply has to
slightly outpace the increase in the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services
in the economy.
Not adding money into circulation however, results in economic growth being hindered.
This ultimately has the same effect as deflation, as not enough money is in circulation to
enable more Traded Assets and services to be added into the economy and/or their real
values to rise.
Adding money into circulation in such a way that triggers moderate inflation rate,
resulting in Economic Subjects being encouraged to spend money moderately, enables
economic growth, which would be impossible if deflation or an excessive inflation rate would
take place. In order for a moderate inflation rate to take place, money has to gradually be
added into circulation, and as the economy develops, money starts at some point to be issued
at interest through the banking system, consisting of the central bank and commercial banks,
lending money at interest to other Economic Subjects.
As soon as money starts being issued at interest, economic growth has to persist in order
for interest to be repaid by borrowers (in the economy as a whole) and in order for principals
and parts of interests to be refinanced by the central bank, so money supply could increase
in the economy and enable trading the growing number and/or real value of Traded Assets
and services at slightly increased prices.
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Whenever economic growth does not take place, interest can no longer be repaid by
borrowers. If so the redistribution of ownership of assets takes place, as lenders seize
collaterals and gradually claim repayments of remaining debts. Individuals can in such
situation ultimately lose assets and as their debts can persist through time, requiring a
particular share of income to be transferred to lenders. If such a situation results in their
needs being satisfied to a lower degree, the level of social instability is bound to increase.
Issuing money can be restricted by declaring that money is necessary to be at a fixed
exchange rate convertible into particular asset, supply of which cannot uncontrollably
increase (such as gold), or can be unrestricted, meaning that the central bank is free to issue
money as subjectively evaluated to be necessary in order to ensure a stable growth of the
economy (or in order to mitigate the severity of economic downturn). As the economy grows,
money, at a fixed exchange rate (one unit of money for a fixed amount of a particular asset)
convertible into an asset, supply of which cannot increase at a rate equal or higher than the
rate of economic growth, eventually becomes unpractical, as the amount of money in
circulation can no longer increase in accordance with the rising number and/or real value of
Traded Assets and services in the economy (causing deflationary pressures and hindering
further economic growth, with the tendency of causing economic contraction). Therefore, at
some point freedom of issuing money has to be granted to the central bank.

Whenever money starts being lent at interest, individual interests of borrowers and
lenders, along with their subjective evaluations of future performance of the economy,
start determining the amount of money being added to (or taken out of) circulation
at a particular moment in time. As individual interests and subjective evaluations of
future performance of the economy determine money supply in the economy, and as
money supply to a significant extent determines economic performance, money as
means of exchange being used in the economy and issued at interest adds to the
complexity of the economy and to the unpredictability of economic performance
through time.
As the economy develops, money eventually starts being issued through the central bank and
commercial banks. Whenever commercial banks lend money based on their individual
interests (most notably short-term profit interests) and based on their subjective evaluation
of future economic performance, and whenever borrowers borrow following the same
principle, the tendency exists that economic growth deviates from Real Growth, that prices
of Traded Assets, the supply of which cannot increase proportionately to the increase in the
demand, rise, and that economy is volatile (trend of economic growth and rising asset prices
turning into economic downturn and decreasing asset prices).
A prerequisite for long-term economic growth in terms of the increase in number and/or
quality of products and services produced and traded in the economy is the increase in
productivity of production processes, as well as the simultaneous increase in the number
and/or quality of products and services, produced using resources saved by production
processes, having increased their productivity. When using the term Real Growth, this type
of growth is referred to. Real Growth essentially means that more output is produced with
the same amount of inputs in the economy as a whole. Real Growth is essentially a
combination of increasing productivity of existing production processes and Extensive
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Growth, meaning producing more using saved inputs. The term Extensive Growth means
increasing output using more inputs. Besides being based on the increase in productivity, the
economic growth sustainable in the long run can also be based on discoveries of new natural
resources and/or on the increase in population (more human input) and/or on the increase
in capabilities of individuals providing human input into production processes (such as a
higher level of education and training). In these cases, production of more products and
services and/or products and services of higher quality is based on Extensive Growth,
meaning that more output is produced with more inputs. Extensive Growth can however
take place based on higher demand caused by abundant credit, yet such type of growth is not
sustainable in the long run and tends to stop as soon as the demand due to lower availability
of credit decreases.
Real Growth takes place whenever new technologies are developed and implemented,
and/or whenever means of production are accumulated, enabling the increase in the number
and/or quality of products and services produced using the same amount of inputs into
production processes. Investments into technological development and implementation of
new technologies, as well as investments into the accumulation of means of production are
necessary for Real Growth to occur.
Real Growth and Extensive Growth have been explained in detail in chapter 1 of Part
One, as well as in the Glossary of Terms.
If lenders and borrowers would be long-term oriented and if they would be able to in
every case evaluate future performance of the economy perfectly in line with the
performance, which would actually take place in the future, money borrowed at interest
would in every case be borrowed by producers investing it into the increase of productivity
and/or to producers introducing new products and services and/or improving quality of
existing products and services using inputs saved by production processes, which had
previously increased their productivity.
At this point it has to be mentioned that if all money in circulation is originally issued at
interest to Economic Subjects, excluding the government, and if a moderate inflation rate has
to persist in order for this money to be spent, not withheld, this essentially means that slightly
more interest has to be repaid by borrowers in the economy as a whole than could be repaid
in the long run, resulting in a percentage of Economic Subjects not being able to repay debts
and in redistribution of ownership of assets from borrowers to lenders occurring, even in the
previously mentioned perfect scenario. However, as the government can through its spending
increase money supply and as it does not necessarily have to repay debts to the central bank
(depending on the agreement between the government and the central bank), the possibility
of keeping the inflation rate moderate by the government borrowing money from the central
bank and spending it in the economy, while not repaying its debts through time, exists. In
this case it is theoretically possible that a slight inflation rate persists without debt defaults
occurring as a direct consequence of the inflation rate.
Economic Subjects in a market-monetary economy tend to be short-term oriented.
Short-term profits can be realized by lenders and borrowers in other ways than by lending to
and borrowing by the producers, which invest in a way resulting in Real Growth. If other
types of investments and/or asset purchases are perceived as more attractive in terms of
profit potential, borrowed money tends to be placed elsewhere.
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Due to short-term orientation of lenders, wide range of Economic Subjects can
potentially be considered as creditworthy and therefore able to borrow money. Economic
Subjects spending borrowed money directly for products and services which are ultimately
consumed and repaying interests and principals from incomes unrelated to these products
and services can be amongst creditworthy Economic Subjects. Economic Subjects investing
into increase of production of products and services, demand for which is stimulated by
available credit (credit-based Extensive Growth), and/or Economic Subjects using borrowed
money to purchase assets with rising prices (examples would be shares or real estate) in order
to profit from selling these assets at higher prices can also be amongst creditworthy
borrowers. If mentioned types of Economic Subjects are able to borrow, economic growth
tends to deviate from Real Growth and prices of particular assets tend to rise
disproportionately to the increase in their real value.
In the event of a rapid increase in demand for existing (already produced) products and
services, based on the availability of credit (being used for purchases of these products and
services), investments into the increase of production of such products and services tend to
be characterized by a higher profit potential than investments into increased productivity.
Investments into the latter tend to require more time between making an investment and
realizing profit. The opportunity cost of such an investment is an investment into a quick
increase of production of existing products and services, utilizing existing technologies,
possibly only accumulating means of production and therefore using more inputs for more
output (Extensive Growth). As demand for these products and services is high, they can be
sold quickly, and profits can quickly be realized, providing funds for new investments and/or
asset purchases. Investments resulting in credit-based Extensive Growth in the
abovementioned circumstances tend to represent the preferred option compared to
investments resulting in Real Growth.
If lenders perceive that borrowers will be able to repay their debts, which is especially
the case when debts have short periods of repayment, lenders can realize profits even if creditbased Extensive Growth and rise in asset prices are unsustainable in the long run. Subjective
evaluation of future performance of the economy determines the willingness of lenders (most
notably commercial banks) to lend money. If the economy is expected to grow and if prices
of particular assets are expected to rise for sufficiently long period of time and/or if collaterals
are perceived as valuable enough to offset for risk of non-repayment, lending occurs.
If borrowers expect economic growth and rise in asset prices to perpetuate for a period
of time that would be sufficient for the repayment of debts (repayments based on profits
realized from investments and/or asset speculations), they tend to be willing to borrow from
lenders.
However, as credit-based Extensive Growth and rising asset prices are unsustainable,
inevitably this trend eventually reverses, and a particular share of borrowers, generally those
which previously had unrealistic expectations regarding future economic performance and
which have borrowed excessively, becomes unable to repay their debts. A particular share of
lenders, having lent excessively either due to unrealistic expectations of future economic
performance, or due to collaterals having been perceived as sufficiently valuable to offset for
risk of debt default, or due to having expected to be assisted (by the central bank and/or the
government) in the case of experiencing debt defaults of their borrowers, also do not have
their debts repaid.
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At this point lenders become less willing or unable to lend and borrowers become less
willing or unable to borrow. This results in the fall in the demand for assets, the demand for
which has been credit-based, and in fall in the demand for products and services, the demand
for which has also been credit-based. Revenues of producers producing these products and
services fall, resulting in the decrease in their profitability and/or in their bankruptcies in
cases when producers cannot repay their debts.
In such a scenario, economic downturn takes place and the level of social instability tends
to increase, as ownership of assets is transferred from borrowers, which are defaulting on
their debts, to lenders.
In economic downturn, Economic Subjects tend to be less creditworthy as before the
downturn due to their collaterals tending to lose value (if collateral is an asset, the price of
which is falling, it is perceived to be worth less and less in the future by the lender), and/or
due to their incomes tending to be lower than before the downturn. Producers producing
products and services the demand for which decreases during downturn are perceived less
creditworthy as prior to the downturn and are able to borrow less money.
Lenders, most notably commercial banks, tend to be less willing to provide new loans
and tend to demand repayments of debts due for repayment instead of refinancing them.
This results in the decrease in money supply.
As money is due to demands of lenders for repayments of debts and due to their
unwillingness or inability to provide new loans being taken out of circulation, demand for
Traded Assets and services falls. Economic Subjects are due to the tendency of falling prices
of Traded Assets (including products) and services and due to the prediction of the economic
situation deteriorating in the future in such a situation generally inclined toward holding
money instead of spending it. This results in deflationary pressures and the risk of further
economic contraction is high.
As the central bank represents an institution in charge of regulating money supply
through providing loans to Economic Subjects (most notably to commercial banks and to
the government), through dictating interest rates, and also through dictating mandatory
reserves of commercial banks, it ultimately through its monetary policy influences economic
cycles (upturns and downturns).
In the democratic system, the central bank and the government generally strive toward
enabling economic conditions that do not cause public pressure, potentially resulting in their
loss of position in society (e.g. the removal of the government or the latter having to pass
legislation changing the organizational structure and/or functioning of the central bank). As
economic upturn is generally perceived as desirable by the general population and as it can
take a long time before economic downturn takes place, both, the central bank and the
government tend to be inclined toward supporting economic upturn and toward not directly
causing it to reverse into economic downturn.
The central bank therefore tends to be inclined toward expanding money supply during
economic upturn and tends to do so until a particular occurrence causes downturn. As
extreme contraction of money supply conducted by the central bank could be perceived by
the general population as a deliberate attempt to cause economic downturn, such actions
would tend to cause high level of public pressure.
Although moderately slowing down economic upturn is possible by moderately
increasing interest rates, abrupt discontinuance of the increase of money supply (e.g. extreme
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restrictions of lending) could by itself immediately cause economic downturn, which could
potentially be perceived as undesirable by the general population.
If economic growth largely consists of growth in the production of products and
services, the demand for which is mostly credit-based, and if an increase in this production
largely represents Extensive Growth, furthermore if such growth is coupled with the rise in
prices of particular assets (such as shares or real estate for example), a tendency exists for the
central bank to be inclined toward further increasing money supply and to wait for a particular
set of conditions to cause economic downturn.
During economic downturn, the central bank has to mitigate its severity through the
expansion of money supply. By doing so, it reduces the risk of deflation and strives toward
mitigating the severity of economic downturn.
The central bank can expand money supply through providing loans to (most notably)
commercial banks and the government, which in turn results in increased availability of credit
for Economic Subjects, and enables the government to increase the demand for Traded
Assets and services through its spending.
This money, however, is newly added to money supply and in an economy, where the
number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services is gradually lowered, the increase in
money supply raises the risk of a high inflation rate. Furthermore, as some of the money
issued prior to economic downturn is still in circulation, yet tends to be withheld by
Economic Subjects (when credit default occurs, collateral is seized and if collateral is not sold
or credit paid back to lenders, which do not lend it back into the economy, money stays in
circulation as it has previously been spent by an Economic Subject defaulting on its debt).
As the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services is lowered, and as money
stays in circulation (debts are not fully repaid and not all collaterals are sold by lenders),
furthermore, as new money tends to be issued in order to mitigate economic downturn, the
tendency exists that at the end of economic downturn (at a point in time when new economic
upturn begins) an excessive amount of money is in circulation compared to the number
and/or real value of Traded Assets and services and the sum of their prices at this point in
time. As money gradually starts being spent by Economic Subjects when economic downturn
nears its end or when economic upturn takes place, a high inflation rate can take place if this
money starts being spent by a large number of Economic Subjects (most notably individuals)
for products and services, the prices of which represent the basis for the measured inflation
rate (the term Basket of Products and Services will be used for this range of products and
services), in such amounts that the supply of these products and services cannot increase
proportionately with the increase in demand.
Products and services included in the Basket are those purchased by the majority of
individuals in society and do not include particular assets, the prices of which rise and fall
during economic cycles, the demand for which is based on the availability of credit, and the
possibilities of increasing or decreasing the supply of which are limited (e.g. shares or real
estate).
Products and services included in the Basket are numerous. As one Economic Subject
(most notably an individual) tends not to purchase large amounts of particular product or
service from this category, excessive money would have to be distributed to a large number
of individuals and would have to be extensively spent for products and services included in
the Basket in order for a high inflation rate to set in. Furthermore, the perception of
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Economic Subjects that a high inflation rate would persist in the future is also a prerequisite
for it to occur as such perception results in extensive spending.
However, if a small number of Economic Subjects spend this money for a small number
of Traded Assets and services, which are not included in the Basket (e.g. spending it on
ownership shares of companies or on real estate), and if this money again ends up in the
hands of a small number of Economic Subjects, the measured inflation rate despite excessive
money supply remains low and Economic Subjects do not expect a high inflation rate taking
place in the future.
If during economic downturn loans provided by the central bank in order for money
supply to be increased are provided to lenders, which do not lend it to a large number of
individuals, potentially spending it on products and services included in the Basket, money
supply can expand significantly without a considerable risk of a high inflation rate taking
place.
Furthermore, if loans are provided to the government (which tends to occur in economic
downturn), it is not in the government’s interest to spend newly borrowed money in a manner
that would cause a high inflation rate. The government would likely spend this money in a
manner that the demand for particular products and services would be increased to sufficient
extent to stimulate their production, and possibly in a manner to increase the demand for
products and services included in the Basket to an extent that a moderate inflation rate takes
place (in the case that without government spending the demand for such products and
services would be low), reducing the risk of deflation.
Once money is added into circulation, it can hardly in its entirety be taken out of
circulation permanently, but can generally be done so temporarily (e.g. through the selling of
the central bank’s bonds, which would result in money temporarily being taken out of
circulation and having to be repaid at interest in the future). Such measure could represent a
temporary solution in cases of large inconsistencies between money supply and the number
and/or real value of all Traded Assets and services in the economy at a particular moment.
The flow of this money supply back into the economy is in this case postponed until the
moment when the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services in the economy
would possibly increase.
Real Growth cannot increase rapidly due to the development of new technologies and
the accumulation of means of production, required for productivity of production processes
to increase, generally not being possible to be conducted in a short period time. The quick
increase in production of products and services, the demand for which is based on easily
available credit, is however possible without the development and implementation of new
technologies, simply by accumulating means of production and by producing more output
with more inputs used (Extensive Growth). Increasing the production in this manner tends
to be more profitable, as profits could be realized quicker. In times of abundant credit and
high credit-based demand resources tend to be allocated into investments made in a manner
resulting in Extensive Growth.
Whenever economic upturn picks up, assets with rising prices (when their prices rise
rapidly) tend to enable the highest potential for quickly profiting by speculating in markets of
these assets, as assets could almost instantly be purchased and sold. During economic upturn,
extensive amount of money tends to flow into markets of assets with rapidly rising prices.
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During economic upturn small share of excessive money supply therefore tends to be
invested into the increase in productivity (resulting in Real Growth if saved inputs are used
for production of new or improved products and services). Large share of this money tends
to be placed into investments resulting in Extensive Growth (e.g. new real estate development
in times of rising real estate prices), as well as into speculations with rising asset prices.
Money supply, despite being excessive at the beginning of economic upturn following
economic downturn (downturn having been marked by issuing new money in order to
mitigate its severity), tends to expand further in this subsequent economic upturn if excessive
money supply remains in the hands of a small number of Economic Subjects, spending it on
a small number of Traded Assets and services, as other Economic Subjects (those not in the
possession of this excessive money in circulation) require borrowing in order to invest and/or
purchase Traded Assets and services. If these Economic Subjects would be unable to receive
loans, economic upturn would possibly not take place due to some sectors of the economy
not receiving sufficient credit, essentially resulting in deflationary pressures in those sectors
and in subjective expectations of Economic Subjects that economic upturn would not
continue, causing economic downturn.
As money supply tends to be additionally expanded by the central bank during all phases
of economic cycles (upturns and downturns), each cycle tends to result in more money in
circulation. As money supply tends to increase at a rate above the sum of the rate of Real
Growth and the moderate inflation rate, an ever increasing excessive money supply in the
economy tends to cause stronger and stronger fluctuations in production of products and
services, the demand for which is largely based on money supply at a particular moment (with
a tendency to rise significantly during economic upturns and to fall significantly during
economic downturns), as well as causing stronger and stronger fluctuations in asset prices.
The intensity of economic cycles therefore tends to increase through time.
As previously mentioned, excessive money supply tends to either be invested into
production processes or spent on other Traded Assets and services. If these Traded Assets
and services are products and services included in the Basket, and if their supply is not able
to increase in accordance with the increase in demand (increasing supply generally requires
time and demand can in the case of substantially excessive money supply increase rapidly), a
high inflation rate can take place, causing contraction of the economy. As mentioned before,
as one individual tends to purchase a limited quantity of any of these products and services,
in order for the demand for all these products and services to increase substantially, a large
number of individuals would have to spend money on them (as individuals are primary buyers
of these products and services). Excessive money supply would have to be in the hands of a
large number of individuals in order for such a scenario to unfold.
However, if excessive amount of money in circulation is in the hands of a small number
of Economic Subjects (usually owned by a small number of individuals) and if this money is
spent for a small number of Traded Assets and services, prices of which do not represent the
basis for the measured inflation rate, no inflationary pressures would take place and excessive
money supply would cause upward price pressure only on prices of particular assets (such as
shares or particular segments of real estate for example) and services.
If newly issued money is in every economic downturn lent to a small number of
Economic Subjects, which are inclined toward spending it on a small number of Traded
Assets and services, furthermore if all these purchases are characterized by money ending up
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once more in the hands of a relatively small number of Economic Subjects, excessive money
supply would tend not to cause a high inflation rate, but would likely rather be placed into
purchases of particular Traded Assets and services not included in the Basket.
A small number of Economic Subjects with excessive money in their possession tend to
spend it on Traded Assets and services, some of which represent assets with rising prices and
some of which represent investments into production processes. Investments into
production processes result in the increase in supply of products and services, essentially
meaning that more products and services and/or products and services of higher quality
(representing economic growth) are produced in the economy. As economic growth takes
place, the general population becomes optimistic regarding future economic performance.
Rising asset prices (as a consequence of this excessive money being placed into their markets)
result in the perception of economic upturn picking up. Both, economic growth and rising
asset prices are generally desired by the general population. This perception represents a
prerequisite for economic upturn to actually take place in the economy as a whole. Such a
scenario tends to be preferred by the central bank and the government, as opposed to a high
inflation rate taking place, therefore it tends to be in their interest to during economic
downturn strive toward issuing new money, largely to a small number of Economic Subjects,
which would likely spend it on a small number of Traded Assets and services.
However, each transaction that this small number of Economic Subjects conduct (each
purchase of Traded Assets and services) can result in a larger number of Economic Subjects
(translating into a larger number of individuals) receiving this money (such as one Economic
Subject purchasing a company owned by a large number of individuals, who ultimately receive
this money). In order for a large number of individuals not to eventually take possession of
this excessive money supply and potentially spend it on products and services included in the
Basket at a faster rate than their supply could increase (potentially causing a high inflation
rate), money simultaneously has to flow from a large number of individuals back into the
hands of a small number of Economic Subjects (having to be owned by a small number of
individuals and a small number of individuals having to receive benefits from them).
If excessive money in circulation constantly flows from the hands of a small number of
Economic Subjects into the hands of a large number of individuals, the risk of a high inflation
rate becomes high. This flow has to be neutralized by the flow of this money back into the
hands of a small number of Economic Subjects at the same or faster speed than the speed of
flow of money in the opposite direction in order for such a scenario not to unfold.
Although various mechanisms of money flowing from the hands of a large number of
individuals into the hands of a small number of Economic Subjects exist, most notably a high
level of indebtedness of a large number of individuals after economic downturn, some of
which have defaulted on their debts, represents this mechanism. In this case through gradual
repayments of debts money flows back into the hands of a small number of Economic
Subjects (e.g. to commercial banks). Another mechanism of money flowing from the hands
of a large number of individuals into the hands of a small number of Economic Subjects,
which is worth mentioning, is a large number of individuals placing money into markets of
assets with rising prices (such as shares and real estate), where Economic Subjects with a lot
of accumulated assets participate, each having a larger amount of money to speculate with.
As will be mentioned later in this chapter, Economic Subjects with a larger amount of
accumulated assets have advantages in speculations in markets with rising assets, therefore
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the tendency exists for speculations in such markets (essentially being a zero-sum game) to
be characterized by a small number of Economic Subjects profiting at the expense of greater
numbers of Economic Subjects (most notably individuals), which have disadvantages in
speculations. As this small number of Economic Subjects tends to speculate with larger
amounts of money than an average individual, one such Economic Subject tends to profit at
the expense of a large number of individuals.
Ultimately the sum of forces causing money to flow from the hands of a small number
of Economic Subjects to a large number of individuals and vice versa determines where
excessive money supply would ultimately end up and what would it be spent on, therefore
determining the effect of this money on the economy.
In an economy, where each economic cycle is marked by money supply being added into
the economy at a rate higher than the sum of the rate of Real Growth and the moderate
inflation rate, it is beneficial for the economy that through time a small number of Economic
Subjects holds possession of excessive money in circulation in order for a high inflation rate
not to set in. As these Economic Subjects are mostly owned by a small number of individuals
and as a small number of individuals tend to receive benefits from them, a few Economic
Subjects having excessive money in their possession ultimately tends to translate into a small
number of individuals having excessive money in their possession. This directly translates
into inequality in accumulated assets among the general population.
Economic Subjects with more accumulated assets tend to have advantages regarding
accumulating assets further over Economic Subjects with less accumulated assets. Various
advantages exist, most notably a higher ability to obtain information enabling further
accumulation of assets (as obtaining information, which represents competitive advantage,
comes at a cost, these Economic Subjects tend to be able to afford to acquire more costly
and more useful information), a higher ability to make large investments, higher ability to
form partnerships (partnerships are also sources of information, further raising their chances
of obtaining information), and a higher ability to create a favourable environment for their
business endeavours (e.g. influencing decisions of the government in their favour).
Such advantages tend to result in Economic Subjects, already having more assets
accumulated, to further accumulate assets quicker than Economic Subjects with less
accumulated assets. They tend to accumulate assets at a higher rate when investing into
production processes (they are able to invest into most profitable production processes) and
realizing profits from them. As these production processes tend to be most profitable, they
tend to be most creditworthy and tend to have access to loans (when money supply is
expanded, the chances of these production processes receiving loans are higher). Economic
Subjects with more accumulated assets are generally able to speculate on markets of assets
with rising prices with higher amounts of money (own or borrowed), while due to superior
information available having better chances of profiting from these speculations.
Economic Subjects with more accumulated assets therefore have advantages in profiting
from investments into production processes and from speculations in markets of assets with
rising prices, as well as probably having access to higher amounts of loans at lower interest
rates in economic upturns and downturns. As money supply partially increases through loans
being provided to creditworthy Economic Subjects, these Economic Subjects have higher
chances of receiving (through loans) a larger share of excessive money supply in the economy
during each economic cycle. Furthermore, as it is in the interest of the central bank and the
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government that excessive money supply remains in the hands of a small number of
Economic Subjects, highly creditworthy Economic Subjects with more accumulated assets,
being small in numbers, represent an opportunity for the central bank to lend them high
amounts of newly issued money or for the government to transfer them (in various ways)
high amounts of newly issued money without it ending up in the hands of a large number of
individuals and raising risk of high inflation rate. The chances of these Economic Subjects
receiving a larger share of excessive money supply are further increased due to the mentioned
facts.

As the speed and intensity of economic cycles determine possibilities to profit from
them, and as Economic Subjects that have more accumulated assets have higher
chances of profiting during economic cycles, the tendency exists that the quicker and
the more intense economic cycles are, the more these Economic Subjects profit from
these cycles. As money supply tends to increase disproportionately to Real Growth
during each economic cycle, successive economic cycles tend to be more intense.
Ultimately, a small number of individuals, representing owners of a small number
of Economic Subjects, have higher chances of accumulating assets. The more intense
increases in credit-based demand during economic upturns are, the more possibilities
to profit by investing into production of products and services exist. The more intense
increases in asset prices during economic upturns are, the more possibilities to profit
by speculating on markets of these assets exist. Individuals with higher chances of
profiting and with higher amount of available money tend to accumulate assets
quicker than a large share of the general population, with this difference in the speed
of further accumulation of assets increasing during each successive economic cycle,
as each cycle is more intense than previous ones. In an economy with credit-based
monetary system, the rate of increase in inequality in accumulated assets therefore
tends to increase through time.
Adding money into circulation at a higher rate than the sum of the rate of Real
Growth and the moderate inflation rate in a manner that money added in excess of
the increase in the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services in the
economy stays in the hands of fewer individuals does not in the short run necessarily
significantly reduce the purchasing power of money held by a large number of
individuals considering solely products and services included in the Basket and/or
other Traded Assets and services, not purchased extensively by a small number of
individuals with more accumulated assets. However, it reduces their purchasing
power considering other Traded Assets and services, which individuals with more
accumulated assets are inclined toward purchasing. Adding money supply at a rate
higher than the sum of the rate of Real Growth and the moderate inflation rate in the
long run devalues money and if this devaluing does not manifest itself in a high
general increase in prices (a high inflation rate), this excessive increase in money
supply manifests itself in rising inequality in accumulated assets (at an increasing
rate) and in the division of the economy and society itself. Essentially a larger and
larger share of the economy tends to be owned by a small number of individuals and
a large number of individuals tends to be able to own a smaller share of the economy.
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If money supply increases at a rate in excess of the rate of Real Growth for longer
periods of time, this essentially means that 1 unit of money constantly loses on its
purchasing power, as the amount of money in circulation increases at a rate higher
than the rate of increase in number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services
in the economy.
If money supply increases for longer periods of time at a rate higher than the sum
of the rate of Real Growth and the moderate inflation rate and if a high inflation rate
is avoided, this essentially means that this excessive money in circulation constantly
flows into hands of a small number of Economic Subjects, spending it on a small
number of Traded Assets and Services, not for products and services included in the
Basket.
As inequality in accumulated assets increases, while high inflation rate is being
prevented, this essentially means that 1 unit of savings and 1 unit of incomes of a
larger share of the population can gradually buy lower and lower share of all Traded
Assets and services in the economy.
The sheer fact that the level of inequality increases means that interest rates on
savings and rates of increases in incomes of larger share of the population are
insufficient for their total savings and total incomes to retain purchasing power in
relation to all Traded Assets and services in the economy. This essentially means that
total savings of this larger share of the population gradually lose on their purchasing
power and that same holds true for their total incomes. Although their total savings
can potentially for a period of time retain their purchasing power in relation to
products and services included in the Basket (if the rate of increase in total savings
and in total incomes would be equal or higher than the declared inflation rate for a
period of time), they constantly lose on their purchasing power in relation to all
Traded Assets and services in the economy.
As purchasing power of total savings and total incomes of the majority of the
population gradually decreases in relation to the number of all Traded Assets and
services in the economy, this eventually translates into lower purchasing power in
relation to all products and services produced and traded in the economy (total
savings and total incomes retaining purchasing power in relation to products and
services included in the Basket cannot persist in the long run). As products and
services represent means of needs satisfaction, the majority of the population has
through time needs satisfied to a lower and lower degree.
As inequality in purchasing power rises and as production of products and
services follows demand, a small number of individuals tends to purchase a larger and
larger share of products and services at prices unaffordable for a large share of the
population. This essentially means that a larger and larger share of products and
services (in terms of their number and/or quality) in the economy is produced for a
smaller and smaller share of the general population.
Furthermore, as ownerships of production processes are financial assets, a
smaller and smaller number of individuals tend to own assets representing
ownerships of production processes (a large share of the general population owns
lower and lower share of all production processes within the economy). As large
numbers of individuals cannot afford such financial assets, an increasing number of
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individuals in society depend on incomes from employment in production processes
and fewer and fewer individuals receive incomes from owning production processes.
As inequality in purchasing power rises, asset markets tend to divide into groups,
each affordable (and therefore possible to be speculated in if their prices fluctuate)
for a select group of individuals. Speculations in markets of assets, where a minimum
price of one unit is unaffordable for a large number of individuals, are only possible
for a limited number of individuals with more accumulated assets, further playing the
zero-sum game amongst each other, which causes further rise in inequality.
If we focus on Real Growth, we can notice that during economic cycles Real Growth tends
to be suboptimal, considering the availability of resources and the share of these resources,
which is actually invested in a manner resulting in Real Growth. During economic upturn,
investments tend to be made into the quickest possible increase in production of products
and services, the demand for which is credit-based, in order to quickly realize profits.
Economic growth caused by these investments therefore tends to be Extensive Growth.
Additional available money usually flows into markets of assets with rising prices, as
speculations in markets of these assets tend to represent the possibility of realizing profits
even quicker.
Real Growth, representing the basis for long-term economic growth, therefore tends to
be suboptimal compared to resources available for investments during economic upturn. In
economic downturn, however, demand for products and services tends to be lower, which
may also impact producers investing into the increase in productivity, resulting in their profits
and funds available for investments to be lowered. Furthermore, as the availability of credit
is low during economic downturn, these producers incur difficulties in borrowing (they tend
to be considered as less creditworthy than during economic upturn due to their lower
profitability) and therefore receive fewer funds for investments. However, some level of Real
Growth tends to take place during economic upturns as well as during economic downturns.

As an increase in productivity tends to improve the competitiveness of production
process, it tends to take place to some degree during economic upturns and during
economic downturns. However, as during economic upturns funds tend to be placed
elsewhere and not into investments into increased productivity, and as amounts of
funds available for investments into increased productivity tend to be low during
economic downturns, an increase in productivity representing the basis for long-term
economic growth is usually suboptimal and tends to fluctuate during economic
cycles.
Up to this point it has been analysed how money, when added as means of exchange and
when issued as credit at interest, adds to the complexity and volatility of the economy. This
chapter shall be concluded with adding another variable into the analysis, which are exchange
rates between national currencies.
Global economy consists of national economies, generally using separate currencies (at
this point common currencies or currencies tied to a particular currency through a fixed
exchange rate will not be considered). Whenever international trade and financing are
liberated, currencies are exchanged one into another to enable foreign Economic Subjects to
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pay for assets and services in a particular economy in the local currency. Just as the price of
any other asset, the price of currency is determined through supply and demand, and the
exchange rate of one currency against another essentially represents the price of currency.
Exchange rates between currencies determine possibilities of Economic Subjects in one
country to export assets and services from their local economy and import assets and services
from a foreign economy. If the exchange rate of the local currency against another currency
is low (a high amount of local currency has to be paid for one unit of foreign currency), local
assets and services tend to be cheap for foreign Economic Subjects, which tend to increase
their imports of local assets and services. Export, however, is hindered when the exchange
rate of the local currency against foreign currency is high.
Whenever international trade and financing are liberated, money can be placed
internationally into purchases of assets and services, impacting exchange rates. However, in
the globalized economy, the exchange rate impacts the economy of an entire country, and if
production processes in one country develop so as to export a large share of their products
and services, significant exchange rate fluctuations can have a profound impact on the
economy and on the stability of society.
If money is available in one country and if a foreign country is considered as an attractive
opportunity for profiting through either investments or through asset purchases, money
tends to flow into this foreign country. However, money can quickly flow out of a country,
causing large disruptions to its economy, potentially requiring a long time to recover.
In the event that international trade and financing are liberated, inflows and outflows of
foreign money to and from a particular country and movements in exchange rate of its
currency can be rapid. The economy however, generally requires time to adapt to these
changes. The more rapid inflow or outflow of money is and the more intense exchange rate
fluctuations are, the larger potential disruptions to the economy.
Furthermore, international lending can impact money supplies of particular currencies.
Money supply in a particular economy changes if the central bank or the government borrow
foreign currencies and repay foreign debts with a newly issued domestic currency. The same
situation can occur if a particular central bank issues new money in order to lend it to
Economic Subjects from another country. As money once issued can generally only
temporarily be removed from circulation, previously additionally issued local currency tends
to eventually return into the economy of its origin and impact it.

In the global economy, where currencies are issued as credit at interest, the increase
in money supply tends to increase at a rate higher than the sum of the rate of Real
Growth and the moderate inflation rate in economies throughout the world. This
results in larger and larger amounts of money being available to be placed into
countries around the world. As more and more money flows internationally, exchange
rate fluctuations and fluctuations in international trade tend to increase, to higher and
higher extent impacting particular economies, which are subject to significant
inflows or outflows of foreign money.
International flows of money can impact the demand for a wide range of Traded
Assets and services in a particular economy and can cause economic upturns and
downturns. As larger and larger amounts of money flow internationally, the intensity
and unpredictability of economic cycles in economies experiencing large fluctuations
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in international money flows tend to increase. As economic performance determines
the level of social stability, societies in countries experiencing disruptions of their
economies as consequences of international flows of money tend to become
increasingly unstable through time.
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PART TWO

TRANSITION

[Type here]

1 TRANSITION DEFINED
In this book the term “transition” will be used in connection to the shift from one socioeconomic system to another in a particular society, conducted over a particular period of
time.
Throughout human history numerous transitions have taken place in societies all around
the world and have generally taken place whenever an existing socio-economic system no
longer enabled the satisfaction of needs of a particular part of the general population to an
extent that this part of the population began striving toward changing this socio-economic
system. This ultimately occurred when one part of the population could overrule the part of
the population that had their needs sufficiently satisfied.
However, although the abovementioned scenario is most common, it is not the only
possible cause and path of transition, as the perception of the current situation and that of
the future, along with the perception of the characteristics of a socio-economic system en
route to being established, determine whether the general population would support a
particular type of transition or not.
Theoretically, if needs of all the members of the population would be satisfied to a
maximum extent equally, meaning that the economy and wider society within a particular
socio-economic system would function perfectly at any given moment, the general population
could support transition if the perception of future development of the economy and wider
society within this socio-economic system would predict that the latter would no longer
enable the satisfaction of human needs. If for example indicators would show that the socioeconomic system would fail the very following year, and if a sufficient share of the general
population, required for the transition to take place, would predict that failure of the system
would occur within this time frame, the transition would tend to take place if a better
alternative would be perceived by this share of the general population.
The general population perceiving an alternative socio-economic system as a better
(possibly only slightly better) alternative is a factor, which determines whether transition
would be supported by the general population or not. Ultimately, the level of satisfaction of
the population’s needs enabled by an existing system and the perceived level of satisfaction
of needs enabled by an alternative system defines whether the general population would strive
toward transition or not. As every individual strives toward the satisfaction of all his needs,
the system, which would be perceived as providing the superior means of doing so, would
tend to be supported by the general population.
The first factor influencing whether transition would take place or not is therefore the
general population’s perception regarding an alternative socio-economic system’s ability to
satisfy their needs. However, as needs are generally not satisfied for all members of the
population equally, part of the population that have their needs satisfied to a higher degree
than they perceive they would have in an alternative system would tend not to support
transition.
The general population’s perception of the current situation and the potential situation
after transition determines whether support of or resistance toward transition would take
place. Even if an alternative system is actually superior in its ability to satisfy needs, this does
not by itself cause the support of transition by the share of the population not having their
needs satisfied, as the general population has to first internalize concepts and values enabling
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the perception of an alternative system being superior in providing the means of satisfying
needs. Culture, which through its concepts and values promotes an alternative system as
superior means of needs satisfaction, is therefore the prerequisite for the general population’s
support of transition.
In extreme situations, when for example a part of the population does not have their
physiological needs satisfied (e.g. lack of food), an existing system is almost certainly not
perceived as best possible alternative and therefore the tendency exists to believe that any
alternative system would be better in satisfying these physiological needs. As drives
motivating an individual toward satisfying physiological needs are strong, these individuals
would probably be strongly motivated to support transition, even up to the point where they
would be prepared to risk their own lives during the process.
Any type of transition is highly improbable to be conducted in a manner that all needs
of all members of the population would be satisfied to a high degree during this period, as
the established system would be disrupted and a new system would gradually be established.
The perception of the process of transition in terms of lack of needs satisfaction during this
period would also determine whether or not the general population would support transition.
If for example a particular type of transition would require war, potentially resulting in a
period when needs high oh the hierarchy would not be satisfied for a large part of the
population or when even lives would be lost, support of this transition would tend not to
take place if an alternative socio-economic system after this violent transition would be
perceived only as a minor improvement in the area of needs satisfaction, compared to the
existing system.
Whether transition would take place or not, would essentially be determined by whether
a part of the population, supporting transition, would overrule the part opposing it. The
chances that the supporting side would overrule the opposing side are greater if needs higher
on the hierarchy are not satisfied for a larger share of the population. As drives motivating
an individual to satisfy needs high on the hierarchy are strong, individuals with such needs
unsatisfied would tend to dedicate more effort into satisfying their needs and would tend to
be willing to accept higher risks in order to do so. For example, if the need for food would
not be satisfied, these individuals might even be willing to resort to violence in order to satisfy
this need.
A transition can start and perpetuate based on a share of the population, which strives
toward this transition, overruling the share of the population which opposes it. Theoretically,
the existing leadership can start implementing transition without one side overruling the other
or even without enjoying the support of a substantial share of the population. This scenario
could potentially take place in societies with a firmly established dictatorial leadership,
protected by institutions, most notably the army. However, such an approach represents a
risk of social instability, if during the transitional process a large share of the population starts
resisting this process, undermining the position of the leadership.
In order for transition to be effective, some form of leadership has to be established to
conduct the transitional process. The chances of transition being successfully conducted are
increased if a larger share of the population, highly motivated to strive toward transition,
supports the leadership, which conducts the transitional process. Furthermore, the chances
of transition being successfully conducted are further increased if the transitional leadership
strives toward a goal that it is fully capable of reaching and motivated to reach (individual
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interests not motivating the leadership to strive toward goals not in the interest of the general
population), and if it possesses all relevant information in order to reach this goal.
However, if a particular leadership does not strive toward reaching a particular goal in
line with the general population’s goals and if the latter does not perceive that deviations from
this goal are occurring, transition could potentially be conducted toward a goal not supported
by the general population. Potentially, a socio-economic system not originally supported by
the general population when the transitional leadership is established can be established if the
general population does not detect any major deviations from the path of the desired type of
transition.
In order to further analyse the mechanics of transition, the following two chapters will
deal with the analysis of two historically most common shifts between socio-economic
systems: first being the shift from the centrally planned dictatorial socio-economic system
toward the market-monetary democratic socio-economic system, and the second being the
shift in the opposite direction.
This analysis will serve as the basis for understanding the differences between the
Transition toward the Sustainable System, which will be analysed later on in this part of the
book, and these two historically common shifts between the mentioned two socio-economic
systems.
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2 TRANSITION FROM THE CENTRALLY PLANNED DICTATORIAL SYSTEM
TO THE MARKET-MONETARY DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM
Various versions of socio-economic systems, where the economy is directly managed by the
leadership, can potentially take place, differing regarding the share of the economy being
centrally managed (planned), and differing in respect of the relationship between the general
population and the leadership.
The economy can be completely centrally planned, meaning that the functioning of all
aspects of the economy is determined by the leadership (leaving only parts of the economy
to be managed by individuals outside the leadership, following guidelines provided by the
latter), or can be partially centrally planned, meaning that part of it is allowed to be managed
by individuals from the general population, based on ownership and trade of assets and
services.
Whenever part of the economy is allowed to be owned and assets and services traded,
this part is marked by the same characteristics as the Trade-Based Production System. The
economy as a whole therefore consists of two parts: one being completely centrally planned
and the other essentially being an economy within the Trade-Based Production System.
The relationship between the general population and the leadership (a general framework
of society) can be in the form of the dictatorial leadership, generally meaning that one person
is on top of the leadership’s hierarchy and is not being periodically re-elected (historically a
dictator or a king), or can be in the form of a the democratically elected leadership, which is
also hierarchically organized.
The economy can therefore be either completely or partially centrally planned, and the
leadership can be either dictatorial or democratic. As centrally planned economies have
historically been coupled with dictatorial leaderships, this chapter will focus on this form of
the leadership.
2.1 Possible causes for transition from the centrally planned dictatorial socioeconomic system to an alternative socio-economic system and the most likely course
of this type of transition
Historically, communist or socialist socio-economic systems or particular kingdoms with
centrally planned economies can be regarded as examples of the centrally planned dictatorial
socio-economic system.
Various possible causes for transition to take place exist, and as the performance of the
economy represents a prerequisite for the satisfaction of the population’s needs, the lack of
economic performance could potentially be the reason for needs of the general population
not being sufficiently satisfied, which could be the cause for the population’s support of
transition.
The centrally managed part of the economy is limited in its level of development and
therefore in its level of complexity, as the central leadership with vertical organizational
structure and decision-making tied to a person is unable to manage a highly complex
economy.
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However, the leadership not being able to manage a highly complex economy does not
necessarily result in transitional tendencies (general population striving toward transition), as
such an economy can potentially satisfy needs high on the hierarchy of needs for all members
of the population equally, and if an alternative system is not perceived as being a superior
means of needs satisfaction, the general population tends not to strive toward transition. For
example, if physiological needs would be completely satisfied for all members of the
population, as well as some needs lower on the hierarchy (e.g. certain social needs), the
survival of the general population would be enabled by such a socio-economic system.
Without the perception of an alternative system being superior in the satisfaction of needs,
the general population would tend to support the existing system.
However, if the complexity of the economy would overwhelm the leadership to an extent
that economic performance would fall to a level not enabling the satisfaction of even
physiological needs, tendencies for transition to any alternative system perceived as
representing better means of needs satisfaction would take place, as the survival of the general
population would be at stake.
The perception of the characteristics of an alternative system is heavily influenced by
internalized concepts and values (learned behaviour) communicated in part by institutions
and in part by individuals in society (culture in a particular society). If we take a communist
dictatorial regime as an example, culture in such a society tends to form primarily through
communication conducted by institutions that represent an extension of the leadership. Such
centrally managed communication could influence the general population’s perception of the
existing system as well as that of alternative systems. Communication conducted by these
institutions tends to aim toward creating the perception that the existing system is superior
to any alternatives in order to prevent any inclinations toward transition.
These institutions can communicate concepts and values, if internalized creating the
perception that the level of needs satisfaction currently enabled by the existing system is
sufficient or that needs would not be satisfied to a higher degree by any alternative system.
As concepts and values internalized by the general population are formed in part through
communication conducted by institutions and in part by individuals in society, who create
and communicate concepts and values based on their own sources of information and based
on their own interpretation of this information, the availability of information regarding
possibilities of satisfying their needs determines whether the general population perceives the
existing system as the best possible means of needs satisfaction or perceives that needs could
be satisfied better in an alternative system.
If no alternatives enabling a higher level of needs satisfaction are perceived by the general
population (if these alternatives are non-existent, or if the leadership manages to limit the
availability of information regarding these alternatives, or if it overshadows this information
with extensive communication of concepts and values conducted by its own institutions),
transitional tendencies can possibly not arise.
The centrally planned dictatorial system does not necessarily due to its characteristics
cause transitional tendencies if needs are sufficiently satisfied for the general population and
if no perception of a better alternative exists. However, as progress of a completely centrally
planned economy is limited, whenever an alternative system, which due to its progress enables
the satisfaction of needs of the population to a higher level, is observable by the general
population from a country with a centrally planned economy and is perceived as superior
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means of needs satisfaction, despite this potentially not even being the case, transitional
tendencies can occur.
Furthermore, if an alternative system is perceived to enable a higher level of participation
of the general population in decision-making processes in society, as individuals generally
desire to participate in decision-making processes regarding issues impacting their own lives,
transitional tendencies can potentially take place.
As will be mentioned later, the market-monetary democratic system, observable by the
general population from a country with the centrally planned dictatorial system, can
potentially result in such a perception, triggering transitional tendencies.
If part of the economy is allowed to be owned and traded (Traded Assets could also be
ownerships of production processes), the same characteristics as those of an economy within
the Trade-Based Production System generally apply. If money is used as means of exchange
in this part of the economy, this essentially means that the market-monetary system is partially
established. If part of assets and services are owned and managed by the leadership and if the
other part is owned and traded by individuals in society, this essentially means that two
different economic systems function in parallel within the same society.
If trends in the trade-based part of the economy would through time result in the
perception that the whole economy (including the centrally planned part) is failing, transition
could potentially be supported.
As trade requires scarcity of Traded Assets and services, this inevitably causes inequality
in accumulated assets and therefore one part of the population has needs satisfied to a lower
level than the other part. Inequality could potentially create the perception that actual
characteristics of the system are not in line with its supposed characteristics (centrally planned
economies are generally supposed to be characterized by equality in the level of needs
satisfaction).
If a negligible part of the economy is allowed to be owned and traded, the chances of
this perception taking place are low, yet if a substantial part of the economy is allowed to be
owned and traded, this perception tends to be highly influenced.
If alternative socio-economic systems outside of a particular society are observable by
the general population (e.g. the market-monetary democratic system in a neighbouring
country), the possibilities of satisfying needs in the case that this alternative system satisfies
the needs of the population to a higher level, tend to be perceived as attractive by the general
population living in a country with the centrally planned dictatorial system.
If imports of particular assets and services are enabled, transitional tendencies tend to be
weaker, as needs of the population could be satisfied to a comparable level as in an alternative
socio-economic system. Enabling imports of assets (primarily products) and services from
other countries requires trade with these countries, and if money is used as means of exchange
in a foreign country, foreign currency has to be available to domestic Economic Subjects or
to the leadership (if imports are managed centrally).
Imports of assets and services could be ensured through exporting assets or services, or
through international borrowing of foreign currency, ultimately requiring repayment. In any
case, in order for imports to persist in the long run, either exports have to persist or economic
growth sufficient to enable repayment of interest (and principals if debts would not be
refinanced) in any form, which is acceptable by the lender, has to persist. In planned
economies, economic growth can, if resources are available, be sped up by the leadership by
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establishing new production processes or expanding production of existing production
processes.
Whenever imports of foreign assets and services are conducted, the impact of these
imports on the economy determines whether or not they can be stopped without negative
consequences for the economy and for the stability of society.
In centrally planned economies, the leadership generally to a large extent determines the
extent of international borrowing and the extent of exports and imports. Furthermore, it
generally determines exactly which assets and services would be exported and imported.
Assuming that the leadership has sufficient information and the ability to assess the impact
of imports on the economy and to assess the consequences of these imports stopping, as well
as having the ability of securing long-term international borrowing and/or long-term exports
in order to obtain foreign currency (or in order to acquire foreign assets and services without
using money as means of exchange), the duration of the period of orientation of the
leadership (either short-term or long-term) determines the impact of foreign imports on
society in the long run.
If the leadership consists of a person on top of the hierarchy, who is expected to stay on
this position for a long period of time, the leadership tends to be long-term oriented. A
centrally planned economy could be short-term or long-term oriented, depending on the
leadership’s strategy. However, if a large share of the economy is allowed to be based on
trade, possibilities for long-term orientation are limited, as this part of the economy tends to
be short-term oriented.
If the leadership is long-term oriented and capable of assessing the impact of imports on
the economy and capable of assessing the consequences of stopping these imports, imports
could generally stop without the risk of transitional tendencies taking place, which shall be
analysed further.
Even if a foreign currency is borrowed and if debts eventually need to be repaid, the
country with a centrally planned economy can potentially declare non-repayment of loans
without serious consequences if imports are not important for the performance of the
economy and for the stability of society and if damaged future relations with lenders or with
the government of their country would not cause serious damage to the economy and society.
However, if imports have to continue and if good relations with lenders or with the
government of their country need to be maintained, such a possibility is not available.
If the leadership is short-term oriented and/or not able to assess the consequences of
the discontinuance of imports for the economy and for society as a whole, in the case of
imports stopping, disruption of the economy can take place. This can have destabilizing
effects on society and can potentially cause transitional tendencies.
If a particular product, for example, is imported for a particular period of time and if the
leadership due to its short-term orientation builds the economy around these imports (e.g.
importing oil and building industry and transport around oil as an energy source), stopping
these imports could cause the economy to cease functioning, resulting in needs of the general
population not being satisfied, which could potentially cause transitional tendencies.
If exports to foreign economies at some point stop ensuring sufficient imports of
strategically important assets or services, international borrowing has to continue. If foreign
lenders stop lending (stop refinancing old loans or providing additional loans), imports could
stop abruptly. If needs of the population abruptly cease to be satisfied, furthermore, if their
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physiological needs are not satisfied (e.g. lack of oil causing disruptions in food production),
the risk of social unrest increases.
In such case, the leadership of society with a centrally planned economy would essentially
lose its autonomy, as foreign lenders would gain bargaining power. If foreign lenders would
perceive the transition from the centrally planned dictatorial system to another system as
beneficial for the satisfaction of their interests or for the interests of Economic Subjects they
would be affiliated with, the risk of foreign lenders demanding change of the socio-economic
system in exchange for continuance of lending would be high.
Foreign lenders (or Economic Subjects affiliated with them) could potentially demand
the start of the transitional process to be conducted directly by the existing leadership (the
leadership likely preferring gradual and peaceful transition as opposed to social unrest) or
demand a new transitional leadership that would implement this transition.
In such case, the leadership would tend to initiate the transitional process by itself.
During the transition it would strive toward influencing the general population’s perception
that this transition represents a logical step in ensuring the future satisfaction of their needs.
If such a perception would take form, it would result in a higher level of public support for
the transition and in a higher level of support of the transitional leadership.
In the event that imports would cease and needs of the general population would no
longer be satisfied, moreover, if the general population would perceive that this alternative
socio-economic system represents a superior means of needs satisfaction, the general
population would tend to support the transition through pressuring the existing leadership
or through removing it from power, appointing a transitional leadership or allowing a
particular leadership to conduct the transition. Another possibility would be that the general
population would strive toward establishing a parallel leadership, which would conduct the
transition, yet this is an unlikely scenario in the case of social unrest and the existing leadership
being perceived to be responsible for the occurred situation.
At this point it should be mentioned that the above described situation has been caused
by discontinuance of foreign imports. Assuming that foreign lenders and Economic Subjects
(in the case of the market-monetary system being established in the foreign country) affiliated
with them, perceive the transition as means of satisfying their individual interests, they would
tend to support this transition by either providing further loans or by promising to provide
loans in the event that the transition would go ahead.
If the transition from the centrally planned dictatorial system toward the marketmonetary democratic system would take place due to the abovementioned reasons, it would
tend to be fairly quick and would include abrupt changes in the economy and wider society,
as private ownership would have to be established in order for interests of foreign lenders
and Economic Subjects affiliated with them (all being part of the foreign market-monetary
democratic system) to be satisfied. As they would be part of the market-monetary democratic
system, they would tend to be short-term oriented, preferring short-term benefits over longterm benefits, and therefore supporting a quick transition.
The abovementioned scenario is caused by foreign lenders conditioning the continuance
of lending (therefore the continuance of imports) with the transition to the socio-economic
system, more suitable for the satisfaction of their individual interests or of those of Economic
Subjects affiliated with them, regardless of whether the mentioned centrally planned economy
could repay principals and interests or not.
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If foreign lenders, however, are willing to provide further loans, as long as interests and
parts of principals are repaid periodically, foreign imports are enabled. In order for this to be
possible, a centrally planned economy has to grow to an extent that foreign loans can be
repaid by assets and services from this centrally planned economy. Foreign debts essentially
make this type of an economy unable to remain static (not growing), which could be the case
if no international borrowing would take place. If the economy builds around foreign imports
or if foreign imports represent means of needs satisfaction of the general population, these
imports have to continue by means of repaying foreign loans or by exporting assets and
services that Economic Subjects in a foreign economy are interested to trade for, in order for
transitional tendencies not to take place.
Possibilities of exports largely depend on differences in the level of development of a
centrally planned economy exporting assets and services, and that of the economy importing
these assets and services. However, if the latter develops at a faster pace (through the
development and implementation of new technologies, along with the accumulation of means
of production), tendency exists for less output of production processes (products and
services) and technologies to be exported and the tendency exists for more natural resources
to be exported, if useful for production processes in the importing economy.
If production processes in the importing economy have developed and implemented
technologies enabling products and services produced to be superior in terms of cost at a
particular level of quality and in terms of price that buyers are willing to pay at this level of
quality, and if these production processes are significantly more efficient (due to superior
technologies implemented and superior means of production accumulated), products and
services produced by production processes in the centrally planned economy could
potentially be exported only at prices that would not make production in the planned
economy feasible or these products and services could due to obsolete features potentially
not be sold in the importing economy at all. The same tends to apply for technologies, which
in this case could not be sold in the economy where superior technologies have been
developed and implemented. However, as production processes directly or indirectly require
natural resources and human input, the possibility of these exports remains if these resources
are required by production processes in the importing economy.
If a planned economy relies on imports, enabled by foreign currency, which is received
through exports, the wider the gap between the level of development of the planned economy
and the importing economy, the less possibilities for exporting products, services or
technologies into this economy exist. It is therefore harder to obtain foreign currency through
exports, other than natural resources and human input (export of workforce), with the
tendency for prices paid for natural resources and human input to be low compared to prices
of products or services produced with these natural resources and human input, as
production processes add value when transforming natural resources and human input into
products and services.
If foreign imports into a planned economy are important for the performance of this
economy and for the stability of society (possibly even including products used for the
country’s defence or for enforcing the position of the leadership in society), the widening gap
in the levels of development between the centrally planned economy and the economy
exporting assets and services into this centrally planned economy makes imports increasingly
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difficult, as only natural resources and human input could to a higher and higher degree be
exported in order to obtain foreign currency required for imports.
The abovementioned scenario does not necessarily take place, as a planned economy
could potentially grow in productivity at the same pace or even faster than the economy
importing. However, when a market-monetary economy and a centrally planned economy
develop in parallel, the tendency exists for the market-monetary economy to develop at a
faster pace than the centrally planned economy from a particular point in time on (when the
centrally planned economy reaches its limits in complexity), potentially eventually causing
transitional tendencies due to the gap between levels of development of both economies
becoming extremely wide.
A centrally planned economy can mobilize resources quicker and to a greater extent
when targeted development of technologies, targeted implementation of these technologies
in products, services and production processes, and targeted accumulation of means of
production are required, as individual interests of Economic Subjects do not play a role, as
such projects are centrally managed, and finally as the leadership is possibly long-term
oriented. However, as the economy develops, its complexity eventually reaches the level
where the central leadership (being vertically organized) becomes overwhelmed by the
number and/or complexity of problems it needs to solve. At this point, a large number of
individuals playing a role as owners of Economic Subjects in a market-monetary economy
can without major problems manage the economy of increasing complexity, resulting in
further development and implementation of new technologies in products, services and
production processes, along with further accumulation of means of production, enabling
economic growth to continue in such an economy, while impossible to be continued in the
centrally planned economy having reached its limit in complexity.
If no crisis occurs in the market-monetary economy due to its fundamental
characteristics before the level of development of this economy exceeds the level of
development of the centrally planned economy, this difference between levels of
development of the two parallel economies can contribute to transitional tendencies in the
centrally planned economy.
This difference between the level of development of the market-monetary economy and
that of the centrally planned economy does not necessarily cause transitional tendencies, as
the latter might not require imports or might not need to maintain good relations with the
country where the market-monetary economy functions. If so, it is able to cut relations with
the foreign country without serious consequences. However, if requiring imports, it is
possible that the centrally planned economy possesses and is able to export natural resources
or human input to a sufficient extent to ensure the continuance of imports.
Yet another factor contributing to transitional tendencies is the general population’s
perception regarding an alternative socio-economic system as means of satisfying their needs.
If the market-monetary economy could actually satisfy the needs of members of the
population to a considerably higher level than the centrally planned economy could, unless
the perception would be heavily influenced by concepts and values communicated by the
leadership and/or information regarding the characteristics of the market-monetary system
would not be available to the general population, the perception of the foreign economy as a
superior means of needs satisfaction could possibly arise and transitional tendencies could
take place.
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If needs of the general population would be satisfied to a considerably higher level in the
market-monetary economy than in the centrally planned economy, and if the potential level
of needs satisfaction would be perceived as such, the general population would tend to strive
toward this transition if the process of transition would not be perceived as problematic in
terms of lack of needs satisfaction during the transitional period (e.g. needs being satisfied to
an extremely low level in times of war).
If the general framework of society is dictatorial in a country with a centrally planned
economy and democratic in a country with a market-monetary economy, the general
population would (although not necessarily in the event of a high level of support for a
dictatorial leadership) tend to perceive the democratic system as a system potentially enabling
them to participate to greater extent in decision-making processes that impact their lives. In
this case some emotional needs potentially being satisfied by the sense of freedom and by the
sense of being able to participate in decisions regarding particular aspects of society would be
perceived as possible to be satisfied by this alternative system. Whenever such a perception
arises (regardless of whether the democratic system actually enables the participation of the
general population in decision-making regarding particular aspects of society), the general
population tends to strive toward the transition toward such a system.
Whenever the general population in a country with a centrally planned economy
perceives a higher level of needs satisfaction within a country with a market-monetary
economy as more important than particular characteristics of the market-monetary system,
which could potentially demotivate them to strive toward transition (such as inequality in
accumulated assets and consequently inequality in the level of needs satisfaction), the general
population tends to strive toward transition.
As the general population’s perception of the market-monetary system can be influenced
by targeted communication of concepts and values, the leadership in a country with a centrally
planned economy could communicate concepts and values that would contribute in support
of transition or stand against it. Whether the leadership would communicate concepts and
values for or against transition would depend on whether this leadership would strive toward
the transition or not. If it would, for example, have to maintain good relations with foreign
lenders, which would demand the transition, it would support the transition in order to
prevent social unrest, potentially taking place if imports would cease to be conducted. In this
case it would tend to communicate concepts and values that would raise the level of the
general population’s support for the transition.
Furthermore, as concepts and values raising the level of support could be communicated
by foreign Economic Subjects and/or by the foreign leadership, in cases that these were to
support the transition into the market-monetary democratic system based on their own
interests, they would likely communicate concepts and values allowing for the perception of
the market-monetary democratic system as means of a higher level of needs satisfaction, while
not communicating those concepts and values that could lower the level of support for the
transition, such as communicating the characteristics of the market-monetary system, not
appealing to the general population (inequality in accumulated assets for example, or low
safety in the event that income ceases to be received by an individual). If the leadership of
the country with the centrally planned economy would support the transition, it would
generally allow the general population to access information communicated by foreign
Economic Subjects.
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Tendency exists that in the case of a wide gap between the level of development of a
centrally planned economy and that of a market-monetary economy (this level higher in the
latter), Economic Subjects from this foreign market-monetary economy are able (and
perceive to be able) to satisfy particular interests if the transition was to take place and
therefore tend to support it. In the case that a wide gap between technologies developed and
implemented in both economies would exist, this would essentially mean that production
processes in the centrally planned economy (which would utilize inferior technologies), would
be inefficient compared to the level of efficiency, which would be possible if technologies
already having been developed in the market-monetary economy, would be implemented in
these production processes.
Furthermore, if investments would be made using foreign imports (primarily foreign
technologies and means of production), existing production processes could be made more
efficient, new production processes established, and new products and services introduced
and/or existing ones improved , all resulting in Real Growth, benefiting owners of production
processes and/or lenders to these production processes, which would be able to receive
interest payments (based on Real Growth therefore possible to be repaid in the long run).
However, the availability of natural resources and human input in a centrally planned
economy largely determines the possibilities of economic growth and therefore high
availability of these boosts the attractiveness of investing into a newly established marketmonetary economy after the transition by foreign Economic Subjects. Opportunities for
investments tend to be more numerous in the event that the gap between levels of
development of the two economies is high. If this gap would be high, owning existing
production processes in a centrally planned economy would tend not to represent a high
profit potential due to their inferiority to production processes in a market-monetary
economy (due to inferior technologies and inferior means of production used in these
production processes). In order for production processes to be perceived as having the
potential for realizing profits after investments had been made into them, the gap between
levels of development of both economies would have to be moderate, not extremely high (in
the case of an extremely high gap, existing production processes in a centrally planned
economy would be next to worthless and it would be more profitable to establish new ones
instead of investing into existing ones).
The chances for the transition from the centrally planned system into the marketmonetary system to occur would be highest if the gap between levels of development of both
economies would be moderate. Furthermore, if a centrally planned economy would require
foreign imports to continue and if a centrally planned economy would have abundant natural
resources and highly qualified human input, this would also increase the chances of the
transition occurring. Finally, these chances would be even higher if the general framework of
society in a centrally planned economy would be dictatorial, enjoying low level of support by
the general population, and if the general framework of society in a market-monetary
economy would be democratic.
The process of the transition from the centrally planned dictatorial system to the marketmonetary democratic system can take place fairly quickly and can unfold without a high level
of social instability unless resistance on the part of the dictatorial leadership is extensive and
force is used in order to change this leadership.
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If the transition takes place, and if investments are made into production processes
within the economy, Real Growth can occur fairly quickly, rapidly raising the general
population’s living standard, as well as raising the level of public support for the newly
established market-monetary system.
The first step in this transition would be to enable the ownership of assets and trade of
assets and services, along with establishing currency that would be used as means of exchange
in this economy. As this process requires the removal of rules of the centrally planned system,
the transition from a centrally planned economy to a market-monetary economy has to take
place at a particular point in time (an abrupt shift between the two socio-economic systems).
Furthermore, if the democratic general framework of society is established, rules have to be
put in place, enabling the democratically elected government to perform its function (through
constitution and particular laws being set in place).
After the new socio-economic system is established, foreign Economic Subjects tend to
make direct investments into new or existing production processes and tend to purchase
financial assets, most notably ownership shares of Economic Subjects that own natural
resources.
If foreign Economic Subjects have foreign currency available for investments and asset
purchases in the newly established market-monetary economy (foreign currency could
potentially be freshly issued), they tend to start purchasing natural resources and exporting
technologies and means of production superior to previous ones into this newly established
market-monetary economy, characterized by unused potential.
For foreign investors, this generally has the same effect as finding new natural resources.
With the amount of natural resources increasing and with the amount of available human
input increasing, output of production processes increases. All this (from the perspective of
foreign Economic Subjects) essentially represents Extensive Growth (more inputs used for
production of more output), however, possible to be sustained for a longer period of time.
As also productivity of existing production processes increases (as foreign Economic Subjects
make investments into the implementation of technologies and into the accumulation of
means of production in outdated production processes), Real Growth also takes shape.
Owners of production processes or other assets (such as natural resources) and lenders
lending to production processes can profit from this economic growth.
Furthermore, if international trade is liberated after the transition, production processes
in the newly established economy could make use of new markets for their products and
services, which contributes to economic growth. Profits tend to be realized by owners of
production processes, as well as by lenders to production processes, some being foreign,
others domestic. Furthermore, as human input is provided by the general population, Real
Growth raises the latter’s income, and with it their purchasing power.
As Real Growth takes place, the general population in the newly established marketmonetary economy can essentially own and use more products and services and own and use
products and services of higher quality, which tends to result in a higher level of needs
satisfaction, leading to a high level of public support of the market-monetary system during
the period of a high rate of Real Growth.
Before continuing with the analysis of different types of transitions from the marketmonetary system (with the democratic or dictatorial general framework of society), it has to
be mentioned that the transition from the centrally planned system to another (slightly
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different) centrally planned system can occur as a result of either the economy failing due to
the leadership not being able to manage its complexity, or as a result of the existing leadership
losing its position in society and another leadership taking over. Generally, high level of
support for the new leadership by the general population improves its chances of taking over,
which can occur in the case that the level of dissatisfaction with the existing leadership is high
(in cases of extreme repression for example), while the new leadership promising to perform
its function more in accordance with the interests of the general population. The perception
of the alternative centrally planned economy as the best alternative to the existing planned
economy therefore has to take place. The transition from one centrally planned system to
another requires the change of leadership (or theoretically the change of structure of the
existing leadership and the establishment of new rules regarding managing the economy).
Transition from the centrally planned economic system to any other alternative system
is possible, however, as transition from the market-monetary democratic system is the focus
of this book, and as transition from this system is more complex with more factors
influencing transitional tendencies and the course of transition itself (although the same
factors causing the same transitional tendencies could take place in a centrally planned
economy), a more detailed analysis of possible types of transition from the market-monetary
democratic system will be conducted in the following chapter.
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3 AN ANALYSIS OF TRENDS CAUSING TRANSITIONAL TENDENCIES
WITHIN THE MARKET-MONETARY DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM AND AN
ANALYSIS OF THE MOST LIKELY SCENARIOS OF TRANSITIONS TO
DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVE SOCIO-ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
As an economy within the market-monetary democratic system is managed in
decentralized manner and as the leadership within this system is elected and re-elected largely
based on the perception of the majority of the general population of who would represent
the most appropriate leadership with regard to their interests, the development of an
economy and wider society within such a system through time can take various courses.
However, these tendencies can be identified and therefore the most likely scenarios can be
identified, which will in this chapter represent the basis for an analysis of various situations
that cause different transitional tendencies.
As mentioned before, a socio-economic system, ultimately perceived as representing a
superior means of the general population’s needs satisfaction determines the preferred socioeconomic system. The difference in levels of satisfaction of needs of the general population
between the existing system and an alternative one, and the perception of the general
population of the most likely process of transition (focusing on the lack of satisfaction of
their needs during this period), determine the level of the general population’s support for
transition toward a particular type of socio-economic system.
When analysing particular transitional tendencies, the focus will be on the general
population’s support for transition to an alternative system. Generally, the combination of
particular situations and that of different types of transitional tendencies determine the level
of support for transition into a particular system. It will be identified which combination of
situations and transitional tendencies leads to transitional tendencies toward a particular type
of transition before analysing the most likely course of each type of transition and the
requirements which have to be met for each type of transition to start and to be successfully
conducted.
3.1 The most probable scenarios of the development of an economy and wider society
within the market-monetary democratic system through time and transitional
tendencies, which might take place in each potential scenario
3.1.1 The development of science and technology and the implementation of new
technologies in the economy
3.1.1.1 The most probable scenarios regarding the development of science and technology
and the implementation of new technologies in the economy
In the market-monetary system, constant development of basic and applied science tends to
take place, ultimately resulting in new technologies being developed.
Although, as has been mentioned in previous chapters, funding of basic and applied
scientific research, ultimately resulting in new technologies being developed, tends to be
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suboptimal, taking into consideration resources available. This funding is to a certain degree
constantly provided.
However, progress of science and technology tends not to be directly correlated with the
amount of investments made, but tends to increase exponentially at the same amount of
investments made. At this point it should be pointed out that progress of science and
technology is difficult to quantify, as one scientific result or one developed technology can
hardly be compared to another in terms of causing progress. For further explanation, see the
term “progress of science and technology” in the Glossary of Terms.
As new technologies are being developed, they are not necessarily being implemented,
which is the result of the fundamental characteristics of the market-monetary system (these
characteristics are based on trade itself, not on money as means of exchange). As short-term
returns on investments into the implementation of new technologies tend to be considered a
priority, Economic Subjects do not necessarily decide to implement all newly developed
technologies.
Exponential growth in scientific progress and in the development of new technologies
at the same level of investments is the result of progress of the scientific method, the result
of the interconnections between various branches of science and engineering (research being
conducted by multidisciplinary research teams), and the result of progress in products and
services available for use to research teams (such as the use of better computers being
enabled).
In the past, basic and applied scientific research had been conducted so that researchers
from different branches of science conducted research by being relatively isolated from each
other. Through time, scientific research has increasingly been conducted by multidisciplinary
teams, which have in cooperation conducted particular research, reaping scientific results that
have represented the closer approximation of the truth and conducting scientific research
quicker. Furthermore, scientific research, impossible to be conducted using only one branch
of science or engineering or using too few branches has been made possible by various
branches of science becoming interconnected.
As branches of science are interconnected, progress in one branch of science can open
the possibility of conducting new multidisciplinary research, previously impossible or the
possibility of making previous scientific results obsolete. Furthermore, progress in one
branch of science can open new possibilities of research in other branches, therefore it can
potentially impact progress of these other branches.
This interconnection however, does not necessarily by itself cause exponential progress
of science and technology at the same amount of investments made, yet interconnection
between scientific research and technological development, and products and services used
by research teams (increasing in number and/or their quality being improved) can cause it.
As new technologies are developed and implemented in a way resulting in Real Growth
(a tendency within the market-monetary system), resources are made available for production
of new products and services and/or products and services of higher quality, utilizing new
technologies. Some of these products and services can be used by research teams conducting
scientific research and technological development. For the sake of illustration, let us provide
an example of progress in computing, enabling more and more powerful supercomputers
that can analyse more and more data. As teams conducting particular research can use these
supercomputers, they can analyse more data and can conduct research quicker. Furthermore,
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previously impossible research is enabled due to data being processed quickly enough, which
was not the case in the past. As these supercomputers are being used, productivity of these
research processes is increased as less time is required for particular research to be conducted
and as costs correlated with required time (such as salaries of researchers for example, or
fixed costs of research facilities), become lower than they would be without the use of these
supercomputers.
Furthermore, as products and services tend to be produced using more inputs, previously
saved by production processes, having increased their productivity, the same can hold true
for supercomputers, which are gradually becoming cheaper to produce, causing more
research results and/or research results of higher quality becoming available at the same
amount of investments being made if these supercomputers are used by research teams
As results of basic scientific research represent the basis for new technological
development, processes of development of new supercomputers and/or processes of
increasing the productivity of production processes which produce them can be based on
results of basic scientific research. For example, research of quantum mechanics could
produce results that could enable the development of new types of supercomputers, which
could process more data than previous versions. If these new types of supercomputers would
be introduced, research teams could use them and new possibilities of conducting scientific
research would arise.
The abovementioned example illustrates how this interconnection of science and
technology can cause exponential growth in scientific and technological progress, one
enabling the other, meaning that scientific and technological research enable production of
new products and services, so that these can be used by research teams, potentially producing
research results, which might again enable the development of new technologies.
The gap between technologies, which are developed and technologies, which are actually
implemented tends to grow due to technological research, which despite the clear purpose of
the use of technologies planned to be developed tending to produce a range of different
technologies, with the purpose that the most profitable technology from this range would
actually be implemented. Furthermore, unexpected breakthroughs can also occur, resulting
in technologies, originally not planned to be implemented, being developed and ultimately
not being implemented.
However, at the same time, a tendency exists for potential technologies (technologies,
which can with a sufficient level of certainty be estimated to be possible to be developed if
only their development would be conducted), which can be developed, but are not, to grow
in number, due to new results being made available by basic scientific research, enabling the
development of these technologies. Due to the lack of expected returns on investments into
the development of these technologies, they are not developed.
Through time, the gap between already developed and potential technologies and those
actually implemented in products, services and production processes, tends to widen in a
linear manner (increasing proportionately at a constant ratio between the number of already
developed and potential technologies and the number of actually implemented technologies)
even without exponential progress of science and technology. As exponential progress of
science and technology takes place, this gap tends to grow in an exponential manner. As basic
science represents the basis for new technological development, as results of basic scientific
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research make potential technologies possible, and as progress of basic science increases
exponentially, the number of potential technologies increases exponentially.
Regardless of whether the gap between already developed and potential technologies and
actually implemented technologies increases linearly or exponentially, the number of
unimplemented technologies increases through time.
3.1.1.2 Transitional tendencies in the market-monetary democratic system, potentially
caused by the widening gap between already developed and potential technologies and
technologies actually being implemented
The gap between already developed and potential technologies and technologies actually
implemented in in the economy does not by itself cause transitional tendencies, but can do
so if an alternative socio-economic system is perceived by the general population as being
capable to implement these technologies to a higher degree, thus satisfying the needs of the
general population to a higher degree.
As this gap widens, at some point in time, already developed and potential technologies
can enable the establishment of the Sustainable System. When the concept of such a system
is internalized by the general population, transitional tendencies can take place.
3.1.2 Tendencies regarding changes in inequality in accumulated assets during economic
cycles and tendencies regarding changes in the level of satisfaction of needs, satisfied by
products and services, for different groups within the general population
3.1.2.1 The most probable scenarios regarding changes in inequality in accumulated
assets and regarding changes in inequality in the level of needs satisfaction among
different groups within the general population
During economic cycles, the tendency that money in circulation increases at a rate higher
than the sum of the rate of Real Growth and the moderate inflation rate exists. As a high
inflation rate is not in the interest of any Economic Subjects and institutions, excessive money
supply is commonly issued so as to remain in the hands of a small number of Economic
Subjects. In such case money is not being spent by a large number of individuals on products
and services, the prices of which represent the basis for a measured inflation rate. As a high
inflation rate is not in the interest of the government or the central bank, they strive toward
excessive money supply remaining in the hands of a small number of Economic Subjects,
which spend it on a small number of Traded Assets and services, generally not being included
in the Basket. Therefore, as this translates into a small number of individuals receiving and
keeping excessive money, inequality in accumulated assets rises instead of a high inflation rate
occurring.
As each transaction conducted by this small number of Economic Subjects tends to
cause money to end up in the hands of more individuals, the flow of money from a large
number of individuals back into the hands of a few Economic Subjects has to be roughly
equal or exceed the flow of money from a small number of Economic Subjects to a large
number of individuals, so excessive money supply does not end up being spent on products
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and services included in the Basket in excess of their supply’s ability to increase according to
additional demand.
During economic cycles, Economic Subjects with already more accumulated assets have
higher chances of entering most profitable businesses and to profit in markets of assets with
rising prices, speculations in which essentially represent a zero-sum game, meaning that in
order for one Economic Subject to profit, another loses. As economic upturns are marked
with credit-based demand and credit-based rise in asset prices, some Economic Subjects end
up indebted after the economic upturn ends. As Economic Subjects with more accumulated
assets tend to be few in number, as they invest or purchase assets with larger sums of money
individually, and as they have advantages in profiting in economic upturns, this essentially
means that a larger number of Economic Subjects loses assets or ends up being indebted due
to credit default.
As excessive money supply tends to increase during economic cycles, this excessive
money tends to result in a gradual increase in the intensity of cycles, which cause the tendency
for the rate of rise in inequality to increase through economic cycles.
If we consider individuals in society and changes in their accumulated assets through
economic cycles, in each economic cycle the level of indebtedness of a large number of
individuals in society tends to rise, and a smaller number of individuals, due to their
advantages in profiting during economic cycles, tends to accumulate more assets. Repayments
of debts cause money to flow back to lenders, essentially meaning that money flows back
from a large number of individuals to a small number of individuals (the number of owners
and individuals receiving benefits from lenders as Economic Subjects tends to be smaller than
the number of borrowers). As long as this flow of money roughly equals or exceeds the flow
of money from a small number of Economic Subjects to a large number of individuals,
excessive money in circulation tends to remain in the hands of a small number of Economic
Subjects (small number of individuals) and is then traded for a small number of Traded Assets
and services.
The rate of rise in inequality in accumulated assets exceeding that of Real Growth,
essentially means that part of the population is, despite more products and services and/or
products and services of higher quality being produced per capita in the economy, able to
afford less and less products and services and/or products and services of lower quality.
Although the correlation between accumulated assets and products and services that an
individual actually trades these assets for (products represent only one part of these assets) is
not exact, with rising inequality in accumulated assets, the tendency exists for individuals with
more accumulated assets to own and use more products and services and/or products and
services of higher quality. On the other hand, individuals, whose accumulated assets decrease
through time, tend to own and use less products and services and/or products and services
of lower quality through time.
Eventually, if the rate of the increase in inequality in accumulated assets is higher than
the rate of Real Growth and if this trend persists through time, the number and/or quality of
products and services used by one part of the population eventually drops. As products and
services are means of needs satisfaction, needs of a particular part of the general population
tend to be satisfied to an increasingly lower level.
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3.1.2.2 Transitional tendencies caused by a higher rate of increase in inequality in
accumulated assets than the rate of Real Growth and by the widening gap between the
levels of needs satisfaction among the general population
Even if a particular share of the general population is able to own and use the same number
of products and services and/or products and services of the same quality through time, the
perception of not gradually having needs satisfied to a higher degree despite perceived
economic growth (in the case of being informed about economic growth) results in
dissatisfaction with the system. Furthermore, if number and/or quality of products and
services owned and used by other groups in the general population (individuals with more
accumulated assets) is observed, the perception of how needs can be satisfied, compared to
how their needs actually are satisfied, can result in the perception of the system as being
unfair.
However, if the number and/or quality of products and services owned and used by a
particular group in the general population actually declines, their needs tend to be satisfied to
an increasingly lower degree, leading to the perception of a flawed system and leading to the
sense of insecurity (needs for safety not being satisfied) due to this trend being expected to
perpetuate.
If an alternative system is perceived as being able to enable the distribution of access to
products and services more equally, and if this system is not perceived as being characterized
by the abovementioned continuous trend, this alternative system tends to be perceived as
superior in satisfying the needs of a greater share of the population, potentially resulting in
transitional tendencies being triggered.
However, individuals with more accumulated assets, especially if the trend in the rise of
accumulated assets continues and if their ability to own and use more products and services
and/or products and services of higher quality increases, tend not to support transition, as an
alternative system might be perceived as a system that would satisfy their needs to a lower
degree. However, the exception could be a system, which would be perceived as being able
to satisfy needs of all members of the general population to a higher level, including those
with more accumulated assets.
3.1.3 Tendencies regarding productivity of production processes and the impact of this
productivity on required human input and individuals’ incomes
3.1.3.2 Transitional tendencies during periods of high unemployment and opportunities
for acquiring human input for the Transition to the Sustainable System
A high level of unemployment increases the level of social instability as part of the population
ceases to receive income. If the level of safety provided by the leadership is low (which is
generally the case when the amount of money, which is received from taxes, is not sufficient
for making transfers in amounts that would enable a sufficient level of needs satisfaction of
the population that would ensure social stability, and also when money cannot be newly issued
without causing inflationary pressures). In this chapter, the focus has been on unemployment,
which is the result of increased labour productivity of existing production processes and the
lack of introductions and/or improvements of products and services. This type of
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unemployment is generally long in duration and does not necessarily cease to take place.
However, unemployment caused by lower production of production processes during
economic downturns tends to stop after the end of a downturn.
Transitional tendencies are therefore strongest if unemployment due to increased labour
productivity is coupled with unemployment during a long downturn. In this case the
unemployed part of the population tends to strive toward any system that might provide
better income (or means of needs satisfaction) to all members of the population on a constant
basis.
First alternative system to be considered could be the centrally planned system,
promising to enable full employment to every member of the population and a higher level
of needs satisfaction than experienced by unemployed individuals in the current system.
If the concept of the Sustainable System would be internalized by this share of the
population, transitional tendencies toward this system could take place. However, as the
Transition to the Sustainable System would be conducted over a particular period of time and
as the process of establishing a new system would require human input, unemployed
individuals in the existing market-monetary system have to be considered as an excess
resource, possible to be utilized during the Transition. If such an excess resource would be
available, establishing the Sustainable System would be a realistic possibility, therefore it could
be communicated to the general population as such, further contributing to transitional
tendencies, as the level of support of such a transition would grow.
The flow of individuals from the market-monetary system into the Parallel System will
be analysed further in following chapters, yet at this point it must be mentioned that in cases
of high unemployment due to increased labour productivity, human input could become
available for the Transition into the Sustainable System for longer periods of time. However,
as economic circumstances or technological breakthroughs could at any point allow
introductions of new products and services and/or improvements in their quality, resulting
in production processes producing them providing employment opportunities, this resource
would not necessarily be available to the same level through long periods of time.
Individuals unemployed purely due to economic downturns would represent a
fluctuating resource, available for the Transition to a higher degree during economic
downturns and ceasing to be available during economic upturns.
Furthermore, if individuals, who would become unemployed due to increased labour
productivity, would be highly educated and trained, along with striving toward increasing the
probability of employment through further education and training during a period of
unemployment (which tends to be the case whenever education and training represents a low
expense for an individual), but still being unable to find employment, this would represent a
highly skilled human input, possible to be utilized during the Transition into the Sustainable
System.
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3.1.3.1 The most probable scenarios regarding productivity of production processes and
the impact of this productivity on required human input and individuals’ incomes
Human input being regarded as any other input into production processes is a characteristic
of the market-monetary system, resulting in the vulnerability of individuals to requirements
for human input by production processes.
The ratio between the number of owners of production processes in the general
population and the number of individuals as employees of these production processes
determines which share of the population is regarded as an input into production processes
and therefore determines incomes of which share of the population depend on the
requirements of production processes for human input.
In this chapter fluctuations in requirements of production processes for human input
based on fluctuations in demand for their products and services as a consequence of particular
phases of economic cycles (upturns or downturns) will not be considered. Constant demand
for products and services will be assumed and focus will be on productivity of production
processes with regard to the requirements for human input (labour productivity).
Furthermore, focus will be drawn on establishing new production processes, which require
new human input and new owners.
As mentioned in previous chapters, rising inequality in accumulated assets is a tendency
within the market-monetary system, resulting in an increasingly smaller number of individuals
owning production processes and in an increasingly larger number of individuals depending
on incomes from employment in production processes.
A tendency therefore exists that a growing share of the population depends on incomes
from employment in production processes, and that they are essentially considered as any
other input into production processes (not considering possible government interventions in
order to prevent social instability due to falling incomes of a large share of the population,
options for which are limited).
Just as the price of any other input, the price of human input is determined by supply
and demand. As replacing human input generally requires investments (investments into the
development and implementation of new technologies and investments into the
accumulation of means of production replacing human input), amount of these investments
is weighed against expected savings in salaries (the term “salaries” will be used when referring
to all benefits gained by employees) in a particular time period. If supply of human input is
high compared to demand, low salaries generally result in investments into replacing human
input being uneconomical.
However, due to the trend of increased productivity in the economy as a whole (Real
Growth tends to take place on a regular basis) particular types of means of production tend
to gradually become produced more efficiently and therefore gradually become cheaper.
Tendency therefore exists that at some point investments into increased productivity
(increased labour productivity) become economical. In an economy where Real Growth
constantly takes place a tendency exists for technologies and means of production to make
replacements of most of profiles of employees possible, as at some point technologies are
developed (or can be developed with low investments required) and means of production
become cheap enough to make it economical to replace particular individuals with means of
production.
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If for example computer hardware and software are being developed for various uses
throughout the economy and if their production gradually gets cheaper (which tends to be
the case with products that can be quickly developed and which can quickly replace existing
products without requiring major investments into production processes) it could potentially
occur that even if the salary of a particular individual would be minimum according to social
agreement (a minimum salary is determined by the government), investments into computer
hardware and software that would replace such an individual would become economical.
In order for unemployment not to rise due to increasing productivity of production
processes, new production processes constantly have to be established or existing ones
expanded, providing employment opportunities for individuals, who are no longer required
as an input into production processes. Constant introductions of new products and services
and/or improvements in their quality are therefore required to offset the diminishing
requirements of production processes for human input.
Constant introductions of new products and services and/or improvements in their
quality are therefore a prerequisite for a sufficient level of employment, which enables the
stability of society. Introductions of new products and services and/or improvements in their
quality depend on many factors, however these are generally easier to be conducted for
products and services, which are in the case of being introduced or improved not disruptive
to existing production processes and do not demand high amounts of investments in order
to be introduced or improved. In cases of an extensive increase in labour productivity by
existing production processes, options for introducing such products and services and/or
improvements in their quality in order to provide employment for individuals no longer
required by existing production processes, are limited. If the only option to provide
employment is to introduce or improve products and services, which are disruptive to existing
production processes and/or require large amounts of investments to be introduced or
improved, unemployment tends to rise based on the increase in labour productivity.
An increase in such unemployment, however, does not constantly occur, as the price of
human input, based on supply and demand, varies through time, making investments into
increased labour productivity uneconomical in times of abundant supply of human input and
vice versa. However, the tendency is that in times of high price of human input, investments
are made into increased labour productivity, generally reducing the requirements for human
input for a certain period of time, until means of production, having replaced human input,
reach the end of their service life (such as a machine replacing workers in a production factory
with a service life of 10 years). Furthermore, particular technologies can possibly be
implemented, which can permanently replace particular type of human input.
Gradual increase in labour productivity is a tendency in the market-monetary system. If
rapid technological progress perpetuates (possibly being exponential at the same amount of
investments being made into new technological development), resulting in decreasing prices
of particular types of means of production, the number of possibilities for increasing labour
productivity tends to rise. Furthermore, as some production processes tend to concentrate
through time (some competitors outcompeting others and taking over larger shares of the
market), economies of scale tend to translate into less human input being required for the
same amount of output. This tendency of production processes gradually concentrating tends
to further accelerate the increase in labour productivity.
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Introductions of new products and services and/or improvements in their quality are
based on their potential to satisfy short-term interests of Economic Subjects owning
production processes. Possibilities for their introductions and/or improvements largely
depend on particular economic circumstances (the purchasing power of potential buyers and
funds available for investments) and on technological possibilities (e.g. technological
breakthroughs enabling the production of particular products). If at some point, for example,
only introductions or improvements of products and services, which would be disruptive to
existing production processes and which would require investments that could not be made
(if other options for placing funds would be more profitable or if the required amounts of
investments would exceed funds that Economic Subjects possess) would represent means of
providing employment opportunities for individuals who had become unemployed due to
increased productivity of production processes, this option would not be available. In such a
situation a period of high unemployment would take place until either economic
circumstances would allow introductions of new production processes (such as upturn
starting, making these introductions possible), or until technological breakthrough would
occur, making it possible for new groups of products and services to be produced and/or
existing ones improved.
If however a period of high increase in labour productivity persists and if no new
products and services are introduced and/or improved for a certain period of time, therefore
production processes required for their production not providing employment opportunities,
a period of high level of unemployment takes place, possibly causing transitional tendencies.
3.1.4 Tendencies regarding the prevention of externalities
3.1.4.1 The most probable situations in which externalities tend not to be prevented
As negative impacts on the human species or the environment are generally considered by
Economic Subjects if they incur costs and/or lower revenues as a direct consequence of
causing these externalities, prevention of all externalities by Economic Subjects tends not to
take place. In such instances, the government and its institutions have to intervene, which in
the democratic system means weighing public pressure for the prevention of externalities
against the impact of prevention of these externalities on economic performance.
In some cases, externalities cannot be prevented by the government and its institutions
due to the impact that such prevention would have on economic performance.
As the economy develops through time and as externalities are not considered during
this development, the economy can eventually consist of a large number of production
processes and/or products and services causing externalities. In this case large disruptions of
the economy would take place if these externalities were to be prevented. An example would
be transport using fossil fuels, causing pollution in inhabited areas, and therefore having a
negative impact on human health. The government and its institutions could mitigate such
pollution by imposing emission standards, but in the case of the government taking actions
aimed toward completely replacing such mode of transport (such as prohibiting such
vehicles), the economy would be impacted to such a degree that would cause social instability.
Instability would in this case rise due to a large number of production processes ceasing to
function, unemployment rising considerably and investments into the establishment of new
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production processes not being possible to be made due to insufficient funds, further lowered
by the economic downturn, likely caused by such government actions.
Another example would be the stress that individuals employed in production processes
experience. Stress is caused by the fact that prevention of such externalities is not completely
considered in the design of workplaces. Instead performance (profitability) of production
processes is a priority considered. Besides being caused by the characteristics of workplaces
stress can also be caused by insecurity of employment. As such externalities stem from the
fundamental characteristics of the economic system itself, they could only be mitigated, but
could not be entirely prevented without the system itself being changed.
When externalities impact individuals, their needs are not satisfied. Examples would be
health needs not being satisfied due to pollution or safety needs not being satisfied due to
insecurity of employment. In order for public pressure to exist, individuals in the general
population have to perceive that particular externalities ultimately result in the lack of
satisfaction of their needs. However, if the public does not perceive that pollution is caused
at all or if it perceives that pollution is caused, yet does not have an impact on their health or
on the environment (in the case of environment being damaged some emotional needs can
possibly not be satisfied when observing the degradation of the environment, which can be
perceived as damaging means of supporting mankind in the long run), no public pressure to
prevent such externalities tends to take place. The level to which the general population is
informed about externalities and about impact of these externalities on their own health or
on the environment therefore determines the level of public pressure on the prevention of
externalities.
3.1.4.2 Transitional tendencies caused by externalities not being prevented
If the general population perceives that externalities are occurring and ultimately hindering
the satisfaction of their needs, furthermore, if the current socio-economic system is perceived
as being unable to prevent such externalities, the general population would probably strive
toward a system, which they would believe could satisfy their needs to a higher degree. If
perceived that their needs might not be satisfied in the future as the existing socio-economic
system would be perceived unsustainable (e.g. in cases when rapid degradation of the
environment takes place and is perceived by the general population, or when the birth rate is
in constant decline due to a high level of stress, lack of family time and alienation between
people, which are the consequences of a competitive economic system), a system that would
not be perceived as unsustainable would be preferred.
Generally, the better the general population is informed about all externalities caused by
the market-monetary system and about the exact relationship between these externalities and
the satisfaction of their needs, and the more the general population is informed about the
concept of the Sustainable System designed not to cause negative impacts on the human
species and the environment, the more transitional tendencies toward such a system would
outweigh the transitional tendencies toward any other system, which would not be designed
around the requirement that negative impacts on the human species and the environment
have to be prevented.
As it is in some cases not in the interest of Economic Subjects and/or the government
and its institutions to point out the occurrence of externalities, it is unlikely that at any point
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communication to the general population performed by Economic Subjects and/or the
government and its institutions, includes complete information about externalities being
caused and about their impact on people or the environment. Unpreventable externalities
(such as stress) tend not to be extensively communicated to the public, as they would, if
perceived to exist, raise the level of public pressure toward preventing them, which would be
an impossible task without changing the system. Informing the general population regarding
externalities and their impact on people and the environment would have to be conducted by
individuals or groups of individuals, who would not be part of the market-monetary
democratic system (e.g. by the Institute).
Generally, the higher on the hierarchy of needs the needs of which satisfaction is
hindered by externalities, the stronger transitional tendencies if it is perceived by the general
population that externalities directly cause the lack of satisfaction of these needs. In the case
of the need for health not being satisfied due to pollution or stress, or in the case of social
needs, some of which are linked to reproduction, not being satisfied (possibly due to
alienation between people caused by a competitive economic system), individuals experience
strong drives motivating them to satisfy these needs. A system, which would promise to
satisfy these needs high on the hierarchy, would tend to be preferred by the general
population.
3.1.5 Exponential economic growth and the depletion of natural resources
3.1.5.1 The relationship between exponential economic growth and the depletion of
natural resources, and consequences of the complete depletion of particular natural
resources for economic performance
In the market-monetary system with credit-based money supply, exponential economic
growth is essentially pushed by money being issued at interest, compounded after each time
period. In order for economic stability to take place and in order for no or little debt defaults
occurring, the number and/or quality of Traded Assets and services in the economy has to
increase at roughly the same rate as the average interest rate charged on loans, representing
the basis for money supply in the economy.
An exponential increase in the number and/or quality of products and services produced
in the economy (representing the basis for an increase in the number and/or real value of
Traded Assets and services in the economy) is unlikely not to cause extraction of natural
resources (ultimately directly or indirectly representing inputs into all production processes)
at a speed beyond the speed of their regeneration (their depletion), which is generally not
considered by Economic Subjects or by the government if the period until their complete
depletion is longer than the duration of the period of their orientation.
Exponential economic growth therefore represents the risk of natural resources being
depleted. If at a point of complete depletion of a particular natural resource no technologies
exist to enable adjustments of production processes to use a new natural resource as an input
without requiring investments that would exceed the amounts which do not yet cause major
economic instability, such depletion can cause economic downturn, as well as economic and
social instability.
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Economic growth is considered a priority by Economic Subjects, by the government
and by the central bank. As all tend to be short-term oriented, long-term consequences of
depleting a particular natural resource are generally not considered by neither Economic
Subjects, the government nor the central bank.
Economic growth does not have to be based on increased productivity, but can be based
on increasing the use of a particular input in production of an increased amount of output. If
input comes in the form of a particular natural resource, this increased use of this natural
resource can for a period of time represent the basis for exponential economic growth.
In such an economy, the risk exists that a particular finite natural resource is used as an
input into various production processes and that the decision for its use is made based on its
costs of extraction and on profit potential when being used as an input (e.g. refined oil used
as a source of energy or as an input into production processes producing plastic products).
The tendency exists that the use of such a natural resource grows exponentially for a particular
period of time, as new production processes are established in order to introduce new
products and services and/or to increase their quality by using this natural resource (directly
or indirectly) as an input, and/or as existing production processes increase production of
products and services and/or increase their quality by increasing the amount of this natural
resource as an input. This type of growth is essentially Extensive Growth, for a certain period
of time providing an opportunity for exponential economic growth.
The result of such Extensive Growth is that economy develops around a particular
natural resource as an input, which can if this resource is finite and if it is gradually depleted,
potentially cause problems for the economy when such a natural resource reaches the point
of its complete depletion and when the economy is no longer able to adjust to the lack of this
input. If such a natural resource represents an important input for a large number of
production processes, a period of economic downturn or even economic collapse (severe
downturn) can take place, resulting in social instability and in lack of satisfaction of needs for
a particular share of the population.
3.1.5.2 Transitional tendencies caused by the depletion of a natural resource, which has
prior to its depletion represented the basis for economic growth, and by the inability of
production processes to replace this natural resource as an input
If major economic and social instability is perceived as being likely to take place due to a
particular natural resource nearing its depletion and due to technologies not enabling the
replacement of this natural resource in production processes, the perception can arise that
needs will probably not be satisfied in the future. The general population thus tends to strive
toward a socio-economic system being either able to enable the adjustment of the economy
to the lack of this natural resource and/or being designed not to deplete natural resources in
the first place.
The perception of flaws in the existing socio-economic system inevitably takes place if a
natural resource is actually depleted and if the economy is unable to adjust, leading to
economic downturn, which results in social instability.
The level to which the general population is informed about the risks of the depletion
of a particular natural resource and about the consequences of this depletion for the economy
(informed to a high degree if it actually occurs), and the level to which the general population
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is informed about an alternative socio-economic system, which would be able to enable the
adjustment of the economy to the lack of this natural resource and/or which would be
designed not to cause depletion of natural resources at a rate beyond the rate of their
regeneration, would determine the extent of transitional tendencies. Transitional tendencies
tend to be even stronger if the perception exists that needs high on the hierarchy are unlikely
to be satisfied in the future within the existing system, yet that these needs could be satisfied
within an alternative system. If the concept of the Sustainable System would be internalized
by the general population, transitional tendencies toward such a system would likely take
place, as this system would be designed around the requirement that natural resources have
to be extracted at a rate below the rate of their regeneration and around the requirement that
the development of technologies, which would remove the very need to use finite natural
resources, has to be pursued and that such technologies have to be utilized.
However, the Transition toward the Sustainable System would be impossible to be
successfully conducted if a particular natural resource would already have run out, if the
economy would collapse and if this natural resource would be so important for the economy
that its stabilization would not be possible even by establishing a temporary centrally planned
economy. If however the abovementioned scenario would be estimated to be likely to occur
during the Transition and if particular potential technologies would represent an option for
making an adjustment of production processes to an alternative natural resource possible,
resources could be allocated in a centrally planned manner into a rapid development of
technologies enabling the adaptation of the economy to the lack of this natural resource.
The Transition would preferably have to start prior to a natural resource completely
running out, which would require the general population to internalize the concept of
depletion of natural resources, the concept of the inability of economy to adjust and the
concept of the Sustainable System, in order to support the Transition prior to complete
depletion of important natural resource occurring. As such communication would unlikely
be conducted by Economic Subjects or by the government and its institutions, it would have
to be done so by individuals or groups of individuals, not part of the market-monetary
democratic system (such as The Institute).
3.1.6 Tendencies regarding the behaviour of the government and the central bank
3.1.6.1 The most probable actions performed by the central bank and the government
In the democratic system, the government is elected to represent the interests (ultimately
translating into satisfaction of needs) of a particular percentage of the population. However,
as good economic performance is a prerequisite for the satisfaction of needs of the general
population as a whole, this essentially means that economic performance tends to be a priority
considered even over the interests of the share of the population, which elected a particular
government.
The government tends to act according to its own interests, meaning that it acts in a
manner to retain its position in society by not performing actions that would result in public
pressure, which could endanger its position. Ultimately, although rules exist, which determine
actions that the government can conduct, the interests of individuals play a role in decisionmaking processes, as individuals generally strive toward retaining their positions in the
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government. As individuals have decision-making power, decisions can potentially be
influenced by individual interests.
As poor performance of the economy could result in public pressure due to the needs
of the population not being satisfied, and as the government and the central bank are
institutions, which in a synchronized manner create conditions for the economy to perform
well or poorly, the government and the central bank tend to strive toward good economic
performance, while also striving toward minimising public pressure on the government
and/or the central bank. In the democratic system, the position of the government and the
central bank could be endangered if public pressure was to occur, which causes the need to
limit the perception of the general population that any actions of the central bank or the
government are against the interests of any part of the general population.
The relationship between the government and the central bank could take place in
various ways. The central bank can either be a privately owned institution, its actions
reflecting the interests of its owners, or a publicly owned institution with its interests more in
line with the requirement for good economic performance. This ownership structure of the
central bank influences the relationship between the central bank and the government. A
dominant party making decisions could be one or the other, but both have to cooperate to
some degree in order to create favourable economic conditions.
The durations of the periods of orientation of both institutions can differ, yet are
ultimately impacted by either interests of owners of the privately owned central bank or by
mandates of key decision makers in the publicly owned central bank and/or by the duration
of the mandates of key individuals in the government. In all cases, short-term orientation is
a tendency.
The actions performed by the central bank and the government therefore tend to reflect
the durations of their orientation periods, and as good economic performance tends to be a
priority considered by both institutions, they both tend to strive toward good economic
performance for the durations of their entire orientation periods. As it is not always possible
to achieve good economic performance (such as intense economic upturns inevitably at some
point ending and downturns beginning), the government and the central bank tend to strive
toward manipulating the general population’s perception that their actions are not the cause
of poor economic performance if it occurs.
Good economic performance ultimately means that individual interests of Economic
Subjects are satisfied and therefore conditions, which enable this, have to be created by the
government and the central bank. The fact that both institutions consider performance of
the economy to be a priority essentially means that they are to a certain degree subdued to
the interests of Economic Subjects, ultimately to a certain extent determining the actions
performed by the government and the central bank.
Interests of Economic Subjects, however, do not necessarily reflect those of all
individuals in society, which tends to result in a share of decisions made by the government
and the central bank not being in the interest of a particular share of the general population.
A wide range of such decisions could be made. If for example a particular production
process would improve its profitability if the government was to pass certain laws allowing a
higher level of pollution caused by this production processes, Economic Subject owning this
production process could possibly through lobbying influence the government to pass such
laws. In such case, the government would have to consider the perception of the general
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population regarding pollution. If this perception would not cause extensive public pressure
(the general population not being aware of the pollution or not being aware of its impact on
their health or on the environment), the government would likely pass such laws, as good
performance of this production process could result in higher level of employment and in
the general population’s perception that the government and the central bank perform actions
that are in their interest.
The level of understanding of the actions of the central bank and the government and
the level of understanding of consequences of these actions for the economy and society,
determines whether the general population would support these actions or not. As the impact
of these actions on the economy is due to its complexity difficult to understand and as a
tendency exists that not all individuals in the general population fully understand this impact,
the central bank and the government can in some cases make decisions that are not necessarily
in the interest of a particular share of the general population.
Although corruption is not the focus of this chapter, it has to be mentioned that as
individuals are decision makers in the government and in the central bank, corrupt behaviour
is always a risk. Actions impacted by corruption can be conducted if the general population
does not perceive these actions as corrupt, which could take place in the event of a small
share of the general population being informed about these actions and about their
consequences for the economy and wider society. The level of understanding of these issues
by the general population might be impacted through communication of concepts and values
conducted by the government institutions and/or by Economic Subjects influenced by the
government (such as the media).
A tendency exists for the government to be subdued to the interests of Economic
Subjects, which are crucial for maintaining good economic performance. These Economic
Subjects are commonly those which own more assets. As Economic Subjects are ultimately
owned by individuals, this means that individuals with more accumulated assets tend to
influence the government’s decisions to the highest degree. The government for example can
possibly not mitigate the increase in inequality in accumulated assets through its fiscal policy
(by imposing high taxes on Economic Subjects with the most accumulated assets) due to the
abovementioned reasons.
In the market-monetary system, economic cycles tend to increase in their intensity,
contributing to the increase in inequality in accumulated assets. As mentioned earlier, if the
rate of increase in inequality in accumulated assets for a long period of time persists above
the rate of Real Growth, part of the population is able to own and use less products and
services and/or products and services of lower quality through time as their purchasing power
decreases.
As the government’s role in society is to take actions aimed toward maintaining social
stability, it has to assist part of the population with the lowest purchasing power (such as
unemployed individuals with no accumulated assets) in order to ensure social stability. By
doing so, however, the government has to increase their purchasing power to a level still
below the degree that would raise the demand for products and services included in the
Basket beyond the capability of production processes to increase their supply, therefore
potentially causing a high inflation rate.
By imposing high taxes on those with more accumulated assets (small in number) and
by transferring these funds to a large number of individuals with the lowest purchasing power,
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no increase in money supply would take place, yet the effect on the economy would be largely
the same as it would be if money supply was increased, as money would essentially be
transferred from a small number of Economic Subjects, trading it for a small number of
Traded Assets and services, to a large number of individuals, trading it for a large number of
Traded Assets and services, some of which being products and services included in the
Basket, potentially causing inflationary pressures. The effect of such actions on society would
represent the only difference between transferring money through the aforementioned fiscal
policy and issuing new money in order to assist individuals with the lowest purchasing power,
as the abovementioned approach would lower the rate of increase in inequality in
accumulated assets.
However, in order for such an approach to be successful in the long run, the rate of
increase in inequality in accumulated assets would have to stop or remain the same as the rate
of Real Growth, because if it were to increase further beyond the rate of Real Growth, the
number and/or quality of products and services, which the share of the population with the
lowest purchasing power would be able to own and use, would further decrease, resulting in
the need for further increases in taxes imposed on those with more accumulated assets and
in the need for further increases in the amounts of transfers to individuals with the lowest
purchasing power through time in order for the purchasing power of their total incomes and
total savings to remain the same.
However, as the government and the central bank tend to take actions that are in line
with the interests of Economic Subjects, which are most important for maintaining good
economic performance, and as the central bank tends to constantly allow an increase in
money supply at a rate above the sum of the rate of Real Growth and the moderate inflation
rate (especially in downturns) due to aiming toward maximising economic performance and
minimising public pressure (long upturns and short downturns are generally perceived as
desirable by the general population and therefore the increase in money supply during upturns
and downturns tends to be a preferred approach), the increase in inequality in accumulated
assets tends to take place through time.
Options of government’s assistance to individuals with the lowest purchasing power are
limited in the case of transferring newly issued money (borrowed from the central bank) to
individuals with the lowest purchasing power, as inflationary pressures could take place.
Therefore the amounts of such transfers tend to be fairly low.
By assisting these individuals to a higher degree (transferring a substantial amount of
money to them), pressures on salaries would likely occur as the standard of such individuals
would be high without incomes from employment. Although such approach would result in
higher level of social stability, it would tend not to be in line with short-term interests of
Economic Subjects owning production processes (in the long run means of production could
replace human input and costs of human input would again be lowered, yet funds would have
to be invested into automation, which is generally not in the interest of production processes,
as this would lower their short-term profitability). As the government is generally subdued to
the interests of Economic Subjects, it would likely not perform actions, which would cause
pressures on the price of human input, resulting in the tendency of very limited assistance
being provided to individuals with the lowest purchasing power.
Based on actions of the central bank and the government, which are in the interest of
Economic Subjects, without necessarily being in the interest of a particular part of the general
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population, the increase in inequality in accumulated assets and the government providing
limited assistance to individuals with the lowest purchasing power are therefore tendencies
within the market-monetary democratic system, which potentially cause transitional
tendencies.
3.1.6.2 Transitional tendencies potentially caused by actions likely to be performed by the
central bank and the government
Parts of the population with more accumulated assets (generally owning Economic Subjects,
being most important for economic performance) in the previously described situations tend
not to support transition as the central bank and the government tend to perform actions in
line with their interests.
Parts of the population negatively impacted by such actions of the central bank and the
government, however, could perceive the latter as not representing their interests, but being
limited to the interests of particular Economic Subjects, or being corrupt. In such cases
resistance toward the government and the central bank could take place and in extreme cases
these parts of the population could strive toward replacing the government and the central
bank and could possibly strive toward replacing the existing socio-economic system with a
system that they would perceive to exclude the possibility of the leadership (we could regard
the government and the central bank together as the leadership) not representing interests of
the general population.
3.1.7 Tendencies regarding international relations and trade
3.1.7.1 Possible scenarios in international relations and trade and particular scenarios
within which the interests of Economic Subjects and governments in particular countries
are satisfied
In this chapter the focus will be on relations and trade between national economies,
characterized by the market-monetary economic system and the democratic framework of
society. In every socio-economic system the leadership (the government) has to consider the
performance of the economy and perform actions in line with the interests of its own national
economy. Even in the centrally planned dictatorial socio-economic system, the government
has to consider interests of its own economy when striving toward particular international
relations, as the economy represents means of satisfying the needs of the country’s
population.
Whenever trade is established between countries, some level of competition takes place,
determining relations between these countries. Relations between two countries with marketmonetary economic system are always competitive and therefore the government of each
country strives toward maximising benefits of its own Economic Subjects.
In this chapter the focus will be on international relations determining how trade and
financing is conducted, and will not consider competition in the form of military strength,
such as military domination of one country over another, which could potentially force the
government of one country to agree to international relations not in line with the interests of
its own economy and/or society. Although competition between countries can result in
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military supremacy of one country over another, such situations will be excluded in this
chapter and the focus will be on international relations determined by individual interests of
Economic Subjects in each economy and by actions performed by governments of each
country, characterized by the market-monetary system. As governments cooperate with
central banks, when referring to the government, the government and the central bank will
be considered as one unit.
In every country with the market-monetary democratic system the short-term economic
performance tends to be considered a priority, as without short-term economic performance
the government’s position in society could be endangered during the mandates of its key
individuals. Interests of key individuals in the government, determined by durations of their
mandates, generally represent a secondary priority under short-term performance of the
economy, as without economic performance acceptable by the general population the
interests of these key individuals are likely impossible to be satisfied and they can possibly
even be removed from their positions before end of their mandates. These interests can vary
and can be based on personal ambitions of key individuals or on ambitions of the government
as a whole regarding the future development of society (generally aimed toward maximising
the level of public support), however, in all cases tending to be limited for the durations of
mandates of key individuals.
Only after short-term performance of the economy is ensured (through the satisfaction
of short-term interests of Economic Subjects) and after short-term interests of key individuals
and the government as a whole are satisfied, long-term interests of Economic Subjects tend
to be considered by both, Economic Subjects and the government (either based on own
ambitions regarding economic development and that of society after the end of mandates of
key individuals, or based on Economic Subjects’ ability to impact the government’s decisions
in order to satisfy their long-term interests).
Although corrupt behaviour of key individuals in the government is a possibility, this
chapter shall not focus on such situations. Moreover, as particular national ambitions (longterm supremacy of one nation over another for example) could play a role in international
relations, this also shall not be covered in this chapter. However, even if national ambitions
play a role, economic performance (particularly short-term performance) cannot be
disregarded by the government.
If two countries and their economies are completely isolated, meaning that no trade and
financing can take place between Economic Subjects from both countries, essentially no
interests of Economic Subjects in any country can be satisfied by any aspect of another
country’s economy. Whenever any Economic Subjects perceive trade with Economic
Subjects from another country as means of satisfying their short or long-term interests, they
tend to through influencing the government’s decisions strive toward liberalizing trade and
financing between the two countries. The government could also without pressure from
Economic Subjects strive toward this liberalization as it would perceive it as means of
improving short-term economic performance.
One country striving toward liberalizing trade and financing is therefore tendency
whenever Economic Subjects from this country can satisfy their interests by trading assets
and services with Economic Subjects from another country.
Trade and financing are liberalized when governments sign international agreements
defining the removal of barriers (such as removing prohibitions of international trade and
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financing, or prohibitions of direct investments, or removing customs duties or tax barriers,
making each trade easier, as duty or tax do not have to be paid to institutions of a particular
country anymore). As such an agreement is signed, Economic Subjects from both countries
initiate the process of adapting to the new business environment, essentially merging the two
economies together.
If two countries with similar sized economies (in terms of the number and/or real value
of Traded Assets and services) and at a similar level of development liberalize trade, the
tendency for both economies to benefit from such liberalization exists, as sourcing inputs by
production processes could be conducted internationally, and as inputs being sourced from
production processes producing them more efficiently or inputs generally being more
abundant (such as natural resources or individuals of particular professional profiles being
more abundant in one country) are cheaper. Furthermore, as demand for products and
services is from this moment on increased for the majority of production process (as buyers
from another country add to demand), the tendency for particular production processes to
increase their production and to benefit from economies of scale exists.
This process does not unfold instantly and a period during which particular production
processes produce low amounts of output or cease to produce tends to take place, as
production processes concentrate and as some production processes producing the same
types of products or services as foreign production processes do, outcompete the latter. An
example would be that prior to liberalization two large production processes have produced
cars in one country and four smaller production processes have produced cars in another
country. When trade is liberalized, the two more efficient production processes from the first
country (as economies of scale, excluding other factors, result in a higher level of
competitiveness) have a competitive advantage over the four smaller production processes
from the other country. The mentioned two more competitive production processes take
over market share of the four less competitive ones and possibly even cause their
bankruptcies.
No period of such economic instability could take place in a theoretical scenario, when
no production processes from one country would produce the same products or services as
production processes from another country, therefore no production processes
outcompeting others, but instead trade taking place instantly and all Economic Subjects
starting to benefit instantly from liberalized trade. Such a scenario, however, is highly unlikely.
As in both countries short-term economic performance is a prerequisite for social
stability, this performance has to in both countries stay acceptable or increase in order for
both governments to be willing to liberalize trade. The more different production processes
(in terms of products and services produced) are in both economies, and if being similar, the
smaller the difference in the level of competitiveness (largely based on their productivity)
between these production processes, the lower the level of instability caused by some
production processes outcompeting others, and therefore the higher the probability that both
governments agree to liberalized trade.
If trade between the two countries is relatively balanced and if Economic Subjects from
both economies by exporting assets and services obtain currency for their imports, there are
generally no significant exchange rate fluctuations between the two currencies (exchange rate
fluctuations based on trade and financing with other countries, or based on one country
having intense business cycles and adding significantly more money into circulation than the
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other country will not be considered). As no significant amount of international lending is
generally required in the mentioned situation, no situation occurs when Economic Subjects
(including the central bank) from one country at some point due to Economic Subjects from
the other country being unable to repay interest claim ownership of assets or impact
sovereignty of the government of this country (in the case that it would have to agree to the
terms of foreign Economic Subjects or to those of the government).
In the above described scenario, the liberalization of trade does not result in short-term
instability of the economy in either country. As production processes become able to source
inputs or technologies internationally, along with being able to enlarge their markets, the
overall productivity of the two economies increases and therefore economic growth takes
place. However, the more Economic Subjects from both economies adjust to liberalized trade
and financing, the more instability for both economies the sudden removal of liberalized trade
and financing would cause.
Most notably (not considering the impact on international lenders and borrowers), as
production processes adapt to sourcing inputs internationally, removing the possibility to
source these inputs would essentially mean ceasing production of products and services for
a particular period of time. If production processes could not cover their liabilities (e.g. paying
employees) until adjusting to a new situation, they could go bankrupt. Furthermore, as
production processes adapt to a large market, if this market would suddenly shrink, they
would have to adapt to lower demand and quickly downsizing production could potentially
not be possible. Furthermore, as the general population would use imported products and
services, and as no domestic production processes would be able to produce them, some of
their needs might not be satisfied, raising the level of social instability. At the moment when
such a situation would occur Economic Subjects would expect this instability to perpetuate
in the future, and this perception would tend to cause economic downturn by itself, further
increasing the level of social instability.
The same would hold true if Economic Subjects from one country would require
scientific research results or technologies from another country and if inability to acquire
them would make production processes unable to function or develop. Production processes
adapting to international flows of scientific research results and technologies would therefore
be vulnerable to their international trade ceasing.
Not getting into detail regarding consequences of suddenly re-establishing trade and
financing barriers, it can be concluded that once established, it is generally not possible to
stop international trade and financing without causing economic and social instability.
A tendency exists that trade and financing are eventually liberalized between countries,
both having potential to benefit from this liberalization in short and long-run. However, a
tendency also exists that this liberalization eventually takes place between countries, where in
one country (or possibly even in both countries) Economic Subjects benefit in the short run,
but not in the long run. This tendency exists due to the fact that the priority of the
government potentially agreeing to the liberalization of trade and financing is short-term
performance of its economy, due to the fact that its secondary priority are other short-term
interests of key individuals in the government and short-term interests of the government as
a whole, generally including the interest for high level of public support, and due to the fact
that long-term benefits for either Economic Subjects or the government are not a priority
considered before the mentioned interests.
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A scenario could however take place where the economy in one country is vastly
underdeveloped in terms of technologies, which are implemented, and in terms of means of
production, which are accumulated (low productivity of production processes), and in terms
of the number and/or quality of products and services, which are produced in the economy.
In such case, it is unlikely that such an economy could compete with the economy of other
country, which is more developed and larger in size. However, if economic performance is
expected to be sufficient or it is even expected to increase in the short run (generally for
durations of mandates of key individuals in the government), if Economic Subjects are
oriented up to this period (short-term oriented) and if long-term implications of the
liberalization of trade and financing are not perceived by Economic Subjects, this
liberalization could take place based on short-term interests of the most influential Economic
Subjects and short-term interests of the government being possible to be satisfied.
The government of a country, where Economic Subjects can benefit in the short run
and in the long run from liberalized trade with another country, would tend to strive toward
liberalization of trade and financing. However, the government of a country, where its
Economic Subjects could in the case of this liberalization benefit in the short run, where the
government’s interests would be possible to be satisfied in the short run if the liberalization
was to occur, however such liberalization in the long run possibly proving harmful for the
interests of Economic Subjects and the government, could in some situations also strive
toward this liberalization.
Such situations tend to occur when the liberalization of trade and financing could revive
distressed economy and/or provide funds for the government from abroad (loans), enabling
imports. As liberalization agreements can be conducted in various forms, the course of the
process of liberalization could be agreed to take place in a manner that short-term economic
performance would be ensured and that short-term interests of the government would be
satisfied.
Barriers to trade and financing could gradually be removed, and could possibly be
completely removed after the end of mandates of key individuals in the government. In such
cases, production processes from the more competitive economy would not be able to
outcompete and possibly cause bankruptcies of production processes from the less
competitive economy until the end of mandates of key individuals in the government.
If during this period international financing would be liberalized, Economic Subjects
would receive loans, which would enable imports, along with the government being able to
borrow. If Economic Subjects and the government would be able to borrow, they would be
able to import assets and services, generally improving the performance of Economic
Subjects and enabling the government to perform its role in society better (in the case of the
gradual removal of barriers to trade and financing these barriers could be removed for some
assets and services, enabling their imports, and for some not).
The economy of the country that is significantly larger in size and more developed could
provide such loans with newly issued money, which would have a profound impact on the
smaller, less developed economy, but would after returning to the larger and more developed
economy have a small impact (probably not causing inflationary pressures).
The combination of foreign loans, which would enable investments (or in some cases
enable covering the losses that have occurred due to competition) and gradual removal of
trade barriers, could result in acceptable short-term economic performance of the smaller and
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less developed economy or even in this performance increasing despite a higher level of
competitiveness of foreign production processes. As the mentioned barriers would further
be removed, production processes from the smaller, less developed economy would face
more competition and if foreign loans would not be invested entirely into increased
productivity, eventually (after complete removal of trade barriers) production processes from
the smaller, less developed economy would become unable to compete.
However, borrowed money would have to be spent for imports, being invested in a
manner that would cause Real Growth (largely invested into increased productivity of
production processes), in order for loans to be possible to be repaid in the long run. Only in
such cases long-term transfers of ownerships of assets (due to debt defaults) to foreign
Economic Subjects and/or loss of sovereignty of the domestic government would be
avoided, excluding the possibility of the government declaring non-repayment of debts and
international trade and financing ceasing.
As foreign loans would be provided to various Economic Subjects, a tendency would
exist for one part being spent on products and services, which would ultimately be consumed
(such as government imports of products and services being consumed in order for the
government to perform its role in society). In this case loans could not be repaid in the long
run (unless a particular asset, which could be exported, would be newly discovered, such as a
new natural resource).
Removal of trade barriers could be agreed for particular assets and services only, which
would represent the opportunity for the interests of Economic Subjects from the larger, more
developed economy, to be satisfied. If for example foreign direct investments would be
allowed to be made immediately after signing the liberalization agreement, foreign Economic
Subjects could start the process of acquiring particular assets (such as natural resources) and
start establishing production processes exploiting these assets. Economic Subjects and the
government from the smaller, less developed economy could benefit from having access to
foreign loans. The government could benefit from a higher level of employment and higher
amount of taxes, which would be received from newly established production processes.
In such situation short-term interests of Economic Subjects from the larger, more
developed economy would be satisfied and therefore these Economic Subjects and the
government of their country would tend to strive toward agreements for an immediate
liberalization of trade of particular assets and services being signed, while being willing to
postpone the liberalization of trade of other assets and services for a period that Economic
Subjects and the government of another country would find acceptable.
If such a scenario were to take place, governments of both countries would tend to agree
on the liberalization of trade and financing, as interests of Economic Subjects and
governments of both countries would be satisfied in this manner for a particular period of
time. However, eventually (likely after the end of mandates of key individuals in the
government) production processes from the smaller, less developed economy would no
longer be able to compete with production processes from the larger, more developed
economy. As loans of Economic Subjects and the government could no longer be repaid (as
part of these loans would have been spent for products and services ultimately consumed and
as the economy would be in downturn), transfers of ownerships of assets to foreign
Economic Subjects would take place and/or loss of sovereignty of the government of such
a country would occur.
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As Economic Subjects and the government from the smaller, less developed country
would adjust to foreign imports enabled by foreign loans, they would strive toward having
foreign loans refinanced. In the event that the government would not be able to repay such
loans, it would tend to perform actions in line with the interests of foreign Economic Subjects
or of the foreign government, such as allowing further acquisitions of assets by foreign
Economic Subjects or allowing the satisfaction of certain strategic interests of the foreign
government (providing land for foreign military for example).
As mentioned above, countries with no long-term interests from the liberalization of
trade and financing tend to agree to such liberalization due to short-term orientation of some
governments and Economic Subjects. As such agreements are signed, unequal distribution
of power (economic or even military, as the size and level of development of the economy
tends to correlate with military strength) between countries tends to form, and countries with
larger and more developed economies tend to impact the sovereignty of countries with
smaller, less developed economies.
As some governments make decisions based on their short-term interests, the tendency
exists that a high level of government debt toward foreign Economic Subjects eventually
accumulates in such countries. If imports are further required by the government and if
refinancing of debts represents the only means of continuing imports, the level of sovereignty
of these countries is lowered.
One possibility to raise the level of sovereignty of such countries is by utilizing military
strength, yet such options are limited as the level of development and the size of the economy
largely determines military strength.
However, the liberalization of trade and financing does not necessarily result in longterm lack of satisfaction of domestic economic interests or loss of sovereignty of the
government despite the small size and low level of development of the economy in its
country, as some governments could liberalize trade and financing primarily in order to obtain
assets and services required for the economy to develop. If the government provides a
favourable business environment (such as favourable taxes or labour legislation) to foreign
direct investors, making foreign direct investments attractive, and if newly established
production processes require considerable amount of human input, which could be sourced
only from the domestic population, this could result in a higher level of employment and
income for the domestic population (possibly even in a foreign currency, allowing the general
population to purchase imported products). The chances of such a scenario unfolding are
highest if the size of the population in such a country is small enough for the unemployed
part of it to be able to find employment in newly established production processes. In this
case the government would tend to be highly motivated to use such an approach, as the
unemployment level could be lowered quickly.
A particular country can possibly attract foreign currency by demanding low taxes under
particular conditions, such as demanding particular amounts of money to be placed into
domestic banks for a particular period of time, and/or demanding domestic assets or services
to be purchased. The government of such a country can also allow foreign currency to
represent the means of exchange in the domestic economy. In the last mentioned case
domestic currency is not required, instead foreign currency represents means of exchange.
Such an approach can provide domestic banks with foreign currency, which can be invested
and lent abroad or within the domestic economy, can provide the government with income
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from taxes (in foreign currency) and can through spending of foreign currency in the
domestic economy provide revenues for domestic Economic Subjects and therefore provides
incomes to the general population. The chances of this scenario unfolding are highest if the
size of the domestic population is small, so that flow of assets from abroad can provide this
population with high incomes in foreign currency. However, the flow of money out of this
economy has to be enabled without high taxes having to be paid by doing so (money can
generally flow out without the payment of tax required under particular conditions, most
notably being allowed to flow out after a particular period of time only, with this period of
time and other conditions being dictated by other countries), making placing money into this
economy attractive for foreign Economic Subjects. Political and economic risk in such a
country has to be low in order for foreign Economic Subjects not to find placing money into
it too risky.
Whenever trade and financing are liberalized, the economy of a country is vulnerable to
changes in the international flow of assets and services. The economy of one country could
grow based on speculative assets flowing from abroad and could experience severe downturn
if speculative assets would flow out of this country (such as speculative money rapidly flowing
into the economy, and even more rapidly out of it). Such a situation is most likely to occur in
small economies, with money from a larger economy due to the lack of opportunities for
investments or asset and service purchases in this larger economy flowing into a smaller
economy perceived as having higher profit potential. As this amount of money is small
relative to the size of the foreign economy, but having a profound impact on this smaller
economy, large fluctuations in the smaller economy could occur when speculative money
flows in and out.
As money supply tends to increase at a rate above the sum of the rate of Real Growth
and the moderate inflation rate in all market-monetary economies, the tendency exists that
larger and larger amounts of money flow internationally for speculative purposes. When
international trade is liberalized rapid international flows of large amounts of money can cause
large fluctuations in exchange rates of currencies and intense upturns and downturns in
economies (particularly in small economies) experiencing extensive inflow or outflow of
foreign money As downturns can be severe and recovery long, economic performance can
be hindered for a long time and needs of the general population can be satisfied to a low level
for long periods of time.
As mentioned before, inequality in accumulated assets tends to rise in market-monetary
economies. As inequality rises in larger economies, smaller and smaller numbers of Economic
Subjects (owned by a small number of individuals) tend to place larger and larger amounts of
money into investments and asset purchases individually. If this money flows into a small
economy, tendency that large amounts of money at a particular moment flow into the
economy and out of it exists, as one Economic Subject places a large amount of money in
and out of economy in a single transaction.
Furthermore, one economy can potentially gradually adapt to exports of products or
services, the production of which has a particular competitive advantage (such as low cost
products, the production of which is based on low cost of human input in this country).
However, after a particular period of time, technologies can develop and means of production
can accumulate in other countries, making production of the same types of products and
services of higher quality possible and/or making their production more cost competitive
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than products and services from the country lagging behind in the development and
implementation of new technologies as well as in accumulation of means of production, as it
relies on cost competitiveness of labour intensive production processes. Such situation can
occur due to economic conditions in one country being more favourable to the development
and implementation of new technologies and to the accumulation of means of production,
and/or due to the government of one country supporting these processes to a higher degree.
Such a country, lagging behind in technological development and implementation and
in the accumulation of means of production, can potentially experience a lengthy downturn,
as its production processes are no longer competitive and as their sales rely largely on foreign
markets, no longer enabling exports of their products and services.
3.1.7.2 Transitional tendencies caused by liberalized trade and financing hindering the
satisfaction of interests of Economic Subjects and the government of a particular country,
and caused by changes in trade and financing through time
If the domestic government agrees to the liberalization based on its short-term interests and
in order to increase short-term performance of the economy, eventually negative
consequences take place. Interests of domestic Economic Subjects are eventually no longer
satisfied, the economy no longer performs well and the level of satisfaction of needs of
individuals in the population decreases. Furthermore, whenever the economy starts
performing poorly, the government loses incomes from taxes, which negatively impacts its
ability to perform its function in society. If the domestic government is highly indebted to
foreign Economic Subjects and if unable to repay its debts, it can lose its sovereignty.
However, as interests of foreign Economic Subjects and interests of a foreign
government are satisfied, the general population tends to perceive that changes need to be
made in order for their needs to be satisfied.
Transitional tendencies are in such case determined by the general population’s
perception regarding reasons why this particular situation had occurred. If actions of the
previous domestic government are perceived as the primary reason (until the end of mandates
of members of the previous government performance of the economy had been acceptable
and the satisfaction of interests of foreign Economic Subjects and interests of the foreign
government at the expense of local Economic Subjects or the local government had been
unnoticeable), probably no transitional tendencies would immediately take place, as only
change in the government would be perceived as means of improving the situation. However,
as damage had been done to the economy, at some point in time after changing the
government, the general population tends to perceive that improvement of the situation is
not possible without the transfer of ownership of assets and/or loss of sovereignty, as the
new government does not seem to be able to solve the problem. If however, the general
population accepts this new situation, it might not strive toward transition at all, but rather
toward establishing a government that would refrain from making the same mistakes again.
If this would not be possible, the general population might strive toward re-establishing rules
defining in more detail the actions allowed to be performed by the government in order for
mistakes of the previous government not to be possible to be repeated.
As foreign Economic Subjects and the foreign government satisfy their interests at the
expense of domestic Economic Subjects and the domestic government, therefore at the
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expense of the local general population, these foreign entities tend not to be disregarded. As
these foreign entities are perceived as taking means of needs satisfaction from the local
population, a tendency exists that hostility toward foreign entities takes place. In such a
situation, tendencies toward taking away means of needs satisfaction from foreign entities
can arise. Taking away these means could be conducted through economic measures (such as
taking away ownership of local assets from foreign Economic Subjects) or in extreme cases
(when hostility toward all foreign entities, including the general population of a foreign
country takes place) even through war. The general population therefore tends to strive
toward either one of the two mentioned measures.
If characteristics of the socio-economic system are perceived as reason for such situation
occurring, transitional tendencies can take place either toward particular aspects of the
existing socio-economic system being changed (the process of “re-establishing the existing
socio-economic system” will be analysed in the next chapter) in order for the occurred
situation to be fixed and similar situations to be prevented from occurring in the future, or
toward transition toward a different socio-economic system, perceived as not allowing for
such situation to occur, and furthermore perceived as being able to satisfy the needs of the
general population to a higher level than they are satisfied in this particular situation.
In any case, some transitional tendencies eventually tend to take place as needs are not
satisfied for the general population. The perception of what is required to be changed and
which entities are to blame for the mentioned situation determines which transitional
tendencies take place.
In cases of downturns caused by flows of speculative money in and out of the economy,
the tendency that the market-monetary system is perceived as flawed exists, as such
downturns are caused by Economic Subjects, generally not being observable (not being
known) by the general population (such as foreign investors or speculators). As characteristics
of the market-monetary system tend to be perceived by the general population as the reason
that such flows of assets are allowed to take place in the first place, transitional tendencies
toward changes of particular aspects of this socio-economic system (re-establishing the
existing socio-economic system) or toward establishing a different socio-economic system
can take place. As such downturns can last for a long time, needs of the general population
might not be satisfied for a long time, and the duration of this time period contributes to the
strength of transitional tendencies.
Both abovementioned situations tend to cause transitional tendencies. However, as
foreign Economic Subjects and the foreign government satisfy their interests at the expense
of domestic Economic Subjects and the domestic government, this represents an obstacle
for the Transition toward the Sustainable System.
The chances of the Transition being successfully conducted are higher if countries that
are potentially able to provide particular inputs, scientific research results or technologies,
required for the Sustainable System to gradually be established, support the Transition and/or
are willing to trade, so that the country conducting the Transition can acquire inputs, research
results and technologies.
If interests of a foreign government and foreign Economic Subjects are satisfied by
owning assets in the domestic economy, any disruptions of this ownership would tend to
result in the lack of support of the Transition toward the Sustainable System and could even
result in these foreign entities deliberately hindering it (in extreme cases even hindering it
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through military actions). The course of the Transition would in such case have to unfold in
a manner that would prevent the interests of a foreign government or Economic Subjects
from being hindered, as well as in a manner that the perception of this foreign government
and Economic Subjects would be influenced through communication, resulting in their
perception that no hindering of their interests would take place during the period of their
orientation if the Transition toward the Sustainable System would be conducted.
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4 POSSIBLE TYPES OF TRANSITIONS FROM THE MARKET-MONETARY
DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM TO DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVE SOCIO-ECONOMIC
SYSTEMS
Up to this point, the main tendencies regarding the development of the economy and wider society within the
market-monetary democratic system have been analysed, with particular situations, which can take place as
the economy and wider society within this system develop through time, and the most probable transitional
tendencies, which can take place in each of these situations, having been identified.
Based on the abovementioned, a solid basis exists for further analysing possible types of transitions. This
chapter will focus on identifying which combination of transitional tendencies (different tendencies at the same
time) most likely leads to a particular type of transition. When the most likely type of transition will be
identified, an analysis shall be made of the most likely course of such transition up to the point when it is
successfully conducted. Throughout the analysis, emphasis shall be placed on the perception of the general
population, ultimately representing a factor, largely determining how a particular type of transition would
unfold. The chapter will conclude with an analysis of the Transition toward the Sustainable System, which is
the prime focus of this book.
4.1 First type of transition: Re-establishing the existing socio-economic system
4.1.1 An overview of transition toward the re-established market-monetary democratic
system
Re-establishing the existing socio-economic system essentially means transition toward the
same system with slightly different rules or only redistribution of ownership of assets within
the economy aimed toward ensuring the stability of society, which the existing economy could
no longer ensure. After this type of transition is successfully conducted, the same type of
socio-economic system continues, however, certain measures are taken that ensure the
functioning of this system with transitional tendencies no longer taking place. As in any type
of transition, the chances of it being successfully conducted are higher if a large share of the
general population strives toward it.
This type of transition tends to take place whenever an existing economy reaches a state
of social instability, yet no alternative socio-economic system is perceived by the general
population as superior in satisfying their needs (e.g. the market-monetary democratic system
perceived as superior in this than any other proposed alternative).
Various scenarios could unfold, with some more disruptive to the economy than others.
The least disruptive scenario is implementing slight changes in rules defining organizational
structures and roles’ performance of the government or the central bank, along with replacing
key individuals in these institutions (the process of re-establishing the central bank can be
conducted democratically without causing significant disruptions to the economy,
prerequisite for which is that the central bank is publicly owned). Such a scenario can take
place if for example corruption in the aforementioned institutions is perceived by the general
population or if both are perceived not to act according to the interests of the general
population. For example, by establishing new laws that define the organizational structures
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and roles’ performance of the central bank or the government, both institutions could be reestablished in a manner that would be perceived as acceptable by the general population.
However, re-establishing the existing system can include changes in rules (laws) defining
the functioning of the economy and can also include changes in ownership of assets (such as
writing off debts or with government’s decree transferring ownership of assets from one
Economic Subject to another). Such actions would generally cause disruptions to the
economy. Abovementioned changes would not necessarily include any changes in the
government or the central bank, with possibly even the same key individuals in both
institutions conducting such a transition.
If an economy within the market-monetary system, for example, develops toward a state
that causes social instability (e.g. extreme inequality, coupled with extreme indebtedness of
the majority of the population), a large share of the general population, the needs of which
are not satisfied, tends to strive toward re-establishing the existing system through changing
certain laws, which define the functioning of the economy and wider society within this
system, and tends to strive toward changes in the ownership of assets (including writing off
debts), which would after the transition result in a situation where their needs would be
satisfied to a higher level.
However, concepts and values internalized by the part of the general population that
strives toward transition have to result in their perception of the existing (market-monetary
democratic) system as being able to satisfy their needs to the highest level compared to any
proposed alternative (such as a centrally planned dictatorial system for example).
Re-establishing the existing system does not necessarily include any revolution in terms
of forceful changes of the government, as the existing government could theoretically
conduct it. Furthermore, as the system is democratic, re-electing a new government,
ultimately conducting such a transition is possible. However, as re-establishing the economy
is a highly disruptive process and as the government and the central bank operate within
limits defined by law, which tends to reflect interests of particular Economic Subjects, reestablishing the existing economic system likely includes re-establishing the government and
the central bank.
Whenever changes in ownership of assets are made, expropriated owners of assets
(individuals) tend to resist such actions and thus oppose the transition. A government
conducting such a transition would therefore have to be firmly established in society and
institutions enforcing its actions should be able to withstand counter-transitional pressures.
A government enjoying the support of a large share of the general population, along with
having strong institutions, tends to represent a prerequisite for the market-monetary
economic system to be successfully re-established in a way involving the ownership of assets
being forcefully changed.
Furthermore, if re-establishing the economy includes changes in ownership of assets
owned by foreign Economic Subjects (such as writing off debts of foreign lenders),
government institutions would have to be able to withstand international pressures against
such actions (in extreme cases military conflict), and the domestic economy would have to
be able to adapt to loss of imports, likely caused by such actions.
Re-establishing the market-monetary economic system tends to have consequences for
future economic performance, as subjective expectations of Economic Subjects largely
determine the future course of the economy. Redistributing ownership of assets inevitably
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undermines trust in the protection of ownership, essentially representing the very foundation
of the market-monetary system. The trust of lenders that their claims would be protected
could be undermined and the level of willingness to lend would tend to be lowered. As new
loans represent the basis for money supply in the economy, this would undermine issuing
new money (new loans), essentially being a driver of economic growth.
Even if successfully conducted, this type of transition does not solve the fundamental
problems that originate from the fundamental characteristics of the market-monetary
democratic system, but in an extremely disruptive and therefore demanding manner makes
changes in the existing economy, perpetuating in largely the same manner after the transition,
only from a different starting point or with slightly different rules.
If ownership of assets is redistributed, this is an extremely disruptive process, which
demands extreme pressures on the part of the general population, and an extremely firmly
established government and its institutions. A democratic government can lose its position
whenever particular actions are performed that are not in line with the expectations of the
part of the population originally supporting it. Re-establishing the existing system is a
disruptive process, which during its course inevitably causes a share of population to resist it.
As consequences of certain actions that have to be performed are not always predictable,
sudden loss of support by a large share of the population, originally supporting such
transition, can occur. If support for the transition is lost, in order to retain its strength, the
government has to resemble a dictatorial government and therefore has to be able to enforce
its position whenever the general population ceases to support it. In this case the transition
toward the dictatorial market-monetary system could ultimately unfold as it could occur that
the dictatorial leadership does not step down after the transition had been complete.
Whenever a democratic government conducts such a transition, it has to constantly enjoy a
high level of public support, which is an unlikely scenario.
Interfering in foreign ownership of assets is even more demanding than interfering in
domestic ownership of assets and tends to result in international tensions. Such a scenario
could potentially unfold if foreign Economic Subjects or governments satisfy their interests
at the expense of domestic Economic Subjects or of the general population or if they lower
the level of domestic national sovereignty. The tendency exists for a foreign economy, the
Economic Subjects from which are satisfying their interests at the expense of the domestic
country’s Economic Subjects and/or the government, to be larger and more developed.
Furthermore, the tendency exists that this foreign country is stronger militarily. In the
mentioned smaller economy, especially if it cannot adjust to loss of imports from the larger,
more developed country and/or if it cannot counter it militarily in the case of tensions
between countries resulting in military conflict, such form of transition is unlikely to be
successfully conducted.
In all scenarios leading to transitional tendencies toward the re-established marketmonetary system, it is highly likely that some fundamental characteristics of the marketmonetary democratic system become apparent and that they are perceived as such by the
general population. This tends to impact their perception of the system in a way that they
perceive it as the system not representing the best possible alternative in terms of its ability
to satisfy the needs of the general population. This tends to lead to the general population
being open to concepts of other alternative socio-economic systems. For example, in the
event of severe downturn, it is unlikely that only the financial system and lack of its regulation,
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along with corruption in the government and in the central bank are perceived as causes for
such downturn. As intense downturn usually follows a series of previous downturns, all of
them being coupled with increasing inequality, this tends to be perceived as the result of the
fundamental characteristic of the market-monetary system. Furthermore, particular
externalities, not prevented during previous economic downturns (such as stress or negative
impact on human health due to inability of certain individuals to afford medical insurance),
are likely to be perceived as consequences of the fundamental characteristics of the marketmonetary system.
Another example would be various observations of cases of governments not acting in
the interest of the general population in the past and therefore such cases ultimately ceasing
to be perceived as caused only by the lack of governmental regulation, but caused by flaws in
the concept of democracy, which fails to ensure the satisfaction of interests of the general
population.
It is highly likely that particular flaws of the market-monetary democratic system are
perceived by the general population. Taking into consideration the extent of public pressure
required for successfully re-establishing the existing system (this pressure has to be very
strong), it is more likely that such strong pressure would be aimed toward supporting
transition toward a particular alternative system.
It is unlikely that the entire population would aim toward implementing the same
changes within the existing system (in a competitive system different groups within the
general population inevitably have different interests). This increases the chances of different
fractions in the general population supporting different courses or types of transition. As
mentioned before, such a transitional process is highly disruptive and demanding. Whenever
such a level of disruption takes place, transitions toward alternative systems are possible to
ultimately be conducted despite transition originally being aimed toward the re-established
market-monetary democratic system. This shift can occur due to a high chance that before
or during the course of transition fractions in the general population start striving toward
transition into an alternative system. This lowers the chances of the transition toward the reestablished market-monetary democratic system being successfully conducted. Even if the
entire general population would support this transition, it is likely that different fractions
would demand different changes to be made (e.g. some merely demanding the reestablishment of the government, while others also demanding the redistribution of
ownership of assets). This would further lower the chances of such type of transition to be
successfully conducted.
As a particular share of the population would inevitably oppose such a transition
(generally individuals with more accumulated assets, accumulating them further through
subsequent economic cycles), these individuals or groups of individuals could possibly strive
toward preventing the transition from taking place by actively dividing the share of the
population striving toward transition into subgroups with conflicting opinions (for example
by conducting communication of particular concepts and values). As assets could be placed
into creation of such subgroups (such as placing them into media communication or
providing funds to particular subgroups in initial phases of their development), the chances
of these subgroups being successfully created would be high. The chances of this type of
transition being successfully conducted would be lower if the mentioned subgroups would
be successfully created. The chances of successfully creating such subgroups would be higher
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before the start of the transition, when the path of the transition would still not be entirely
clear.
Of all scenarios causing transitional tendencies toward this type of transition, the chances
of the transition actually starting would be highest in the case of hyperinflation, where the
majority of Economic Subjects loses due to a collapsing economy. Stopping hyperinflation
and preventing it from taking place in the future would tend to be considered a priority by
the majority of Economic Subjects and therefore by the majority of individuals in the general
population.
The chances of abovementioned subgroups forming are low in the case of only
ownership of assets being transferred from foreign to domestic Economic Subjects, relative
to the situation in which redistribution of ownership of assets between domestic Economic
Subjects is in question. As domestic Economic Subjects generally benefit from the
redistribution of ownership of assets from foreign Economic Subjects to domestic Economic
Subjects, the domestic general population would tend to be unified in support of such actions.
However, if such actions would result in the loss of strategic imports as well as that of exports,
with the economy unable to adapt to such loss, a share of individuals potentially negatively
affected by it would tend to resist such a transition. If the risk of conflict (including military
conflict) between nations would be high due to such actions, part of the population would
tend to oppose such a transition, as they would not support the escalation of tensions between
countries.
In a weak economy, generally taking place at the beginning of the transition, government
institutions are generally also weak, as these institutions are backed by the economy (e.g.
institutions using products produced by production processes that have fallen into hardship).
If the strength of institutions would not be sufficient to resist the opposition of a particular
path of transition, part of the economy would inevitably have to become centrally planned
for the period of the transition in order for institutions to gain strength (e.g. if the army would
be needed in order to counter foreign resistance toward particular actions, production
processes supplying weapons, would have to become centrally planned in order to efficiently
and quickly produce such weapons).
4.1.2 The most likely scenarios and transitional tendencies potentially causing transition
toward the re-established market-monetary democratic system
Re-establishing the existing system does not necessarily require the general population to
perceive the existing system as flawless, but it suffices that they at a particular moment do
not perceive any alternative system as superior in enabling needs satisfaction and/or that they
perceive the transitional period to an alternative system as a worse alternative in terms of lack
of needs satisfaction during this period compared to re-establishing the existing system.
However, in this chapter the focus will be on scenarios that most likely cause the perception
of the general population of the slightly changed existing system being best to perpetuate.
Scenarios likely to be perceived as being caused by the existing system not performing
in a way it is supposed to can lead to the desire of re-establishing it. Whenever reasons for a
particular situation occurring are not perceived as indicators of flawed foundations of the
market-monetary democratic system (e.g. depleted natural resources, excessive externalities,
or a continuous rise in unemployment due to automation of production processes), but are
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perceived as the result of a series of events causing poor performance of the economy and
causing some other problems within wider society, which could be prevented in the future,
such transitional tendencies are likely to take place.
Severe economic downturns caused by rising asset prices, made possible by excessive
lending and borrowing (therefore perceived as being caused by the financial sector), coupled
with the collapse of the financial system, with the rise in the level of indebtedness of a large
share of the general population and with a large share of the population losing assets, while a
smaller share of the population significantly increasing their accumulated assets, could be
perceived by the general population as being the result of a poorly functioning financial
system only. The culprit for this could either be perceived to be the government or the fact
that roles performed by and functioning of the central bank are not well defined or corruption
in particular Economic Subjects (most notably banks). In this case a share of the general
population, the needs of which would not be satisfied due to such economic downturn, would
tend to strive toward re-establishing the existing system, as foundations of the system would
not be perceived as flawed and as similar situations would be perceived as being possible to
be avoided in the future. Therefore, the possibility exists that the general population would
strive toward re-defining roles performed by and organizational structures of the government
and/or the central bank and that it would strive toward transferring ownership of assets (most
notably toward writing off debts), thus ensuring the satisfaction of their needs.
In the case of hyperinflation, caused by excessive issuing of money by the central bank
and excessive government spending, the lack of competence of key individuals in the central
bank and/or in the government, and/or flawed laws defining organizational structures and
roles’ performance of the mentioned two institutions, would likely be perceived by the general
population as the main reasons for economic collapse. The general population would
therefore tend to strive toward re-establishing the government and the central bank (by laws
being passed, which would limit the actions that the central bank and the government can
perform, along with by changing key individuals in the government and the central bank).
The lack of satisfaction of interests of domestic Economic Subjects, caused by the
liberalization of trade and financing, allowed by the government, which prioritizes short-term
economic performance and its own short-term interests, could also represent a situation
leading to the transition toward the re-established market-monetary democratic system. If
loss of sovereignty of domestic government due to default on foreign loans caused by
excessive borrowing on the part of the government would be the case, this could result in the
perception of the general population that re-establishing the current system by changing
ownership of assets from foreign to domestic Economic Subjects and by passing laws
defining the scope of actions that the domestic government can perform in order for such
situation not to be possible to occur in the future represents a solution to these problems. In
such case no fundamental flaws in the market-monetary democratic system, but rather the
lack of domestic governmental regulation or possibly corruption within the domestic
government and/or the central bank, could be perceived as the primary reason for such a
situation to occur.
Furthermore, if needs of a large share of the general population would not be satisfied
due to interests of foreign Economic Subjects being satisfied at the expense of domestic
Economic Subjects and/or the domestic government (or in extreme cases, if externalities
such as pollution were to be caused, individuals in the population being harmed), the general
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population might strive toward expropriating foreign Economic Subjects and/or toward
causing externalities being prohibited.
Increasing inequality in accumulated assets could by itself potentially cause tendencies
toward redistribution of ownership of assets, yet this would unlikely be perceived by the
general population as being the result of a series of events that could be prevented in the
future. It would more likely be perceived as the result of flawed foundations of the economic
system. Increasing inequality alone would therefore more likely cause transitional tendencies
toward an alternative system.
4.1.3 The perception of the general population causing transitional tendencies toward the
re-established market-monetary democratic system and the perception arising during
transition
In order for the general population to strive toward maintaining the existing market-monetary
democratic system, concepts and values enabling the perception of such a system as being
able to satisfy their needs to the highest degree have to be internalized by the general
population.
This essentially means that concepts and values forming culture, which developed in the
market-monetary democratic system, have to be internalized and opposing concepts and
values have to be disregarded.
Culture in the market-monetary democratic system develops through communication
conducted by institutions (Economic Subjects and the government), as well as by individuals
developing their own concepts and values and sharing them amongst each other. As
communication through institutions is conducted by Economic Subjects, by the government
and by government institutions, these concepts and values tend to promote the behaviour of
individuals that is in line with the interests of Economic Subjects and/or the government.
These concepts and values would tend to promote the market-monetary system as being the
best possible alternative, as Economic Subjects and the government tend not to support
changes of the socio-economic system itself.
In order for the general population not do develop their own concepts and values,
conflicting with those communicated by institutions, no information directly in conflict with
concepts and values communicated by institutions, has to be available to the general
population in order for the latter to support the perpetuation of the existing system.
Past experience largely determines the perception of the general population regarding
which socio-economic system would be most suitable for satisfying their needs. If the marketmonetary democratic system has performed well in the past, meaning that the economy has
been growing, that democracy has been functioning well (all mentioned being perceived as
such by the general population, but not necessarily being true), and that needs of the general
population have been satisfied to a high level, such a system tends to enjoy support.
Furthermore, if any proposed alternative socio-economic systems has been observed to fail
(e.g. particular dictatorial centrally planned economy failing somewhere in the world and such
failure creating the perception that such a system is inferior in terms of needs satisfaction),
this contributes to the perception that the current market-monetary system is the best
alternative.
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Concepts and values, such as those promoting competition as beneficial and promoting
that striving toward satisfying own self-interest ultimately contributes to the satisfaction of
the interests of others, to the good economic performance and to the progress of society,
coupled with concepts and values, such as those promoting that the process of will of the
majority of the people being considered through the democratic framework of society
ultimately leads to the government acting in the interest of the general population, have to be
internalized by the general population in order for them to support the perpetuation of the
existing system.
If a particular situation would occur that would result in transitional tendencies toward
re-establishing the existing system, the abovementioned concepts and values would still have
to be internalized by the general population and the perception would have to exist that only
some minor aspects of an otherwise well-functioning socio-economic system have to be
changed. These changes would most notably have to be aimed toward ensuring preventing
corruption in the government, in the central bank or in particular Economic Subjects by
passing additional laws or by establishing anticorruption institutions or through creating
stricter regulation of the financial system, thus preventing severe upturns and downturns,
caused by excessive lending and borrowing.
In order for such concepts and values to remain internalized by the general population,
no individuals or groups of individuals outside of the existing system would have to be
perceived as credible enough and/or be so effective in their communication to overshadow
concepts and values mentioned above. Furthermore, no fundamental flaws in the existing
system would have to be perceived by the general population, which could occur if these
fundamental flaws would not yet have led to situations, without major doubt proving such
flaws (e.g. depletion of a particular natural resource and the inability of the economy to adapt
to its unavailability, or externalities profoundly impacting the environment and people, or
extreme inequality, increasing through a long period of time).
The chances of individuals or groups of individuals outside of the existing system (e.g.
activist groups) failing to achieve internalization of alternative concepts and values by the
general population are highest if these groups lack the possibilities of communicating to a
large share of the population (such as the inability to communicate through mainstream
media, most notably due to high cost of such communication), or if these groups
communicate concepts and values perceived as similar to those fitting the description of a
socio-economic system previously observed as flawed by the general population (e.g.
communicating communist propaganda, promoting a centrally planned dictatorial system that
had previously failed elsewhere in the world and is perceived as flawed). The chances of
failure tend to be higher if these groups are perceived as not credible, regardless of scientific
soundness of their concepts and values. This could occur if established institutions (such as
universities or the media enjoying a high level of perceived credibility) would be perceived as
sources of most credible information.
Necessary changes needed to be made within the existing system have to be perceived
as steps toward making means of needs satisfaction available to the part of the population
striving toward the transition. During the process of the transition no observable evidence
must be noticed by the general population that implementations of these changes do not
actually represent steps toward attaining means of needs satisfaction or that additional
measures would have to be taken in order to achieve this goal. If re-establishing the
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government would be perceived as the necessary step toward a well-functioning socioeconomic system, no evidence that changing the government and establishing particular new
rules is not an appropriate measure would have to be noticed by the general population in
order for fractions (subgroups with conflicting interests) within the general population not to
form and in order for alternative courses of transition not to take place during the process of
transition. If this was to occur it could possibly cause social instability due to conflicting
visions of what the most suitable socio-economic system should look like being present,
possibly leading to a major conflict breaking out between the opposing fractions.
4.1.4 The most probable course of transition toward the re-established market-monetary
democratic system
Changes in the government or the central bank can be made if a large share of the population
puts pressure (public pressure can be exercised through protests and/or by representatives
of a large share of the population through any means available communicating the need for
re-establishing the government or the central bank) on the government, demanding changes
in its or the central bank’s organizational structure and roles’ performance.
As rules, primarily in the form of laws, defining the organizational structure of and roles
performed by the central bank or the government have to be changed, public pressure has to
be focused on such laws being passed, along with possibly being focused on the key
individuals in the government or the central bank being replaced.
As the government and the central bank generally strive toward maintaining their
positions in society, some level of resistance tends to take place, mainly through government
institutions (e.g. through law enforcement institutions and courts). The stronger these
institutions are and therefore the more options for resisting public pressure they have, the
stronger public pressure has to be in order for the transition to be conducted.
Changes could occur if public pressure would be such that it would start being perceived
by the government that its institutions would no longer be able to resist in the event of public
pressure escalating further. This could be the case if an increasingly large percentage of the
population would believe that democracy is at risk, as public pressure would not result in any
changes (the government through its institutions opposing the public, demanding the
implementation of changes in the government and/or the central bank). As it would be
expected that public pressure would increase, the government and its institutions would
probably eventually give up to demands and through previously defined or newly defined
processes of passing new legislation laws would be passed, re-defining the organizational
structure of and roles performed by the government or the central bank, and probably key
individuals in both institutions would be changed.
However, such a scenario would not include any radical changes in the economy itself.
Changes in the economy, including redistribution of ownership of assets (such as writing off
debts), would be more disruptive and would inevitably prevent the satisfaction of interests of
some Economic Subjects, which would likely resist such a transition. Such process would
require strong leadership, essentially meaning a firmly established government with high level
of public support and strong institutions enforcing changes. Prior to such changes in the
economy, a firmly established positions of the government and the central bank (as such
changes require monetary policy in line with goals that these changes aim toward achieving)
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would be necessary to take place. Therefore, re-establishing the government and/or the
central bank would probably have to take place prior to the economy being re-established.
In extreme economic downturn, coupled with a large share of Economic Subjects
(therefore a large share of the population) being highly indebted and/or defaulting on their
debts, in addition to production processes conducting business poorly due to low demand
and many production processes going bankrupt, the first step in such a transition would be
writing off debts of Economic Subjects.
Re-establishing the economy through writing off debts would be an extremely disruptive
process, requiring strong institutions to enforce such change, as various Economic Subjects
would, once the process would begin, tend to resist such a transition. Such a transition would
most likely be conducted in a way that debts would be written off in the economy as a whole,
meaning a new currency being established and debts of all Economic Subjects being written
off. As currency is originally issued as credit, writing off debts essentially means cancelling
the existing currency.
As assets and services needed to be traded would still exist, the new currency would have
to be put into circulation immediately after the old currency being cancelled, in order for
assets and services to be traded and for the economy to pick up after debt burden would
cease to hinder economic activity.
However, such a process could hardly be conducted without strategic re-distribution of
ownership of assets, which would have to be conducted in line with strategic goals of the
leadership, spearheading such a transition.
Writing off debts essentially means removing ownership of claims (being considered as
assets) and collaterals (assets) that can be seized in the event of debt default. Ownership of
assets is essentially redistributed, as previous liabilities, potentially resulting in changes in
ownership of assets (such as seizing collaterals in the case of debt default) in particular
situations, cease to exist. A borrower purchasing particular assets with borrowed money, has
prior to debts being written off essentially not been the owner of a particular purchased asset
(such as real estate for example) which has represented collateral, as the lender could claim it
in the event of debt default. After debts being written off, the borrower becomes the owner
of purchased assets, previously representing collateral and (although possibly officially not
listed as the owner) essentially being owned by the lender until debts would be repaid.
In order to ensure social stability after debts have been written off, ownerships of all
assets have to be distributed by the government and its institutions according to goals,
ultimately aimed toward ensuring the stability of society. If ownerships of assets purchased
with borrowed money would simply be given to lenders, social stability would not necessarily
be ensured, as a large number of Economic Subjects (most notably individuals) could
potentially lose assets. If for example banks would be given ownerships of production
processes and/or real estate, the same scenario could unfold as if the entire economy would
default on debts and banks from this moment on owning all collaterals. As social stability is
the ultimate goal of such a transitional process, at the point when the general population,
originally having demanded the transition, starts demanding a particular distribution of
ownerships of assets (tending to demand assets to be distributed relatively equally among the
population), the government conducting this transition has to strategically redistribute
ownership of assets in line with these demands of the general population.
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Redistribution of ownership of assets could however be conducted for one part of the
assets only, if this would be sufficient to solve problems having led to the transition and to
ensure economic and social instability, if ownership of particular assets by particular
Economic Subjects would not significantly hinder economic performance or cause social
instability, and if the level of public pressure would rise if ownership of such assets would be
forcefully changed. For example, changing ownership of a house owned for generations by a
family could hardly contribute to economic performance and the stability of society and
would probably cause higher level of public pressure, compared to the level of public pressure
in the case of writing off the debt of a production facility and making it possible for this
facility to continue production, which would have a positive impact on economic
performance.
By redistributing ownerships of assets, inequality in accumulated assets could be
mitigated, depending on how exactly these ownerships would be redistributed (this
redistribution would have to be conducted according to demands of the general population).
However, redistribution of assets primarily due to high inequality in accumulated assets is
unlikely to take place without transitional tendencies toward changing the socio-economic
system itself occurring, as the increase in the level of inequality tends to be perceived to be
caused by fundamental characteristics of the market-monetary system.
In the case of writing off debts and establishing new currency, lenders tend to lose
ownerships of assets, unlikely to be distributed to lenders completely. As the banking sector
is a set of institutions, which through providing loans issue money, cancelling the existing
currency and therefore removing money from circulation would essentially mean that the
banking sector (commercial banks and also the central bank) would lose not only on its
claims, but would also lose on its liabilities (such as repayments of their debts no longer being
necessary). A set of Economic Subjects from this sector would essentially lose their functions
in the economy and would have to be re-established. Unless ownerships of some assets would
be given to banks, these would have to newly start conducting business with zero claims and
zero liabilities.
At the moment when the existing currency is cancelled and ownerships of assets are
strategically re-distributed, no currency is in circulation, as depositors also lose on their
deposits (liabilities of banks no longer exist and could not in any case be repaid, as banks
cannot receive repayments of loans). From this moment on, a new currency has to be issued
through loans provided to banks, which lend it further to Economic Subjects (production
processes, individuals, etc.). Money therefore starts circulating again and the economy can
pick up as assets and services can again be traded.
A possibility exists that the new currency is strategically distributed between Economic
Subjects in order for demand for Traded Assets and services to be increased immediately.
Deposits in banks may serve as the basis for selecting which Economic Subjects would
receive new currency (deposits being converted from old to new currency at a fixed exchange
rate and banks being provided with subsidies, representing newly issued money from the
central bank and making it possible for banks to pay deposits to Economic Subjects). This
approach essentially represents strategic redistribution of ownership of assets and can
possibly serve as a tool to raise the general population’s perception that deposits in banks are
always safe, even when the economy is re-established. However, such an approach tends to
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contribute to the increase in the level of inequality in accumulated assets if individuals, who
receive deposits, do not receive ownership of other assets with proportionately lower value.
At this point on, the new market-monetary economy is established and continues with
the same fundamental characteristics as the previous one, however, with the burden of debt
no longer hindering economic performance. Production processes, which still exist after this
process, receive revenues based on higher demand caused by the fact that buyers are again
able to spend, as they are no longer indebted. Furthermore, as production processes are no
longer indebted, they can receive new loans, which make investments into increased
production possible.
Re-establishing the market-monetary system is a similar process to that of transiting from
the centrally planned economic system to the market-monetary economic system. In both
cases strategic distribution of ownership of assets and establishing a new currency are required
for the economy to start functioning under new rules. The level of disruption tends to be
high in both cases and institutions enforcing government decisions during both types of
transitions tend to have to be strong, as resistance from Economic Subjects losing ownership
of assets has to be countered by institutions.
As new loans are provided to Economic Subjects, prices of Traded Assets and services
in the economy form at a new level, determined by the amount of new currency in circulation.
When new loans are provided to commercial banks, the amount of money in circulation tends
not to be excessive.
In the case of hyperinflation, the approach would be similar, yet re-establishing the
economy by introducing a new currency would in this case tend not to be as disruptive as the
abovementioned process. Writing off debts could generally be conducted without
encountering major resistance from Economic Subjects, which would likely not expect having
their debts repaid anyway due to collapsing economy. Lenders would tend not to expect to
have debts repaid, as Economic Subjects in a collapsing economy would tend not to be able
to realize profits, and would therefore tend not to be able to repay any debts.
However, in order to stop hyperinflation, no complete re-establishing of the economy
would be necessary. Only removing old currency and issuing new currency would be required,
and ownerships of only particular assets would have to be forcefully changed. In this case
borrowers, having purchased assets with borrowed money, would likely retain ownership of
these assets. Generally, in the event of hyperinflation public pressure would be aimed
primarily toward stopping hyperinflation, and only if redistribution of particular assets would
actually be demanded, such actions would tend to take place.
As actions of the government and the central bank would probably be perceived as the
primary reason for hyperinflation, the re-establishment of these two institutions would likely
be conducted. If so, this would be conducted prior to or in parallel with the replacement of
currencies or possibly in parallel with the redistribution of ownership of assets.
Whenever debts are written off, new currency is introduced and ownerships of assets are
redistributed, if there is no fundamental reason for the economy not to grow again
(production processes still in operating condition, without burden of debt, and demand for
products and services not hindered by the high level of debt), the perception of Economic
Subjects remains the factor, determining the future development of the economy. If the
perception would exists that original reasons for downturn have been fixed and that the
economy will grow in the future, lending and borrowing would tend to take place, which
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would begin to drive economic growth. Communication conducted by government
institutions or by Economic Subjects through various means (most notably the media), could
contribute to this perception forming.
However, due to previous interference in ownership of assets, representing the
foundation of the market-monetary system, trust in the system tends to be weaker than prior
to this intervention, hindering the willingness to lend and/or to accumulate assets, as fear of
redistribution of ownership of assets tends to exist. Again, communication can mitigate these
fears.
Whenever re-establishing the existing system would include removal of ownership of
assets from foreign Economic Subjects (including claims toward domestic Economic
Subjects), the process of transition would have to include adaptation of the domestic
economy to potential loss of imports and exports. If such actions were to cause international
conflict, the government would prior to such actions have to strengthen alliances with
countries, the intervention of which could prevent the conflict to escalate, and/or strengthen
government institutions (most notably the army) in order to counter any acts of aggression
by the foreign country, which could possibly occur due to foreign economy being negatively
impacted. Such a transition could take place instantly, but would require a firmly established
government, most likely having to be re-established prior to the transition due to actions of
previous governments likely to be perceived by the general population as the main reason for
the situation that had caused transitional tendencies.
4.2 Second type of transition: Transition from the market-monetary democratic
system toward the centrally planned democratic or dictatorial system
4.2.1 An overview of transition from the market-monetary democratic system toward the
centrally planned democratic or dictatorial system
This type of transition radically changes the characteristics of the economic system and
redefines the role of the leadership, which in a centrally planned economy ultimately makes
decisions (and grants limited decision-making power to particular individuals involved in
production processes) regarding all aspects of production, distribution, maintenance,
recycling and discarding of products, and regarding all aspects of production and distribution
of services.
Transition toward the centrally planned economic system is extremely disruptive and
requires complete transfer of ownership of assets from Economic Subjects to the leadership
of society, requires all trade to cease and essentially changes the economic system from being
competitive toward being cooperative.
Such a transition is more likely to take place (and has often taken place in history) than
the transition toward the re-established market-monetary system, as eventually problems
originating from the fundamental characteristics of the market-monetary system (a
consequence of trade and therefore of competition) start being perceived by the general
population and therefore transitional tendencies toward a system, which would prevent such
problems from taking place, arise. As the centrally planned economic system represents an
economic system not requiring scarcity of products and services and not being characterized
by the tendency for increasing inequality in accumulated assets (therefore inequality in access
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to products and services), such a system tends to be perceived as superior in the ability to
satisfy needs of the part of the population, the needs of which are not satisfied in the marketmonetary system due to its fundamental characteristics. This part of the population can
therefore possibly be attracted to the concept of a cooperative economic system, promising
to satisfy needs of all members of the population equally.
Although a centrally planned economy has limitations regarding the level of complexity
that can be managed by its leadership, therefore having limited potential regarding its
development and potentially becoming unstable in the case of exceeding a particular level of
complexity, it is able to remove scarcity of some products and services, able to be more
flexible, able to be more long-term oriented (as no short-term interests of Economic Subjects
play a role in such a system) and able to quickly and efficiently conduct large scale projects.
If the concept of such a system is internalized by the general population, a particular part of
the population, not having their needs satisfied in the market-monetary economic system,
tends to support the centrally planned system.
Transition into a hybrid of a centrally planned and a market-monetary economy is
possible, as particular part of the economy can be allowed to be privately owned and assets
and services in this part of the economy can be allowed to be traded. However, scarcity of
the most important products and services (in terms of their ability to directly or indirectly
satisfy needs of the population high on the hierarchy) would have to be removed in order for
the general population, striving toward such transition, to support it. If a centrally planned
economy would not satisfy the needs of all members of the general population equally to a
level desired by the general population, the perception that this alternative system is not
fulfilling their expectations would take place and the level of support toward transition would
drop. Furthermore, as resources would as quickly as possible have to be placed into
production and distribution of means of satisfaction of these needs (e.g. establishing new
production processes able to produce enough food for every member of the population as
quickly as possible), it would be likely that the entire economy would be planned during the
early period of the centrally planned system. If the leadership would at some point no longer
be able to manage the economy of increasing complexity, part of the economy (generally the
part producing products and services, the scarcity of which would not cause considerable
social instability) could be allowed to be owned and traded.
The cessation of ownership of assets and the abolishment of trade causes domestic
currency to lose its function as means of exchange and therefore money loses all its value. In
a centrally planned economy, money would no longer represent means of exchange, but
instead coupons could be used, generally received by individuals as payment for providing
human input into production processes and being possible to be traded for products and
services. These coupons would be taken out of circulation with every transaction.
The process of establishing the centrally planned system is not based on the complete
design of the economy and wider society within this system and on the complete design of
steps that need to be conducted in order to establish a target state of the economy and wider
society (in contrast to the Sustainable System), but is instead based on the general population
appointing (or being forced to allow) the leadership to at a point in time start managing the
economy. Although a rough design of a target state of the economy and wider society can be
developed prior to transition, generally only the concept of a new socio-economic system
(rules, which define it) tends to be known prior to transition. From a point in time when the
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new system is established it develops further based on decisions made by the leadership. As
transition from the market-monetary economic system needs to take place through quick
cessation of ownership of the majority (probably all) of assets and through quickly
establishing new rules defining the new system, such a transition generally begins with
increase in the level of support of the general population toward the centrally planned system
and continues by a transitional leadership being quickly established (the existing leadership
tends to resist radical changes of the existing socio-economic system), based on the general
population trusting this leadership to successfully manage the new economy. Then the new
leadership tends to strengthen its institutions, enabling the process of removal of ownership
of assets and enabling and the process of establishing the new socio-economic system, the
economy within which develops further from this point on.
The chances of a dictatorial leadership conducting this type of transition and managing
the new economy until being established to a point that would satisfy the needs of the general
population to a desired degree tend to be higher in the case of a single person, who is able to
overrule decisions of all subordinates in the leadership, representing this dictatorial leadership
(a dictator). If the general population does not understand the concept of the centrally
planned system to a high degree, it can still support this system based on trust invested in a
person, who successfully communicates the concept of the new system and promises to lead
society according to the interests of the general population. This process resembles the
democratic process, for such a leader is appointed and supported by a large share of the
population. In order for this type of transition to be conducted in a manner described above,
the general population needs to internalize a unified set of concepts and values (one ideology
for example) in order for no subgroups with conflicting interests to form. One person, trusted
by a large share of the population, has high chances of successfully communicating such set
of concepts and values and achieving their internalization by the general population, as a
trusted person tends to be perceived as a highly credible source of information.
However, as the new system is gradually taking shape, and as the process of building a
new economy and wider society unfolds, dictatorial leadership with strong institutions, which
maintain its position in society, is required. A strong, firmly positioned leadership is required
due to large disruptions of the economy and wider society during the period of transition and
due to the lack of design of a target state of the new economy and wider society. During the
early phases of this type of transition, a high probability of social instability exists, as the
economy and wider society are gradually being established and as the needs of all members
of the general population are unlikely to be satisfied to a high level and equally during this
period. Furthermore, a high probability of errors in decisions made by the leadership exists
due to high complexity of the abovementioned process. As decision-making processes are
tied to people in the leadership, being vertically organized (hierarchical organization). such a
leadership is unable to manage high complexity. Furthermore, as the process of realizing a
long-term vision could possibly require the lack of satisfaction of certain needs for a part of
the population for a certain period of time, and as not every member of the population would
likely understand this long-term vision (therefore not being willing to sacrifice the satisfaction
of his own needs for the sake of achieving long-term goals), the level of support for the
leadership could vary during the early phases of the transition.
Whenever social instability takes place, the level of support for the leadership can
fluctuate, as the latter tends to be perceived as being ultimately responsible for all aspects of
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the economy and wider society. In the democratic framework of society, the removals of
leaderships could possibly prevent the long-term vision to be realized.
The chances of the transition being successfully implemented and the centrally planned
economy successfully developing to a state where the needs of the general population would
be satisfied to a desired degree are low in the case of a particular leadership overthrowing the
existing leadership and initiating the process of transition without support of the general
population, as institutions of such a leadership would probably not to be strong enough to
counter resist in the event that a high share of the population would not support such a
leadership and its actions.
Historically, the concept of the centrally planned system has been appealing for the
general population, most notably as it represented a solution to some problems within the
market-monetary system, such as solving the problem of inequality in accumulated assets and
replacing competition by cooperation.
Various successful transitions from the market-monetary system to the centrally planned
system have taken place throughout history due to the concept of the proposed centrally
planned system indicating that a strong leadership managing all aspects of the economy and
wider society would be able to solve problems perceived by the general population as most
important. As all the problems within the market-monetary system have historically not been
perceived by a substantial share of the population and therefore the need to include
prevention of such problems in all aspects of a socio-economic system (e.g. by applying the
Principle of Sustainability in all aspects of a socio-economic system) has not been understood,
the centrally planned system has in some cases been perceived as the best alternative to the
market-monetary system in terms of its ability to satisfy needs of the general population.
In particular situations, the centrally planned system has been able to quickly and
efficiently solve particular problems and satisfy the needs of the population due to the
flexibility of the economy within this system, the ability to conduct large projects and the
ability to pursue a long-term vision. Long-term orientation of an economy within such a
system tends to be more apparent in cases of dictatorial leaderships without a limited duration
of the leader’s mandate, as in such cases the leader’s lifetime represents the maximum
duration of the period, in which particular projects should bring benefits in order for them
to be considered as viable options.
4.2.2 The most probable situations and transitional tendencies causing transition from the
market-monetary democratic system toward the centrally planned democratic or
dictatorial system
In order for the general population to strive toward transition to the centrally planned system,
perception has to take shape that particular problems, resulting in the lack of satisfaction of
needs of a particular share of the population, are caused by the fundamental characteristics
of the market-monetary system and that these problems could in the long run be avoided
only by adopting the centrally planned system.
Furthermore, if the perception takes shape that the concept of democracy is flawed, that
democratically elected governments do not act in the interest of the entire general population
and that their actions contribute to particular problems, the tendency to support a dictatorial
leadership exists.
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Series of economic cycles leading to severe downturn (needs not being satisfied for a
large share of the population for a long time, resulting in the sense of hopelessness) tend to
indicate that particular problems originate from the fundamental characteristics of the
market-monetary system. As economic cycles tend to increase in intensity, increasingly
intense and lengthy downturns occur through time, causing the lack of satisfaction of needs
of a considerable share of the population for the durations of these downturns. Furthermore,
cycles of increasing intensity cause constantly rising inequality in accumulated assets.
Regardless of economic cycles, lengthy periods of unemployment can also occur due to
increase in productivity of production processes and the lack of new production processes
being established and/or existing ones expanded. If such situations occur, flaws in the
market-monetary system are likely perceived by the general population. These situations tend
to lead to the general population perceiving that a system, which prioritizes the satisfaction
of needs of all members of the population equally (therefore being considered a fair system
regarding the distribution of means of needs satisfaction), which is cooperative instead of
competitive, and which does not include scarcity of products and services as a fundamental
requirement for the functioning of the economy, is superior in enabling the satisfaction of
needs.
If the concept of the centrally planned system is perceived as such by a considerable
share of the general population, it tends to be supported regardless whether or not it would
actually function in a manner that would guarantee the satisfaction of all needs of all members
of the population to a higher level than the level to which the needs of the part of the
population, which supports the transition are currently satisfied.
Historically, if no failing centrally planned systems have been observed by the general
population, the chances of such transitional tendencies taking place have been higher, as no
problems, such as limits in the complexity of the economy or a dictatorial leadership
becoming too firmly established, thus difficult to be changed if being incompetent to manage
the economy, have been perceived.
However, the more problems originating from the fundamental characteristics of the
market-monetary system, pointing to this system as flawed, are perceived by the general
population at a particular point in time (e.g. depletion of natural resources or extremely
harmful externalities not being prevented) the more likely it is that the centrally planned
system is not perceived as the system, which would solve all these problems. As the concept
of the centrally planned system generally promises equality in access to products and services
and quick progress of the economy, however not promising to prevent various other
problems, the general population is in the mentioned case to a higher degree open to the
concept of a socio-economic system, which would be able to prevent more problems than
the centrally planned system could (e.g. being open to the concept of the Sustainable System).
If the general population is aware of such an alternative, this lowers the chances of transitional
tendencies toward the centrally planned system occurring.
If no concept of an alternative socio-economic system is internalized by the general
population, the centrally planned system, although not necessarily being able to prevent all
the perceived problems (not for example excluding possibilities of externalities being caused
or the depletion of natural resources occurring), can be perceived as the best alternative.
Scenarios where foreign Economic Subjects satisfy their interests at the expense of
domestic Economic Subjects, or where the domestic government loses its sovereignty due to
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its inability to repay foreign debts, however where taking ownership of assets away from
foreign Economic Subjects (debt claims also considered as assets) is impossible, can lead to
transitional tendencies toward the centrally planned system. Inability to seize assets from
foreign Economic Subjects can possibly be a consequence of the domestic economy being
unable to replace a particular import due to the lack of funds available for investments, despite
such adaptation being technically possible (like natural resources being available, but
production processes producing products from natural resources, which could replace
imports, not being possible to be established purely due to economic, not technical reasons).
In such case a centrally planned economy could be perceived as being able to replace such
imports through large scale projects being conducted. This could be possible only in the
centrally planned system, therefore by establishing this system the exploitation of the
domestic economy by foreign Economic Subjects and/or by the foreign government would
cease and the sovereignty of the domestic government would be re-established.
4.2.3 The perception of the general population causing transitional tendencies toward the
centrally planned democratic or dictatorial system and the perception shaped during and
after transition
A prerequisite for transition toward the centrally planned system is radical change in concepts
and values internalized by the general population. Generally, concepts and values, such as
those promoting the notion that competition and self-interest of individuals lead to the wellbeing of society, have to be changed to those promoting the notion that cooperation between
individuals leads toward attaining the well-being of society.
Historically, successful shifts toward centrally planned systems have largely been the
result of the fact that the concept of such a system was largely in line with natural human
behaviour, which evolved in cooperative, cohesive societies (tribal societies), striving toward
a common goal, and where individuals shared resources amongst each other. As the concept
of the centrally planned system resembles societies where natural human behaviour evolved,
in the case that learned behaviour does not cause the perception of this system not enabling
a cooperative and cohesive society (e.g. the population being informed about previously
established centrally planned dictatorial systems, based on repression and ultimately having
failed), people tend to prefer such a system based on natural human behaviour.
Whenever problems, which most likely lead to transitional tendencies, become apparent
in the market-monetary system, the perception of the part of the population, not having their
needs satisfied, tends to be that society does not provide for them and that means of needs
satisfaction are being unfairly distributed.
As a competitive system is perceived as being unable to satisfy their needs and moreover
perceived as being unfair due to increasing inequality, a part of the population tends to strive
toward a system perceived as superior in enabling needs satisfaction. Moreover, this part of
the population tends to resist social groups with needs satisfied to a higher degree and/or
social groups being perceived as directly preventing them to satisfy their needs (such as
individuals with more accumulated assets or the government).
Culture in every socio-economic system forms in a way that promotes the behaviour of
individuals in line with the behaviour widely perceived as beneficial for the functioning of the
economy and wider society within this system. After the centrally planned system has been
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successfully established, new culture, including concepts and values, which promote
behaviour perceived as beneficial for the functioning of the new economy and new wider
society, starts to form. The leadership’s institutions tend to play a dominant role in forming
such a culture, as quick and radical change in culture needs to take place in an undeveloped,
newly established socio-economic system.
Immediately after establishing the new centrally planned system, the economy needs to
be developed to a degree that would satisfy the needs of the general population to a desired
extent. In order to achieve this, a period of extensive use of human input would likely have
to take place. The chances of using this extensive amount of human input are highest if
individuals experience strong drives motivating them to contribute human input.
If internalized concepts and values enable the perception that providing human input
would ultimately result in the satisfaction of their needs, the general population tends to be
strongly motivated to do so, therefore other forms of motivation are no longer needed to be
utilized to a high degree in these early phases of establishing the economy and wider society
within the centrally planned system.
If a crisis situation is perceived by the general population (which would tend to take place
if the economy would need to be newly established in order to satisfy needs of the general
population), behavioural mechanisms, which evolved through time in order to enable
cooperation within and the cohesiveness of groups in times of crisis (such as helping each
other and sharing resources in times of natural disasters or war), can be triggered. Concepts
and values communicated by institutions and being internalized by the general population
would have to enable the perception of crisis taking place and the perception of contributing
to society by providing necessary human input being needed (such as voluntarily work on
construction projects) in order to enable society’s survival and prosperity.
If values, such as the ones promoting voluntary contribution to society and sharing with
other individuals, are internalized by a large share of the population, social pressure starts
playing a role in an individual’s motivation to act in such a manner, as this behaviour can be
rewarded (mostly emotionally) by other members of society, while contrasting behaviour can
be sanctioned in the same manner. As social acceptance or exclusion can be the result of an
individual behaving in a particular manner, contribution to society (resulting in social
acceptance) would tend to be perceived by an individual as means of satisfying his social and
emotional needs.
Whenever individuals are based on the abovementioned highly motivated to contribute
to society by providing human input or by sharing with other members of society, institutions
do not have to use other motivating factors, such as additional reward or force.
However, when the economy develops to a degree that the general population no longer
perceives the economy and society to be in a state of crisis, concepts and values promoting
contribution to society and cooperation with other members of society can still form culture
in such a society.
Whenever the centrally planned system actually enables equality in access to products
and services and whenever the leadership is not perceived as a group of people repressing the
general population (therefore perceived as acting in the interest of the general population and
striving toward a common goal), concepts and values forming culture promoting contribution
to society and sharing between individuals, along with the concept of society striving toward
a common goal, tend to remain internalized by the general population, as prosperity of
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society, possible to be achieved if it remains cohesive, tends to be perceived as enabling the
satisfaction of one’s own needs.
4.2.4 The most probable course of transition toward the centrally planned democratic or
dictatorial system
If previously mentioned situations and transitional tendencies take place, a part of the general
population with unsatisfied needs strives toward finding a solution to their problems. If at
this moment the concept of the socio-economic system promising equality in access to
products and services and promising that the economy and wider society would be managed
by a strong leadership is available and communicated by a particular group of individuals
(generally not representing a part of the market-monetary democratic system, but instead an
independent group), culture parallel to existing culture starts to form and concepts and values
in line with the new socio-economic system start being internalized.
Even if the existing government communicates its intentions to conduct transition
toward the centrally planned system, the tendency for the general population not to support
this government exists due to the existing government likely being perceived as responsible
for occurred situation and likely being perceived as being able to function only within the
market-monetary democratic system. The tendency therefore exists that a parallel leadership
is formed and that it replaces the existing leadership.
As the existing government is likely to resist being overthrown, as well as likely to be
supported by Economic Subjects, which do not support such a transition, the process of this
type of transition is likely to be violent. Furthermore, in the event of a violent change of the
existing leadership, a high risk exists that the new leadership, striving toward transition,
strengthens its institutions (most notably the army consisting of volunteers) in order to
overthrow the existing leadership and then take over the existing institutions (army or police).
If successful, it becomes the dominant force within the country, resulting in the inability of
the general population to influence its decisions, potentially becoming an unsupported
dictatorial leadership. However, this process is difficult to be conducted if the general
population stops supporting the new leadership during the process of transition, as its
institutions (e.g. the army) consist of transition supporters and would in this case be unable
to acquire members. If these members of institutions would cease supporting the new
leadership, this transitional leadership would likely be removed from its position before it
could strengthen its institutions and its position within the country.
As the concept of the centrally planned system is relatively straightforward, mainly
consisting of the concept of one leadership leading one economy, transition into this system
has higher chances of being successfully conducted compared to the transition to the reestablished market-monetary system, where the number of possible target states of the
economy can be high (e.g. various options of redistribution of ownership of assets), and
where the number of fractions within the general population can be high. Number of these
fractions tends to be low before and during transition into the centrally planned system, most
likely not taking place at all. These fractions can potentially form with regard to support for
a particular leadership: supporting either a dictatorial or democratic leadership. However, the
tendency exists that the concept of the new system is communicated by one potential
leadership (or leader) and that this concept is internalized by the general population based on
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one source of information (one leadership or leader) perceived as the most credible source.
In this case, as this particular leadership achieves the internalization of the concept of an
alternative system, no fractions form, as supporters of the transition become these supporters
based on being exposed to communication conducted by this particular leadership and based
on trusting this leadership.
When a particular group of individuals starts leading the transition based on its own
initiative or when it is appointed by the general population, the process of removing the
existing leadership officially begins. Such process tends not to unfold without social instability
during this period, as owners of assets and the existing leadership tend to oppose this
transition (owners of assets would inevitably incur losses).
The most likely course of transition is quick removal of the existing government, swift
strengthening of institutions (generally consisting of transition supporters) in order to counter
the opposition, and declaring that ownership of assets is transferred to the new leadership.
As institutions use products and services, generally not possible to be sourced from the
economy by purchasing them, either seizing particular production processes or sourcing these
products or services from elsewhere (such as from production processes set up by supporters
of the transition, or from foreign countries, which support the transition) is necessary in order
for institutions charged with strengthening the position of the new leadership to be able to
do so.
All institutions involved in making the market-monetary system possible to function (e.g.
the police protecting ownership of assets) have to be immediately abolished and new
institutions making the new centrally planned system possible to function have to quickly be
established.
As in every socio-economic system, culture tends to develop in a way that promotes the
behaviour of individuals in line with behaviour widely perceived as beneficial for the
functioning of the economy and wider society. New concepts and values, in line with the
centrally planned system, based on cooperation and not on competition as the previous
system, have to be quickly internalized by the general population. The leadership and its
institutions tend to intensely conduct targeted communication in order for such a culture to
form as quickly as possible in the early stages of the newly established centrally planned
system.
From this moment on, the new leadership through its institutions starts managing natural
resources, production processes, scientific research and technological development, and
creating conditions for individuals to be motivated to provide human input into production
processes or into the leadership’s institutions. As trade does not take place, money as means
of exchange does not exist, but instead coupons can represent the form of payment for
providing human input. These coupons can be transferrable for products and services and, if
so, cease to circulate after the first purchase. The possibility of the leadership’s institutions to
use force in order to motivate individuals to provide human input also exists if no other forms
of motivation are possible. Completely voluntary contribution to society by providing human
input is practically impossible due to the systemically designed socio-economic system being
required to enable conditions for voluntary contribution to take place, an example of which
would be the Sustainable System.
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As no currency can be used to trade with foreign countries, barter trade can be used in
order to secure particular imports or even to repay past debts from the previous marketmonetary system and thus maintain good international relationships.
From this moment on, the leadership decides the course of the economy and society,
and generally, as only a rough outline of target state of the economy and wider society has
been created before the transition (e.g. plans regarding the development of particular
industries), the leadership starts the process of planning the development of the economy
and wider society, and after initial plans are created starts conducting steps toward achieving
such plans. As establishing new production processes or increasing the output of existing
production processes can be done fairly quickly in the centrally planned system, some needs
of the general population can be satisfied rather quickly, and also the leadership’s institutions
(requiring products and services for their functioning) can be able to strengthen at a relatively
rapid pace.
Now the development of the economy and society is fairly unpredictable, and as
decision-making is tied to people in the hierarchically organized leadership, a high risk of
errors in decision-making exists. Ultimately, as such form of leadership cannot grow (in terms
of number of people in it) indefinitely due to information flowing between layers in the
organization becoming increasingly imperfect, the leadership can eventually, as the economy
grows in complexity, become overwhelmed by the sheer number and complexity of problems
it needs to solve in order for the economy and wider society to function well. However, if the
economy remains static and if it does not increase in its complexity, the economy and wider
society could potentially remain stable for a relatively long period of time.
In order to enable the development of the centrally planned economy beyond the level
of complexity, still possible to be managed by the leadership, part of the economy can
eventually be allowed to be owned and traded. However, this trade-based part of the economy
would have the same characteristics and tendencies in its development through time as a
market-monetary economy. Interests of individuals owning assets would tend to reflect selfinterest instead of the interest of society. Establishing part of the economy as trade-based is
a practical solution when leadership’s institutions are strong enough to counter fractions in
the general population, which form based on their self-interest.
If the trade-based part of the economy would use money as means of exchange, this
money could be convertible into other currencies, thus enabling trade with foreign Economic
Subjects, as well as enabling imports whenever barter trade, organized by the leadership,
would not be an option. Furthermore, as ownership of assets would be allowed in the marketmonetary part of the economy, foreign Economic Subjects could potentially be allowed to
own assets, which would make foreign direct investments possible.
However, the larger the trade-based or market-monetary part of the economy is
compared to the size of the centrally planned economy, the more profound problems
originating from the fundamental characteristics of the Trade-Based Production System or
the market-monetary economic system become, making the leadership less able to control
the economy and wider society, as well as making it less able to counter different fractions.
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4.3 Third type of transition: War as an alternative course to other types of transitions
or as a separate type of transition
4.3.1 The definition of war and an overview of possible types of wars
War can be considered a separate type of transition and also as an alternative course of other
types of transition, occurring when conflicting interests between different groups within the
population striving toward different courses of transition, or between different countries
result in tensions escalating to a point of war. War as an alternative course of other types of
transitions represents a specific course of either transition toward a different socio-economic
system or transition toward a re-established existing socio-economic system. War as a
separate type of transition generally represents the process of acquisition of particular assets
(most notably natural resources), beneficial for the functioning of the economy and wider
society of the country initiating war.
War is a clash between two or more groups within the global population, each with
different interests and goals, which cannot be resolved in a peaceful manner, but only through
the use of force. All groups strive toward destroying institutions enabling the opposing group
to satisfy its interests. Conflicting groups may appear in the same country or represent
populations from different countries.
War is always a destructive process, where lives are lost and resources are wasted in order
to overpower a group with different interests. Every previously described transition can
escalate to war if a peaceful transition is not possible and if each group is motivated strongly
enough to satisfy its interests (strong transitional tendencies taking place) to be prepared to
go to war with another group. Transition toward a re-established existing system or toward
another system within the same country through violent revolution is also essentially a war
(civil war), as force is used in order for one group within the population to overpower another
group with conflicting interests (including overthrowing the existing government).
As in every transition, the perception of one part of the population, striving toward
transition, has to be that their needs would be satisfied to a higher level after the transition.
In the case of war, this perceived difference in the level of needs satisfaction has to be such
that this share of the population is prepared to have their needs unsatisfied to an extreme
extent (possibly even prepared to risk lives) for the entire duration of the conflict.
4.3.1.1 First type of war: War between two or more groups within a society, characterized
by a single socio-economic system
If a clash between two groups within the population of a single society, characterized by a
single socio-economic system, takes place, this indicates that the socio-economic system had
ceased to perform its function (which is ensuring the stability of society) and that the
economy performs so poorly that needs of a share of the population are satisfied to a level
low enough that they are willing to risk war in order to potentially satisfy these needs.
At the same time, the existing system can either enable the satisfaction of needs of
another part of the population to a level that they strive toward retaining this system, or it
cannot enable this, but instead needs of this another part of the population are satisfied to
such low degree that they strive toward transition. However, in the latter case this part of
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population has different vision of the best alternative system in terms of its ability to satisfy
their needs than the previously mentioned part of population.
In the case of extreme inequality in the market-monetary system, for example, one group
can potentially strive toward waging war, and another group can strive toward retaining the
existing system. In the case of a failing market-monetary economy, one group could strive
toward the centrally planned system, while another group toward the re-established marketmonetary system. If a peaceful solution is not possible, a civil war may break out.
Economic performance is generally not considered when war within the same socioeconomic system (the same country) breaks out, as could be the case in a situation when a
war between two socio-economic systems (two countries) could potentially improve the
performance of one economy (e.g. by taking natural resources). Civil war tends to occur as
one group within the population strives toward satisfying their needs by either striving toward
acquiring ownership of assets within the same system or by striving toward establishing an
alternative system (although exceptions could occur, such as some groups striving toward
laws being passed, enabling them to acquire the same human rights as another group).
During a war, the tendency exists for a group, which has more products and services
available for use (such as weapons), to have higher chances of overpowering a group without
access to these products and services (such as separatist groups, not having access to a
significant amount of weapons). A group, aiming toward retaining the existing system, tends
to have access to more products and services or to be able to control large share of the
economy. Such a group therefore tends to have an advantage over other groups. A group in
control of a large share of the economy (in terms of natural resources and production
processes producing products and services important for war), also if striving toward
establishing an alternative system has an advantage over a group which is not in control of a
significant share of the economy. Exceptions, however, can occur, if a group less able to
acquire products and services important for war is either extremely large in numbers or if it
uses particular guerrilla tactics or if it is backed by particular groups from abroad (such as
foreign countries supplying them with weapons).
4.3.1.2 Second type of war: War between two or more groups from two or more societies
If one group prevails over another (generally one country subduing another), no economy or
society remains the same, even if there are no fundamental changes in the characteristics of
any system involved. If the winning group acquires particular assets (e.g. natural resources),
this can profoundly change the performance of their economy, as new natural resources can
be used as inputs. If the losing side loses its sovereignty, its economy becomes subdued to
the interests of another group and therefore to the interests of their economy.
Whenever war breaks out between two societies, the complexity of the process of this
war in terms of factors influencing the course of war tends to be higher compared to war
within one society, characterized by a single socio-economic system (one country). Interests
of the leadership, most notably interests regarding economic performance, interests of
Economic Subjects (in the case of the market-monetary system) and the perception of the
general population interact before and during war, resulting in high complexity of this type
of conflict.
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In order for such a war to break out, it is not necessary that one or both economies start
to perform so poorly that the needs of a part of the population are no longer satisfied. Only
particular interests, ultimately tending to be aimed toward improving economic performance,
can represent a sufficient reason for such a conflict to occur. Furthermore, the perception of
the general population that the satisfaction of their needs is under threat due to actions
performed by a particular group (country), such as perceived exploitation of their economy
or perceived physical threat (e.g. another country being heavily armed and threatening a war),
tends to raise the chances of this type of war breaking out.
This type of war can be divided into two subcategories, which will be briefly described
below.
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4.3.1.2.1 First subcategory: War started by a country with the market-monetary economic
system, characterized by short, medium and long-term interests of Economic Subjects
determining the course of war
Whether this type of war is initiated and how it unfolds is determined by actions of the
government, which is subdued to the interests of Economic Subjects, and strives toward
satisfying their interests by demanding changes in a foreign economy and/or in other aspects
of foreign society. If such changes cannot be implemented peacefully, an armed conflict is
started by such a government.
Generally, the unwillingness of a foreign government or foreign Economic Subjects (if
the market-monetary system is established in this foreign country) to satisfy particular
interests of domestic Economic Subjects and the domestic government and/or general
incompatibility of a foreign socio-economic system with the interests of domestic Economic
Subjects (such as a centrally planned economy, which does not allow ownership of natural
resources, the extraction of which is in the interest of domestic Economic Subjects) tend to
represent primary causes of this subcategory of war breaking out.
The more the government in a particular country is subdued to the interests of Economic
Subjects, the higher the chances of such a war occurring, as interests of Economic Subjects
tend to translate into particular actions of the government.
As war can hardly start without the perception of the general population that war is
necessary, and as the general population due to war being a destructive process tends not to
support war (depending on internalized concepts and values) based on the interests of
Economic Subjects (even if the population perceives the performance of the economy as
means of needs satisfaction), the chances that the general population supports such a war are
higher if an imminent threat is perceived. If the government strives toward waging war, it
could through its communication (directly or through its institutions) strive toward creating
the perception of threat, thus raising the level of the general population’s support of war.
Economic Subjects tend to be short-term oriented, yet can to some degree also be
medium and long-term oriented. In the case of a democratic government short-term
performance of the economy tends to be a priority considered by the government, which
could in the case of low short-term performance of the economy potentially lose its position
in society. Its other interests tend to be influenced by the durations of mandates of key
individuals in the government, essentially meaning that benefits from war need to be received
by their domestic country before the end of their mandates.
As war represents a short-term waste of resources and as benefits from war are generally
received after a particular (generally long) period of time, this type of war tends to occur if
this waste of resources enables a high short-term performance of the economy (e.g. shortterm stimulation of production processes producing weapons) and if a sufficient number of
Economic Subjects potentially striving toward this type of war being waged, along with the
government, are also sufficiently long-term oriented to be prepared to wait for benefits to be
received in the event of winning the war. This process will be described in greater detail in
the following chapters.
The purpose of this subcategory of war is generally to acquire assets beneficial for the
satisfaction of interests of Economic Subjects. The assets, the potential for acquisition of
which is a likely cause of this type of war, are most commonly natural resources located in
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another country, but such assets could also be particular production processes or technologies
that could be of interest. Production processes, however, tend not to represent an asset over
which a war would likely be waged, as high chance of destruction of production processes
(means of production) exists during armed conflict.
Whenever a war breaks out, products and services required by the army have to be
produced by the economy, which has to be flexible enough to produce them in a sufficient
timeframe upon demand. In the market-monetary system, the government is the primary
buyer of products and services required for war, and although their production takes place in
the market-monetary system, this production has the characteristics of production in a
centrally planned economy, for the government can quickly raise the demand for these
products and services by conducting government purchases.
The larger and the more developed the economy of a country starting a war is, the more
products and services and/or products and services of higher quality it generally can produce
and the more purchases can be made by the government, which has high purchasing power
or is in cooperation with the central bank able to issue large amounts of new money without
causing a high inflation rate.
4.3.1.2.2 Second subcategory: War started based on long-term interests and ambitions of
the government
In order for this subcategory of war to occur, a strong government, not influenced by the
interests of Economic Subjects is required in a country, which strives toward starting a war.
Although short-term performance of the economy has to be considered by every government
(also in the centrally planned system) due to the economy representing the means of satisfying
the general population’s needs and ensuring the stability of society, a strong leadership can to
some extent lower economic performance in order to produce products and services required
for war, and focus on long-term benefits received in the event of winning a war.
Ultimately, the tendency that benefits for the economy are the primary reason for starting
a war exists, as the destructive and costly (also in terms of lives) process of war has to bring
benefits to society which starts it. However, the difference between this and the previously
described subcategory of war is that in this case long-term benefits for society are being
considered before short-term economic performance, which most likely takes place in largely
centrally planned economies with a strong dictatorial government, able to temporarily lower
economic performance in order to provide resources for the army and pursue its long-term
goals. Purely economic ambitions (such as acquiring natural resources), as well as national
ambitions (such as conquering a nation, historically perceived as an enemy) can both be
reasons for starting such a war.
The strength of such a government tends to be higher if it has support of the general
population when starting a war. It can raise the level of support by conducting targeted
communication of concepts and values, which if internalized can create the perception that
war is in the interest of the general population (such as creating the perception of a threat by
a foreign society).
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4.3.2 The most probable scenarios and transitional tendencies leading to particular types
of war and the perception of the general population leading to particular types of war
4.3.2.1 The most probable scenarios and transitional tendencies leading to war between
two or more groups within a society, characterized by a single socio-economic system
Within the market-monetary system, a situation where needs are not being satisfied for a
share of the population is most likely to occur during an intense downturn. Furthermore, if
inequality in accumulated assets increases at a rate above the rate of Real Growth for a long
period of time, a share of the population tends to have their needs satisfied to an increasingly
lower degree through time, as the number and/or quality of products and services they can
own and use decreases through time.
Increasing inequality in accumulated assets creates tensions between groups within the
population, as one group has their needs satisfied to a higher and higher degree (or owns
more and more assets without having more needs satisfied), while another to a lower and
lower degree. This trend intensifies further during intense downturn, when the level of
satisfaction of needs of a part of the population rapidly decreases, possibly to a point when
needs high on the hierarchy are no longer satisfied and when strong transitional tendencies
take place.
In such a situation, a particular group within the population tends to support the
perpetuation of the existing system, as needs of individuals from this group are sufficiently
satisfied, while another group tends not to support the existing system as individuals from
this group experience a constant decrease in the level of satisfaction of their needs. Whenever
needs high on the hierarchy, such as physiological needs, are not satisfied, even war can be
perceived as an acceptable path toward attaining higher level of needs satisfaction.
In such case, one possible type of transition, which the group striving toward transition
can potentially support, is transition toward the re-established market-monetary system,
mainly consisting of change of ownership of assets from one group to another. However, the
same scenario can also lead to transitional tendencies toward the centrally planned system.
As individuals with more accumulated assets (along with the leadership) tend to lose in both
cases, they tend to resist both abovementioned types of transition. As they usually control a
larger share of the economy and are thus able to acquire products and services needed for
war, they probably have the option of using force against the group in the population that is
striving toward transition. If needs high on the hierarchy are not satisfied for this group, they,
despite the lack of products and services required for war, tend to be prepared to counter this
force.
However, a group resisting transition can be limited to the ranks of leadership, and the
entire general population can potentially strive toward transition. As the leadership’s
institutions (most notably the army and police force) can protect the leadership’s position,
war could break out, the purpose of which would be to overthrow the leadership. A
prerequisite for such a situation to occur would be that the democratic processes would not
function and that the leadership, firmly established by its institutions, would not be supported
by the general population.
If the leadership makes decisions which the general population perceives as being the
reason for the lack of satisfaction of their needs, such as hindering economic performance or
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poorly managing the centrally planned economy or establishing international relations,
harmful for the domestic economy and wider society, the general population can either strive
toward the re-established existing system (including re-establishing international relations) or
aim for an alternative system. As mentioned before, if needs high on the hierarchy are not
satisfied for the general population, war can be perceived as an acceptable option. However,
fractions within the general population could appear, differing in opinions regarding which
changes would have to be implemented, and war between these fractions could potentially
break out after the leadership would have been removed from its position.
4.3.2.2 The perception of the general population in scenarios leading to war between two
or more groups within a society, characterized by a single socio-economic system
As the perception and psychological processes are similar in every type of war, this subject
will be analysed with regard to war between two or more societies (two or more countries).
4.3.2.3 The most probable scenarios and transitional tendencies leading to war between
two or more groups from two or more societies
This chapter will focus on groups striving toward war, as the process of starting a war is more
complex than that of reacting to aggression, which is not necessarily influenced by any
interests, other than the interest to be protected from foreign aggression.
Generally, economic interests, satisfied by conquering a particular group, tend to
represent a priority considered when the leadership of a particular country starts a war.
Although other interests, such as national interests, can play a role, the fact that destruction
occurs during war, requires that some benefits are ultimately brought to the economy in order
for the leadership or Economic Subjects (in the market-monetary system) to support war.
The chances of the general population supporting war tend to be higher if the general
population perceives to be threatened by another group. Targeted communication conducted
by the leadership and its institutions, along with particular incidents (such as actions
performed by another group, which create tensions), raise the chances of the general
population supporting war. Economic interests, satisfied in the case of a war being won, do
not necessarily have to be perceived by the general population.
A highly probable cause for a particular society to be inclined toward going to war are,
regardless of the economic system in this particular society, natural resources, along with
other assets (e.g. production processes or possibly even technologies) that may be acquired
in another country and the acquisition of which could bring considerable benefits for the
economy of a country conducting aggression. If a particular natural resource is nearing
complete depletion in this country, if it cannot be replaced as an input without major
disruptions to the economy, and if it is abundant in another country, this tends to motivate
the leadership and particular Economic Subjects (in the case of the market-monetary system)
to strive toward declaring war on this country, if a peaceful solution, such as trading assets
for these natural resources at a sufficiently low price, is not possible.
However, particular natural resources, production processes or even technologies in
another country could only be beneficial (not necessarily) for the economy in a country
conducting aggression, which would otherwise perform well. An example would be a country,
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natural resources in which would not near completed depletion, however, by conquering
another country, the price of these natural resources as an input would drop.
In the case of the market-monetary system, severe downturn could potentially be the
reason for Economic Subjects to strive toward war (these tendencies will be described
further), along with the leadership also being inclined to the option of starting a war, as the
stimulation of particular production processes producing products and services required by
the army could be conducted by government spending and therefore short-term performance
of the economy could be improved.
Extremely low performance of the economy within a country conducting aggression
would unlikely represent a situation which would lead to war, as good economic performance,
large size and high level of development of the economy, which supplies products and
services required by the army raise the chances of a war being won. A complete depletion of
a natural resource and break down of the economy within a country triggering war would be
an unlikely scenario, for the production of products and services required for war (such as
weapons) would in this case be difficult to perform. Furthermore, extremely low economic
performance would more likely lead toward transition to another system or toward the reestablished existing system within this country, and only after the economy would have
improved and after the leadership would have strengthened its position in society, aggression
toward a foreign country could start, as the army could be backed by a strong economy.
In the event of particular country economically dominating another country and this
domination being impossible to be stopped without the dominated country losing
strategically important imports and encountering armed resistance from the dominant
country, the latter country could possibly strive toward war. However, as a country
dominating another country tends to have a larger and more developed economy and is in
this case able to supply more products and services and/or products and services of higher
quality to the army, it tends to have an advantage in the event of war. This lowers the
likelihood of such a situation actually resulting in war, as the dominated country is in this case
in an inferior position, which would have to be improved by other means (e.g. arming itself
in secret, resulting in a higher amount of weapons available at a point of starting a war, or
relying on particular tactics, improving the chances of winning a war).
2.3.2.4 The perception of the general population in scenarios leading to war between two
or more groups within two or more societies
In order for war to break out, a particular part of the general population has to be prepared
to make sacrifices during war time. War is due to destruction and physical violence occurring
during its course (except for war waged through the display of force only and concluded by
one side surrendering without any outbreak of violence occurring) a special case of transition
and psychological mechanisms making war possible differ from mechanisms occurring before
and during other types of transition. Furthermore, in some cases perception and thought
processes of individuals can be distorted even after a conflict has ended.
In order for war to occur, a sufficient share of the general population has to support it,
and during the course of war, a sufficient number of individuals have to join the army and
conduct physical violence against an enemy.
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If learned behaviour enables the perception of a threat by another group, psychological
mechanisms are triggered, which strongly motivate an individual to fight against an enemy.
These mechanisms evolved in the environment where resources were scarce and where
another group, competing for resources, represented a threat for the survival and prosperity
of the group an individual belonged to. As survival is at stake, drives motivating an individual
to fight are strong.
If crisis (threat) is perceived, individuals (to a particular degree, depending on their Trait
Groups) tend to form strong interpersonal relationships with other individuals from the same
group, tend to cooperate and share with each other, and tend to strive toward common goal,
which is defeating an enemy. If this perception takes place, an individual tends to be strongly
motivated to fight and to cooperate with other individuals from the same group (the same
army) without additional motivating factors necessary (such as monetary incentive), as he
perceives that his own group has to be protected, triggering natural behaviour in a way that
strong drives motivating him to do so take place (as his survival and reproduction are at
stake). As a cohesive group striving toward defeating an enemy has higher chances of
defeating it compared to a group not characterized as such, natural human behaviour evolved
in a way to enable strong interpersonal relationships to form within groups fighting against
an enemy.
Furthermore, the lack of empathy toward individuals considered to be the enemy
increases the chances of defeating this enemy. The process of such empathy ceasing to take
place when threat is perceived, evolved as part of natural human behaviour. If a group is
perceived as an enemy, empathy toward individuals from this group likely ceases to exist,
making it possible that an individual harms his opponents. If the perception of threat is
widespread amongst the general population, a large share of the population ceases to
empathise with the enemy and becomes willing to cause them harm.
If the perception of a threat is present, the whole of society tends to bond closer together
based on natural human behaviour. The level of cooperation, manifesting itself in individuals
voluntarily providing human input to production processes, in individuals sharing resources
with other members of society or in individuals directly fighting an enemy increases if a crisis
is perceived by the general population.
However, as learned behaviour influences the perception, which ultimately triggers
natural human behaviour in a way that drives take place motivating an individual to behave
in a certain manner, concepts and values internalized by an individual ultimately determine
whether he would support war and actively engage in it in any way.
As concepts and values internalized by the population form in part through
communication conducted by institutions and in part by individuals communicating them
between each other, the leadership and Economic Subjects can through communication
influence which concepts and values would be internalized. Concepts of economic interests,
which could be satisfied by conquering another country (unless the domestic economy would
have collapsed and physiological needs of the population would not be satisfied, while the
only option for these needs to be satisfied would be to take resources from the population of
another country) generally do not create the perception of threat. Communicating concepts,
such as the concept of another country planning to attack or threatening in any other manner,
would be more effective if one would aim toward creating such a perception.
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If a particular incident proves such concepts (such as a provocation by another country
or particular attack conducted by a group from the population of another country), the
general population tends to adopt these concepts and share them amongst each other. If so,
culture forms, including concepts of being under threat and concepts and values of the
necessity to cooperate and fight an enemy. Such a perception ultimately triggers natural
behaviour in a way that it enables society to become cohesive, enables individuals to strive
toward fighting an enemy, and enables that they cease to feel empathy toward individuals on
the opposing side.
War is difficult to be waged by a particular country if such a perception does not take
place, primarily due to soldiers in the army, who should be willing to harm the enemy and
risk their own lives, hardly being sufficiently motivated to do so in this case. If the
abovementioned perception does not take place, in order for the army to be motivated to
fight, a threat must be imposed by the domestic leadership (e.g. the threat of being arrested
in the case of refusing to fight the enemy). If no perception of being threatened by an enemy
takes place, but instead the perception of being threatened by the domestic leadership and its
institutions does, a more likely scenario is that the general population starts a war against their
own leadership. If however, monetary incentive is used as the only motivating factor for
individuals to fight an enemy, such motivating factor could be effective only if an individual’s
physiological needs cannot be satisfied without receiving this money. However, motivating
an army to be cooperative and to harm the enemy could hardly be done by money alone, as
no psychological mechanisms enabling cooperation (every individual being motivated only to
earn money, not for example being motivated to sacrifice himself for others, as no higher
goal, such as helping one’s own society and through self-sacrifice improving the chances of
one’s army to defeat the enemy, is perceived) would tend to take place, and possibly even
empathy toward an enemy could take place, as they would not be perceived as a threat.
If at any moment conditions are right for a large share of the population to perceive that
a threat is taking place (e.g. the leadership communicating concepts of a threat by another
country or an incident occurring), war can start extremely quickly due to psychological
mechanisms being triggered within a large share of the population motivating them to quickly
bond together and to strive toward fighting the enemy and enabling them to cease to
empathize with the enemy. Furthermore, these psychological mechanisms can also disable an
individual from conducting any further logical judgement. Such psychological mechanisms
evolved due to quick mobilization of society to fight against an enemy raising the chances of
defeating it. This part of natural human behaviour still enables war between large groups of
the population.
Although this part of natural behaviour evolved in a tribal environment, where personal
acquaintance between all members of society was possible, it enables the cohesiveness of
society to form in larger societies. This cohesiveness can form based on perceived
commonalities (such as sharing the same culture, language, history, etc.) in the case of a threat
from a group, which is perceived as having less in common. Such psychological mechanism
raised the chances of an individual’s survival (and reproduction) in the case of a threat, as
joining a larger group of individuals, who have this threat in common and who are also
characterized by other commonalities, and cooperating with them in the fight against an
enemy, results in this individual being to a higher degree protected from an enemy.
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After the end of a war, not all such psychological mechanisms cease to take place in
individuals. A prolonged lack of empathy toward individuals, previously perceived as the
enemy, and possibly toward all members of their society, can persist, as individuals tend to
store past events in their memories.
Individuals, who have been exposed to extreme violence, could potentially never again
possess healthy psychological processes or be able to form healthy interpersonal
relationships, not even with members of their own society. Due to intense disruptions of
normal psychological processes during the time of war in the case of being exposed to
violence, the end of war tends to leave individuals’ psychological processes permanently
damaged and can potentially even have negative consequences for the next generation, which
might end up being exposed to concepts and values communicated to them by the war
generation.
4.3.3 The most probable courses of particular types of war
4.3.3.1 The most probable course of war between two or more groups within a society,
characterized by a single socio-economic system
In this chapter, the most probable courses of this type of war will be analysed in two scenarios.
One being the general population overthrowing the leadership and establishing a new one,
and the other scenario being war between two fractions within the population, each having
different vision regarding changes needed to be made.
First scenario: Overthrowing the leadership and establishing a new leadership
This type of war is focused at overthrowing the existing government, largely being perceived
by the general population as the reason for the lack of the satisfaction of their needs. Although
the required changes within the economy and wider society and the path toward these
changes being implemented (the course of transition) can be known by the general
population, the primary focus tends to be overthrowing the existing government.
As the primary focus is overthrowing the government, and as a detailed plan of
subsequent transition toward changes being implemented in the economy and wider society
(re-establishing the same system or establishing an alternative one) does not necessarily have
to exist or be known by the general population (possibly only a rough outline or ideology
being known at the point of overthrowing the government), the risk exists that changes,
which would be made after overthrowing the government, would not represent the changes
desired by the part of the general population, which strives toward transition.
Overthrowing the government tends to be conducted in a fairly straightforward and
quick way, characterized by a cohesive group using mainly products (such as weapons) and
using force to overwhelm the government’s institutions. As this process is quick, factors that
need to be considered during a prolonged war, such as the functioning of the economy
supporting an army through products and services (as will be analysed in subsequent
chapters), generally do not need to be considered, as only particular products and services
(mainly products, such as weapons and food) have to be provided to groups that are striving
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toward overthrowing the government. These products and services can be supplied by
particular groups within the country or can be supplied from abroad.
As every large group, it has to have formal or informal leadership, coordinating its actions
during a generally chaotic process of forceful overthrowing of the government. An alternative
government, necessary to be established after overthrowing the existing government, does
not necessarily have to be determined before overthrowing it, as the general population’s
primary focus is overthrowing the existing government and subsequent changes do not
necessarily have to be determined in detail.
A risk exists that the new government, due to the absence of formal processes of
appointing this new government, takes position in society by exploiting the chaotic situation
and gains support of the group striving toward transition (which tends to be the only group
able to influence the process of establishing a new government) through communicating
particular (possibly vague) concepts and values, appealing to this group (e.g. freedom, justice
and progress of society).
After the new government and its institutions are established (this process can include
changing roles of existing institutions, such as changing roles performed by army or police,
previously having functioned under the overthrown government), changes in the economy
and wider society can be implemented through the new government. However, the risk exists
that the new government strengthens its institutions to a point that makes it difficult to
overthrow it and starts implementing changes (or does not implemented changes at all) in the
economy and wider society, differing from changes desired by the part of the general
population, which has strived toward transition.
Second scenario: War between two fractions within the population, each with
different goals regarding changes needed to be made in the economy and wider
society
This type of war represents an armed conflict between two groups within the population,
previously having lived under the same socio-economic system, but through time having
developed conflicting goals regarding changes needed to be made in the economy and wider
society, and having been unable to reach a peaceful solution. This type of war can take place
over a long period of time and can potentially resemble a war between two countries, as the
population and the economy in one country can be divided into two parts, each having their
own leadership and striving toward particular changes in the economy and wider society.
At the beginning and during such a war, the chances of a group, which controls the larger
part of the economy, winning a war are higher. These chances are higher due to such group
being able to produce products and services to support its army (such as weapons, clothing
or food), along with being able to develop technologies, which can potentially be
implemented. However, the course of war is not entirely determined by the abovementioned,
as particular tactics or other strategic advantages can have a significant impact.
In the case of the economy being divided into two parts, the functioning of the same
currency is no longer possible. If currencies are used after this division, two central banks
have to be newly established, which is an unlikely scenario. As flexibility and long-term
orientation of the economy are required to support war (the complexity of the economy can
remain low as long as it supports the army and satisfies needs high on the hierarchy for the
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general population), a more likely scenario is that both parts of the economy become centrally
planned and that only parts of the economy, not important for war, possibly remain tradebased (trade can be largely conducted through barter) during the period of war.
The central bank, however, can be established during war time and money can be used
as means of exchange. Such an option enables the leadership of the group that has established
the central bank to finance its expenses (for example purchases of weapons) with newly issued
money. Yet in a poorly performing economy, which is likely to take place during war time,
the tendency exists that issuing money by the government in excessive amounts takes place
and that a high inflation rate sets in. However, as a high inflation rate occurs largely based on
the perception of Economic Subjects regarding future economic performance and future
money supply, this option enables the government to quickly increase production of products
and services required for war, possibly enabling progress during the war or even enabling the
war to be won before a high inflation rate sets in. If however a high inflation rate takes place
during the war, this results in the need to quickly transform the economy into a centrally
planned economy in order for it to further support the war.
International trade can be conducted through barter, therefore a group, which is able to
produce products or services, can trade them internationally for products and services
required by the army or for those, which can satisfy the needs of the general population
during the war period (as long as production of products and services, which are traded
requires the amount of inputs low enough that it is still economical to produce and trade
them). Such a group tends to have higher chances of winning a war.
If one side wins a war, economies are merged, one leadership is established and with it
the socio-economic system. As the period of war is chaotic and as the general population’s
priority is winning the war, the risk exists that the new government in the case of absence of
formal processes of appointing a new government takes position in society by exploiting the
chaotic situation and gains support of the general population (which tends to be the only
group able to influence the process of establishing a new government) through
communicating particular (possibly vague) concepts and values, appealing to this group.
Furthermore, the risk exists that such a government strengthens its institutions to a point that
it would be difficult for it to be removed from position and makes changes in the economy
and wider society, undesired by the general population.
After the new government has been established, a new socio-economic system has to be
established quickly in order for the economy to start satisfying the needs of the general
population. The centrally planned or market-monetary system (or a combination of both) can
be established. In the case of market-monetary system being established after the war, the
ownership of assets is strategically determined by the government, the central bank is
established and currency is put into circulation.
4.3.3.1 The most probable course of war between two or more groups from two or more
societies
This chapter deals with the most probable course of this type of war in two scenarios. The
first involves a war started by a country with the market-monetary economic system, where
short, medium or long-term interests of Economic Subjects determine its course. The other
scenario involves a war between two or more groups within the population of two or more
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societies (generally two or more countries), started and conducted by a particular leadership,
based on its medium and long-term goals.
First scenario: War started by a country with the market-monetary economic system,
characterized by short, medium and long-term interests of Economic Subjects
determining its course
A tendency exists that in a country that is starting a war the size of the economy is larger and
the level of economic development is higher compared to a country that is being attacked, as
the size of the economy and the level of economic development raise the chances of winning
a war. If the chances of winning a war are higher, the outcome of the war is easier to be
predicted by Economic Subjects and the government of the country conducting aggression.
As victory can in this case be predicted with high probability, this means that the satisfaction
of the interests of Economic Subjects can likewise be predicted with high probability. In such
case, Economic Subjects expecting to have short, medium and long-term interests satisfied
by the war (medium and long-term interests expected to be satisfied based on expectations
of victory) tend to support a war and/or tend to directly influence the government to start it
and carry it out.
As mentioned before, the chances of the general population supporting a war and the
chances of a share of the general population joining the army are highest if the perception of
a threat exists. Benefits for the economy, received in the case of victory tend not to represent
a sufficient reason for the general population to support war. A government, striving toward
starting and conducting war, can influence the perception of threat through conducting
targeted communication to the general population. However, if striving toward attacking a
country, which does not actually represent a threat (which is a likely scenario when striving
toward starting a war with a country, characterized by a smaller and less developed economy,
not being able to support war to an extent that the economy of the country conducting
aggression is able to), communication conducted by the government and its institutions could
potentially influence this perception of the general population by including concepts not in
line with reality.
The economy of a country conducting aggression has to be relatively stable in order to
support war and at the same time ensure social stability. However, the chances of Economic
Subjects striving toward starting a war are highest if the economy experiences downturn.
Economic Subjects owning production processes, which produce products and services, the
demand for which would increase in the event of war (e.g. the aviation industry experiencing
low demand during downturn, but would in the case of war increase sales of airplanes due to
government purchases), and which experience low revenues and profits, along with unused
capacities, are likely to support war, which would enable them to increase their revenues and
profits. However, it is also possible that such Economic Subjects support war in the case of
upturn. This can occur if they are able to increase production to satisfy higher demand (having
sufficient funds available to make investments into increased production, which is likely be
the case in an upturn, when loans tend to be available), as higher demand due to government
purchases would increase their revenues and profits.
As short-term performance of the economy is in the government’s interest (good
economic performance is generally in the government’s interest until key individuals’
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mandates end), Economic Subjects could influence the government to make decisions that
would result in war, if the satisfaction of short, medium and long-term interests of these
Economic Subjects would in the event of war improve economic performance for the
duration of mandates of key individuals in the government. Most notably, short-term interests
of Economic Subjects would be satisfied by higher demand due to government purchases
and medium and long-term interests would be satisfied after victory, potentially involving
acquiring assets (most notably natural resources) in another country at low prices or without
payment.
In a society, where institutions fail to prevent government corruption, the risk of
Economic Subjects corrupting individuals in the government in a manner that they make
decisions according to the interests of these Economic Subjects (decisions resulting in war
being started) exists.
The government in a country, characterized by the market-monetary system, where
Economic Subjects play a dominant role in decision-making processes leading to war being
started and carried out, tends to consider victory and acquiring assets, ultimately having
potential to satisfy the interests of Economic Subjects and improve economic performance,
as reasons for starting and carrying out a war. However, as a market-monetary economy is
short-term oriented (meaning that short-term interests of Economic Subjects tend to be a
priority considered over medium and long-term interests), and as the government is restricted
by economic performance, short-term benefits for the economy and/or short-term benefits
for the government (including benefits for key individuals in the government) can potentially
be the only interests influencing the decision whether to start and carry out a war or not. The
scenario when victory is not considered an important factor, but only short-term interests of
Economic Subjects and the government can occur in the market-monetary system.
Furthermore, as technologies, the purpose of the development of which is increasing the
chances of winning a war, can be developed before and during the war, possibly a share of
these technologies could be implemented during or after the war in production processes
producing products and services not used by the army, but possible to be sold with profit.
These Economic Subjects would tend to support war, which would result in the development
of these technologies (through government subsidies) and in their implementation for uses
other than the use by the army. If for example a new technology replacing a pilot in an airplane
would be developed for fighter jets, a production company would have the development of
this technology subsidized by the government, while being able to use it in civil airplanes,
which would improve its competitive advantage and increase its profits.
After the war, the possibility of stimulating the economy (satisfying the interests of
Economic Subjects) by rebuilding the war-torn country also exists. The post-war rebuilding
of this country can be conducted through government spending. Economic Subjects,
expecting to profit from such projects, tend to support the war.
The scenario involving a prolonged war, characterized by victory not being considered
or even by victory being deliberately postponed, is also possible. This scenario illustrates the
extreme case of economic performance prioritized over the stability of global society and the
extreme case of the government, supposed to act in the interest of the general population,
making decisions aimed at satisfying the interests of Economic Subjects.
Products and services produced and used for war purposes cease to exist after the
conflict has ended (such as weapons) and are never traded. Their production stimulates the
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economy, but if newly issued money is used for government purchases of these products and
services, the increase of money supply is almost completely excessive compared to the
increase in the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services in the economy (the
rate of adding money into circulation being higher than the sum of the rate of Real Growth
and the moderate inflation rate). In this case the number and/or real value of Traded Assets
and services in the economy does not grow due to products and services produced to support
war (not ending up traded, but essentially leaving the economy, as their use is strictly reserved
for war). Newly issued money is therefore almost entirely excessive and either causes an
increase in inequality in accumulated assets or causes inflationary pressures.
The most likely situation leading to Economic Subjects supporting a prolonged war is
long and severe economic downturn, when particular production processes (e.g. the aviation
industry or production processes that can be quickly converted to produce weapons)
experience a severe drop in demand, expected to continue for a relatively long period of time.
If war is prolonged, government purchases, mainly conducted by newly issued money
(as the government during economic downturn tends to lack funds from its revenues, most
notably from taxes), can stimulate the demand for products and services. If production
processes, which produce these products and services, are important for economic
performance and if Economic Subjects owning them, have high level of influence on the
government’s decisions, the government could potentially make decisions that could result in
prolonged war. In this case the government could either start a war despite expectations that
victory is impossible or it could deliberately postpone victory until economic upturn would
take place in the economy. However, conducting such a war is possible in the event that a
foreign army (being attacked) is not actually able to defeat the aggressor.
During the course of such war, government spending can be conducted either with
money acquired primarily from taxes (which is an unlikely scenario in the case of economic
downturn or in the case of an extremely costly war), and/or with newly issued money, and/or
with money acquired through selling war bonds to Economic Subjects (most notably
individuals).
Prior to newly issuing extensive amounts of money, the government has to have support
of the general population in doing so, which requires a large share of the population to
support war and extreme measures, one of which is also the extensive issuing of new money.
As war time tends to be perceived as a crisis situation, options for stimulating the economy
through issuing new money (generally causing an increase in inequality in accumulated assets
if spending is conducted in a manner that inflationary pressures are avoided) tend to be
available to a higher degree compared to peace time, as the general population tends to
support more extreme measures taken by the government in order to win the war.
The impact of government purchases of products and services, meant to support war,
on the inflation rate has to be considered. Money spent for products and services has to end
up in the hands of a small number of Economic Subjects, which are inclined toward spending
it on a small number of Traded Assets and services. If the government and the central bank
are successful in doing so, newly issued money increases inequality in accumulated assets, yet
has no or low impact on the inflation rate. If fighter jets, for example, are purchased from
companies owned by a small number of individuals, and if the production processes
producing them are highly automated (low number of employees compared to revenues),
furthermore having few suppliers, the money spent on these fighter jets would end up in the
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hands of a small number of individuals, who would probably spend it on a limited number
of Traded Assets and services.
Through selling war bonds, which can be most effectively conducted if a large share of
the general population desires war to be won and purchases these bonds in the name of this
cause as a motive beside profit motive (profiting through receiving interest), the government
can acquire funds needed to support war. While doing so, it essentially removes money from
circulation for a certain period of time. The same money can even be spent so that it would
end up in the hands of a large number of individuals without causing inflationary pressures,
as money has been taken out of circulation (taken from hands of a large number of
individuals) and has immediately been put back into it, having zero effect on money supply.
A prolonged war generally results in excessive amounts of money being issued, in
increased inequality in accumulated assets and in improved short-term performance of the
economy. In the event that no assets are acquired after victory or if victory never comes, such
a war does not bring any significant benefits to the economy in the long run. Furthermore, if
such a war is partially financed by money acquired through selling war bonds, principals and
interests (interests representing an increase in money supply) eventually have to be repaid to
owners of bonds, with the government probably having to borrow newly issued money from
the central bank and increase money supply if during this period its revenues do not increase
to a sufficient extent (money acquired through selling war bonds has already been spent by
the government for products and services, which have essentially been consumed). An
increase in government revenues is an unlikely scenario if no significant Real Growth takes
place during this period of time. If this newly issued money ends up in the hands of a large
number of individuals, spending it on products and services included in the Basket, the risk
of a high inflation rate increases. However, if this situation would occur after the period of
orientation of Economic Subjects or after the end of mandates of key individuals in the
government, the decision to finance a prolonged war by selling war bonds could be made
despite the abovementioned consequences being predicted with a high level of certainty.
However, if war results in victory and in the acquisition of particular assets (most notably
natural resources), which directly enable Real Growth, financing war through issuing new
money and through selling war bonds could possibly result in the increase in money supply
proportionately with Real Growth. In this case the increase in the number and/or real value
of Traded Assets and services in the economy would be proportionate with the increase in
money supply at a certain point in time, when principals and interests would be paid to owners
of war bonds (prior to principals and interest being repaid the central bank and the
government would expect that money supply will increase at a point in time in the future
when repayments of principals and interests would have to take place and would therefore
not increase money supply shortly before this point in time), therefore no inflationary
pressures would take place.
War based on the interests of Economic Subjects is an extreme case of economic
performance being prioritised over externalities. As externalities caused by war include the
loss of lives and long-term psychological consequences for individuals, this type of war is
arguably an ultimate display of the market-monetary economic system failing to enable the
well-being of the global population.
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Second scenario: War between two or more groups from two or more societies started
and conducted by a particular leadership based on its medium and long-term goals
The fact that the leadership is the primary decision maker, determining whether war would
break out or not, means that it is not subdued to the interests of Economic Subjects and that
it is strongly established within society. The chances of this type of war occurring are
therefore highest in countries with centrally planned economies and dictatorial governments,
which are firmly established and able to retain their positions even if the level of public
support drops during the time of war. The focus will be on this scenario.
Centrally planned economies are generally highly flexible (enabling quick changes in
production processes and quick development and implementation of new technologies), but
low in complexity. Historically, however, such economies could reach the level of complexity
which has enabled the satisfaction of the physiological needs of the general population
(therefore ensuring social stability during war time) and enabled the support of the army.
A centrally planned economy can support war by acquiring products and services
internationally, primarily through barter trade, as the trade-based part of the economy
(possibly including money, which is convertible into other currencies) either does not exist
or is small in size compared to the economy as a whole. The trade-based part of the economy
tends to be small or non-existent due to the fact that the higher the share of the trade-based
economy, the higher the chances that the leadership is subdued to the interests of Economic
Subjects, which limits its options to consider primarily medium and long-term benefits for
the economy and therefore limits its options to start and carry out a war independently from
the interests (generally short-term interests) of Economic Subjects.
War requires the production of products and services (primarily weapons) by the
economy, essentially draining resources from it when waged. In contrast to the marketmonetary system, where the economy is stimulated by the production of products and
services spent on war, essentially meaning that war is beneficial for short-term economic
performance, this does not hold true for centrally planned economies, where the production
of war time products and services requires resources, which could potentially be used for the
production of products and services used by the general population and enabling them to
satisfy their needs. War therefore has a negative impact on short-term economic performance
(for the duration of the war) and essentially represents investments into future benefits in the
event that the war is won.
When a country with a centrally planned economy starts a war, no reason usually exists
for a prolonged war or a war without victory as its goal, as could be the case in the marketmonetary system. War is in this case aimed at achieving victory as quickly as possible and at
receiving benefits from it as quickly as possible.
Either firmly established leadership or a high level of support of war by the general
population (or both) has to take place in order for the leadership not to lose its position in
society (not to be overthrown) during the period of low economic performance (due to
resources being drained for war purposes), manifesting itself in a suboptimal level of
satisfaction of the general population’s needs, considering resources available. A firmly
established dictatorial leadership therefore has the highest chances of waging such a war.
As is the case in every war, the chances of support of war by the general population and
the chances of a sufficient share of the population being willing to join the army are highest
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if a threat is perceived by the general population. Communication conducted by the
leadership and its institutions can influence this perception.
In this type of war, the leadership does not prioritize short-term economic performance,
but rather medium and long-term benefits for the economy and wider society. Up to a certain
level, economic interests tend to be considered, as investment into war (in terms of resources
used, and also in terms of the loss of lives) should result in particular benefits for the economy
after victory in order for this investment to be worth making.
A firmly established leadership, however, can start and carry out a war based on goals,
not necessarily entirely connected with improving economic performance. Possibly even
historic and national aspects can represent the reason for starting the war (e.g. defeating a
country in order to regain lands that were historically populated by a particular nation). These
historic and national aspects could potentially serve in raising the level of the general
population’s support of war, if the latter was to be communicated information that could
potentially trigger certain emotions that would motivate individuals to support war. However,
economic interests tend to also be considered. If winning a war would bring substantial
economic benefits (such as acquiring strategically important natural resources), medium and
long-term economic benefits could in this case even represent the primary reason for the
leadership to strive toward war, however, the general population striving toward war primarily
due to national interests and/or some historic aspects.
4.4 Fourth type of transition: the Transition from the market-monetary democratic
system to the Sustainable System
4.4.1 An overview of the Transition from the market-monetary democratic system to the
Sustainable System
The Transition to the Sustainable System would differ from previously mentioned transitions
in the fact that it would not represent an abrupt change of an existing socio-economic system,
but instead a gradual process of establishing a previously designed target state of the
Sustainable System (the Sustainable System being established to a point that would allow the
entire general population of an area where the Transition would be conducted to shift from
the Existing System to the Sustainable System, which would develop toward being fully
established from this point on), while the existing socio-economic system would be left to
function within a country or a region in which the Transition would take place.
Without a detailed design of an alternative socio-economic system (Static Design), and
steps needed to be conducted in order to reach this state (Dynamic Design), only previously
mentioned types of transitions, ultimately leading to either some variation of the trade-based
or market-monetary system, or to some version of the centrally planned system, along with a
version of the democratic or dictatorial framework of society, are possible.
All previously mentioned types of transitions are based on an abrupt change in the rules
of a socio-economic system (except of the case where only the leadership is replaced, which
is theoretically possible without changing any rules, but is more likely to include changing the
rules regarding the leadership) and based on a new socio-economic system developing further
according to these new rules.
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Previously mentioned transitions always cause disruptions in the existing economy and
in cases of extreme disruptions (such as abrupt shift from one socio-economic system to
another) these transitions are characterized by the risk (in some cases higher than in others)
of violent revolutions or wars breaking out during the process.
The Transition toward the Sustainable System would be radically different from
previously mentioned types of transitions, because it would not be based on abruptly
changing rules defining the socio-economic system, but rather on conducting predetermined
steps, required in order to establish the previously designed Sustainable System. Only
adaptation of the existing socio-economic system would be required in order to maximise the
level of support of the Transition through allocation of resources required for the new system
to be established, while simultaneously maximising the level of satisfaction of needs of the
general population by the Existing System. It would not be important which socio-economic
system would be in place during the Transition, as long as it would enable the support of the
Transition and the satisfaction of needs of the general population to a degree that would
enable social stability.
When referring to the existing economy and existing wider society, the term “Existing
System” will be used. A part of the population that would in an organized manner conduct
steps required for establishing the Sustainable System can be regarded as the parallel society.
When referring to this parallel society, organized by a particular socio-economic system
(particular rules, defining all aspects of this society), the term “Parallel System” will be used.
The Transition toward the Sustainable System would be based on maximising the level
of support for the Transition by the Existing System, which would result in the speed of the
Transition being increased (minimising the time until the Sustainable System would be
established), and would also be based on the level of disruption to the Existing System being
minimised. This would essentially mean that the transfer of resources from the existing
economy to the Parallel System (a system established with the purpose of conducting steps
that would be required for establishing the Sustainable System) would be maximised, while
the level of disruption to the existing economy would be minimised, however, never being
disrupted to such an extent that social instability would reach a point which could potentially
cause the breakdown of society (generally manifesting in violent revolutions or war). The
chances of the latter occurring would be highest if physiological needs of a part of the
population would not be satisfied.
The fact that a detailed design of the Sustainable System would exist would make the
Transition, which would be radically different from the previously mentioned types of
transition, possible. This type of transition would require modifications of the existing socioeconomic system, made in a manner to enable the Parallel System to be formed and to
function besides the Existing System and to enable that steps, required to eventually establish
the Sustainable System, would be made. However, this type of transition would be, as any
transition, disruptive to the existing economy, yet the level of disruption would generally be
such that the existing economy could still function (the level of disruption being moderate).
A tendency would however exist for the level of disruption to increase as the process of the
Transition would near its final stages.
As a well-performing existing economy would enable the satisfaction of needs of the
general population, disruptions to the existing economy would logically have to be minimised,
as a high level of satisfaction of needs of the general population during the process of the
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Transition would increase the chances of it being successfully conducted. As resources would
be provided by the Existing System and as in some cases actions would have to be conducted
that would inevitably lower the performance of the existing economy, the Transition toward
the Sustainable System would require particular compromises to be accepted by the
government, its institutions and Economic Subjects within the market-monetary system or
by the government and its institutions within the centrally planned system. The purpose of
these compromises would be to eventually establish the Sustainable System. The general
population would, as in any type of transition, be the primary driving force in this type of
transition.
In order to be successfully conducted, the Transition would inevitably require a
substantial amount of time, as well as a substantial amount of resources. The Existing System
would have to provide these resources, while the existing economy remaining stable enough
to ensure the stability of society. This chapter will deal with the possibilities of the Existing
System supporting the Transition while the existing economy not being disrupted beyond the
point that could cause social instability. Through time, however, the Existing System would
gradually cease to function, while the new system would begin to represent the means of
needs satisfaction of the population, resulting in zero risk of social instability taking place
after the Existing System would have ceased to function.
In order for the two socio-economic systems to exist in parallel in the same country or
region, the general population would have to represent the primary driving force in this type
of transition, as pressure conducted by the general population would force the leadership of
the Existing System to make compromises, required for steps toward establishing the
Sustainable System to be made. One of the compromises would be allowing the Parallel
System to be established and to function throughout the Transition.
Compromises that the existing leadership would have to accept would include allowing
the parallel leadership (making decisions regarding any aspect of the Parallel System) to exist,
include cooperating with this parallel leadership (only if both leaderships would cooperate,
the Transition could take place), include allowing and enabling a share of the general
population to provide human input to the Parallel System, and include providing inputs
required for Production Processes and Institutions in the Parallel System to function and to
produce products and services (roles performed by Institutions can be regarded as services)
required at a particular moment in order for the Parallel System to conduct the necessary
steps in establishing the Sustainable System.
In order for the general population to perceive the Sustainable System as superior means
of needs satisfaction and therefore strive toward the Transition, they would have to
internalize the very concept of the Sustainable System. As the Institute would represent the
most credible source of information regarding the socio-economic system being able to
satisfy human needs to the highest extent, information provided by the Institute would tend
to overshadow all the information provided by the existing institutions or groups within the
population, not conducting research processes in a way, enabling that the closest
approximation of the truth to be determined, as the Institute would (applying the scientific
method in all aspects of the research).
The Transition toward the Sustainable System would essentially start at a point in time
when the existing leadership would start to support (by providing resources to) the Institute,
based on pressure, placed by the general population. A prerequisite for this pressure to exist
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would be communication of the concept of the Sustainable System, which would be
conducted by the Institute, and the internalization of this concept by a large share of the
population. Upon internalizing this concept, this share of the general population would likely
perceive such a system as superior means of needs satisfaction, which would represent a
prerequisite for the Transition to take place. As shall be described in following chapters, the
research conducted by the Institute would have to progress to a point when it could be
assessed with a sufficient level of certainty that the Sustainable System could be established
and that it could function. Only after the research would have reached this point the concept
of the Sustainable System could be perceived by the general population as superior means of
needs satisfaction and the level of public support could increase to a point where the
government would have to start supporting the Institute. The government’s support would
enable the Institute to successfully create the detailed Static Design and the detailed Dynamic
Design and would therefore enable the Transition to begin. After the end of the first phase
of the Institute’s research, when a rough outline of the Sustainable System would have been
created, the research would have reached a point when the general population could be
informed about the Sustainable System as a viable option and could start conducting public
pressure, potentially resulting in the government starting to support the Institute’s research.
At this point the second phase of the research would begin.
With the Existing System providing resources to the Institute, creation of the detailed
design of the Sustainable System and the detailed design of the steps needed to be conducted
in order to establish it would be made possible (these steps and the timeline of conducting
them would be designed in a manner that they could change according to resources available
at a particular point in time). After the design of these steps (Dynamic Design) would be
created by the Institute (completed second phase of the Institute’s research), the actual
Transition (Parallel System starting to function) could take place, something that would be
impossible to commence before the detailed Static and Dynamic Design would be created.
Throughout the process of the Transition, the Institute would represent the source of
information regarding the necessary steps needed to be made in order to establish the
Sustainable System, along with representing the source of information regarding actions
needed to be performed by the government within the Existing System in order to maximise
the level of support for the Transition and at the same time minimise the level of disruption
to the existing economy. However, the support for the Transition would have to be
considered a priority only up to the point when the level of disruption to the existing economy
could potentially cause social instability and/or cause that physiological needs of a particular
share of the population would not be satisfied.
The Institute would represent the source of information only and would not directly
perform any other actions aimed toward establishing the Sustainable System. The Parallel
System’s leadership would have to be a separate institution, appointed and supported by the
general population in order for the Institute to retain its independence from the Existing
System and the Parallel System and in order for it to perpetuate through time regardless of
current events.
Although this type of transition is possible to be conducted from any socio-economic
system, this chapter will focus on the Transition from the market-monetary democratic
system. The complexity of factors considered would arguably be highest in such type of
transition, compared to the Transition from the centrally planned system, characterized by
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the leadership allocating part of the resources to the Parallel System and therefore lowering
economic performance, which would represent a relatively straightforward process.
As a market-monetary economy is managed by Economic Subjects and by the
government, and as its functioning is partially determined by subjective expectations of
Economic Subjects and the government regarding future events, the Transition as a
disruptive process, although aiming toward ensuring the stability of the existing economy,
could potentially cause unintended disruptions to the latter. In such case, the level of
satisfaction of needs of the general population high on the hierarchy would have to be
considered a priority in order to ensure social stability. Finding and implementing a quick
solution would be vital in the case the satisfaction of these needs would be endangered. In
cases of large disruptions to the market-monetary economy part of the economy that would
produce products and services which could satisfy the population’s needs high on the
hierarchy could be quickly transformed into a centrally planned economy. This would enable
production to be quickly established to an extent that it would produce a sufficient number
of products and services and/or products and services of sufficient quality to ensure the
stability of society. Although this measure would be an extraordinary one, it would represent
the solution in the event of unintended disruptions to the existing economy. However, such
scenarios would be unlikely to occur for a long period of time until the final phases of the
Transition. The market-monetary economy would likely perform to a sufficient degree to
ensure social stability during most of the Transition.
As a market-monetary economic economy is able to reach a higher level of complexity
than a centrally planned economy, it would represent superior means of supporting the
Transition and ensuring social stability as long as it would not be disrupted to a point where
social stability could no longer be guaranteed. Due to this potentially higher level of
complexity, the market-monetary economy would have to perpetuate as long as possible
during the Transition. If so, due to a higher level of support for the Transition, the time
required for the Transition to be completed would tend to be decreased. At some point in
time, in the final phases of the Transition, large disruptions to the market-monetary economy
would be highly likely. At this point in time (long time after the Transition had begun) a
temporary centrally planned economy would have to replace the collapsing market-monetary
economy in order for social stability to be ensured during these final phases of the Transition.
4.4.2 The most probable scenarios and transitional tendencies leading to the Transition
to the Sustainable System
The perception that particular problems, which ultimately cause the general population’s
needs not to be satisfied originate from the fundamental characteristics of the existing socioeconomic system and that these problems could be avoided only if this system would be
changed, and could furthermore not be possible to be avoided by any of up to this point
described socio-economic systems, is a prerequisite for the general population to strive
toward the Transition to the Sustainable System.
In this case, the general population’s perception would exist that an alternative system
(an alternative system in general if the concept of the Sustainable System would not be
available or would not have been internalized) would have to be established, but no
transitional tendencies toward any of the previously mentioned socio-economic systems
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would take place. In the case of the market-monetary democratic system this essentially
means that the general population understands that particular problems could not be avoided
by changing particular aspects of the economy or wider society within this system (such as
changing laws or preventing corruption), as these problems arise from the fundamental
characteristics of the system itself. Furthermore, the population would in this case understand
that the centrally planned system would also not solve all the problems that are perceived to
be hindering the satisfaction of the population’s needs. The chances of such perception taking
place would be highest if historically failed attempts to solve these problems (previously
mentioned types of transition taking place and failing to solve problems or failing to avoid
problems later in time) would have been observed by the general population.
Generally, the more transitional tendencies, which have been analysed in the chapter
about the tendencies regarding the development of the economy and wider society within the
market-monetary democratic system through time and about transitional tendencies in each
potential situation, take place at the same time, the higher the chances of the general
population perceiving that neither the market-monetary nor the centrally planned system with
neither the democratic nor the dictatorial framework of society could solve all the problems
needed to be solved and/or through time avoid all the situations, which have led to these
transitional tendencies. The more of these transitional tendencies would occur at the same
time, the more inclined the general population would tend to be toward the concept of an
alternative system, the fundamental characteristics of which would not allow situations, which
led toward these transitional tendencies, to occur. Furthermore, the higher the share of the
population perceiving that none of the socio-economic systems, previously described in this
book, are sustainable (along with understanding the definition of sustainability), the higher
the chances that the general population would be open to the concept of the Sustainable
System, designed by applying the Principle of Sustainability in its every aspect.
If the concept of the Principle of Sustainability would actually be internalized by a share
of the population, every breach of the Principle of Sustainability in the existing economy and
wider society (e.g. pollution not being prevented) would tend to be perceived as an indicator
that the socio-economic system, designed to avoid such breach, would represent superior
means of satisfaction of an individual’s needs.
Particular situations, probably at some point in time occurring within the marketmonetary system, would highly unlikely lead to tendencies toward any of the previously
mentioned types of transitions, but (if the concept would be known and internalized) to
transitional tendencies toward the Sustainable System.
If it becomes obvious that science and technology have reached a level, which if
technologies were implemented, would enable higher level of satisfaction of needs of the
population, but technologies are not being implemented due to the fundamental
characteristics of the market-monetary system, a socio-economic system, enabling the
implementation of these technologies, would tend to be preferred. Furthermore, if perceived
that not only the implementation of new technologies is suboptimal, but that also investments
into scientific research and the development of new technologies are suboptimal compared
to available resources, a socio-economic system, maximising the extent of research and
development, considering available resources, would tend to be preferred. As the Sustainable
System could solve the abovementioned problems and as it would furthermore be designed
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in a way that such problems could never occur in the first place, such a system would tend to
be preferred by the general population.
If the level of unemployment rises through time as production processes invest into
increased labour productivity, and if at the same time no new production processes are
established and/or no existing ones are expanded, a fundamental conflict between the level
of implementation of new technologies and accumulation of means of production (enabling
the increase of productivity) and the level of employment tends to be perceived. Although
the trend can reverse, it tends to perpetuate for a long time, leaving a share of the population
without income from employment. As this problem tends to be perceived as being caused by
the fundamental characteristics of the market-monetary system, transitional tendencies
toward a socio-economic system, designed to prevent such problems (toward the Sustainable
System) tend to take place.
The higher the share of the population informed about externalities taking place (most
notably degradation of the environment and the negative impact on human health) and the
more cases of externalities not being prevented due to the prioritization of economic
performance, the more the market-monetary system is perceived as the system, which
prioritizes economic performance over the environment and mankind, and therefore the
more it is perceived as unsustainable. Again, a socio-economic system, designed to prevent
externalities, tends to be preferred and transitional tendencies toward it tend to take place.
If the general population is informed about natural resources being depleted (nearing
complete depletion) and about the dangers that the economy (and society) faces if complete
depletion of an important natural resources (difficult to be replaced as an input into
production processes) actually occurs, the unsustainability of the market-monetary system
tends to be perceived due to the system not preventing that the economy builds itself around
finite natural resources, which represents the risk of social instability taking place if a
particular natural resource is to be depleted. If such a scenario actually unfolds, a vast majority
of the general population tends to perceive this problem. Transitional tendencies toward a
socio-economic system, being able to prevent such scenarios, therefore tend to take place.
After a series of economic downturns, especially if these downturns increase in the
intensity and duration through time, the market-monetary system tends to be perceived as
being unable to maintain stability in terms of needs satisfaction for the general population
through time. Furthermore, as inequality in accumulated assets tends to increase through
successive economic cycles, the market-monetary system tends to be perceived as unable to
allocate resources to production of products and services in a way that the level of satisfaction
of needs of all members of the population is maximised (as an increasing share of products
and services is produced and distributed to individuals, having little or no needs satisfied by
them).
Historically, transitional tendencies toward the centrally planned system have taken place
in such situations, yet if limits in the complexity of a centrally planned economy are
understood by the general population, the chances of which are higher if a failed centrally
planned economy has been observed historically by the general population, transitional
tendencies toward the Sustainable System (if its concept is known and internalized) tend to
take place, as it prevents such problems from occurring, while being able to reach unlimited
complexity, resulting in the highest possible level of satisfaction of needs of all members of
the population equally.
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Particular actions of governments, determining international relations, tend not to play
an important role regarding transitional tendencies toward the Sustainable System, if the
fundamental characteristics of the market-monetary democratic system, not these actions, are
perceived as the reasons for problems regarding international relations occurring in the first
place. Therefore, if the fundamental characteristics of both: domestic and foreign marketmonetary democratic systems are perceived as the reasons for these problems occurring,
transitional tendencies toward an alternative system (possibly toward the Sustainable System)
tend to take place based on this perception.
If another country would already be conducting the Transition toward the Sustainable
System, this could strengthen transitional tendencies in a county that would not yet have
started it, as the process would be observed by the general population. However, if another
country would not support the Transition in a particular country, resulting in the Transition
being difficult to conduct (e.g. a strategically important natural resource or technologies
having to be sourced from a country, which would not support the Transition) and resulting
in the level of satisfaction of the population’s needs being expected to be hindered during the
Transition (as the economy could not receive particular imports from the country not
supporting the Transition), this could potentially hinder transitional tendencies in this
country.
All the mentioned transitional tendencies could take place due to the perceived
difference in the level of needs satisfaction between the market-monetary democratic system
and the Sustainable System. However, as the potential lack of needs satisfaction during the
Transition could influence such transitional tendencies (e.g. if war would be the only possible
course of transition, the perpetuation of the existing system would possibly be preferred), the
design of the Transition to the Sustainable System would have to be aimed toward ensuring
social stability during the Transition or even toward improving the level of satisfaction of
needs of the general population during this time, compared to the period before it. If the
process of the Transition would be designed in such a way, the characteristics of this process
(if perceived as such) would not hinder the support of the general population for the
Transition toward the Sustainable System.
As the government within the market-monetary democratic system tends to consider
economic performance and therefore the interests of Economic Subjects when making
particular decisions, it would tend to oppose the Transition toward the Sustainable System if
Economic Subjects were to perceive it as not being in their interest. Initially, strong public
pressure would have to take place in order for the government to even consider supporting
the Transition, as Economic Subjects would (if no direct benefits would be expected from
the Transition) tend to resist the Transition, the latter possibly being perceived as a potentially
disruptive process, subjectively estimated as characterized by a particular level of risk that
their interests would be satisfied to a lower degree as in the case of no Transition taking place.
The design of the process of the Transition would have to be created in a way that these fears
of Economic Subjects would be mitigated to the highest possible degree.
In the democratic system, the perception that individuals from the population can to a
high degree influence the decisions made by the government increases the level of social
stability. If a considerable share of the population would strive toward the Transition and if
the government would not consider these demands, the general population would tend to
raise pressure and probably strive toward overthrowing the government, which would not
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follow the concept of democracy. In any case, the government’s position in society would be
threatened without public support, and unless it would use its institutions to counter public
pressure, essentially becoming a dictatorial government, it would not be able to retain its
position in society unless performing actions, enabling the Transition to be initiated and
carried out. In the democratic system, the interests of the general population would eventually
have to be considered by the government or the new government would be appointed.
As economic performance within the market-monetary system depends on the
subjective expectations of Economic Subjects regarding future events, no perception of
economic instability would have to take place in order for the economy to function normally.
If instability would be perceived by Economic Subjects, such a perception would by itself
cause instability, resulting in low economic performance and in inability of the economy to
satisfy the needs of the population and to support the Transition. Such a situation would have
to be avoided in order to maximise the chances of the Transition being successfully
conducted.
The government, along with other institutions, most notably the Institute, would before
and during the initial stages of the Transition have to conduct targeted communication,
including the concept of the process of the Transition. As the Transition would be designed
to be disruptive to minimum extent, in certain cases even being beneficial for the economy,
and furthermore taking a long time to be completed (meaning that the existing marketmonetary economy would perpetuate for a long period of time and that the interests of
Economic Subjects would be satisfied during this period, highly likely lasting longer than the
maximum durations of their periods of orientation), the true concept of the Transition (in
line with reality) would have to be communicated. Furthermore, if the government would
communicate that it would perform necessary actions to prevent interests of Economic
Subjects not being satisfied in the case of disruptions of the economy being necessary in order
to support the Transition, it would further mitigate fears of Economic Subjects of not having
their interests satisfied. Economic Subjects are primarily short-term oriented, with long-term
interests tending to be of lower priority. If Economic Subjects would be able to satisfy their
short-term interests, acceptable short-term performance of the economy would be ensured.
As Economic Subjects are to a certain degree also medium and long-term oriented, until
instability of the economy would become expected to occur sooner than the furthest point
in time that they would be oriented until, the economy would function normally. However,
when Economic Subjects would start to expect economic instability to occur sooner than the
furthest point in time they would be oriented until, this would have a negative impact on
economic performance. If even short-term interest would not anymore be possible to be
satisfied, the economy would become unable to function (this would likely not occur until
the final phase of the Transition).
4.4.3 The most probable course of early phases of the Transition to the Sustainable System
The process of the Transition would essentially start at the moment when a social consensus
would take place to start the Transition through the existing market-monetary economy
supporting it. As the general population would represent the primary driver of the Transition
by conducting public pressure, therefore by making it necessary for the government (in order
to retain its position in society) to make decisions in favour of support of the Transition, a
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prerequisite for the Transition would be the perception that the needs of the population could
be satisfied to a higher degree in the Sustainable System than in the existing one, along with
the perception that the process of the Transition would not be characterized by an extremely
low level of satisfaction of needs of the population. In order for such a perception to take
place, the concept of the Sustainable System, along with a rough outline of the process of
Transition, would have to be communicated by the Institute to the general population.
This essentially means that the Institute would have to successfully conduct the research
to a point when an outline of the Sustainable System would be created, proving with a
sufficient level of certainty that such a system could actually function and that it could be
established if a detailed plan of such a system, along with a detailed plan of necessary steps,
needed to be conducted in order for it to be established would be created.
As the first phase of the Institute’s research would result in the creation of an outline of
the Sustainable System, which would with a sufficient level of certainty indicate that such a
system could function, only after the first phase had been conducted the credibility of the
Institute and the credibility of the concept of the Sustainable System would be high enough
for this concept to have the potential of being internalized by a sufficient share of the general
population to make it possible that the pressure on the government would be conducted to
a sufficient extent that the process of the Transition could begin.
The process of the Transition could therefore be initiated after the first phase of the
Institute’s research would have successfully been conducted and after the government would
have performed actions, necessary for the Existing System to start directly supporting the
Institute’s research.
Prior to the Transition, therefore, the Institute would have to be established by other
means than by receiving direct support coordinated by the government. Furthermore, the
first phase of the research would have to be conducted by using resources provided by
Economic Subjects without the government being involved in this process (the government
would not yet support the Institute during the first phase of its research). Only the second
phase of the research (generally requiring a substantial amount of resources, as the detailed
design of the Sustainable System and the detailed design of steps, needed to be conducted in
order to establish it would have to be created) could be supported by resources, the provision
of which would be coordinated by the government.
As will be analysed in the chapter about the Institute itself, establishing the Institute prior
to the actual Transition taking place would have to be conducted by using private funding
provided by Economic Subjects (most notably individuals), while the autonomy of the
Institute not in any way being hindered. If its autonomy would be hindered, its credibility
could potentially be undermined, which would be unacceptable as the Institute’s credibility
would have to be very high in order for the general population to internalize the concept of
the Sustainable System and support the Transition.
The concept of the Sustainable System would, compared to any alternative system, offer
the possibility of preventing the largest number of problems, which take place in the marketmonetary democratic system. Furthermore, the Institute would due to its research processes,
having to apply the scientific method, due to its organizational structure, designed in a way
that any form of corruption would be prevented, and due to being able to create the closest
approximation of an optimal design of the Sustainable System, represent a highly credible
source of information regarding the Sustainable System. Thus the concept of the Sustainable
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System would tend to be perceived as superior means of satisfying the needs of the
population, and the level of credibility of this concept would tend to be higher than the level
of credibility of any other concepts, the creation of which would be opinion-based.
If transitional tendencies, described in the previous chapter, would take place, and if a
sufficient share of the population would internalize the concept of the Sustainable System, as
well as understand the outline of the Transition designed to throughout its course satisfy the
needs of the population to a sufficient degree, the general population would tend to place
public pressure on the government to start the Transition by directly supporting the Institute.
At this point it should be mentioned that the second phase of the Institute’s research
would be difficult to conduct without government support due to an extensive amount of
resources being required for the research, including particular new technologies, required for
the creation of detailed designs, which would need to be newly developed. It is unlikely that
the creation of the detailed Static and Dynamic Design would be enabled only by private
funding and that all the required technologies could be acquired without the government
directly supporting the Transition (it would be likely that in some cases technologies would
have to be sourced internationally by the government).
Furthermore, the Transition itself could not without government support start by the
Parallel System being established and by the Existing System supporting it. Therefore, a social
consensus would at some point have to take place in order for the Transition to start. As the
Transition could start after the first phase of the Institute’s research and before the second
phase of the research, the chances of it being conducted successfully and in the shortest
amount of time would be highest if government support would take place before the
beginning of the second phase of the research.
If the general population would be successful in its efforts to influence the government,
rules, defining the existing socio-economic system, would have to be changed in a manner to
enable support of the Transition. Laws or constitution, for example, would have to be
changed either through established processes of changing them or through changing these
processes first and subsequently changing laws and/or constitution. As these rules (laws or
constitution) are essentially based on social consensus in the democratic system, they could
be changed based on a new social consensus, which could take place after the government
would have started its cooperation (or be replaced) due to public pressure. An example of
this would be changes in laws, defining government actions and those of Economic Subjects,
required in order to enable support of the Institute.
At this point, no leadership of the Parallel System, role of which would be to coordinate
the process of establishing the Sustainable System, would yet have been established and the
Transition would at this point be characterized only by the Existing System supporting the
Institute and by the Institute conducting the second phase of the research. Only after the
second phase would have been completed, the Parallel System could be established.
Throughout the second phase of the research, communication to the general population
would have to be conducted in a synchronized manner by the Institute and by the
government (and its institutions). This communication would generally be aimed toward
informing the general population and Economic Subjects about the progress of the research
and about new findings regarding the process of Transition, defined to higher and higher
degree (by the Dynamic Design being created), and aimed toward mitigating fears of
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Economic Subjects and the general population regarding disruptions to the existing marketmonetary economy.
4.4.4 Mechanics of the Transition to the Sustainable System
Following the second phase of the Institute’s research, the necessary steps for actually
establishing the Sustainable System could start being conducted. In this chapter, the phases
of the Transition will be described, during which the Parallel System would function and the
establishment of the Sustainable System would gradually be conducted. The term “Existing
System” shall be used when referring to the market-monetary democratic system functioning
during the Transition.
As mentioned before, the Transition to the Sustainable System would differ from the
previously mentioned types of transition in the fact that it would not be based on abruptly
replacing the existing system or on changing rules in the existing system (although changing
laws of the Existing System would also be required in this type of transition, however, the
purpose of this would be to enable support of the Transition), but would be based on
gradually establishing the Sustainable System by leaving the Existing System in place and
establishing the Parallel System.
The Parallel System would include its leadership as an institution that would conduct
steps required for the Sustainable System to be established. The Institute would not be
regarded as part of any system, but would be a separate institution, the purpose of which
would be to represent the primary source of information regarding all aspects of the
Transition, including representing the source of information regarding possibilities of support
of the Parallel System, coordinated by the government of the Existing System.
In order for the Transition to start, a large share of the general population would have
to support it. After internalizing the concept of the Sustainable System, the general population
would appoint the government of the Existing System (or retain the existing government if
the latter would support the Transition) and appoint the leadership of the Parallel System. As
both leaderships would essentially be appointed in order to strive toward establishing the
Sustainable System, both would have to cooperate in order not to lose support of the general
population. The Institute would provide information regarding all aspects of the Transition
to both leaderships.
Prior to this phase of the Transition, the Institute would create the detailed Static Design
of the Sustainable System (fully established system), and the Dynamic Design, which would
include the detailed design of all steps required to be conducted in a subsequent manner in
order for the Sustainable System to be established. Part of the Dynamic Design would be the
Target State of the Sustainable System, representing the intermediary goal of the Transition,
essentially meaning the Sustainable System being established to a degree (not being fully
established yet) that the Existing System could stop functioning and that the whole
population from an area, where the Transition would be conducted could join the Sustainable
System, representing the means of needs satisfaction from this point on. From here onward,
the Sustainable System would gradually be established in its entirety.
The Transition with two socio-economic systems functioning at the same time would
represent the possibility of minimising the duration of the Transition, while ensuring social
stability during this time. As the existing economy would function in a relatively stable manner
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(in the final phases of the Transition, however, the level of its instability would tend to rise),
it would satisfy the needs of the general population, while providing resources to the Parallel
System. In this way, the Parallel System could focus on establishing the Target State of the
Sustainable System as efficiently and quickly as possible, without having to consider placing
resources into the satisfaction of needs of the entire general population, as the Existing
System would with products and services, the production of which would already have been
established, enable the satisfaction of needs.
Besides providing products and services as means of needs satisfaction of the general
population, the Existing System would, according to options available at a particular point in
time, support the Parallel System by providing it with resources, shortening the time required
for the Target State of the Sustainable System to be established by doing so. Resources
provided by the Existing System, would include natural resources, tangible products, services
(including transport as a service), means of production (being products themselves), human
input, scientific research results and technologies.
As resources that could be provided by the Existing System, would change through time,
the Dynamic Design would constantly have to adjust to their availability (the Dynamic Design
would be designed in a way that it would be able to constantly change). Due to this fact the
exact point in time when the Target State of the Sustainable System would be established,
would be difficult to be determined, and therefore it would represent an approximation only.
As the Existing System would provide scientific research results and technologies being
developed through the course of the Transition, the Static Design (design of the fully
established Sustainable System) or the Target State of the Sustainable System could also
change if newly available scientific research results and technologies would enable a more
optimal design.
Before continuing with the analysis of the mechanics of the Transition, let us briefly
explain the characteristics of the Static and Dynamic Design and how the support through
providing resources to the Parallel System by the Existing System influences the Dynamic
Design.
The fully established Sustainable System would consist of the Production Framework,
which would through its Production Processes produce, distribute, maintain, recycle or
discard tangible products, and of Institutions, in which individuals would perform roles and
which would use tangible products in order to perform particular roles in society.
Furthermore, the Sustainable System would consist of accumulated tangible products,
available for use by human society. As Production Processes would require human input
(provided by Institutions) and as Institutions would require tangible products (provided by
Production Processes), the Production Framework and the web of Institutions would be
interconnected.
Production Processes in the Production Framework would require inputs in the form of
natural resources, tangible products, means of production, transport, energy and human input
(not all Production Processes would use all of these inputs). Institutions would use individuals
(human input) and tangible products when performing their particular roles in society.
In the Static Design, the Production Framework, the web of Institutions and tangible
products would be designed as static, meaning that all would be designed to remain
unchanged until it would be determined (by the Strategic Government) that a closer
approximation of their optimal design would be possible. However, this static state would
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gradually have to be established, and the Dynamic Design would have to include the steps
required to be conducted through time in order for the Target State of the Production
Framework and Institutions, along with the Target State of tangible products to be
established (such as establishing Cities for example, which would be interconnected systems
of tangible products).
As through time tangible products, used by human society, would be accumulated,
Production Processes established and Institutions established, intermediary Production
Processes and Institutions would have to be established and after performing their functions
cease to exist through time. The Dynamic Design would include detailed information
regarding which Production Processes and Institutions would have to function at particular
points in time in order for the Target State of the Sustainable System to be established.
In order to produce means of production used by a particular Production Process (such
as a machine in a production facility for example), a Production Process producing these
means of production and enabling their use would have to be established prior to this.
However, in order for the Transition’s duration to be minimised, these means of production
would have to be produced as quickly as possible for all Production Processes needing to use
them. The capacity of the abovementioned Production Process would therefore have to be
higher during the period of time when these means of production would be introduced
(produced and their use enabled) and lower after they would have started being used by
Production Processes, as they would have a particular life span and as there would be no need
to produce new means of production of this type until the existing ones would have
approached the end of their service life. However, means of production used by this
intermediary Production Process could be designed to be easily recyclable, making it easy and
efficient to disassemble them and use their parts elsewhere. Means of production used by all
intermediary Production Processes would have to be designed in this manner so these
Production Processes could perform their functions at a high capacity for a limited amount
of time in order to minimise the duration of the Transition.
The same would hold true for Institutions, where intermediary Institutions would have
to perform their functions in order for target Institutions to be established and after this time
they would have to cease to exist. When they would cease to exist, individuals, who would
have performed roles in intermediary Institutions, would be transferred to other Institutions
and products they would have used would either be recycled or would be transferred to other
Institutions.
As means of production used by intermediary Production Processes would also have to
be produced in the same manner and as intermediary Institutions would have to be
established by other Institutions, various Production Processes and Institutions would have
to be established through time and would have to cease to exist after performing their
temporary roles.
If any of these intermediary Production Processes (producing products, producing
means of production, providing transport or energy), or intermediary Institutions
(performing particular roles, ultimately aimed at establishing other Institutions or conducting
scientific research and technological development aimed toward establishing new Production
Processes and other Institutions) could be replaced by products, services or technologies
provided by the Existing System, this would shorten the duration of the Transition, as no
intermediary Production Processes and Institutions would have to be established in order to
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establish particular Production Processes and Institutions and in order to produce particular
tangible products. If such an option would exist, the Dynamic Design would adjust to the
availability of resources from the Existing System and the time required for establishing the
Target State of the Sustainable System would in this case be shortened.
A tendency would exist for products and services provided by the existing economy, to
be more useful in initial phases of the Transition than in the final phases. As Production
Processes and Institutions would not be established to a high degree during initial phases,
final products and particular services from the existing economy would tend to have a
significant impact on the shortening of the duration of the Transition. A simplified example
would be a complex machine, used by a production facility producing a part of a building
according to particular specifications. If this machine would have to be built manually in the
Parallel System, furthermore if Production Processes producing all the necessary parts would
have to be newly established, a significant amount of resources would be required just to
produce this complex machine. However, as a particular production process in the existing
economy would already be producing this machine, it could supply it to the Parallel System,
thus realizing savings in resources.
This example illustrates that as the existing economy would already have reached a high
level of development, and as the Production Framework, the web of Institutions and the web
of tangible products in the Parallel System in the initial phases of the Transition would not,
it would be efficient to use products and services from the Existing System to a high degree
due to their efficient production (in terms of inputs used) as opposed to producing them in
the Parallel System. This example also points to the necessity of the Existing System to
function during the Transition, as it could supply products and services to the Parallel System
and significantly shorten the duration of the Transition.
However, as the Transition would progress and as more and more Production Processes
and Institutions would have been established, furthermore as tangible products would be
designed according to the exact specifications and as roles performed by Institutions would
be performed according to the exact specifications (e.g. a part of a City’s infrastructure
designed according to the exact specifications, determined by the Dynamic Design, and a
particular Institution providing human input into a particular Production Process also
designed according to the exact specifications), products and services that could be provided
by Existing System would tend to be less and less suitable for the Parallel System.
Production Processes within the Production Framework would ultimately directly or
indirectly use natural resources as inputs. As the Transition would progress, natural resources
would tend to be more and more useful for the Parallel System, while tangible products,
which could be provided by the existing economy, would be less and less useful. For example,
a Production Process, which would utilize particular technologies and use particular means
of production, would produce a product designed according to exact specifications. This
Production Process would be able to transform natural resources into this end product. It
would not be in this case more efficient to adjust a production process in the existing
economy to the production of this product, but instead to provide raw natural resource as an
input into the aforementioned Production Process in the Parallel System.
As roles performed by Institutions could in some cases be comparable to services
provided in the existing economy, the more Institutions would be established and perform
their roles according to exact specifications, determined by the Dynamic Design, the less
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suitable services provided by the Existing System would be for the use in the Parallel System
and the more individuals supplied by the Existing System in order to perform roles in
Institutions would be efficient to be used.
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Figure 4: A brief illustration of conducting steps toward establishing the
Sustainable System by the Existing System supporting the Parallel System with
resources
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Figure 4 illustrates how throughout the process of the Transition intermediary Production
Processes and Institutions would perform their roles and cease to exist after enabling new
Production Processes and Institutions to be established. As newly established Production
Processes and Institutions would function according to exact specifications, as they would
require inputs with exact specifications, as these Production Processes would produce
products (and enable their use), which would be designed according to exact specifications,
and as these Institutions would perform precisely specified roles, products and services
supplied by the Existing System would become less and less suitable to replace products and
means of production, used as inputs or used by society (products accumulated in order to
ultimately enable the Sustainable System to start functioning). Services supplied by the
Existing System would also tend to be useful to a lower and lower degree when replacing
Institutions providing human input into Production Processes or when replacing Institutions
performing other roles. To a higher and higher degree only individuals, who would ultimately
perform roles in newly established Institutions, might be supplied by the Existing System.
Technologies, already developed within and supplied by the Existing System, would also tend
to be more suitable in the early phases of the Transition than later on. As the Transition
would progress, scientific research and technological development would increasingly have
to be conducted by Institutions in the Parallel System or by institutions in the Existing System
according to the exact demands of the Parallel System.
The importance of the support provided by the Existing System for shortening the time
of the Transition would therefore be higher in initial phases of the Transition, as Production
Processes supplying products and services to the Parallel System would be producing in a
significantly more efficient way in the existing economy. If in the initial phases of the
Transition products and services would extensively be sourced from the Existing System,
Production Processes and Institutions, which would in later phases start producing tangible
products and start performing roles according to exact specifications, would tend to be
established significantly quicker than without the support provided by the Existing System.
An example would be through sourcing technologies and means of production from the
Existing System establishing Production Processes, ultimately producing parts of buildings.
These Production Processes would produce parts of Cities, needed to be established as part
of the Target State of the Sustainable System, and would mainly use natural resources as
inputs.
Production Processes would be established through implementing technologies and
accumulating means of production. As mentioned before, sourcing new technologies and
means of production from the Existing System would to the highest extent take place in the
early phases of the Transition, which would essentially represent investing resources, acquired
from the Existing System, into real economic growth.
Institutions would use tangible products and human input in order to perform roles in
society. Furthermore, Institutions would have particular technologies implemented, which
would define their organizational structures and their functioning. Just as in the case of
Production Processes, we can regard the accumulation of products (essentially being means
of production) and the implementation of technologies as a prerequisite for increasing
productivity of Institutions in terms of the ratio between the number and/or quality of roles
performed by an Institution and amount of human input and the number and/or quality of
products used by this Institution. Sourcing tangible products and technologies for Institutions
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from the Existing System would again take place to the highest extent in the early phases of
the Transition. Furthermore, sourcing capable and motivated individuals, performing roles in
these Institutions, from the Existing System, would also be conducted to a largest extent in
the early phases of the Transition (through education and training in the existing economy
individuals would become capable of performing roles in Institutions, and the Existing
System would motivate them to perform these roles, as shall be analysed further in this
chapter).
As Production Processes would be established, they would themselves start producing
means of production, used in other Production Processes, as these means of production
would be designed according to exact specifications. Furthermore, they would start producing
tangible products used in Institutions. As Institutions would be established, some of these
Institutions would represent Education and Training Institutions, as well as Institutions, the
sole purpose of which would be establishing other Institutions. As the Transition would
progress, education and training of individuals would to an increasingly higher extent be
conducted by Institutions in the Parallel System.
However, additional scientific research and technological development, aimed toward
newly developed technologies being implemented in products, Production Processes and
Institutions, would, as the Transition would progress, not necessarily be conducted to an
increasingly larger extent in the Parallel System, as various Institutions capable of conducting
scientific and technological research would function within the Existing System (such as
universities and institutes for example). In some cases these institutions would have unused
capacities (such as research personnel in universities for example), which could be used for
scientific research and the development of new technologies required by the Parallel System.
Conducting additional scientific research and technological development using institutions
within the Existing System could ultimately be more efficient than establishing comparable
Institutions in the Parallel System (although in the final phases of the Transition, Research
and Development Institutions would be established and would form part of the Sustainable
System), making it possible to place resources elsewhere. If possible, targets for scientific
research and technological development would be provided to institutions in the Existing
System. If so, scientific research results and technologies would be sourced from the Existing
System throughout the Transition.
Individuals providing human input into Institutions would have to be motivated to
perform their roles. Compared to Institutions in the fully established Sustainable System,
where conditions would be available, making it possible that individuals would voluntarily
perform roles in Institutions, Institutions in the Parallel System would have to approach
motivation of individuals to perform roles in them in a different way. Due to the ever
changing requirements for performing roles by Institutions during the Transition, these
Institutions would constantly form and cease to exist, and furthermore their organizational
structures and the characteristics of particular roles, which individuals would perform, would
constantly change. Throughout the Transition, a large share of needs would not be satisfied
for individuals (the Sustainable System would not yet be established to a sufficient degree that
all needs except those that could be satisfied by performing roles in Institutions would be
satisfied by the system itself), and roles would not be possible (due to constant change) to in
every case be designed in a way to be naturally desirable for individuals of particular Trait
Groups. Furthermore, replacing human input with means of production (such as automating
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undesirable roles) would not represent a viable solution, as resources would better be placed
elsewhere in order to minimise the time until the Target State of the Sustainable System would
be established. Finally, the perception of individuals would during the Transition still be
influenced by the concepts and values from the culture in the market-monetary system (most
notably money being perceived as the primary motivating factor, scarcity being perceived and
payment for work being perceived as a prerequisite for being prepared to work). Due to the
abovementioned facts, the approach toward motivating individuals to perform roles in
Institutions in the Parallel System would have to be similar to the approach toward motivating
individuals to work within the market-monetary system. If not, individuals would highly
unlikely voluntarily perform roles in Institutions in the Parallel System.
Although in some cases the roles that Institutions would perform and their
organizational structures could be designed so that individuals would by performing these
roles in Institutions be able to have some of their needs satisfied (such as certain emotional
and social needs), and so that individuals of particular Trait Groups would naturally desire
and be talented to perform these roles, it would be highly unlikely that sufficient amount of
human input would be possible to be acquired by relying solely on volunteers.
In order for Institutions in the Parallel System to be able to source human input
whenever needed, payment as form of motivation would have to be provided in exchange
for role performance, which would, due to the absence of money in the Parallel System, have
to be conducted in the form of providing direct access (without providing ownership) to
products and services, enabling the satisfaction of certain needs (including some of the needs
high on the hierarchy), in exchange for contribution of human input to Institutions. It would
be unlikely that the Parallel System would provide these products and services throughout
the Transition, as establishing Production Processes and Institutions, which would produce
such products and services, would represent inefficient use of resources. Motivation of
individuals would therefore have to be boosted by the Existing System by providing access
to products and services as payment to these individuals throughout the Transition (by
transferring these products and services to the Parallel System as direct support and the
Parallel System in turn providing access to these products and services in exchange for
contribution to Institutions) until the Target State of the Sustainable System would be
established. The Target State would include Production Processes and Institutions, the
purpose of which would be to produce such products and services and to provide access to
them as payment for contribution of human input to Institutions (the Target State of the
Sustainable System shall be analysed in greater detail later on).
The functioning of the Existing System would be important during the entire course of
the Transition toward the Target State of the Sustainable System, as the existing economy
would satisfy the needs of a large share of the population and therefore ensure the stability
of society. As will be analysed in subsequent chapters, a part of the population would during
the course of the Transition shift to the Parallel System, while another part would remain in
the Existing System. The part of the population remaining in the Existing System would have
their needs satisfied by the existing economy, and the part which would join the Parallel
System would have their needs satisfied by the Parallel System.
The Parallel System would aim toward allocating available resources so as to minimise
the time required for the Target State of the Sustainable System to be established. If we focus
on Production Processes producing tangible products, the tendency would exist that
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establishing Production Processes producing products, produced according to exact
specifications (such as complex parts of transport infrastructure) would, as mentioned before,
be a priority over establishing Production Processes producing products that would satisfy
the needs high on the hierarchy for individuals residing in the Parallel System (such as
producing temporary housing infrastructure or food). Throughout the course of the
Transition it would probably be more efficient that some products and services, satisfying the
needs of the part of the population residing in the Parallel System, would be sourced from
the Existing System, which would have production processes producing them and enabling
their use already established. The Existing System’s functioning would therefore be required
throughout the entire course of the Transition.
However, throughout the course of the Transition, the Parallel System would, due to
more and more Production Processes and Institutions being established, become increasingly
self-sufficient. As it would become more self-sufficient, the Existing System’s performance
would become less important and the complexity of the existing economy (manifesting itself
in the efficiency of product and service production) would therefore become less important,
as the primary role of the existing economy would be to satisfy the needs of the population
to such a degree that social stability would be guaranteed and to enable that individuals would
be motivated to perform roles in Institutions within the Parallel System (by being provided
with access to products and services, representing the payment for role performance). The
satisfaction of needs high on the hierarchy could be enabled only by a share of production
processes within the existing economy (such as construction companies constructing
temporary buildings or agricultural production processes producing food). Production
processes, not directly or indirectly connected to these production processes, would lose their
relevance for the Parallel System. This would mean that the existing economy could gradually
become less complex. Disruptions of the existing economy or its instability (as long as the
satisfaction of these needs of the population would still be possible and as long as individuals
would still be motivated to perform roles in Institutions) could therefore take place in the
final phases of the Transition without significant disruptions to the Parallel System.
It could be expected that the level of disruption of the existing economy would increase
in the final phases of the Transition primarily due to higher requirements of the Parallel
System for natural resources and due to lower flexibility of the Parallel System regarding types
of products and services, needed to be sourced from the existing economy (including new
scientific research results and new technologies), and therefore due to less possibilities to
acquire resources without disrupting the existing economy. (e.g. if a particular land area with
a factory already located there would be required by the Parallel System in order to build a
City on this land area, it would have to be provided by the Existing System and the factory
would have to be demolished, which would cause disruption to the existing economy).
If the Existing System’s government and the leadership of the Parallel System would in
cooperation strive toward minimising the duration of the Transition while also striving
toward minimising disruptions to the existing economy (never disrupting it to a level that
social instability would set in), the Transition would be conducted in the most efficient
manner and the stability of society would be ensured.
At this point it is time to define the two phases of the Transition, characterized by the
Target State of the Sustainable System being the goal of the first phase and the fully
established Sustainable System being the goal of the second phase. Furthermore, as the
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Transition has up to this point only been analysed as taking place in one country, it is
necessary to include the scenario of another country starting conducting the Transition. In
this case merging the Parallel Systems of both countries becomes possible, essentially
meaning conducting both Transitions as one.
The establishment of the Target State of the Sustainable System would represent the end
of the first phase of the Transition and the beginning of the second, ultimately leading to the
fully established Sustainable System. At some point, the Existing System would cease to exist.
The Transition would be based on minimising the time until the Sustainable System would
be established to such a degree that the Existing System would no longer be necessary and
that the entire general population would be able to join the Sustainable System (when the
Target State would be established).
The Target State of the Sustainable System is defined as a partially established Sustainable
System, able to satisfy the needs of the entire general population to such a level that social
stability would be ensured and that the Sustainable System could develop further until being
fully established.
Reaching the Target State of the Sustainable System would essentially mean that all
tangible products, required for the needs of the general population to be satisfied to a
sufficient degree, so that stability of society would be ensured, and required for the
Sustainable System to be possible to gradually be established from this point on, would have
been produced and made ready for use (e.g. Cities, transport infrastructure, buildings and
equipment used by Institutions) and that all the Production Processes and Institutions,
required for the abovementioned, would have been established. Production Processes and
Institutions would have to be established and products accumulated to an extent which would
make the Existing System redundant and enable the entire general population to join the
Parallel System, which would become the only socio-economic system in a country or a region
conducting the Transition.
As minimising the time until establishing the Target State of the Sustainable System
would have been up to this point considered as a priority by the Parallel System (the sooner
the general population would cease to be dependent on the Existing System, the higher the
chances of eventually fully establishing the Sustainable System), a vast majority of resources
would have been allocated into reaching the Target State. This means that at a point when
the whole population would join the Parallel System, little excess resources would be available
for use, other than for ensuring the functioning of the Sustainable System in a way that needs
of the entire population would be satisfied to a minimum extent, enabling the stability of
society and enabling the Sustainable System to be gradually established from this point on.
The remaining resources (some excess resources would have to be available in order for the
system to have potential to develop further) would from this point on be allocated into
eventually reaching the fully established Sustainable System.
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Figure 5: An illustration of the two phases of the Transition

THE SUSTAINABLE SYSTEM
(Established itself further and satisfies
needs of the general population)

Resources in excess of the amount required for the
satisfaction of needs of the general population to the
level sufficient for the stability of society to be
ensured are allocated into establishing the Sustainable
System in a minimum amount of time

SECOND PHASE OF THE TRANSITION

THE FULLY ESTABLISHED
SUSTAINABLE SYSTEM

The whole general population joins the
Sustainable System. Needs of the general
population are at this point satisfied only to
the level sufficient for the stability of society
to be ensured and for the development of
the Sustainable System to be possible.

THE PARALLEL SYSTEM
(Satisfies needs of the general
population)

THE PARALLEL SYSTEM
(Establishes the Sustainable System)

All resources allocated into minimising
duration of the Transition

FIRST PHASE OF THE TRANSITION

TARGET STATE OF THE
SUSTAINABLE SYSTEM

Figure 5 illustrates the first phase of the Transition, characterized by all available resources
being allocated into minimising the time until the Target State of the Sustainable System is
established, and by the Existing System ensuring the satisfaction of needs of the general
population to a sufficient degree, so that social stability is guaranteed and that the system has
the potential to be gradually established. At the point of establishing the Target State, the
whole population would join the Sustainable System. At this point in time, the needs of the
general population would be satisfied to a minimum degree necessary to maintain the stability
of society and all excess resources would be allocated into establishing the fully functional
Sustainable System in a minimum amount of time.
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The level of satisfaction of needs of the general population would tend to be limited to
the needs high on the hierarchy being satisfied at the point when the entire population would
join the Target State of the Sustainable System. Due to Institutions still rapidly changing from
this point until the Sustainable System would be fully established (roles in Institutions could
therefore not be designed to in all cases satisfy the needs of individuals, who would perform
them), and due to some concepts and values from the culture in the market-monetary system
still left internalized by the general population, it would be highly unlikely that the sufficient
number of individuals would voluntarily perform roles in Institutions. In order for individuals
to be motivated to perform their roles in Institutions, payment for performing roles in
Institutions would have to be provided in the form of access to products and services that
could satisfy their needs (except for physiological needs, having to be satisfied in every case
in order to prevent social instability).
From this point on, speeding up the time until fully establishing the Sustainable System
would have to be considered a priority for at this point it would be vital that the general
population would not perceive that no progress is being made. If such a perception would
occur, the general population could start to resist the Transition, as they might not tolerate
their needs being satisfied to a low degree for an extremely long period of time. In order not
to hinder support for the Transition, from this point on, the accumulation of products, the
establishment of Production Processes and Institutions, and the creation of culture, which
would through its concepts and values promote the behaviour desirable for the functioning
of the Sustainable System, would have to be sped up as much as possible, meaning that
resources would have to be allocated so as to conduct these activities to the highest possible
degree.
At this point it has to be mentioned that whenever a country would reach the Target
State of the Sustainable System or establish the Sustainable System in full, trade with outside
countries would have to cease to exist, except in cases when a strategic natural resource or
particular technology, having potential to greatly improve either the efficiency of steps needed
to establish the Sustainable System in full and/or to make the Sustainable System able to
function better once established, would have to be imported. In such case Production
Processes and Institutions would be established in order to produce a product or service that
could be traded (barter) for a particular natural resource or a particular technology from
another country.
The Sustainable System would also be a closed system, meaning that permanent
immigration of foreign individuals would not be enabled (except in some cases, when
professional profiles of certain individuals would be required) as the system would be
designed to support only a particular number of individuals.
Essentially, as the Transition would progress, less and less breaches of the Principle of
Sustainability would take place in society, which would at the point when the whole
population would join the Sustainable System (Target State) still be quite numerous.
In the period between the entire general population joining the Sustainable System and
the Sustainable System being fully established, the Institute would still function and represent
the primary source of information regarding the Transition and the Sustainable System.
Gradually, the state when the Strategic Government would replace the Institute would be
reached and at this point in time the Institute would cease to perform its function in this
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particular country or region (however, the Institute still existing, as other parts of the world
would still have not conducted the Transition).
Up to this point, the process of the Transition in one country or in one region has been
analysed. As the Institute would be a global organization and as the concept of the Sustainable
System would be communicated globally, furthermore, as the process of the Transition in
one country could be observable throughout the world, it would be likely that other countries
would start striving toward joining the Transition already being conducted in a particular
country (we will assume that only one country conducts the Transition) at some point in time.
However, possibilities to include another country into the process of the Transition and to
conduct the latter in a synchronized manner would depend on the phase of the Transition, a
certain country that would consider including another country into this process, would
already have reached.
If another country would join in the initial phases of the Transition, this would generally
not represent a significant problem, as a relatively small number of Production Processes and
Institutions would already have been established in the Parallel System of the country
conducting the Transition, and as the Parallel System in this country would largely be
dependent on support from the Existing System. If another country would join and if the
two Parallel Systems would merge, products and services required by the merged two Parallel
Systems could be sourced from the existing economies of both countries.
If another country was to join the Transition, the Dynamic Design in one country would
adjust to include another country. The already established Production Processes and
Institutions would also adjust to a new situation (products would be designed to be easily
recyclable and Institutions and Production Processes would be designed to be able to change,
meaning that the Dynamic Design could relatively quickly change in order to facilitate the
process of the Transition with another country as efficiently as possible).
As ultimately only one Parallel System would exist, economies in both countries would
have to merge into one economy and both economies and societies would have to be led by
a single government during the Transition. If one Parallel System would exist and if resources
would be acquired from the economy of one country or from the economy of another
country, trade (and therefore competition) between the two economies and between the two
countries could not exist, as competition would be in conflict with cooperation, which would
have to take place in the single Parallel System.
Such a process could take place if a high share of both general populations would
internalize the concept of the Sustainable System and the concept of the Transition, and
furthermore if no tensions between the two general populations would exist. Both general
populations would have to be willing to lose the sovereignty of their countries in order to
conduct the Transition in a synchronized manner.
The process of one country joining the Transition could be conducted easier in the early
phases of the Transition due to its end being far in the future and due to its process still being
relatively undetermined in the country, which would start conducting the Transition first (the
Dynamic Design would still rapidly change due to the changing possibilities of acquiring
resources from the Existing System, as the Parallel System in this country would largely be
dependent on products and services from the existing economy). Furthermore, the general
population would at this point not perceive that the Target State will be reached soon and
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changes of the process of the Transition (including changes in its duration) would at this
point in time be possible without causing the general population to oppose the Transition.
In the late phases of the Transition, however, another country joining the Transition and
the latter being conducted in a synchronized manner would not in all cases be possible
without causing dissatisfaction among the general population from the country where the
Transition would already have reached its late phases.
As the Target State of the Sustainable System would near its completion and as the
existing economy would increasingly become unstable (as will be analysed in later chapters,
in the final phases of the Transition, a breakdown of the market-monetary system would be
likely to occur and a temporary centrally planned economy might have to be established in
order to satisfy the needs of the population to the lowest degree still enabling social stability),
the population would tend to want to join the Sustainable System soon. If their needs would
be satisfied to a low degree due to an unstable existing economy, the population would tend
not to be willing to postpone the entering into this system for a significant amount of time.
Shortly before the Target State of the Sustainable System would be established, it would
be very difficult that another country would join the Transition, as products and services,
which could be supplied by the economy of this other country, would generally be
incompatible with the demands of the Parallel System in the country that would almost have
established the Target State. In these phases of the Transition natural resources, human input,
technologies and scientific research results would tend to represent a major share of resources
that could be sourced from the Existing System. The chances of another country joining
would be higher if these resources could be sourced from its economy and if they could
potentially have a significant impact on the speed of the Transition.
If another country would join, this would inevitably mean that the Dynamic Design in
the country, which would already be in the process of conducting the Transition, would have
to change to include establishing Production Processes, Institutions and tangible products in
the country joining the Transition. Furthermore, changing the due date of establishing the
Target State of the Sustainable System would also likely have to take place, as Production
Processes and Institutions in the first country (the country, having started the Transition first)
would have to strive toward producing tangible products and performing roles, the purpose
of which would be raising the level of development of the Production Framework, the web
of Institutions and the web of tangible products within the Parallel System in the other
country. As the Existing System in this other country could not support the Transition in the
first country with products and services (not being useful in the late phases of the Transition),
unless particular natural resources, human input, scientific research results or technologies
would prove so beneficial for the Transition in the first country that it would be able to
establish the Target State of the Sustainable System as planned or sooner, establishing the
Sustainable System in another country would probably have to be conducted independently.
If the Target State in the first country would already have been established, if its entire
population would already have joined the Parallel System, and if the Existing System in the
first country would already have ceased to exist, it would prove even more challenging for
the other country to join the Transition and highly unlikely for the latter to be successfully
conducted, as even less options to support the establishment of the Sustainable System in the
first country by the Existing System would exist. Furthermore, the functioning of the
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Sustainable System (necessary for the stability of society) would shortly after the whole
population would have joined the Sustainable System be very vulnerable to any disruptions.
As the Parallel System in the first country would in the first phase of the Transition
prioritize minimising the time until establishing the Target State of the Sustainable System,
this would mean that at the point of establishment of the latter, a vast majority of resources
would be allocated into ensuring the day-to-day functioning of the Target State of the
Sustainable System.
At this point, excess resources for supporting the Transition in the joining country would
tend not to be available, and furthermore if resources allocated into the day-to-day
functioning of the Target State of the Sustainable System would be allocated into another
country, the system could become unstable. As the Target State would be designed to satisfy
the needs of the population high on the hierarchy, not to a significantly higher degree (further
development of the Sustainable System to a point of it being fully established would be
considered a priority over the satisfaction of needs low on the hierarchy of the general
population), such disruptions of the system could lead to social instability. It would be
unlikely that the market-monetary economy in another country could by its support prevent
such instability of society, especially if the number of individuals in the population of the first
country would be high.
Resources required for supporting the Transition in the country striving toward joining
the Transition if the first country would therefore probably not be available and the risk of
social instability would be high if the system in the first country would be disrupted.
Furthermore, support of the Transition in the first country would tend not to be possible to
be to a high extent provided by the economy of the country striving toward joining, as
products and services produced in this country’s existing economy would tend not to be
useful for the system in the first country. Finally, the population of the first country would
from this point on expect quick progress of the Transition toward the fully established
Sustainable System. Due to the abovementioned, the logical next step would be for the first
country to allocate all available resources into completing its own Transition and therefore
establishing the Sustainable System completely, and from a point when the Sustainable
System would be established, allocate resources in excess of resources required for ensuring
the day-to-day functioning of the fully established Sustainable System (due to the efficiency
of Production Processes and Institutions in the fully established Sustainable System, a
significant amount of resources would tend to be available, while the day-to-day functioning
of the system would still be enabled) to the Transition in this other country.
Furthermore, one country completing the Transition and therefore being able to
demonstrate that the Sustainable System is possible to be established and to function as
predicted by the Institute, would tend to significantly increase global support for the
Transition, making it more probable that multiple countries would start conducting the
Transition in a synchronized manner, which would be the most efficient form of the
Transition due to the sharing of resources being possible. A country speeding up its
Transition as much as possible, even if this would mean slowing down the Transition in
another country, could, if this country would be the first to complete the Transition, speed
up the global Transition due to the likelihood of more countries joining it later in time.
It should be pointed out that if not providing particular resources to a country striving
toward joining the Transition would result in its inability to conduct the Transition at all,
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exceptions would have to be considered, as the successfully completed global Transition
would be the ultimate goal. Whenever a country striving toward joining the Transition would
have other alternatives, which if chosen, would only increase the duration of its Transition, it
would have to be logically evaluated whether potential disruptions to the Transition in the
first country (already conducting it) would outweigh benefits for that other country if
resources would be provided to it.
At a point when the highly efficient Sustainable System would have been established, a
high probability would exist that a significant amount of resources would be available, while
day-to-day functioning of the Sustainable System would be ensured. As has been mentioned
earlier in this book, excess resources could be allocated into scientific research, new
technological development and implementation of new technologies and other solutions to
problems regarding any aspect of the Sustainable System, however, in the case of the global
Transition not being completed yet, the chances of the long-term survival and prosperity of
mankind would be highest if the global Sustainable System would be established as soon as
possible. Allocating excess resources toward the Transition in another country in order to
speed up its Transition would therefore be preferred from allocating resources into scientific
research, technological development and implementation of new technologies and other
solutions to problems.
Whenever two countries would not conduct the Transition in a synchronized manner, it
would mean that Dynamic Designs would be separate for both countries, yet both fully
established Sustainable Systems would be highly similar and would include one General
Framework of Society once both would be established. However, as Production Processes,
products and Institutions would develop in two separate ways, they would tend not to be as
optimized and efficient as a single system. Through time, as means of production, used by
Production Processes, and tangible products would be recyclable, and as Institutions would
be changeable, both parts would be transformed into one systemically designed Sustainable
System, representing the closest approximation of an optimal design.
As the Institute would represent the primary source of information about the Transition
in each country, the Institute would perpetuate until the global Sustainable System and the
global General Framework of Society would be established, meaning until the global Strategic
Government, replacing the Institute and all leaderships of Parallel Systems in particular
countries, would be established. Once established it would have the function of determining
the closest approximations of optimal solutions to problems, deciding which changes would
need to be implemented in any aspect of the global Sustainable System and through the
Operative Government and Executive Teams implement these changes.
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4.4.5 Concepts and values internalized by the general population before and during the
Transition
As the general population would be the primary driver of the Transition, the chances of the
Transition starting and being successfully conducted would be heavily influenced by concepts
and values, internalized by the general population. These concepts and values would change
throughout the course of the Transition due to the process of the Transition being observed
and due to targeted communication being conducted by the Institute and by Institutions
within the Parallel System.
In this chapter, the concepts and values (ultimately shaping an individual’s perception),
which would most likely become internalized before the Transition and during its various
phases, shall be analysed.
At a point in time when the first transitional tendencies would take place, global culture
would be shaped by the market-monetary democratic system, but due to the poor functioning
of the economy and a low level of stability of society within this system a part of the
population would likely begin to question the current concepts and values and would likely
become open to considering concepts of alternative socio-economic systems.
On the other hand, as increasing inequality in accumulated assets would tend to take
place, needs of a certain part of the population would tend to be satisfied to an increasingly
high level (however, even if particular individuals would have needs satisfied to the highest
level possible to be satisfied by products and services, they would still accumulate assets
further). As this trend would continue, this part of the population would expect their needs
to be satisfied to an even higher level in the near future (along with expecting to be able to
accumulate assets further, while not necessarily having needs satisfied to an increasingly high
level). However, in situations, potentially leading to the Transition toward the Sustainable
System, some fundamental characteristics of the market-monetary system, which make it
unsustainable (such as depletion of natural resources, vulnerability of the economy and
society to such depletion, externalities not being prevented, and rising inequality, which can
potentially in the long run lead to social instability), would become apparent even to this share
of the population. In some cases this part of the population would perceive that the risk of
their needs and/or the needs of their children being satisfied to a lower degree in the long
run exists.
Inequality in accumulated assets tends to take place within the market-monetary system
and the tendency exists for the rate of the increase in inequality to exceed the rate of Real
Growth. This essentially means that the level of needs satisfaction of a share of the population
tends to decrease through time. As a particular part of the population would have needs
already satisfied to a low degree and as they would perceive the risk of a decreasing level of
satisfaction of their needs in the future, this part of the population would tend to perceive
that alternative means of needs satisfaction (alternative socio-economic system) would have
to be considered even in the short run.
The fact that possession of money represents means of needs satisfaction by itself shapes
concepts and values internalized by a vast majority of the general population, regardless of
the amount of accumulated assets an individual has and regardless of the trends shaping the
future amount of his accumulated assets. As money is scarce, the risk of it not being available
in the future tends to be perceived by a vast majority of members of the population and the
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perception that accumulating money is needed in order to attain the means of protection
against scarcity tends to be internalized by a vast majority of members of society.
As trade represents the system’s very foundation, the concept of trading something of
value for something of value instead of sharing it with other members of society is a concept
firmly internalized, as giving something of value without receiving anything in exchange is
not perceived as something beneficial for the satisfaction of an individual’s needs.
Even if the current level of needs satisfaction is high, due to the concept of necessity of
trading something of value for something of value and the concept of the constant risk of
scarcity being internalized, individuals would tend to prefer receiving something of value for
their contribution to anyone from contributing for free.
Trading something of value for something of value and not sharing with other
individuals is by itself a value, firmly internalized in the system that is based on trade.
However, as natural human behaviour evolved in societies where cooperation and sharing
between members of society took place and where such behaviour ultimately resulted in
particular needs being satisfied (such as some social or emotional needs), the absence of
cooperation and therefore the absence of the satisfaction of these needs, generally cause that
drives take place that motivate an individual to satisfy these needs. Being open to the concept
of a socio-economic system based on cooperation is a natural tendency of every individual.
However, due to firmly internalized concepts and values originating from the marketmonetary system, individuals could generally not immediately function in such a system as
their behaviour would still be influenced by these concepts and values.
In situations potentially leading to the Transition toward the Sustainable System a share
of the general population would tend to be open to consider a socio-economic system, which
would have potential to either enable the satisfaction of their needs to a higher level
immediately and/or have potential not to include the risk of the lack of needs satisfaction in
the future. As mentioned before, every member of the population would due to natural
behaviour to some degree be open to consider a system where cooperation instead of
competition would take place. However, to which degree an individual would be open to
such a concept would be determined by the degree to which concepts and values originating
from the culture in the market-monetary system would be internalized by this particular
individual and determined by whether or not this individual would be willing (or able) to
internalize other concepts and values.
Every transition is disruptive to the economy and society and to some degree causes the
lack of satisfaction of needs of the population during this period (e.g. a long period of low
economic performance or even war). Every process of the transition therefore tends to be
perceived as not desirable. The longer the duration of transition and the lower the level of
satisfaction of needs during this period, furthermore, the lower the difference between the
level of satisfaction of needs in a current system and this level in an alternative system, the
less inclined the general population tends to be toward transition.
At a point in time, when the Institute would not yet have been established, a situation
could occur where all transitional tendencies potentially leading to the Transition toward the
Sustainable System would take place. If so, none of the types of transition, previously analysed
in this book (none could solve problems leading to these particular transitional tendencies),
and none of the goals of these transitions, would tend to be perceived as more attractive
options that than the concept of the Sustainable System and the concept of the gradual
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Transition, characterized by two socio-economic systems functioning in parallel during the
Transition (if such concepts would be internalized). As the Institute would not yet have been
established, no rough design of the Sustainable System would yet have been created,
indicating with a sufficient level of certainty that the Sustainable System could be established
and that it could function. However, a share of the population would tend to consider a
theoretical outline of such a system and consider the fact that the possibility of it being
established and to function exists in theory.
At this point in time, the general population would be exposed to communication
conducted by individuals and groups of individuals striving toward the Institute being
established. These groups would be characterized by a lower perceived level of credibility
than the Institute would be characterized by after having successfully completed the first
phase of the research. However, this attractive concept could potentially be considered by all
groups within the population, including in some cases individuals with a high amount of
accumulated assets, whose needs satisfaction could be perceived not to be endangered during
the Transition, as they would generally be able to accumulate assets further even during this
period, and as they could expect to get the opportunity to satisfy their needs to an even higher
degree in the long run (after the Sustainable System would have been established) and/or
expect that their children would be able to have needs satisfied to an even higher degree in
the future.
The theoretical concept of the Sustainable System would unlikely be completely
understood by a large share of the population, yet its main characteristics, many of which
would be in line with natural human behaviour (e.g. cooperation between individuals, the
cohesiveness of society, maximised progress, absence of scarcity, minimised degradation of
the environment, needs being satisfied to a maximum degree and no force being imposed on
individuals in order to motivate them to contribute to society), would tend to be perceived as
attractive to all individuals if such a concept would be internalized.
Theoretical concepts can spread from individuals, who understand them completely, to
individuals, who do not yet do so, based on trust in a person, perceived as the opinion leader.
This mechanism would represent another possibility for the concept of the Sustainable
System to spread and therefore another possibility for a substantial share of the population
to support it.
However, a certain share of the population could possibly be sceptical toward the
concept of the Sustainable System due to the perceived similarities with other socio-economic
systems (such as with the dictatorial centrally planned system), if they would not completely
understand this concept. Furthermore, a particular share of the population could also perceive
such a system as impossible to be established or to function, thus perceiving the marketmonetary democratic system to represent the best possible socio-economic system and
perceiving other concepts as utopian. However, if communication would be properly
conducted by individuals or groups of individuals striving toward establishing the Institute,
the level of understanding of the concept would probably increase. The perception of the
Sustainable System as impossible to be established and to function would later be challenged
by findings of the research conducted by the Institute, the purpose of which would be to
either prove or disprove such assumptions.
Regardless of the level of internalization of the concept of the Sustainable System and
regardless of whether such a concept would be perceived as being viable or not, resistance
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toward the Institute would be unlikely to take place, as it would represent an independent
research organization, and furthermore, as concepts that it would strive toward proving or
disproving would not be aimed toward negatively influencing any individuals (in terms of the
satisfaction of their needs) in global society. However, due to the concept of the Sustainable
System being theoretical and due to individuals and groups of individuals, who would
communicate this concept tending to be perceived as not highly credible, it would be unlikely
that the level of public support of the concept of the Sustainable System, the concept of the
Transition and the concept of the Institute would be sufficient for the Institute to be possible
to be established based on the government being forced by the general population to support
its establishment.
As this chapter focuses on the concepts and values internalized by a wider general
population, we will at this point not focus on the concepts and values internalized by
individuals, who would strive toward establishing the Institute, by individuals, who would
support it with funding or with other contributions and by individuals, who would participate
in it, as this shall be done in the chapter about the Institute.
When the Institute would be established, a relatively low share of the general population
would probably be informed about the concepts of the Sustainable System and the Transition
and have these concepts internalized. At this point in time, the general population would still
be open to any other concepts of alternative systems and transitions toward them, which
could possibly differ from those of the Sustainable System and the Transition.
After the Institute would have been established, if research results would through time
indicate a higher and higher probability of the Sustainable System being possible to be
established and to function, furthermore, if the Institute itself, along with other individuals
and groups of individuals would through their communication inform the general population
about these research results, the level of internalization of this concept, along with the level
of public support toward the actual Transition, would tend to rise.
Moreover, the level of credibility of the Institute as a firmly established institution would
tend to be significantly higher than the level of credibility of individuals and groups of
individuals previously striving toward the Institute being established. After the Institute
would have been established and would have started representing the primary source of
information regarding the Sustainable System and the Transition the chances of the concept
of the Sustainable System and the concept of the Transition being internalized and supported
would rise significantly. Due to this higher level of credibility, these concepts would
overshadow other opinion-based concepts of alternative systems and transitions toward
them.
After the first phase of the research would have been completed and after research
results would have been extensively communicated to the general population, if concepts of
the Sustainable System and the Transition would with a sufficient level of certainty be
determined to be viable, the level of public support toward such a system would tend to rise
and the general population would probably begin to place public pressure on the government
to start supporting the Institute.
Generally, support of the Institute’s research would in the case of a large and developed
economy supporting it tend to have a low level of impact on the economy and would tend to
cause little or no side effects that could potentially result in a lower level of satisfaction of
needs of individuals within the population. If this would be the case, the general population
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would likely not be willing to sacrifice the satisfaction of their needs due to the Institute being
supported by the economy, despite having the chance of eventually residing in the Sustainable
System. In the case of support of the Institute having disruptive effects on the economy, the
concept of the Sustainable System would have to be perceived as far superior to the marketmonetary democratic system, so sacrificing short-term satisfaction of needs for long-term
benefits could be perceived as acceptable. In any case, the amount of resources required for
the Institute’s research would tend to be significantly lower than the amount of resources
required by the Parallel System later in time.
During the second phase of the research, a large number of people would participate in
the Institute, which would represent a large international institution, observable by the global
population. As the detailed design of the Sustainable System and steps required for
establishing it would be created, and as information about these designs would extensively be
communicated, the general population would tend to internalize concepts of the Sustainable
System and the Transition and increasingly perceive them as viable. As time would pass and
as this highly credible institution would constantly communicate concepts and values, global
culture would tend to change to include concepts of the Sustainable System and the
Transition and to include values promoting behaviour that would benefit the Transition.
However, as the market-monetary democratic system would still be the dominant system
globally, global culture would still tend to include concepts and values that originate from this
system. Furthermore, some individuals would internalize the concepts and values
communicated by the Institute to a significantly higher degree than others, resulting in a
certain part of the global population supporting the Transition to a higher degree than other
parts of the population.
After the second phase of the Institute’s research would have been completed, the
detailed design of the Sustainable System and that of steps, required for establishing it would
have been created, a large share of aspects of these designs would have been tested, proving
them to be viable solutions, and aspects, impossible to be tested (such as the functioning of
a City as a whole, only possible to be tested after this City would actually have been
established), would due to their building blocks having been tested, with a sufficient certainty
be determined as viable solutions. As the detailed design of steps required for establishing
the Sustainable System would have been created, and as the requirements for the Existing
System to support the Parallel System with resources would have been determined, the course
of the Transition would have largely been determined and true information about the process
of the Transition would be communicated to the general population.
At this point in time, the perception of a vast majority of the general population, along
with their ability to influence actions of the government or to replace the government would
determine whether the next step, which would be establishing the Parallel System and starting
to carry out the actual Transition, would actually take place.
The Sustainable System would represent far superior means of satisfaction of needs of
the general population than the market-monetary democratic system, even for individuals
with the highest amount of accumulated assets. However, the fully established Sustainable
System would probably be possible after a long period of time, perhaps even decades.
The main characteristics of the process of the Transition would be that it would take a
long time to be completed and that it would be aimed toward minimising disruptions to the
Existing System. Furthermore, through the flow of individuals from the Existing to the
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Parallel System the satisfaction of needs of individuals, not having particular needs (generally
those high on the hierarchy) satisfied in the Existing System, would be enabled.
However, draining resources from the existing economy in order to support the Parallel
System could not take place without some side effects. The side effect of the Existing System
supporting the Parallel System would tend to be increasing inequality in accumulated assets
due to in some cases newly issued money being required in order for the government to
acquire resources, which it would provide to the Parallel System. As this newly issued money
would have to be spent so as not to end up in the hands of a large number of individuals
(inflationary pressures could take place if newly issued money would end up in the hands of
a large number of individuals, spending it on products and services included in the Basket),
increasing inequality would tend to be a side effect of government spending, conducted with
newly issued money.
Generally, the satisfaction of needs in the short run tends to be a priority considered by
individuals. In order for the general population to support the long-term project of
establishing the Sustainable System, the expected level of satisfaction of their needs and needs
of their children (tending to be considered to a higher degree than their needs in the long
run) would have to be significantly higher in this system, and at the same time, the level of
satisfaction of their needs (and the needs of their children if they would be born before or
during the Transition) would have to be at least moderate (not extremely low) during the
Transition. Generally, the lack of satisfaction of physiological needs would not be acceptable
and also other needs high on the hierarchy would have to be satisfied.
As only information in line with reality would be communicated by the Institute, all
individuals in the general population would have access to true information regarding the
Sustainable System and the course of the Transition. Every individual would therefore be able
to estimate the difference in the level of needs satisfaction for himself and his children, along
with being able to estimate the level of needs satisfaction during the Transition.
Although some individuals would not internalize the concept of the Sustainable System
and the Transition at all, the tendency for a large share of the population to internalize these
concepts would exist. At this point it should be mentioned that the process of the Transition,
due to it being dependent on the functioning of the ever-changing market-monetary
economy, would not be entirely predictable. Every individual supporting the Transition
would actually do so by considering the risk that the process of the Transition might not
unfold entirely as planned. However, the process of the Transition would to some degree be
predictable and even if certain set-backs were to take place, this would not result in complete
failure of the Transition. A detailed plan of the Transition, created by the Institute would aim
toward minimising the risk of the process of the Transition deviating from the plan and
communication conducted by the Institute would aim toward the general population
perceiving this risk as being low.
The Transition’s plan would have to aim toward satisfying the needs of all individuals in
the population during the Transition to a sufficient degree, so that social stability would be
ensured and that the support for the Transition would perpetuate throughout its entire
course. This plan would have to be extensively communicated to the general population.
Expected increasing inequality in accumulated assets could potentially cause the fall in
the level of support for the Transition by a part of the population, who would expect to be
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negatively affected by it, most notably the part of the population with a low amount of
accumulated assets and low income at the beginning of the Transition.
If the rate of increase in inequality in accumulated assets was to significantly exceed the
rate of Real Growth (government spending, aimed toward providing support to the Parallel
System, conducted with newly issued money, would contribute to the increase in this
inequality), the level of needs satisfaction of a part of the population would decrease through
time. If such side effects of the Transition would not be mitigated (also guaranteed to be
mitigated before the Transition would begin), the level of public support for the Transition
could potentially be too low for the Transition to even take place. A detailed plan of mitigating
these side effects would have to be created by the Institute and extensively communicated.
Although it would be impossible to completely predict how these side effects would be
mitigated, effects of some measures could be predicted with an acceptable level of certainty.
If the rate of increase in inequality in accumulated assets would be above the rate of Real
Growth and if the living standard of a part of the population would fall, the first option to
satisfy needs of these individuals would be to transfer them to the Parallel System and to
satisfy their needs there without conducting monetary transfers, but instead by providing
them access to products and services (supplied to the Parallel System by the Existing System)
in exchange for their contributions to Institutions (some physiological needs would however
have to be satisfied without this contribution being necessary in order for social instability to
be avoided). Based on predictions regarding a share of the population, the needs of which
would not be satisfied in the Existing System and predictions regarding the share of the
population, which would be, based on their professional profiles, useful to the Parallel
System, along with predictions regarding the ability of the government of the Existing System
to supply products and services to the Parallel System, the plan of the flow of individuals
from one system to the other during the Transition and the plan of the support of these
individuals with products and services would be created. It would be possible to with a higher
level of certainty estimate that this plan would be a viable solution in the initial phases of the
Transition, when the functioning of the existing economy would be more predictable, than
in later phases, far in the future.
Such a plan would aim toward ensuring an acceptable level of needs satisfaction for the
part of the population that would be negatively impacted by the rate of increase in inequality
in accumulated assets above the rate of Real Growth. Furthermore, safety (a minimum level
of needs satisfaction) in the Existing System would have to be guaranteed at least to an extent
where physiological needs would be satisfied for all members of the population in order to
mitigate fears of their needs not being satisfied if they could not join the Parallel System.
However, the primary approach would still be to conduct the transfer of such individuals to
the Parallel System, as conducting direct transfers to individuals in the Existing System
without any contribution being necessary from their side would essentially represent an
unused resource for the Parallel System (the Dynamic Design could be to be to some degree
adjusted to the availability of additional human input, not included in the original plan).
However, it cannot be expected that all individuals negatively impacted by the rate of
inequality increase above the rate of Real Growth could join the Parallel System. If so, it
would be necessary to ensure safety in the Existing System, according to possibilities available
(not unlimited if newly issued money was to be transferred to large numbers of individuals in
a form of direct transfers in order to enable a minimum level of needs satisfaction).
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Furthermore, although this process would be largely unpredictable, a plan would have
to be created, which would include guidelines for maximising the level of the government’s
support of Real Growth, conducted largely through enabling spin-offs of technologies, which
would be developed for the use in the Parallel System. If the rate of Real Growth was to be
increased, increasing inequality would to a lower degree cause a decline in the living standard
of a certain part of the population. However, as spin-offs are highly unpredictable, only a
guarantee that the chances of such spin-offs occurring would be maximised could be
communicated to the general population in order for the level of public support for the
Transition to increase.
Creating and communicating a plan of mitigating side effects of increasing inequality
would be essential for a large share of the general population to support the Transition, as a
larger share of the general population would generally be in the group, whose living standard
would drop. As the majority of the population would have to strive toward the Transition in
order for it to commence and perpetuate (only public pressure conducted by the majority of
the population would be sufficient for the government actions to be influenced or for the
government to be changed), the majority of the population would have to be confident that
their needs would be satisfied at least to a moderate level during this period.
In interconnection with the Dynamic Design, this plan would have to estimate resources
required through time and estimate possibilities of acquiring such resources from the existing
economy. A rough estimate of the impact of acquiring these resources on economic
performance as well as on increasing inequality in accumulated assets if the purchases of these
resources would be financed by newly issued money. As all the aforementioned would be an
estimate, different scenarios, along with the most probable scenario, would have to be
presented to the general population, who would then be able to decide if the process of the
Transition would be acceptable or not.
The process of the Transition would be more unpredictable in later phases due to
occurring in the more distant future, but also due to a larger level of disruptions to the
economy, as the Parallel System would be less flexible regarding resources it would need to
source from the existing economy. In the final phases of the Transition the level of disruption
to the existing economy would be high and even the possibility of a break-down of the
economy would exist. In the case of the market-monetary economy becoming so unstable
that it would be no longer able to ensure social stability it would be possible to stabilize society
by establishing a temporary centrally planned economy (almost certainly having to be
established at a point in time near the Target State being established). A plan of this shift
from one type of economy to another, aimed toward preparing the government and its
institutions for such a scenario would have to be created and communicated, mitigating fears
of the general population regarding the possibility of an extremely low level of satisfaction of
their needs during the Transition.
However, support for the Transition by another group within the population has to be
considered. This group would consist of individuals with a high amount of accumulated
assets. In the case of the rate of increase in inequality above the rate of Real Growth during
the Transition these individuals would tend to accumulate assets further in the Existing
System.
Accumulated assets cannot enable the satisfaction of all needs. Furthermore, the
accumulation of assets from some point on probably does not enable satisfaction of any
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additional needs. If the threat of scarcity is no longer perceived by an individual (an individual
could possibly perceive that although the amount of his accumulated assets is extreme, still
further accumulation is required in order to protect himself from potential scarcity) no safety
needs can be additionally satisfied for an individual, accumulating assets further. The
satisfaction of needs, which could be satisfied by attaining a high social status can potentially
not be possible if an individual does not desire a higher social status than he has already
attained (this largely depends on an individual’s internalized concepts and values and to some
extent on his genetic predispositions).
The strength of drives motivating an individual to behave in a certain manner partially
depends on an individual’s learned behaviour and therefore on his internalized concepts and
values. Prioritization of the satisfaction of needs, which are possible to be satisfied by further
accumulation of assets, over the satisfaction of those, which are still not satisfied and cannot
be satisfied by means if accumulating assets further, is possible for some individuals. Yet, this
is not the case for all individuals, who have a high amount of accumulated assets. Some
individuals therefore experience strong drives, motivating them to accumulate assets further,
and some individuals not. Those individuals, who do not experience these strong drives,
could have concepts and values internalized, which would enable the perception that they
have accumulated enough assets that they already have needs, possible to be satisfied through
products and services, satisfied. Furthermore, these individuals could possibly also perceive
that they are sufficiently protected from scarcity and that they have attained a sufficiently high
social status (or they do not desire a high social status at all). If such individuals would be
aware that some of their needs are not being satisfied (such as social needs not being satisfied
due to the alienation from the rest of society, some needs not being satisfied due to particular
externalities not being prevented or some emotional needs not being satisfied due to the
system not being sustainable and therefore due to the possibility of their children’s needs
satisfaction being endangered in the future), they would tend to support the Transition
toward the Sustainable System.
The part of the population, characterized by a high amount of accumulated assets would
tend to be divided into two groups. One group would probably not support the Transition
at all, as their internalized concepts and values would cause their perception that further
accumulation of assets is beneficial (accumulation of assets for the entire durations of their
lives) and/or as they would not be aware of some of their other needs not being satisfied or
would not be motivated to satisfy these other needs. Another group, individuals from which
would have no desire to accumulate assets further and would strive toward the satisfaction
of other needs could possibly support the Transition and contribute to it.
This second group could therefore not only support the Transition by not resisting it,
but could possibly even support the Institute or the Parallel System with direct monetary or
non-monetary contributions, as the ultimate goal of the Institute’s research and the Transition
would be a system that would enable a maximum level of the satisfaction of needs for
everyone and ensure their children a higher quality of life than possible within the marketmonetary democratic system. By doing so, their social and emotional needs could possibly
also be satisfied, as they could become more connected with the rest of society (previously
relatively alienated due to a significantly higher amount of accumulated assets) and as they
could contribute to the well-being of society (therefore having emotional needs satisfied).
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Only a particular (probably small) share of individuals with a high amount of
accumulated assets can be expected to contribute to the Institute or the Parallel System.
However, due to the trend of increasing inequality, the amount of accumulated assets of such
individuals would tend to increase through time and therefore if a fixed number of individuals
would contribute, the total amount of these contributions could potentially rise.
If the characteristics of the process of the Transition would be successfully
communicated to all individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets, it would tend to
be understood that their assets and the satisfaction of their needs would during the process
of the Transition not be endangered. As support of the Institute and the Parallel System by
the Existing System would tend to contribute to the increase in inequality, these individuals
could accumulate assets further.
In the final stages of the first phase of the Transition, however, assets that these
individuals would own would be endangered, as the market-monetary system would
eventually cease to exist. They would however tend not to be concerned if the duration of
the Transition would be expected to be longer than the duration of the period of their
orientation (for example 30 years), which could be the case. In the extreme case that a large
number of individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets would not support the
Transition and that their lack of support would even endanger the start of the Transition (as
the Institute would not be sufficiently funded), the planned duration of the Transition could
be prolonged to last beyond the duration of the period of their orientation in order for the
level of support by this group of individuals to grow and the Transition to gain momentum.
Individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets or their children would be able to
retain ownership of their assets for a long time: from the point when the Transition would
start, until the market-monetary system would cease to exist. Up from the point when the
temporary centrally planned economy would be established, their needs or needs of their
children would tend to be satisfied to a lower degree than prior to this point (assuming that
ownership of their accumulated assets would persist until this centrally planned economy
would be established). When the Target State of the Sustainable System would be established,
needs of every member of the population would still be satisfied to a relatively low degree.
The level of needs satisfaction would however tend to increase, as the Sustainable System
would gradually be developed further. The duration of the period, characterized by a low
level of needs satisfaction would have to be minimised.
However, the Sustainable System would not have to be fully established in order for
needs of individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets prior to the market-monetary
system ceasing to exist or needs of their children to be satisfied to an even higher degree than
in the market-monetary system. The period of a low level of needs satisfaction could be
perceived as acceptable even by individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets, as their
needs or needs of their children would be satisfied to an acceptable degree during this period.
However, a significantly higher level of satisfaction of needs would possible only after this
period would end. If this period of low level of satisfaction of needs would not be extremely
long, the tendency would exist for individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets to
be willing to accept it and to support the Transition.
After actual steps toward establishing the Target State of the Sustainable System would
start to be conducted (the Parallel System having been established and starting to conduct the
Transition), the concept of the Sustainable System and the Transition toward it would no
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longer be purely theoretical, but the process of establishing the Sustainable System would be
observable in real world. As tangible objects (such as production facilities or some buildings,
representing parts of Cities) would be observable by the general population, the concept of
the Sustainable System would tend to be internalized to an even higher degree.
During the process of the Transition, no significant deviations from its original plan,
communicated before the Parallel System having been established, would have to occur in
order for public support not to fall and the Transition to be endangered.
In initial stages of the first phase of the Transition, the Target State of the Sustainable
System would still be far in the future and the exact time of it being established would remain
an approximation. At this point in time, individuals in the Existing System and in the Parallel
System (some individuals would join the Parallel System), would prioritize the short-term
satisfaction of their needs and would likely not be willing to sacrifice this short-term
satisfaction of needs for the sake of attaining the long-term goal of establishing the
Sustainable System. The Parallel System would tend to be perceived more as a system
providing an employment opportunity than a collective project aimed toward establishing the
Sustainable System. This perception would be in part a consequence of internalized concepts
and values, originating from the culture in the market-monetary system. Individuals providing
human input would therefore have to be compensated with access to products and services
(a necessary approach, as the concept of payment for work would be internalized by
individuals and as the Parallel System would be unable to motivate individuals to contribute
to its Institutions voluntarily).
As the market-monetary system would still represent the dominant economic system, its
fundamental characteristics (such as the concept of money) and communication conducted
by Economic Subjects would still shape global culture. The Institute and particular
Institutions within the Parallel System would through their communication influence this
culture, but would not be able to completely change it into a culture that would include
concepts and values in line with the characteristics of the Sustainable System, as long as the
market-monetary system would exist and as long as a significant share of the population
would remain a part of it.
In the initial stages of the first phase of the Transition individuals would tend to perceive
either the market-monetary system or the Parallel System as means of needs satisfaction. They
would be unable to perceive the establishment of the Sustainable System to come soon, nor
perceive that providing human input into the Parallel System represents a significant
contribution to establishing the Sustainable System. Provision of human input would instead
be perceived as means of acquiring resources, which would represent means of needs
satisfaction. During this time, the time until the Target State of the Sustainable System would
be established could change without causing major resistance from the general population.
If in these initial stages of the first phase of the Transition another country would join
the Transition this would tend to be perceived by the general population of the country that
had started the Transition first as desirable, for the common path would be chosen by the
general populations of both countries. As the exact point in time, when the Target State of
the Sustainable System would be established, would not be perceived as highly important in
these initial stages (as it would be far in the future), the time until the system would be
established could prolong slightly without this change causing major resistance from the
general population. However, if another country was to join the Transition, moving the
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establishment of the Target State further into the future would tend not to be the case, as the
sharing of resources by the two countries would likely increase the efficiency of the steps
needed to be conducted in order for the Target State to be established, which would likely
lower the amount of time required for it. In any case, the tendency would exist for the other
country joining the Transition not to be perceived as an act of exploitation, but rather as an
act of cooperation in attaining a common goal.
As the first phase of the Transition would enter its final stages (approaching the
establishment of the Target State), the existing economy would be highly disrupted or even
changed into a temporary centrally planned economy, characterized by a low level of needs
satisfaction. Furthermore, the perception of the general population would during this period
greatly differ from that during the initial stages.
From this point in time, the internalized concepts and values would with an increasing
pace shift from concepts and values originating from the market-monetary system toward
those more in line with the characteristics of the Sustainable System, especially after the
market-monetary system would already have ceased to exist and the temporary centrally
planned economy would have been established, resulting in all communication of concepts
and values from the market-monetary economy ceasing.
However, a few of the concepts and values from the market-monetary system would
likely remain internalized by a part of the population. Receiving payment for providing human
input would still likely be perceived as normal and desirable, which would result in the human
input still having to be paid for.
At this point in time, the Target State of the Sustainable System would be near and
perceived as being near. The general population would desire to shift from the Existing or
Parallel System to the Target State of the Sustainable System as quickly as possible, as their
needs would be satisfied to a low degree in these final stages of the first phase of the
Transition. A high level of their support for the Sustainable System and the sense that they
would be able to shift toward this system soon would be necessary for the general population
to be willing to tolerate this low level of needs satisfaction.
During this period, another country joining the Transition would tend to postpone the
establishment of the Target State, as modifications of Production Processes and Institutions,
which would already have been to a large extent established, and of products, which would
already have been to a large extent accumulated, would have to be conducted, and as another
country would likely be unable to support the Transition with products and services (as they
would not be compatible). If another country would also be unable to by other means support
the Transition in the country already conducting it (such as by natural resources, technologies
or individuals of particular professional profiles) and would therefore either enable a higher
level of needs satisfaction for the general population or shorten the time until establishing
the Target State, or at least not prolong this time, the general population of this country would
tend not to support the other country joining. The reason for this lack of support would be
the fact that their own needs would be satisfied to a lower degree for a longer period of time
and the fact that the establishment of the Target State, to which they were shifting, and which
they perceive as welcome change in their lives, would be postponed.
After the Target State of the Sustainable System would have been established and the
whole population would have shifted to it, life inside the new system would actually start and
internalized concepts and values would start to rapidly transform into the concepts and values
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in line with the characteristics of the Sustainable System. This rapid change would occur
largely due to Institutions communicating concepts and values in line with the new system.
From this point on, progress toward the Sustainable System being fully established would
constantly take place, the perception of individuals would constantly change, the needs of
individuals would be satisfied to a higher and higher degree even without an individual
contributing human input into Institutions, and more and more needs could be satisfied by
performing roles in Institutions, as more and more Institutions could be designed in a way to
satisfy the needs of individuals when they would perform roles in them. Payment for
contributing human input would therefore become less and less necessary. As the general
population would in the real world observe that the theoretical concept of role performance
in Institutions as means of needs satisfaction actually functions, they would start to perceive
it as normal. As the Sustainable System would enable the maximum level of freedom
(freedom by itself resulting in the satisfaction of needs), coupled with the maximum level of
satisfaction of all needs, the general population would desire this system to be fully established
as quickly as possible, with any delays being utterly unacceptable.
When all individuals would start living in the Target State of the Sustainable System, all
available resources would have to be dedicated to establishing the Sustainable System in full
as quickly as possible, as the general population would as soon as possible want to get a
chance of living in the socio-economic system, representing superior means of needs
satisfaction than any other previous system.
4.4.6 Support of the Institute and the Parallel System by an existing market-monetary
economy
4.4.6.1 An overview of possibilities of a market-monetary economy supporting the Institute
and the Parallel System
In this chapter the focus will be on the process of the Transition after the social consensus
would already have been reached, meaning that the government in the existing marketmonetary democratic system would have already given its support to either only the Institute
(during the second phase of the research) or also to the Parallel System. The Institute,
however, would perpetuate throughout the entire process of the (global) Transition, meaning
that support of the Institute would be necessary during all phases of the Transition.
Support of the Parallel System, conducted by the Existing System, would share the same
characteristics with the support of the Institute, which is the reason why both cases will be
included in the same chapter, yet certain differences will be mentioned.
In both cases, the social consensus would already have taken place and the government
of the Existing System would have performed actions enabling support of the Institute and
the Parallel System by providing either natural resources, or human input, or scientific
research results, or technologies, or products and services. In this chapter, the possibilities
for such support, conducted by a market-monetary economy, will be analysed.
When the process of the Transition would be characterized by only the Institute
conducting the research and by the Institute functioning within the market-monetary
democratic system, the most notable forms of support would be providing human input
(mainly individuals coordinating and conducting the research), scientific research results and
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technologies (necessary for creating the detailed design of the Sustainable System), and
products and services (e.g. buildings, research equipment or support services, such as
providing transport or energy). Natural resources, however, would not play an important role,
although they might possibly be needed for particular research (such as access to land being
necessary).
When the detailed design of the Sustainable System would have been created and when
the steps required in order to establish it would have been defined in detail, the Parallel System
would be possible to be established. It would consist of the leadership of the Parallel System,
of Production Processes, producing products and enabling their use, of Institutions,
performing roles, and of tangible products. The Institute, representing an independent
institution, not being part of either the Parallel or Existing System, would provide all
information required for conducting the mentioned steps.
As the Sustainable System with all its tangible products, Production Processes and
Institutions would gradually be established, a substantial amount of products (also means of
production used in Production Processes), services, natural resources, scientific research
results, technologies (some also developed during the process of the Transition in order to
speed it up or to enable a more optimal final design of the Sustainable System), and human
input, would have to be provided by Existing System.
Support of the Institute and the Parallel System would be conducted through the marketmonetary economy providing them with resources, taking into consideration that the level of
disruption to the existing economy would have to be minimised, while the level of support
for the Institute and the Parallel System would have to be maximised. Furthermore, it would
have to be taken into consideration that the level of disruption of the existing economy should
never reach the level where physiological needs would not be satisfied for the general
population and where social instability would occur.
Resources provided by the existing economy can be regarded as those essentially leaving
the economy. If products and services would be produced and provided to the Institute or
the Parallel System, they would essentially be consumed and would no longer exist in the
economy (they would no longer be traded). If natural resources would be provided to the
Parallel System, they could no longer be used as inputs into production processes within the
existing economy. If individuals would be provided to the Parallel System in order to provide
human input to its Institutions, they would cease to be able to provide human input (or be
able to provide less human input) into production processes in the existing economy.
Individuals, however, as they provide human input into production processes, and as they
also spend in the economy, furthermore, as they have to have their needs satisfied in order
for the risk of social instability to be minimised, represent a special scenario, which will be
analysed further later on.
Resources leaving the existing economy would essentially lower economic performance
in the long run, as the availability of inputs would be lower and as products and services
would no longer be traded in the economy, but would instead be consumed.
If natural resources and human input would leave the economy, they could no longer be
used as inputs. All natural resources or all individuals in the case of leaving the economy do
not have an equal impact on it, which shall be described and analysed in greater detail later
on.
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However, due to the characteristics of the market-monetary system, situations when
products and services leave the economy do not necessarily mean that short-term interests of
Economic Subjects are not satisfied, as production of products and services, regardless of
their use, stimulates production processes and provides benefits to their owners and
employees. However, as such products and services are being consumed, they can no longer
contribute to Real Growth. If newly issued money is used for enabling their production, an
increase in money supply is not consistent with the increase in the number and/or real value
of Traded Assets and services, meaning that the increase in money supply is excessive. A
detailed analysis will be conducted of the possibilities of production of products and services
without causing economic instability.
At this point the analogy between the mentioned production of products and services,
which would leave the economy by being transferred to the Parallel System or the Institute
(essentially being consumed), and the production of products and services in times of war,
essentially also leaving the economy and being consumed during war, should be mentioned.
The mechanics of support of the Parallel System or the Institute and the mechanics of
support of war by a market-monetary economy are similar and both processes can enable
short-term benefits for the economy. Furthermore, newly issued money being used for such
purchases can potentially not cause economic instability if remaining in the hands of a small
number of Economic Subjects, which spend it on a small number of Traded Assets and
services.
In both cases it is unlikely that the government as an Economic Subject purchasing
products and services is able to acquire sufficient funds from its revenues (most notably
taxes), resulting in newly issued money representing the primary source of funds (not
considering international borrowing, providing foreign currency and making imports of
products and services possible) for purchases of these products and services.
As these products and services are never traded in the economy but instead leave it, by
issuing new money, the gap between an increase in the number and/or real value of Traded
Assets and services in the economy and an increase in money supply inevitably takes place.
Side effects of financing purchases of products and services with newly issued money are
therefore inevitable if money is not taken out of circulation for a period of time (most notably
through the central bank or the government selling bonds, reducing money supply until
principals and interests have to be repaid to owners of these bonds by doing so) and if
economic growth (most notably Real Growth), high enough to offset the increase in money
supply, does not take place during this period.
As the analogy between government support of war and government support of the
Institute and the Parallel System has been mentioned, the main difference between both,
representing the potential of Real Growth occurring after this support has been provided,
also has to be mentioned. In the case of war, after winning a war, interests of Economic
Subjects can (and tend to) be satisfied, as production processes, which they own, are able to
acquire cheap or free inputs, most notably natural resources. If war is financed by newly
issued money, the latter can be taken out of circulation for a particular period of time until
Real and Extensive Growth, occurring due to new inputs being acquired, result in an increase
in the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services in the economy. When the
money returns into circulation, an increase in money supply could theoretically be largely
consistent with the increase with the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services
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in the economy, having taken place during the period when money had been temporarily
taken out of circulation.
In the case of government support of the Institute and the Parallel System no inputs are
acquired later in time by production processes within the economy, such as is the case if a
war is won. It therefore does not occur that Real and Extensive Growth take place primarily
due to the support of the Institute or the Parallel System. In such case, financing purchases
of products and services provided to the Institute and the Parallel System (these products and
services therefore leave the economy) with newly issued money inevitably causes side effects
due to the gap between the increase in money supply and the increase in the number and/or
real value of Traded Assets and services in the economy.
However, although new inputs would not be possible to be obtained based on support
for the Institute or the Parallel System, technologies, which would be newly developed in
order to be implemented in Production Processes, products and Institutions in the Parallel
System, or in order to be utilized by the Institute, could potentially, if implemented in the
existing economy, increase productivity of production processes and/or enable production
of new and/or improved products and services. Therefore, if the development of new
technologies, required by the Institute or the Parallel System would be financed by the
government of the Existing System, these same technologies could have spin-off effects in
the existing economy, resulting in Real Growth offering a possibility for newly issued money
to be taken out of circulation by the government or by the central bank by means of selling
bonds and be put into circulation after new technologies would have been implemented and
after economic growth would have taken place. In such case, an increase in money supply
would be offset by the increase in the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services
in the economy.
Although spin-off effects of newly developed technologies could result in a narrower
gap between the increase in money supply and that of the number and/or real value of Traded
Assets and services in the economy, it would be unlikely that an increase in money supply
could be completely offset by these spin-offs, as support of the Parallel System during the
Transition would have to be extensive and therefore an increase in money supply would have
to take place at a rate substantially above the sum of the rate of Real Growth and the moderate
inflation rate, inevitably causing side effects in the economy and society, depending on where
this newly issued money would ultimately end up.
Support for the Institute or the Parallel System would generally not be provided by
Economic Subjects based on profit motives, but by the government, which would cooperate
with the central bank when purchasing products and services or other assets (most notably
natural resources and technologies) from Economic Subjects and placing them into the
Institute or into the Parallel System. If such a process would be conducted in a manner that
newly issued money used for these purchases would end up in the hands of a small number
of Economic Subjects spending it on a small number of Traded Assets and services,
furthermore, if it would be conducted in a manner that the flow of this money from the hands
of this small number of Economic Subjects into the hands of a large number of individuals
would through time be offset by the flow of money from a large number of individuals to a
small number of Economic Subjects through other channels (e.g. individuals gradually
repaying loans to lenders), an increase in inequality in accumulated assets would occur instead
of a high inflation rate.
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As government spending could be conducted by aiming toward the abovementioned, if
conducted correctly, newly issued money, issued in order to support the Institute and the
Parallel System, would only cause the increase in inequality in accumulated assets and would
not cause a high inflation rate.
Increasing inequality in accumulated assets can potentially cause an increasing level of
social instability if the market-monetary economy is the only economy satisfying the needs of
the population. The gradual increase in inequality results in the living standard of one part of
the population falling through time. As direct transfers conducted by the government to
individuals within the population, whose needs would be satisfied to a lower and lower
degree, would not be possible to be conducted to a substantial extent without causing
inflationary pressures, furthermore, as the amounts of these direct transfers would have to
increase through time in order to offset the consequences of the gap between the rate of
increase in inequality in accumulated assets and the rate of economic growth (Real Growth),
the level of satisfaction of needs of these individuals would tend to drop through time.
However, the Institute and the Parallel System would offer an opportunity for this part
of the population to have their needs satisfied without inflationary pressures being caused, as
no money would be directly transferred to these individuals in order to provide them with
access to products and services.
Social instability, caused by increasing inequality in accumulated assets, could therefore
be mitigated by one part of the population leaving the Existing System (further analysis of
this process, which would need to be conducted without causing economic instability, shall
be carried out later) and having their needs satisfied in the Parallel System by products and
services, the access to which would be provided to them without the use of money. Initially,
such products would be purchased by the government of the Existing System and provided
as support to the Institute and/or the Parallel System. However, money spent by the
government on these products and services, could be spent by strategically considering the
destination of this money (staying in the hands of a small number of Economic Subjects,
spending it on a small number of Traded Assets and services). These products and services
could also be acquired by the government without the use of money by for example providing
particular benefits to Economic Subjects supplying them. In the late stages of the first phase
of the Transition, when some Production Processes and Institutions would already have been
established in the Parallel System, the possibility for the needs of these individuals to be
satisfied by Production Processes and Institutions in the Parallel System would exist.
If the process of transferring individuals from one system to another would be
conducted gradually and by considering that economic instability would be necessary not to
be caused, parts of the population with needs high on the hierarchy not satisfied could
essentially leave the market-monetary economy without the economic performance being to
a significant extent negatively impacted. If a particular number of individuals would leave the
economy, the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services in the economy per
capita would increase, as fewer members of the population would remain in the economy.
Individuals with the lowest purchasing power also have a small impact on the economy, as
they spend insignificant amounts of money and own a low amount of assets or own no assets.
They can therefore leave the economy without causing major instability to it.
The effects of increasing inequality in accumulated assets on the stability of society would
therefore be possible to be mitigated by enabling some individuals with needs satisfied to an
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increasingly lower degree to join the Institute and the Parallel System in order for them to
have their needs satisfied there. This essentially means that inequality in accumulated assets
could increase through time without causing the increase in the level of social instability. If
the requirements for human input in the Institute and the Parallel System would be sufficient
and if possibilities for the satisfaction of needs of individuals providing this human input
would exist (if the government would in the existing economy without causing high inflation
rate be able to purchase products and services enabling the satisfaction of their needs and/or
if Production Processes and Institutions in the Parallel System would be able to produce and
enable the use of such products and services), inequality in accumulated assets could rise at a
particular rate through time (the difference in the rate of increase in inequality and the rate of
Real Growth not exceeding the rate at which individuals would be leaving the Existing
System) without causing social instability.
The increase in inequality in accumulated assets would therefore offer an opportunity
for the Institute and the Parallel System to acquire the required human input. Furthermore,
as inequality in accumulated assets could rise through time without causing social instability,
this would offer an opportunity for the government to increase money supply at a rate above
the sum of the rate of Real Growth and the moderate inflation rate, and by doing so provide
support to the Institute and the Parallel System.
In order to minimise the level of disruption to the existing economy, the government
would constantly have to adapt its support for the Institute and the Parallel System to the
current economic situation. As its support would be conducted throughout economic cycles
and other periods with specific characteristics (such as periods of high unemployment due to
the automation of production processes and no establishments of new production processes
or expansions of existing ones offering opportunity for employment, making it possible to
allocate large numbers of people to the Parallel System without causing economic instability),
the level of support would have to vary through time, as possibilities of acquiring resources
from the economy would change. The level of support would therefore be characterized by
a certain level of unpredictability, requiring constant research of these possibilities (which
would be conducted by the Institute) and requiring constant changes in steps required for
establishing the Sustainable System.
Up to this point, a rough outline has been described of the process of support of the
Institute and the Parallel System during the Transition in a single country, characterized by a
single market-monetary economy and by a single democratically elected government, without
considering its international environment and without considering international trade and
lending. As the Transition in a country, Economic Subjects from the economy of which trade,
lend and borrow internationally, tends to be most complex in terms of factors influencing its
process, the focus will be on such a scenario.
If the economy of a country would depend on international imports, and/or if
international imports would benefit the Institute or the Parallel System, and/or if
international imports would be necessary for the Institute to successfully conduct the research
or for the Parallel System to successfully make steps toward establishing the Sustainable
System (e.g. imports of technologies or particular products), disruptions of international trade
and financing could hinder the Transition and/or cause economic instability and should
therefore be avoided.
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A prerequisite for conducting the Transition while not disrupting international trade and
financing would be not to cause the perception of foreign Economic Subjects (assuming that
international trade and financing would be conducted with foreign market-monetary
economies) that their interests will likely not be satisfied. Communication of concepts
(communication conducted primarily by the government and the Institute) to foreign
Economic Subjects regarding the future stability of the economy would therefore be crucial
in order for international trade and financing to perpetuate.
Foreign Economic Subjects each have particular orientation periods, however they
generally prioritize the satisfaction of short-term interests. If for example a foreign producer
supplies products, which require no investments into their increased production, the duration
of the period of its orientation is until receiving payment in foreign currency (excluding other
factors influencing his orientation period). If this foreign producer makes investments into
increased production of exported products and services, the period of its orientation is until
these investments would be amortized. Yet if a foreign lender lends a substantial amount of
foreign currency to the government, its orientation period would be until receiving principal
and interest back.
If we focus on the domestic government borrowing internationally, it can be noted that
borrowing of foreign currency by the government conducting the Transition could possibly
be conducted to an extent, above which the repayment of principles and interests would no
longer be possible and above which refinancing of loans by foreign lenders would be the only
option for international trade to perpetuate (the government receiving foreign currency
through borrowing from foreign lenders in order to import).
In the case of the government having accumulated substantial debts, the perception of
foreign lenders would have to exits that economic stability would be retained for a long period
of time, so they would be willing to refinance loans instead of the government defaulting on
its debts. The government default could potentially not be in the interest of foreign lenders
if seizing particular collateral or demanding particular actions to be performed by the
government would not be preferred to having loans repaid (cases of foreign lenders preferring
default could also take place, yet the focus will remain on cases where the repayment of debt
would be preferred).
As foreign producers would previously have invested into production capacities,
enabling exports into the country conducting the Transition, and as they would have to make
additional investments through time in order to enable such capacities to perpetuate, their
perception of future sales would determine their willingness to invest. If they would perceive
that the economy would become unstable, they would tend not to make such investments.
If Economic Subjects from a foreign economy would have to adjust their production
processes to imports from an economy conducting the Transition and if these foreign
Economic Subjects would perceive that such imports would not be possible to take place in
the future, they would tend not to conduct such imports and adjust their businesses to them
(such as closing down production processes producing products that could be imported at a
cheaper price from abroad, or investing into production processes, which would rely on
imports of inputs from such an economy).
Although many possibilities of international trade and financing would exist, the
prerequisite for international trade and financing to persist would be that foreign Economic
Subjects would perceive the economy conducting the Transition as sufficiently stable for a
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period of time equal or longer to the duration of their longest period of orientation, in order
for them to have their short, medium and long-term interests satisfied.
The perception of foreign Economic Subjects (as well as domestic Economic Subjects)
that their longest term interests would be satisfied would be more likely to take place during
the phase when only the Institute would be conducting the research and during the initial
stages of the first phase of the Transition, characterized by the initial steps toward establishing
the Sustainable System being made (when the Parallel System would already have been
established), as the economy would be expected to perform well for a long period of time
and as the market-monetary democratic system itself would be expected to perpetuate for a
long period of time. Furthermore, as Economic Subjects prioritize the satisfaction of their
short-term interests over the satisfaction of their long-term interests, a particular amount of
international trade and financing could perpetuate even in the final stages of the first phase
of the Transition, when instability of the market-monetary economy would be expected to
take place sooner than the furthest point in time particular Economic Subjects would be
oriented until (e.g. the market-monetary economy being expected to cease to exist in 10 years
and the duration of the longest term orientation of particular lenders being 15 years, yet they
would still be willing to provide short-term loans, as their short-term interests could be
satisfied by doing so).
In the event that the government of the country conducting the Transition would have
accumulated substantial foreign debts, foreign lenders would, for example, be willing to
refinance the total amount of principal for a period of 5 years if the market-monetary
economy would be expected to cease to exist in 30 years, as such a long period of time would
not be considered by these lenders (due to the primarily owners and management not
considering such a timeframe). However, as the end of the market-monetary system would
be approaching, foreign lenders would start considering repayments of their principals, as
they would not expect to be able to have debts repaid after the disappearance of the marketmonetary system. They would start demanding repayments of parts of principals and
interests, being willing to refinance smaller and smaller shares of principals. As their shortterm interests would still be satisfied in this manner, they would tend to be willing to conduct
business further.
It would generally be beneficial for the government of a country conducting the
Transition not to enable imports to a high degree by borrowing from foreign lenders, unless
foreign imports, possible to be conducted solely based on foreign borrowing, would be
completely invested in a manner resulting in Real Growth. If so, repayments of whole
principals and interests could be made possible. The government, however, should not
accumulate excessive foreign debts (debts, principals and interests of which could not be
repaid) if it would need imports to perpetuate, as the more the Transition would progress,
the larger shares of principals would foreign lenders demand to be repaid, which could
potentially lead to debt default, which could hinder international relations and could possibly
result in strategic imports becoming impossible. If such imports would be crucial for
establishing the Sustainable System or enabling the stability of the existing economy, such a
scenario could endanger the Transition.
However, it would be beneficial for a country conducting the Transition to enable
imports by acquiring foreign currency through exports. Imports of products and services
could in this case perpetuate even in the final stages of the first phase of the Transition, when
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the market-monetary system would be nearing its end, as foreign production processes
producing and selling products and services would likely be oriented until they would receive
payment, and only in some cases investments into high capacities would play a role in their
decisions whether to produce and sell or not. Foreign production processes would therefore
likely be willing to sell to the country conducting the Transition throughout almost the entire
period of the Transition.
International trade would therefore, if imports would be balanced with exports, due to
short-term orientation of Economic Subjects involved still be likely to perpetuate during the
final stages of the first phase of the Transition if no debt defaults would take place and if
international relations would not be broken.
4.4.6.2 Possibilities of supporting the Institute and the Parallel System with products and
services
Various products and services would be required for the functioning of the Institute, such as
buildings, research equipment or support services, enabling the Institute as an organization
to function and enabling research personnel within it to perform their tasks and to satisfy
their needs. As the Institute would not include production processes that would produce
products and services, which it would use (such as including a production facility producing
computers required for research), products and services required by the Institute would have
to be provided by the existing economy.
Various products and services would also be required by the Parallel System when
conducting steps toward establishing the Sustainable System. Products and services would
generally be required to the highest extent in the initial stages of the first phase of the
Transition.
The Parallel System would gradually establish Production Processes and Institutions.
Production Processes would gradually produce more tangible products and/or products of
higher quality and enable their use, and Institutions would gradually perform more roles
(could be regarded as providing more services) and/or perform roles of higher quality. In
initial stages of the Transition, Production Processes and Institutions would not yet have been
established and products and services acquired from the existing economy would have a
substantial impact on the speed of the Transition. An example would be a machine, planned
to be used as means of production in a production facility in the Parallel System, which would
be provided by the existing economy. As this machine would be produced efficiently in the
existing factory in the market-monetary economy, sourcing this machine from the existing
economy would radically speed up the establishment of this Production Process, compared
to the situation where the Parallel System would have to build such a machine. However, as
this Production Process would be established, it would by itself start producing products and
start to use inputs, which would not necessarily have to be in the form of products, but could
be raw natural resources (this Production Process would transform natural resources into
products using previously acquired means of production). Furthermore, if we focus on
tangible products, as Production Processes in the Parallel System would be designed
according to the exact specification and as they would produce tangible products designed
according to the exact specifications, the more the Transition would progress, the less useful
products from the existing economy would become.
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The more the Transition would progress, the less the Parallel System would depend on
products and services from the existing economy and the more it would produce its own
products and services by its own Production Processes and Institutions. In parallel, it would
to an increasing degree require only natural resources and human input to be sourced from
the existing economy and represent inputs into Production Processes.
As individuals would join the Institute and the Parallel System, their needs would have
to be satisfied by providing them access to products and services (such as access to
apartments, food, transport, etc.). These products and services would in initial phases to a
high extent be provided by the existing economy, as possibilities to produce these products
and services would not yet exist in the Parallel System. However, as the Transition would
progress these products and services would still tend to be to a large extent sourced from the
existing economy, as it would be, in order to minimise the time required for the Target State
to be established, more efficient for the Parallel System to place resources elsewhere instead
of placing them into the production of these products and services. As products directly
satisfying the needs of individuals would generally not have to be designed according to the
requirements of the Sustainable System (e.g. buildings housing these individuals would satisfy
their needs sufficiently if constructed according to standards from the market-monetary
economy, and food would be suitable if produced according to standards from the marketmonetary economy), they could always be sourced from the existing economy.
Options for supporting the Parallel System with products and services would constantly
be evaluated by the Institute, which would provide information to the government of the
Existing System and to the leadership of the Parallel System. According to options regarding
products and services, which could be obtained from the existing economy at a particular
point in time, the Dynamic Design could change, and such changes would be communicated
by the Institute to the leadership of the Parallel System. Which products and services could
be provided by the existing economy and whether these products and services would be
useful for the Parallel System would therefore be determined through joint collaboration
between the government of the Existing System, the leadership of Parallel System and the
Institute.
From this point on, the possibilities for the Existing System to support the Institute and
the Parallel System will be analysed. Instead of separating support of the Institute and the
Parallel System, the term “Parallel System” will be used when referring to both, as the same
logic would apply to both types of support.
The existing economy’s ability to support the Parallel System with products and services
would fluctuate through time. As economic conditions would change, a particular kind of
support would at one point in time be possible without disrupting the existing economy,
while at another point in time it could cause large disruptions.
Products and services would be acquired by the government of the Existing System and
provided to the Parallel System. The government would either conduct direct purchases from
Economic Subjects (using money) or acquire them from Economic Subjects by other means,
such as by providing them non-monetary benefits (e.g. granting permits, otherwise not
possible to be obtained), or it would produce them in its own production processes
(government owned production facilities).
If we focus on the possibilities of acquiring products and services from production
processes owned by Economic Subjects other than the government (which tends to be the
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case due to a larger part of the economy being owned by Economic Subjects other than the
government), the possibilities of acquiring them at the lowest price and by causing a minimum
level of disruption to the economy would be the most numerous during economic downturns.
During these periods, particular production processes would tend to have excess capacities.
If these excess capacities would be used to produce products and services required by the
Parallel System, the government could stimulate production by conducting purchases at
prices lower than during economic upturn, characterized by no or little excess capacities. As
a tendency would exist that newly issued money would be used by the government to conduct
its purchases, low prices would essentially mean adding a low amount of new money into
circulation. Even at prices covering variable costs and a small share of fixed costs only,
Economic Subjects owning production processes would tend to be interested to produce due
to filling excess capacities by doing so.
In economic downturns government purchases of products and services could stimulate
the economy and mitigate the severity of these downturns, therefore potentially having a
positive impact on short-term economic performance and possibly speeding up economic
recovery. During economic downturns, even if newly issued money would end up in the
hands of a large number of individuals, it would not immediately cause inflationary pressures
if it would be spent on products and services produced by production processes with excess
capacities (which would be a likely situation during downturn), as supply could increase
according to the increase in demand, resulting in no significant increases in prices of these
products and services. If the government would conduct its purchases in a manner that the
majority of newly issued money would ultimately end up in the hands of a small number of
Economic Subjects, which would spend it for a small number of Traded Assets and services,
and that a moderate amount of money would only for a period of time remain in the hands
of a large number of individuals, who would spend it relatively quickly on products and
services, the supply of which could be increased according to the increase in demand,
furthermore, if government purchases of products and services included in the Basket would
be largely conducted in a way that excess capacities would be utilized, no inflationary
pressures would take place despite all these purchases being conducted with newly issued
money.
Generally, if conducted properly (in a way that inflationary pressures would be avoided),
government purchases of products and services would during economic downturns result in
the economy being stimulated and in the severity of economic downturns being mitigated.
This stimulation of the economy would during the Transition be conducted by purchasing
from production processes, producing products and services, which would be useful to the
Parallel System.
Ultimately, as these products and services would leave the economy and as money supply
would increase, side effects of the increase in money supply at a higher rate than the rate of
the increase in the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services would eventually
occur. However, during economic downturns, the possibility would exist that no increase in
money supply, greater than that occurring during any downturn (the purpose of this increase
would be to stimulate the economy), would occur, as a large share of newly issued money
could be placed into purchases of products and services, useful to the Parallel System, instead
of being placed into purchases of other products and services or other Traded Assets in order
to stimulate the economy.
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At the same time, newly issued money could be placed into purchases of products and
services produced by production processes with little or no excess capacities that would be
owned by a small number of individuals, that would be highly automated (a low number of
employees receiving money), and that would have few suppliers with the same characteristics.
If so, newly issued money would end up in the hands of a small number of Economic
Subjects, therefore immediately causing an increase in inequality in accumulated assets instead
of either stimulating the economy or causing inflationary pressures. This option would
therefore be available during economic downturns, as well as during economic upturns, as
inflationary pressures would not take place.
Whenever demand would be stimulated by newly issued money being placed into
purchases of products and services included in the Basket, the supply of which could not
increase in accordance with the increase in demand, inflationary pressures could occur. If
particular products or services (e.g. computer equipment) would be included in this category,
the increase in their supply would have to be stimulated in order for price pressures not to
be caused by the additional demand. During economic downturn, characterized by excess
capacities, such pressures would tend not to take place, yet during economic upturn, price
pressures could occur in the case of capacities being utilized in full. In such cases, production
processes would have to be able to finance the increase in capacities. If loans would be
provided by the government or the central bank (through available channels) or if subsidies
would be granted for these increases in capacities, these products and services could be
obtained through spending newly issued money without causing inflationary pressures.
However, before providing subsidies or loans to a production process, it would have to be
evaluated whether this money would ultimately end up in the hands of a small number of
Economic Subjects or not. If, for example, this money would be used to buy means of
production supplied by a highly automated production process with a few owners and
suppliers (all the suppliers being characterized by the mentioned characteristics), it would be
possible to increase its capacity in this manner. By doing so an increase in inequality in
accumulated assets would be caused, while the increase in the inflation rate being avoided.
During economic upturn, characterized by rapidly rising asset prices, it would also be
possible that newly issued money, spent on products and services that would support the
Parallel System, would end up in the hands of a large number of individuals without being
spent on products and services included in the Basket. Whenever rising prices of particular
assets (e.g. shares or real estate) would provide an opportunity for realizing profits by
speculating in these markets, newly issued money would tend to be placed into these markets
by a large number of Economic Subjects (most notably individuals). However, speculations
in these markets are essentially a zero-sum game, and the chances of ultimately profiting from
such speculations are higher for Economic Subjects with more accumulated assets. As these
Economic Subjects would be few in numbers, at the end of economic upturn or after the
beginning of economic downturn the tendency would exist that this money would flow from
the hands of a large number of individuals into the hands of a small number of Economic
Subjects, resulting in an increase in inequality in accumulated assets. Newly issued money,
originally ending up in the hands of a large number of individuals, would therefore quickly
flow into these markets and ultimately end up in the hands of a small number of Economic
Subjects, potentially not causing inflationary pressures.
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At the beginning of economic upturn, the range of products and services that the
government would be able to purchase with newly issued money would tend to be narrower
than in the final stages of economic upturn, when money would tend to rapidly flow into
markets of assets with rising prices. In these final stages the opportunity would exist for the
government to purchase products and services, the purchases of which would result in newly
issued money initially flowing into hands of a large number of individuals.
If government spending would be done in a way so that money would be taken from a
large number of individuals (e.g. by means of collecting taxes or charging fees for the use of
particular public products or services) and spent in such a manner that it would end up in the
hands of a small number of Economic Subjects, pressures on prices of products and services
included in the Basket would be reduced, while the increase in inequality in accumulated
assets being increased. By doing so, the government could possibly make room for a
subsequent increase of money supply and spend newly issued money so that it would end up
in the hands of a large number of individuals, having no effect on the inflation rate, as it
would essentially replace money previously having been taken out of the hands of this large
number of individuals.
In economic upturn, characterized by abundance of credit available to production
processes, supply could generally increase (although some time may be required in order for
capacities to increase) if demand would increase, as production process could finance
investments into increases in capacities. This would represent an opportunity for the
government to purchase products and services included in the Basket, if it would not increase
demand quicker than production processes could increase their outputs. As has been analysed
above, various possibilities for obtaining products and services useful to the Parallel System
would exist and it would not be necessary for money to be received by the government solely
from its revenues, as newly issued money could be spent so that a high inflation rate would
be avoided, yet an increase in inequality in accumulated assets would occur.
Possibilities of obtaining products and services would vary from one point in time to
another, and a case by case approach would have to be utilized in order to avoid a high
inflation rate if newly issued money was to be used. As newly issued money would likely come
into circulation at a faster rate than the rate of the increase in the number and or/real value
of Traded Assets and services in the economy, side effects would tend to occur later in time,
which would have to be considered by the central bank and the government that would need
to adjust their monetary policy in the following time periods.
4.4.6.3 Possibilities of supporting the Institute and the Parallel System with human input
The Institute and the Parallel System would require contribution of time and effort by
members of society. As ultimately all individuals strive toward the satisfaction of their own
needs, their needs would have to be satisfied in order for them to be motivated to contribute
their time and effort. As the existing economy would satisfy needs of individuals (for some
to a higher degree than for others), particular individuals would have to perceive that by
contributing to the Parallel System their needs would be satisfied to a higher degree.
Furthermore, in order for the stability of society not to be endangered, all individuals in the
general population would, by either the market-monetary economy or the Parallel System,
have to have needs satisfied to a degree, sufficient for social stability to be ensured.
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The Institute and the Parallel System would require contributions from individuals, who
would be capable of performing particular tasks (such as research coordinators in the Institute
or members of particular Institutions in the Parallel System performing particular roles
required for establishing the Sustainable System) and be motivated to perform these tasks.
As particular individuals from the general population, who would represent a potential source
of human input for the Institute and the Parallel System, would have been educated and
trained in the market-monetary economy, and as their needs would be satisfied by this
economy (except perhaps in the final stages of the Transition, when Institutions would
educate and train individuals to a higher and higher degree, and when the Production
Framework and Institutions would enable the satisfaction of some of their needs), this
chapter will focus on how the Existing System could provide the Institute or the Parallel
System with individuals, who would be sufficiently educated and trained to perform particular
tasks, and how they could be motivated to contribute their time and effort to the Institute or
the Parallel System. As they would in this case no longer be able to contribute to the existing
economy (or would be able to contribute to a lower extent), the flow of individuals to the
Institute or the Parallel System could have an impact on the performance of the existing
economy and on the stability of society. Negative impact on the economy and stability of
society would have to be minimised. However, this flow of individuals from one system to
another could even be conducted in a manner that the performance of the existing economy
and the stability of society would be improved.
Individuals are in the market-monetary system throughout their lives educated and
trained by institutions (e.g. universities) or they acquire their skills through performing
particular tasks (such as being trained at the workplace). Educated and trained individuals
would represent a useful resource for the Institute and the Parallel System, which could be
utilized if the Existing System could at any point in time provide it.
A prerequisite for the Institute and the Parallel System to utilize individuals capable of
performing particular tasks would be that this part of the general population would strive
toward shifting (full-time or part-time) from contributing to the existing economy to
contributing to the Institute or the Parallel System. However, as the existing economy would
still have to function with a minimum level of disruption, and as the support of needs of
individuals contributing to the Institute and the Parallel System would in large part be
conducted by the Existing System (through products and services provided by the
government of the Existing System to the Parallel System), possibilities of using human input
provided by these individuals and supporting their needs would be limited. Furthermore, the
flow of individuals from the Existing System to the Institute or the Parallel System would
have to be controlled and allowed to take place gradually in order to minimise the level of
disruption to the existing economy. However, in cases when the existing economy would be
unable to satisfy the needs of these individuals to a degree necessary for the stability of society
to be ensured, the flow of these individuals to the Institute or the Parallel System, as well as
the satisfaction of their needs there, would actually be beneficial in maintaining social stability
and this flow would therefore have to be maximised in such cases.
Without getting into detail regarding psychological processes leading to an individual
being motivated to contribute to the Institute or the Parallel System, it can be generalized
that whether or not an individual would be motivated to do so would depend on whether an
individual would perceive role performance within the Institute or an Institution within the
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Parallel system as means of satisfaction of his needs or not. As this perception would be the
influenced by learned behaviour, it could be influenced by institutions communicating
concepts and values to these individuals.
If the existing economy would not enable the satisfaction of their needs high on the
hierarchy and if by shifting to the Parallel System (from this point on only the term “Parallel
System” will be used when referring to both, the Institute and the Parallel System) an
individual would expect to have these needs satisfied to a higher degree, he would be
motivated to shift primarily based on the expected higher level of satisfaction of needs high
on the hierarchy and would consider the satisfaction of needs low on the hierarchy as a
secondary priority. In the case of being unemployed and having no means of satisfying needs
high on the hierarchy, this fact alone would tend to motivate an individual to shift to the
Parallel System.
However, this motivation could be strengthened by the communication of concepts and
values (this communication would generally be conducted by the Institute), which could, if
internalized, create the perception of an individual also being able to satisfy his needs low on
the hierarchy if shifting to the Parallel System. If an individual would internalize concepts and
values, such as that by contributing to the Parallel System, an individual would contribute to
a long-term well-being of society, which his children or grandchildren would benefit from,
such a perception could further motivate an individual to contribute. Furthermore, if the
process of contributing would by itself satisfy some of his needs (such as needs for selfactualization), which this individual could not have satisfied in the existing economy, and if
an individual would perceive this contribution as means of satisfaction of these needs, he
would tend to be further motivated to shift to the Parallel System. The abovementioned,
however, would contribute to an individual being motivated to perform a role in the Parallel
System, yet it would be highly unlikely that any of the abovementioned motivating factors
would represent the primary motivating factor.
If we compare the characteristics of roles performed within the Institute with those,
performed in Institutions within the Parallel System, it can be estimated that these roles would
differ in needs, the satisfaction of which their performance would enable. It could be
estimated that by performing roles within the Institute, an individual could have some needs
low on the hierarchy (such as some social or emotional needs or needs for self-actualization)
satisfied. The potential for the satisfaction of these needs could possibly play an important
role in an individual’s motivation to contribute (as long as access to products and services,
satisfying his needs high on the hierarchy, would be provided). As the Institute would be a
fairly stable institution, its organizational structure and the characteristics of roles performed
in it could be designed to provide an individual with the possibility to perform a role that
would by itself satisfy some of his needs (e.g. roles connected to particular research, which
would when performed satisfy his needs for self-actualization). The Parallel System would,
however, highly unlikely be able to acquire all the required individuals based on them being
motivated to perform roles solely due to the potential for the satisfaction of needs low on the
hierarchy by doing so, as Institutions would due to the ever changing requirements for roles,
having to be performed by these Institutions, probably include roles, the characteristics of
which would not be appealing for anyone and which would therefore not offer possibility to
satisfy any of the aforementioned needs low on the hierarchy.
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In order for the satisfaction of these needs to play an important role in individuals being
motivated to perform roles, Institutions in the Parallel System, in which individuals would
perform their roles, would have to be designed similarly to Institutions in the fully established
Sustainable System, which would be unlikely to be possible, as the necessary steps, needed to
be conducted in order to establish the Sustainable System, would have to constantly adjust to
resources provided by the existing economy. In such an environment, it would be unpractical
to strive toward designing Institutions in the above described manner. Organizational
structures of these Institutions would therefore often have to change, essentially meaning that
these Institutions would to a higher degree resemble companies in a market-monetary
economy than resemble Institutions in the Sustainable System.
Which individuals would shift from the Existing to the Parallel System would largely be
determined based on the level of satisfaction of their needs in the Existing System. This
means that economic situations at particular points in time would play an important role in
this process of selection (such as a period of a high level of unemployment, where the fact
that an individual is unemployed would determine that he would be a potential candidate for
the shift to the Parallel System).
Due to the unpredictability of timing and characteristics of steps in establishing the
Sustainable System, due to the urgency of having particular profiles of individuals available
to be utilized in a particular moment, when a particular step would have to be conducted, and
due to the possibility that particular individuals would unexpectedly have to cease performing
particular roles and would have to be transferred to other roles, relying on completely
voluntary contribution from individuals would represent a high risk for the Parallel System,
as it could potentially not be able to conduct particular steps when required due to a shortage
of human input. Factors motivating individuals to contribute human input would have to
resemble factors in the market-monetary system until new possibilities (taking place to a
higher degree in the final stages of the second phase of the Transition, nearing the point of
fully establishing the Sustainable System) would arise.
The concept of money as means of needs satisfaction would during the Transition still
be internalized by a large share of the population due to the market-monetary system still
being the prevailing economic system. Due to this fact, the perception of the normality of
receiving payment for contributing time and effort would tend to take place, resulting in the
possibility of using such a motivating factor.
Providing payment in the form of access to products and services for the contribution
of time and effort to Institutions in the Parallel System could therefore be used. This would
resemble payment in the form of money, which would be perceived by individuals as normal.
As it would be perceived as normal to have needs high on the hierarchy satisfied only if
trading time and effort for means of satisfaction of these needs, it would be possible for the
Parallel System to provide access to products and services satisfying some needs high on the
hierarchy only in exchange for contributions to Institutions. However, the Parallel System
would have to enable the satisfaction of physiological needs regardless of whether an
individual would contribute to an Institution or not, as social stability would have to be
ensured.
Motivating individuals to perform particular roles by providing them with payment in
the form of coupons, directly exchangeable for access to products and services as means of
satisfaction of some needs high on the hierarchy, would therefore be possible. Such an
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approach would, however, differ greatly from forms of motivation in the Sustainable System.
Gradually throughout the Transition, concepts and values internalized by the majority of the
population would change, as would possibilities for the partially established Sustainable
System to without role performance being necessary enable the satisfaction of individuals’
needs to a degree that needs, only possible to be satisfied by performing roles in Institutions,
would remain unsatisfied. When the Sustainable System would stabilize (at a point, close to
the fully established Sustainable System), Institutions could be designed in a way that role
performance in them would by itself enable needs satisfaction. Furthermore, the less concepts
and values having formed the culture from the market-monetary system would remain
internalized and the more concepts and values forming the culture within the Sustainable
System would become internalized, the more inclined would individuals be toward
contributing voluntarily. The closer the fully established Sustainable System would be, the
more voluntary the contribution of individuals would become and the less of the
abovementioned forms of motivation would be required.
The availability of human input for the Parallel System would at any moment be
determined by a particular economic situation. The tendencies in the development of a
market-monetary economy through time, which would likely lead to particular situations
where the possibility of the flow of individuals from the Existing System to the Parallel
System would arise, shall now be described.
Increasing inequality in accumulated assets represents a tendency within the marketmonetary system and although it can be mitigated through government actions (such as by
raising taxes), it would still exist. If the rate of the increase in inequality in accumulated assets
would be significantly above the rate of Real Growth and if such a rate would perpetuate, a
particular share of the population would gradually have less and less access to products and
services as means of needs satisfaction.
This increase in inequality would negatively impact a large number of individuals,
characterized by a wide range of professional profiles. As low amount of already accumulated
assets translates into low chances of accumulating assets further regardless of one’s
professional profile, this means that a large number of individuals, characterized by a wide
range of professional profiles would tend to have needs satisfied to a lower and lower degree,
while particular individuals would accumulate assets further based on their high amount of
accumulated assets and not based on their professional profiles. Therefore, little or no cases
of all individuals, characterized by a particular professional profile, having needs satisfied to
a higher and higher degree, would occur, as professional profile is generally not correlated to
the chances of accumulating assets further (although exceptions would be possible in cases
of extremely scarce and highly paid professional profiles, which would likely be a temporary
situation, as supply of individuals, characterized by this particular professional profile, would
tend to increase in this case). This essentially means that individuals, having needs satisfied to
the lowest degree, could potentially be educated and trained in various professions and/or
skilled in various academic disciplines. Therefore, if they would be willing to shift from the
Existing System to the Parallel System, they would represent potential human input for
Institutions within the Parallel System.
Long-term increase in inequality in accumulated assets would represent a period of
increasing availability of individuals, who could potentially leave the Existing System and join
the Parallel System. However, as economic cycles are a characteristic of a market-monetary
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economy, downturns (tending to increase in intensity and duration) would represent periodic
increases in the availability of such individuals. As the unemployment level tends to increase
during economic downturns, as incomes of employees tend to fall, as incomes of owners of
production processes tend to fall, and as individuals negatively impacted by downturns are
potentially characterized by a wide range of professional profiles and/or skilled in a wide
range of academic disciplines, downturns would represent periods of increased availability of
individuals, potentially providing human input to various Institutions in the Parallel System.
However, as downturns take place periodically, this means that the support of the Parallel
System with human input by the Existing System would fluctuate through time.
Periods of high unemployment, caused by increased labour productivity of production
processes (resulting in less human input being required for the same amount of output), along
with no expansions of existing or establishments of new production processes taking place,
are characterized by large numbers of individuals, characterized by various professional
profiles and/or skilled in various academic disciplines, not being able to find employment.
Such type of unemployment tends to endure for a long time due to the requirement of either
technological breakthrough or a particular economic situation occurring for new production
processes to be established or existing ones to increase output. Furthermore, this type of
unemployment can potentially also endure for a long time due to the process of the decrease
in labour productivity (automation no longer being an attractive option due to low salaries)
potentially being long in duration, as complete amortization of means of production,
previously having replaced human input, is required before labour productivity is decreased.
Such periods would provide an opportunity for the Parallel System to acquire human input
for a relatively long period of time.
In the abovementioned situations, needs of individuals, characterized by a wide range of
professional profiles and/or skilled in a wide range of academic disciplines, would be satisfied
to a low level, possibly below the level of needs satisfaction that the Parallel System could
enable, resulting in the possibility of them shifting from the Existing to the Parallel System.
If education and training would be affordable and/or credit available to individuals,
willing to further educate and train themselves, the tendency would exist for (if perceived to
improve the chances of finding employment and/or increasing income) individuals with low
income and unemployed individuals to take on further education or training in order to
potentially improve their living standard by becoming more suitable candidates for particular
work places or by becoming owners of particular production processes. However, if a large
number of individuals would do so and if the economy would not enable higher incomes for
all (e.g. not enabling full employment), a higher level of education and training could not
result in higher incomes for all these individuals. If such a situation was to take place, the
capabilities of individuals available to be sourced by the Parallel System from the Existing
System, would be increased.
The increase in inequality is a tendency in a market-monetary economy, and inequality
would likely further be increased during the Transition, characterized by government
purchases being conducted by newly issued money and in a way that no inflationary pressures
take place, but rather the increase in inequality in accumulated assets. By doing so, the
government would essentially increase the availability of individuals who could leave the
Existing System without disrupting the economy. Individuals with low incomes or no
incomes and with little or no accumulated assets essentially represent a share of the
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population that only impacts the economy slightly. In the case of not receiving any incomes
and having no accumulated assets, such individuals essentially cease to be part of the
economy. However, as the risk of social instability rises with the number of individuals, whose
needs are not satisfied (possibly also those high on the hierarchy), transferring such
individuals from the Existing System to the Parallel System would be beneficial in maintaining
social stability.
If the Parallel System would enable the satisfaction of their needs to a higher level than
the existing economy could, the level of stability of society would be increased and individuals
would be willing to leave the Existing and join the Parallel System. However, as the
government would generally have to spend in the existing economy in order to support the
Parallel System by providing products and services, directly satisfying the needs of individuals
in the Parallel System, options for the satisfaction of their needs would not be unlimited and
large differences between the level of satisfaction of their needs between the Existing and the
Parallel System would be unlikely. However, with a constantly changing economic situation,
direct monetary transfers to such individuals (in order to prevent social instability) could not
be conducted constantly in the same amounts due to fluctuating impact of such transfers on
inflation. As products and services, the purpose of which would be to be transferred to the
Parallel System, could be purchased by the government at an appropriate point in time (e.g.
a large quantity purchased during downturn from production processes with unused
capacities) and as each purchase could be made so that money would end up in the hands of
a small number of Economic Subjects, the satisfaction of needs of individuals could in such
a manner be enabled at an unchanged level throughout time. Needs satisfaction of these
individuals would therefore be easier to be enabled by providing them with access to products
and services in the Parallel System than by providing them with direct monetary transfers in
the Existing System.
Furthermore, as the Transition would progress, some Production Processes, along with
some Institutions in the Parallel System, could in a highly efficient manner produce some
products and services, which could satisfy the needs of these individuals. Therefore, the level
of satisfaction of their needs in the Parallel System would tend to increase, increasing the
chances that the level of satisfaction of their needs would be higher than in the Existing
System.
However, it would also be possible that the government would support these individuals
by providing them with access to products and services without the use of money in the
Existing System. In this case, risk of inflationary pressures occurring would be lower than in
the case of providing them with direct monetary transfers. If the government would do so,
the factors influencing the extent of this support would have to be the amount of income
and amount of accumulated assets, essentially meaning that a particular share of the
population would be provided support solely based on income and accumulated assets.
However, if possible, these individuals would rather be transferred to the Parallel System, as
they would represent an unused resource for the Parallel System if they were to remain in the
Existing System.
At this point the difference should be mentioned between the process of the
government’s support of individuals by providing them with direct monetary transfers and
the process of the government’s support of individuals by providing them with access to
products and services without any money being transferred to them.
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If we focus on products, an individual can buy on the market, purchases of products
designed according to their producers’ marketing strategy are generally the only option and
furthermore he can buy them in small quantities. As products produced for the market are
generally designed based on short-term profitability of production processes producing them
as the primary factor considered, they are in a large number of cases not designed to be as
durable as technically possible and tend to require excessive maintenance. Individuals buying
these products would therefore generally have access to products, which would in the long
run often have to be replaced and maintained.
If the government would order the production of tangible products with long-term
efficiency as the primary goal (considering maximising the level of support for the Parallel
System throughout the entire period of the Transition and considering information provided
by the Institute), it would be able to order the production of products, different from those
produced for the market. Such products would in a large number of cases differ from
products designed for the market in their higher durability and easier maintenance, ultimately
resulting in these products satisfying needs of individuals for a longer period of time.
Furthermore, especially in the case of unused capacities during downturns, large quantities of
a particular type of product could be ordered by the government. In the long run, the
tendency would exist that the total price paid (including costs of maintenance) for a more
durable product, requiring less maintenance and being ordered in large quantity would be
lower than the sum of prices paid for the same type of product, which would be less durable,
would require more maintenance and would be ordered in low quantity.
To sum up what has been described above, the tendency would exist that the
government’s money would be spent on products and services, which would in the long run
satisfy the needs of individuals to a higher level than if the government was to transfer the
same amount of money to individuals, who would then purchase products on the market.
Due to high durability and ease of maintenance of these products, the government could,
instead of conducting replacement purchases and spending money for maintenance, order
production of other products and services satisfying the needs of individuals.
Besides the abovementioned lower use of government’s money, savings could be realized
if particular natural resources, utilization of which would be a prerequisite for a product to
satisfy needs, could be provided by the government. An example would be building housing
units on unused land, which the government would be able to designate without any cost or
with little cost (e.g. by transferring ownership to the government by decree). Especially in
times of inflated real estate prices, price the government would have to pay for these housing
units would be lower than price an individual would have to pay if purchasing home on the
market, as the only cost for the government would be that of construction.
Not to mention all the possibilities of realizing long-term savings in the case of the
government ordering production of products, it can be concluded that in many cases
providing access to products, originally purchased or acquired by the government (in some
cases even without any monetary cost for the government), would in the long run enable
higher level of satisfaction of individuals’ needs than would be possible if the same amount
of money would be transferred to them directly.
The abovementioned illustrates the difference between the government acquiring
products and services and the government providing direct transfers. However, providing
access to products and services could be conducted either in the Existing or in the Parallel
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System. Due to reasons mentioned earlier in this chapter, the satisfaction of needs through
providing individuals access to products and services without direct monetary transfers would
generally be conducted for individuals, who would join the Parallel System or contribute to
it part-time, as this would represent a form of motivation, resulting in individuals being
motivated to perform roles in Institutions in the Parallel System.
As tasks needed to be performed in the Parallel system would require individuals of
particular professional profiles and/or individuals skilled in particular academic disciplines, it
would be highly unlikely that all individuals from the group not having their needs satisfied
in the existing economy, would be required by the Parallel System. The number of individuals
representing a potential resource base for the Parallel System (those with low incomes and
low amount of accumulated assets) would therefore be (possibly significantly) higher than the
number of individuals actually leaving the Existing System and joining the Parallel System.
Due to the abovementioned and also due to the fact that the Parallel System would in
every case have to be able to acquire individuals fully capable of performing particular tasks,
it would be required that individuals would be able to join the Parallel System only if the latter
would invite them to join. Prior to being invited, individuals would have to be included in the
pool of potential candidates. Individuals would enter the pool based on the perception of
potential for a higher level of needs satisfaction in the Parallel System (a higher level of needs
satisfaction for a limited number of individuals, who could actually join the Parallel System
would be guaranteed by this system).
The difference between the level of needs satisfaction in the Existing System and in the
Parallel System would constantly take place due to the trend of a particular number of
individuals having needs satisfied to a lower and lower degree in the Existing System and also
due to a low level of safety that would be provided by the government. This level of safety
would be low due to possibilities of supporting individuals with low incomes and a low
amount of accumulated assets being far from unlimited. In order to motivate individuals to
leave the Existing System and join the Parallel System (or to contribute to it part-time), a
difference between the level of needs satisfaction between the two systems would have to
exist. In order to maintain this difference, support of individuals with low incomes and low
amount of accumulated assets would have to remain low, however, physiological needs would
still have to be satisfied. Although such an approach would essentially mean that the
government would allocate products and services that it could acquire in the existing
economy to the Parallel System, while deliberately retaining the support of the part of the
population with low incomes and low amount of accumulated assets at a low level (combining
the contribution to the increase in inequality in accumulating assets by conducting purchases
with newly issued money and providing low safety for individuals with the lowest level of
needs satisfaction), such an approach would be the only option of ensuring that the Parallel
System would be able to receive human input it would require for conducting steps toward
establishing the Sustainable System, while also being provided with a maximum amount of
other resources that it would require in order to minimise the time until fully establishing the
Sustainable System. A low level of needs satisfaction for a share of the population unable to
join the Parallel System at a particular point in time (needs highest on the hierarchy still being
satisfied in order to avoid social instability) would therefore represent a trade-off for ensuring
the Parallel System’s ability to receive human input when required and for ensuring that the
duration of the Transition toward the Sustainable System would be minimised.
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Some individuals shifting to the Parallel System would be indebted, so if making the shift
permanently, their debts would never be repaid to lenders. Indebted individuals with little or
no accumulated assets and with little or no income would represent those individuals
defaulting on their debts and who would still have to repay these debts in the future.
The removal of such individuals from the economy would require writing off their debts.
This process would have to be conducted by considering the impact of these actions on
lenders, which would be directly impacted if no debts were to be repaid. Furthermore, the
perception of other lenders and borrowers regarding future repayments of debts would also
have to be taken into consideration, as unwillingness of lenders to lend and excessive
willingness of borrowers to borrow could occur in the future if it were to be perceived by
both that debts would be again written off in the future. The perception of lenders that they
would be assisted in the case of debt defaults in future would have to be ensured by always
providing them with subsidies if debt defaults of their borrowers would occur. If so, they
would tend to be more willing to lend to borrowers, perceived as being highly risky to default
or highly risky to have debts written off. Borrowers expecting that their debts would be
written off in the future could however potentially be willing to borrow excessively. This will
be analysed further.
As individuals leaving the Existing System would already have defaulted on their debts,
their collaterals would already have been seized. However, by removing indebted individuals
from the economy and by writing off their debts, the chances of their remaining debts being
repaid in the future become zero, instead of a particular percentage of these individuals
possibly repaying their debts through time. As mentioned before, in order for lenders to be
willing to lend in the future, some compensation would probably have to be provided,
generally in the form of subsidies. If these subsidies would represent newly issued money, the
latter would ultimately have to end up in the hands of a small number of Economic Subjects.
Subsidies could possibly be provided to lenders under conditions, requiring that lenders can
lend this money further only to particular Economic Subjects and not to all potential
borrowers.
As not all borrowers would be able to leave the Existing System and join the Parallel
System, not all borrowers would have the possibility to have their debts written off, therefore
such form of writing off debts could be conducted without undermining the foundations of
the economic system, where money is originally issued as debt. However, as it would to a
high degree be predictable which groups of individuals would be removed from the Existing
System in the future (as the Dynamic Design would include list of professional profiles, which
would be required by the Parallel System through time, and as Institutions from the Parallel
System, along with the Institute would communicate in advance individuals of which
professional profiles would be able to join the Parallel System, so production processes would
be able to make investments into increased labour productivity, as will be analysed further),
borrowers from these groups would be regarded as highly risky to default by lenders, which
would therefore tend not to be willing to lend to them. Although this would to some degree
limit lending, the impact on the economy would depend on the numbers of individuals unable
to borrow.
If lenders would not be able to assess exactly which groups within the population would
eventually be able to join the Parallel System and have their debts written off, an increase in
interest rates could occur, as lenders would perceive lending in general as more risky than
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before. Higher interest rates (fluctuating during particular phases of economic cycles, yet at
all times higher than without the perceived higher risk of debts being written off) would
generally mitigate the intensity of economic upturns, the intensity of which partially influences
the intensity of subsequent economic downturns. As the intensity of economic cycles
contributes to the increase in inequality, ultimately resulting in higher availability of human
input for the Parallel System, higher interest rates during upturns could potentially cause
lower availability of human input for the Parallel System. However, interest rates would also
tend to be higher during downturns. In this case borrowing would be further restricted,
contributing to the intensity of downturns. Higher intensity of downturns contributes to the
increase in inequality, having a positive impact on the availability of human input for the
Parallel System. This case is an example of opposing forces, the sum of which would
ultimately through time determine the availability of human input for the Parallel System. In
the abovementioned case, in order to pursue higher availability of human input for the Parallel
System (based on increasing inequality in accumulated assets) the central bank would
obviously have to intervene by issuing new money during upturns (by providing loans at
lower interest rates), resulting in a higher rate of increase in money supply than in the case of
no fears of lenders. However, not mitigating the severity of downturns could lead to
economic collapse, which means that the central bank would also have to strive toward
lowering interest rates during downturns despite lowering the increase in inequality by doing
so. All in all, the central bank would have to strive toward lowering interest rates in all phases
of economic cycles, the result of which could be that the availability of human input for the
Parallel System would ultimately not be impacted by the mentioned fears of lenders.
As many factors influence the rate of increase in inequality (e.g. the government
conducting purchases in order to support the Transition, doing so with newly issued money),
it would be highly unlikely that only an upward pressure on interest rates due to fears of
lenders would cause the rate of increase in inequality to drop below that of Real Growth. If
this was the case, this would through time result in the scarcity of human input for the Parallel
System and the government and the central bank would have to actively strive toward
increasing the rate of inequality growth.
Lenders, however, would be more willing to lend even to individuals considered as highly
risky if it would be expected that in the case of their debts being written off subsidies would
be provided by the central bank or the government.
The fact that a number of individuals would not gradually repay debts in the future means
that the flow of money from a large number of individuals to a small number of Economic
Subjects would not take place. However, as these individuals would leave the economy
permanently (this requirement will be analysed further), they would cease to represent part of
the economy and therefore their spending could not cause inflationary pressures in the event
of excessive money supply, as could be the case if their debts would only be written off and
if they would be allowed to spend further (as they would gradually receive part of the newly
issued money, while not having to repay debts).
Whenever individuals owning little or no assets and having little or no income would be
removed from the Existing System, they would cease to represent supply of human input for
production processes in the existing economy (these individuals would generally not be
owners of production processes, but would instead largely be their employees). As the price
of human input is determined through supply and demand, lower supply at unchanged
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demand causes upward pressures on this price. However, up to a point when supply of
individuals, who would be able to perform particular roles, would become lower than demand
(shortage of particular professional profiles), upward pressures on salaries (price of human
input) would not take place to a significant extent.
As individuals of particular professional profiles would be required by the Parallel
System, the impact of removing such individuals from the Existing System on the existing
economy would have to be evaluated case by case. If individuals of particular professional
profile would be removed from the existing economy to an extent that a shortage of this
professional profile would occur, production processes would experience a rapid increase in
costs of human input, meaning that the economy would be disrupted.
Whenever this situation would be expected to occur, measures would have to be taken
to enable production processes to increase their labour productivity in order for such shortage
not to occur. As increased productivity could be achieved through the development and
implementation of technologies and through the accumulation of means of production, in
the case of technologies, which could, if implemented, enable the replacement of individuals
of particular professional profiles with means of production, not being available to producers,
either producers or other institutions (such as research institutes for example) would have to
be able to develop these technologies. As the development and implementation of new
technologies and the accumulation of means of production require funds for investments,
loans or subsidies would have to be provided to such producers by the government and the
central bank.
As providing such loans and subsidies would generally require newly issued money,
options for providing them would have to be evaluated case by case in order for money to
ultimately end up in the hands of a small number of Economic Subjects, which would spend
it on a small number of Traded Assets and services, so as to avoid a high inflation rate.
It is likely to expect that a large number of different professional profiles (when using
this term, skills in academic disciplines will also be referred to from this point on) could be
replaced by implemented technologies and accumulated means of production, as the range
of technological possibilities would be extensive. However, as process of increasing labour
productivity takes time, investments into the development and implementation of new
technologies and into the accumulation of means of production would have to be made
before individuals of particular professional profiles would actually be removed from the
existing economy. In order to do so, the process of removing individuals would have to be
conducted in a transparent manner and actions planned to be conducted would have to be
communicated to Economic Subjects in advance.
Individuals considered up to this point would generally leave the Existing System
permanently. As the Parallel System would conduct various activities, Institutions in this
system would require various professional profiles. Furthermore, as roles needed to be
conducted by individuals in Institutions would change through time (probably fairly rapidly),
it would be unlikely to expect that individuals of particular professional profiles would be
needed by the Parallel System indefinitely. However, as options for such individuals to return
back to the Existing System would be limited, the Parallel System would have to strive toward
using as many of such individuals as possible also after their particular professional profiles
would cease to be required. Institutions would have to adapt to the use of individuals of
particular professional profiles and new Institutions would have to be established that would
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educate and train individuals in order to ultimately acquire different profiles (their
professional profiles would be changed), which would be more useful for Institutions within
the Parallel System.
As individuals would leave the existing economy, they would cease to own assets, cease
to have liabilities (most notably debts) and would no longer be able to spend in the economy.
Furthermore, they would cease to be entitled to any support (such as welfare).
If theoretically all these individuals would return to the Existing System, this would have
the same effect as a rapid increase in the population without growth of the economy,
essentially meaning that the level of poverty would increase, as the economy would not be
able to employ all returning individuals. However, as these individuals would originally have
left the existing economy due to a particular economic situation at a particular point in time
(such as leaving the Existing System during lengthy and intense downturn or during a period
of high unemployment, resulting from automation of production processes and no other
options for employment being available), a different economic situation at a different point
in time (such as upturn or technological breakthrough enabling new production processes to
be established or existing ones expanded, employing large numbers of individuals) might later
on open new possibilities for some individuals to return. However, individuals who would be
able to return would likely be characterized by a particular professional profile, the need for
which would have risen in the existing economy during a particular period (they would be
able to quickly gain employment). It would be unlikely that all individuals, who had previously
left the Existing System, would be able to return.
If the Existing System would provide no means of satisfaction of needs to individuals,
who would return to it and if the Parallel System would enable the satisfaction of their needs,
individuals would probably not willingly return to the Existing System. Regulating the
difference in the level of needs satisfaction in the both systems would likely be sufficient to
manage this flow. However, the government of the Existing System would have to be able to
make the ultimate decision regarding which individuals could return back and which could
not in order to prevent any undesirable impact of this flow of individuals between the two
systems on the performance of the economy and on the stability of society. If individuals
would return to the Existing System, the state of their liabilities and accumulated assets, which
had taken place prior to them leaving the Existing System would have to be re-established in
order for their departure from this system and their subsequent return to have zero impact
on ownership of assets (including claims) in the economy. As some individuals would have
had their debts written off when leaving the Existing System, their debts would after returning
into the system have to be re-established (they would again owe money to lenders and in this
case lenders would have to return any subsidies provided to them due to writing off debts of
these individuals). Furthermore, the ownership of assets (if having been taken away from
them at the point of them leaving the Existing System) would have to be given back to them
upon returning into the Existing System.
Up to this point the possibilities for permanently removing individuals from the Existing
System have been analysed. This process would be relatively straightforward, characterized
by these individuals ceasing to be part of the Existing System and starting to have their needs
satisfied by the Parallel System in exchange for providing human input to this system.
However, limiting options for the Parallel System to being able to acquire human input
only from individuals who would have permanently left the Existing System would represent
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not enabling it to utilize all available resources. Providing the Parallel System with more
options of acquiring human input would likely have to be considered, as individuals of
particular professional profiles, required by the Parallel System, would likely not be willing to
leave the Existing System. Furthermore, if some individuals could contribute to the Parallel
System part-time, they could more easily start and cease to contribute, therefore representing
a source of flexible human input, as opposed to a relatively fixed human input in the case of
individuals permanently leaving the Existing System.
Individuals mentioned so far (those leaving the Existing System permanently) would to
the highest extent be motivated to do so, as some of their needs high on the hierarchy would
not be satisfied by the Existing System and would be perceived to be possible to be satisfied
by the Parallel System. As this form of motivation is similar to motivating individuals to
provide human input by providing them with payment in a form of money in exchange for
work, the Parallel System would be able to quickly and efficiently source individuals from the
pool of potential candidates in the Existing System. Although numbers of such individuals
would fluctuate through time due to varying economic conditions, if the rate of inequality
increase would continuously exceed the rate of Real Growth, it could be predicted with high
probability that the number of individuals, potentially providing human input (including
those, who would actually provide human input) into the Parallel System, would rise through
time.
However, individuals, who would provide human input to the Parallel System part-time,
could still provide human input into production processes in the existing economy (excluding
owners of production processes, as they essentially do not provide human input into
production processes in exchange for salary) and could therefore still receive salaries or other
benefits from employment and spend this income in the existing economy. They could
possibly still own assets and be indebted. The use of such human input by the Parallel System
would therefore not directly cause disruptions to the existing economy, as these individuals
would remain an integral part of it.
They would be unwilling or unable (due to the Parallel System being unable to accept
them permanently) to leave the Existing System and to permanently join the Parallel System.
The approach toward using such human input would have to be different than the approach
toward using human input provided by the first group of individuals, because these
individuals would remain an integral part of the existing economy and the satisfaction of any
of their needs, enabled by the Parallel System, would influence the existing economy.
Any products and services, access to which would be provided by the Parallel System to
these individuals, would have to remain separated from the Existing System, meaning that
ownership of these products and services could not be allowed, as they could possibly be
traded (exchanged for money) in the existing economy, causing disruptions to both, the
Parallel System and to the existing economy. Means of satisfaction of needs of individuals
providing part-time contribution to the Parallel System would therefore have to be separated.
However, as both groups of means of needs satisfaction (products and services) would satisfy
needs of the same individuals, both of these groups would have to be considered by the
Parallel System when determining which approach toward motivating a particular individual
should be used.
As some of their needs would have already been satisfied in the Existing System, a unified
approach toward motivating individuals to contribute to the Parallel System between
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individuals, who would permanently shift to the Parallel System, and individuals, who would
perform roles in the Parallel System part-time, would not be possible to be applied. Not
necessarily would the desire to satisfy needs high on the hierarchy represent a dominant factor
motivating these individuals to contribute to the Parallel System and in some cases even the
satisfaction of needs low on the hierarchy would represent the dominant factor motivating
them to contribute. A prerequisite for this would be that their needs high on the hierarchy
would already have been satisfied in the Existing System, leaving only some needs low on the
hierarchy possible to be satisfied in the Parallel System. Theoretically, only emotional needs,
satisfied by the perception that an individual is contributing to the Parallel System, or needs
satisfied by performing roles an individual would be talented and naturally motivated to
perform, or social needs satisfied by working in a social environment that an individual would
desire, could be sufficient to motivate an individual to contribute part-time to the Parallel
System. However, such cases would probably be uncommon.
Although the approach toward motivating such individuals to contribute would differ
from case to case, some generalizations could be made. Large differences in the level of needs
satisfaction between one individual and another individual, who would perform similar roles
could potentially demotivate an individual perceived as being rewarded unfairly, therefore
such differences should be avoided to the highest extent possible. It would however be
unlikely that such differences could be completely avoided, as particular professional profiles
would be necessary to be sourced at a particular point in time by the Parallel System and
therefore necessary motivating factors would have to be provided to individuals of these
particular professional profiles, even if this would mean rewarding such individuals
substantially above the average reward (by providing them with access to products and
services) in the Parallel System.
Before considering possibilities of motivating these individuals to contribute part-time
to the Parallel System, possibilities of enabling these individuals to have time and energy,
which could be used for this part-time contribution, have to be analysed.
A prerequisite for the resource base of individuals potentially providing human input
part-time to exist would be shortening the time that these individuals would spend on
providing human input in the existing economy and if possible (conducted for each
professional profile separately) also lowering the intensity of work during this time.
The time that individuals are by law allowed to spend at their workplace is determined
by social consensus. Once a certain amount of time per day is allowed, production processes
adjust to this allowed time. Furthermore, as production processes strive toward maximising
the intensity of work of these individuals, this intensity is agreed between an employee and
an employer.
Focusing on the time allowed to be spent at a workplace each day, this time is generally
regulated in the same way throughout the entire economy. If trade with other economies is
liberalized, production processes adjust to this time, while maintaining their competitiveness.
If this allowed time per day gradually increases (through a series of government decisions that
this allowed time is prolonged) to a point when an individual no longer has much free time
for performing other activities, the process cannot reverse without government intervention
and targeted actions. As production processes have to remain internationally competitive and
as shortening this time can result in a shortage of human input, if labour productivity is not
increased, international competitiveness of production processes can be endangered.
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Production processes would therefore generally resist this shortening of allowed time, as it
would decrease their profitability due to investments into increased labour productivity
having to be made. Production processes could also be unable to accept this shortening of
allowed time due to their inability to make such investments.
Shortening the time individuals would be allowed to work per average day could in some
cases result in human input becoming scarce (shortage of individuals of particular
professional profiles) and in production processes having to make investments into the
development and implementation of new technologies and into the accumulation of means
of production in order to increase labour productivity, which would result in a lower amount
of human input being required for the same amount of input.
A government supporting the Transition would therefore have to intervene by
shortening the time per day an individual is allowed to provide human input and if possible
limit the intensity of work during this time. The gradual shortening of the allowed work time
per day would make it possible for production processes to adjust to human input being
scarcer by gradually developing and implementing technologies and by accumulating means
of production that would replace human input. During this time it would have to be ensured
that production processes would have access to funds required to make investments into
increased labour productivity.
Possibilities for replacing human input with means of production would differ from
professional profile to professional profile. However, a wide range of possibilities to increase
labour productivity would exist (the number of newly developed and potential technologies
tends to constantly increase) and it can be expected that the work load could eventually be
reduced for a vast majority of professional profiles, while maintaining the same amount of
output.
Without conducting this process gradually and providing sufficient funding for
investments, loss of international competitiveness could cause large disruptions to the
economy, potentially causing social instability and endangering the Transition itself.
If additional loans or in some cases subsidies would be necessary to be provided by the
central bank or the government, and if newly issued money would have to be used, these
loans and subsidies would have to be provided by assessing the ultimate destination of this
money, meaning that it would have to be assessed whether money would ultimately end up
in the hands of a small number of Economic Subjects, spending it on a small number of
Traded Assets and services, in order to avoid inflationary pressures.
If the process of shortening the time per day that an individual is allowed to provide
human input and/or the process of lowering the allowed intensity of work during this time
would be conducted properly, meaning that no significant disruptions to the existing
economy would be caused, this would free up the time and energy that an individual would
be able to provide to Institutions in the Parallel System. However, due to investments into
increased labour productivity having to be made and due to newly issued money likely being
the source of funds for these investments, the side effect of doing so would be increased
inequality in accumulated assets in the economy.
Let us first focus on a theoretical example of an economy shortening the time of work
per day and/or reducing the intensity of work. This economy in a liberalized manner trades
with other economies, faces competition in all categories of products and services it trades
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and exports, and is small relative to other economies, resulting in foreign producers being
able to quickly increase their supply if demand from this smaller economy increases.
Shortening the allowed time of work per day and/or reducing the intensity of work
during this time, while increasing labour productivity tend to impact incomes (purchasing
power of these incomes) of employees providing human input. If such process is conducted
gradually, while never causing a shortage of individuals of a particular professional profile
(causing rapid increase in their salaries), production processes are able to produce the same
amount of output, while using less human input. In the case of financing investments with
borrowed money, they have to repay interests through time. However, n the case of financing
investments with their own accumulated money, opportunity costs incurred when doing so
would also have to be considered as costs that these production processes incur (they could
be calculated in a similar manner as interests on loans). In order for the same profitability to
be maintained by production processes, savings would have to be realized on salaries, which
is a manifestation of human input losing on its importance as an input, while the same amount
of output is being produced. Salaries theoretically need to be decreased to a point that would
allow savings on salaries to outweigh the amount of investments into increased labour
productivity (amount of interests and principals if investments have been financed with loans
or amount of investments with opportunity costs added if investments have been financed
with own accumulated money).
However, if subsidies would be the source of funds, producers would incur no costs
when making investments and their profitability would therefore remain the same, resulting
in no real basis to cut salaries. Nonetheless, as such subsidies would represent an increase in
money supply conducted in a manner that would through time result in an increase in the
level of inequality in accumulated assets, this would essentially indirectly decrease the
purchasing power of fixed incomes of employees, as they would be able to afford lower
number of Traded Assets and services and/or Traded Assets and services of lower quality.
It is to be expected that shortening the time and intensity of work would eventually cause
the level of satisfaction of needs of individuals providing human input in the Existing System
to drop. Although this would raise the risk of the level of social instability increasing, it would
provide an opportunity for the Parallel System to attract individuals contributing part-time
and to provide access to less products and services and/or products and services of lower
quality in motivating these individuals to do so.
It should now be pointed out that an economy that is trading internationally is being
analysed and that it will be assumed that other economies do not shorten the time of work
per day and/or the intensity of work, therefore that production processes in other economies
do not make investments into increased labour productivity. As foreign producers compete,
prices of internationally traded products and services remain the same.
If the economy is closed (not trading internationally) or if all the economies trading
between each other shorten the allowed work time per day and/or the allowed intensity of
work during this time simultaneously, this merely results in increased productivity of
production processes in all economies, however, characterized by replaced human input
being unavailable to be used elsewhere in the economy (as individuals provide human input
into the Parallel System). In this case no Real Growth takes place (as increased productivity
has to be coupled by simultaneous introductions and/or improvements of products and
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services using saved resources, which cannot be done in this case, as saved human input can
no longer be used).
Investments into the increase in labour productivity are essentially made for this purpose
instead of for other purposes. If (theoretically) the only source of funds for these investments
represent accumulated profits, this results in the impossibility of investments being made
elsewhere. This essentially means that these investments are made instead of those causing
Real Growth and instead of those causing credit-based Extensive Growth. Furthermore, in
the abovementioned case this money is being spent on investments into increased labour
productivity instead of being spent on particular assets (such as real estate or shares) and on
products and services. If investments into Real Growth are hindered, the central bank and
the government ultimately have to provide loans or have to subsidize these investments.
These loans and subsidies generally have to be provided by means of issuing new money.
Credit-based Extensive Growth and the rise in asset prices could however in many cases be
hindered without negative consequences for the economy, resulting only in a lower intensity
of upturns (this hindering of intensity of upturn is unlikely to take place to such a degree that
downturn would be caused).
If however investments into increased labour productivity would be made with newly
issued money (loans or subsidies provided to producers), as the number and/or real value of
Traded Assets and services in the economy would not increase based on these investments
(increased labour productivity would not be coupled with new or improved products and
services due to saved human input not being possible to be used elsewhere in the economy),
newly issued money would be issued in excess of economic growth, ultimately (if high
inflation rate would be avoided) resulting in the rise in inequality.
The source of funds that investments into increased labour productivity would be made
with would determine the impact of these investments on the economy. If all investments
would be made using profits as the only source of funds (therefore no money would be added
into circulation in excess of the increase in the number and/or real value of Traded Assets
and services in the economy), there would be no direct impact on the purchasing power of
salaries (assuming that they would remain fixed, which would likely not occur due to
opportunity costs of accumulated profits having to pay-off for producers). This would hold
true if in parallel no loans or subsidies would be provided to producers to make investments,
ultimately resulting into Real Growth. As mentioned before, if investments into increased
labour productivity would be made solely on the basis of profits, the tendency for salaries to
decrease would exist, as opportunity costs of funds allocated to investments into increased
labour productivity would have to be recouped by producers, and as the relative importance
of human input when producing a fixed amount of output would decrease.
In any case, either if downward pressure on the amount of salaries would take place or
if the purchasing power of fixed salaries would decrease, needs of employees would tend to
be satisfied to a lower level. A lower level of needs satisfaction of employees in the Existing
System, coupled with more available time and energy that these individuals would have, would
make attracting such individuals by the Parallel System easier. This would open a new
resource base of individuals, characterized by various professional profiles, who could
contribute part-time.
If the Parallel System at a particular point in time would require contribution from
individuals, characterized by particular professional profiles, who could be sourced only from
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the pool of individuals willing to consider part-time contribution only, motivating factors,
potentially motivating an individual to contribute, would have to be assessed for each
individual separately. After these factors would have been identified, possibilities regarding
characteristics of roles (characteristics of roles themselves as potential means of needs
satisfaction) and the impact of these characteristics on motivation would have to be assessed.
Furthermore, the impact of access to products and services, provided to such individuals, on
motivation to contribute would also have to be assessed. Finally, demotivation of particular
individuals to contribute, which could potentially occur in the event of some individuals being
provided access to particular products and services and other individuals not, although they
would all perform similar tasks, would have to be avoided if possible.
In order to minimise the differences between individuals permanently joining the Parallel
System and those participating part-time, the time and effort that each individual would
dedicate to work within the market-monetary economy, and the purchasing power of income
he would receive in exchange for this work would have to be assessed. The time and effort
that an individual could contribute to the Parallel System would then have to be assessed
based on the time and effort he would already be contributing within the existing economy.
However, access to products and services, which would be provided to this individual in the
Parallel System, would have to be determined based on what this individual would receive in
exchange for his contribution in the existing economy. If an individual, for example, would
receive a high salary for a moderate amount of time and effort dedicated to work, which he
would be conducting in the existing economy, he would probably not be motivated if he were
to receive significantly less in the Parallel System for contributing the same amount of time
and effort. In order to determine the suitable number and/or quality of products and services
that this individual would receive in the Parallel System, it would have to be assessed how
important a particular individual of a particular professional profile is to the Parallel System,
as well as assessed how demotivation of other individuals to contribute could be minimised
if differences between time and effort, different individuals would dedicate to role
performance, would be minimal, while differences in the number and/or quality of products,
access to which these individuals would be provided in the Parallel System being extreme. If
these differences would in a particular case have to be substantial in order for the Parallel
System to be able to attract individuals of a particular professional profile, other individuals
would have to internalize the concept of this approach being necessary due to the
impossibility of motivating individuals of the required professional profiles by any other
means than by providing them with access to substantially more products and services and/or
products and services of substantially higher quality than other individuals are provided access
to.
Mentioned differences would probably occur, as individuals of particular professional
profiles would be required by the Parallel System, yet some of these individuals would not be
willing to contribute without above average compensation. Furthermore, some individuals
contributing to the Parallel System part-time could potentially have needs already satisfied in
the Existing System to a higher degree than those permanently contributing to the Parallel
System and could potentially be unwilling to participate without being provided access to
certain products and services.
These differences could be common due to individuals, who would permanently leave
the Existing System and join the Parallel System, likely doing so due to an extremely low level
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of needs satisfaction in the Existing System and a higher level expected to be possible in the
Parallel System, however not necessarily significantly higher, but high enough for these
individuals to prefer the Parallel System. Individuals contributing part-time could however
have enough accumulated assets, sufficiently high incomes, along with low enough amount
of debt to have their needs satisfied to a very high degree in the Existing System. Furthermore,
they could potentially not be motivated to contribute based on the possibility of satisfying
particular needs low on the hierarchy, possible to be satisfied by role performance (e.g. social
or emotional needs), but could be willing to participate only if further compensated.
In order to minimise the chances of some individuals being demotivated to contribute
due to the mentioned differences, communication of concepts and values, potentially creating
the perception that such differences are necessary and that they are the only real option to
ensure that steps toward establishing the Sustainable System are conducted within an
acceptable timeframe, would have to be conducted, as the perception of being treated unfairly
would largely depend on their internalized concepts and values. The internalization of such
concepts and values would be possible, for they would be similar to those stemming from
the culture in the market-monetary system, which would still be internalized by the general
population during the Transition.
4.4.6.4 Possibilities of supporting the Institute and the Parallel System with natural
resources
Ultimately, natural resources would directly (raw natural resources) or indirectly (natural
resources already transformed by Production Processes) represent inputs into all Production
Processes.
During the Institute’s research (second phase), supporting the Institute with natural
resources would not be conducted to a significant extent, as tangible products would to the
utmost extent be used by the Institute. Importance of supporting the Parallel System by
providing it natural resources would tend to rise as the Transition would progress due to
Production Processes in the Parallel System being established to a greater extent and some of
them requiring natural resources in raw form as inputs. As mentioned before, in the early
stages of the Transition, tangible products would tend to represent a significantly higher share
of resources provided by the Existing System than natural resources would. Furthermore, the
importance of land as a natural resource would also increase when more tangible products
would have been produced and be possible to be used (such as Cities being established to a
greater extent), some of which would require land to be used.
In a market-monetary economy natural resources are generally owned by particular
Economic Subjects (including the government). Natural resources that would be extracted or
utilized by Economic Subjects would be valuable and their use by the Parallel System would
inevitably cause disruptions to the existing economy. For example, if the government would
take land on which a factory would be built and provide it to the Parallel System, this action
would be extremely disruptive, as this factory would have to be demolished. Natural resources
not extracted or utilized, but planned to be extracted or utilized in the future would be
valuable for Economic Subjects owning these resources. For example, iron ore owned by a
company, but not yet being extracted, represents valuable asset for this company, as it is
planned to be extracted in the near future, when a mine would be constructed. Natural
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resources with an unclear purpose and no potential buyers would represent insignificant value
for their owners. Land, unused and not planned to be utilized, would only represent value for
owner when sold, but as no-one would be interested in buying it, it would essentially be
valueless.
As the Production Framework in the Parallel System could change according to the
availability of resources from the existing economy, the Parallel System would have to strive
toward minimising the level of disruption to the existing economy by adapting the design of
the Production Framework to the use of natural resources, which would either be without
apparent value for owners, would currently not be extracted, or the full extraction of which
(to their complete depletion) would not be planned by production processes in the existing
economy until the predicted end of the Transition.
By implementing technologies and accumulating means of production in order to replace
particular natural resources of high value to their owners with other natural resources as
inputs, the Production Framework could adapt to the use of natural resources, the use of
which would be least disruptive to the existing economy. Targeted development of such
technologies by institutions in the Existing System or by Institutions in the Parallel System
would also have to be considered.
During the Transition, the criterion of the Principle of Sustainability, which prohibits
the extraction of natural resources at a rate higher than that of their regeneration, would likely
be breached due to in some cases natural resources being used simultaneously by Economic
Subjects in the existing economy (which would not be applying this principle) and by
Production Processes in the Parallel System, resulting in high rate of their extraction.
Possibilities for the government to acquire natural resources would be similar to
possibilities of acquiring products: by using money to acquire them or by providing nonmonetary benefits to their owners. In the case of natural resources with no apparent value,
the possibility to acquire them by decree (by declaring that their ownership is transferred to
the government), providing some (low amount of) compensation or no compensation to
owners would exist without significantly disrupting the economy. For example, providing
land, unused and not being planned to be used, to the Parallel System by passing a decree
declaring that it is owned by the government instead of being owned by the previous owner
would exist, possibly resulting in resistance from the owner, but not causing disruptions to
the economy.
Natural resources, which would at a point in time when required by the Parallel System
be extracted or used by Economic Subjects (such as iron ore extracted by an iron ore mine),
while being characterized by sufficient reserves left or being able to regenerate through time,
could be provided to the Parallel System by allowing their extraction and use in parallel with
Economic Subjects already extracting them. By allowing such extraction or use, only the rate
of extraction would increase, with short-term interests still being satisfied for Economic
Subjects extracting and using them. Again, a decree could be passed to allow such activities,
which would be possible in the case of reserves being sufficiently high to last until the end of
the Transition or in the case of monetary or non-monetary benefits being provided to the
owner of this natural resource if reserves would not be expected to last until the end of the
Transition.
Natural resources, which would not be possible to be provided to the Parallel System
without disrupting the existing economy and which would not be possible to be replaced by
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other natural resources through implementing different technologies in the Production
Framework, but would represent an important ingredient in establishing the Sustainable
System, would have to be provided despite causing disruptions to the existing economy. If
this would be the case, measures would have to be taken to ensure social stability. Measures
that could be taken in the event of extreme disruptions to the economy and instability of
society will be analysed further.
4.4.6.5 Possibilities of supporting the Institute and the Parallel System with scientific
research results and technologies
Both, the Institute and the Parallel System would require access to scientific research results
and technologies and in some cases new scientific research would have to be conducted and
new technologies would have to be developed.
Scientific research and technological development are being conducted globally and
some research results and technologies are accessible, yet some are protected by their owners.
Not utilizing research results and technologies that would enable the most optimal design of
the Sustainable System and most efficient path of the Transition (the lowest possible duration
of the Transition enabled) would represent unused potential. It would be of crucial
importance that the Institute and the Parallel System would have access to as many research
results and technologies from as many countries in the world as possible. Furthermore, the
use of these research results and technologies would have to be made available to the Institute
and the Parallel System.
Scientific research and the development of new technologies are conducted by various
institutions and Economic Subjects in the global market-monetary economy, most notably
by universities, institutes and companies. Depending on the interests of Economic Subjects
funding research and development and on the use of scientific research results and
technologies, access to them can either be enabled to anyone or only to select Economic
Subjects (such as in the case of patented technologies for example).
Generally, results of basic scientific research, aimed at determining the closest
approximation of the truth regarding the human species and our environment, tend to be
publicly accessible. Results of applied scientific research, including technologies, tend not to
be publicly accessible, or if accessible, their use tends to be prohibited for everyone except
particular Economic Subjects, as the research and development has generally been funded by
Economic Subjects, ultimately having aimed to realize profits by doing so.
Research results and technologies, the access to which or the use of which would be
prohibited, would have to be provided to the Institute and the Parallel System by the
government supporting the Transition.
The first step would be to enable the use of these research results and technologies by
passing laws that non-commercial use (both would use research results and technologies for
non-commercial purposes) is allowed in the country conducting the Transition and by
establishing strong institutions, which would prohibit their use for any commercial purposes
(Economic Subjects from the existing economy would have to be prevented from acquiring
research results and technologies from the Institute and the Parallel System and using them
for commercial means).
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The governments, Economic Subjects and institutions conducting scientific research and
developing technologies would have to be guaranteed that access to the research results and
technologies would be provided only to the Institute and the Parallel System and that these
research results and technologies would be used for non-commercial purposes only. If so,
the government could either acquire research results and technologies without having to
provide counter benefits or could acquire them through providing monetary or nonmonetary benefits. If it could be guaranteed that no commercial use of research results and
technologies would take place, a price would be paid for them that would probably be
significantly lower than the prices, which would have to be paid without such guarantee, as
no risk of losing competitive advantage enabled by these research results and technologies
would exist for governments, Economic Subjects or institutions owning them.
However, in the country conducting the Transition the government could through
passing laws require that all research results and technologies in this country would have to
be provided to the Institute and the Parallel System for non-commercial use. By doing so, no
disruptions to the economy would likely take place.
However, communication and cooperation with governments, Economic Subjects and
institutions conducting scientific research and developing technologies could be conducted
also by the Institute and Institutions within the Parallel System. Therefore, some research
results and technologies could be acquired by the Institute or the Parallel System directly from
governments, Economic Subjects or institutions supporting the Transition.
Additional scientific research and the development of new technologies could be
conducted by established institutions in the existing economy (universities, institutes,
companies, etc.), by established institutions in foreign countries and also by newly established
Institutions in the Parallel System.
However, as research and development institutions in the Existing System would already
have been established and as they would have particular capacities possible to be utilized to
conduct research and development, it would tend to be more efficient to conduct research
and development in these institutions and instead allocate resources in the Parallel System
into conducting other steps, so the duration of the Transition would be decreased. The
Institute, however, would also tend to require additional research and development to be
conducted by already established institutions in the Existing System, as it might not have
sufficient capacities to conduct all the necessary scientific research and technological
development by itself.
Both, the Institute and the government supporting the Transition could by conducting
targeted communication influence particular domestic or foreign institutions, so they would
conduct research and development without demanding counter benefits. Institutions with
sufficient capacities to conduct particular research and development (such as universities, able
to conduct particular research by PhD students) and being able to do so without incurring
significant costs could potentially provide new research results and technologies to the
Institute and the Parallel System.
Scientific research results and technologies could however be acquired as any other
product or service by the government, by the latter providing monetary or non-monetary
benefits to Economic Subjects or institutions in exchange for conducting scientific research
and technological development.
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Technologies developed in the home country with the prime purpose of being provided
to the Institute or the Parallel System, the development of which would have been financed
by the government supporting the Transition, could however be used for commercial
purposes. Such technologies could be provided to domestic Economic Subjects, which could
potentially implement them in a way resulting in Real Growth (better economic performance
could improve social stability and could enable a higher level of support of the Institute and
the Parallel System). These technologies would most notably be those investments into the
development of which would otherwise exceed the maximum amount that Economic
Subjects would be willing to invest. However, as they would be developed through
government financing, they could be implemented into products, services and production
processes in the domestic economy.
Such technologies could also be implemented in government owned production
processes and products and services produced by them could be traded internationally in
order to acquire resources for the Institute or the Parallel System. These technologies,
however, could themselves be traded (technologies with the potential to produce value are
considered an asset that can be traded) internationally for resources required by the Institute
or the Parallel System.
4.4.7 The most probable course of the Transition from the market-monetary democratic
system to the Sustainable System
As mentioned before, the medium-term goal of the Transition would be establishing the
Target State of the Sustainable System so that the entire general population could at a
particular point in time shift from the Existing System to the Target State. In the meanwhile
the satisfaction of needs of the population would be ensured by the Existing System, which
would open the possibility for the Parallel System to allocate the majority of available
resources in a way that the time until the Sustainable System would be established to an extent
that would enable the entire general population to leave the Existing System and join the
Sustainable System would be minimised. At this point in time, the Sustainable System would
not be established in full, yet rather to an extent that the needs of the general population
would be satisfied to a higher or equal level than in the Existing System (the level of needs
satisfaction at the point in time, when this shift would take place). A significantly lower level
of needs satisfaction in the Target State of the Sustainable System would tend to cause the
general population to resist the shift toward this system. Such a situation would therefore
have to be avoided.
However, as the Target State of the Sustainable System would be designed at a point in
time before it would actually be established and as the level of needs satisfaction in the
Existing System could at the point in time, when the Target State would be developed, be
only roughly estimated, mistakes could occur. When the Target State would be established,
the level of needs satisfaction could actually be lower in the Sustainable System than in the
Existing System. In such a situation (as will be explained later, this situation would be highly
unlikely to occur) a gradual shutting down of the existing economy would have to take place
in order for the general population to willingly shift toward the Target State of the Sustainable
System. Shortly before the shift of the population toward the Target State, the temporary
centrally planned economy would likely have to be established, making it easier to gradually
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shut down the economy as opposed to gradually shutting down the market-monetary
economy.
As the market-monetary economy would in the final stages of the first phase of the
Transition be extremely unstable, the temporary centrally planned economy would likely have
to be established in order to ensure the stability of society. As this temporary centrally planned
economy would replace a collapsing economy, it would likely satisfy the needs of the
population to a low level. The situation that needs of the population would be satisfied to a
higher level in the Existing System than in the Parallel System would therefore be highly
unlikely. If so, gradual shutting down of the economy would be unnecessary.
The performance of the market-monetary economy would depend on the stage of the
Transition, therefore on the time remaining until the population would shift to the Target
State of the Sustainable System, and on the level of disruption to the economy due to
resources being provided to the Parallel System.
At the beginning of the Transition probably no disruptions would take place, as
Economic Subjects would perceive economic instability and the lack of satisfaction of their
interests to occur far in the future (the Transition would likely take more time than the
durations of the longest periods of orientation of Economic Subjects). If for example the
Transition would be expected to take 30 years and if the duration of the longest period of
orientation of Economic Subjects would be 15 years, their longest term interests would be
satisfied and therefore no significant disruptions to the economy would take place.
However, as the population’s shift toward the Sustainable System would approach, and
as the time until this shift would become shorter than the durations of the longest periods of
orientation of Economic Subjects (e.g. 5 years), the short-term interests of some Economic
Subjects could still be satisfied if they continued to perform their roles in the economy (e.g.
production process, which would still be producing and selling, would still be paying benefits
to owners and employees). However, investments or loans would be made (investments) or
provided (loans) only in the case that their total amounts would be possible to be recouped
or repaid in a low amount of time (e.g. in 2 years).
As this shift would approach, the economy would become more and more unstable, as
no investments resulting in economic growth other than the type of growth satisfying shortterm interests of production processes would be made (most notably Extensive Growth,
which would require a small amount of investments and would enable quick realizations of
profits), and as no long-term lending would take place. Funds, not being spent on products
and services, would tend to be placed into markets of assets with rising prices, providing an
opportunity for the realization of quick profits. Money, which Economic Subjects would not
place into the aforementioned investments, into speculations in asset markets or into shortterm loans, would tend to be spent on products, services or some other Traded Assets. This
could potentially result in increased demand for some products and services, the production
of which might not be possible to be increased due to investments into production processes
being required and due to producers being unwilling or unable to invest. The level of savings
would decrease significantly. In the final stages of the first phase of the Transition (shortly
before the Target State of the Sustainable System would be established) the level of savings
would approach zero, as money would be expected to lose value in the future, and therefore
the number of transactions would increase resulting on upward pressure on prices of
particular Traded Assets and services. If upward pressure on prices of some of the products
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and services included in the Basket would occur (which would likely be the case), this would
mean that inflationary pressures would occur solely due to the increased number of
transactions. However, as inflation is in part a consequence of the amount of money in
circulation and in part a consequence of spending patterns of Economic Subjects, influenced
by the perceived level of inflation in the future, such a high level of spending would not
necessarily cause an extremely high inflation rate, but would instead contribute to the chances
of it occurring if other factors were to take place simultaneously.
The lack of Real Growth and volatility of asset markets would take place. Furthermore,
if no opportunities for borrowing for periods of time beyond short periods would exist,
economic downturn, impossible to end, would eventually occur.
As money in circulation is originally issued as credit and as refinancing of debts is
required for money supply to perpetuate or grow (if all principals would be repaid at a
particular point in time, money supply would cease to exist), the unwillingness to refinance
debts by lenders would essentially cause the shrinking of money supply, thus causing
deflationary pressures and contributing to the occurrence of downturn. Lower demand would
take place in particular sectors of the economy, while higher demand in other sectors, as some
Economic Subjects would not be able to borrow and would furthermore have to repay parts
of principals, resulting in lower demand for Traded Assets and services these Economic
Subjects would be inclined toward purchasing, and as some Economic Subjects(those, which
would have money in possession and which would not have to repay significant amounts of
debts) would spend money excessively, resulting in higher demand for Traded Assets and
services these Economic Subjects would be inclined toward purchasing. Deflationary and
inflationary pressures would therefore take place at the same time. However, as repayments
of debts would be demanded throughout the economy and as a high amount of debt would
likely exist within the economy, while the amount of savings within the latter likely being low,
deflation would be a more likely scenario than inflation. However, even if the amount of
money would be deliberately increased by the central bank and the government in such a
situation, downturn would still perpetuate (upturn not being possible to start due to
perception of Economic Subjects that the market-monetary economy will soon end), while a
high inflation rate would occur.
If highly indebted production processes with stable revenues and profits, otherwise
considered as creditworthy by lenders and therefore able to constantly refinance their debts,
principals of which could not be repaid (mature branches of products and services,
characterized by all competitors being highly indebted) would have to have principals of their
debts repaid, they would tend to go bankrupt. Due to such bankruptcies, economic downturn
would be inevitable.
Furthermore, as the Sustainable System would be established to a higher and higher
degree, the amount of natural resources (such as land on which Cities and Production
Processes would be established or raw natural resources as inputs into Production Processes),
having to be provided to the Parallel System, would tend to increase, along with possibilities
for avoiding the use of valuable natural resources being less and less available. The level of
disruption to the existing economy would therefore tend to increase.
The number of individuals in the general population, who would participate in the
Parallel System, however, would not necessarily increase throughout the course of the
Transition and a significantly larger share of the population could still be part of the Existing
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System as the shift toward the Sustainable System would approach. However, as the
Transition would progress, individuals would go through an increasing amount of education
and training aimed toward qualifying them to perform roles in Institutions in the Sustainable
System (the Parallel System would provide this education and training prior to the shift), while
going through less education and training aimed toward performing their roles in the marketmonetary economy. Thus, the availability of professional profiles that could be used by
production processes in the market-monetary economy would gradually be reduced, resulting
in economic growth being hindered.
Due to the so far mentioned, the level of social instability could increase and support of
the Parallel System would due to poor economic performance be hindered. With the
approaching shift toward the Sustainable System, the market-monetary economy could no
longer function, as its functioning would depend on subjective expectations of Economic
Subjects, the optimism of which would at this point in time all but diminish.
In order to ensure social stability and continual provision of support for the Parallel
System, the shift toward a temporary centrally planned economy would have to take place,
conducted by the Existing System’s government. When instability of the market-monetary
economy would be likely to occur, the government’s institutions would have to strengthen in
order to successfully conduct this shift, highly likely to be necessary in the final stages of the
first phase of the Transition. It would be easier to conduct such shift if the general population
would support it, which would likely be the case when the shift toward the Sustainable System
would be near and when the characteristics of the existing economy would likely not be
perceived as important by the general population due to it being temporary, and furthermore,
due to the economy being in this case managed by the same government and its institutions,
which have already supported the Transition. It would be likely that the general population
would support the temporary centrally planned economy, as it would satisfy their needs to a
higher level than the collapsing market-monetary economy (however, the temporary centrally
planned economy would likely be able to satisfy only the needs high on the hierarchy, as
resources would to a great extent be placed into the Parallel System), and as it would be aimed
toward maximising the level of support of the Parallel System.
Before the market-monetary economy’s collapse and the establishment of the temporary
centrally planned economy it would be necessary to limit international borrowing and asset
purchases conducted by foreign Economic Subjects, as in such a situation, the repayment of
foreign debts would be impossible and foreign Economic Subjects would end up losing
ownership of their assets. As this could cause international tensions, in extreme cases even
resulting in war, measures to prevent this from occurring would have to be taken in the early
stages of the Transition. In the case that debts would not be repaid or if foreign Economic
Subjects were to lose ownership of their assets, barter compensations could be used,
representing resources placed abroad instead of into the domestic economy or into the
domestic Parallel System. This would represent loss of resources for the Parallel System.
If international tensions were to arise, the chances of the general population from a
foreign country becoming hostile toward the domestic population would exist, limiting the
chances of the Sustainable System spreading to other countries in the future.
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4.4.8 Possibilities of the global Transition from the market-monetary democratic system
to the Sustainable System
Up to this point the focus has been on the Transition within one country, but the ultimate
goal is the successfully completed global Transition. Therefore, the strategy regarding the
Transition in one country would have to be influenced by the ultimate goal of maximising
the chances of the global Transition being successfully conducted and minimising the time
until the global Sustainable System would be fully established.
As the Institute would be a global organization communicating the concept of the
Sustainable System globally, general populations in various countries would to some degree
be exposed to this communication. However, it would be unlikely that in all the countries
this concept would be internalized to the same degree and that transitional tendencies
(ultimately impacted by the perception of the difference in the level of needs satisfaction
between the Sustainable System and the Existing System and furthermore by the perception
of the level of needs satisfaction during the Transition) would take place to the same extent
in all the countries. Transitional tendencies themselves would not suffice for the Transition
to start, as government cooperation would have to take place (the Transition would be more
difficult to take place in countries, where government institutions would be able to resist
public pressure, such as firmly established dictatorial governments for example). The general
population in all the countries would not to the same extent be able to influence decisions
made by the government and in some countries the option of replacing the government (in
the case of non-cooperative existing government) would exist and in some not. It would also
be unlikely that general populations in all the countries would be able to change the
functioning of their governments at the same time.
In the case that communication conducted by the Institute would not suffice for the
concept of the Sustainable System to be internalized to such an extent that transitional
tendencies would take place (the existing culture could, despite the general population being
exposed to such communication, include opposing concepts or values, hindering the
internalization of the concept of the Sustainable System), time would have to pass and the
general population would have to be exposed to communication of this concept until it would
be internalized to a sufficient extent.
Furthermore, as a prerequisite for two countries conducting the Transition together
would be that the general population of one country would be willing to cooperate with the
general population of the other, as well as being willing to lose the sovereignty of its country.
Due to differences in global cultures, in some cases manifesting themselves in the
unwillingness of the general population of one country to cooperate with the general
population of another country or even in the hostility between the two general populations,
it would be likely that time would have to pass and that general populations would during
this time have to be exposed to concepts and values, eventually transcending concepts and
values, which would be causing the unwillingness to cooperate, in order for all general
populations to be willing to cooperate amongst each other. Communication conducted by
the Institute and communication conducted by Institutions within the Sustainable System,
already established in a particular country at least up to the Target State, would have to be
aimed toward transcending cultures, which would be hindering the global Transition. The
best scenario would be that at least one country fully establishes the Sustainable System,
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which would then be observable by the global population. This would enable the perception
of the global population that the quality of life is far superior in such a system. Furthermore,
Institutions in the Sustainable System would communicate concepts and values, which would
further strengthen this perception.
It would be likely that a country, the general population in which would not have concept
of the Sustainable System internalized to a sufficient degree and/or would not be willing to
cooperate with the general population of another country, would not strive toward joining
the Transition before the Sustainable System in another country would already have been
established at least to such a degree that the entire general population would join it (the Target
State). As the functioning of the Sustainable System and the life of the people living in such
a system would be observed by the mentioned foreign general population, ultimately
transitional tendencies would tend to take place, as such a system would probably become
perceived as superior to any other possible system in terms of its ability to satisfy the needs
of the general population.
The chances of other countries striving toward joining a particular country conducting
the Transition would be highest after the Target State of the Sustainable System would have
been established and after the whole general population of this country would have joined
the Sustainable System, developing further toward the fully established Sustainable System.
As mentioned before, the chances of the global general population internalizing the concept
of the Sustainable System would be highest if one country (or more) would have reached the
state of the fully established Sustainable System, resulting in full potential of such a system
being visible to the global population and its superiority in the satisfaction of needs becoming
clear. In such case, the chances of the majority of the global population striving toward the
Transition at the same time would be highest. This could make it possible that more countries
would simultaneously conduct the Transition, which would increase the efficiency of the
process of the Transition, resulting in the time until establishing the global Sustainable System
being lowered. If multiple countries would together conduct the Transition, a single Parallel
System would be established (with a single leadership, conducting steps according to a
synchronized Dynamic Design) and a single Existing System would be established, meaning
a single government being appointed and all the economies merged into one economy.
It would be likely that one country would (if it would be determined that it could acquire
enough resources to eventually reach a state of the fully established Sustainable System) start
the Transition first and reach a particular phase before other countries would start striving
toward joining. Although it would be possible that two or more countries would start the
process of the Transition together (before any other country would start it), such situation
would be unlikely due to the concept of the Sustainable System at this point in time still being
theoretical, meaning that it would likely not be internalized by general populations in all
countries to the same degree, therefore transitional tendencies not being equally strong.
As already mentioned in the chapter “Mechanics of the Transition toward the
Sustainable System”, after the Target State of the Sustainable System would have been
established and after the whole population would have shifted to the Sustainable System, it
would be safer (due to potential social instability in the case of disruptions to the economy)
to conduct the Transition further without synchronizing the Dynamic Design with another
country and without sharing resources. However, considering the global Transition as the
goal, the sooner the Sustainable System would be fully established anywhere in the world, the
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sooner the global population could internalize its concept and the sooner the global
Transition could start being conducted in a synchronized manner.
The most likely course of the global Transition would be that initially one country would
complete it and establish the Sustainable System in full without changing the path of the
Transition in order to include other countries willing to join. A country conducting the
Transition would likely have to reject the participation of other countries, as the chances that
other countries would be willing to join would, as mentioned before, be highest after the
Target State of the Sustainable System would have been established, and as from this point
on the most efficient and safest approach would be to fully establish the Sustainable System
as quickly as possible without synchronizing the Transition with another country.
However, before the country conducting the Transition would reach the Target State
situation could occur that a particular country would start striving toward joining the process
of the Transition and that the country already conducting the Transition would determine
that changing its Dynamic Design and starting to conduct the Transition in a synchronized
manner with this other country would represent the most efficient course of the Transition.
Let us now analyse the process of two countries starting the process of the Transition
together (or one country joining another in the early stages of the first phase of the Transition)
and conducting it in a synchronized manner.
Whenever the Transition would be expanded to include another country, the design of
the Target State of the Sustainable System, as well as the Static Design (the design of the fully
established Sustainable System) would have to change, as would the Dynamic Design. The
Dynamic Design would have to change according to the abovementioned changes and also
according to resources that could be sourced from existing economies of both countries. As
a country would join another country in the Transition, its existing economy could provide
additional products, services, natural resources, human input, scientific research results and
technologies, which could be used by Production Processes and Institutions in the Parallel
System.
In order for the two countries to start conducting the Transition in a synchronized
manner, they would have to establish a single government, which would support the
Transition by sourcing resources from both existing economies and providing them to the
Parallel System. As one Parallel System would conduct the Transition, a single leadership of
the Parallel System would have to be established in order to conduct the synchronized
Transition in both countries.
If both countries would have the market-monetary system established, competition and
trade between the two countries would not be compatible with cooperation in the Parallel
System. Both economies would therefore be most efficient to be merged into one. The single
government would then acquire resources from this single economy. However, as shall be
analysed further, exceptions could be made in cases of extreme differences between the two
economies, when merging both economies into one could result in social instability.
Merging the two economies would essentially mean completely liberalizing trade and
financing between these two economies, establishing a single central bank and a single
currency.
The chances of doing so without causing disruptions to any of the economies would be
highest if the two economies would be of similar size, be of a similar level of development,
and would produce products and services, which would to a low degree compete amongst
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each other (produce different products and services). Furthermore, in order for the
mentioned chances to be highest, Economic Subjects from both economies would have to
be willing to purchase assets and services from another economy to an extent that exports
from both economies would be largely equal to their imports. The abovementioned would
increase the chances of the two economies merging quickly and experiencing positive effects
on economic growth (due to both economies realizing benefits from trade). Such economies
would however be likely to already have liberalized trade and financing prior to the Transition
taking place.
As economies would likely differ in their levels of development and as production
processes in different economies would likely be producing comparable products and
services, liberalization of trade between two countries could potentially result in disruptions
to one of the economies. Whenever economies, which would have to be merged, would
deviate from the abovementioned ideal scenario, merging the two economies would have to
be conducted gradually in order for one economy to be able to adjust (gradually removing
barriers to trade and financing).
The process of merging the two economies would have to be conducted as quickly as
possible. Possibilities for conducting this process would differ between the case, where one
country would already have established the Parallel System, and the case where no Parallel
System would already have been established. In the case of the Parallel System already having
been established, if disruptions to one economy were to occur (e.g. bankruptcies of
production processes taking place), some individuals negatively impacted by these disruptions
could be transferred to the Parallel System and could provide human input into its
Institutions, while having their needs satisfied there. Without the Parallel System this would
not be possible. However, as generally not all individuals in society would be deemed suitable
to be utilized by the Parallel System based on their professional profiles, not all individuals
affected by this disruption would likely be able to join the Parallel System. If however the
economy, which would not be disrupted when the two economies would merge would be
able to provide support to individuals negatively impacted by the disruption of another
economy, social instability might not occur and therefore such disruptions could occur
without posing any danger for the Transition.
The numbers of individuals in the population, who would be affected negatively by the
mentioned disruptions, and possibilities of satisfying their needs in the case of these
disruptions occurring, would determine possibilities of the two economies merging and the
possibilities of the two countries conducting the Transition. Differences between the two
economies merging could be so extreme that one economy would be severely impacted by
liberalized trade. Whenever it would be concluded that countries with such economies would
be able to efficiently conduct the Transition (such as an undeveloped country being able to
provide extremely useful natural resources to the Parallel System), yet that liberalization of
trade between the two economies could potentially cause an extremely large number of
individuals being left with needs high on the hierarchy unsatisfied, furthermore, the numbers
of these negatively impacted individuals far exceeding the numbers of individuals, whose
needs could potentially be satisfied by the Parallel System or by an undisrupted economy, it
would be more suitable not to merge the two economies and not to disrupt the poorly
developed economy that would be currently satisfying the needs of individuals to a level that
would ensure social stability.
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At this point it should be mentioned that the ability to supply natural resources would
not be the only possible factor influencing whether such a poorly developed country could
join the Transition that would be conducted by a country with a more developed economy.
It could be possible for such a country to join the Transition without providing any resources
to the Parallel System or without trading anything with a more developed economy. For the
sake of speeding up the global Transition, such a country could join if a country with a more
developed economy could conduct the Transition for both countries together by supporting
it with resources from the existing economy (its own economy) and conduct it in the amount
of time that would be acceptable for the general population in the country with a more
developed economy. This could be the case if the population in a poorly developed country
would be small enough in size that would allow for the Static Design and the Dynamic Design
based on supporting such a population to be viable options and if enough resources would
be possible to be sourced from the existing economy in the country with a more developed
economy to conduct such a Transition in an acceptable timeframe. If not possible, such a
country should better wait for the next wave of countries to conduct the Transition, as more
countries would probably conduct the Transition in a synchronized manner and if so this
poorly developed country could thus more easily be included.
A higher level of development of an economy would likely mean that products and
services produced in such an economy would be significantly more useful for the Parallel
System than those produced in a poorly developed economy.
This means that products, services, scientific research results and technologies would
mostly be sourced from a more developed economy and that natural resources would to a
higher degree be sourced from a poorly developed one. Human input, however, could be
sourced from both economies, depending on professional profiles required. It would in the
initial phases of the Transition be possible not to acquire resources from a poorly developed
economy at all, leaving such an economy not impacted by the Transition. A larger economy
could in some cases lose its competitiveness (when support for the Parallel System would
cause disruptions to it), however, although competition and trade between the two countries
would not be compatible with cooperation in the Parallel System, in this case the impact on
competitiveness of a highly developed economy against a poorly developed one would be
insignificant due to large differences in levels of development.
Regardless of whether the economies would merge or not, the governments would have
to merge into one in order for the single government to acquire resources and to manage
both economies in a synchronized manner. If the two governments merged into one
government, they would cease to exist as two Economic Subjects and would become one
Economic Subject. As the two governments would likely be indebted, these debts would
become debts of one government. As debts of the government toward the central bank are
generally irrelevant for the functioning of the economy, these debts could be written off
without impacting economic performance. If the two central banks would continue to exist
(in the case that the two economies would not merge) debts of the new government to the
two central banks could be written off without consequences for the two economies.
If economies would merge and if a single currency would be established, meaning that
both currencies would convert into one at a particular exchange rate determined to have no
disruptive effects on the economy, the single central bank would become the only institution
conducting monetary policy. During the Transition, the government would represent the
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dominant decision-making body in society and the central bank would be obliged to closely
cooperate with the government, meaning that issuing new money and taking money out of
circulation would not require the mechanism of government debt to be implemented, but a
mutual agreement between the government and the central bank, with the government
ultimately being the dominant decision maker.
Other debts (such as debts of the government or the central bank toward Economic
Subjects, or debts of Economic Subjects toward the government or the central bank, or debts
between Economic Subjects) could persist. Theoretically, re-establishing both economies
through transferring ownership of assets, including writing off particular debts, could be an
option. However, as such a measure would have consequences on the support of the
Transition (as some Economic Subjects would lose, individuals receiving benefits from these
Economic Subjects would likely resist the Transition) and on the perception of Economic
Subjects regarding future performance of the economy, it would be a better option for debts
to persist within the economy. Furthermore, as the original plan of the Transition would have
included that the government would strive toward interests of Economic Subjects being
satisfied during the Transition, which would have represented the basis for individuals
owning and receiving benefits from Economic Subjects to support the Transition (such as
donors to the Institute), re-establishing the economy would represent breach of this plan,
which would undermine the credibility of the Institute (as it would become obvious that the
Institute communicated information not in line with reality), endangering the Transition itself.
Such deviations from the original plan would therefore be unacceptable.
Global Transition would tend to be a gradual process of countries joining together and
in a synchronized manner conducting the Transition. As the time required for the concept of
the Sustainable system to become internalized by general populations of all countries in the
world and the time required for all populations to become willing to cooperate between each
other would tend to be long, the global Transition toward the Sustainable System would most
likely to be a process that would last for generations with some of the countries or regions
establishing the Sustainable System in full before other countries in the world would start
their own processes of the Transition.
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PART THREE

THE INSTITUTE

1 AN OVERVIEW OF THE INSTITUTE
The key difference between the Transition into the Sustainable System and other possible
types of transition described in this book is that this type of transition would be conducted
according to a detailed plan of the Sustainable System and the steps required to be made in
order to establish it. An independent global organization would be needed, which would
determine the closest approximation of an optimal design of the Sustainable System and
throughout the Transition represent the source of information regarding any aspect of the
Transition, furthermore by itself conduct communication of the concept of the Sustainable
System and of concepts and values promoting the behaviour of the global population in line
with the requirements of the Sustainable System. This global organization would be the
Institute, the general characteristics of which shall be described in this chapter.
The Institute would, despite functioning within the global market-monetary system, be
completely autonomous. Its research processes would in every case be compliant with the
scientific method and would not be influenced by any interests or opinions of individuals
and/or Economic Subjects, therefore in every case determining the closest approximation of
an optimal solution to a particular problem and ultimately the closest approximation of an
optimal design of the Sustainable System as well as the closest approximation of steps needed
to be conducted in order to establish it.
Furthermore, the Institute would have to perpetuate and maintain its credibility from a
point in time when it would be established until the end of the global Transition. A
prerequisite for this would be that it would be limited to providing information and
conducting communication only, in no case having any decision-making power in society.
Only individuals or groups of individuals appointed by the general population would have
this decision-making power. However, as the concept of the Sustainable System and the
concept of the Transition would be internalized by the general population, and as individuals
or groups of individuals would be appointed by the general population in order to conduct
the Transition, these decision makers would have to take information provided by the
Institute into consideration.
The Institute would due to the scientific method being applied in every aspect of its
research in every case provide a closer or equally close approximation of an optimal solution
to a particular problem or a closer or equally close approximation of an optimal design of a
sustainable socio-economic system (any socio-economic system, the idea behind which would
be that it would be sustainable) and transition toward it than any individuals or groups of
individuals outside the Institute could. However, a prerequisite for this would be that no cases
of corruption influencing the research processes and research results would take place. A
prerequisite for information provided by the Institute to be perceived as most credible would
be that the general population would perceive the Institute as an organization not prone to
corruption.
The Institute would, besides applying scientific method in every aspect of its research,
have to include a maximum number of arguments into every research process, meaning that
its research processes would have to include not only individuals, who would be members of
the Institute, but every individual in the global population and every institution anywhere in
the world. In order to ensure that a maximum number of arguments would be provided, the
Institute would have to not only offer every individual or institution the possibility to provide
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arguments to every research process, but would also have to through its communication
actively strive toward attracting the maximum number of arguments to every research
process.
If designed to enable this, it would not only maximise the number of arguments provided
to its research processes, but would also offer every individual in the global population a
chance to participate in research processes with arguments, which would either ultimately be
accepted or rejected through processes designed to ensure that the scientific method would
always be applied.
If every individual in global society would be able to influence the Institute’s research
processes, ultimately no opinions outside the Institute would tend to be considered as credible
by the general population, as every individual communicating a solution to a particular
problem differing from the solution provided by the Institute, would have a chance to provide
such a solution as an argument into a particular research process within the Institute. This
argument would be evaluated according to the scientific method, ultimately either accepted
or rejected. If accepted, the solution to the problem would be changed. Communicating
opinion-based solutions to problems, which would differ from those provided by the
Institute, would therefore be pointless and would likely be perceived as such by the general
population, as communicating opposing solutions outside the Institute would essentially
mean that these arguments would not have been provided to research processes within the
Institute for a particular reason and that they would probably be rejected as the scientific
method would be applied.
The Transition toward the Sustainable system could start only if a sufficient share of the
general population would internalize the concept of the Sustainable System and perceive this
system as superior means of satisfaction of their needs than any alternative systems. Only the
idea or a rough outline of the Sustainable System would not suffice for the general population
to internalize such a concept, as a design, indicating with a sufficient level of certainty that
the Sustainable System could be established and that it could function, would not yet have
been created. If only the idea or a rough outline of the Sustainable System would be presented
to the general population, this system would tend to be perceived by the general population
as equivalent or even inferior to other alternative systems or even to the goals of the types of
transition, previously described in this book (such as the re-established market-monetary
democratic system or the centrally planned system).
In order for widespread internalization of the concept of the Sustainable System to take
root within the general population of one country or within the global population, the
Institute would have to be established and successfully create the rough design (however, far
more detailed than a rough outline that could be available before the Institute would have
been established) of the Sustainable System, which would with a sufficient level of certainty
indicate that the Sustainable System could be established and could function. If extensive
communication would be conducted by the Institute, this concept would have the chance of
being internalized by a large share of the population in a particular country and later in time
by a large share of the global population.
This essentially means that the Institute would have to be established prior to a large
share of the general population internalizing the concept of the Sustainable System.
Therefore, a relatively small group of individuals would have to strive toward the Institute
being established and toward acquiring resources (some amount of funding would be required
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for the Institute to be established and to function) required for it to be established and to
conduct its research to a point, when the rough design of the Sustainable System would be
created.
As analysed earlier in this book, government support of the Institute would due to the
lack of public pressure prior to its establishment probably not take place, as perpetuation of
the market-monetary democratic system would generally be in the interest of the government,
functioning within this system. At the moment when the government would start directly
supporting the Institute, the actual Transition would take place. However, prior to this point
in time, the Institute would have to be established and perform its research within the marketmonetary democratic system, using resources available to it.
The design of the Sustainable System and the design of steps necessary in order to
establish it (Static and Dynamic Design) would be conducted in two phases. During the first
phase the rough design would be created, while during the second phase the detailed design
of the Sustainable System and the detailed design of steps required in order to establish it
would be created.
As the second phase would create the detailed designs, the research processes conducted
during this phase would generally differ from the research processes conducted during the
first phase, characterized by largely theoretical research being conducted and aimed toward
providing more theoretical solutions. During the second phase, research processes would be
characterized by more practical research being conducted (e.g. creating prototypes of
particular technical solutions and testing them, or conducting a large number of experiments,
which would require participation of large numbers of individuals, proving or disproving
whether particular Institutions could function as proposed in the design created during the
first phase), meaning that these research processes would generally require (significantly)
more resources than those conducted during the first phase.
Striving toward ensuring government support during the second phase of the research
would, due to the increase in required resources compared to the first phase, be necessary in
order to minimise the time until the completion of the Static and Dynamic Design and
therefore until the start of conducting steps toward establishing the Sustainable System.
As during the first phase the rough design of the Sustainable System would gradually be
created, it would not be possible to with a sufficient level of certainty estimate that the
Sustainable System could be established and could function using technology available at the
time of conducting research. Despite the fact that progress of the research would be
communicated by the Institute and the fact that indicators that the Sustainable System could
function and be established would exist, it would be unlikely that the majority of the general
population would internalize the concept of the Sustainable System and place public pressure
on the government before the first phase of the research would have been completed. This
public pressure would however be more likely to take place after the successful completion
of the first phase of the research, essentially meaning that the completed first phase would
represent the breaking point in the Institute’s research, as government support would become
possible after this point.
At this point it should be mentioned that although any government could start
supporting the Institute, it would still be a global organization. Any country willing to support
the Institute would be suitable, as long as it could provide support for the second phase of
the research and as long as the Institute would remain an autonomous global Institution. It
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would however be beneficial if the government of a country with a large and highly developed
economy, which could provide a large amount of resources, would support it. In any case,
the Institute would, if a particular country supported it, tend to move a part of its operations
to this country, while still remaining a global organization.
During the first phase of the research, hindering operations of the Institute by any
government or Economic Subject would be necessary not take place. Attempts of hindering
its operations would likely occur as the concept of the Transition toward the Sustainable
System would be a concept of a process that would be disruptive to a market-monetary
economy, meaning that the Transition would likely initially not be perceived as being in the
interest of Economic Subjects or governments, as they would probably not fully understand
its characteristics and as they would subjectively estimate a high risk of their interests not
being satisfied during the Transition. In order to minimise the chances of such hindering
occurring, extensive communication would have to through means available be conducted by
individuals and groups of individuals striving toward establishing the Institute and toward
enabling the Institute to complete the first phase of its research in order to maximise the
share of the population, informed about this concept. Although the level of internalization
of the concept of the Sustainable System would before the Institute’s establishment or during
the first phase of its research tend not to be sufficient for public pressure to be high enough
to force a particular government to directly support the Institute, it would be likely that the
general population would conduct public pressure if a particular government would actively
hinder or if it would not prevent particular Economic Subjects from hindering the Institute’s
operations. This public pressure would become stronger if a rough outline of the Sustainable
System would be internalized by a substantial share of the general population.
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2 ESTABLISHING THE INSTITUTE AND CONDUCTING THE FIRST PHASE
OF THE RESEARCH
Prior to government support taking place only private funding could be considered as a
source of funds required to acquire any resources, which could not be acquired without
payment. Profitability would generally (although in rare cases, when Economic Subjects
would gain goodwill by funding the Institute) not represent a reason for supporting the
Institute.
The Institute would require tangible products, services, scientific research results,
technologies and human input to conduct the first phase of the research, ultimately requiring
a certain amount of funding. As the Institute would aim toward long-term improvement of
lives of individuals, individuals could represent the primary source of funding, as
contributions to the Institute might not be entirely based on expected profitability, generally
being impossible to realize by funding the Institute.
Within the market-monetary system increasing inequality in accumulated assets is a
tendency, meaning that a smaller and smaller number of individuals would through time have
a larger and larger amount of assets accumulated. The market-monetary system itself
therefore through time creates potential source of funds for the Institute.
Some of the accumulated assets can be exchanged for products and services satisfying
the needs of individuals. Due to human needs being finite a limit exists regarding the level of
satisfaction of needs possible to be attained by products and services. Eventually, further
accumulation of assets ceases to be directly correlated with the increase in the level of needs
satisfaction. At the same time, as will be analysed further, some needs cannot be satisfied by
products and services. As an individual strives toward the satisfaction of all his needs, the
satisfaction of some needs, impossible to be satisfied by the use of products and services or
by further accumulation of assets, could be possible by contributing to the Institute.
As has already been analysed in the part about the Transition, individuals with a large
amount of accumulated assets would differ regarding their level of support of the Institute
and the Transition, which would depend on their internalized concepts and values.
If not aware of unsatisfied needs, and/or if constantly having the sense of further
protection from scarcity being necessary (despite the risk of scarcity ceasing due to an
extremely large amount of accumulated assets), and/or if possessing an infinite desire for a
higher social status, individuals tend to prioritize further accumulation of assets. Such
individuals would likely not consider supporting the Institute and the Transition. This
perception largely depends on internalized concepts and values and in some cases it depends
on an individual’s genetic makeup. If an individual’s internalized concepts and values and/or
his genetic makeup result in him desiring further protection from scarcity and/or increase in
his social status, drives motivating this individual to do so tend to be extremely strong, while
those motivating him to satisfy the remaining unsatisfied needs tend to be weak relative to
previously mentioned drives and therefore the satisfaction of these other needs is not
regarded as a priority.
However, some individuals have different concepts and values internalized and perceive
that the amount of their accumulated assets exceeds the amount required for the protection
from scarcity and that further accumulation of assets does not satisfy any further needs, as
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needs, which can be satisfied by products and services, are being satisfied to the highest
possible level. If not desiring a higher social status at all or if being satisfied with the current
level of social status, drives motivating an individual to accumulate more assets tend to
become weak relative to drives motivating him to satisfy the remaining unsatisfied needs.
Individuals with extreme amounts of accumulated assets tend to be alienated from the
rest of society due to a large difference in purchasing power. A factor contributing to this
alienation is the lack of commonalities with the rest of society, as an individual with an
extreme amount of accumulated assets has essentially outcompeted the rest of society, and as
he does not cooperate with it in any way. Being perceived by individuals with a low amount
of accumulated assets (large in numbers) as a competitor for resources and as a person with
no commonalities contributes to the alienation of such an individual. In the case of alienation,
some social needs and some emotional needs, originating from natural human behaviour,
which evolved in cohesive societies based on cooperation, sharing and meaningful
interpersonal relationships between members of society, are not satisfied. As every individual
strives toward the satisfaction of all his needs, such individuals strive toward the satisfaction
of their needs by means which they perceive could bring them the desired satisfaction.
By contributing to society, such alienation could to some degree be lowered, as an
individual could perceive himself as a contributing member of society, and as other
individuals could perceive him not as a competitor for resources, but as a contributor to the
well-being of society. As such behaviour is in line with natural behaviour, an individual’s
particular social and emotional needs can be satisfied when behaving in such a manner. An
example of such behaviour are large numbers of wealthy individuals, who donate to charity,
which represents direct contribution to the well-being of others.
If contributing to the Institute, a reason to do so could besides the abovementioned also
be the desire to contribute toward improvement of the lives of the contributor’s children
(drives motivating individuals to increase the chances of the survival of their children and to
maximise the level of their needs satisfaction tend to be strong), and possibly even toward
improvement of their own lives (however, as the actual Sustainable System would at a point
of establishing the Institute be far in the future, the latter would be an unlikely reason for
contributing to the Institute). If the Institute would be perceived as an organization, which
could achieve the abovementioned, contributing to the Institute would tend to be perceived
as the ultimate form of charity, as the Institute would aim toward solving fundamental reasons
to why needs of some individuals in global society are not satisfied and also toward removing
the risk of the needs of all individuals in global society not being satisfied in the future by
designing the Sustainable System and by contributing toward it being established.
If the concepts of the Institute, the Sustainable System and the Transition would be
successfully communicated to individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets, and if
the abovementioned perception would take place, such individuals would represent the
source of funding for the Institute. Their ability to fund the Institute would be further
increased through time due to the trend of increasing inequality in accumulated assets within
the market-monetary system.
Such individuals would by their direct monetary or non-monetary donations enable the
Institute to acquire products, services, scientific research results and technologies. Human
input (individuals as members of various teams within the Institute and individuals, not being
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members of the Institute, but providing arguments into research processes) would represent
the remaining input required by the Institute.
The form of contribution of individuals, who would provide human input, would have
to be similar to that of individuals providing monetary or non-monetary donations. As the
latter would donate to the Institute and receive nothing of value in exchange, except for their
needs being satisfied, individuals, who would provide human input during the first phase of
the research, when the only source of funds would be private contributors, would also be
necessary to receive nothing of value in exchange for contributing human input (in some
cases they could however receive insignificant benefits, primarily aimed toward the
satisfaction of their physiological needs). If individuals, who would contribute human input,
would receive payment for their contribution, individuals, who would provide monetary or
non-monetary contributions, could potentially perceive that their money or other
contributions are being transferred to individuals, who are supposed to contribute to the
Institute in an equal manner, instead of being transferred directly to the Institute. Funding of
the Institute would in this case be endangered.
During the first phase of the research, contribution without receiving much of value in
return, except for minimum amount of resources, required to be able to contribute at all,
would be necessary in order not to endanger funding by individuals, receiving nothing of
value in return, except for the satisfaction of their needs. The Institute itself would have to
be designed so as to consider this requirement.
During the first phase of the Institute’s research, no significant differences in factors
motivating different individuals involved in the Institute’s operations would exist. Both
groups of individuals; members of the Institute’s teams and those providing arguments to
research processes, would be motivated based on the same motivating factors. The term
“researchers” will be used when referring to either individuals who would be members of
research teams or to individuals providing arguments to research processes, but who would
not be members of the Institute’s research teams.
If researchers would to a high degree internalize the concept of the Sustainable System,
the concept of the Transition and the concept of the Institute, some factors motivating them
to contribute to the Institute would essentially be the same as factors motivating individuals
to contribute to the Institute by providing it with monetary or non-monetary contributions,
other than contributions of human input. The main difference would however be that
researches would likely not experience the lack of satisfaction of social or emotional needs to
an extreme degree due to alienation from the rest of society, which is typical for individuals
with a large amount of accumulated assets. However, as participating in the Institute by
performing tasks could satisfy other needs than those, possible to be satisfied by providing
the Institute with monetary or non-monetary donations (an example of needs, which could
be satisfied for researchers only, would be needs for self-actualization), additional motivating
factors would play a role in motivating researchers to contribute to the Institute.
A prerequisite for the Institute to be established would be the existence of a community
that would strive toward raising public support for the Institute, strive toward achieving that
individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets would support it, and strive toward
achieving that researchers would be willing to participate by performing particular tasks.
Extensive communication would have to be conducted by such a community, ultimately
resulting in the concepts of the Sustainable System, the Institute and the Transition being
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internalized by potential providers of monetary or non-monetary contributions as well as by
potential researchers.
As establishing the Institute and conducting research required for the first phase to be
completed would require a particular amount of funding, a large share of the community’s
activities would have to consist of creating a detailed design of the Institute (the proposed
design of the Institute’s organizational structure will be provided later), of defining its
research processes and of defining the Institute’s requirements for products, services,
scientific research results, technologies and human input for a time period that this design
would be created for, ideally until the end of the first phase of the research.
Only when this detailed design of the Institute would be created and its requirements for
funding in particular phases of the research defined, potential providers of funds could be
certain what these funds would be spent on and could understand the impact of their funds
on the research. Such approach would tend to attract far more donors than the approach of
open contributions, with a plan of allocating these funds being created later. Such a design
would resemble a business plan, as it would define the functioning and funding of the
Institute through time in a way that potential contributors could easily understand it.
The complete autonomy of the Institute would be a prerequisite for credibility of its
research results, meaning that no contributors would be able to have any influence on any
aspect of the Institute and on any aspect of its research. The previously mentioned
community would through its communication have to achieve that potential contributors
would understand the reason for this requirement. If a potential contributor would condition
his donation with his ability to influence any aspect of the Institute and/or its research
processes, such a donation would be, regardless of the amount of funding potentially acquired
from such a contributor, necessary to be turned down.
Transparency in spending funds, enabling contributors to have detailed information
about what their funds would be spent on, would be important for attracting contributions,
as fears of funds being spent for purposes originally not expected by contributors could
endanger funding of the Institute and its very existence.
All activities of the Institute would have to be completely non-profit in order for
contributors not to perceive that their donations would ultimately not end up being spent by
the Institute on resources necessary for its functioning and research, but that these donations
would instead be spent for purposes enabling it to realize profits. In the case of any for-profit
activities, the credibility of the Institute would be at risk, as research processes could be
perceived as corrupt due to profit motives. This shall be analysed further within the context
of corruption in science.
Contributions provided by individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets could
be made continuously through time, however likely being lower during economic downturns
(lowest at beginnings of intense downturns), when the future would not be clear and when
even individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets would be more cautious regarding
spending. In such cases, the functioning of the Institute could deviate slightly from the plan,
but in the long run, if the trend of increasing inequality in accumulated assets would persists
(along with some level of economic growth), funding of the Institute would also tend to
persist.
During the first phase of the research, no or little support by the government can be
expected, meaning that no shortening of work time per day or lowering the intensity of work
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during this time can be expected to take place. If so, the availability of voluntary participants
for the Institute would be limited. As potential researchers would tend to prioritize working
for payment instead of voluntarily contributing to the Institute (in part due to concepts and
values originating from the culture within the market-monetary system still being internalized
to some degree and creating the perception that accumulating money is a priority, and in part
due to accumulating money actually being a priority in the case of not much of it already
being accumulated by an individual), it can be expected that low number of researchers would
contribute to the Institute full-time each day. The majority of researchers would likely
participate during their free time, something that is generally not in abundance within the
market-monetary system. However, in times of high unemployment (such as during
downturns or periods of high unemployment due to automation of production processes and
lack of new production processes being established, along with lack of existing ones being
expanded), the availability of researchers would tend to rise, as in such times the tendency
that highly educated and trained individuals are not able to find employment exists.
Roles needed to be performed by researchers during the first phase of the Institute’s
research would largely include theoretical research tasks, generally offering the researchers,
who would perform these roles, the possibility to be highly creative. As performing such roles
could represent means of needs satisfaction (e.g. challenging and highly creative tasks
satisfying some emotional needs, primarily needs for self-actualization), a high probability
would exist that individuals, naturally desiring and being talented to perform such tasks,
would be available. Designing research teams so that Trait Groups of potential researchers
would represent the basis for their designs and so that the social environment of an individual
performing a role within a team could represent an additional motivating factor that could
motivate him to participate (such as teams consisting of an optimal mix of Trait Groups),
would probably to some degree be possible. As needs could be satisfied in such a social
environment (social needs being satisfied in well-functioning teams, characterized by
meaningful interpersonal relationships), the chances of an individual desiring to participate
would be higher if such a social environment was to take place. Designing teams in such a
way would maximise the chances of the Institute being able to acquire voluntary contributors
(researchers), as the possibility to perform roles that individuals would naturally desire and/or
would be talented to perform, along with the possibility of interacting with a desirable social
environment (in terms of an optimal mix of Trait Groups), would provide individuals with
the opportunity to satisfy needs, the satisfaction of which would in many cases, when
performing particular tasks in a market-monetary economy, not be possible.
However, some individuals could possibly participate in the Institute primarily due to
supporting its goals and striving toward the Transition. Such individuals could be willing to
perform roles, which would not by themselves satisfy their needs (some roles would inevitably
not be highly desirable). However, it is unlikely to expect that an individual would sacrifice
the satisfaction of his needs high on the hierarchy for the sake of satisfying the needs possible
to be satisfied when striving toward such a goal (generally emotional needs). If performing
particular roles would hinder the satisfaction of needs high on the hierarchy (e.g. a role that
negatively impacts the psychological health of an individual), it would be unlikely that any
individual would voluntarily perform such a role. It would be therefore practically impossible
for the Institute to attract individuals, who would voluntarily perform extremely undesirable
roles.
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In times of low prices of human input (low salaries and other benefits), the tendency
exists that large numbers of individuals perform undesirable roles in the existing economy.
As every individual strives toward the satisfaction of all needs, the possibility (if needs high
on the hierarchy would already be satisfied) would exist that an individual would be motivated
to perform desirable roles in the Institute voluntarily in order to satisfy those needs that could
not be satisfied in the market-monetary economy. Times of high supply of individuals willing
to work and low demand for these individuals would represent an opportunity for the
Institute to attract voluntary researchers, who would be further motivated by a sense of
contribution to the Transition toward a system that could improve everyone’s lives.
It can be expected that roles performed by researchers within the Institute would be
more permanent (performed for longer periods of time) and would include more undesirable
elements (such as administrative tasks required in order for the organization to function)
compared to tasks, individuals outside the Institute, who would provide arguments to
research processes, would perform. Attracting researchers to participate in teams within the
Institute would probably be a more challenging task than attracting researchers, who would
provide arguments to particular research processes.
Every aspect of the Institute would have to be designed in a way to maximise the level
of motivation of either individuals providing monetary or non-monetary donations or of
voluntary researchers, to contribute to the Institute. In any case, preferences of each
individual potentially contributing to the Institute would have to be assessed and appropriate
motivating factors provided in order for him to be motivated to contribute. An example
would be communicating the contributions of certain individuals, who would want this
information to be communicated, to the public, and not disclosing the contributions of
certain individuals, who would not want this information to go public.
As will be analysed further, the Institute would be organized to minimise the chances of
corruption. In order for the chances of corruption to approach zero, supervision of teams by
other teams would take place, the Institute would ultimately choose researchers from the pool
of candidates, and in particular cases random selections of teams would take place. However,
even without considering such an internal organization, the chances of corruption would be
practically zero during the first phase, as every individual would contribute without receiving
payment. Credibility of research results provided by the Institute during the first phase would
therefore be very high.
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3 CONDUCTING THE SECOND PHASE OF THE RESEARCH
The second phase of the research would be characterized by an increased use of resources
(products, services, scientific research results, technologies and human input) that would be
needed to be sourced from the existing economy. The best type of provision of these resource
would generally be via government support.
The roles needed to be performed by researchers would besides creative tasks (as
theoretical research is generally a highly creative process) to a higher degree include operative
tasks, which would in many cases not be desirable. As the detailed design would be created,
in many cases an extensive amount of testing would be needed, which would tend to require
an extensive amount of human input. For example, in order to test a particular engineering
solution, prototypes would have to be built, requiring a large amount of manual labour,
resulting in tasks having to be performed, which would not be naturally desirable for most
individuals.
Numbers of suitable individuals (mainly in terms of their professional profiles), willing
to voluntarily provide human input would therefore probably be lower than numbers,
required by the Institute during the second phase of the research, as suitable individuals would
still be part of the existing economy and as voluntarily contributing to the Institute would in
many cases not enable the satisfaction of any additional needs. Various individuals, required
by the Institute, would likely be willing to perform roles that would result in earning money
in the existing economy and would likely not be willing to voluntarily contribute to the
Institute (except in cases when a sense of contributing to the Transition would be strong
enough to motivate them to contribute voluntarily).
At the beginning of the second phase of the research, chances would exist that the
government would be pressured by the general population to directly provide support to the
Institute, including providing human input, which could not be acquired by the Institute
without the government’s involvement.
As soon as the government would start supporting the Institute, this would influence
the motivation of individuals providing monetary or non-monetary donations, as well as the
motivation of researchers participating voluntarily.
The government’s ability to support the Institute would largely (besides the current
economic situation) depend on the size of the economy and on the level of economic
development. In the case of a small economy with a moderate level of development (the
government of an extremely small and undeveloped economy would tend not to support the
Institute, as priorities for government spending would be elsewhere), the government would
be able to support the Institute to a lower degree, leaving potential international donors to
remain the dominant source of contributions. If these potential donors would perceive that
their donations still represent a prerequisite for successful research, they would tend to be
motivated to donate largely to the same degree as during the first phase. However, if their
donations would represent a small share of the total support, which would be the case if
extensive support would be provided by the government of a large, highly developed
economy, private donors would tend to be less willing to donate, as their contributions would
represent a large expense for them while having a small impact on the Institute’s ability to
conduct its research. If so, such individuals would probably decide to donate elsewhere.
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It should now be mentioned that donations provided by individuals would not have sideeffects on the economy, which would however tend to be the case if the government was to
use newly issued money to support the Institute. Private contributions, therefore, as they
would not result in money being newly issued, would be desirable. Theoretically, however,
the possibility of disruptions to the economy would take place if the money donated by
individuals with a high amount of accumulated assets would be spent by the Institute on
products and services included in the Basket. This would not be the case if these individuals
would hold on to the money and would not donate it to the Institute (a small number of
Economic Subjects would spend this money on a small number of Traded Assets and
services). However, it would be highly unlikely that this would occur to an extent that
inflationary pressures would actually take place, as the Institute would tend to spend money
received from private donors primarily on research equipment or would transfer it to
Institutions conducting additional research and development, with all these purchases tending
to be characterized by money flowing into the hands of a small number of Economic
Subjects. Furthermore, in order for inflationary pressures to occur, the amount of money
donated to the Institute and spent by it would have to be extreme, which would likely not be
the case, as the Institute would be a research organization (not considering its communication
activities), likely representing an insignificant part of the economy.
If the government would however start supporting individuals who would provide
human input by providing them with access to products and services, satisfying their needs
in the case of joining the Institute full-time or part-time, this would open many possibilities
to acquire human input, impossible to be acquired in the case of no government support and
in the case of relying solely on voluntary contribution of human input. However, in this case
all individuals providing human input directly to the Institute would have to have some needs
satisfied through the Institute providing them with access to products and services, for in the
opposite case, some individuals could adopt the sense of being treated unfairly and could
become demotivated to participate.
If researchers would receive benefits by being provided access to products and services,
individuals providing monetary or non-monetary donations would tend not to become
demotivated to do so, as access to these products and services would be enabled by the
government, not by their donations. Nonetheless, this would occur only in the case of these
benefits being provided to a minimum extent necessary for these researchers to be possible
to be acquired by the Institute.
The number and/or quality of products and services that individuals would be provided
access to would have to be minimum not only in order not to demotivate the providers of
monetary or non-monetary donations (which could occur due to the sense of them donating
their assets and others receiving substantial benefits), but also due to preventing corruption
within the Institute, as the primary goal of researchers could potentially become access to
products and services, with research results becoming their secondary objective.
When providing individuals with access to products and services, a distinction would
have to be made between individuals who would be members of the Institute’s teams and
those providing arguments to research processes from outside the Institute. During the
second phase of the research, roles within the Institute would generally tend not to be entirely
desirable, and furthermore, time per day, researchers would perform their roles and the
intensity of their work during this time, would be determined by the Institute, as benefits
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would be received by researchers (representing a motivating factor), enabling the Institute to
do so. However, providing arguments to research processes would have to be enabled to all
members of the population. Individuals, who would be providing arguments, could not be
paid, as if paid the chances of corruption would increase. Generally, tasks performed by
individuals, who would provide arguments to research processes, would tend to be
characterized by theoretical research, in many cases not requiring substantial effort and being
desirable. However, exceptions could be made when the need for particular arguments would
be stated directly by the Institute, and in order to provide these arguments, extensive and
costly research would have to be conducted by individuals or institutions. Such research
would generally be financed by the government. However, mostly institutions, such as
universities or particular institutes, would tend to be used in such cases, meaning that if so,
payments would be made to these institutions.
Any benefits received by any individual would have to be small enough not to in any
case cause the receiving of these benefits to be considered as a priority over research results,
resulting in higher chances of corruption in research processes. In this case, only the risk of
corruption, without actual corruption occurring, would lower the credibility of the Institute’s
research.
The availability of human input would tend to become more unstable in the second
phase, as larger numbers of individuals would be required by the Institute, compared to the
first phase, and as new approaches toward acquiring it would have to be used, such as for
example providing individuals without incomes in times of high unemployment with the
means to satisfy their needs in exchange for participating in the Institute. The availability of
such individuals would fluctuate as economic conditions would change, as would the
government’s ability to support them to a sufficient degree to be willing to perform roles
within the Institute. Many of the projects, requiring a large amount of human input (such as
building and testing particular prototypes or testing the functioning of particular Institutions
in a simulated environment, requiring large numbers of individuals to participate) would tend
to be conducted in times of high availability of such human input.
Due to the extensive number of products and services and/or products and services of
high quality, along with additional research and development being required by the Institute
(such as the Institute ordering particular scientific research to be conducted by a particular
university and financed by the government), the availability of these resources would tend to
be unstable, as possibilities of acquiring them would depend on economic conditions.
As the second phase of the research would be characterized by creating the detailed
design, during this phase, a share of applied sciences (most notably engineering) would tend
to increase when conducting the required research, as would the requirement for researchers
with practical experience or knowledge regarding applications of particular solutions to
problems. If the organizational structure of a hospital would for example have to be created,
it would be likely that researchers with experience in such organizations would be able to
determine superior solutions than researchers inexperienced in this field.
Researchers, who would coordinate the research processes during the second phase,
would have to be characterized by a wide range of professional profiles (including wide range
of academic disciplines, they would have to be skilled in) and would generally have to have
extensive practical experience. During the first phase of the research, a particular researcher
could for example be of one professional profile or another and would still be able to
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coordinate a research process of finding a theoretical solution to a problem. Such flexibility
would tend to be lower during the second phase of the research, as the tendency would exist
that individuals of specific profiles or even specific individuals would be required in order to
conduct particular research.
During the first phase it would therefore be likely that despite no shortening of work
time per day and/or lowering the intensity of work in the existing economy researchers
contributing to the Institute voluntarily could be acquired due to a larger range of profiles
that could be used in order to conduct research in a particular field. Thus, a large number of
suitable potential researchers could be available to coordinate particular research process and
the chances of the Institute being able to acquire a suitable individual for particular research
task, either not employed full-time or unemployed, leaving him the time and energy to
contribute to the Institute, would be higher than during the second phase. During the second
phase, when a researcher of a specific profile would have to be used in order to coordinate
research in a particular field, lower numbers of suitable researchers would tend to exist when
a particular problem would need to be solved. If particular research would have to be
conducted and if all potential researchers would be employed full-time in the existing
economy, not possible to be replaced by other individuals, such researchers would have to
be made available to the Institute.
It would be highly likely that various potential researchers, who could not be replaced by
researchers of other profiles in order for particular research to be successfully conducted,
would be employed in the existing economy and would be unwilling to cease their
employment. The government would therefore have to enable the Institute to acquire parttime researchers by shortening the work time allowed per day and/or by lowering the
intensity of work during this time in order for the research to be successfully conducted
during the second phase.
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4 THE INSTITUTE`S ROLE DURING THE FIRST PHASE OF THE TRANSITION
The role of the Institute during the first phase of the Transition would be to provide
information regarding all aspects of the Transition and through offering advice coordinate
the government of the Existing System and the leadership of the Parallel System (along with
communicating with particular institutions from both systems) in order for them to in a
synchronized manner conduct the Transition.
The Institute would, despite the detailed design of the Sustainable System and that of
steps required to establish it (Static and Dynamic Design) already having been created, still
conduct research in order to potentially create an even closer approximation of an optimal
design by applying scientific research results and technologies, which would become available
during the first phase of the Transition. Furthermore, the Institute would also communicate
the need for additional scientific research and/or new technological development, aimed
toward enabling closer approximations of an optimal Static and Dynamic Design, to the
government of the Existing System and the leadership of the Parallel System.
In order to conduct the Transition, new research teams and teams within the general
framework of the Institute (proposed organizational structure of the Institute will be
described later) would have to be added in order for the latter to be able to perform its role
during the Transition.
Teams, roles of which would be to analyse the functioning of the existing economy and
to analyse possibilities of acquiring resources from it would be established and would
constantly analyse the existing economy. In order for these teams to be able to do so, social
sciences (for example economics) would be represented in research teams.
Furthermore, a group of teams, the primary role of which would be to communicate
with the government of the Existing System (along with particular institutions in the Existing
System) and with the leadership of the Parallel System (along with particular Institutions in
the Parallel System), would be established as part of the general framework of the Institute.
These teams would also operate with the Dynamic Design, which would constantly
change based on the availability of resources that could be acquired from the constantly
changing existing economy and communicate all aspects of the Dynamic Design to the
government of the Existing System and to the leadership of the Parallel System.
In addition to the abovementioned, communication teams within the Institute (as part
of the general framework of the Institute prior to the first phase of the Transition and during
it) would extensively communicate concepts and values regarding all aspects of the Transition
and the Sustainable System to the global general population, gradually transforming global
culture and therefore changing the perception of the global population.
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5 THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE INSTITUTE
The organizational structure of the Institute would have to be designed around its primary
purpose, which would be to determine the closest approximation of the optimal design of
the Sustainable System, to determine the closest approximation of the design of steps required
in order to establish it, and to represent a source of information about the Sustainable System
and the Transition with the highest level of credibility compared to any possible alternative
sources of information. It would have to actively pursue the goal of the highest possible share
of the population internalizing the communicated concepts and values to the highest possible
level.
Furthermore, as an organization it would have to acquire resources from its contributors,
while at all times maintaining its complete autonomy.
In this chapter it will be determined step by step how the abovementioned purpose of
the Institute would have to translate into its organizational structure and ultimately an outline
of its proposed organizational structure will be presented.
In order to determine the closest approximation of the optimal design, every research
process required to create this design would have to strictly apply the scientific method and
include the largest number of arguments possible. The chances of research processes being
in any way corrupt would have to approach zero.
Research processes and research teams would represent the core of the Institute and
would have to be designed around the abovementioned requirements.
Every research process would start as a particular problem, requiring solution. Research,
determined as needed to be conducted by the Institute (all research required for the design
of the Sustainable System and the Transition), would essentially be a series of problems with
a particular problem being identified after a previous one has been solved. If for example a
problem of a potential location of a City would have been solved, the next problem, which
would be that the possibilities of this City’s infrastructure to be built are not yet determined,
would be identified and a solution to this problem would be sought. Furthermore, unexpected
problems could take place, or problems that previous research results would be identified as
flawed could take place, resulting in new research being required. Each problem would
require its own research to be conducted in order to find a solution to it and new research
teams would generally have to be established in order to conduct this research.
It shall later be defined how problems would be communicated any by whom, however,
let us now first consider the process of identifying a problem as in line with reality and
determining the need for additional research to be conducted. A “Problem Identification
Team” would receive communicated problem, analyse it and either reject it if it would not be
in line with reality or accept it if it would be. Then it would have to conduct steps required
for research processes aimed toward solving it to start.
In order for research to take place, Research Teams would have to be established and
this process would have to be based on the requirement that the chances of any corruption
would have to be minimised (during the process of selecting teams, the chances of any
opinions of any person, conducting the process of selecting individuals in newly established
teams, influencing this process of selection, would have to be minimised). The process of
selection would therefore have to be based on strict predetermined rules and not on any
opinions.
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If the Problem Identification Team would randomly select a Selection Team from all
members of all teams within the Institute, role of which would be to establish the new
Research Team (at a point of establishing the Institute, a minimum number of members
would exceed the number of members of the Selection Team, making it possible for such a
team to be selected), the chances of subjective factors influencing the process of selection of
members of the newly established Research Team would be minimised (as opposed to a
situation, where particular individuals with decision-making powers would conduct the
selection process, allowing personal interests of these individuals to influence the selection
process) due to random individuals conducting this process of selection, following strict rules
while doing so and having no decision-making power themselves.
Every individual within the Institute would therefore have to be subject to necessary
training, which would make him capable of conducting a process of establishing new teams
(this training being as short as possible, while still providing an individual with knowledge
necessary for the selection process), as every individual could potentially be randomly selected
to be a member of a Selection Team. Training materials would define the characteristics of
selection processes and define strict rules that an individual conducting a selection process
would have to follow. Rules that an individual conducting a selection process would have to
apply would be based on the general characteristics of particular research, defining a required
outline of teams and defining academic and/or professional profiles of their potential
members (academic disciplines that an individual would have to be educated and trained in,
and/or a professional profile that an individual would have to be characterized by).
Furthermore, various types of teams (particular characteristics of the research would require
a particular type of research team) would also have their organizational structures in terms of
psychological profiles of members defined. If teams would be characterized by an optimal
mix of Trait Groups, the chances of good functioning of teams would be increased and the
chances of their members being able to have their social needs satisfied would be maximised.
Furthermore, characteristics of roles within teams would be to the highest extent possible
designed in accordance with Trait Groups of individuals, potentially performing these roles
(this extent would however be fairly low, as prior to the Institute being established and in the
early stages of its research Trait Groups would not yet have been completely defined, meaning
that the Institute would have to conduct the research of Trait Groups before they could be
considered in the design of research teams within the Institute), as the chances of an
individual successfully performing his tasks would be maximised in this manner (as he would
be naturally motivated and talented to perform them). Teams would not always be possible
to be formed in this manner, as individuals, ideal for particular teams would tend not to always
be available. However, Selection Teams would by rules be required to strive toward selecting
individuals, who would be to a maximum degree suitable for particular roles.
In order for suitable individuals to conduct research in Research Teams, the ultimate
decision which candidates would be selected would have to be conducted by the Institute and
despite individuals (especially during the first phase of the research) being willing to
contribute voluntarily, the selection from the pool of suitable candidates (characterized by
skills in particular academic disciplines, particular professional profiles and particular
psychological profiles) would have to be made by the Institute. It would be important that
potential researchers, willingly entering the pool of candidates, would understand the
importance of such a selection process and understand that credibility of the Institute would
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tend to be lower if any candidate would have the option to join teams, as this could potentially
result in teams, which would consist of unsuitable members, conducting the research and
therefore result in research processes potentially being conducted in a manner not enabling
the closest approximations of optimal solutions to problems to be determined. Even if
research processes would not actually be flawed, the fact that the chances of this occurring
would exist would lower the level of credibility of the Institute as a source of information.
Figure 6: The process of problem identification and establishing Research Teams

A Selection Team is randomly selected
from all members of the Institute
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Figure 6 illustrates how a Problem Identification Team identifies a problem as being in line
with reality and needing be solved, how it randomly selects a Selection Team and how this
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Selection Team establishes Research Teams, ultimately coordinating the process of solving
the problem.
The process of selection of individuals from the pool of suitable candidates would be
possible only if strict rules would be followed in all cases and if reasons why a particular
candidate would have been selected (why other potential candidates would not have been
selected) would in a transparent manner be presented to all potential candidates and to the
public. As benefits received in exchange for performing roles would not represent the primary
motivating factor for individuals to participate in the Institute, it would be necessary that no
perception of unfair and subjective selection process would take place, which could
potentially demotivate individuals to participate.
One of the prerequisites for determining the closest approximation of an optimal
solution to a particular problem would be that the research process aimed toward determining
it would have to include a maximum number of arguments and by following the scientific
method accept or reject these arguments.
Maximising the number of arguments would therefore essentially mean providing an
opportunity to every individual in the global population to participate in every research
process by providing arguments that could either be accepted or rejected through processes,
which would strictly follow the scientific method. Yet this approach would not only maximise
the number of arguments, but also enable every individual in global society to participate in
the research, which would raise the level of credibility of the Institute’s research results. This
means that the level of credibility of the Institute’s research results would be even higher
compared to any opposing opinions provided by individuals or groups of individuals outside
the Institute, as every individual would have the opportunity to present these arguments to a
particular research process, and if stating opinions, which would be in conflict with the
Institute’s research results without presenting them as arguments into the Institute’s research
processes, the credibility of these opinions would be low.
Research Teams within the Institute would therefore coordinate the research processes
(however, members of these teams also being able to provide arguments) by determining the
characteristics of the research aimed toward determining the closest approximation of an
optimal solution to a particular problem, by determining which arguments from which
branches of science or engineering would have to be provided, by determining the
characteristics of individuals or institutions conducting peer reviews (if the scientific method
is followed, arguments have to either be accepted or rejected by arguments in support or by
counter-arguments from particular branches of science or engineering), by communicating
requirements to attract arguments determined as necessary to be included in a particular
research process and requirements to attract a maximum number of arguments to the
Institute’s support teams (Contact Teams, which will be described later in this chapter).
Finally, by following the scientific method, coordinators would determine a point when a
particular problem would have been solved and the closest approximation to an optimal
solution to this problem determined. This point would either occur when particular
arguments would have been accepted and particular arguments rejected, leaving no further
discussion necessary at a particular point in time, or when a particular scientific concept
(hypothesis) would have been empirically proven by an experiment having been conducted
or when an engineering solution would have been tested so as to determine with a sufficient
level of certainty that it could function.
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At a point when coordinators would determine that a particular problem would have
been solved, this would mean that at this particular point in time no closer approximation
could be determined. However, as science progresses, eventually new evidence could arise,
resulting in the previous closest approximations of optimal solutions becoming obsolete and
in new closest approximations being determined. Every solution to a problem could be
subject to possible changes later in time, yet at a particular point in time research would
continue based on the current closest approximations of solutions to problems (as a particular
closest approximation of an optimal solution would be determined, new problems, which
would arise as a consequence of this research result, could start being solved). If later in time
fresh evidence would appear indicating that a closer approximation is possible, a problem
would be communicated and new Research Teams would be established that would conduct
additional research, either proving or disproving the hypothesis that based on new evidence
a more optimal solution to a previous problem can be determined. However, if a new closest
approximation of a solution to a particular problem would be determined, this would impact
all the research results, having been conducted after the previous solution to this problem has
been determined and having been based on the previous solution to this problem (e.g. a
building designed on a land area, previously determined as suitable for construction, but later
in time determined to be unsuitable, no longer representing a viable solution).
In order for coordinators to be capable of coordinating the research, they would have to
be selected based on the requirement that all branches of science and engineering relevant
for the research required to solve a particular problem, would need to be represented.
Furthermore, every coordinator would prior to the research have to be educated and trained
(by Education and Training Teams, which will be described later) in all relevant aspects of
the scientific method that would have to be applied during the research.
Enabling every individual in society to provide arguments to any research process would
represent a risk of coordinators being overwhelmed by the sheer number of arguments, with
only a share of which potentially proving relevant for the research and being in line with
reality. Furthermore, some of the arguments, which would be relevant for the research, could
be provided by multiple individuals and/or institutions (identical arguments provided by
different individuals or institutions). In order for coordinators not to be overwhelmed Filter
Teams would have to function within the Institute, representing first point of contact for
individuals and/or institutions providing arguments. Filter Teams would, following firm
rules, identify arguments, which would clearly not be in line with reality or which would be
irrelevant for a particular research process, and thus reject them, while providing a brief
explanation for why they would have been rejected. Identical or very similar arguments would
be grouped together and would along with arguments, which would not have been rejected
by Filter Teams, be sent to Problem Identification Teams.
Just as in the case of providing arguments, every member of the general population
would have to be able to communicate a problem to a Problem Identification Team
(including problems regarding research processes within the Institute).
Due to the sheer size of the global population and the sheer number of arguments and
problems potentially being communicated to Filter Teams (various Filter Teams would be
accepting arguments addressed to research processes and various Filter Teams would be
accepting problems addressed to Problem Identification Teams), human input required to
manage this communication, would have to be to the highest possible degree replaced
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through particular technologies being implemented. The first selection of problems could
potentially be conducted through information technology infrastructure, using algorithms,
which would reject certain problems that could be rejected in this manner. If problems would
have to be reported in a particular form, it would be made possible that these forms would
be processed by particular algorithms (which could identify particular indicators in texts and
other data, making it possible to determine that a problem or an argument is not in line with
reality). If not immediately rejected, an argument or a problem would be communicated
further to individuals within Filter Teams. In this way requirements for human input within
Filter Teams would be substantially lowered. Furthermore, if a relatively demanding form
would be required for each problem or argument to be communicated, therefore preventing
an individual from providing an argument or reporting a problem in a negligible amount of
time and with negligible amount of effort, the share of arguments and problems, which would
be in line with reality, within the total number of arguments and problems communicated to
Filter Teams, would probably be increased. An automated process of problem-selection or
argument-selection and an automated creation of explanations of reasons behind rejections
could possibly require substantial investments into information technology infrastructure.
Every debate within every research process would have to be conducted publicly in order
for the general population to be informed about it and also in order for the chances of
possible inconsistencies with the scientific method to be minimised, as the problem of
inconsistency with the scientific method could be perceived by any member of the global
population and communicated to the Institute.
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Figure 7: An illustration of research processes, the flow of communicated
arguments and the flow of communicated problems within the Institute
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Figure 7 illustrates the functions performed by Research Teams, illustrates how arguments
would be provided by the general population and outside institutions to research processes
within the Institute and illustrates how the need for subsequent research being conducted
after the closest approximation of an optimal solution to a particular problem would have
been determined would be communicated as a problem to Problem Identification Teams.
Two types of Filter Teams are illustrated: one accepting arguments and the other accepting
problems.
Every research process, which would require the establishment of new teams or the
reassignment of existing teams, would start with a problem that would be communicated
either by members of existing teams, by Research Coordination Teams (teams coordinating
Research Teams and determining which research has to be conducted in order for the
Institute’s plan of research to advance), by any member of the Institute or by any member of
the general population.
Problems could state requirements for additional research, which would need to be
conducted after the closest approximation of a solution to a particular problem would have
been determined (e.g. when a particular research would have been completed, new research
would become possible according to the previously planned research, having to be drawn up
by the Institute) or could state requirements for solving problems regarding previous or
current research processes, meaning stating that re-opening previous research processes or
changing particular aspects of research processes in progress is required. For example, if
previously conducted research regarding a particular engineering problem has produced a
prototype of an engineering solution and if coordinators conclude that it could be estimated
with a sufficient level of certainty that this solution would function, flaws in the design could
be spotted by a particular member of the global general population, who would then
communicate this problem to the Institute, resulting in new teams being established and in
the research being re-opened.
As problems could be communicated by every member of society, these problems would
first be received by Filter Teams, which would reject problems that would clearly not be in
line with reality and provide a brief explanation as to why they have been rejected, group
together problems stating the same or similar problems, and communicate not rejected
problems to Problem Identification Teams, which may accept or reject these problems.
Every member of the population would have to be granted the possibility of
communicating problems in order to maximise the chances of all problems being identified,
and also every member of the Institute would have to be able to do so, which would reduce
the number of opinion-based criticisms of the research conducted by the Institute, as every
criticism could be communicated as a problem and be either accepted or rejected (according
to strict rules).
Problems communicated by Research Coordination Teams (their characteristics will be
explained further) or by Research Teams would, in order for the processes of solving them
to be sped up, be directly communicated to Problem Identification Teams, as a large share of
these problems would tend to be in line with reality.
If the previously mentioned characteristics of Research Teams in the Institute would be
applied (their numbers increasing and decreasing according to numbers of problems which
would need to be solved and according to how demanding the processes of finding solutions
to these problems would be), the scale of research conducted at any given moment could
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theoretically grow without limit, as new teams would be established that would conduct their
respective parts of the research. As organizational structure of the web of Research Teams
would not be vertical, no flow of imperfect communication between layers in the organization
would take place and the complexity of the Institute as an organization and therefore the
complexity of conducted research would not be limited.
However, as Research Teams would conduct the research largely independently from
other teams, and as communication between all teams cannot realistically be expected to be
effective enough for all teams to conduct the research in a cohesive manner, additional teams
would have to operate within the Institute, the task of which would be to coordinate the
research conducted by research teams and to make sure that the research would follow a
predetermined plan of the research, which would be created by the Institute (all the research
processes, which would need to be conducted in a subsequent manner until the detailed Static
and Dynamic design of the Sustainable System would be created).
Research Coordination Teams would represent a link between all the Research Teams.
These teams would monitor progress of the research, coordinate teams so that the research
would be conducted systemically and in a logical manner, and after a particular problem
would have been solved communicate new problems (problems, stating that research has to
continue according to plan as a problem, which needed to be solved before the research could
continue, has been solved) to Problem Identification Teams, so research would continue as
planned. The number of teams in Research Coordination Teams would also grow depending
on the scale of the research needed to be coordinated and on the number of Research Teams.
Research Coordination Teams would therefore not represent an obstacle for the growth of
scale and complexity of the research and therefore for the growth in the number of Research
Teams. Research Coordination Teams would, besides other methods, apply formal sciences
such as systems theory, logic or systems engineering (the latter having to be solved in the
event of engineering problems).
The chances of flaws occurring in any aspect of research processes conducted by any
Research Team within the Institute would be minimal due to every member of the Institute,
along with every member of the general population being able to communicate problems
regarding any aspect of the research or the internal functioning of teams. Problems could
even be communicated by any member of any team within the Institute that might notice
problems within his own team. If a problem would be in line with reality, Problem
Identification Teams would randomly select members of a Selection Team, which would,
following strict rules, from the pool of suitable potential candidates select members of a team
that would be charged with solving this particular problem. The sole purpose of such teams
would be to solve problems regarding any internal issue within the Institute. These teams
would cease to perform their function after these problems would have been solved.
Characteristics of these teams, profiles of their members and their functioning would be
defined by rules.
In order for the credibility of the Institute’s research to be even higher and in order for
the chances of particular flaws in the research or in the internal functioning of the Institute
not being identified to be minimised, Monitoring Teams, the sole purpose of which would
be to oversee the functioning of all the Research Teams, Problem Identification Teams, Filter
Teams and Research Coordination Teams, would have to exist. Monitoring Teams would
besides monitoring mentioned teams also oversee whether problems are being solved or not.
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Monitoring Teams would also themselves communicate problems. In the case of problems
not being solved, Monitoring Teams would initially themselves directly intervene wherever
the reason for a problem not being solved would exist. If unsuccessful, they would
communicate this problem to Problem Identification Teams, which would then attempt to
solve it through the standard problem-solving process (by randomly selecting a Selection
Team, which would select a team charged with solving the problem). If problem-solving
would again be unsuccessful, Monitoring Teams would communicate the unsolved problem
to the Management Team (the Management will be described later), which would represent
the final option to be used for Monitoring Teams if particular problems would not be solved.
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Figure 8: Relations between teams directly involved in research processes, the flow
of communicated problems and the supervision of problem-solving processes
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Figure 8 illustrates how Research Teams would be coordinated by Research Coordination
Teams, how problems would be communicated and solved, and how Monitoring Teams
would oversee the functioning of other teams and oversee the problem-solving processes, as
well as how they would intervene if problems were not being solved. The general population
and outside institutions could also communicate problems.
Up to this point, the part of the Institute conducting the research has been analysed.
Teams directly involved in the research would be horizontally organized, each performing its
respective tasks. However, one aspect of the Institute’s organizational structure would have
to resemble vertical organization in order for the Institute to be able to function within the
market-monetary system, to enjoy the trust of donors and to coordinate the government of
the Existing System and the leadership of the Parallel System during the Transition.
This deviation from a largely horizontal organizational structure would have to take place
due to donors, the government of the Existing System and the leadership of the Parallel
System having to rely on particular individuals within the Institute that they would personally
make sure that its operations and research would not in any case become unstable or flawed.
These individuals would have the ultimate decision-making powers in events of any problems
not being solved by teams within the Institute.
The Institute would therefore have to include a team of (a small number of) individuals,
possibly being vertically organized, the purpose of which would be to represent the Institute
and its members and to personally guarantee that all problems regarding its functioning and
its research would ultimately be solved.
The need for such a team of individuals with decision-making powers tied to a person
(although still too a high degree having to comply with rules and therefore having very limited
decision-making powers) would be consequential for the prevailing culture within the marketmonetary democratic system (or any other Existing System), which regards a vertically
organized institution, characterized by a small number of individuals or by one individual
ultimately being responsible for its functioning as a normal form of organization.
It would be likely that donors would desire that a person or a small number of people
represent(s) the primary contact in the event of particular problems occurring, and that a
person or a small number of individuals personally guarantee(s) that all problems would be
solved. This would require one individual or a small number of individuals to have decisionmaking power if a particular problem would not be solved by the Institute’s teams.
Furthermore, as during the Transition the government of the Existing System and the
leadership of the Parallel System would also consist of individuals with decision-making
powers, they would, compared to a theoretical case of an institution without anyone being
able to personally guarantee that problems would be solved, tend to prefer to communicate
with an institution, also represented by individuals with decision-making powers, who would
be able to personally guarantee that problems regarding any aspect of the Institute, which
could affect the government of the Existing System and the leadership of the Parallel System,
and therefore the Transition itself, would be solved.
The Management Team would therefore have to be established and decision-making
powers regarding processes of finding solutions to problems, not being solved through
established problem-solving processes within the Institute, would have to be provided to a
small number of individuals forming the Management Team. However, the Management
Team would not have any real function within the Institute, except to within the scope of
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decision-making powers of members of this team solve problems that would not be solved
within the Institute within a particular timeframe.
As the Management Team’s primary purpose would be that its members would be
personally responsible that problems regarding any aspect of the Institute would ultimately
be solved and that they would represent the Institute as an organization when communicating
with donors, the government of the Existing System, the leadership of the Parallel System or
particular institutions in the Existing or Parallel System, these entities would have to have
some level of influence regarding which individuals would be members of the Management
Team. They would however not be able to directly appoint these individuals, as the Institute
would be an autonomous institution.
The process of selection of members of the Management Team would have to be
conducted by following strict rules defining profiles of potential candidates, and a random
selection would have to be conducted from the final group of candidates (selected from the
pool of potential candidates), characterized by suitable profile. This essentially means that
only a person’s profile would represent the basis for a person to be included in the final group,
not the actual identity of this person. A random team would have to be selected from all
members of the Institute (the first Management Team, at a point in time when the Institute
would be established, would be selected by a team of individuals who would have been
involved in establishing the Institute). This team would have to apply strict rules (excluding
any subjective opinions) when selecting individuals with suitable profiles from the pool of
candidates. Finally, individuals, who would become members of the Management Team,
would be randomly selected from the final group of candidates (multiple individuals of same
profile, determined by rules to be suitable for potential members of the Management Team).
This process would minimise the risk of any corruption taking place during the process of
appointing members of the Management Team.
Members of the Management Team would be periodically replaced through the same
process, therefore having limited mandates. However, as donors, the government of the
Existing System and the leadership of the Parallel System would have to have limited
influence regarding individuals, intrusted to personally solve any potential problems, any of
the three parties would have to have an option to demand the replacement of a particular
individual or all individuals within the Management Team, which would essentially shorten
the time until the next periodical replacement of the Management Team (taking place through
the previously described process of random selection).
The Management Team would be informed about the need for a particular problem to
be solved by a Monitoring Institution after a certain number of attempts of solving this
problem would have failed. Furthermore, a particular problem could be directly
communicated to the Management Team by either donors, the government of the Existing
System or the leadership of the Parallel System, as multiple individuals or one individual in
the Management Team would represent a contact person and trusted person for either one
of these entities. However, prior to starting to actively solve a problem the Management Team
would have to first communicate the problem, which would have originally been
communicated directly to the Management Team, to Problem Identification Teams, and wait
for the problem to be solved (while personally overseeing the process) through established
problem-solving processes. Furthermore, the Monitoring Teams would also be overseeing
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the problem-solving process. Members of the Management Team would personally intervene
if this problem would at any point not be solved.
Before continuing to the overview of other teams within the General Framework of the
Institute, the Transition Coordination Teams, which would have to be established at the
beginning of the first phase of the Transition, have to be mentioned. These teams would be
required due to the government of the Existing System and the leadership of the Parallel
System, along with particular institutions in the Existing and Parallel System, requiring
coordination in order to in a synchronized manner conduct the Transition. They would be
coordinated by the Institute, which would do so by providing them information (actions, the
Institute could perform, would be limited to providing information only).
The Transition Coordination Teams would be considered a part of the group of teams
within the Institute, not directly involved in the research processes. These teams would be
established in order to communicate with the government of the Existing System, the
leadership of the Parallel System and with some institutions in the Existing and Parallel
System, and in order to operate with the Dynamic Design, which would constantly change,
based on resources that could be acquired from the existing economy. Operating with the
Dynamic Design would essentially mean constantly changing the recommendations regarding
steps to be taken by the Parallel System, as the resources, which could be acquired from the
existing economy, would constantly be changing and as the Dynamic Design would
constantly be changing. These teams would cooperate closely with particular Research Teams,
conducting research connected to the functioning of the existing economy and to the
possibilities of acquiring resources from it.
At this point, the description of the group of teams, which would not be directly involved
in the research processes within the Institute, should begin. This group of teams will be called
Support Teams. These teams would be more static than teams directly involved in research
processes (numbers of Research Teams, along with tasks performed by these teams, would
rapidly change as research would progress). Support Teams would essentially represent
particular departments within the Institute, each conducting their respective tasks, ultimately
enabling the Institute to perform its role.
Support Teams would not significantly impact research results and if not performing
their tasks properly, they would be perceived as performing poorly by other teams within the
Institute before being able to impact research results (such as Contact Teams failing to attract
a sufficient number of arguments, which would be quickly noticed by Research Teams and
the functioning of Contact Teams would through problem-solving processes be improved
before research would be conducted further).
Overseeing these teams and solving problems regarding any aspect of their functioning
would be most efficiently conducted by one group of fixed teams. Department Coordination
Teams would have the task of overseeing these teams and if problems would be perceived
directly by these teams (without problems being communicated to Problem Identification
Teams), they would attempt to solve them. However, if failing to solve these problems,
Monitoring Teams would join the problem-solving process. If a particular problem would
still not be solved, it would be communicated to the Management Team.
Monitoring Teams would beside monitoring all teams directly involved in the research
processes, monitor the problem-solving processes regarding all problems identified by
Problem Identification Teams as in line with reality and as necessary to be solved, as well as
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monitor Department Coordination Teams and their attempts in solving problems regarding
any aspect of any Support Team (Monitoring Teams would not oversee the functioning of
any Support Team as this would be the task performed by Department Coordination Teams).
These problems could either be identified by Department Coordination Teams or could be
communicated to them by Problem Identification Teams.
If report of any problem regarding the functioning of any team under supervision of
Department Coordination Teams would be received by Problem Identification Teams (if for
example a member of a Research Team would communicate a problem), it would first be
communicated to a Department Coordination Team, in the first phase attempting to solve it
by itself. Only if the attempt of solving it would fail, a Monitoring Team would get involved.
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Figure 9: Problem-solving processes regarding problems concerning the
functioning of teams not directly involved in the research processes (Support
Teams)
Management
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Figure 9 illustrates how Department Coordination Teams would oversee and directly solve
problems regarding functioning of any team that would not be directly involved in the
research processes (any Support Team). All problems would initially be directly reported to
Department Coordination Teams and only if these teams would fail to solve a particular
problem, the Monitoring Teams, overseeing all the problem-solving processes, would get
involved, first attempting to solve this problem through their direct involvement and if
unsuccessful communicating this problem to Problem Identification Teams, which would
then attempt to solve it through the standard problem-solving process (by randomly selecting
a Selection Team, which would select a team charged with solving the problem). If problemsolving would again be unsuccessful, Monitoring Teams would communicate the unsolved
problem to the Management Team.
As the Institute and its research processes would develop through time based on
problems, identified as problems needed to be solved, at this point an overview of potential
types of problems and an overview of teams, which would be involved in a problem-solving
process from a point in time when a problem would be communicated by an individual or
institution to a point in time when this problem would be solved, will be presented.
Whenever research would reach a particular phase, when new problems would become
possible to start being solved by Research Teams, either Research Coordination Teams
(coordinating this particular research process and other Research Teams) or any individual
from any Research Team could in a form of a problem communicate to a Problem
Identification Team the fact that research should continue as a particular problem would have
been solved. As the chances of problems not in line with reality being communicated would
be low whenever an individual from any of the Institute’s teams would communicate a
problem, there would be no need for a Filter Team to be involved.
The abovementioned problems, along with problems regarding any previous or current
research process that could be communicated by any individual in the global population or
by any outside institution, would represent the basis for the development of research
processes and for determining the closest approximations of optimal solutions to particular
problems. As the chances of finding these closest approximations increase if the chances of
identifying problems are maximised, every individual in the global population would have to
have the possibility of communicating a problem regarding any aspect of research processes,
including problems regarding the functioning of Research Teams (as all research processes
would be conducted in a transparent manner and as these processes would be observable by
the general population, problems could potentially be identified by any member of the global
population).
Whenever individuals from the global population would communicate problems, these
would first have to be received by Filter Teams in order for Problem Identification Teams
not to be overwhelmed by the sheer number of problems not in line with reality.
The abovementioned types of problems would, if determined to be in line with reality,
result in Problem Identification Teams randomly selecting teams that would establish
Research Teams or correct the functioning of Research Teams, already solving a particular
problem.
As Monitoring Teams would oversee the functioning of Research Teams, Research
Coordination Teams and Department Coordination Teams, these teams would (along with
following the processes of solving all problems identified by Problem Identification Teams),
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communicate all problems they would identify to Problem Identification Teams. If these
problems would concern any research process, Problem Identification Teams would
randomly select a team that would be in charge of establishing a team, which would ultimately
be assigned to solving these particular problems. If a problem would concern the functioning
of Department Coordination Teams, the same process would unfold and a newly established
team would attempt to solve this problem. If a problem would not be solved after a certain
period of time, Monitoring Teams would communicate this fact to the Management Team,
which would personally take on the responsibility of solving it.
Any problems regarding the functioning of teams, not directly involved in research
processes (Support Teams), could be identified by any individual within the Institute
(generally problems would be identified fairly quickly, as all teams within the Institute would
depend on each other when performing their roles). However, as all aspects regarding the
internal functioning of the Institute would not be constantly communicated to the general
population, the abovementioned problems could not be perceived by the general population
(however, suggestions regarding improvements of the internal organization of the Institute,
which could be treated as problems, could be communicated to Filter Teams by anyone) and
therefore such problems would be communicated directly to Problem Identification Teams
by members of the Institute. If these problems would be identified as in line with reality and
needing to be solved, they would initially be communicated to Department Coordination
Teams only, which would attempt to solve these problems by itself.
Finally, even problems regarding the functioning of Monitoring Teams could be noted
by any individual within the Institute. Such problems could be communicated directly to
Problem Identification Teams, which would randomly select a Selection Team, which would,
following firm rules, establish a team that would improve the functioning of Monitoring
Teams (solve this problem). However, all changes regarding Monitoring Teams would have
to be closely followed by the Management Team, as Monitoring Teams would essentially
represent the last line of the problem identification and problem-solving process before a
problem would start being solved by the Management Team.
Finally, Support Teams have to be defined, which would be the teams that would not be
directly involved in research processes, yet would enable the Institute to perform its roles.
The functioning of these teams would be overviewed and problems regarding their
functioning (if teams themselves would not be able to solve them) solved by Department
Coordination Teams.
As attracting arguments necessary for a particular research process to be successfully
conducted would require direct contact between the Institute and institutions and individuals
outside it, Contact Teams would have to function within the Institute and represent a
department establishing such contact. After a particular Research Team would state that
particular arguments, the provision of which would require particular research to be
conducted outside the Institute, would have to be provided to a particular research process
within the Institute, a Contact Team would contact particular institutions or individuals in
order to attract such arguments. In the case of additional research being required and having
to be funded by the Institute, the Management Team would have to be involved, as this would
directly impact donors previously having funded the Institute (therefore having to understand
the importance of such an expense) and donors, the donations of which would be required
in the future. Contact Teams would coordinate the abovementioned process from first
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contact until arguments would actually be provided to research processes. If additional
research would require additional funding, a Contact Team would cooperate with the
Management Team, the Administration Team (which will be described later), and could
possibly communicate with donors directly. Contact Teams would in many cases themselves
generate costs, as communication (e.g. individuals being required to travel) would tend to be
costly. Information regarding these costs would have to be relayed to donors in a transparent
and understandable form, with the Management Team possibly getting involved if additional
communication would be required (if for example additional explanation of reasons behind
additional costs would be required or if new donations would be required to cover these
costs).
As communication of concepts and values to the global population would represent a
prerequisite for the Transition to take place and as public support for the Institute would be
required, Communication Teams would conduct communication to the global population
through any means available based on funds that the Institute would be able to allocate into
this communication. Such communication would aim toward raising level of public support
for the Transition and the Institute, as well as aiming toward gradually changing global culture.
An extensive amount of information would flow within the Institute and between the
Institute and the outside world. Furthermore, as research processes would progress, the
amount of information produced by Research Teams through time would rise to extreme
levels, which would require tools that would enable storing and processing this information.
Information Flow Teams would enable extensive amounts of information to be stored and
transformed into form which could be processed by individuals inside and outside the
Institute if required. As Static and Dynamic Designs would be created, the amount of
information included in them would be extensive. Transforming this information into a
model, easily accessible and understandable (e.g. an extremely complex Dynamic Design,
designed to be able to instantly change when resources that could be provided by the existing
economy would change, would have to be easily understandable in order for further steps to
be clear), would be a task performed by Information Flow Teams. Information technology
would be used to organize this large amount of information and new hardware and software
would have to be developed by Information Flow Teams, which would likely cause significant
expenses for the Institute.
As the Institute would represent an organization requiring monetary and non-monetary
contributions and using tangible products and services for its functioning, Administration
Teams would manage every aspect of the Institute that would be connected to the use of
tangible products (such as managing buildings, managing equipment for research processes
or organizing projects required for particular research processes to be conducted, most
notably purchasing equipment required for research conducted by the Institute directly),
outside services or even natural resources. Administration Teams would allocate resources
(most notably funds available) toward acquiring these products and services (or in some cases
natural resources), prepare reports regarding funds spent (primarily in order to present these
reports to donors, mitigating fears of corruption and fears of donations being spent in a way
that would not benefit the Institute and its research) and prepare estimates of future funding
requirements, which would ultimately be presented to the public via Communication Teams
and directly to potential donors or the government by the Management Team.
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If Research Teams would communicate the requirement for additional scientific research
or technological development to be conducted by outside institutions (such as universities
and institutes in the existing economy) to Contact Teams, the latter would after arranging this
research communicate funding requirements to Administration Teams, which would either
allocate previously acquired funds or strive toward acquiring additional funds.
Various teams would communicate requirements for products and services (or in some
cases natural resources) to Administration Teams, which would acquire and allocate them.
Administration Teams would determine priorities regarding allocating limited resources
(most notably limited funds) and provide products and services to teams accordingly.
Every individual in every team within the Institute would have to be educated and trained
in order to be able to perform his respective role. Teams providing education and training to
team members (Education and Training Teams) would mainly use standardized educational
and training materials when transferring knowledge to team members. This education and
training would not only enable them to perform their respective roles, but would also
maximise the chances for teams to function properly and the chances of some needs (most
notably social and emotional needs) of members being satisfied due to good interpersonal
relationships within teams.
Potential and existing members of research teams, for example, would be educated about
the scientific method and the philosophy of science, which would enable them to coordinate
research processes. They would be educated and trained regarding types of problems and
characteristics of research processes, required for these particular types of problems to be
solved, which would make them able to successfully select teams, if randomly selected by a
Problem Identification Team to select team members from the pool of potential candidates.
They would also be educated and trained regarding psychological traits of people, which
would make them able to select suitable team members and to communicate efficiently with
individuals within their own teams and with individuals from other teams. Furthermore, all
other rules concerning particular teams would be included in education and training materials,
including rules regarding the replacement of team members if required.
The mentioned organizational structure would enable the Institute to expand or shrink
in terms of number of teams and individuals within the Institute as required at a particular
moment. Whenever new problems, requiring additional research, would be identified, new
Research Teams could always be established through the process of Selection Teams
establishing new Research Teams (selecting an appropriate type of a Research Team, along
with selecting its members from the pool of potential candidates). The same process could
take place if a number of Problem Identification Teams or a number of Filter Teams would
have to be increased. If a problem would be identified by a Problem Identification Team, and
if in order to find the solution to this problem the establishment of additional teams, which
would not be directly involved in conducting the research (Support Teams) would be
required, the Department Coordination Team would out of all individuals from Support
Teams randomly select a Selection Team, which would establish a new team by selecting
appropriate type of this team and selecting team members from the pool of potential
candidates. The same process could also take place if a number of Department Coordination
Teams would have to be increased.
However, the above described process would only be used if new teams were to be
established (when teams would cease to exist, as their roles would no longer be required,
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teams would conduct this process by themselves). Once a team would be established, it would
manage itself and could replace its members in accordance with strict rules.
A team would be a unit consisting of a limited number of team members, small enough
for communication among them to be effective. A team’s maximum size would generally be
based on the maximum number of individuals that would still enable personal acquaintances
to be formed. If a particular task would require a larger number of individuals, it would be
more effective to use multiple teams, cooperating when performing a particular role, than to
use larger teams, the size of which would not anymore allow for interpersonal acquaintance
to be possible. Not exceeding the mentioned maximum size would make it possible for
communication to be effective and for team members to have a high level of understanding
of how other team members perform their roles. Furthermore, due to such teams being
cohesive and characterized by meaningful interpersonal relationships, such teams would
resemble a social environment, where natural human behaviour evolved. In such an
environment particular needs (most notably certain social and emotional needs) could be
satisfied to a higher level than in larger teams, which could contribute to individuals being
motivated to perform their roles.
Characteristics of roles performed by individuals in teams would be defined by firm rules.
As vertical organizational structure (one person’s decision possible to be overruled by a
person higher up on the hierarchy) would not be required due to firm rules having to be
applied (therefore no need would exist for a person higher up on the hierarchy to supervise
other individuals), horizontal organizational structure would be applied, characterized by all
individuals being equal in the hierarchy when performing their respective roles. If
requirement for an individual to coordinate a group of other individuals would take place, an
individual coordinating others would not be higher up on the hierarchy, but would rather
perform his respective role of coordinating. Such an organizational structure would tend to
result in fewer tensions and would enable a higher level of cooperation than vertical
organizational structure.
Such an organizational structure would be possible if all types of teams would be
designed in detail at a point of establishing the Institute and if firm rules would be established,
defining in detail the functioning of teams and performed roles. When the Institute would
already function, a team of a particular (pre-designed) type could be established according to
the role this team would need to perform.
Once teams would be established, they would manage their members, add new members
(up to the maximum number of members) and remove existing members (voluntarily or nonvoluntarily, if performing poorly when performing a role).
Strict rules would have to be applied when selecting new members, generally similar to
rules, which a Selection Team would have to follow when establishing a new team.
As standards regarding role performance would be defined, individuals performing their
respective roles would have to perform them according to these standards and would have
to be removed if failing to perform their roles in this manner in order for the Institute to
function properly and its research processes to be properly conducted. Removing individuals
would also have to be conducted according to strict rules and detailed criteria would be
defined, which would have to be met if an individual was to be removed. If individuals would
be removed from their teams based on subjective judgement of particular individuals within
the Institute, individuals who would be removed and also other individuals (any individual
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from the general population) could potentially perceive such a process as corrupt. If so, the
Institute’s level of credibility could be lowered. Furthermore, if removal processes would be
perceived as corrupt, other individuals could become demotivated to join the pool of
potential candidates. Such processes would therefore have to be conducted based on strict
rules and it would be necessary that no personal opinions would play a role, that verifiable
facts would represent the basis for the removal (e.g. poor performance that could be proven),
and that the whole removal process would be conducted transparently and be presented to
the public. Firm rules (including standards for each role performed), along with additional
knowledge required for team members to successfully conduct the processes of adding and
removing individuals, would have to be included in education and training materials.
As has been described earlier in this chapter, the Institute would represent a web of
teams, having their internal functioning and also relations between them and other teams
defined by strict rules. If these rules would be identified as flawed (a problem being
identified), they could be changed through a research process conducted by a particular newly
selected Research Team. As would be the case in any other research process, any member of
the general population would be able to provide arguments into the research process aimed
toward solving such problem.
As the number of teams could increase and decrease through time, the Institute as an
organization would be very flexible. As no vertical organizational structure would be applied,
it would not have limits in its complexity. It would therefore be able to perform its role in
any circumstances, including during the process of the Transition.
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6 A COMMUNITY STRIVING TOWARD ESTABLISHING THE INSTITUTE
In order to start conducting its research processes, the Institute would have to be established
as a whole, meaning that all the teams described in the previous chapter would have to be
established, that all tangible products and services would have to be acquired and that all
internal rules would have to be defined, so the Institute as an organization could function
properly and grow through time if the number of problems and the number and difficulty of
activities needed to be conducted in order to solve them would grow.
The Institute would prior to conducting any research require a considerable amount of
resources (products and services, e.g. research equipment or information technology
infrastructure), the acquisition of which would generally demand a considerable amount of
funding, along with demanding a considerable number of researchers, who would be willing
to join the first teams voluntarily.
In times when the concepts of the Sustainable System, the Institute and the Transition
would still be theoretical outlines, considerable effort would be required to attract donors and
to reach a sufficient level of the internalization of these concepts within the general
population for the pool of potential candidates, from which members of teams would be
selected, to reach a sufficient size (in terms of numbers of people and in terms of range of
academic disciplines and/or professional profiles these people would be characterized by), so
that the Institute could commence its research.
Before the Institute would be established, a community striving toward it being
established would in an organized manner have to conduct various projects that would aim
toward spreading the concepts of the Sustainable System, the Transition and the Institute
among the general population. These projects would have to aim toward reaching a level of
support of the abovementioned to a level, that the pool of candidates would form, enabling
the Institute to acquire its members. Mentioned projects would also have to aim toward
attracting a sufficient number of donors, willing to provide a sufficient amount of monetary
or non-monetary donations for the Institute to be established and to function for a particular
period of time.
In order to achieve the abovementioned, an outline of the Institute, as described in this
book, would have to be upgraded to a point, where its organizational structure and research
processes could be defined to a sufficient detail that exact requirements for monetary or nonmonetary support up to a particular point in time in the future (ideally up to the end of the
first phase of the research) would be determined, and where exact profiles of the Institute’s
members from the point of establishing it up to the previously mentioned point in time in
the future would be determined. Furthermore, its research processes and requirements for
conducting the research would have to be determined in detail up to the previously mentioned
point in time in the future. However, as the mentioned research processes and requirements
to conduct the research cannot be predicted with complete accuracy and as they could deviate
from the plan (as unexpected problems would probably arise), they would have to be
determined with a sufficient level of certainty so that extreme deviations from the plan would
not occur.
Only when such a detailed design would be created, individuals providing monetary or
non-monetary support and individuals willing to enter the pool of candidates would perceive
the concept of the Institute as credible enough to donate to it or be willing to contribute their
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time and effort to it. In order for this perception to take place, not only a detailed design of
the Institute at a point of establishing it would have to be created (essentially meaning that in
this case no plan for further development of the Institute would exist and that its future
would be highly unpredictable), but also a detailed plan or research processes and
requirements for conduct the research (with a sufficient level of certainty) would have to be
created in order for the functioning of the Institute in the future to be perceived as highly
predictable by potential donors and potential members.
A relatively small community of individuals, some of which would have to have expertise
in particular academic disciplines, would have to actively strive toward achieving the
abovementioned by creating the detailed design of the Institute and its research processes,
along with by any means available conducting communication of the concepts of the
Institute, the Sustainable System and the Transition to the general population. Furthermore,
this community would (after the mentioned detailed design would have been created) also
have to conduct targeted communication to potential donors and/or in some cases to
potential members of the pool of candidates.
Creation of the detailed design of the Institute and its research processes (ideally up to
the end of the first phase of the research) would be a demanding task, which would include
a large number of different academic disciplines, as research processes, likely to be conducted
during the first phase of the research within the Institute would be highly diverse in terms of
academic disciplines represented in the Research Teams. A community of dedicated
individuals, some of which would necessarily have to have the expertise in particular academic
disciplines, while some not, would have to conduct various projects, all ultimately aiming
toward the detailed design of the Institute to be created in a form, which could be presented
to potential donors and the general population.
This detailed design would have to include a sufficient level of detail so that the Institute
could be established without additional planning necessary (information included in this plan
would suffice), if sufficient monetary and non-monetary donations would be provided and if
the pool of potential candidates would be formed.
This essentially means that up to a certain point in time in the future, ideally up to the
end of the first phase of the research, research processes would have to be defined to a
sufficient level of detail that it would be known which would be characteristics of teams
expected to coordinate these research processes, which would be characteristic of other teams
within the Institute, and which products and services would be required by these teams
(services include additional research conducted by institutions in the existing economy).
In order to create the detailed design of the Institute, extensive development of product
designs and of other materials would have to be conducted by the community. Some products
would have to be designed and developed by the community, such as unique research
equipment or information systems, which would be used by the Institute’s teams. In the case
of the complexity of particular designs exceeding capabilities of the community to create
them, rough outlines of these designs would have to be created and their complete creation
would have to be included in plans of establishing the Institute after donations would have
been acquired. Materials that would have to be developed by the community would have to
include detailed rules defining all internal aspects of the Institute (such as rules defining the
characteristics and functioning of a particular team or defining a particular role that an
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individual would perform), along with including all educational materials for all individuals
within the Institute.
At a point when the detailed design of the Institute and its research processes would be
created and presented to the public, the concept of the Institute would become significantly
more credible than a rough outline, available prior to the community creating the detailed
design. It is thus likely that the level of public support for the Institute would rise.
A version of the detailed design of the Institute would have to be created for potential
donors, which would be short and understandable. It would have to largely consist of
requirements for monetary and non-monetary donations through time and of an exact plan
of allocating these donations.
The community would also have to communicate by any means available. The larger the
number of individuals conducting this communication the higher would be the chances of
the concepts of the Sustainable System, the Transition and the Institute reaching a large share
of the population, a large number of potential donors and a large number of individuals
potentially entering the pool of candidates. The larger the number of individuals conducting
this communication, the wider the range of means of communication would be due to
particular individuals having access to particular means of communication and being able to
use it. In some cases even personal contacts could be used for communicating these concepts
to particular target groups or individuals.
The scale of activities aimed toward creating the Institute’s design and the amount of
communication conducted by the community would tend to increase as the number of
community members would increase. Even without directly contributing to the creation of
the detailed design, individuals could contribute by informing others about the community,
which could potentially result in new members joining.
In modern times, when communication between people around the world is gradually
becoming easier and more effective, the community could conduct its activities by including
individuals located throughout the world. As technology progresses, the number of available
tools grows and these tools could be used to make the design in a lower amount of time and
with less effort and used to communicate more effectively.
This book provides a common direction for the community, yet the community would
during the initial phases not have to operate as a centralized organization and its projects
would not have to be centrally managed. Different independent projects, established based
on the initiative of any individual, could be conducted by various teams throughout the world,
and could ultimately represent the building blocks of the Institute’s final design, which would
eventually be created and communicated to the public. After this donors and members of the
pool of candidates could be acquired and the Institute could actually be established and begin
conducting its research.
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CONCLUSIONS
Concepts presented in this book have been developed based on all the criteria of the Principle
of Sustainability, which define what the Sustainable System actually is and based on logically
connecting the latest scientific research results and observable phenomena within the global
socio-economic system. Thus, the concept of the Sustainable System, the concept of the
Transition toward it, and the concept of the Institute as an organization representing the
primary source of information about the Sustainable System and the Transition, enabling the
Transition to commence and coordinating its process, have been created.
However, as these concepts are currently still theoretical, estimation of the chances of
the Sustainable System functioning and the chances of the Transition being successfully
conducted is for now restricted to intuitive estimation. In order to estimate with a high level
of certainty that the concepts presented in this book are viable options, research would have
to be conducted by the Institute. As indications exist that the Sustainable System and the
Transition could potentially be viable options, it can currently be concluded that resources
should be allocated toward establishing and supporting the Institute, which would explore
these concepts further.
Concepts presented in this book indicate that the Sustainable System could theoretically
function and be established through the process of gradual transition, being characterized by
two parallel socio-economic systems and coordinated by the Institute as the primary source
of information.
Comparison between the Sustainable System and the market-monetary democratic
system or any other possible socio-economic system indicates an exceptional potential for
the Sustainable System to improve the chances of the long-term survival and prosperity of
mankind, thus making the research conducted by the Institute very worthwhile.
Changing the current socio-economic system, the fundamental characteristics of which
are in direct conflict with the Principle of Sustainability, with a system more in line with the
latter, would have to be a priority considered by human society.
The market-monetary system requires scarcity for it to function and prioritizes economic
performance over preventing negative impacts on the environment and/or people. If
economical, natural resources tend to be depleted within such a system, and the economy can
possibly build itself around a finite resource. Scientific research and technological
development, along with the implementation of technologies generally take place when being
in line with profit interests of Economic Subjects (except of basic scientific research, which
can be funded by the government) and investments into all the mentioned tend to be
suboptimal taking into consideration funds available. Furthermore, if such an economic
system is coupled with the democratic general framework of society, being characterized by
high chances of suboptimal decisions being made by a democratically elected leadership, such
a socio-economic system is far from a socio-economic system, which would maximise the
chances of the long-term survival and prosperity of mankind.
Indications exist that the Sustainable System, which would comply with all the criteria of
the Principle of Sustainability, could function. It would enable the highest possible level of
needs satisfaction for all individuals equally, would be designed to prevent a negative impact
on the environment and/or the people, would not deplete natural resources at a rate beyond
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the rate of their regeneration, would maximise the amount of scientific research and
technological development, as well as maximise the level of implementation of technologies,
and in such a system all problems regarding any aspect of society would be solved in
accordance with the scientific method. Such a system would be static and would change only
if a closer approximation of its optimal design would be determined (only if a closer
approximation of a solution to any problem regarding any aspect of society would be
determined). Furthermore, in such a system every member of the general population would
be able to influence the problem-solving and decision-making processes in society by
providing arguments, which means that everyone would be able to influence decisions
regarding which changes would be implemented in any aspect of society. In such a system,
the speed of problem-solving and decision-making processes in society could generally be
low, making it possible that in order to ensure compliance of solutions to problems with the
scientific method (solutions representing the closest approximations of optimal solutions),
time between identifying problems and finding solutions to them could be prolonged. Such
problem-solving and decision-making processes could never be possible in an ever-changing
economy and wider society within the market-monetary democratic system, which requires
constant problem-solving and decision-making, only possible to be conducted by individuals
with decision-making powers. As this means that opinions of these individuals represent the
basis for determining solutions to problems and for making decisions regarding changes
needed to be implemented in society, such a problem-solving and decision-making process
is characterized by a high probability of making errors.
The Sustainable System would be a system, not required to change unless closer
approximations of its optimal design would be determined. It would be designed to maximise
the level of satisfaction of needs of all members of the population equally and in such a system
all the resources in excess of resources, required for the day-to-day functioning of society
would be allocated into scientific research and technological development, as well as into the
implementation of new closest approximations of solutions to any problems regarding any
aspect of society. Compared to the market-monetary democratic system, the Sustainable
System would dramatically increase the chances of the long-term survival and prosperity of
mankind and enable a far superior quality of life for all members of society.
Without considering the option of establishing the Sustainable System, human society
will always be organized by either a form the market-monetary system, or a form of the
centrally planned system or a combination of both, coupled with either a democratic or a
dictatorial framework of society. Although all these potential systems are able to ensure
progress of society to a certain level, they are unable to ensure it to a maximum level possible.
As none of these systems can ever comply with all the criteria of the Principle of
Sustainability, they can thus never be sustainable.
The cost of enabling the Institute to conduct its research would be small compared with
the exceptional potential of the Sustainable System to maximise the chances of the long-term
survival and prosperity of mankind. Furthermore, research conducted by the Institute would
in the long run certainly bring benefits. If it would become clear that science and technology
at present time have not progressed to a level that could make the Sustainable System possible
to function without significantly breaching the Principle of Sustainability and/or to a level
that could make it possible for the Transition to be successfully conducted in an amount of
time acceptable for the general population, the research conducted by the Institute and the
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designs it would have created would not be considered as a failure, but would rather represent
the basis for further scientific and technological research.
If however the mentioned research results would with a sufficient level of certainty
indicate that the Sustainable System could function and that it could be established in a
reasonable amount of time, the chances that the idea of the Transition toward it and the
Institute itself would be supported by a large share of the general population would be high,
as such a system would enable a higher level of needs satisfaction among the general
population.
As no other option exists, which would enable the human society to shift toward a socioeconomic system complying with all the criteria of the Principle of Sustainability, than to
systemically design an alternative system and conduct a gradual transition toward a fully
established system, researching this option is of extreme importance for human society.
Establishing the Institute would require dedicated individuals to conduct or participate
in projects aimed toward establishing it. As the purpose of this book was to provide the reader
with sufficient knowledge to understand the purpose and characteristics of the Institute, every
reader can, if desiring to do so, participate in his own way toward establishing the Institute
and for the latter to conduct its research. By either starting own projects or by joining projects
conducted by other dedicated individuals or by spreading the concepts of the Institute, the
Sustainable System and the Transition further, every individual can take part in this important
endeavour aimed toward bringing human society closer to attaining a state of sustainability.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A
Assets – This term is mostly used in accounting. Assets are defined as tangible or intangible
means of producing value, therefore already having value and/or having the potential to
produce value.

B
Basket of Products and Services = the Basket –When using this term, we refer to a set of
products and services, the changes in prices of which are used as the basis for determining a
measured inflation rate. Products and services included in the Basket of Products and Services
are determined by a particular institution in a particular economy, performing the role of
measuring and declaring the inflation rate in this economy.

C
City – As a habitat for the population, a City is a set of tangible products, which in
interconnection with other Elements of Society enables the satisfaction of human needs. As
all Elements of Society function as a single system, a City also enables the functioning of
other Elements of Society.
Culture – A set of concepts and values internalized and communicated further by members
of society. Culture develops through time as institutions communicate particular concepts
and values and as individuals in society communicate particular concepts and values to other
individuals. A common characteristic of all cultures tends to be that concepts and values,
which form a particular culture, promote the behaviour of individuals in line with behaviour
that is widely perceived as beneficial for the functioning of a particular society.

D
Drive – A psychological state, which takes place when a particular human need is not satisfied
and which motivates a person to behave in a particular manner. The strength of drives is
ultimately connected to the position of a need not being satisfied on the hierarchy of needs
(in this book Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is referred to). The higher the unsatisfied
need is on this hierarchy, the higher the priority of satisfaction of this need and therefore the
stronger the drive motivating an individual to satisfy this need.

E
Element of Society – The design of the Sustainable System is for practical reasons divided
into five parts, called Elements of Society. This division has been made due to their specific
characteristics and unique requirements needed to be considered when designing them. The
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Elements of society in the Sustainable System are: Cities, Production, Institutions, Energy,
Transport and the General Framework of Society.
Energy (Element of Society) – Energy as an Element of Society includes all Production
Processes required for production and distribution of any form of energy as an input into
any Production Process that requires it. Energy as an Element of Society is essentially a web
of Production Processes and an integral part of the Production Framework, considered
under Production as an Element of Society. Due to its specifics and importance for society
Energy is considered as a separate Element of Society.
Economic growth – is the increase in the number and/or quality of products and services
produced in the economy. If the number and/or quality of products and services produced
in production processes with the same amount of inputs increases, productivity of these
production processes increases, and economic growth, based on this increase in
productivity is called “Real Growth”. If, however, more inputs are used for more products
and services produced and/or for products and services of higher quality, Extensive
Growth takes place. Long-term economic growth is, unless new natural resources are
discovered and/or the population grows (more human input available), possible only if Real
Growth and Extensive Growth take place in parallel, therefore if inputs saved by increased
productivity are used to produce more products and services and/or products and services
of higher quality. Whenever such growth takes place, the number and/or quality of
products and services traded in the economy grows and individuals on average tend to be
able to directly or indirectly use more products and services and/or products and services
of higher quality.
Economic Subject – The term Economic Subject is used when referring to an entity in the
economy, which needs to cover its expenses with revenues and which generally strives toward
profiting from every trade in order to remain a part of the economy. An Economic Subject
is an abstract term, yet we use it in order to simplify our analysis. All Economic Subjects are
ultimately owned by individuals and individuals themselves can be Economic Subjects
(essentially meaning that individuals own themselves as Economic Subjects). An example of
an Economic Subject owned by one or more individuals is a company conducting its business
with profit as a goal or in the case of it being a non-profit organization, at least aiming toward
covering its expenses with revenues.
Executive Teams – As part of the General Framework of Society, Executive Teams follow
guidelines provided by the Operative Government and execute actions (implement changes)
in Elements of Society, which are determined to be necessary by the Operative Government.
The extent of their autonomy is also determined by the Operative Government and in every
case the Operative Government supervises their functioning. Executive Teams are a set of
Institutions, established by the Operative Government’s Institutions whenever particular
changes in Elements of Society have to be made.
Extensive economic growth (Extensive Growth) – see the term “Economic growth”.
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F
Filter Institution – As preventing any member of the population from influencing the
functioning and progress of the Sustainable System by providing arguments would
represent a breach of the Principle of Sustainability, every member of society would have to
be able to present a problem regarding any aspect of society to the Strategic Government.
Furthermore, every member of society would also have to be able to present arguments to
any research process aimed toward finding a solution to any problem. As some of the
reported problems and arguments would not be in line with reality, a Filter Institution
would represent an intermediary between all members of society and a Problem
Identification Institution, which would ultimately take steps toward problems, identified as
needing to be solved, being solved by Research Coordination Institutions within the
Strategic Government (in the case of reporting problems), or would represent an
intermediary between all members of society and Research Teams (in the case of providing
arguments). Following strict rules and procedures regarding the selection of reported
problems a Filter Institution would reject problems that would clearly not be in line with
reality and report only those problems that could potentially be in line with reality to a
Problem Identification Institution in order prevent the latter from being overwhelmed by
the sheer number of reported problems. Filter Institutions would also filter arguments
provided to the research processes coordinated by Research Coordination Institutions
within the Strategic Government, as every member of the general population would be able
to provide his own arguments to every research process within the Strategic Government.
Filter Institutions would reject all arguments that would clearly not be in line with reality in
order for Research Coordination Institutions not to be overwhelmed by the sheer number
of these arguments.

G
General Framework of Society – Considered as an Element of Society, the General
Framework of Society defines the relationship between the general population and
Institutions, which solve problems and make decisions regarding changes having to be
implemented in any aspect of the Sustainable System. The design of the General Framework
of Society is based on the requirement that the breach of all the criteria of the Principle of
Sustainability should be minimised. The General Framework of Society is essentially a web
of Institutions forming the Strategic Government, the Operative Government and Executive
Teams.
General population – All members of human society, not organized in any particular formal
manner. A person, considered to be a member of the general population, can be a member
of one or more Institutions.
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H
Human input – is considered as an input into Production Processes. Any contribution of
time and effort to a Production Process by people, (including intellectual contributions), is
considered as human input.

I
Inequality in accumulated assets – means that some individuals in society own higher
number of assets and/or assets of higher real value than other individuals in society. When
using the term “amount of accumulated assets” the number and/or real value of accumulated
assets is referred to.
Institute – An independent global organization aiming toward determining the closest
approximation of the optimal design of the Sustainable System, of the optimal design of the
necessary steps for establishing the Sustainable System and of the optimal list of defined rules
that would enable the perpetuation of the Sustainable System through time without breaching
the Principle of Sustainability. During the Transition, the Institute would represent the
primary source of information regarding the Sustainable System and the Transition, but
would not have any decision-making powers in society. Besides the abovementioned the
Institute would also constantly conduct communication of concepts and values to the global
population, thus shaping global culture.
Institution (Element of Society) – Every task performed by people in the Sustainable
System is performed through Institutions. Institutions are groups of people, who in an
organized manner, while following strict rules, which govern every aspect of Institutions,
perform their particular roles within these Institutions. Institutions perform their respective
roles in the Sustainable System. An Institution uses tangible products and human input as
inputs and its output is a particular role performed in society. Although some Institutions
provide human input into Production Processes, which are integral parts of the Production
Framework, Institutions are regarded as a separate Element of Society.

L
Learned human behaviour – A Part of human behaviour that individuals acquire solely by
interacting with their environment.

M
Means of production – Any tangible product that enables a Production Process to
transform inputs into output is considered as means of production. Means of production are
not transformed into output, but gradually approach the end of their service life and are
recycled or discarded after the end of this service life.
Market-monetary economic system = market-monetary system –This term essentially
refers to the Trade-Based Production System, the only difference being that money is used
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as means of exchange and as store of value (money represents an asset). No relationship
between the general population and the leadership of society is considered when referring to
the market-monetary economic system, as this term only defines the economic system.
However, when referring to this economic system, the government is considered only as an
Economic Subject.
Market-monetary democratic socio-economic system = Market-monetary democratic
system – This term defines the socio-economic system, meaning the market-monetary
economic system where the relationship between the general population and the leadership
of society is considered. The government is considered not only as an Economic Subject, but
also as the problem-solving and decision-making body and furthermore the processes of
selecting the government by the general population are considered when referring to the
market-monetary democratic system (these processes being characterized by key individuals
within the leadership being periodically elected).
Motivation – When explaining psychological processes that result in an individual being
motivated to behave in a particular manner, the model is referred to, which includes learned
human behaviour, natural human behaviour, an unsatisfied need and a drive of a particular
strength. A drive is a particular emotional state connected to a certain needs being unsatisfied,
thus motivating an individual to behave in a manner to strive toward satisfying this need by
acquiring the perceived means of needs satisfaction. The perception of means of satisfying a
particular need is largely determined by learned human behaviour, therefore by concepts and
values previously internalized through interaction with the environment. Learned human
behaviour through the perception of means of needs satisfaction triggers natural human
behaviour which triggers a drive motivating an individual to satisfy his need by acquiring the
perceived means of needs satisfaction. As needs have a hierarchy (in this book Abraham
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is referred to), generally (the hierarchy of needs can arguably to
a certain extent differ from individual to individual and from point in time to point in time
involving the same individual) drives motivating an individual to satisfy an unsatisfied need
higher on the hierarchy are stronger than those motivating an individual to satisfy a need
lower on the hierarchy, resulting in the satisfaction of the need higher on the hierarchy as a
priority. Drives, however, can exist before the means of needs satisfaction are evaluated by
an individual, motivating an individual to seek these means (e.g. hunger as a drive is triggered
when the need for food is not being satisfied, motivating an individual to evaluate which
means of satisfying this need exist and could possibly be acquired).

N
Need – This term refers to whatever a human being requires in order to maintain a maximum
level of psychological and physiological health, to live as long as possible and to have the
maximum possible chances of reproduction, taking into consideration traits of this human
being. Needs have a hierarchy, and when using the term “hierarchy of needs” in this book
Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is referred to. Arguably, the hierarchy of needs can
differ from individual to individual and from point in time to point in time involving the same
individual. If a need is not satisfied, a drive motivating an individual to satisfy this need is
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triggered. Human beings strive toward having all needs (being finite in number) satisfied. If
the satisfaction of all needs at the same time is not possible, people strive toward the
satisfaction of needs higher on the hierarchy before striving toward the satisfaction of those
lower on the hierarchy. These drives are therefore stronger, ultimately resulting in stronger
motivation to satisfy needs higher on the hierarchy.
Natural human behaviour – Part of human behaviour that an individual possesses from
birth onward and does not in any aspect acquire through interaction with his environment.
Natural resource – A resource in raw form, which is found in nature and is at no point in
time transformed by human activity, meaning transformed by a particular production process
into a product. For example, a tree growing in nature is a natural resource, but a cut down
tree has already been transformed into a product by a production process.

O
Operative Government – As the problem-solving and decision-making processes in the
Strategic Government have to be conducted following complex procedures, which could
possibly take a long time, and as such processes are unsuitable for the day-to-day
implementation of changes in Elements of Society, the Operative Government has to
implement changes determined as needed to be implemented by the Strategic Government.
It has to manage the implementation of these changes on a daily basis, following guidelines
provided by the Strategic Government, while having limited autonomy in doing so.
Institutions of the Operative Government are established by Institutions of the Strategic
Government. The Operative Government’s Institutions are always supervised by those of
the Strategic Government.
Personality type – A set of interconnected psychological traits determined at birth, which
represent natural human behaviour. In this book we consider personality types as an example
of Trait Groups, (the term “Trait Group” being a wider term). When using the term
“personality type” we are referring to the theory of psychological types, originally developed
by Carl Gustav Jung, and to the Myers-Briggs’ Type Indicator Personality Inventory, based
on Carl Gustav Jung’s theory of psychological types. A particular personality type determines
an individual’s perception and his conclusion about what has been perceived. Personality
types are arguably randomly distributed throughout the population. A personality type
influences an individual’s behaviour and most notably influences actions that an individual
wants to perform and is talented to perform. To a particular extent a personality type
determines the probability of an individual desiring to perform a particular role in society and
how talented he is to perform it. Shares of each personality type in the human population can
roughly be determined, as personality types are arguably randomly distributed within the
human population. A personality type of an individual also determines his interactions with
individuals of other personality types, essentially meaning that an individual of a particular
personality type can more effectively communicate and form relationships with individuals
of particular personality types than with individuals of other personality types.
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Principle of Sustainability – A set of criteria that would have to be applied in every aspect
of a socio-economic system in order for it to be sustainable (becoming the Sustainable
System), meaning that it would maximise the chances of the long-term survival and prosperity
of mankind.
The Principle of Sustainability would represent the very foundation of the Sustainable
System. Every aspect of this system would be designed around the set of eleven criteria of
the Principle of Sustainability:

Criterion 1: Number of cases, where the damage is made to the natural environment beyond
the point of irreversibility, has to be limited to the bare minimum.

Criterion 2: Number of cases, where the extraction rate of natural resources exceeds their
regeneration rate, has to be limited to the bare minimum.

Criterion 3: The satisfaction of all human needs for all members of society has to be
maximised and enabled equally for all.

Criterion 4: Conditions have to be present that enable the maximum level of voluntary
contribution by members of society toward achieving the goals of society as a whole.
Criterion 5: Access to all knowledge in society has to be provided for every individual in
society equally and conditions have to be present that enable the maximum spread of
knowledge among the population.

Criterion 6: The creation of knowledge, representing the closest approximation of the truth
regarding mankind and its environment and potentially enabling the closest approximations
of solutions to problems regarding any aspect of society to be determined has to be
maximised and the time between the creation of this knowledge and its implementation into
society has to be minimised.

Criterion 7: By providing arguments to research processes aimed toward determining the
closest approximations of solutions to problems regarding any aspect of society and being
based on the scientific method, every individual in society has to be able to influence all these
research processes and therefore influence all decisions regarding changes implemented in
any aspect of society. Willingness of individuals to provide arguments to these research
processes has to be maximised.

Criterion 8: Research processes aimed toward determining the closest approximations of
optimal solutions to problems regarding any aspect of society and representing the basis for
decisions regarding changes implemented in society have to consider all arguments provided
and determine the closest approximations of optimal solutions to problems by considering
these arguments, ultimately accepting or rejecting them based on the scientific method.
Criterion 9: The chances of natural and healthy reproduction processes occurring and the
chances of relations between parents and children being natural and healthy, enabling children
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to have maximum opportunities to be brought up to become physically and psychologically
healthy adults have to be maximised.

Criterion 10: The chances of conditions taking place that would cause lower chances of
reproduction of individuals with traits desirable for the survival and prosperity of mankind,
organized by the sustainable socio-economic system, compared to individuals without these
traits, have to be minimised.

Criterion 11: Optimization and efficiency has to be maximised in all aspects of society.
Product –When using the term “product” anything tangible produced by production
processes is referred to. Products are considered as assets (the term “assets” being a wider
term), and in this book the term “product” is used when specifically pointing out that a
tangible asset has at one point in time been produced by a production process.
Production (Element of Society) – is an Element of Society, which includes tangible
products that are not considered as part of any other Element of Society, and produces,
distributes, maintains, recycles or discards all tangible products in the Sustainable System. The
core of Production as an Element of Society is the Production Framework.
Production Framework – Production, distribution, maintenance, recycling or discarding of
any tangible product is conducted by a web of Production Processes, all part of the
Production Framework. As an interconnected single system, the Production Framework
through implemented technologies in Production Processes and through accumulated means
of production transforms natural resources and human input into tangible products, into
enabling the use of these products by human society, and into enabling their recycling or
discarding after the end of their service lives.
Production Process – A process which transforms inputs into output using means of
production and utilizing particular technologies.
Problem Identification Institution – As the role of the Strategic Government is solving
any problem related to any aspect of the Sustainable System, problems in line with reality
have to be identified, following strict rules and procedures. Whenever a problem is reported
by any member of society and not rejected due to not being in line with reality by a Filter
Institution, a Problem Identification Institution, by following strict rules and procedures,
conducts the selection of problems, which are, if identified as in line with reality, later solved
by Research Coordination Institutions (generally newly established by a team randomly
selected by the Problem Identification Institution) of the Strategic Government.
Progress of science and technology – is difficult to be quantified due to a single scientific
research result or a single developed technology generally being impossible to be directly
compared to another scientific research result or developed technology in terms of its impact
on scientific and technological progress. It will in this book be defined as a scientific and

technological progress in terms of complexity of factors considered during scientific
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research and technological development and in terms of actual or potential impact of
scientific research results and newly developed technologies on science or
engineering, the economy, other aspects of society or the environment. The higher
the abovementioned complexity and the higher the abovementioned impact, the
higher the scientific and technological progress.

Q
Quality of products or services – In this book this term is used when pointing out the
characteristics of products and services determining their utility for the buyer and therefore
their real value, manifesting itself in a particular price. A product with more features, for
example, enables superior utility for a buyer than a product with fewer features and has a
higher real value, therefore it has higher quality.

R
Real economic growth (Real Growth) – see the term “Economic growth”
Real value – This term is used when analysing the value of Traded Assets and services
(products also being Traded Assets), with real value having an impact on price on the market.
Although real value is sometimes difficult to be determined, an approximation can be. As
assets are everything which can be owned and has the potential to produce value, this
potential to produce value determines the real value of an asset. If a particular asset is a
tangible product, the real value of this asset is the value of this product in terms of price that
could be received for this product on the market, assuming that money supply is not excessive
and that a high inflation rate does not take place. If an asset is an ownership share of a
company producing this product, real value of this asset depends on the potential of this
company to produce these products and trade them at a particular price (under the same
assumption as above). Real value of a company is difficult to be determined, yet can be
estimated not to be lower or higher than a particular value. Without misalignments of money
supply with the number and/or real value of Traded Assets and services in economy, prices
of Traded Assets and services tend to reflect their real values. We can estimate that prices of
all Traded Assets and services in the economy tend to settle at a price that reflects their real
value if the amount of money in circulation increases perfectly proportionately with real
economic growth, based on the increase in productivity of production processes.

S
Service – Produced by a production process (when referring to the market-monetary system)
or by either Production Process or Institution (when referring to the Sustainable System), a
service is an intangible form of either input into a production process or of means of needs
satisfaction of an individual or of means of providing utility to an Economic Subject.
Sustainable socio-economic system = Sustainable System – the socio-economic system,
developed by the Institute, defined as a socio-economic system, which maximises the chances
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of the long-term survival and prosperity of mankind. The Principle of Sustainability is applied
in every aspect of this socio-economic system and this system is therefore developed around
the requirement that the breach of all the criteria of the Principle of Sustainability is
minimised.
The definition of the Sustainable System is broader than the definition of a socioeconomic system, when referring to any socio-economic systems having taken place
throughout history (such as when referring to either market-monetary or centrally planned
economic systems with either democratic or dictatorial frameworks of society).
The Sustainable System consists of products, Production Processes and Institutions
(representing the fundamental building blocks of the five Elements of Society), designed in a
manner that the breach of all the criteria of the Principle of Sustainability is minimised.
Moreover, the Sustainable System also consists of rules, developed in a manner to enable the
system to perpetuate through time, while all the criteria of the Principle of Sustainability are
breached to a minimal possible extent. The products, Production Processes, Institutions and
rules are therefore included in the definition of the Sustainable System.
When referring to the Sustainable System, change in the design of a tangible product,
which represents part of a particular Element of Society, is considered as change in this socioeconomic system.
Strategic Government – As part of the General Framework of Society, the Strategic
Government is a web of Institutions, which through firmly defined problem-solving and
decision-making processes strives toward determining the closest approximations of optimal
solutions to problems regarding any aspect of the Sustainable System and toward making the
closest approximations of optimal decisions regarding changes needed to be implemented in
the Sustainable System in order for the previously mentioned problems to be solved. The
Strategic Government can, after arriving at the closest approximation of an optimal solution
to a problem, change any aspect of any Element of Society or change the rules regarding any
aspect of any Element of Society. Furthermore, it establishes Institutions within the
Operative Government and supervises the processes of change implementation.

T
Third phase of the research – see the term “Transition”.
Trait Group – In this book Trait Groups are defined as groups of psychological traits, which
represent a part of natural human behaviour, which are determined for a particular individual
at birth and which can be divided into a finite number of groups, shares of which in the global
population can be estimated. In this book, special emphasis is placed on Trait Groups that
determine the natural desire to perform particular tasks and determine talents to perform
them, along with determining interactions and interpersonal relationships with individuals,
characterized by particular Trait Groups. An example of a Trait Group is a personality type
(see the term “Personality Type”). Trait Group is however a wider term than the term
“Personality Type”.
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Traded Assets – Assets that are actually traded in the economy using money as means of
exchange. We use the term “Traded Assets” when analysing the impact of money in
circulation on the economy.
Transition – A shift from one socio-economic system to another in a particular society,
taking place over a particular period of time. In this book, the focus is on the shift from the
market-monetary democratic system toward the Sustainable System and the term “the
Transition” is used when referring to this type of transition.
Transport (Element of Society) – Transport as an Element of Society includes all
Production Processes or products needed to transport any tangible products or a person from
a particular location to another particular location. Some Production Processes providing
transport as a direct input into other Production Processes are integral parts of the Production
Framework. Transport as an Element of Society is in this case a set of Production Processes,
which provide transport as an input to other Production Processes and is therefore an integral
part of the Production Framework. When people are transported, a product represents means
of transport (this product being used by individuals), and Production Processes enable the
production, distribution, maintenance, recycling or discarding of this product. In this case,
Transport is not an integral part of the Production Framework (as transport is not enabled
by a Production Process), but instead a product performing its function of transporting
people, therefore representing means of transport. Due to its specifics and importance for
society, Transport is considered as a separate Element of Society.
Trade-Based Production System – An economic system where trade takes place and where
production of tangible products or production (providing) of services is conducted in order
to benefit from trading these products or services for other products or services or for other
Traded Assets. No money as means of exchange is used in this theoretical system. The term
“Trade-Based Production System” is used when illustrating the characteristics of an economic
system that is based on trade, which are a consequence of trade itself, not of money as means
of exchange.
Tribal society = Tribe – Is in its essence a socio-economic system. Tribal societies are early
forms of human societies. These societies are characterized by numbers of individuals in the
population small enough to enable personal acquaintance among all members. Such societies
are characterized by cooperation and sharing between its members. These societies are
cohesive (members of a tribal society cooperate and strive toward a common goal). Resources
are shared instead of being traded.
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